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ABSTRACT
The greatest impediment in our effort to reconstruct the history of Greek 
literature of the 4th c. B.C. is the almost complete loss of important poets such as 
Antimachus of Colophon, a loss which leaves us in the dark as to the conditions that 
led to the 3rd c. B.C. renaissance. In the times around 300 B.C. leading figures were 
active in the SE Aegean, the most prominent of whom was Philetas of Cos. Ptolemy I 
entrusted him with the tutorship of his son Ptolemy II. Philetas was highly esteemed by 
his compatriots who honoured him with a statue, and by the avant-garde among 
Hellenistic poets including Callimachus and Theocritus. He wrote hexameters 
(Hermes)y narrative elegy (Demeter), Epigrams and Paegnia and perhaps a Telephus. 
His Ataktoi Glossai, the first ever collection of recondite dialect vocables, became 
instantly renowned. But his poetry did not survive long and is now almost entirely lost: 
no more than 50 lines survive along with 31 second hand entries of his Atakta mainly 
from Athenaeus. These were last published and studied by G. Kuchenmuller in a 
Berlin 1928 thesis written in Latin, a work nowadays not easily accessible.
This new approach to the scanty poetical remains of Philetas brings the study 
of this key figure up to date, takes into consideration material published since the 
twenties (including two fragments, three important testimonies, Hellenistic fragments 
which have become available from papyri, verse-inscriptions and inscriptions from 
Cos). Evidence from various sources is adduced to reconstruct Philetas’ poems 
(particularly his "Coan" Demetery to which most of the surviving fragments are 
attributed) and the key epigram fr. 27 is newly interpreted to show Philetas a 
Callimachean before Callimachus. A detailed commentary elucidates the wide range of 
Philetas’ sources of inspiration and the largely neglected influence of his work, often 
followed up to Imperial times. A list of Alleged Testimonia and another of Alleged 
Ascriptions are provided to discuss pseudo-Philetan references and material.
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C. Other Abbreviations.
Abbreviations of periodicals are identical (with rare, easily recognisable exceptions) to 
L’annee philologique. Abbreviations of authors are either identical to or more explicit 
than those employed in LSJ (or OLD). "Theogn." comprises both Theognis and the 
Theognidea. All dates are B.C. unless otherwise specified.
ad Xin. ad Xmem * same sedes in the verse
ad loc. ad locum or etymological root of a
al. alii or aliter word.
c. century/circa X occurrences
ca circa = recumng verse or
cl. collate phrase
ex. exeunte comparable or almost
HH Homeric Hymn identical verses or
id(d). idem passages
ibid. ibidem . • one word omitted
in. ineunte • • . two or more words
l.e. (ll.cc.) loco citato/citeriore omitted
(locis citatis/citerioribus) /..../ one verse or more than
1.1. loco laudato one sentence of a prose-
m. mid- text omitted
MS(S) Manuscripts) [....] two or more verses or
op.c. opere citato substantial portion of a
op.s. opere sequenti prose text omitted
Ph. Philetas
q.v. quo/quem vide
v.l. varia lectio
vel sim. vel simtliter/stmtita
TESTIMONIA
1. Suda 0332
OlA1^eag, Kcog, mog TnXXtyo'u, (ov eK tx OiA^cr'i Kai ’AX^avSpou, Yaaaart,iKK^g 
KpinKog* og ta%vf)0etg en tol £i-heiv tov KaXovipevov yeuSoipevov X-yov 
dTCe0avev. XyXvexo 8e Kal St8arecaXog xon Seuxepou rkoXegatou. eyprnjiev 
^^ryp^ppaTa, Kai, eOxyeiag koi aXXa.
1 4>iXntag vario acccntu codd., cf. T. 14 2 ypaiiiiaTiKog <k«1> Kpvuxdg Toup cl. e 359 loxv<o9etg 
<ek xov £iyxlv kqi 5k6keiv aKlxntcc* marg. add. M post gl. V
2. Hermesian. CA 7.75-8
CiaOa Se Kai xov aoi5ov, ov EupucuXou joXXxca 
Kcpoi yaXceiov B^kov imo trXrTcrva
BvxriSa i.fX7CrooTa Ootiv, irepi Tavxa 9>iXxav 
prpirTa Kai naaav xpiopevov XAvriv.
2 OnKov A : axnactv Hecker 3 Biml5a A : BarriSa Scaliger 4>iXUav A : OiXxiav epit., Musunis 4 
^udpevov A : corr. Hermann.
3. Poosd. (?)) An epigilun foom the mummy-caae papyrui is on a siarue oo PhUelta 
(spelt OiXUag) "in no way heroic but very much in life", erected in the "house of 
Ptolemy" ?Chtladxlahus)). The text has not been published yet. (Information 
communicated by A. S. Hollis)
4. Strata PCG 1.40-6 (Attorn. 9.3382f. + PCcm 6S545 s. a.C.III ex.)
XOuev, XXeyxv exe-pa aua^a 
XUijLa'uQj’ a, pd xqv rfjv, onSe xig orivfjKev av, 
a^fTvXXa, pol-pag, Sumix’, opeXoiK* (o<ax’ eSxi
24 Ta too <X>i%ixa A,appdvovxa ftopXia
aKorceiv eKaoxov xi 8i)vaxai xcov pTipax©v. 
aAX iKexei)0v awov t]5t] pexapaXcov 
avOpcorclvcog XaXeiv xi.
1 exepa pvpta Pap.: wore ge A 4 xa xov dnXvxa .. pupXta Pap.: x<3v too <jnA.xa ... ptpMov A 5 
eKaoxov Pap. (coniecerat Cobet): -a A x<Sv pTigaxwv A : xtappopXicov Pap. 6 aXX tKexeoov Pap.: 
kXtiv tKexeoco y’ A gexapaXtov Pap.: -etv A 7 xi Pap.: xe A
5. Theoc. 7.39-41
oi) yap tc© Kax’ epov voov owe xov eoOXov 
ZixeXiSav viktipi xov 6k Zap© owe C>iXi^xav 
aei§©v, paxpa%o<; 5e icox’ aKptSag ©<; xi<; eplaS©.
2 GnAjpav vario accentu codd.
6. Call. fr. 532
x© iKeXov to ypdppa to K©iov
7a. Call. fr. 1.9-12
..... ]y<?p epy [6%]vyoaxixo<;- dXXa KaOeXtKei
.... 7I0jAa) xqv paKpxiv oprcvia 0eapo<}>6po[<;-
xoiv 8e] Suoiv Mtpveppoq oxi yXokxk;, ad xaxa Xercxov
..... ] f| peyaX-ri 5’ oi)K e818a^e yovfi.
1 n gfev 8ti] Pfeiffer: Kokx; 5ti] Puelma : Kqjog - nJ yop er|Y C. W. Muller : penY Pap., "fort, yap eny" 
Lobel 2 0eov Hollis, Matthews (sed v. id. 45): Spbv Housman : ypabv Gallavotti, Milne, Maas : vabv 
Smotrytch (vqbv iam coniecerat A. Vogliano apud J. G. Milne, JEA 17 (1931), 118) : Kcov Vitelli 
("brevius spatio" Pfeiffer, sed cf. Parsons apud Hollis (1978), 402 n. 1): Si) Cameron 3 init. suppl. 
Housman fin. suppl. e Schol. Lond. 11 (coniecerat Rostagni) 4 prioteg] Rostagni: K<$at] Puelma
3
7b. Schol. Frfreniina on CaU. fr. 1.9-12 (PSI 1219 s. p.C. II, p. 3 Pf.)
rcapa]Ti0eTal te ev a(vy)Kplaei ta dUycov otl- 
%(fflv) ov]t(a) TaiTppata Mipvepgoo ton Ko- 
Xo(koM<0) kp! 0>iX{e}vta ton KJon peXpeJlova 
t(cov) 7oX]'uatl%iQv avt;(G))v (k&pkov e!vai[....
3 $i&EVtPT Ppp. 4 ant ppp. : ant(wv) edd, : pma Pohlenz, sed v. SH 675, K. MpaNpmee, BASP 19 
(1982), 83-6
cf. Schol. Lond. on vv. 9-12 (p. 3 Pf.)
Trot KoXn Ka0eX|Kei t(fiv) 710A.U paKpfv) | 
e5l5a£av al Ka-ta Xe7a(ov) ! onK e5l5(arev) -q 
peydXTi) I leyei oti yHuK(nq) o Mipveppog I
8. Crates sH S
XoiplXoq ’A^'^paxon iroXn Adiietai, aXX em laatv 
XoipXov Ea<t>opr(fv sixe Sia atopatog,
Kai KapdryXsoao ejtoei ta rcotfipaTa, Kai ta 0>iXf|Ta 
aTpeKeca; %Sei • Kai yap ’OpflpiKoc; rv,
3 <tXvcpcp P (aaret Pl.) : corr. Dobree (OilTjta) : dbixta Nowpaki : jXyrpa Brunak
9. Antig. [Car.] Mircb. 19 {PGR p. 42, v. fr. 20)
(bugonia) <S Kai (jalvveai OiXvtaq rcpoaexeiv, iKavmq ao Tteptepyo^.
10, ScCoI. A on Il. 1.524 (1.142 Erbse)
’Aplotapp<< ev toig ppog OiXitav epcO£pir«i
cf. ScCoI. A on Il. 2.111 (1.202 Erbse) ev yon' tcp rcpo<; OiXUav aru/YppppaTi etc.
4
11. SS't^lao 1 4.2.19 (de Cois iliustribus n naruis)
ont^og te [sc. Hippocrates] 6i) eati -trnv ev§o£,<ov Krnoc avitp Kai Sipog 6 iaTpdq, 
dEXuag te TOthing apa Kai KpvriKog, Kai Ka0’ fu-i<ig NiKiag 6 Kai rnpawnaag 
Kotov etc.
OiXttag n et codd., cf. fr. 8
12a. Marg. Schol. Theoc. 7.40 in POxy. 2064 s. p.O. II (in A. S. Hunt - J. Johnson, 
Two TCeocoiScs Papyri, London 1930, 8, cX. P. J. Parsons (1983) on POxy. 3548, H. 
Mie^er La phiioiogie grecque, 101-2, Dubia 3)
OiiXTiTag 7t^gtr/^ei gY£v[eTO 
pWipojg 5(x) EuKKiovig [
0avo]naav eOaygv [
omnia suppl. edd. prr. "In the second line Ttatpog pev TtiXe<>ou may well have preceded, if pwojg 6(e) 
EuKuSvng is rightly restored" idd.
120. Schol. Theoc. 7.40f (89.21-2 Wendel)
OilTTag KdOg to yevog, mg Se nvxg ,P6Stog, mog T^Xe^om eYevx'tf Se Kai ani^og 
Tosrl'^ig.
cX. Schol. id. 7,40g ?90./s2 Wendxl) o OtlXrTdg Kcog f\v q mg evioi ’PoSiog rol'rttrlg, 
mog TrXe<|>om
2 rcoinfig dptaTOg U 3 Ot?TiTrri<g codd.
13. Sshho Theon 7.5-99(79.22-80.3Weedel)
Bonpivav : Kprjvrv Xeyei ti]g Km. OHXhcdg- [fr. 20]. NiKavmp 6e 6 Kmog 
mtoppqpcaci^mv (rian "Boopiva Trrryf ev tq vh<a» eativ, f)g t6 hpoamhov poSg pivi 
7apa7rXtfsrov".
5
cf. ibid. o (81.24-5 Wendel) NiKavcop Pe 6 Kcoog tiTCop.v'qp.aTt^mv Bonpivav tf)v 
Kpfjvfv K«0,el etc.
1 OtXnxa; G : ^iXtxa; LEAf
14. WitTheoo. ( 1.9-l1Wenndl)
CKOnatnri^ Pp yVyove [sc. Theoc.] OtXrinh Kai ’AaKATiidPou, <5 pvnpove'not [7.40]. 
-pcpacm Pp Kata nhotepaiov tov erctKXTiOevva Adyon.
ita fere Anecd. Estense (9.10-2 Wendel)
2 post Ptt KOfOVta <3>i0d5e0,<|>ov t6v nToXepaioo to6 E7iiKxf£vT0£> inserere voluit Ahrens 
AayaxSv, Adyvv codd. : corr. Dindorf
15. Suda a 77
Z-nvoSorog, 'E<pcc.og, prorccoog Kai ypappatnxOg, paOn^ OnXiyra, Vvl fltolepalon 
yeyovmg ton itpcCoon, 6g Kai rcpvTog tmv ’Opffpon 6topOcyrng eyVveto Kai tmv Vv 
’AXe^avSpplig pfpXfoOr|K<»v nponatri Kai tong 7cai6ag IltoOppafon pTcalPewev.
16. Sucel. Nic. Ther. 3 ( 35.13-9 Cniunnla, r f. Henriesiaa. CA 12)
6 ’EppT|<cidva£ outog <t^fo<g tcp OpOpitcJ Kai yvmpipog f)v. Ton-ccp ta flepaiKa 
yVyparcat, Kai ta efg AeOvtfov tf\v VpwpVvrpv. On Pdvataf 6p NfKavPpog 
pvffpve'oetv towon Pta Trig rcpoccjccvirGewg, Pta t6 t6v OfX-qtav fppapvcepov efvaf 
NfKdvPpon, koi ant6g PP 6 Ni^Kav^Ppog pVpvfcaf ton 'Eppq<JpdvcKTvg mg 
rcpapwppon ev cm rppl tmv pk KoXo<)mvog ronyccov.
1 <hOftQt Lp : 4‘tAud G : OiOTftQ p 4 OtOf-ntv p
6
17. Vita Araa iS I 11.5-7 Mai-tinn
{ev} tdlg ppovoig 6e eyeveto [sc. Arat.] Kcna «>iAdSeA<|)Ov tov paaiXea, onvnKpa^e 
6e ’AXT;dv8p<£ t© AvmXcp Kat 3>iXryr<ji Kai Aiovoc^i© t© (nXoao})© ..., on KaOrryqaa- 
to ta paOrpaTiKa 6 'Apatog.
cf. Vita Arati IV (19.7-8 Martin) anvirKpaae 8e ’AXeVav8p<o tm AtcaX© Kai 
KaXXipdp© Kai Mfvdv8p© Kai OiXrtg.
5 OiVrcPt plurr. ; OiXvifi S
^a. Phot. Bibl. p. 319bll-4 (V.158 Henry)
Aeyei 8e [sc. Prodas de etegia] Kai dpl<rTfaaai tai pexpcp KaAXiv8v te tov ’E^aiov 
Kai Mipveppov t8v KfXojxCviov, oWo Kai t8v ton TrXe<}oo) Oilf'cav t8v KdV)v Kai 
KaXAipapov t8v Bd-ranr KnpTvaiog o-8tog 8’ 0|v.
cf. Phot. Bibl. p. 114b20 (11.157 Henry) (inter poetas a Stobaeo libro IV frorirfctos) 
'¥^10^ OiXriTag, OtX8Vfvog, dHXun^Tig.
3 0nk.T|pav B : OiVpcav A : 4>iVfxa M
18b. Canones Byzantin^ Tab. M, Poetae Elegiaci (in O. Kromert, Canonesne 
portcrum snrtprorum crti.etnum per cortquitatemfuerent:?, K8aigebfag 1897, 6)
’EVeyeiOTOiTiai S'. KaVXivog, M^pvecpag, OnXfjtag, KaXVipaxog.
Cf. Tab. C (in Kromert, op.c., 13) and cod. N (add. H. Rabe, RhM 65 (1910), 342)
’EVeyd©' rcovrttav KaXXivog, Mritveppog» 0>iAi.Tag, KaPXipapog.
18c. Tzetzes Schol. Lyc. (3.15-6 Scheer)
’EXeyeimv 8^ rcotriai KaPA^p^^ Mipveppog, OnXivrdg.
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19. Quint. 10.1.58
tunc et elegiam vacabit in manus sumere, cuius princeps habetur Callimachus, 
secundas confessione plurimorum Philetas occupavit.
2 Philetas, Philatas, Phileta codd.
20. Plut an sent sit gerenda res publica 15, p. 791e
oo7tep ovv 6 npo8tKov tov oo^iaTriv OtXr,Tav tov koitittiv a^tov rcoXtTeveaOat, 
veovg pev taxvovg 8e Kat voao8etg Kat Ta rcoXXa KXtvoKeTetg 8t’ appoaxtav ovxag, 
apeXxepog eaxtv, ovxog 6 koXvov apxetv Kat OTpa-crfyeiv Totovxovg yepovxag otog 
etc.
21. Athen. 9.40le
Kat 6 AxipoKpiTog e<t>Tp aet tcote av, o OvXrctave, ovSevog pexaXappdvetv etoOag 
tov TtapaaKeva^opevov rcptv paOetv et tj xpTjat<; pi] erq tov ovopaxov rcaXata. 
Ktv8vvevetg ovv Tcoxe 8ta Tavxag Tag <J>povTtSag oarcep 6 Koog <X>tXtTag £titov tov 
KaXovpevov yevSoXoyov tov Xoyov opotog eKetvo 8taXv0fjvat. taxvog yap icavv 
to aopa 8ta Tag ^nTqaetg yevopevog arceOavev, og to repo tov pvripetov avTOv 
erctypappa 8tjXov
£etve, OtXtrag etpt. Xoyov 6 yev86pevog pe 
oXeae Kat vvktov 4>povTt8eg earceptot.
4 4»iXvtag A: 4»tXiiragC vev5oX.6yov codd.: yeuSogevov Herwerden
22a. Ael. VH 10.6
’Ekopo8ovvto etg XeircdTriTa Eavvvptov 6 Kop<p8tag rcovriTTig Kat MeXryrog 6 
Tpayo8tag 7cotT|Tng Kat Ktvqatag kvkXiov xopov Kat OtXriTag rcovrynig e^apexpov.
2 Ttouvrng del. Hercher 3 e^agexpwv codd.: nevxapexpwv Ruhnken, probante Meineke 351
8
22b. Ael. VH 9.14
<I>iXt]tCv X£Yd-UGt t8v Kmov Xemo'taTov yevefOai t8 ampa. ercei to^.vav 
ava1cpaa^iv(ri pct8iog r^v ek Taaqg 7po<(d<ce©g, poXipon, ^aol, T£7oorippva eipev ev 
toig LMoSiTpqgi TeA-axa, iva pf) avat;p£T^TL;ai m8 twv dvepcov, ei tote oKVripoi 
KaxEKveov.
22c. A^en. 12.552b
VercTOxepog S’ fjv Kai OiXixag d Kapog TCavTTqg, dg Kai Sid tf)v ton ompi-'tog 
ioxx'S-Tina o^aa-pag eK poMpon 7ce7OiTI-pv<pg eixe Tapi tm toSe, ©g pf) uts dvepon 
dvppcPTel1l.
1 OiJAiag A : dnAyiag E
23p. Prop. 2.34.29-32
aut quid ^^T•echti tibi prosunt caaminr lecta? 
nil iuvat in magno vester amore senex.
tu satius memorem Musis imitere Phiiitan 
et non inflati somn^ Canimachi.
1 ereahti N : aretheic’/«rr. : erea(h)th(p)ei (= Aesahyli) V2 in marg., Vo, alii alia 3 satius suspectum : 
pottos Schrader memorem musis N, P corr. : musis memorem cett. : Meropem Musis Jacob : Cererem 
Musis Stroh : "locus vexptissimus, mep sententip prorsus deperditus" Fideli Philitan plurr. ; Philitp 
NL : Edita F : Phditpe Santem
23b. Prop. 3.1.1-6
CallimachL Manes et Coi sacra Philitae, 
in vestrum, quaee0" me smite ire nemus.
v dicite, quo pariter carmen teauastis in antro? 
quove pede LngressL? quamque bLbLetLs aquam?
1 Philippe plurr. : Philetpe N
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25c Prop. 5.5.47-52
'quippe coronatos alienum ad limen amantis 
nocturnaeque canes ebria signa fugae
ut per te clansas sciat excavate puellas, 
qui volet austeros arte ferire vires.'
talia Calliope, lymphisque a fonte petitis 
ora Philitea nostra rigavit aqua.
2 Phplitea plurr. : PhileteaL, Vo, dett.
23d. Prop. 5.9.45-6
inter Callimachi sat erit placuisse libelles 
et cecinissn modis, Coe poeta, tuis.
haec urant pueros, haec urant scripta puellas, 
meque deum clament et mihi sacra ferant!
2 dure codd. : Coe Beroaldus : Dore Scriverius : pure Scaliger : docte Foster 
corr. dett.
3 curant bis codd. :
23e. Prop. 4.6.5-4
cera Philiteis certet Romana corymbis 
et Cymnaeas urna ministret aquas.
1 phUippeis codd. : Philetaeis Volscus
24a. Ov. Ars Am. 5.529-550
sit tibi Callimachi, sit Coi nota poetae, 
sit quoque vinosi Teia Musa senis
24b. Ov. Rrm. Am. 759-760
Callimachum fugito, non est inimicus amori; 
et cum Callimacho tu quoque, Coe, noces.
10
24c. Ov. hristia 3.6.3-2
Nec tantum Clario Lyde dilecta poetae
nec tantum Coo Battis amata suo est, 
pectoribus quantum tu nostris, uxor, inhaeres,
digna minus misero, non meliore viro.
1 lyde F : Ifde nonnulli 2 battis F : balls M : bactis D : baccfs GT : Bittis Merkel
24d, Ov. Ex Ponto 5.1.57-8
nec te nesciri patitur mea pagina, qua non 
inferius Coa Battide nomen habes.
1 coa battide s : coa^t tiM de A : coa pfthyde C : coa batide le : choa bachfde ebl : Coa Bittide
Merkel
25. Utat. Silv. 1.2.252-5
hune ipse Coo p^udente Philetas 
Callimachusque senex Umbroque Propertius antro 
ambissent laudare diem, nec tristis in ipsis 
Naso Tomis divesque foco lucente Tibullus.
1 PhUetes plurr. : Philytes M
26. Choera^ in Theod. Alex. 560.16 (IV.I.338.10-2 Hilgard)
OfOfjtag 6 P.5aoico^Aog OeoKptton.
<’iPVwkc<o; NC : OfOt'tog V : corr. Bemhardy (Gr. Lit. II.2, 566), M. Haupt, Hermes 6 (1871), 185
27. TTetzes EEeg. II. p.1 26.9Hennenn
ffOXol Tpc, 'Op-fptKfjg Vt^n^p^c^OoY.ag eit£p£llpOqvav ... ’ApfaTap%og, Zpvo6o'tog, 
OiOp'cag, Z7c<)C Kat Etepof.
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ALLEGED TESTIMONIA
1. Plut. PericL 2.1, p. 153a (= Philemon PCG T 35)
oa8f'rg 6uj),VTf<; veog fl tdv ev niop Oeaadievog Ala yeveosOan OeeLHag eT£0d|iiev, 
r TTv 'Tlpav Tqv ev ’’Apyen HoVaKVnn^Oi, od8’ ’Avaxpemv rj r ’Appilopog
fLoSelg ai)Tft)v xorg 'ov0^parnv. od ydp dvayKatov, et xepjcen ad epyov mg papiev, 
dViov oiioa80ig eivan adv fl.pyaoi^.evov.
3 OiV'flC-flv aodd. : OiXrxQg Brypn (paaeperpt Beraardakis) ; 'Iictwv(pX Cobet
2. Cat. 95.9-10
Parva men mihi sint cordi monumenta <sodrrie> 
at populus tumido gaudeat AatimacCo.
1 <sodalis> om. codd., add. Aldina : Philetpe Bergk : Phanoclis Rossbach : Phplaeci Munro : Catonis 
Leo
<Sodarie> Ln. v. 9 was printed by Avantius in the editio princeis, the so-caUed 
Addina, in 1502 and is henceforth commonly printed in this line. Berg^s unfortunate 
conjecture (mee... PhtSetcr would sound most awkward, see J. B. Solodow, CPh 82 
(1987), 145) won approval from Rostagni and M. Puelma, MH 11 (1954), 114, cf. id. 
Phil. 101 (1957), 99, MH 39 (1982), 224 n. 14. On the poem see W. Clausen, GRBS 5 
(1964), 188-191, Hutchinson 296-7.
3. There is a growing belief that old Philetas prcrceptor cmoris in Long. 2.3-7 
harbours features of the Coaa’e poetry.
4. R. Hefaog, Phil. 77 S(994)) 4266. SicM ,±1^ thh aniargfaiiti ppoe of Hefadra in Mim. 
8 is Ph., cf. already O. Causiue, RE V (1905), 2281; sceptically J. Sitzler, PhW 47 
(1927), 40, contra Kuchenmiiller 24-5, Pfeiffer (1968), 90 n. 5 ("the incredible fancies 
of R. Herzog"). M. Musurus supplemented the lacuna that he posited after [MoscCus]
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Epit. Bion. 92, in which different cities are said to deplore the loss of Bion more than 
that of their native poets, with his own ... Sv xs TcAAica<; / Tpi-oTiSa^ 7toTcpi<p Gprivet 
Tap’ ’AXVvxi 0ilAh|h(ag (Bach 17-8).
5. Huntes 11 n. 66 fell thht thhse ii ''s fair chance" thht thh doscriptton of Linuu as tuuor 
of Heracles in Theoc. 24.105-6 yp0ttaca pev xov TonSa yVpwv Ahvog V|n§iSa|nv, / 
mog ’ATtoXXc^x^og pnXnSove'u^ 0ypuhvo<; e^peq refers to Ph.’s education of thn young 
Ptolemy. In that poem the young Heracles seems to represent in some respects the 
young Ptolemy PhilaOelphus (Hunter 27) and it has been suggested that the list of his 
tutors represents real courtiers like Theoc. himself. Hunter adduced a late Hnllenicoic 
inscription from Klaros {BCH 10 (1886), 514-5; a certain Gorgos) 6 iiC^<yel{g 
KoXnP'opAoi; do' 'lfhOprer<; osXn§Olv6<; and thn fact oeao Ph. was known to have worked 
himself to death with veKc6v ^pooxiSeg eoeepiOi. In another Teeocritean passage J. 
B. Macqueen, LCM 8 (1985), 128 lifted Ph. too high proposing Kc^ov OooSov in 7.47­
8 Moiadv opvi%e<; oaoi ocoti Xiov 0fi§6v / dvda kokkK^vixs; ecOfa.a oox9^•7ov'’dl
6. After G-P ad loc. (''smce Phhietas may be caUed the head of the schoo! winch A. is 
decrying A. perhaps remembers his description of the poet" [fr. 27.5-4]) Hollis (1996), 
61 n. 53 held that conceivably Anti0l Thess. GPh 20.5[-4] (()e8>Ye'ce) oi x VtiVcov 
Koopov A^?ltyofonvov 0aK1ioavTe7 [/ Kpfjv'); e£, rno^K Tlvex Xitov b8eo], in an 
epigram evoking Archil, against thn Callimachean school of poetry, "spnoieicslly 
sOtsoks Philnoas" as ercVov Koopov in v. 5 occurs in Philetas fr. 27.5.1
1 A passage in the Byzantine histvriav Nicetas Choniates 491.3-6 van Dieten (second half of the 12th c.) 
has given rise to speculation involving Ph.: "09ev Orcep em ccov ocopotikBv eteov 6 K$6g (to 
foo-mte, d) elg v6 atcpov 7poeO00oaap <(5foOcri ftp6g c6 KavcvTeg cog <i.Pov6aTpo<|>ot |vexa<(£Vea0ai, 
pfj avplpag evvvoop pVvetv x6 ouvexei del vqg Kivipae©;, vouvo koi Vvl x<3 Meoocovapfxf 
o'uiLiVf'vooKev dvvKpug. The K(pog foifpvpi; ov whom Nicetas draws has always been thought tv be 
Hippvcrates. nonpcrpg can mean "author of a prose-worK", but the usage is unattested in Nicetas who 
despite the fact that he regularly pays attention to the human body, see A. Kazhdan, "Der Korper im 
GeschichtswerK der NiKetas Choniates" in G. Prinzig - D. Simon (edd.), Fest und Alltag in Byzanz, 
Munich 1990, 91-105, neglects the Hippocratic corpus. D. A. Christides, "0 "Kcaoq 7tort)ofg" von 
Nucnva Xcovtcvn)", Hellenica 35 (1984), 70-3 identified the source of this passage with Philon fr. 458 
(II. 149-150 von Amim) and suggested that his name was corrupted into dnOiypcaq whence the appearance 
of the Coan poet in Nicetas Choniates. If the assumption is correct, the mistake would interestingly 
suggest that the literary circles in Constantinople identified Ph. with the name Call, used to apply to him.
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HERMES
Fr. l (Parth. 2 = CA 5)
nepi noAupTXrts 
'Iaxopet CrAna^ 'Eppp
’OSoaoen^ aTwpevoq rcepr ZiKeTiav Kai triv Tvpprivtdv Kai rqv TiKeTmv 
OaAaaaav a^tKeto rcpog A’ioTov Kai MeAvyoovi8a vfjaov. aTtov Kara kAco^ 
aojta^ teOryadt; ev tcoAAt] <poovt5i, el%e td cxe> %epi Tpovrj^ aAtooiv Kai ov tporcov 
aTtotc; eaK£§da€T)oav al vfje^ Kopi^opevou; anO f ’IAiou SieycvOdveto ^evl^cov 
te aTtov tcoAov tpovov SiijyBv. (2) t(p 8’ dpa Kai aTtw fjv f povf) TSopevw’ 
noAuTnAT) yap t(ov AloAiOmv ti£ epaaOetaa aTtoo Kpopa awTjv. 8e toT^
avepoug eYKeKAoianevoug TapaAaPtbv drcercAoeaev, f\ KopTj 0«pdtai ttva tmv 
TpaiK<5v Aa(nTp(ov e%ovaa Kai toTtoiq petd tcoAAov 8aKpT«v dAtv8oupevi). (3) 
ev0a o AioAog tov pev 'Ofrocvea Kalrcep oT rcapovta SKaKtaev, tfv 6e noAt>pr|Auv 
ev vtp eo%e t,aaa6ai. eru%e 8e aTtT^ flpaapevo^ o ct8eA(>6<; Ai®pri<;, aTtqv 
TApatTevtai te Kai jcerHe-t tov rcatepa aTtm auvotKiaai.
4 aidAov ubique P 5 cxe> add. Legrand 8 fi8opevr| P : corr. Leopardus 11 koi xodxot^ P : kov 
xovxoii; Kayser 12 aAivSoupevn P : evaAtv&rnpevn Bast : enaUv5oupevT| Sakolowski
’OdoAroreT^ aAAopevog nepi StKeAlav Kai tf*v TuppTvAov kpi tfiv StKeAmv 
0aAa<rcrav These introductory lines explicitly place Aeolus’ island in the west. In 
Od. 8.29 Alcinous appears not to know whether Odysseus reached his kingdom from 
the east or the west. But Od. 12.3-4 places Circe’s island in the east. Odysseus’ 
wanderings in the west are, however, well founded on ancient testimonies beginning 
with [Hes.] Theog. 1011-6 and Spuria fr. 390, and this location was advanced in 
Hellenistic times. 1 Parth. before going into the main story chooses to locate the scene 
with unusual precision: arrived at Aeolus, i.e. the island of Meligounis - a kind of 
hendiadys - in contrast to the vagueness of Homer. It would seem that Ph. grasped the
1 [Hes.] Theog. 1011-6 is probably an insertion from classical times, see West on v. 1016. But Schol. 
A.R. 3.309-13a, b (229.11-19 Wendel) take its authenticity for granted when they claim that A.R. 
followed Hes. in placing Odysseus and Circe in the Tyrrhenian sea. For Odysseus in the West cf. A.R. 
3.311-2, 4.849-850, see Campbell on the former passage and on the whole question E. D. Phillips, 
"Odysseus in Italy", JHS 73 (1953), 53-67, Prinz 156f.
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opportunity to hint at his view on an issue quite vivid Ln antiquity. To the strenuous 
ancient efforts to locate Odysseus’ wanderings on the map reacted Erat. warning hLs 
contemporaries of the fruitleeenees of such attempts.v From these lines it can be 
inferred that Ph. was one of those advocating the "Oundrmentrr" view on geography in 
Homer. Aristarchus seems to have believed that the Homeric geography Ls fictitious, 
see A. BuoarjutO" A&R 41 (1996), 1-8, esp. 4-5, but his Hpfq OnAUav would not deal 
with such broad questions. The Tyrrhenian and the Sicilian are two successive seas in 
the south-west of Italy, the limits of • which are not always precisely defined, cf. Thuc. 
4.24.5 8k p^ydAcov T^dycov hoa t8 TuppqvlKoa k<pi xon EiKeAnko0. Quotations 
from Steph. Byz. show Parth. and Ph. to share a strong predilection for naming 
geographical places and this juxtaposition could be a product of either.
aimjievog A poetic word, quite often Ln Homer, usually contracted as here. It is 
constructed with diffeafat prepositions, see DGE s.v., but aAoSpevog Tepl with 
accusative is surely prosaic, cf. in Parth. 15.2 T£pi xqv ’HAiSiav dAifievqg, 36.4 TCpi 
aux8v (sc. x8v x8tov) aAmi£\T), Luc. Dial. Mar. 13.1 TCpi xag 8p0ag aAooDoa, Long. 
1.28.1 aAoovxa TCpi xqv 0dAaooav, also Parth. 30 dAtogevov 6nd xijg Kc Axwv pccfag 
"hCaougC the land of". The verb itself, nevertheless, being a vox propria to describe 
eea-wanderiagS" often applies to Odysseus, see Gaavie on Od. 6.206 and cf. Od. 8.28 
Veivog... aAcogevog iK8X ep8v 88^0, Theoc. 16.51.
d<|tK£xo Tpog Ato^Aov Kat Me AtyoovtSa vLnorov Cf. Od. 10.1 AioAiqv S’ eg vqoov 
d(j!^^0’ whence Q.S. 14.474 (Iris) "1k8xo 5’ AioAl-qv etc. A^f^iLK'^ec^o^in often initiates 
a hospitality scene, see Reece 13. Parth. writes rCl)KKVo^i<rn Tpog + Accus. (here and 
7.2) or Tapd + Accus. (17.4, 30.1) for persons, em + Accus. (8.6) and mostly eig + 
Accus, for plrcfe (5.5, 8.2, 18.1, 34.1, 36.1 - 16.2 elg AdpSavov d())kKcalai is an 
exception), cf. 1.1 dV^iKvog elg Kanvov Tp8g ArPnaAov, 1.3 0.^x0 elg Bupaaxov 
Tpog Xxd}oAov. In Homer the verb can govern a simple Accusative. The verbal echoes
2 Cf. Strabo 1.2.14 and see Pfeiffer (1968), 167-8, G. Aujaa, Pallas 24 (1977), 21-2, F. Promer- "SuU’ 
esegesi ellenistiaa della geography omeriaa" in G. W. Most, al., Philanthropia kai Eusebeia. Festschrift 
ftlrA. Dihle, Gottingen 1993,387-397. But Strabo himself was defiant, see D. M. Sahenkenveld, Mnem.. 
29 (1976), 52-64. Polyb. also believed that the Od. reproduces real geogrpchiaal data, see Walbank, 
Polybius ni, 577-8. Periodiaplly suah theories do aome up, see H. H. and A. Wolf, Der Weg des 
Odysseus, Muniah 21990 where they are aonveniently gathered. Some of them indeed reaah absurd 
levels. Needless to spy, Odysseus’ adventures pre lost in the sphere of myth, see A. Lesky, RE Suppl. 
XI (1968), 799-800, Griffin 91-3, Heubeak 4-5, M. Diakle, "The Geography of Homer’s World" in 0. 
Andersen - M. Diakie, Homer’s World. Fiction, Tradition, Reality, Bergen 1995, 29-56.
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of the Od. in Parth. are filtered through Ph. and indicate how closely the latter 
followed thn Homeric passage in what io actually tells us about the npisodn.
Mehiy^i^^^Uca vfroefv Lipara, thn biggest of the Aeolian islands, was commonly 
iOnn0ified as the house of Aeolus, cf. Thuc. 5.88, Virg. Arn. 8.416-7 Aroliamqur I... 
Liparrn, see K. Zinglnr, RE XIII (1927), 719-721. The Aeolian islands were located in 
thn Tyihhenisn sna near Sicily, cf. the Hypothesis of Eur.’s Arolus (in C. Austin (nd.). 
Nova Fragmrnta Euripidra, Berlin 1968, 88-9), v. 22 Ov<OK^o<snv ev xaig Kaxa 
TuoOTv^av vf|oorg, see Ll-J, Gnomon 55 (1965), 444, which goes directly back to 
Eur. whence Uostrat. FGH 25 F 5 A’ioAog, xmv Kara Tdopc|v^av paoiAovg c6h(ov, 
Plut. par. min. 28, p. 512c. Thn ancinnh name of Lipara was Meligounis, which othnr 
nrdOite poets used. Uchnnider 47 n. 2 was no doubt right in suggesting that here the 
Oheace is a quotation from Ph., sne on fr. 2. The following og awdv marks the 
commnncemnnt of the main story.
Korea kAVo; (ao<>iag) Parth. 56.1 has (Rhesus goes to Cius) Kara KXeog yuvaiKog 
KaAqg but the phrase is dachylic and it may be a focalisation from thn original. It 
comes up in a similar context in A.R. 2.754 when aetee the battle with thn Bebrycns thn 
MarranOyni take notice of the Argonauts Kara kAVo; o tciv aKooov. A warm 
eecnotron follows in which thn guests narrate Oheir adventures and the pleased host 
king Lycos at the end rewards Ohnm by sending along his son Oo guarantee safe passage 
for a long journey. The phrase first occurs in another rnception scene in Pind. Pyth. 
4.125 whern Jason arrives at lflcus Kai ^017x^x01 a<ioiv aa<"OTxpot / OAoUgv 
Keivou yn Kara KAVog whence A.R. would pick it up, but this does not necnccaerly 
leave Ph. out. Homer has only onca kAVg; in II. 11.227 "at the news of" whern Uchol. 
D rnnder jura xqv stKoelv ... KArjova fj 0U|O0iv aKouGag and 13.364 ("in search of 
KAVog") where Aristoph. Byz. proposed Kara KAVog. On Homeric KAVog "fame" see 
Fraenkel on Ag. 487. It is a heroic term that is rewarding in more peaceful
himes, cf. Hes. fr. 199.9 (suitors of Helen) toAC 5’ ee§y[a SiSov,] pVya yap KAVog 
[xgkx yG]y%iK6g. Kaxa KAVog implies an independent sourcn of inffrhnation but this 
would not prnvent Odysseus from bolstering up his fame by introducing himself in thn 
boastful terms of Od. 9.19L to the Phaeacianc. His reputation would render him 
worthy of respect and rnward, of. also Oedipus encouraging the Thebans in Uoph. Oh 
7-8.
orOdag Odysseus is twice regarded by his hosts as hoiTooiipvog, Od. 8.588 (with 
Garvie ad loo.) by Alcinodc and Od. 19.550 by Penelope. Zf (jog is a lahnr addition to 
his shock of qualities, cf. Pind. fr. 260.7 (Odysseus than Palamedec) Kuorf5lepf[ ldg 
aojiag ASyov, Uoph. Aj. K74-5 (chorus) 6Gcrg a’, ’OSdggou, pi) AVyei yveoc) go<|)6v /
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(rCvvar, toiomcov ovta, pwpo; eat’ dvrjp, Phil. 440, 1244, Eur. Cyc. 450 (chorus) 
oojov Toi < ov< dioTopev T-dAoi, Philostr. Jun. 1.5. Stoics regarded Odysseus a 
model of wisdom, cf. Hor. Epist. 1.2.18-21 rrrsus quid virtus et quid sapientia possit/ 
utile proposait nobis exemplar Ulixen, / qui etc. with R. Mayer (Cambridge 1994) ad 
loc. Initially ao$ia had a positive meaning but it later developed to be an ambiguous 
term of cleverness used on cunning purposes (see Dover on Ar. Clouds 331 on the 
parallel semantic evolution of ao^xoin;) and in Theogn. 218 oo{ui) denotes the ability 
to show fletibility according to the situation, as opposed to at;pO7rli). The word here 
retains both colours: what Aeolus thought as wisdom turns out to be cunning. Gaselee 
translated "wisdom", Stem "cleverness".
TeBiifl;®; The reputation of Odysseus’ sophia has an effect of astonishment and 
admiration on the part of Aeolus. The hero occasionally displays a charisma causing 
similar feelings, as in Od. 7.145, 8.17-18 to the Phaeacians, Od. 8.459 to Nausicaa, 
Od. 16.178 to Telemachus, Od. 24.392 to his loyals or//. 23.728 to the spectators of 
his treacherous wrestling with Aias, and even more so when he has the help of a god, 
as might be the case here. Odppo; is usually caused by sight, see Campbell on A.R. 
3.215, etceptionally by hearing, cf. Hdt. 2.156 teGrjta Se dKOucov (of a tcAcoTti 
vfjao;),3 or by both, as when a character delivers a speech, cf. II. 24.632-3 aTtdp o 
AapSaviSifv npiapov Gaupa^ev ’A%lAA^'T;, / eiaopotov o\(n.v t’ dyaQqv tai poGov 
dKOucov, cf. Bacch. 5.84, Call. fr. 43.85 (the poet listens to the erudite Muses and 
wants to learn more) t) ydp pot Gdppo; metpej)[et]Q, Orph. Arg. 1158 (Medea) 1008 
8’ 8(|)r|, GdpPo; 8e ... Iket irdvta;, Nonn. D. 19.89 eGappeov .. poAtctiv, 21.231. The 
latter seems to be the case here, cf. how Odysseus during a former embassy to Troy 
despite his humble appearance elicits amazement among his audience in II. 3.224, 
where see Kirk on the interpretation of dyaaodpeGa. TeBiiTa is appropriate in this 
contett and it reflects the original meaning of the word "remain speechless", see A. 
Blanc, "L’accablement et la stupefaction, Kar^r) et teGpra" in Melanges Taillardat, 
38-40. Ail the speaking part was performed by Odysseus; Aeolus impressed by his 
guest is reported as only posing questions (oiercuvOdveto) and as offering generous 
hospitality. TeGrpca occurs only here in Erot. Path, and is not trivialised to become
3 Cf. also Hes. Theog. 834 eanpax’ aKoOaat cf. Pind. Pyth. 1.26 and Paul. Sil. Soph. 447, A.R. 3.670 
(Chalciope) Gappfaaoa when she heard (v. 669 eKAoev) unexpected news cf. Orph. Lith. 573-4, Antip. 
Sid. HE 12.1 Mvapoanvav eAe 0dpPo<; ox' ekAue that Sappho is not the tenth Muse, Nonn. D. 1.486 
e0ctppee£ dKonaa^ similarly Aristeas EGF 1.1 0anp’ ... pVya <p£atv •iigEXEpTpjiv, A.R. 4.74 
(Argonauts) 6dppE0v, eut’ Evonaav Medea’s advent. The usual effect of hearing a narration, music etc. 
is described by xeprcogai, cf. II. 1.474 <pEva xepTEx' dKOiO&v, Od. 12.52, 15.393, 23.308, Archil. lEG 
168,4 xVpyecct 5' OKontov, see Zs. Ritodk, Mnem. 42 (1989), 336-9.
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prosaic until the 2nd c. A.D. It is heavily an epic form which should hark back to Ph., 
cf. xexpiOxaonv Ln fr. 5.3, see in general Ch. R. Barton, "Greek xeOrnTca etc.", Glotta 81 
(1993), 1-9 and contrast Parth. 30.2 (Heracles) ao KaAAog eKTtaaevxa xfjg Kopxig. (Dr 
Lightfoot regards it as another ionicism of Parth. cl. Hdt. I.e.). Parth/s diction is an 
amalgam of poetic - he himself was a fine and very productive poet - and prosaic 
elements, see the (inadequate) list Ln Sakolowski XVI, some of which seem to 
reproduce the poetic prototype which Parth. had at Crad while summarising it, cf. 
above Mfrvro'av^8<r vfjoov and e.g. in ch. 27 = Moero CA 4 pvfTnv yuvaiKa, 
which should have been printed as a separate fragment.
ev toAAO <pooxt8i frxf Parthenian, 9.6 ev toAA- 8povx^6t. eYnyvfT0. It is twice 
pointed out that Aeolus took the best of care of his guest, see on VevL^mv. This is 
founded on Odyssean grounds, but here it gains further in significance, when 
contrasted to the reward this reception was answered with. Odysseus is an expert in 
convincing his rietfnere that he is a trustworthy person. In view of his secret dealings 
with Porymelf certain remarks of Alcnaous, a potential parallel to Aeolus, would look 
completely ludicrous, as Od. 11.363-7 m ’OS'a<rGfo, to pev on xi a’ ^aKope' 
f^GOp6<DvTeg I 'T7tepopoia x’ epev Kat emtKAoTOv, old xe noXXovg / pOoKei Ydia ... / 
jevSed x’ dpxavovxag, 80(v k£ xig ov8e ’r6o'lxo• I aot 6’ eni pev |lo|«^l) e^cecov, evn 8e 
(^eveg ecOAat etc. It is sheer irony that Odysseus tells Cyclops in Od. 9.478 that he is 
punished because he mistreated hLs guests or that in Od. 14.158 he takes a (true) oath 
in the name of Zeus and Veviq xpdnceVa. Aeolus might have praised the hero’s sophia 
with similar remarks of comic irony.
xd <xe> Tcpt Tpotug dAoonv Kat 6v xpOrcov aoxoig emceSdatGiaav an vqeg 
KopntVopevoig dnTO xt^g ’IAton 6nfwvOdvexo The interests of Philetan Aeolus are 
well in accordance with his Odyesern ones, Od. 10.14-5 eVfp£fivfv eKaoxa, I "Ialov 
’Apyeicov xe veag Kat vOaxov ’AVan6v. Odysseus is asked to narrate two non-Homeric 
events, the sack of Troy and the return of the Achaeans. TCfia content is familiar to the 
audience of the Od., where they pop up as the "beet-eellers" of the time, and connect 
the individual hero with the rest of the heroic world, cf. Od. 1.325-7, 8.492f. As 
Teremachue says in Od. 1.351-2 xf|v ydp dot8T|v iifiAAov e7nnKAfo•ao’ dvOpooTOi, / t) 
Xig dKO'a6vx£(ro^ vfexdxq dpt>i7eApxai and isolated Aeolus is naturally eager to learn 
details, cf. 6if7cuv6dvfxo ~ Od. 10.14 eVepeeivev eKaoxa, firet-haad on such a 
popular subject4 Presumably a reference to other heroes’ nosti would function as an
4 In Q.S. 14.466T. Aeolus aollpborates with Athena to make the return of the Aahaepns diffiault. His 
questions here would gain an ironia ahpraater but the episode in Quintus interrupts the flow of the
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easy transition ha Odysseus’ own, by far longer and more OisOeescfdl sufferings, see on 
fr. 5, which he would single out with thn ulterior motive of winning Aeolus’ sympathy 
and hnlp. Urgnieicantly Aeolus neither in the Od. nor in Parth. is reported ho have 
specifically asked about them, as hosts usually do, cf. Alcinouc in Od. 8.572f., 
Eumanus in Od. 14.185f., Dido in Virg. Am. 1.755f., sne Rnnce 25-8. In any case 
Odysseus would not bn orevenOnd from laying out his plan and saying what best served 
his interests. This would fall within the epic convention of ignoring parts of the 
question, as Odysseus does with Arete in Od. 7.256f., and laying emphasis on pomes 
of thn cpnakee’s awn choice.
TpGU^r; OAGoriv Cf. Parth. 16.4 oncO hoo^ag aAeci1Lv. "AAcocc.g is unHomeeio, but it 
became thn vox propria for the sack of a city and in particular of that of Troy, cf. 
Utes^. PMGF U 89.11 Tpo<l>ag 0Aeat([tov aoao ~ Ibyc. PMGF U 15L14-5, 
Aesch. Ag. 589 aAmov TAlai) ~ Uoph. Phil. 61, Pind. fr. 52f.81-2, Hdt. 1.5, Uoph. 
hrach. 288, Eur. Hrc. 1155 h,perK1f) aAwatg, Plato Laws 685c hoftag OAoollg and 
lahnr Teroh. ’lA-ou ctA©^, which GnrlauO 10 regardnd as innovative with reference ho 
hhn numerous Iliouprrsidrs.
th; TACgu Thn feminine in compliance with the Homeric norm, son Haincworhe on II. 
12.115, exceph Il. 15.71 anon ’TAtav, whern Aristarchus proposed an nmendahion to 
CoIoO" Ohe nnutnr, which Zenodotus had previously essayed to introduce also in Il. 
16.92 and 18.174, see Janko on Il. 16.89-96. The neuter, nevertheless, prevailed in 
tragedy - Eur. Andr. 105 which has the feminine is one deliberate epicism among 
others in that passage, sen Utevons ad loc. - but when Hnllenictio pones use it, o.g. Call, 
fr. 186.20, they rather make a oh^ologiosl point than take thn tragic form up.
Ievlev xe atwfv TcoAbv xpovav Utiiyev Cf. Od. 10.14 oe)v<s 8e TavTa ")ILA-il po, 
25l334-5 AOoAov ikeO’ 6 pov Tp6<1oev 'wcVSekTO xal tcVtT;’. Hov^f) is a technical term 
Onnotrng rncnphLfn and nntertarnmnnt of a guest according to proper etiquette, see H. J. 
KakrrOrc, La notion dr Vamitie rt dr Vhospitalite chrz Homerr, Theccalf niki 1965, 
107. Thn probably mosh important moment in thn development of a gdnct-frLnndchip is 
thn dining together himn, cf. Od. 14.80, 2134-6, A.R. S.577 often referred to as lovia 
or koivTi cp0tn;a, cf. Od. 14.158, al., Theac. 16.27 and see Gerlaud an Triohl 658-9, 
Reeco 22-5, Garvin on Od. 7.166 and Kakridis 115-126 ("'EAAoviki) OiAo^evia") with 
Modern Greek parallels. Uteries were usually narrated aetne the moal and one wonders 
if Ph. made a (presumably comic) reference Oo Oho exceptional gastronomic ^0011^ of
narration, which resumes in vv. 488f., and is commonly considered as "une addition manifeste", F. 
Vian, Quintus de Smyme HI, BudV 1969,169.
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Odysseus, a feature of his personality, see Stanford 67-70, Russo on Od. 18.44, D. 
Arnould, REG 102 (1989), 510-14 and cf. esp. Od. 7.215-221 where Odysseus 
"despite his sufferings" (ktSopevov nep) insists on finishing off his (already 
prolonged) meal, an attitude later regarded as totally disreputable, but at that time fully 
approved by his host, 7.227 Korea potpav eeircev! That Odysseus, as it seems, 
repeatedly emphasizes his "great sufferings" in his narration to Aeolus would be no 
impediment to his appetite, as he always knows to distinguish grief from the persistent 
needs of his belly, cf. Il. 19.225-7, Od. 17.284-7 koko noXkd nenovQa, / kupcpcp kp'i 
ToXejioo ... / yaatepa o’ oT tcoo; Eotiv d7C0Kp'Gt(rri pepauiav, / oTAopevi)v etc. 
Friendly reception answered with ingratitude is a typical motif in Parth.’s stories.
tm 6’ dpa Kai antm flv f| povT TiSopevco Sometimes the host detains his visitor 
more than he wishes, and the hospitality becomes unpleasant and embarrassing, cf. 
Menelaus’ aphorism in Od. 15.69-74 Taov toi kokov eo0’, o; t’ ouk eOeXovca 
veeoGai / leivov eirotpTvq kp'i o; eaaupevov KatepbiT). / %pT leivov rcapeovta 
<lr,oev, e0eAovi;a §e TupTcrv (vv.72-4), cf. Theoc. 16.27-8 and see Reece 34-5. 
Odysseus is certainly capable of entertaining a host for a considerable period, cf. Od. 
14.192-8 and see M. J. Apthorp, CQ 30 (1980), 19. But Aeolus’ long detaining 
becomes pleasant for the reason etposed immediately afterwards. P. E. Sonnenburg 
apiid Nowacki 32 n. 5, who thought that Hermes consisted of pentameters as well as 
of hetameters, proposed a "Philetan" pentameter tm o’ dpa KaTttp Etiv i) povii 
fbopevco, "quem reciperem, nisi res nimis incerta esset", Nowacki l.c. Beyond the fact 
that Hermes was an etclusively hetameter poem, this is a clumsy pentameter: povi), 
although it comes up in drama, is non-epic, non-Hellenistic and securely Parthenian, 
cf. 36.2, 4.1 The at any rate noteworthy dactylic rhythm is accidental and the 
conclusion is made easier by the fact that Parth. was himself a poet of hetameters. 
Still, the ironic etpression and tone ("Aeolus kept him a long time asking this and that; 
but he did not have a bad time either") might depict relevant remarks in the Philetan 
prototype and definitely depict the spirit of the story: wit, as of Heirnes and Odysseus, 
is its most prominent feature.
AioAiSrav Not AloAlScov as Sakolowski, Powell and those who follow them. 
Gasellee in his Loeb ed. accentuates correctly. AloAl; is the tribe of the Aeolians, cf. 
Dion. Per. 536-7 AloAlSwv ... vi)o<ov, / Aeo3o1r etc., AioAiSai are the offspring of 
Aeolus from the patronymic AtoXtSTi;, Hes. fr. 10.1 AroAl(8ar, Call. fr. 618, A.R.
5 This is c predominantly prosaic word: Hdt. 1.94.5, Thuc. 3x, Plato 7x, Xen. Ages. 5.1.4, 5.6.12, Arist., 
Hippocr. Praec. 9.254.13 LittrV, Polyb. 4.41.4, 5, Plut. 8x, Diod. Sic. 17.69.6, Philon 15x, Flavius Jos. 
2x, Eunapius p. 501 Boissoncde, Luc. BisAcc. 8, Fug. 11, Ver. Hist. 2.1, Plotinus 5x.
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1.121, al., cf. Call. HyDel. 315 KeKpOTihat and for the genitive PLnd. Pyth. 4.72, A.R. 
3.339, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 964.16 AioAi8£cov, further Call. HyPal. 34 ’AKfOh0-
pi8mv.
EpaicrOEeLTa, amov "Die AatLkf kennt nur Liebe auf den erstm BlLck", Kroll on Cat. 
64.86. Love strikes the fyfe" cf. the etymology of Eros advanced in Plato Crat. 420a-b 
oxi eapel e^aoOev Kat ouk ol^ia eoxnv ai pot) auxq xta) epovxt, aXX ETeivaaKTog 8td 
xwv 8|ni^a1O8V" and Phcedo 251b, Musae. 94-5 6<C>8ciAi^g 6’ 660g eo-riv an 8()0aAAPto 
PoAdmv / KdAAog 8Alaaaiven Kav enil (^Pe'cag ^8p8g odeuev. The initial excitement is 
followed by frequent and passionate looks that might be reciprocal, see on the oo 
Kopov EtpEv 8tife'og motif West on Hes. Theog. 910, Buhler on Mosch. Eur. 86, 
Campbell on A.R. 3.287-8, Livrea on Colluth. 257. The motif usually applies to men, 
but when the men are exceptional - and disloyal 1 - it may equally well apply to 
women, as Nausicaa looking at Odysseus in Od. 6.237, 8.459, Medea at Jason in A.R. 
3.287-8, Ariadne at Theseus in Cat. 64.91-93, Dido at Aeneas in Virg. Aen. 1.714-5 - 
Helen at Paris in Colluth. 254f. is a complete reversal of roles with grotesque 
overtones. As usually with the women surrounding Odysseus it is Polymele suc sponte 
that fans in love with him. Since Ph. bonTows a number of elements from the 
Phaeacnaa books of the Od., the Naus^aa episode being a potential parallel to his own 
stony, Porymflf’e sudden love might have been advanced by an intervention of 
Hermes in a role akin to that performed by Athena in Od. 6.13f. The Homeric hero has 
a croef relationship with female characters, who unlike the Iliadic Cfroee, show 
confidence and rfOfctioa to him.V In principle of course Odysseus is impervious to any 
love-r00ria because of his insuperable desire to return home, cf. e.g. Od. 5.151-8. In 
Ph., however, the fact; that he donated his secret mistress some of the Trojan spoils 
perhaps indicates that he has shown some affection to her - which by no means
6 See Stanford 43-65. He talked of p "closer temperamental affinity between Odysseus and the women 
... than between him and the more aonvenpional wafriof-hefoes"(p. 65). For the most important female 
figures around Odysseus see also E. Delebeque, Construction de OOdyssee, Paris 1980, 109-128, M. 
Steinphpl, "Frauen um Odysseus", Gymnasium 98 (1991), 497-516, typology F, R. Adrados, "O 
OSiKaeaq Kqi oi yuvp'tKeq" in EV%fiv ’OSvcrceH, npaKTiKa Z' Zvvedpiov yia tt}v Odicroeia, Ithace 
1995,11-24. On the keen interest of the Od. in women see Griffin 81-87, id., Homer on Life and Death, 
Oxford 1980, 56-61. S. Butler, The Authoress of the Odyssey, London 21922 went as far ps to develop 
the theory that the Od. was aomposed by p woman. On Odysseus’ war-weary aspeat see Edwards on II. 
19.216-237 and on his individuality as a hero M. Finkelberg, G&R 42 (1995), 1-14. For his aharaater in 
Homer see also U. Holsaher, "Der episahe Odysseus", Gymnasium 98 (1991), 385-396, Rutherford 16­
27.
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justifies Gaselee’c unfortunate paraphrase "he (sc. Odysseus) fell in love with 
Palymolo".
Kpu^a ordveLv Parhhenian, 55.1 ca^)ce) Kp^a c^vmv eXeATi©^. The secret meetings 
of Odysseus and Polymnle would probably take place during thn night. Hermes would 
secure privacy. In II. 24.343-4 with his wand Oooaca 0eAyei / mv £0£aol, cf.
Od. 5.47, 24.5, Hippon. lEG 177, Nonn. D, 55l254e, and he is a god closely 
associated with cleeo, cf. Od. 7l136-8 with Garvie ad loc., Athnn. 1.16b, Plut quarst. 
conv. 7.9.6, p. 714c, Heliod. 5.5 and see LLvrea an A.R. 4.1755 on Hermns as %encf^o 
Ovoipov. Nato also that Alcmous in Od. 7.546 deeps pux© SSood uv|/tjAof.o "in thn 
innermost recess of his lofty houso".
xong dvVoGd; VYKnKXsKettVvG'o<; rcapaXaptov Cf. Od. 10.19-20 SO>Ke 6V poi 
VKSelpag aoncSv poo; Vvvncfpoio, / ev0a Se puKra^ dvetl<ov KaxVSToe KeAeuOa. 
Thn striking and obscure word of this passage is puktOgiv, a Homeric hapax which - 
or a rendering of which - Ph. might have fancied using, as Lyc. 758 ptiKTag S’ ev 
Cck© myKaTaKKAlaa; poo; did when he dealt with the same episode, cf. id. 184, 
756, A.R. 3.1528. Odysseus is most competent in extracting gifts. In Od. 8.581 he 
flatters Alcinouc, who in response urges thn Phaeacianc to grant gifts to their xrinos. 
Ho could have followed this design horn as well. Aeolus, as in Od., would voluntarily 
place his caoacrtins at his gunsh’s disposal.
dd:£eAlC'K<T£ Odysseus’ departure constitutes a turning point in thn evolution of the 
norsoOel The central figure, after performing his role, goes off stage. Buh it is also a 
turning point for Ph.’s sources: having got rid of Odysseus he now turns to Eur. 
Arolus. What follows is naturally of much interest: to Parth., who needs to narrate a 
complete story, buh beyond the scope of Hrrmrs: in the original it would have been 
nkoosnd in briof. Indeed all traces of ponhic Orchion disappear after cArvSodtlevtr, 
though Paeehenian parallels keep on coming up. Odysseus of course has to leave 
Polymele behind, since the contrary would be inconsistent with the Homeric 
background of the story: after all the happy end lies at hand.
kGpt The term is used of young women implying innocence and often virginity. It is 
ironically used horn of Polymele who in reality is neihhor innocent nor a virgin 
anymore. Poets like to highlight the change of status, cf. Call. Dirg. frr. 98-9,11.11-2 
(obligatory lus primar noctis) eco0i;[v] Se xobg yovelg avri Tap- / 0;[v]ou yv[vai]Ka 
KOO-ileiOai, Anon. HE 41, Mosch. Eur. 165 0) Se Tapog KO'dorl Zu)vSg yVvoT awixa 
v'C^picTI with Buhler ad loc., Kost on Musae. 287 and of. CEG 24 (Attica, oa 540) oepa 
<>>aGjLKA^a;.L Kope KeKA^^il aiei / avri yCpal icaoa 0nSv co^>co Aaxoa’ Svooal
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Aristaenet. 1.6. Cf. in Parth. 5.3 tm KatriYY'vqp.evcJr tpv Kopiyv l.v'T)x'1t1pt of a bride who 
had previously slept with her brother and 35. A.R. invariably calls Medea loupt), even 
after the murder of Apsyrtus and her maniage with Jason. The subtle irony could go 
back to Ph. as one of the elements that he picks up from the Phpeacipn books of the 
Od. He might have noticed how often Nausicaa is called Koupt) in these books and that 
in direct address Odysseus beginns with the reverent Od. 6.149, 175 avaaaa and ends 
up in Od. 8.468 with loupt)? Epic normally uses Koupt), see Richardson on HHD 439, 
though A.R. 1.811 indulges in the atticism Kopt).
<(DA01Tax The first trace of Eur. Aeolus in this episode of Hermes. In this tragedy 
Aeolus finds out about the offspring of the secret liaison between two of his children, 
Macareus and Canac'e. In Sostrat. FGH 23 F 3 the incident is simply described as 
A’ioAo; 8e Tcpt toTtcov p.a0wv etc., but this must have been a highly dramatic moment 
as we gather from the Hypothesis of the play, vv. 33-4 p?uvSpa^lOvte; 8’ ei; to aTt[o / 
kqut (:tootov Luppe) [...]qi to pev yevvriOev fi tpolo; o[, but the details are 
unknown, see W. Luppe, Phil. 116 (1982), 17-8. The discovery in Ph. could have been 
plotted in similar terms. In A.R. 4.16 Medea fears the servants who escorted her in her 
first meeting with Jason will disclose her secret to Aietes. Ompaopai once more in 
Parth. 34.1 ocopaaa; oe aotov o Tarnp avetAev.
tiva tmv TpmiKcov Ta^npiov ezorxra A most witty device of Ph.: the Trojan spoils 
replace the new-born child in Aeolus. That Odysseus presented Polymele with Trojan 
spoils is superbly ironic and at the same time well matching the Homeric stoiy. The 
heroic is in any case a strongly acquisitive society. Odysseus’ acquisitive character 
well etceeds the average and is pervasive in the Od.8 Obviously he is not the ideal of
5 A regretted status? In the Phaeccian books Ncusiccc is called by name 9x (6.17, 25, 186,213, 251, 
276, 7.12, 8.457, 464). As Kotipii she appears 13x (6.15, 20, 47, 74, 78, 113, 142, 147, 223, 237, 7.2, 
303, 8.468), cf. napOOvoc; aSpv; in 6.109 with Garvie ad loc., 6.228 cnd the group of girls called 
Kovpai in 6.122, 135, 222. Alcinous calls her 6.68 xVxo;, 7.300 tC; epi. hi Od. 18.279 Penelope is 
ironically called Kotipt|.
5 See Griffin 94-5, Russo on Od. 19.271-287, Rutherford on Od. 19.185, I. N. Perysinckis, "H 
Asttot^OT^Iic xou tiOxOTOu oxnv jiAokt) tn; Oddaoetc; tou Opfipou" in EVxnv 'OSvaosi, HpaKUKa Z’ 
EvveSpiov yia wjv OSVaaeia, Ithcce 1995, 287-314. The quality seems to be c feature of Odysseus’ 
family: in Od. 24.333-5 Odysseus scys to Lcertes an 5V |xe upoteiq koi totxuc ptixnp I ei; ttccjVp' 
AvOAokov pnxpo; <iAov, o<p' av eAoixT I 5Opc, xa denpo poAtov poi wiVa/exo kai xaxVvEnaev, cf. 
19.413. Penelope displays c similar ability to extract gifts in Od. 18.250L much to the joy of Odysseus, 
vv. 281-3. The quality then passes over to Telemachus, cf. Od. 4.600-2. Odysseus’ greediness is not
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generosity. In his apologos to the Phaeacians he strives to present himself as a leader 
who practises justice: he twice claims to have supervised in person the fair distribution 
of booty, Od. 9.42 = 549 5aaadpe6’, cog pf| Tig pot ("if I could help it" Shewring) 
ctTepPopevog kioi tarig.* 9 But this does not seem to be the case at all: his comrades, 
who are left completely out of sight in Parth./Ph., complain about sailing back with 
empty hands! Their jealousy drives them to open the wind-sack of Aeolus, Od. 10.38- 
45 - an act that Odysseus a priori condemns as "foolish" (10.27 d<j>pa5vrpyiv).10 As a 
result the winds blow again driving them back to Aeolus, who is not willing to offer 
any more help. Odysseus’ Homeric stinginess and its repercussions stand in ironic 
contrast to the unusual generosity he displayed with Polymele. Should he have treated 
his companions likewise, his troubles would be over once and for all. But Polymele 
had paid a special price for her gifts; contrast Odysseus’ thrift as a suitor of Helen in 
Hes. fr. 198.4-6 Scopa pev ou tcot’ ercegTce Tavio^upou etvexa Koup-qg' / q8ee ydp 
Kara Oupov oti £av06g MeveXaog/ vtKqoei, KTqvcpyap ’A/aicov <|)epraTog qev.
p£T<x rcoXXcov ScxKpucov oSupopai (e.g. oSupera .. ’O8uaaqog) employed of 
Polymele’s weeping would create a witty rhetorical effect, since the verb is often 
linked with the name of Odysseus, see Rutherford on Od. 19.265-7 ad fin. and on 
eKdKiaev.
Touxotg ... dkivSoupevq Parth.’s dXivSeopai is an equivalent of the Attic 
KuXtvSeogai, the exclusively prosaic KaXivSeopai being a result of their conflation, 
see Chantraine DE s.v., Frisk GEW s.v. The orthodox epic form - the exclusive one 
in Homer, early Lyric, A.R., Imperial Epic - is KuUvSopat. Parth.’s natural choice 
would be the common prosaic KuXivSeopai so that the word looks like reproducing 
diction from the original. The poetic careers of dXivbeogat and dUvSopai are 
confined to Hellenistic poetry - both disappear in Imperial poetry - and the occurrence 
of this word in Parth. suggests that it probably first found a place in learned poets’
always to his benefit: in Od. 9.228-9 despite his companions’ entreaties, he insists on waiting for 
Cyclops hoping for hospitality gifts, ibid. 266-8.
9 Sc. gotpiy;. On the importance of equal share in Homer see Rutherford on Od. 20.282. The formula is 
derived from II. 11.705 referring to Nestor. The line was condemned in antiquity by both Zenodotus and 
Aristarchus, see Hainsworth ad loc. No doubt it is an old formulaic attribute of the ideal, just and caring 
king. Odysseus systematically strives to present himself as such, see R. B. Rutherford, JHS 106 (1986), 
146-7. In the second case, the distribution of Cyclops’ sheep, it is, he says, his companions who offer 
themselves to allot him the ram as a special share, which he then lavishly sacrifices to Zeus.
10 R. B. Rutherford, JHS 106 (1986), 151 highlights the passage from the mutual lack of trust 
perspective.
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vocabulary in teLc Philetan passagn. Uhould one speculate on which form Ph. dceO, one 
would rather expect the recherchV aA.vSopao than the commoner dA,v5eooal.11 The 
passive of both occurs eirst in Hellenistic poetry and Ph. would not like to stray from 
its Homeric parallel (K-dX^v8o^t<sr): his neologLcmc never ignore the Homeric 
background, see on fe. 8 SpooiSe;. Parhh.’s form is not binding: he would have rather 
turned the rare form into the commoner prosaic one, as he might have done with 
K6pTjKO'6oh|. The verb mostly occurs in thn paeticrole and if thn present participle was 
used (Polymnle is caught .. at thn himn she was rolling around) thn only possible form 
would be cA,rvUoo.evhLl It is only in thn participle that this form occurs in Leon. Tan, 
Nic. 11. co.
Homer uses K'dAlv8ofLar to describe an act of profound grief or despair, as o.g. Il. 
24.640 (Priam) K'dAlvS6eevog ma k0r<oov (on the habit see Richardson on II. 
Z2.434), or Od. 10.499 anucto Vnoi kA(sOev xn KnA-vScs-ievo; X VkopVsOtlv, thn 
reaction of Odysseus when ho heard he had to descend to Hades. Call. Iambi fr. 
191.42 pVAAovTa; 13813 TOpOOvotg dA^eioOai and Herodas 5.50 Tpog ’AoSlcahrv 
ca'UTa,... / pox f); 01X11^/513 use the word with an erotic sense, of. also ambivalent Nonn. 
D. ^^.571-2 (Dionysus and his beloved Ampilfs wrestling) K'uAivSojiVvoov Vv Kovvr) / 
doj])ocVoG)v K(spdcoro 7T0o0yylAog eponnv iSp®;. A precursory notion of this is 
OiscnTnible here, as Oho Tolling around of Polymnle nxpreccnc an orotic despair and 
refers to "whieling" diction which, as fe. 5 suggests. Ph. had employed in an 
ambiguous/orotic context. Thn construction with dative has seemed awkward in the 
past, but is sound: thn meaning is not that Polymnle is Tolling among Odysseus’ gifts, 
i.". Khtv ^0t)T03; cArvSon|lev^^ as Kayser had proposed and Gaseloo, Utern understood 
it, but rolling with Odysseus’ gifts, i.e. Polymele has taken them in her embrace, and 
the construction is securely parallnlnO with Call. l.c. 7ctp0evor; dAivSeiaOai, whoro, 
as once Kaysor in the Parthenian 01x0, R. Kassel, RhM 112 (1969), 100 unnecessarily 
proposed 03603 <V> rcapOevoi;. In Parth. Uakolowcki printed eTaALv8odoev1) but 
neither this nor any other emendation he recorded is superior to the MU’s 
dArvSodo.ve1T). For different reasons neither Nio.’s datives, hhrr. 156 ^A.v8^pnvoi 
yapdOoiai (~ [0pp.] Cyn. 5.425 \|/(S|o<COot<sr K'uA.vSoiJisvo;), 204 dAivSTiOel; SAlyov 
U^pa; (sc. TC^cO) nor Plut.’s laho prosaic rrg. rt imprr. apophthegm. 184f 
0eLrskfOKAf|g oELoo^Krov mv ev toxoid eKdXtlv8elco xai yuvailiv or Uexh. Emp. Adv. 11
11 Nic. Ther. 156, 204 uses both. ’AAlvftojai. only in Nic. Ther. 156, Lvov. Tar. HE 33.2. ’AAtvSeogap 
is lighter, Call. Iambi fr. 191.42, Herodas 5.30, (mostly) late prose. The earlier form is dAPv5(o - G-P on 
Leon. Tar. l.c. are incorrect in assuming the opposite - as is KuAIvSco, but the frequentative form 
prevailed, as did KuXvSeco, see Chantraine DE s.v, dAlv8<o, Headlam-Knox on Herodas 5.30, Pfeiffer 
on Call. fr. 191.42, DGE s.vv. dApv5Vogap aAPv5o|j.ap.
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Math. 1.291 (Zeus) %xx^<pi piya; eawcov GuyKaAwSeitai tf yuvatii (adduced by 
Headlam-Knot on Herodas 5.30) are of much help here.
KavCEp ou rcapovta Marks a difference to Od. 10.71f. where Aeolus scolds 
Odysseus face to face. It also points out the hero’s unique ability to dodge the 
punishment he deserves. Contrast his fate to that of Polymele: tov pev ’Oo^^^ea ... 
eidKioev, tr|v oe noAnpilATiv ... tlaaoOai. R. Herzog, Phil. 79 (1924), 411 regarded 
"die Entfesselung der Winde als Strafe fur die heimliche Liebesschaft" of Odysseus 
with Polymele, but Aeolus’ telepathetic capabilities seem unsubstantiated.
EKfaKi^jEv Od. 10.72-5 give us a clue as to what Aeolus might have said. By hinting 
at this passage Ph. would make clear that his stoiy elucidates the background of the 
Homeric episode. Proper hospitality entails certain obligations by both sides. Other 
characters in Parthenian stories show respect to their hosts and refuse to give in to a 
secret affair, as Antheus in 14.1 dfA(A0ol'to ... Ala leviov Kat koivtiv tparce^av 
Tpoiiaxdpevo; (which led him to a tragic death) or Promedon in 18.1 Ala te 
'EtatpTpov Kai Seviov ttil>oT>lLevo<;.1l In an etample of ettreme sensitivity in Hdt. 
1.43-6 Adrastus, a xeinos of Croesus, cuts his throat over the tomb of his host’s son, 
whom he had accidentally killed during hunting. But Odysseus’ vile act insults in the 
most disgraceful way the hospitality, friendship and help of which he was recipient. 
The Greeks had the strongest feelings about such behaviour, cf. Achilleus in Il. 9.374­
6 (about Agamemnon) oT8e tl oi pouAd; Aupl)pdaGopal, oToE pev epyov- / et ydp 
8T) p’ aTdtroe tal oTo’ av et’ aTti; / elarcaloit’ eTAeoaxv' dAi; 8^ ol.
Menelaus in II. 3.353-4 bids Zeus grant him victory over Paris, since this would be of 
broader benefit, olpa ttq eppi^ytot tal onayovMv avOpcncmv / letvoSoiov KaKd 
p££ai, o Kev SrOstTl'ta rcapdaxti and Melantho’s offence in Od. 18.32If. is even more 
grave because she was brought up by Penelope but still betrays her. In Hippon. (?) lEG 
115 all the burden of the fragment falls on the last two lines, 15-6 o; p’ TSiKT(ae, A[d]l 
8’ en ’ opKloi; e(3n, / to Kptv Etatpo; [e]Ov.
The popular etymology of Odysseus’ name from sS'Taaopar "be angry with", 
already advanced by his godfather Autolycus in Od. 19.406-9 and alluded to several 
times in the Od., see Rutherford on Od. I.e., S. West on Od. 1.62 and occasionally 
later, cf. Soph. fr. 965 op0m; 8’ O8'PooeT; eip’ eumvupo; Kawv* / tcoAAoI ydp *
12 The expression used in such accusations is aTcxtiveiv 5evlav xpaire^av. Paris is often accused of 
that, Aesch. Ag. 401, Lyc. 137, Q.S. 413-4, Triph. 658-9. Referring to a husband cf. Od. 8.269-270 
Avxco; d' kot envf|v I 'H0al<cxno avaxxc; of Ares’ adultery with Aphrodite. On Hvviov Ala
alSeicOai see Campbell on A.R. 3.193 and on oaths to ^evln xpatie^a H. I. Kakridis, La notion de 
Tamiti# et de I’hospitalit# chez Homtre, Thessakoiiki 1963,106-7.
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ddvppppavTO Suapevetg Epol, may have been employed in this aontext. The hero 
himself is aonsaious of the faat that he has aaused grief to others: in Od. 23.306-7 he 
tells Penelope ooa KilSe’ eOpixev / avOpOHoog ooa X auxdg vi£6<ppg epdyiiae.
xfiv Se ev v6 &Tpe xla-ar-Oat PaatCeaLan, 14.1 ev vC) fhpf xiaaGOai
ai)x8v, 8.5 vg 6e fhpfv aoxpv T^GarOan. Here again we stand on tragic ground. In the 
early twenties of the 5th c. Eur. produced Aeolus Ora. 13-41, the subject of which was 
the incestuous love of Madras and Canace, two children of Aeolus. Canace gets 
pregnant and Maiaae^ persuades their father to allow hLs children to maray eachotCer. 
The couples are to be defined by lot, but luck does hot favour the lovers. In obscure 
circumstances Aeolus finds out the truth, Canace commits suicide and is soon 
followed by Mrcarfue. The Hypothesis of the play stops before its last part, but the 
loss is mitigated by Soetrat. Tyrrhenicc FGH 23 F 3 who having read Eur.’s play 
informs us about the tragic end: AtoAog 6e Tcpi tovuov paDcov xp OvyaTp'r 
f7eciYfv• i) 8e Cog v8pov 8e8;apevT) T6v <L8tpov aOxpv dvflA6. MaKapeog 8e x8v 
y6vv'T<orvT(r KCPo6lA6)odjP6vog e6pap6v 8ig x8v 0dAa|pov 8upmv 8e if)' 
dYar:(op6vTv anpoppayooaav xg aoxp £t$et x8v plov 7r6i£Ypay6" whence Plut. Par. 
Min. 28, p. 312c-d. Today only fragments containing mostly maxims survive, but in 
antiquity, because of its revolutionary theme, the play became instantly renowned and 
not before too long it invited the mockery of comedy, thus winning a lasting fame.13 
Nowacki 34-5 assisted by some remarks of Rohde 1070. on the influence of Eur/s 
novel erotic stories on Hellenistic poetry, was the first to notice the impact of Eua.’s 
Aeolus on this part of Ph/s Hermes, see also NeeeelTath 207 n. 90. There are many
13 On the Eurlpidepn play see H. J. Mette, Lustrum 23 (1981), 16-22 and H. van Looy, AC 60 (1991), 
300, Gareth Williams, CQ 42 (1992), 201-9. Aeolus beaame a favourite target of Ar., af. Clouds 1371­
2, Frogs 850, 1081, Thesm. 177-8, al., but also of later aomedians, af. Erlphus Aeolus PCG 1 and 
Antlphpn. Aeolus PCG 19-20, see K-A, PCG III.2, 34 (on Ar. Aeolosikon) and Nessehath 205-9. Ar.’s 
ridiaule of aourse advpnaed the interest in the play: "From the early third aentury onwards it was not 
tragedy, but Attia aomedy and particularly Aristophanes, that interested the Alexandrian grammarians", 
Pfeiffer (1968), 224; on studies on aomedy in Hellenistia times see Nessekath 172-187. Ov. Her. 11 
knew it (Rohde 108 n. 2 unfortunately denied any link and assumed a lost Hellenistia model), but 
Nesselrath 206 nn. 87, 88 was surely right to point out that S. JPkel, GB 8 (1979), 101-118 made too 
muah out of it; see on the differenae in emphasis in Ov. (unfortunate love) and in Eur. (inaest) K. 
Phllippldes, Mnem. 49 (1996), 426-439. Even Nero aaaording to Suetonius Nero 21 inter cetera 
cantavit Canacen parturientem, see A. Lesky, Ges. Schr., Bem-Munlah 1966, 342-3. Suah p play 
obviously would find it diffiault to be inaluded in a aanon in Christian times. Saheibner 112-3 asserted 
that the Egyptian habit of fraternal marriage whiah Ph. saw being practised in Alexandria might have 
played a role, but there is no need to stray from a alear literary baakground.
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EurroiOnan "lemonts taken up as they stood or adapted by Ph.: a secret love-affair, a 
snoreO product of an impermissible liaison - son or gifts, deceit of Aeolus (in Eue. 
additionally Canace gives birth to her child xm voaoiv 7po[(s^;oreL]c<Ol, Hypoth. v. 26), 
dramatic revelation of the truth followed by Aeolus’ wrath and intention of punishing 
his daughter, an attempt to save thn child by the nurse replaced in Ph. by an attempt to 
save Polymele herself by her brother - both successful, and an incestuous marriage of 
Canace/Macareus as of Diores/Polymelo - but with a big difference of emphasis 
within theie respective contexts. It should bn noted that the secret love-aeeair is picked 
up from Eue. to be rendered in Ph. a component element of his interpretation of thn 
relevant Homeric epicoOnl
Anolus has every good reason to bn outraged with his guest, but has even better 
reasons to put most of the blame on Polymele’s shoulders. His anger is a Eueipidean 
element, enriched in Ph. with grotesque overtones, see on fr. 6. It must have played a 
kny-eole in Eur. where in view of the disastrous outcome of his wrath Aeolus comes 
up with a fitting maxim, fr. 51 Opy^ yap Sox.; n'uSVm; kGp^;£'cat, / kakeg cnAlUT;t' 
TOAiG'C<s yap a^aXAet Poocou;l This was then taken up by Ov, far. 11 where Aeolus 
v. 15 tumidar non imprrat irar and cf. his vehement, almost insane "v. 74 insana 
rrgia vocr sonat) reaction in vv. 75el Wo aee not told what Aeolus did with Odysseus’ 
giehCl Wo aee not hold how he was planning to punish his daughter in Hrrmrs either, 
buh presumably Ph. used thn sword-motif of Eur., as later did Ov. far. 11.5, 95-100. 
Theen is a list of fathers punishing thoir daughters in their outrage about secret love- 
affairs in A.R. 4.1087-95 where the Uchol. (507.1-2 Wendel) record a KacaAoyog 
daopSv by an undatabln Lysippus of Epirus.
ctox’" amfi; '^pa"To£vog o aSeASo; Aioopij; The secret lovo between children 
of Anolus is already known in Homee. Ph. uses it not because he is keen on employing 
the inc"^^ love motif prr sr, but because he needs to nxploit thn incestous marriage 
of Aeolus’ children to replace Eur.’s tragic final" with a happy end: this is suggestive 
of thn nature of the stories included in farmrs. With the exception of Adesp. Pap. 
Eleg. SH 964.15-6 neither Diorns nor Polymele are attested as names of any of 
Aeolus’ children elsewhere, see Rosohor I, 194 s.v. Aeolus Q). Uinon Ph. invents the 
whole story he prefors not to use traditional names; instead he turns to Homer. Diores 
from SrtO--hLOhL; "pleasing to Zeus" occurs 5x in the II. 2.622, 4.517, 17.429, in the fiest 
two cases as loader of the Epeianc whose dramatic death is described in II. 4.517-526, 
see von Kamptz 88, Kirk on II. 4.517. Polymele appearing only once in II. 16.180, cf. 
Trojan Polymolos in II. 16.417, is a choice not without significance, sen /7e^e^.-Dicc. 
The two names are the only IlLaOLc traces in the Odysseus-episode of Hrrmrs\ 
OOycsean names would have a rather confusing effect.
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amqv napaiTeixat "begs off punishment for her", see LSJ s.v. rcapaiTE© III. As 
Macareus in Eur., Diores pleads for Polymele to be spared.
Kat jietOet tov rcaxepa out© o-uvotKtcrat Cf. the Hypothesis of Aeolus 6 $£ 
veavlaKog etceioe tov rcaTEpa [tck; 0oya-] / Tepag auvoiKioai toT<; oioi<;. Part of 
Macareus’ argumentation was a verse renowned in antiquity, Eur. fr. 19 ti 8’ aiaxpov 
fjv prj Toiat xpcopevoig 8oKfj;, cf. the parodies in Ar. Frogs 1475 ti 8’ aiaxpov f|v pf| 
TOtg 0£©pevoi<; 8okt];, Machon 410 Gow. For Eur.’s own opinion cf. Andr. 173-6 with 
Stevens ad loc. expressly condemning incest as "barbaric". The groom normally had to 
extract the assent of both his father, cf. Men. Dysc. 784-7 and see D. MacDowell, The 
Law in Classical Athens, London 1978, 86, and the father of the bride. Tov tccite pa 
here is tantalisingly vague, as Aeolus comprises both qualities ("their father" Stern, 
"his father" Gaselee) and one wonders if Ph. took advantage of the awkward situation; 
contrast the plural in 10.1 Kvavuncof;... et<; E7rt0npiav Aedkcovth; eX0cqv, rcapa tcov 
TCCtTepcov alTqadpevo<; auTryv fiyayETO yovaiKa. In Homer the intermarriage seems to 
be Aeolus’ own decision, Od. 10.7 ev0’ 6 ye 0uyaTEpa<; rcopsv oidoiv elvai cckoitk;. 
No account is given for it, but one assumes that it is a result of the family’s isolation.
cruvoiKiaai onvoiKt^co is a terminus technicus meaning "give permission to cohabit 
as husband and wife", ouvoikeiv being the verb to denote the actual state of marital 
cohabitation, see A. R. W. Harrison, The Law at Athens, Oxford 1968, 2. The father’s 
assent was technically called ek8ook;.
The next chapter in Parth., entitled nepi Emmrqq and notated 'Icrcopei Zo<J)OKXfj<; 
EupoaX©, begins in an unparalled way: on povov 8e ’OSnaaeng Kepi AioXov 
e^rtpapTEv, aXXa etc. Maass (1894), 2 assumed because of that a common source, but 
the unusual connection is only due to the fact that Parth. conceived his collection as a 
unity and is in this case facilitated by the content of the next chapter. In its first part 
which gives us the background of the main story, i.e. Odysseus’ murder of Euryalus, 
an illegitimate child of his, the hero xqv Topippa 0nyaT£pa e<|>0£ipev Ewwniv, d<; 
ainov oikeiox; te i)7C£5£^aTO Kai p£Ta rcdoTig 7cpo0opia<; e^evioe. This story shows 
again how easily inappropriate behaviour towards his hosts was ascribed to Odysseus, 
but is unlikely to have functioned as a model for Ph., whose story was made up to 
stand within its Odyssean context. The motif of course could have been popular in 
Hellenistic times and it is rather on such a source that Parth. draws: Eustath. Comm. 
Od. 1796.50f. informs us that in Soph.’s play, TrGF IV, pp. 194-5, Euryalus was 
killed by Telemachus, not Odysseus as in Parth.
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Fr.2
MeXiyooviSa vijoov (?)
From Parth.’s (Odysseus) d^tKETO 7tpd<; AtoXov Kat MeXtyooviSa vijoov 
Schneider 47 n. 2 suggested that eig MeXtyoovlSa vfjoov is a phrase extracted from 
the Philetan prototype. Among a number of instances likely to reflect the original, this 
is the most obvious one (note the dactylic form of the whole clause). MeXtyoovtg is 
the ancient name of Aircctpri (modem Lipari) which attracted some attention in the 
erudite poets, Call. HyDian. 47-8 vijo(p evt Aircapi] (Aucdpri veov, aXXa tot’ eoxev / 
ouvopa ot MeXtyoovlg), where the parenthesis seems to refer directly to Ph., Euph. 
CA 51.8 TH 7tou OeppaoTpau; ij koo MeXtyoovi8t Totat I pappapoyat.14 In principle 
regional history was a keen interest of the Hellenistic poets, here all the more 
imperative for Ph. since Meligounis was a Cnidian colony, cf. Paus. 10.11.3, CEG 
832i (Lipara, 475-450), and a cult of a "Tyrrhenian" ithyphallic Hermes existed in the 
area, cf. Call. Iambi fr. 199. Learned poets also took pains with the ancient 
onomatology, see on fr. 23.1. According to Suda Call, published a Ktioek; Nijocov koi 
noXecov Kat MeTcavopaotat (p. 339 Pf.) which presumably dealt thoroughly with 
such questions. The Cyrenean’s interest in antiquarian names is well attested cf. frr. 
580-5, 599, 601, HyDel. 36-7 where see Mineur. Some passages in Strabo such as 
10.2.17 (an extract from Apollod. about Samos) ou 8’ exaXetTO t<S am© ovopaTt 
7tpOT£pov, aXXa MeXap<t>oXXo<;, elf ’Av0ept<;, etTa napOevta arco too 7tOTapob 
napOevtoo etc. indicate that consolidated information about the subject was available. 
Onomatology seems to have been the first subject touched by poems dealing with a 
certain region, cf. Euph. Mopsopia CA 34 on Athens, Rhian. Thessalica CA 25 on
14 Cf. Strabo 6.2.10 (al Autapaioi vfjaot) eIgI 5’ EKxd pev tov apiOgov, gEyioxq S’ q Aircapa, 
KvtSlcov arcoiKog, £770x01x0) Tqt; ZiKEXlag KeigEvq... ekoXeixo 8e rcpoxEpov MeXiyoovlt;... wrqKooot; 
£%0TXja xa<; vdv XEyogEvaq Aircapalov vqaoix;, ag AioXou xive^ rcpoGayopEdooGi with Lassere ad 
loc., Steph. Byz. (442.9 Meineke) MeXiyoovIc;' pla x<Sv AioXoo vt|go)v, Comm. PAnt. on Call. l.c. (p. 
53-4,11. 6-7 Pf.) Aindpri 7dpi vqooc; ZiKEXlac;, qxu; rcp[dxspov MEXvyoovig, Schol. PCair. on ibid. (p.
55,11. 1-2 Pf.) MEUyouv(i<;) xd rcpdxEpov ekoXeixo I q vCv Aircapa. An aetion for the Lipara-name is 
supplied by Schol. Call. l.c. (p. 60.40-4 Pf.) vqoo<;... rcXqolov ZiKEXlaq, EvOa qv xd %aXKEia too 
’H^alaxoo.... XEysxai 8e, oxi olSqpa 8ia<{>opa Oevxec; ev adxq vadxai ewOev EdpqKaoiv adxa ek xq<; 
dvaSdoEox; xod rcopoq dvarcaXivOEvxa. Kai 81a xodxo EKXqOq q vqaoc; Aircapa- <...> 8id xd adxa 
Sid^opa ovxa ev yEvsaOai (?), cf. Pytheas ev rc£pio8<p yqg fr. 15 Mette = Schol. A.R. 4.761-5a 
(291.25-292.6 Wendel) and for Hephaestus Theoc. 2.133-4 Aircapalo) /.. ’Adataxoio.
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Thessaly. For Parth. of. oh. 19 supplying the information, nTelevanh to his story, vfLaod 
Tjg Toooepov pev Ucp^yydA/<Lig. tiaceoov 5e Nalou KXhjGlLClt;, which goes back to the 
original (according to the notation AnOrrscdC Naxiaca, a Srd c. historian). On the 
geographical interests of the erudite 5rd o. see Fraser I, 5201'.
Fr. 5 (CA 8)
- - - io^pa yap EKiKpaxei dvSpog dvdyKTi,
T p’ oi)S’ a0avaTO'og 'WioOslPiev of x’ Vv ’OMupmm 
ekxooOev xaXewv a%emv oiKoug Vxdpovxo.
Stob. 1.4.4 (1.71 Wachsmuth, c. nepi ctvdypcig ktA.)
OiXTxo ‘Eppo-0 ASM
1 fort. <xXtvjoj«oip> MeineKe : <dvvxeo> e.g. Scheibner VTcKxaxet codd. : erci<xGovlo-u> k^<oxEP 
perperam von Blumenthal
iirX'wpd Epic diction demands Kpacno'^ oe Kp 0x01X1, cf. IL 6.458 (quoted ff.), Od. 
10.275 Kpacope 5e poo OjoXex avdyKTi, HHAphr. K0, Hos. hhrog. 517, Cypria EGF 
73, Tenogn. 195, 587, Baoch. 11.46, fe. 20A.19-20, oraoln in HOo. L57.5 = 55.2 P-W, 
AOnso. PMG 1017.2, A.R. 2.18, al., but its absence is mitigated by the following 
VTiKpaxEu hGX'opdg is unHomoric, oocuring in pontey mostly in heagedy. Thn 
nkoencsion is unahtostod elsewhere in pootuy,15 but cf. Thales llA 1.55 D-K 
iGXdp6cacov Cvcyx!’ kpacnt yOp ecdvxGv, Eur. Hrl. 514 Uoivfjg ovdyi^g onUev 
tCeov, Adecp. hrGF 502 (Eur.?) onSolg cvcyx^ peT^ov Oconee vOpog, A.R.
2lZ52-5 TOKp-i .. xatt dawg ’Oaxei OvOYKCL, further [Aesch.] Prom. 105 xO xfjg OvoyKTig 
oOevog, 514 cVxvoj U’ ovdyi^g OGOeveoceoa oako1, Eue. fe. 299 Tpog xqv 0v0ykTLv 
Tovxa xaXk’ kax Oa0evf|l The word is here placed in an emphatic position.
VwLKps^cei Thn epio tradition demands ee^KElxao viz. VtrK£^a£car, as II. 6.458 
KpacEpe U’ VtokeIgex 0v0ykr^•/ (= Orac. Sib. 5.572), A.R. 3l430 (quoted ff.), of. 
Paulus Epist. Cor. 1.9.16 OvayiT) yop poo ETOKKtxao (sc. ot)aYYEX0lEGOau).
15 The occurrences in prose are all of legal character, even Hdt. 1.74 dveu yap avayxaing Wxvpnq 
anppa^peg ivxvpat ouk VGiVXowt anp^Vvetv, cf. Antiphon 5.11, 6.25 and, despite A. Z. Bonaldi, 
BIFG 3 (1976), 272, they exercised no influence on Ph.
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’ErciKpaxEtv after Homer appears in colloquial (Ar.) and prosaic occurrences. In 
Homer when transitive it always takes a dative. It denotes mastery in the battlefield 
and it always refers to a relation between two persons, see J. L. Breuil, "Kpdxoq et sa 
famille chez Homdre" in Casevitz 28. It is a strong term, "prevails above anything 
else", as in Archil. IEG 115. It is particularly appropriate as it carries the threatening 
notion of the Kpdxoq derivatives, cf. Schol. D II. 1.25 Kpaxspdv laxupov, 
aTteiXTiTiKOv, EM 532.27, al. and II. 16.66-7 KndvEOv Tpcocov ve^oq dg^tpEpriKE / 
vryooiv £7ctKpax£co<;, Hes. Scut. 321 (Heracles) rcaAAev ErciKpaxEcoq his shield, Nic. 
Alex. 72 Kat kev ETciKpaTEonaav d7ce%0ea vouoov dXaXKotq, and prompts an 
underlying etc! Kpaxi, cf. for the imagery Eur. Her. 640 (to y-ppag) etc! Kpaxt 
KEvrat.16 A word-play on Kpaxog and Kdpxa is not unparalleled, cf. Aesch. ScTh 412- 
3 ojcapTWv 8’ arc’ avSpcov c5v ”Aprig E^Etoaxo I pl^cog’ dvEtxat - Kapxa 8’ egt 
Eyxcoptog, 940, A.R. 3.1297 KpaxEpotatv ... KEpaEoatv, 3.1307 (Jason drags the bulls 
by their horns) eTXkev EKiKpaxECOg, Opp. Hal. 2.46 (swordfish’s muzzle) KpaxEpov 
aop, [id.] Cyn. 2.79, 94 (horns of the Phrygian bulls) on ... KpaTEpTjatv unep 
K£<})aXfi(J)t jr£7CT|yE, 334 (sheep fighting with their foreheads) KpaxEpdg 8e Sowrog rcpog 
ai0£pa tKavEt, Q.S. 6.216-9 (Heracles and Iolaus with Lemaia Hydra) Kpaxspa 
0pov£OVT£ / ap<j)co, o gev TEpvEOKE Kapriaxa ..I... o 8e Kais Gi8-f|p<p I aiOopsvar 
KpaxEpf] 8e Kaxfivuxo 0rtpog opoKXfp 11.469 KpaxEpf] xpxxjidXEia, Triph. 480-1 
paoxaKa ... gegapixcog / ei/ev EiciKpaxEcog and perhaps A.R. 3.1052 KpaxEpoug 
^En^ag poag, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 958.12 Etg Kpax£pT]v SouXoauvryv E0£p[, cf. Call, 
fr. 75.6 covoio Kap0’ ~ vv. 8-9 oaxtg aKapTEi / yXcoaarig.
av8pog "mortal", as usually in epic, see Edwards on II. 18.429-35. ’Avf|p (as Ovrixog, 
avOpcorcog and the like) commonly comes up in maxims (which are very often 
introduced by ydp, see Campbell on Q.S. 12.388), but the point may be quite specific 
as avSpa is the first word of the Od. and had a certain impact as such, see A. Kahane,
16 Ananke, as other abstract forces that threaten the man, he ercl or intep him, cf. II. 21.110 dXX' enl toi 
Kai Epov 0avaxog Kai. goipa Kpaxani, HHAp. 284 iMEpOev 7texpT| EiciKpEgaxai, Mimn. IEG 5.6yiipag 
wtfep K£<|>aXfi<; avrix’ UKEpKpegaxai (with Allen ad loc.) and for imcp ... wtepKpegaxai see van 
Groningen on Theogn. 85, Simon. PMG 520.4 6 8’ d<{>oKT0g og<5g ETCiKpcgaxai 0avaxog, Pind. Nem. 
8.14, Call. fr. 64.1-2 kokov ... / ... erciKpegaaai, A.R. 2.578 tmep Ke^aXfjg yap agiixuvog xjev 
dXE0pog, 2.173, 2.222, 3.483, [Mosch.] Megara 74 (Saigcov Xvypog) og 0’ ngiv E<{)T«TEp0£ Kapng papug 
aicopevtai, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 970.5 (Xaag) Kpaxdg wtep KpEgaxai, Antip. Thess. GPh 87.6 
(Niobe) $ 5e Papug noxpog EniKpEgaxai.
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TAPA 122 (1992), 115-131. Odysseus after Homer is not simply a mortal; he is an 
ipox;, a rank between gods and men.17
avayKTi Ananke is the power which imposes on someone an unwelcome but 
inescapable task. Here not the personified goddess, but "the compulsion imposed on 
men in concrete circumstances (as opposed to the "predestined rigid necessity")", Wil. 
Die Griech. Trag. II, 26 as translated by Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 218. In Homer it 
regularly comes up as clausula, cf. also Call. HyDel. 35, A.R. 2.18, 232, 3.430 etc.
H p’ ou8’ dOavdxoug uno8ei8t£v U7to8et8a), on which see Campbell on A.R. 3.318, 
is often used to denote the fear of a superior power, as Jason of Medea in A.R. 4.394, 
and particularly of the gods, cf. //. 1.406 (Briareus) tov kcci wteSeraav paKapeg Oeot, 
Od. 2.66 OetSv urcoSeiaaTe pfjviv, Q.S. 3.598, 12.488 paKapcov 8’ urce8ei8ie (Kochly 
: urcoS- codd.) pfjviv, cf. for the wording Od. 8.224-5 ouO’ 'HpaKXfji out’ Eupuw 
Oi,%aXvfp, / oi pa Kat aOavaTOtaiv ept^ecncov itept to^cov, A.R. 2.820-1 Kdrcpiog 
apytoScov, ... ov pa Kat aurat / Nup^at .. wteSetStaav. The form employed is 
sanctioned by Od. 17.564. Simon. PMG 542.29 avayKa 8’ ou8e Oeot pa%ovTai 
(Diog. Laert. 1.4.79 attributes it to Pittacus; cf. also Hdt. 1.91) is the first attestation of 
a widespread proverb, see Page ad loc., DGE s.v. dvdyKrj II.3 and cf. Q.S. 12.60-1 
Tpcooiv .. evercveuaev pey’ dvayKT| 10apao<;, o rcep rcpd<; ’'Aprja Kai. 0UTt8av6v rcep 
eyetpet.
ektoctOev wtk&it&v axetov orctaOev, eKToaOe, evroaOe are Homeric. Antim. fr. 
136.3 brings into epic eprcpoaOev (before him Hdt., Plato) for the Homeric rapoaOe, 
then occurring as a v.l. in A.R. 4.590. ’Ekto<;, eKToOt, ektoOev, ektogOe are always 
constructed with a concrete noun in Homer, but cf. Hes. WD 115 = Theogn. 1121 = 
GVI 1830.4 (3rd c. A.D.; the deceased in the Elysian Fields) kokov eKTOoOev 
artavTCOv/, Orph. Arg. 1109 xaXercdiv eKToaOev arcavTCOv, further A.R. 1.1037 
a8euK£0<; eKToaOev aTrj<;, Opp. Hal. 3.606 rcovoo eKToaOe, Dioscurus GDRK 42.7.19 
?KTog avayKTv;, with the meaning "beyond the realm of". On the adverbial suffix -Oev 
see Chantraine GH I, 244. XaleKchv a/ewv is novel, probably modelled on xaXercov 
aXyo<; (Od. 2.193, Theogn. 555, GVI 768.7-8 (2nd c.)). On its range of meanings see
17 In Homer all heroes are common mortal men, see Hainsworth on II. 12.23 (the only occurrence of n 
ptOeog in the II.). From Hes. WD 160-1 onwards they appear as demigods. West ad loc. noted that in 
the archaic construction Tjpoov riptOetov the burden lies on their half-divine parentage, not on their 
semi-divine status. On a hero’s rank see N. J. Richardson in P. E. Easterling - J. V. Muir, Greek 
Religion and Society, Oxford 1985, 56-7, Bremmer 12-3. On their cult in the different states see Burkert 
203-8, E. Kearns Le sanctuaire grec, 65-107.
F-G on Od. 21.412, F. Mawet, Recherches sur tes oppositions fonctionellrs dans te 
vocabulairr homeriqur dr la doulrur, Brussels 1979, 293-549, further literature in 
Campbell on A.R. 5.446.
gokou*; EKtajiavca An unusual expreccion against the traditional II. 2.750 oIk{’ 
£0£vto/ (whence Plut.’s Mor. 49e aebiteary emendation of Hes. hhrog. 64 oiki.’ 
"kODGr), HHAp. 46 = 157 oIkIt 0Oa0ar, II. 12.166-7 onXles<aah / oicla jeoriraoDvai, 
HHAp. 77, Od. 6.9 £Soroaco aiKaug. It makes a witty point about the construction of 
thn dwelling place of thn gods. Thn transitive exOpovco is Homeric, Od. 9.150 o'r cV 
a<)).v kco. vfjaov £KOoovco/, and after Ph., A.R. 1.13Z2 ^^f^i^L^^oOg oacu
KapOvca/, 2.718 .pav .. 6 p’ OKdoov'to/, Q.U. 12.57 (innov) cOv p’ Oco^^c^v^ca/. Call, 
would have disliked a hexameter with word-breaK after peinceoc in both foueth and 
fifhe foot.
Thn fragment is explicitly ascribed to Hrrmrs by thn Utob. oodd. It preconec a 
similarity with Q.U. 5.649-651 (Calliope consoles Thetis) 1H ovk 0i£ig Ocr hOovca ... / 
ovOpOcong OXofL TCEpihieitTkaca. oactcog Alaa / on5e 0£<■Uv 0lVyodaa, cOaov aOVvog 
£Xl,a%£ pa^vTi; / ”H cal vnv (will Onstroy thn city of Priam). Thn identification of Ohe 
speaKne is important for its intnroentationl Gnomae in naely epic arn usually delivered 
by Ohe ahaeactors, noh the poet, with rare exceptions, see Edwards 6. Ih is only in 
imperial epio through the influence of rhetoeic that maxims by the poeh beoome 
common, sen Campbell on Q.U. 12.588. Between Aeolus and Odysseus, despite 
Hunter (1995), 114 n. 55 ("most likely spoken by Aeolus"), Oho latter is preferable. 
Anolus, lovoO and patronised by the gods, is rather unlikely to openly state thoie 
impotence towards ananke and he is even less likely to console Odyssnus with Ohe 
possible but unsuitable thought that if gads bow to ananke, then mortals have to do the 
same and suffer accordingly, thus displaying an unacceptable lack of compassion, 18 
Ho does not seem to have said much either: Parte. says that he mostly asked questions. 
Odysseus on thn othnr hand has good reasons to mention ananke: the fragment would 
rnenT to a deed the hero was forced to perform. ^Oto in v. 1 explains thn necessity of 
accomplishing Ohe task mentioned in thn preceding lines. In situations like this ananke 
regularly turns up as motivation for a heroic deed: quite often in teagedy, see Kanniche 
on Eue. Hrl. 514 and cf. Jason justifying his decision to undertake to kill Aietes’ bulls 
with a similar maxim in A.R. 5.428-451 c"5 Kal eym cSv ae^C^Xov iel£o<).aA:>v T£p 
eovca / cXhaafLai, 80 car poo 0av££rv of0fg’ On yap Oc’ aXXo / piyrov dv0p©7iecLar
18 A primary virtue of any consoler, see W. BurKert, Zum altgriechischen MitleidsgefUhl, Diss. 
Erlangen 1955, 56f.
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KaKi^g eiciKElaex’ 19 avdyiTig / q pe Kat evOaSe vetaGai eTexpaev ex paaiXfjog. 
Odysseus himself often justifies a deed of his by invoking the sheer necessity of the 
circumstance, as in Od. 6.136, 7.218, al. The gods are an apt parallel in the mouth of 
Odysseus as an a fortiori consolatory parallel.20 21
Which adventure specifically does this fragment refer to? The assonance of the 
novel construction xaXecmv a%emv along with the twice repeated a-e-co sequence of 
vowels prompts ’A%ep®v,2i a synonym for Hades so used by Asclep. HE 2.3, Theoc. 
12.19, 15.86, Call. fr. 191.35, see G-P on Bian. GPh 6.3 and cf. IMEG 32.4 (3rd c.), 
SEG 27.328.6 (2nd c.?). XaXEKoq, like its derivative verb xcOOeTCaiv©, is often related 
to a deed that arouses indignation, cf. Od. 2.193-4 aoi 5e, yepov, Goyqv &7t0Tjaopev, 
^’v k ’ evi 6up(p / xlvcov aaxaXX^g- xaXenov Se xoi eaaexai aXyoq and see LSJ s.v. 1.1 
("hard to bear"). Such was Odysseus’ reaction when Circe told him he had to
19 Ll-J proposed entKevrai but see Vian ad loc., M. Campbell, Gnomon 62 (1990), 483. Meineke’s 351 
supplement <xXiaopai> in Ph. is spiritu correct. Scheibner 109 proposed the "klanglich besser" 
dvoyeo.
20 Cf. IL 5.381F. (Dione presents a list of gods suffering from mortals to console Aphrodite), fZ. 18.117­
121 (Achilleus invokes the parallel of Heracles, beloved by Zeus, for the inevitability of his own death), 
see Edwards ad loc., Richardson on IL 21.106-7. 1n Panyas. EGF 16 someone encourages Heracles, 
who has to accomplish his labours by Zeus' will, by quoting a list of gods who had suffered for the 
same reason. 1n GVI 1249.15-24 (2n<dlst c.) the deceased tries to mollify the sorrow caused by his 
death by quoting a list of heroes favoured by the gods who had to die as well, cf. also GVI 1521.5-6 
(lst/2nd c.), 1804.10 (1st c.), 1935.15 (2nd c.).
21 Such assonances occur in similar contexts. IL 2.694 (Achilleus of Briseis) xfjg o ye xvix' dxetov, xd%a 
S’ dvoxnaec^Oat VpeXXev, IL 3.42 = 24.91 vxco 5' d%e’, IL 18.29 Qegov dxrxepevai pvydX’ ’lc%ov, IL 
20.282 xd5 5’ d%og ol %jxo pdptov, Alcm. PMGF 116 exvt p’ axog (5 oXe Saipov ~ A.R. 3.464, Eur. 
Hel. 365 = IT 197 dxva x’ axvatv, Ar. Frogs 184 = Achaeus TrGF 20 F 11 xdlp’ co Xdpmv, xcdp’ o 
Xdpov, xdtp’ & Xdpov, which Radermacher and Dover regarded as solemn, Stanford "with its 
assonance" comic, Erinna SH 402.1 vtg ’AlSav eEved StavxixeTai dxw, A.R. 3.446 efjp dxvi 
apdxowa, A.R. 3.659, Q.S. 12.583 dvaxd^exat dxvupEvq exp. 1n pessimistic contexts ’AxiXXEdg and 
’A%atot are often juxtaposed with axog, as in IL 10.145 dxog pvpiqeev 'Axaiodg, IL 16.21-2 
(Patroclus’ death) (5 ’AxXeD — pVya Oepxax’ ’Axaiov, /... dxog pvplqKEv 'Axaiodg, IL 16.822 qKaxe 
Xaov ’AxaiOv, IL 18.446, Il. 23.212 ndxpoeXog, xov Tavxeg dvaaxEvdxoowiv ’A%aioi, Asclep. HE 
29.3 (’Apvxd) dxEi pvydXp pEpoXqgEva vl Tap’ ’Axaiotg etc., Triph. 42 apPoXvij 5’ TaxaXXe 
S^ox^Osvi Xaog ’A/aiov. ’AxtXXEdg could bv etymologised by dxog + Xaog, as proposed by G. Nagy, 
The Best of the Achaeans, Berkeley 1979, 69f.; contra G. B. Holland, Glotta 71 (1993), 17-27, but see 
again G. Nagy, ICS 19 (1994), 3-9. J. Griffin, Homer, Iliad IX, Oxford 1995, 20 compared 
rivvOEcriXEia. Demeter ’Axaia was understood to mean "the one who suffers dxn", cf. Nic. Ther. 484-5 
and svv V. Suys, AC 63 (1994), 14-9.
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undertake a journey to Hades in Od. 10.496-9 a^)cdo "pory" xacecXOaOn (jtLXov fjcof 
/ cXaiov 5’ 8v l£x88eet KaOfpevog, on8e vu pat Kjp / qOeX’ ext Jcdoiv cal opav 
<ao; hetHoia, cf. also the enaction of his companions in 10.566-8. In Od. 11.622 
X(sX£TOC)g .. aeOXoug the adj. characterises the Hades journey of Heracles imposed on 
him by Eurysthedc. Xa^Xeitog is also a variant of KpaxepOg on the same subject in Od. 
^^.582, 624, cf. GVI 768.7-8 (2nd c.; death) xctX&nbv ... / aXyog, Q.U. 5.455 "death) 
XaXenoig Vv tcvOooii. ”A%cg is a word closely associated with death or feelings caused 
by death.)) It was paretymologically connected with ’A%epov itself. The first 
attestation of such a connection is A"^. Ag. 1558 (Aohoron) npog cjkotooov 
TopOgeng’ axVcov. Thn derivation was discussed by Apollod. of Athens among feeer 
etymologies of names of the Underworld in thn Z0te book of Hepl 0ewv inscribed 
nept xob "AiSou, FGH 244 F 102a ’Axepovxa pev 5ia xa axo (sc. Kax(ppvpdKaoiiv), 
who goes on ha quote Melanippid. Persephone PMG 759 KaXeixat 5’ <£lV£K,> Vv 
koXtoios yafag / ac"’ elotv jpoxecov ’Axepcov and Licymn. PMG 770a (Acheron) 
gopiatg TCTaag SaKpucov axecov xe ppnet and b ’Axepcov dxea Tco^ose^fet 
Ppocot<euv.)5 Ananke is also associated with death, particularly in funerary epig^l^imcl>.S4 
Among Odysseus’ adventures thn journey to Hades was the most dangerous and the 
most impressive one. The hero would easily dwell particularly on thaO. The verbal 
neeect of this fragment along with the othnr two fragments of Hrrmrs precneved in 
Utob. suggest that it refers specifically to ih.
These theee lines provide us with a religious foothold as well. They contain three 
traditional, well founded logical statements (a. the man has to submit to ananke, b. * * *
22 The feeling caused by the loss of a companion is dxog, Il. 4.169,17.539, 18.22, al., then CEG 11.4, 
153.2 (both m. 5th c.), see Hansen on CEG 714.5, Pers. HE 7.8, Theodor. HE 8.4. ”A%og was thought 
tv underlie the Homeric formula eavcxoio 8uor%eog, see KirK on Il. 2.686, or the phrase GdAaaad xe 
Tprteeova {II. 1.157), cf. Leon. Tar. HE 15.1, Euph. CA 98.1. Cf. also Q.S. 12.225 toVXvooo Suoixeog 
and see Erbse (IV.491) on Schvl. II. 18.307 <8wrixeog :> 5td xong dvatpovpVvong, Campbell on A.R. 
3.96. As xaXercog, it was sometimes understood to describe a sentiment of indignation, cf. Schol. II. 
14.458 (tn.670 Erbse) ’Apyeioivt 5’ dxog yVvexo : ook em xq avaipVaet, aXX Vrt'l xfj xAeiTv 
25 Cf. also Apollod. of Athens FGH 244 F 102f.4 6 5e ’AxVpwv ano xov ytvop.Vvov eni xotg 
xexeXeoxnKoaiv dxOv rcapfixOn, kti t) ’Axepooaia A'iipt. The etymology seems to have been widely 
accepted, cf. also Suda a 4687 'Axepcov noxapog Vv "AtSoo |lepoeeofl.Vvog• rcapd xo dxn petv and the 
more elaborated version in EM 180.46 ’AxVpcvv 6 Vv "Ai8oo Ttoxajpog' xapd xo eaxepnvQat xvpag 
xong Vkei Kaxtovxag. "H o xd dxea pVcvv axpecvv, Kai ko£ urepOeaiv, dxVpmv, Eustath. Comm. II. 
207.31-2 (1-316-7 van der ValK, q.v.).
24 See above all H. SchreKenberg, Ananke, Munich 1964, 66-71. Add GVI 48.7, 941, 969.9-10,1039.7,
1283.7,1593.1,1656,1759.3,1896.18,2034.3, 2055.7 (4th c. B.C. to 2nd c. A.D.), the "Spatepigramm" 
GVIKl 18.4 (Phrygia) Woxpjov d^eoKxov [l86v0’,l og Kotjvog evxtv dvdfyKq], [Opp.] Cyn. 2.546.
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ananke prevails even on the gods, c. the gods are beyond any mental grief, note "epic" 
t’) of which the second invalidates the third.25 ’Ek(X|iovto is significant in this respect. 
For the dwelling place of the gods epic uses neutral phrases such as i)7repTCtTa 8c6|iaxa 
vatonat, ’OA/ojircta 5(6pax’ e%onat, see on these formulae W. M. Sale, "Homeric 
Olympus and its formulae", AJPh 105 (1984), 1-7. The poet of the II. credited 
Hephaestus with the toil of having constructed the Olympian residences (//. 1.607-8, 
14.166 = 338, cf. 18.371 and see Kirk on II. 1.605-8 and West on Hes. Theog. 43). The 
fact that the gods are said to have been personally involved in the construction of their 
home is evidently ironical. A sceptical Hellenistic poet could indeed have thought 
"who else could have built the gods’ dwelling place, if not the gods themselves?". This 
rigid logic is comparable to that of Call. HyJov. 8-9 "KpfjTeq ctet yeOcnai"’ koi yap 
xatpov, <S ava, oeto / KpfjTeq ETEKTTivavxo' an 5’ on Oaveq, eaat ydp atet. Not 
everybody would agree that firm conclusions can be drawn about the theological 
beliefs of the learned Hellenistic poets, but witty mistrust of the traditional system is 
undeniable.26
25 This is meant to contradict the traditional belief that gods, unlike mortals, are (xaKapeg, peia 
£(0ovte<; etc., cf. II. 24.525-6 dx;ydp ETtEKX.oaav'to 0eol SeiXouji Ppoxoiat, / £c6eiv dxv'up.£voi<7 avcol 
8e t’ dicn8££<; Eiai, see Richardson ad loc. and M. W. Edwards, Homer. The Poet of the Iliad, Ithaca- 
London 1987, 138-142. Further W. Kraus, "Gdtter und Menschen bei Homer" in Aus Allem Eines: 
Studien zur atitiken Geistesgeschichte, Heidelberg 1984, 15-27. Men and gods are often juxtaposed in 
polar expressions, see Richardson on HHD 111, Janko on ll. 14.198-9.
26 Cf. Hutchinson 3 "it is impossible to know what the poets believe", but also Ll-J Acad. Pap. II, 242 
"I think we can understand the religion of the poets rather better than he [sc. Hutchinson] thinks 
possible". For Call. cf. A. W. Bulloch, MH 41 (1984), 209-230: "I would hesitate to make any guess 
about Callimachus’ personal beliefs or hopes, but I would say that his religious poems present a very 
non-simplistic, distrustful view. He is not a nihilist, to be sure, rejecting religion out of hand, but when 
he examines accepted religious values he finds that they do not work as a system in the way that they 
should" (p. 229), see the criticism of Bing 26-7 n. 38 and further literature in Hopkinson 12 n. 1. The 
subtle Hellenistic irony is a different thing from the open burlesque of the gods in Homer. The 
interpretation of this is still open to discussion (impious irreligiousness or expression of the sublimity of 
the gods?), see W. Burkert, "Gotterburlesque in altorientischen und griechischen Mythen", Eranos 
Jahrbuch 5 (1982), 336-357, id. 122, Janko 168-170. We may guess that the frivolity of the Homeric 
gods did not offend the religious sentiment of the Homeric man, as it did with Xenoph. 21B 11,12 D-K 
and Plato Rep. 390c. Cf. the amused reaction of the gods themselves to the Ares/Aphrodite adultery in 
Od. 8.326f.
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Fr. 4 (CA 6)
dxpaii6v eig ’AiSao
ijvi/oa, Tqv ow© xig evavoiov T^Gev oSixrig
Stob, 4,51.3 (V.1067 Hense, c. Ttpi Gavaxoo etc.)
OiXjxa 'EppoO A OiXjxa S, om. M.
1 vig ’AlSao cod. Par. rec. : eig ctSeco AS : dxparcdv "Ai5vm Meineke ; “Ai8o<g 5><3 von Blumenthal
axpawiov eig ’AiSao / qvupa corresponds to Od. 10.490 666v xeXeoai kai iKeoOai 
/ eig ’Ai6ao Sopong. ’Avow "complete" is often used of long or tiresome journeys, see 
Hoekstra on Od. 15.294, and reinforced by 66lxqg is highly ironical as Odysseus did 
not cross Acheron to complete his descent to Hades. The verb is constructed with 
different objects, such as 66ov, Spopov, KeXeuOov, see DGE s.v. avuco 1.5, but its 
construction with dxpaorog, necessitated by the intended pun, is eccentric, as the effort 
contained in the verb is contradicted by dxparcog, regarded as signifying the shortcut, 
cf. Hesych. a 8138 aTpacSg* 666g xexpippevn, pf e/onaa eKxporcdg, tikX euOeta, 
Apol. Soph. 46.6 666g enOeta pf e/onaa eKxpOTag. 6xav Se Xeyr) 'xprixetav 
dxapn6v’ {Od. 14.1) KaxaxTT|craK(Sg ob le^^ei xp/ai. For parallels cf. Lyc. 123 
vepOev 0aXd<OTig dxparcong Sibowaev, Nicod. Her. FGE 1.2 (Odysseus) So^ix-jv 
eOavnaag dxparcov, Nonn. D. 18.321 dxapTcixov tjvue, Orph. Arg. 115 dxapmx6v 
eOavnovTa, GVI 698.6 (m. 2nd c.; deceased to wanderer) xlaiptov eOavnoatg 
[dxpaTcov]/, 853.4 (2nd c. A.D.; the deceased) 6'6apaxov ai0vt6vriv dxpa%6vl bvnaaxo/, 
EG 781.2 Kaibel (ca 276) xfiv 6liv^Tiv dvnaeig dxpamtx6v, SEG 30.1350.1-2 (lst/2nd 
c. A.D.) dvnaavxa ... /... dxpam.x6v pi6xou and with a different meaning Soph. Aj. 606 
eu pe tcox’ dvuoeov x6v drcoxpOTOv diSriXov "AiSctv. A.R. 4.838 coins oipov 68e'6eiv.
dxpanov eig ’AtSao dxpam6g is often used of the way to Hades, but a pun is
unparalleled with the possible exception of GVI 2078 (2nd c.) d0iaiA[ov  ------/ ...
Kaxjicbv dxpaTO6v eig ’Ai5a, cf. Leon. Tar. HE 79.1-2 Tf)v en’ ’'AiSog / dxapn6v 
epKOv, Antip. Thess. GPh 38.6 ercei Tc^oig dxpa7t6g etg ’AISt/, Anon. GDRK 63.26 
(quoted ff.), GVI 646.2 (2nd c.), 756.10 (ex. 2nd c.) Kaxe6]u dxpa7c6v eOg ’AiSav/, 
853.4 (quoted above), 985.2 (2nd c. AJD) axpOTOug eig AiS[[qv| K]axepxv/, 1179.8 
(2nd c.), 1249.16 (2ncdlst c.), 1268.7 (1st c. A.D.), 1561.5 (3rd c. A.D.), 1479.2 (2nd c. 
A.D.), 1508.16 (ca 201) iKeo xqv Koovbv dxpa]t6v etg ’AOSeo>/, 1552.1 (2ncFlst c.), AV7 
84.2 (3rd c. A.D.). OOpog is a more common term to denote the way to Hades. The 
relevant Homeric passage Od. 10.488-574 insists on 666g {Od. 10.490, 501, 563), cf.
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Od. 24.10 ebpobevxa KeXevOa. ’ATparcog is apt as the way to Hades is an one-way path 
rather than a broad way (oSog), see on the semantic difference between the two G-P on 
Leon. Tar. HE 74.8, idd. on Antip. Thess. GPh 38.5f. This whole fragment of Ph. is 
based on an etymological pun on the word. Modem scholars derive dxparrog from 
copulative a- + xpaneco "tread on", see Frisk GEW s.v., and interpret the word as 
"FuBpfad". In antiquity the word was etymologised by a- privativum + xpecco "change 
direction, turn back", cf. Plato Phaedo 66b KivSnvebei xoi dSorcep dxpaxog xig 
eK(>epew ppag pexa xob Xvyov, Arist. HA 622b25 (ants) aei plav axparcov rcavxeg 
paSiCo'uoi, Nic. Ther. 478 Sebye 5’ del oKoXipv re koi ob piav dxpaTov iXXcov, 
Theodot. SH 757.4-6. Hesych.’s exxpondg pp exovaa might be a relic of a more 
explicit interpretation. The way to Hades was traditionally regarded as irreversible. 27
eig ’Aldao MSS MA have eig dSeto; Scalinger’s easy correction eig 'AiSeco creates a 
pentameter hemistich, which factually rules it out. Meineke 350, who regarded eig 
(’AiSao) in one of the codd. Parisini as a "manifesto interpolatio" proposed dxpaTidv 
"AiSeco. But there is no reason to delete the preposition. On the scansion of ’AHSrig see 
V. Schmidt, Sprachliche Untersuchungen zu Herondas, Berlin-N.Y. 1968, 1-9, C. J. 
Ruijgh, Lingua 25 (1970), 306-7, McLennan on Call. HyJov. 62. On the aspirated 
Attic form "AiSpg see Richardson on HHD 347.
axparcov ... / pv'UCTa, xpv owcoa xig evavxtov fjlGev Cf. the ToXbaxi%og in II. 
4.334-5 eaxaaav, otioxe xev xig evavxtov dlXog erceX0(6v / Tpcocov, Leon. Tar. HE 
74.5-6 (Hades) p ydp xpv obtoo Tplv Ixqv oSov expp%avxo / dvOpcorot, Anon. GDRK 
63.26-7 (of Hades) Xo<f 6’ dxpa7cob xpipov eprcbaag / xqtov pXOe xpv ob [x]i[g
27 See Gow on Theoc. 12.19, G-P on Anon. HE 48.6, Th. K. Stephanopoulos, "Tragica III", ZPE (on 
Eur. fr. 868; forthcoming) cl. GVI 868.3, 1905.23, 1989.9f., 1928.8, 1994a. 15f., Adesp. TrGF 658.17 
with Kannicht-Snell ad loc. Add Anacr. PMG 396.11-2, Lyc. 833, IMEG 33.23 (2nd c.) oiKia pot 
vEKUtov dvemtaTpo^a Tpog 0aog hong, GVI 2078 (2nd c.; quoted above), AVI 95.1 (1st c. B.C./lst c. 
A.D.; sepulchral epigram) dp^co xqv dStauXovl, SEG 40.563.9-10 (ca 150-50) veovup^ov ... xav 
dSlanXog /.. ’AlSag apTaaEv, Aristeides GDRK S2.2.2-3 daxpa^EEooi TbApoiv ... / ’Al5eo), Anon. 
GDRK 53.5, Opp. Hal. 4.107-8 "AtSog .. /... avooxnxoio kd%oto, Nonn. D. 30.159 el xeXe voaxipog 
oipog avooxnxoio pEp£0pov, 35.65, Pair. Jo. 2.22, 5.25, 20.9, Cat. 3.12 (Lesbia’s sparrow), Virg. Aen. 
6.128-9. In "Emped.” FGE 1.3-4 a deceased doctor ToXXodg poyEpoioi papaivop&voug Kapaxotoi / 
<|>a>xag aT£oxp£i|/Ev OEpo£<|KvTig aSbxmv/. Virg. Aen. 6.154-5 lucos Stygis et regna invia (= afiara) 
vivis / aspicies makes another word-play on the same subject. A different word-play with dxpanog 
occurs in Antip. Sid. HE 66.5 xnv axpuixov (Salmasius : axpETxov P) Kai aveppaxov dxpaTov. 
Kuchenmuller prints three times (p. 40 text and apparatus, p. 44) dxpaTog, but the etymological pun 
does not depend upon the accentuation.
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(<ckJ>ik£to> Grenfell-Hunt : <EirTjX0’ ekc6v> Weil), [Opp.] Cyn. 1.20-2 Tpuxetav 
£7tioTEiPcop£v dxapKOv I t^v {lEpojccov od Teen Tig Erig £7caTria£v aoi5aig.28
Tqv od rca> xtg Cf. Od. 10.502 elc; ”Ai5og 6’ od 7i<b Tig c^iketo vrfi jiEXaivri. This is 
strong wording; neo discounts any possibility that such thing has happened in the past, 
cf. e.g. Call. HyArt. 244, A.R. 4.261-2. In II. 9.148 = 9.290 Agamemnon promises 
Achilleus ooo’ od neo Tig et) eke5coke OvyaTpi, cf. II. 2.553, 19.11 (Thetis of the arms 
of Achilleus) and II. 24.505 (Priam to Achilleus) etXt|v 5’ oi’ *od neo Tig enixOoviog 
PpOTog aXXog/. Odysseus is very often said to have achieved what od neo Tig 
accomplished before him, O d. l.c., 12.186-7 (Seirenes), 19.350 (Penelope 
acknowledges the exceptional wisdom of this stranger), 19.365 (Eurycleia of 
Odysseus’ piety), 19.380 (no stranger resembled Odysseus like this one), 24.267-8 
(Odysseus to Laertes) koi od neo Tig ppoTog aXXog I ^eivcov ttiXeScctkov <j)iUcov Epov 
'{keto 5<opa, then Hes. Scut. 10 (Alcmene’s love for Amphitryon), Pind. OI. 12.7-8, 
13.31. Call. fr. 384.29 transfers it to Sosibius, Theoc. 17.38 to Ptolemy’s love for 
Berenice and A.R. 3.919 to the insuperable beauty of Jason.
evavTiov fjXOev * - x Cf. II. 6.394 *EvavTvq t]X0e (= 15.88 with Janko ad loc.), then 
Od. 13.226 EvavTiogT]X0e/,II. 17.257 avuogfjX0£ or//. 6.251 ~ 15.454 ~ Od. 14.278 
EvavTiog fiXu0E - x/. For aTpanov £p%opai cf. Opp. Hal. 3.504 f]X0ov ctTpanov.
odiTTig Clausular, as usually in Homer and later. Here intrinsically equivalent to 
"mortal" (PpOTog, Ovryiog, EnixOoviog, vel sim.).29 The word is significant as it is the 
vehicle for an allusion to the incomplete journey of Odysseus in Hades: he did not
28 [Opp.fs passage is indebted to Call. fr. 1.25f., see Pf. ad loc., W. Schmitt, Kommentar zum ersten 
Buck von Pseudo-Oppians Kynegetica, Diss. Munster 1969, 49-50, A. S. Hollis, ZPE 102 (1994), 157 
with n. 24 and in general S. Costanza, "Motivi Callimachei nel proemio del Cynegetica di Oppiano 
d’Apamea" in Studi... G. Monaco I, Palermo 1991,479-489.
29 The earthbound character of human’s nature is one more feature confirming their inferiority to the 
gods, ll. 5.441-2 (Apollo to Menelaus) od jiote 4»dXov opoiov / dOavaxcov te 0e<»v xapai epxojievcov f 
avOpawrcov "men walking on the ground", II. Y1A46-1 od pfcv yap xi nod eotiv oi^upcoxEpov av8pog I 
rcavTtov oaca te yaiav eki kveiei te Kai EprcEi, Archil. IEG 130.1-2, see Ll-J, The Justice of Zeus, 
Berkeley 21983, 3-4. Cf. the formula xapavycvEWv avOpcoTccov, Hes. Theog. 879, HHD 352, HHAphr. 
108, Pind. Pyth. 4.98, "used of men in relation to the superior powers of the gods", Richardson on HHD 
113, and the formula ekixOov'kov .. av5p<Sv, II. 1.266, 9.558 ~ Antim. fr. 88, Call. fr. 637, II. 1.272, 
24.505, see West on Hes. WD 141 and cf. Theoc. 17.125, EM 367.26 etuxOovioi oi ETityEiov 5i6tl 
koto <j>daiv £7ti xng x®ovog ewn- rcpog dvTiSiaaxoAjiv xov odpavicov 0£<Sv and the contemptuous eni 
X©ovi oitov ESovTEg on which see Hainsworth on Od. 8.222.
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cross Acheron. From the shore he walked on foot to this river and, while standing 
there, the souls of the dead approached him for consultation. Odysseus performed a 
necromancy.30 Theoc. 16.52-3 (Odysseus) ’AiSav t’ ei<; eaxarov eXOcov / might 
also play on this. On the form and meaning of the word see G. Redard, Les noms grecs 
en -Trig -ng, Paris 1949, 32.
The fragment is part of Odysseus’ narration to Aeolus. Its survival reveals that 
Ph. "non modo interpretatus est in Mercurio suo sed mutavit quoque" the Homeric 
sequence of Odysseus’ travels, Kuiper 147. When the hero visits Aeolus in Od. 10, 
after Cyclops and before Laestrygones, he still has most of his companions and only 
later learns about the necessity to descend to Hades. Kuiper drew attention to Lyc. 
648-819,31 where the poet deviates from the Homeric order placing the Aeolus episode 
after Seirenes, i.e. including Cyclops, Laestrygones, Scylla and Charybdis, Circe and 
the Underworld. The possibility that Ph. draws on the same vein as Lyc. is faint. 
Timaeus of Tauromenion, an authority on the Greek West, might have reported
30 Cf. the instructions of Circe in Od. 10.490-1, 10.51 If. In Od. 12.21 she takes Odysseus’ proper 
descent to Hades as granted, see Griffin 28-9, P. Habermehl, RAC XVII (1995), 512-4 and on the 
contradictions of Od. 11 see K. Matthiessen, GB 15 (1988), 15-45, Od. Tsagarakis, "Od. 11: the 
question of sources" in 0. Andersen - M. Dickie (edd.), Homer’s World. Fiction, Tradition, Reality, 
Bergen 1995,123-131 (both for its unity and authenticity). Acheron (river or lake) divides the world of 
the dead from that of the living; its crossing is the turning point on the way to Hades, cf. II. 8.369 
(Styx), 23.72-3, Od. 10.513-5 and see Ch. Sourvinou-Inwood, "Reading" Greek Death, Oxford 1995, 
61-5, P. Habermehl, RAC XVII (1995), 264. Therefore one does not simply need to "walk", but to 
"sail" to Hades, cf. Ar. Frogs 136-7, Hermesian. CA 7.3, Theoc. 1.140 (see A. M. van Erp Taalman 
Kip, Hermes 115 (1987), 249-251), 17.47-9, Leon. Tar. HE 10.1, 59.1-2, A.R. 3.61 with Campbell ad 
loc., GVI 1883.10 (2nd c.), Meleag. HE 60, Antiph. GPh 28, Etruscus GPh 1, Anon. Hymn GDRK 
53.5.
31 The so-called "Odyssey" of the Alexandra, on which see St. Jocifovi?, RE Suppl. XI (1968), 895-7, 
Hutchinson 261-4. S. West, "Lycophron Italicised?", JHS 104 (1984), 137-141 vigorously defended an 
older opinion postulating a second "Italiot" phase in the Alexandra and therefore deleted all lines of 
Italiot content as spurious, see also A. Rengakos, AA 47 (1994), 32, P. M. Fraser, 30CD, 896 
postulating a Ps-Lyc. writing in the 2nd c. On the construction of Odysseus’ adventures in Homer see G. 
A. Privitera, "Ordine e forma dei viaggi di Odysseo" in Znovdeg crrov 'Opqpo. npaxxiKd or' 
ZvveSpiov yia rqv OSvaaeia, Ithace 1993, 57-74.
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Odysseus’ adventures in Italy.32 It is unknown whether he presented them in an altered 
order or whether his dates would permit Ph. to take account of his work or vice-versa. 
With Lyc. the possibility is stronger. To the Odyssean stops he adds others at 
Pithicousai, Bais, Cyma and Ossa. "Quae nura iam Philetas quoque omnia tetigerit, 
neque scio neque scire euro", Kuiper 148. But such innovations would go beyond 
Ph.’s scope to reach an arbitrariness alien to the philologist-poet. It is more sensible to 
assume that Ph. altered the traditional order to provide Odysseus with material to 
narrate. Reports of his adventures in an unHomeric order also occur in a disputed 
passage in Eur. Tro. 433-443 (descent to Hades mentioned last) and in Prop. 3.12.24­
36, see P. Fedeli ad loc. In such lists questions of chronology seem to matter little, 
even less when other purposes can be served better without complete faithfulness to 
Homer. Lyc., however, preserves the very same order and after the Aeolus episode 
returns to the orthodox Homeric sequence, vv. 71 If. It may well be Ph. that he is 
following.
This fragment reveals an important aspect, it seems, of Odysseus’ tricky account 
of his adventures: exaggeration. The proud ob w xig is important. If the same 
Odysseus descended to the same Hades as in Homer, he knows that he is not the first 
one to have done this: even if he ignores Theseus, whom he saw in Od. 11.631, 
Heracles himself tells Odysseus of his own journey to Hades in Od. 11.601-627.* 33 
Odysseus’ assertion that he is the first to accomplish such a deed is consciously a lie. It 
is indicative of the fact that Odysseus did not spare exaggerations to raise his prestige.
Something may be said about the extent and presentation of the episode in 
Hermes. In the Od. the Nekyia has a central position and is stretched out in other parts 
of the poem before and after it. It is an impressive accomplishment and Odysseus may 
well have insisted on it in his narration. As Ph. places Odysseus’ wanderings in Italy 
(and so, evidently, Circe’s island), he might have placed the entrance to Hades within 
range and Cymae on the shores of the Tyrrhenian sea, cf. Lyc. 695-6, Virg. Aen. 
6.106f., is an obvious possibility. The journey to the Underworld might be presented 
as the most recent of Odysseus’ deeds, just before his visit to Aeolus.
As frr. 2 and 3 relate to it, Maass (1895b), 279 n. 1 (a book described by K. 
Ziegler, RE XVIII (1939), 1203 as "phantastisch und unzuverlassig") and Cessi 139 
reached the erroneous conclusion that the central theme of Odysseus’ account was his
52 On Timaeus see K. Meister, "The role of Timaeos in Greek Historiography", SCI 10 (1989-90), 55­
65. He was heavily used by A.R. 4, see Vian III, 34, 38-46 passim. Lyc. drew on him too, see K. 
Ziegler, RE XIII (1927), 2338-9.
33 Greek and Roman mythology credited a number of heroes such as Heracles, Orpheus, Theseus and 
Perseus with journeys to the Underworld, cf. the list in Virg. Aen. 6.119-124 (Odysseus is meaningfully 
omitted) and see Roscher VI, 35-48, P. Habermehl, RAC XVII (1995), 505-512.
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experience in the Underworld. But this is not of central importance for the evolution of 
the episode. Should it have been so, Parth. would have mentioned it, as he does with 
the sack of Troy and the dispersal of the Achaean fleet. The descent to Hades would 
serve more to bring into connection Odysseus and Hermes. Hermes guides heroes in as 
well as out of Hades and Heracles in Od. 11.626 mentioned him with regard to his 
own journey into the Underworld.34 Hermes is often represented in art as guiding 
heroes in the Underworld, see the list in G. Siebert, LIMC V.I, 335, and he commonly 
escorts Odysseus too.35 Touchefeu-Meynier 286 concluded that "la presence d’ 
Hermes lors de revocation des morts ..., alors qu’ il ne figure pas dans l’Odyssde, 
laisse facilement imaginer ce qu’ aurait pu etre le role du dieu dans une piece de 
thdatre". There are a number of candidates in drama, most likely of which is the 
Psychagogoi of Aesch. frr. 273-8.36 Ph. would take advantage of a nonHomeric 
literary background linking Odysseus’ descent to Hades with Hermes.
Fr. 5 (CA 7; Hermes9.)
q pev Sf] TCoXeeaot 7te<|>6p'naai %aXe7coTat,
0ope, yaXqvarri 8’ eKtpiayeat o68’ oaov ooaov, 
ap<|)i 8e xot veat atev aviat Texpfi%aatv
Stob. 4.40.12 (V.922 Hense, c. xepi KaKoSaipoviag)
Too awoC (sc. Philetae) S : om. MA
1 %aXe7tTiai S : corr. Trincivelli
t| pev 8tj is used in emphatic affirmations and is almost always confined to speeches 
(always in Homer), see Denniston GP, 389. "Affirmative p expresses a "subjective
34 See H. Herter, RhM 119 (1976), 217-8 with n. 92. The only reference to Hermes psychopompos in 
Homer is the disputed Od. 24.1-10, see Erbse 72-5, but often later, HHHerrn. 258-9, Soph. Aj. 832, 
Hegesipp. HE 5.2, al.
35 See Touchefeu-Meynier Index Rerum Nominumque, p. 334 s.v. Hermds, esp. pp. 135-6,138-9, cf. id. 
LIMC VI.I,961 and Brommer 80-3.
36 Parodied by Ar. Birds 1553f. The theatre plays dealing with Odysseus are gathered in Touchefeu- 
Meynier 305 (Ph.’s Hermes is misplaced here; correctly omitted in id., LIMC VI.I, 946). For later 
treatments of the Hades-joumey of Odysseus see Roscher III, 626.
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certainty" ..., it often affirms a quantitative statement, cf. IL 19.109 (oath), Od. 2.272, 
4.33, 19.235, Call, HyDel. 2-3, A.R. 1.631, 3.954, al. and is often preceded by a 
vocative/exclamation", Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 91. Normally with a quantitative 
supplement, it often confirms a disagreeable reality or, as here, endurance in grief, cf. 
IL 2.798 f) pev 5O| pcoXa noXXa pd%ag elafiXuOov dv5p6>v, 9.348, 464, 17.538-9 f] 6f 
pdv oUyov ye MevoixidSao 0av6vxog / xfjp d%eog pe0eriKa, 18.12 r\ pCAa Sf 
xe0vriKe Mevoixlou dXxipog uiog, Archil. IEG 188.4-5 - ydp noXXa 6f| a OTqioev / 
TvenplQTa Koipepcov dvepcov, paXqt VQAXxKtg 6’. e[, A.R. 1.807 TH pev 6qp6v 
exexXapev, 4.900-1 (Sirenes) f 0apd 6K toXecov peXvxSea v6axov eXovxo, Rhian. CA 
1.1-2 ’H dpa 5i) paXa cavTeg dpapxivooi meXopeoOa / dvOpomo., and perhaps Euph. 
CA 50.1. The affirmation of a fact is often, as here, accompanied with a vocative of 
compassion or wonder, cf. Il. 24.518 a SetV, f 6f) noXXa kqk’ dva%eo a6v xaxd 
0up6v, Od. 9.507 m tcooaot, f pdXa 6f pe rcaXaltJjaTa 0eo<Oa0’ iKavei, Semon. IEG 22 
<f]> (suppl. Bergk) moAAa pev Sf TpooxTcooVai TxXpppoxe, A.R. 1.1337 %e%ov, 
- pdAa 8q pe koxCo eKuSaaaao puQcp, 4.1673 Zen caiep, f] peya 8fj poi evl 6pe°i 
0dppog dricai, 4.1749, GVI 1502.1-2 (in. 3rd c.), 2017.1-2 (bef. 229) - pdOa 6f] rcepi 
oeio Xoypop TaTpov exAue ccCdpa, / ’AXxfifv], see for the much affected in 3rd c. f] 
pdAa Si] asserting funerary grief Peek, AV7, 85. Such strong asseverations are 
sometimes used to reinforce false statements, cf. Odysseus in Od. 14.216, Jason in 
A.R. 4.96-7. On exclamations after asseverative expressions see Vian on A.R. 4.59.
ToXeEcrcTK Tce^pno-ao KaXETcdiicri, I 0npe Cf. in a fragment dealing with the ability 
of a man to endure unavoidable misfortunes Archil. IEG 128.1 Oupe, 06p’, 
dpcxavoKTi Kciieco.v KuxcCppve.oo The diction is formed in combination with Homeric
37 See S. D. Sullivan, SIFC 87 (1994), 14-6. Archil, was very popular among the learned poets of the 
3rd c., see Pfeiffer (1968), 145-6, and Ph. might have spotted him first. Theoc, HE 14 wrote an 
encomiastic epigram for a statue of his. But Call., as before him Pind. Pyth, 2.55-6, condemned him in 
Grapheion fr. 380 and Antip. Sid. GPh 20 mentioned them as two opposites, see W. Biihler, 
"Archilochos und KalUmachos" in Archiloque (Entr. Fond. Hardt 10), Vandrnuvres-Genfeve 1963, 225­
253, E. Dvgani, "Note sulla fortuna di Archiloco e di Ipponate in epoca ellenistica", QUCC 16 (1973), 
79-104, esp. 82-8, R. S. Slings, ZPE 79 (1989), 1-8. The Archaic and Hellenistic eras, however, have 
some similarities. The Archaic poetry is the product of a society of great unrest and speedy changes 
which exerted an impact on the poets themselves, see A. Bonnard, Archiloque, Bud6 1958, XXX- 
XXXII, O. Tsagarakis, Self-Expression in Early Greek Lyric, Elegiac and Iambic Poetry, Wiesbaden 
1977, 10-4. The Hellenistic times were equally restless with an impact on the poetry of the era. The 
archaic era is characterised by a strong sense of individualism, reaffirmed in the Hellenistic period, esp. 
in the philosophical thought, when the great communal achievements of the classical age, which offered
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underpinnings such as Od. 8.137 KaKoiai ouveppTiKcai voXeEe(orv/, OJ. 18.123 = 
20.200 KOKOig exeai TooXeaon,, all of Odysseus, on whose pessimistic moments in the 
Od. see R. B. Rutherford, JHS 86 (1986), 154-5, cf. also Hes. WD 119 obv 
eaOXoicnv tooAeecciv/, Q.S. 14.290 rcoXAieaaa voplvOX6ooucc KaKotoiv ~ 294. To the 
traditional scheme Ph. brought about two changes: instead of kokoicr he writes 
XaXeTcoi^Ti, previously unattested as a noun, and transfers rcoXsEooi from the end of 
the verse to the position before the caesura.38 These two words mutually exchange 
their usual metrical positions. The line might have influenced A.R. 4.993 TcoAee^aoiv 
eviG%opevTi Kapaxoroi / ©pivKKvrig etc. of the troubled and retarded journey of Argo.
0dH& 0ujiog is the centre of the emotions, the organ where joy and grief is to be felt, 
and addresses to it are usual from Homer onwards in all genres of poetry?9 The effect 
is an artificial distancing between the person and his thymos. One gains the impression 
here that the hero consoles his own thymos. His apostrophe is well founded on 
Homeric grounds as Odysseus, the most self-conscious epic hero, already in the //., but 
mostly in the Od. establishes a special relationship with his thymos. * 40
a sense of safety to the individual, had collapsed, see also A. Dihle, Studien zur griechischen 
Biographie, Gottingen 1956,35-56 (ch. "Individuum und Gesellschaft in der Zeit um 400 v. Chr.").
58 On the form see Chantraine GH I, 206-7 and P. Wathelet, "Les datifs analogiques en -eoai dans la 
traditon epique", REG 104 (1991), 1-14. It occurs lOx in Homer, in nine of which it is placed in the 
second half of the verse. In expressions of the Philetan kind (4x) it is always a clausula as in Hes. WD
119. Before the caesura only in Od. 5.54, then here in Ph., Call. fr. 110.61 (the only attestation of the 
form) cf. also fr. 358.3 TXeoovcail, always in A.R. (1.273, 2.1027,1216, 3.900, 4.993), Nic. Alex. 242, 
Epica Adesp. CA 4.16 (attributed by Hollis 29-30 n. 15 to Rhian., with whom F. Williams, CR 64 
(1994), 17 agreed), SEG 42.329.3 (ca 200), Q.S. 4 out of 6 occurrences, Claud. Gig. 59. The form is not 
attested in Theoc., Arat. or Nonn. For xcXeTooai as clausula cf. Od. 2.83, HHAp. 358.
59 For thymos as the centre of the sentiments cf. e.g. Il. 9.321, Od. 13.263 and see J. Bremmer, The 
Early Greek Concept of Soul, Princeton 1983, 54-6, Caswell 40-1. On apostrophe to one’s thymos see 
Rutherford on Od. 20.18-22, Hainsworth on IL 11.403, Hutchinson 168f. and in drama W. Schadewaldt, 
Monolog und Selbstgesprach, Berlin 1926, 201f.
40 In critical moments Odysseus turns to his thymos. In II. 11.403L he converses with it in view of the 
dangers of the battle. He addresses it also in Od. 5.298, 355, 407, 464, 6.118. In II. 4.494 Odysseus is 
distressed Oiegov for the death of one of his companions and when wounded in II. 11.458 he Ki5e .. 
0u|p5v. In II. 10.232, 244-5 his thymos leads him to brave deeds in the battlefield, cf. Od. 9.213, 500, 
14.219, al. Already in the proem of the Od. 1,4 the hero suffers in the sea ov Kara Gupov. Odysseus 
often needs to consult his thymos, cf. Od. 9.295 dpilxc^v'ui S’ exe Qejxov, 299 xov pev eycb pouAenaa 
Koxa peyaXiixopa Gupov etc., 302 exepog 8e pe Oiuiog epuxev,
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yaXnvain varies Homeric yaX-yvn, jaXaveia being previously a poeticism in lyrics 
in tragedy, cf. fr. 17.2 SetXaloov for Homeric SetX<©v. The form recurs in Call. HE
52.5 (yGeXijvT] unattested, but 2x dvayKaui, lx dvdyK-q), A.R. 1.1156 (yaXivvi) in 
4.1249), Arat. 3x (yaX^vT) 2x; adj. yaXvvvaiog first here in v. 765), later Apollonid. 
GPh 9.4, Antip. Thess. GPh 57.2, Opp. Hal. 3x (ya^^vi) 2x). Theoc. has only 
yafjjvn, 2x. Adjj. in -atog are usually derived from the cognate noun ("having to do 
with .."), cf. Herodian KaOoX. HpoarcpS. apud H. Hunger, JOByz 16 (1967), 12 (fr. 
48), 2S (~Erat. SH 398) and see Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 5S. These enjoyed some 
popularity in Hellenistic verse, see Schmitt 4S-2 for a list of occurrences in Call, and 
in general B-P 44-5, 48f. A.R. 3.324 has epvpavnv (as substantive first in 3.1197) after 
Emped., on which see Livrea on Colluth. 42, Campbell on Q.S. 12.489, id. aeXTivavTi 
2x (never oeAnjvT]; c^TivaT) lx in Call., oe^Xijvri 2x, cf. Theoc. 2.165 with Gow ad 
loc.), Leon. Tar. HE 66.1 evaKxatog for evaKKiog, HE 86.6 (hapax) poperciTrg (= 
popeuig).
VaXi-ivatu 6’ £mlprcryeat Cf. II. 10.548-9 (Nestor to Odysseus) aiei pev TpOeoo’ 
eviptoTopan, ouSe xi <{rr|pi / piovd^v vccpa vvoot yeptov %ep ecbv rcoteptoxrig. For 
the sense cf. IL 13.797 (aeXXij) aXi pro7exar, Pind. Pyth. 4.251-2 (Jason) ev x ’ 
’QKeavov neXayzcsei piyev vdvx<o x’ epuSpcp / Aapvtav x’ eSvei yuvaiK©v 
avSpojjovav, CaU. HE 38.5-6 $evye SaXa^cni / oupployeiv. ’E7npicyopat in Homer 
is used for hostile (//.) or friendly (Od.) intercourse and, though proyopar commonly 
takes an abstract object, it always takes a concrete one, cf. though Pind. fr. 94.4-5 
(ApoUo) dSavdxav xapiv / O'ljpaig erctp<e>i4G)v, Opp. Hal. 4.214 X6o<t) ... 
erctpiayexat. Fot yaXrivavfl cf. Anacreont. 17.12-3 peXav oppa yopyov eaxto / 
KEKKeaapevov yaXfivij. Maritime language is commonly employed of psychological 
suffering, cf. Il. 9.4-8 and see Caswell 51-61.
oAS’ 6oov Oooov From colloquial ooov So(o)ov, e.g. At. Wasps 213 xl ouk 
d7CKKtpT|(Sripev ooov ooov oxiXvv;, Ph. constructs his ouS’ ooov oooov "not even a 
bit". Homer has ouS’ fiPatov (ll. 2.38S, al.), ooSe xuxQov (Il. 1.354), ouSe pivovOa (Il. 
2S.27, A.R, 2.23S), cf. also colloquial ouS’ dvap (Eur. fr. 1S7, Herodas 1.11, Call, (or 
Rufinus) HE 63.4, 5 and Herodas 7.33 ouS' ooov pmfjv ("not even a moment") and 
the exquisite Callimachean HE 3.9 ou6’ ooov dxxdpayov. For the double ooov4i cf. 
Leon. Tar. HE 77.3 xig potpa ^anjg d7to4eVTlexar r ooov oooov oxiypfi, Paul. Sil. AP
5.255.5 dp4aouig ooov oooov bvepTpvvvov dvdyKi), and for the juxtaposition II. 
16.722 ooov ijoocov .. xooov, Gorgias Enc. Hel. 11 oooi 6e oooog %ept oooov, Leon. 41
41 Still surviving with a comparable meaning in Modem Greek dao-ooo as a colloquial expression for 
the sale of the remaining goods in the market-place.
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Tar. HE 75.5-6 dory; oggov/ and on different forms of the same word beside one 
another see N. Hopkinson, Glotta 60 (1982), 162-177, esp. 168-171; for tog(g)ov 
og(o)ov see on Adesp. Pap. Hex. SH 924.8 and cf. the eccentric A.R. 1.468 togov 
ooodxwv (then as ogov ... I Toooduov in Joann. Gaz. 1.220-1, 2.189-190), Theoc. 
1.54 tocct|vov ogov. Ph.’s novel combination 068’ ogov enjoyed a more widespread 
and lasting career, cf. Asclep. HE 19.2, Call. HyAp. 37, A.R. 1.290, 482, al., Theoc. 
9.20 with Gow ad loc., Headlam on Herodas 7.33. "Ogov in these cases has the 
meaning of oXtyov "just, merely", cf. A.R. 2.112 ogov ... ponvov ~ "Plato" FGE 6.1, 
and see G-P on Diosc. HE 8.1 ogov eura, Livrea on A.R. 4.1271. The final effect of 
the verse is deliberately wry, as besides the high poetical yaXrivavfl and ercipiGyopai 
lies the humble 068’ ogov oggov.
7ce<{r6pTiaat .. I... eTupicryeat ... I... TeTpT|x«<Ttv Ph. might have extensively 
employed ambivalent "whirling" terminology for his Odysseus-episode, cf. Polymele 
dA,iv8o'upevrv For the present beside perfects cf. II. 4.11 del rcappeppXcoKe Kai. ... 
apnvet, see P. Chantraine, Histoire du parfait grec, Paris 1927, 19, id. GH II, 198. 
Juxtaposed synonyms are another way to exhibit erudition. Some synonyms in Homer 
seem formulaic but some others have some literary value, cf. II. 10.44 epoooeTat ri8e 
aacoaei, 10.52 SriOa Kai. 8oXi%ov, 15.106-7 o6k aXeyi^et I onS’ oOexat, 18.478 rcolet 
479 paXXe 482 jcoiet 483 exen^’, 22.407-9 kcokdgev ... / qipco^ev ... / kcokotg) ... Kai. 
olpcoyfi, 23.364-5 eaoopevax;... coko ... / ... Ta/ecx;, 24.365 Soapeveeg Kai. avapaioi. 
In Hellenistic poetry cf. Asclep. HE 17.4 xe<|)pT|v ... KavOpaKvqv, Call. HyJov. 20 
ennSpog 22 nypo<; 24 8iepon, ibid. 71 epTiepapoix; 74 i8pn; 78 en el86xa<;, HyAp. 22 
7texpo<; 23 AXOog 24 pappapov, ibid. 57 0epelXia .. n^alvet 58 0epelXia .. eftT^e (61 
ercXeKe pcopov) 64 0epeXeia .. eyelpeiv, HyArt. 9 xo^ov 10 aeppa, 238 Ppexa<; 240 
TCpnXiv, 86 8atpcov 119 Oct) 137 avaaaa (see P. Bing - V. Uhrmeister, JHS 114 
(1994), 23-5), HE 38.3 ev dypf} 5 OaXdoafl, 2.1 e%0aip© 3 pioeco 4 aiK%alvco (in a 
crescendo disposition), fr. 75.12 KaKO<; %Xoo<;, .. vouoo<; 17 rcopt 19 oXod<; Kpnpo<;, 
A.R. 1.1021 eicutipaSeax; evoT)oev 1023 vqpepxeg ercfjiaav, 1.1274-6 wkq 8e Ti^nt;/ 
elopalveiv 6po0nvev ... / oi. 8’ eiopaivov d<J>ap, 2.265 ^eeaaiv 274 <|)doyav(a) 288 
^i<J)eeGGtv, 2.818 eiapevrj 819 1X61 822 xl<J)O<;, 2.1034 opvtv 1044 olcovov, 3.148 atya 
.. a6i;oo%eS6v, 3.223 avapXoeaKe 224 vaev 225 rcpopeeaKe 227 dveKT|Kie, 3.347 
dp^HKoXoi 254 Spcpai, 3.360 eaav .. uie<; 361 erjv ixaig 363 yovov eppevai, 3.378 
xapcbv ... Keaooat;, 3.863-4 A/uyavg evl vukxI guv 6p<J)valot<; <j)apeeaav /... epepvr] 
oelexo yaia, 3.967 = 4.693 aveco Kai. avanSot, 4.1295 from II. 19.346 aKpTjvot Kai 
a7caGXOi, Theoc. 1.27 kiggoPiov 55 8e7ia<; 143 gku<|>o<;, 11.23-4 01x13 ... dvfj .. / 
<J>£Byei<;, Euph. CA 34.1 <j)CovTi0elGri<; 2 KiKXrioKeoOai 3 an8ri0fivai, Simias Egg 11 
(Hermes) 0oc6g ... coko .. <J>epcov veupa jco8cov 13 0oai<; ia’ aloXan; veppoig kgoX’ 
aXdoocov 15 Kpaircvoig ... rcoal 20 0ooigi<v> .. tcogiv, [Mosch.] Megara 94 e%a>v
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paaeTi)/ 101 Xlaxpov ... epeioag 108 va^(I(CPKev paKeOiov, then Archias GPh 24.2 
ve^eXcig, 4 Aivov, 6 cadon, Nonn. D. 1.128-9 etcaxe Taupco, / el p6eg elpaTopcvv, 
37.443 6olog 5’ epiSaivev exa^i^f^tp. In Ph. cf. also fr. 17.1 peleoio 2 SeiAaltov, fr. 23.1 
lepov 2 Oeiov.oo
dpM>i 6e toi. veai aiev aviao TExp'^5jlaptv Echoed in A.R. 4.447 in an invocation to 
Eros (eK oeOev) aXysa x aXX eel xoiaiv dcelpova xexpfl%aplV cf. also 4.350-1 
(Medea) eceo xd eKaoxa v6cp capcdaGaxp Kodpr] / Sr\ pd piv oOelai Kpa8u]v 
eXeXioav dviai / /c^epee,/3 Euph. SH 4151.20 xd8’ dpOi g[e x]expT|%orev. Its 
relation to Mimn. IEG 1.7 dei piv 6pevag dn.])'!. kckc! xe^po'upr pepip/ai is not 
necessarily close. The line contains some remarkable rhetorical figures. There is a sort 
of an anagrammatisation veai : alev^ and an emphatic wailing effect produced by an 
exceptionally heavy spondaic ending and an excessive -ai- cIlite1•c^t^i^p^n.o^2 This sound
42 On synonyms in Homer see K. O' Nolan, "Doublets in the Odyssey", CQ 28 (1978), 23-37 and 
Hainsworth 13-5. On the - not always skilful - effort to avoid repetitions of words see Janko on IL 
16.297-300. In Call, see F. Lapp, De Callimachi Cyrenai tropis et figuris, Diss. Bonn 1965, 116f., 
Bommann XLVIII-LI.
43 Echoing HHD 40o£;i> 8e piv KpaSinv a%og VXXapE, but cf. eXeXt%av ~ -nv^tipToai, dvtai, vmXvpeg 
(see Vian on 2.553) ~ alev xExppxaatv. In 4.447 the povt comments on the devastating consequences of 
Eros, see Hunter (1993), 116-8. A.R. may echo the fragment more than once, see also on v. 1. A direct 
dependence of Euph. I.e. on Ph. was suggested by Rengakos 146 n. 674 and this may well be the case, 
though his usage does not sevm to harbour any second meaning.
44 The phenomenon is almost non-existent in Homer, cf. though Od. 2.58-9 avjp, /... apf,v and oikou 
apbvai and the surely unintentional II. 5.160, 609, al. /vlv evi etc. The ancients tried to detect some 
avaYpappaPlapol in Homer such as fiepa / "Hpa in II. 21.6 fiepa 5' "HpT, cf. Plato Crat. 404b-c and svv 
Campbell on A.R. 3.211. Eustath. Comm. Il. 45-6 (1.74 van der Valk) quotes some late examples. 
Tzvtzes Schol. Lyc. (5.4-7 Scheer = Lyc. SH 531) said that Lyc. won fame in the court of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus mainly because of his anagrams, but the credibility of this information is contested. There 
is a famous case in Virg. Aen. 8.322-3 Latiumque vocari / maluit. his quoniam latuisset in oris, see F, 
Ahl, Metaformations: Soundplay and Wordplay in Ovid and Other Classical Poets, Ithaca 1985, 47-8, 
A. Cameron, "Greek Anagrams", AJPh 116 (1995), 477-484.
45 Spondaic verses as this one are almost always preceded by an uncontracted fourth biceps, see West 
(1982), 154, Hollis 18, Sickling 74. The break here is necessitated by the intended rhetorical effect. The 
fact that at latest by the end of the 4th c. -ai- began to bv pronounced -ev-, svv Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 
208-9, Kannicht on id. Hel. 166, does not diminish the aimed alliteration. Sound-patterns are common 
in Homer, see W. Bernhardt, De alliterationis apud Homerum usu, Diss. Gotha 1904, L.Ph. Rank, 
Etymologiseering en verwante Verschijnselen bij Homerus, Assen 1951, 28-34 and in Hellenistic verse 
Hollis on Call. Hec. fr. 16, M. Huys, Le poeme elegiaque hellenistique P.Brux. Inv. E. 8934 et P.Sorb.
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was regarded as most appropriate for depicting a mourning context. It is non-existent 
in Homer, where aiat, ala^co are unknown, but cf. later Aesch. Pers. 922-930 (al.) yd 
S’ ata^ei xav eyyatav / r^pav Sep^q Kxapevav "AtSou / aaKxopt nepaav* [...] 
e^e<t>0tvxat. / aiat <aiat> KeSva<; aA,Kd<;* / ’Acta Se x0a>v, paatXeu yata<;, I aivdx; 
atvax; erci yovu KeKXtxat, the usually double atXtvov on which see Kannicht on Eur. 
Hel. 17la-3, Achaeus TrGF 20 F 28 papal papal, pfiaopat yuvatKai;, then 
Hermesian. CA 7.43-4 (Antim.) wto ^ripfyv 0exo yaiav I KXatcov, aid^cov 5’ T]X0ev etc. 
(Ilgen : KaXXtcov at^aov StqXOev cod.), A.R. 4.604-5 'HA,ta5e<; xavafjatv faetpevatf 
atyetpotat / pupovxat Ktvtipov peXeat yoov, Theoc. 2.55 alai ”Epax; avtape, 
Mnasalc. HE 10.1-2 Aiat 7tap0evta<; oA,oo<|>povo<; a<; arco ^atSpav / eKXaaa<; 
aXtKtav, tpepoeaaa KXeot, [Mosch.] Megara 27-8 aivoxoKeta <|)tXov yovov 
atd^ouaa / patvopevotat KoSeaat, Bion Epit. Adon. 56-7 e%a> S’ aKopeaxov avtav / 
Kat KXatoo xov "AScovtv, passim, cf. the accumulation of initial at- in vv. 88-95 (all but 
v. 92) and the fact that this poem begins and ends with the syllable -at-, Parth. SH 
646.2-3 KXatev dr|8ovt8a>v Oaptvcoxepov, at x’ evi Pt|goti<;I — puptov ata^ouatv, 
Nonn. D. 5.354-5 atXtvov Axxatcovt, <{)tXat, <t>0ey^aa0e, KoXcovat I vat, Xtxopat, Kat 
0rjpe<; opottov, funerary epigrams beginning with al- such as a 5th c. epitaph apud J. 
Ebert, ZPE 112 (1996), 66 v. 1, CEG 556.1, 686.1 (both 4th c.), Arat. HE 2.1 aid^co 
Atoxtpov, Greg. Naz. AP 8.120.1 and -at- tails such as Asclep. HE 31.1-2 rcapa x<p5e 
Ka0T|pat I Atavxoq xdpPq), Call. HyAp. 20 0ext<; ’A%tXr]a Ktvupexat atXtva pf|xr|p, 
A.R. l.c., 4.1339-40 copuexat* at Se wroppopeouat ... pfjaaat, Q.S. 7.331 
pupexat aioXa xeKva.
atev Cf. Od. 11.482 (Odysseus) aM,’ atev e^co KaKa. Alev is a typical element in 
complaints, cf. e.g. A.R. 2.631, 3.94 and see W. Marg, Der Charakter in der Sprache 
der friihgriechischen Dichtung, Darmstadt21967, 52-3, Macleod on II. 24.62. In Ph. fr. 
15.1 vuv 8’ del rceaaco, fr. 16.3-4 (KaKa) pevouatv / epTteS’ del.
xexpTixacrtv xexpT|%a is the Homeric perfect of 0paaaa>, a cognate of xapaaaco, 
revived by Ph. and afterwards frequently used in Hellenistic poetry. In Homer II. 2.95, 
7.346, both of assemblies in turmoil, but the image is clearly one of the sea, cf. Od. 
5.291 exapa^e Se tcovxov, Archil. IEG 105.1 Kupaatv xapaaaexat tcovxo<;, Pind. OI.
Inv. 2254, Brussels 1991, 92-4. The ancient critics approved of these as £t><|>G)v6xepov Kai 
pouaiKOTEpov, see Richardson on HHD 179f. and id. CQ 30 (1980), 283-7, R. Meijering, Literary and 
Rhetorical Theories in Greek Scholia, Groningen 1987, 42-4 on the ancient Homeric Schol. On 
rhetorical figures in general in Homer see Macleod 50-3, Edwards 55-60, Rutherford 82-5, M. S. Silk, 
3OCD, 193-4 s.v. assonance. As the inventor of all arts, Homer was also die inventor of rhetoric, see 
Hillgruber 13-4 (Sophists), 27-9 (Stoics).
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2.69 and II. 2.144 kivOOoi 5’ dyopfi Kupaxa paKpd 0aXdc<Tig (the most striking of 
three similes with the same content in II. 2, see Kirk on 2.394-7). It is very often used 
of the sea, cf. Leon. Tar. HE 63.1 Texpruxvia daXaaaa, A.R. 1.1167 xexpc%oxog 
oi5jlccxog, Euph. SH 415ii.20, Nic. Ther. 267, Opp. Hal. 5.244, but also of the 
torments of love, as A.R. 4.447 (quoted above; "et puis encore d’ autres malheurs sans 
fin, mer de Oourment" Vian-Delage), 3.275-6 "Epcog tcoXoro S’ fieppg tOev dOavxog, / 
xexpTX<og, oapdoGo being previously used of love, cf. Eur. Hipp. 969 oxav xapd%p 
Kticpig fipaxaav 6peva. In certain passages a connection with xpox^g is probable, cf. 
Asclep. HE 30.1 xprixeta 0d%x<^<oa, A.R. 2.70-1 Kopa 0aedamlg / xproxd, 1.613 
xprxuv epov and see H. Erbse, Hermes 81 (1953), 173-4, criticised by Rengakos 145­
6, Livrea on A.R. 4.447. But "such colouring does not rule out a more fundamental 
association with xapaxii", Campbell on A.R. 3.276, which in view of kuKwpeve and 
E^-^jo^i<oy^<^^ is certain here. Campbell also noted that the association of a sea-verb with 
Eros is natural through his sea-born mother, cf. Asclep. (or Posid.) HE 36.
Bach 37-8 was the first to assign this fragment to Hermes. MS S of Stob. has xon 
auxou (a fragment of Ph.’s Demeter precedes), MSS MA do not preserve the lines. 
Bach’s assignation has good reason: a soliloquy of Odysseus in the presence of 
Aeolus, in which the hero deplores the misfortunes he has gone through, fits both the 
personality of Odysseus and his aims in Ph.’s poem. The monologue in itself is 
peculiar. In the Od. the hero soliloquises when he is all alone and the soliloquy is 
introduced by the poet. Those are monologues in moments of genuine despair.46 But 
here Odysseus soliloquises before Aeolus (and the Aeolids?) and the soliloquiser 
coincides with the narrator. This eccentricity indicates the different function this 
monologue has, as it constitutes part of Odysseus’ strategy to win the sympathy and 
eventually the help of Aeolus. To achieve this he takes advantage of his fame of being 
the hero who has suffered more than anyone else, the KoXmmXaq hero. The Od.-poQt 
points out the fact immediately after the proem, 1.1 If. and Menelaus in Od. 4.106-7 
knows of Odysseus that ou xig ’A/aitov xooa’ eppyapev, / 0pp, ’OSnaeug ef6Yap£ * 30
46 Cf. Jason's monologue in A.R. 4.1331f. Svv R. L. Fowler, "The Rhetoric of Desperation", HSCP 91 
(1987), 20-3 and in general C. Henze, "Die Monologen in den homerischen Epvn", Phil. 63 (1904), 12­
30, M. W. Edwards, Homer. The Poet of the Iliad, Ithaca-London 1987,94-6, M. M. Willcock, G&R 37 
(1990), 9-12. S. Scully, TAPA 114 (1984), 11-27 noted that monologues in Homer depict the 
individual’s thought in its purest form and offer an insight into the man rather than into the hero: " The 
private thoughts of a hero question the values of heroic activity as he could never do publicly". On 
Iliadic soliloquies apart from Odysseus’ cf. 17.90-105 (Menelaus), 21.550-70 (Agenor), 22.98-130 
(Hector). Achilleus delivers four monologues in the last books of the II., see Edwards on II. 20.425-7.
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Kat qpaxo. Odysseus in highly emotional tones would present himself as miserable, 
stirred by never-ending troubles, a man who deserves to be pitied. The practice is 
known from e.g. Od. 6.169f. xaXEnov 5e pe irevOog iKavei. I %0r.^og eetKooxw <byov 
qpaxi oivcrta • I xo<<pa 8e p’ aiei Kbpa (loper Kpaiwai xe ObeOAat I vqoou
an’ ’ftyrylTng' vhv 5’ evOaSe KappaAe Saipov, I o<p<c xi tcoo Kat xrjSe TcdOco Kaxov" 
ob yap olco I TaboeoO’, aXX exi noXXa Oeot xeXeouot rcapoiOev. I aXXa, avaaa’, 
eOeatpe etc. where Odysseus is convincing (cf. Od. 6.206 aXX SSe xig Sboxqvog 
dAwpevog evOd5’ iKavei etc.), cf. also Od. 7.24-6 to Athena or Od. 18.51-8 where 
Odysseus preparing to fight with Irus, pretents to be an old and weak man in order to 
secure the neutrality of the suitors.
The most noteworthy feature of the fragment, however, is its highly cryptic 
language. The superficial imagery is that of the sea, where Odysseus has suffered a 
lot.47 All important words (7c^e('jPpTlc^<^t» xaXercooot, 0upe, yaXpvaiq, employed, 
dvtai, ^^xf^i^^^^oiv) can be read with their innocent Homeric sense as well as their 
allusive post-Homeric meaning. HeObp'n<oai gives the impression of someone striving 
to save his life among waves and yaXTivalq viz. yaXqvq is the vox propria for "calm" 
in the sea.47 8 49But the erotic innuendos are there as a kind of dramatic irony. For 
desperate addresses to the thymos (or psyche) in an erotic context, cf. Simon. lEG
21.3, Pind. frr. 123.2, 127.4, Meleag. HE 19.3, 96.2, at, Hellenistic elegy POxy. 
3723H.23 (s. II p.C.), "Plato" FGE 6.3, Philod. GPh 11.3, Anacreon. 60.24. 
Mtoyopai is common for sexual intercourse and it is used ambiguously at least once 
in Od. 6.287-8 (Nausicaa despises a woman) q x’ dexqxi (>)A,cov rcarpog kci pqxpog 
eovrov I dvSpaoi pioyTxai Tpiv y’ dp<dSiov ydpov eO0etv.49 ’Emtp(e)tYvippt in 
classical times is used of sexual intercourse and in Call. HyJov. 13 empicTyopai is 
used in an allusive way, vv. 11-3 ev0ev 6 pwpog I lepog, ob5e xi piv Keppqpevov 
EiXeiOPHTjg I epTexOv obSe yuvq emlTtoyexat, see McLennan ad loc. In A.R. 3.658-9 
(a young bride mourns her husband who died before they experienced the joys of love) 
obSe xl tco Taaaig employexai ap<iT7i6Xooioiv I aiSoi eTtKppobvT xe the verb 
"provides a further reinforcement" of "a powerful picture of a sexual urge" of Medea,
47 Whence Wil. HU, 191 n. 33 was induced to propose the unattractive Tpe.dYeG<ai, accepted by O. 
Hense in the Stobaeus edition.
48 In Homer tie word occurs only in Odyssey and only with this meaning. In tragedy see D. van Nes, 
Die maritime Bildersprache des Aischylos, Gottingen 1963, 65f., further J. Pdrou, Les images maritimes 
de Pindar, Paris 1974,290-1, DGE s.v.
49 See Hainsworth ad loc. Od. 7.246-7 (Circe) ov5e xi£ auxfj / ptoyexai onxe Oec^ ouxe Gvi'xSv 
dvOponcov is a doubtful case, see in general D. L. Cairns, "Mixing with men and Nausicaa’s Nemesis", 
CQ 40 (1990), 263-6. On ambiguous pioyopai see Garvie on Od. 6.136 and cf. the ambivalent 
(Calypso) e^Uet in Od. 7.255-6.
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see Campbell (1983), 4S with 11S n, 15. The combined seafaring and sexual notions of 
1107010X1, despite Braswell ad loc., find a precedent in Pind. Pyth. 4.25S-1 of Jason 
(quoted above). The tranquillity of the soul denoted by yaXqvaiq could be granted by 
abstention from erotic adventures. The unusual construction with £m^.p^cryopar 
intensifies the ambiguity. Aphrodite of the sea is evoked as yolqvatq in Philod. GPh 
15.1 and i p Leon. Tar. HIE 23.. from Apelles’ ApProdiit Anaddymenn 5’ oppaxwo 
yaXqvog £KPdp7£l. ttSOo^.
'Aviai superficially refers to one more of Odysseus’ many misfortunes. It is an 
exclusively Odyssean word almost always connected with Odysseus. It can denote 
weariness because of a protracted or enforced stay of a stranger with his host, cf. Od. 
7.192-3, or the sentiment caused by a prolonged activity which does not lead to the 
desired conclusion, cf. Od. 2.291 (weariness by protracted fighting in Troy, see 
Campbell on Q.S. 12.376). ’Avia also has a long tradition in an amatory context, cf. 
Sappho fr. 1.3-4 pq p’ daardr pq6’ Ov^ardr / 6apva, Asclep. HE 17.5, 19.3, 42.4, 
Posid. HE 6.4, Theoc. 29.9, Hermesian. CA 7.92, Anon. HE 31.1, Meleag. HE
1S7.3. In CaCl. HIE 13.1 a man in love snc^iT^ aviqpovf TCW8PP, in Theoc. 2.39 
enamoured Simaetha concedes AeX<Si£ ep’ aviaaev and in 11.71 Cyclops in love 
dvtaxai. In A.R. 3.29S (Eros to Medea) yXuKEpq .. KaTEipeto Oupov avlq and in 
3.1S66-7 Medea addresses Jason dvtqpm... / .. ptiOce, cf. also 3.765-6,777, 11S3.
Teip'i^x^ri can cover both semantic fields, but besides dviai the erotic sense 
prevails. XaX£jod<rr equally well applies to sea and love, cf. Od. 10.464 xaXv7rqg 
dXqg, Arat. 11S xaXe7cq ... Q&xtGaa, Sappho 1.25-6 xaAenav 6^ Xvaov I 
peplpvav, Asclep. HE 16.2 %a4,£7tq Kuvpu;, Theoc. 2.95, 29.22, 4S TT^ric^idpEvog 
XaXeTCW tcOco, 3S.1, 17, 23, Call. fr. 75.49, HE 3, Anon. HE 31.1 xa44tqg SeapSv 
dXuKvorctiSq^, Hellenistic elegy POxy. 3723ii.22 (s. ll p.C.) p'6daaOar xcX,£7t<>v 
OvpSv 8[, Anon. GDRK 39.15 OqXwepqg 6e vSog xd&G%itep6g eoxrf S]aXQa[aq<;. 
Odysseus actually deplores his erotic adventures under a seafaring pretext, as e.g. 
Polyxo’s speech to the Lemnian women in A.R. 1.675f. abounds in sexual allusions 
under an agricultural pretext. Sea-images (mostly storms) are commonly used as love 
images, cf. Asclep. (or Posid.) HE 36.5 with G-P ad loc.. Anon. HE 22 and Meleag. 
HE 25, 64, 114.7-8, al. The ambiguity is here facilitated by Aphrodite’s double 
capacity as goddess of love and of the sea, naturally known in Cos as such, cf. SEG 
26.758, a ca 325-3SS dedication to Aphrodite 67|£p xmv vXedvxcov, IdC ED 
1781x^.10--1 (ex. 3rd c.) xo t£ lepov / xag ’ASpoSlxag <xa^> HavSdpou Kal xag 
Hovxiag and in general see Bodson 49 n. 2S, Prrenne-Dslrorge 433-7. The subtle irony 
is produced by studied verses of high finish.
The fragment seems to belong to a later part of the Odysseus episode in Hermes: 
the hero expresses self-pity about his repeated seafaring misfortunes, which should 
mean that he has already narrated most of them - all up to his arrival at Aeolus’
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island? It may be delivered in connection with Odysseus’ arrival at Aeolus; the hero 
would then go on to request help. The erotic allusions should hint at Polymele’s 
growing passion for the stranger and foreshadow the evolution of the episode.
Fr. 6 (CA 9; Hermes!)
dyaOq S’ em aOearv arSco
Choerob. in Theod. p. 360.16 (IV.I.338.10 Hilgard = Herodian 11.763.20 Lentz) lcteov Oxt po 
clSSq <J>iXfiTaq COuXiCiicn; codd., v. T. 25) 8 5i5o^c^K^(^;uoq OvoKpixou x©piq xou q TxoovvyKaxo vitkov 
SyaOn etc., cf. Phot. Lex. c 552 ciSm• xcopiq xoo q. "aya&n 5& em jOEcnv ci§<8". fi XE^iq 'HpoSiavoo.
5fe £iti codd. ambo locis etti codd. : feiti Bvrgk
aycOn Like other abstract concepts, e.g. ’’Epiq (Hes. WD 24), 88£c (Solon IEG 1.4), 
yvepq (Eur. Hipp. 427), ci8cOg can be ayc0f| or ouk ayc0q, cf. Od. 17.347 ci8coq ouk 
ayc0q Ke%pqpev<p avSpi rcapeivat, 17.352 cl8® 6’ ouk ayc0qv 8qo' eppevai av5pi 
TpoiKTiq, Hes. WD 317 cl5oq 8’ ouk ayaOq Keapppevov dv8pa Kopi^eiv - ail 
proverbial phrasings. For the idea cf. II. 24.44-5 ou5e oi ciScSq / yivvxci, r % dvSpcq 
peya clvqxci qS' Svivqow ~ Hes. WD 318 with West ad loc., Eur. Hipp. 385-6 ciScOg 
xv 5tiooai 5' vlciv, q pev ou KCKq, / q 5' d/Ooq oikmv.
em Oi0eertv ai8<6 Cf. Nonn. D. 38.43 (Idmon) e%cov em rceiOeV, Ibyc., who
lived in Samos, PMGF 318 has ouxi koto oOeKepav ee^co/. Ph. plays here with the 
proverb aHScug ev o<0adpotg, Arist. Rhet. 1384a34, Eustath. Comm. II. 923 (III.447 
van der Valk), Comm. Od. 1754, App. Prov. 1.10 {CPG I, 381), also known in the 
form ai8<bg emi (ev) 6ppaai, cf. HHD 214 erci xrn. cpecae 6ppaoiv aiScog, A.R. 3.93 
xux0q 6’ aiScbg eaaex’ ev 6ppacav, Anon. HE 33.3-4 zk 6ppaai S’ q ceeiaapog /
Q.S. 14.39-40. ’Em is a variant of ev in Theoe. 4.7 ev 6(l0aCtpopaw octejcet., cf. 
also for erci in this context Theogn. 85 otaiv em yXCaaq xe Kai 6()©cce|JLPL<j.v eceoxw 
/ ccIS^,. Call. SH 239.7 ai8m>g tO£v emi pXe<2dpoig and see G-P on Leon. Tar. HE
31.3, C^mpbeel on A.R. 3.93. Ph. substiiutes oppaOT. wiih tOe sirniiariy-soundiiig add 
metrically equivalent aOepl, cf. already II. 13.121-2 aXX ev 6p£ai 0ea0e eKaoxoq/ 
ai8<». This along with the addition of ayaOq gives his version of the proverb a moral 
character. In view of the proverb at work Bergk’s ecu (= erceaxi), accepted by Powell, 
is unsuitable. On the hiatus emi qOear see Campbell on A.R. 3.327 *evi apaxll On the
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idea that aiSco; as dvaiSeia resides in the eyes, cf. [Arist.] Physiogn. 807b29-30 
dvaiSou; or/eia Sniidnov dvenvuyievov kci lla^lrcpSv, Longinus De Subi. 4.4 
obSevt obvwq ev0Prilp^Cvva0al vrjv titvcov dvaiSeiav o £v toi; S<>)0<aA>loT< and see 
Richardson on HHD 214, Hollis on Call. Hec. fr. 49.14-5, Cairns Aidos, 98-9 n. l.so 
The tendency to end a hexameter with sententiae is well attested, see Gow on Theoc. 
5.38, Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 117.
add© alSe; is the sentiment which prevents someone from conducting himself in a 
way that will later make him feel shame before third persons or a superior power - 
(ppPo^ vi; dSo<ia; as Arist. EN 1128bl4 put it. As it functions proleptically, it is a 
"negative" virtue, cf. expressions like KoXoee. aiSco;, icpei aiS©;, epuKei diSco;, 
aiSoi eepyopevi etc. The sentiment felt after the deed is described by the term 
aCp\'6vTi. See Ll-J, "Honour and Shame in Ancient Greek Culture", Acad. Pap. II, 253­
280 ("ai5©; is .. the feeling which leads one to resent an offence against one’s own 
Tip] or to avoid an action of one’s own which might do it harm", p. 257), Cairns 
Aidos, further bibliography in S. West on Od. 2.64-6. For the elsewhere unattested 
excision of -; Schwyzer GG I, 478 compared feminine nouns such as Tpoj>(6 (S;), 
dTj© (-(6vP, eKco (-cov) etc. Conceivably the form contributed to an intended rhetorical 
effect. Ai5c6; is common at the end of a hexameter at all periods50 1 and no doubt 
echoes of aiS©/ clausulae and of the epic habit of other -m (or -m) hexameter-endings 
would have facilitated the excision. To quote but some examples cf. II. 15.561 = 661 
aiS© 0eo0’ evi 0^|x<pZ, Il. 22.60 = 24.487 = Od. 15.348 = Hes. WD 331 eni yripao; 
obStpI. Il. 7.409 ob ydp xi; <eiSd>/, Od. 14.92 o08’ em (pciS©/ cf. Hes. WD 369, Il. 
1.24, al. = Od. 11.55, al. = Hes. Theog. 443, 551 = WD 366 OopmI, Hes. WD 73 = 
Antip. Sid. HE 11.3 HetO/ see Livrea on Colluth. 28, II. 4.24, al. = Od. 8.321, al. 
SmI, after [Hes.] Scut. 229, HH 19.21 cf. Erinna SH 402.1 = Call. HyDian. 245 np^. 
Call. HyDian. 239 'ivcm//, Simias CA 10 AmSwI, A.R. 1.4, al. = Theoc. 11.20 al. =
50 The play of the proverb could be more explicit, if preceded by a polar antithesis such as e.g. </o6 xoi 
eT dppaoiv eox’,> ctyaf 5’ em rGaiv al^oi. Ou xot is a usual hexameter opening. II. 2.361.6.335 oi) 
xoi eyi, al., cf. II. 10.91 ercei ou pot kn oppaoi. For xoi in gnomics cf. HHD 214 (quoted above) and 
see Denniston GP, 542-3. The elision in the caesura is rare, but sufficiently attested to be legitimate, see 
Hollis 23. Cf. Long. 1.22.1 acoQet; ex kuvo; <aaiv ou Xukou oxopaxo;.
51 Cf. II. 15.129, 657, 24.44, Hes. WD 192, HHD 214, Cypria EGF 7,5, [Hes.] Scut. 354, fr. 204.82, 
Theogn. 253, 653, 1067, Ion lEG 30.1, CEG 102.1 (ca 400), Erinna 5H 401.34, A.R. 3.652, 681, 785, 
1068, Arat. 493, Isyllus 16 (CA p. 133), Diosc. HE 13.5, GVI 2061.12 (3rd c.), 1518.3 (2n^lst c.), 
1695.5 (1st c. A.D.), SEG 33.1042.5 (late HeUenistic), Antip. Thess. GPh 76.3, 0pp. Hal. 1.T22, 2.43, 
al., [id.] Cyn. 3.372, Q.S. 14.55, al., Orac. Sib. 1.49, 90, al., Claud. AP 9.139.5, Orph. Arg. 409, 883, 
Agath. AP 5.302.13, Paul. Sil. AP 5.286.3, Joann. Gaz. 1.46, Musae. 98, Nonn. 9x.
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Arat. 342, al. ’Apyco/, A.R. 4.53S nvOc&Z, HHHerm. 326 = A.R. 1.1156 = 3.828 = 
Theoc. 17.59 = Arat. 751, al. = Leon. Tar. HE 43.7, 77.1 t)d5/, Euph. SH 415ii.16 = 
Nonn. D. 2.143 Kop<rl0<d/.
The fragment was attributed to Hermes by Powell, who linked it with fr. 3 
because of its gnomic character. But this is vague and insufficient. It would seem 
possible that when Aeolus found out about the secret affair of his daughter and his 
former guest, he used this maxim in his traditionally angry reaction, see on fr. 1 tt\v 6e 
noXuiTnXv|v 8v v© 8a%8 T^.<dadOar. The content of the proverb fits the circumstances: 
Polymele during Odysseus’ sojourn would have taken her usual innocent stand ev 
oppaoi but not ev -jQeiri, as she Kp><t(r revfjv with the stranger. Other indications 
point towards Hermes as well. AiSw; in Homer is employed in all occurences but one 
(//. 15.657) in direct speech. As Arist. EN 11281x15-6 noted ou rcd<T] 6’ to
nafioq (sc. alScSg) dppS^ei, aXXa vg vet?. When the teim applies to moral issues, it 
mostly refers to women44 and is particularly apt of young maidens: Koupai should 
display arScix in their dealings with men, cf. IL 2.514 rcapSevo; aISovn ("looks like a 
common formula but the two components are not found conjoined elsewhere", Kirk ad 
loc.), A.R. 3.681-2 aiSm; / rcapSevTt, Triph. 368, see Campbell on Q.S. 12.555. AtSco; 
is a traditional opponent of Eros, cf. esp. A.R. 3.652-3 SpuKe ptv ev^-sv aiSmqr / 
alSot 6’ epYopevriv Spare; ipepo; STpmveOTce, 3.68lf., 3.785 until the days of 
Eirenasus Refer, (m. 6th c. A.D.) AP 5.253.3 ctlScb; v0d4r vti; KuvpiSo;. As
Eros overwhelms the mind of its victim aidos disperses, cf. A.R. 3.1S68 and see 
Campbell on A.R. 3.288-9, Kost on Musae. 98. ln Pind. Pyth. 4.218 Aphrodite 
instructs Jason S<pa Mi^Seia; tokecov d<>ee4nT’ alSto and in [Theoc.] 27.69-7S a 
young girl after making love to Daphnis naXiv ecxr,x£ paXa vopsusiv I oppaaiv 
arSdpsvor;, KpaST 5e ol evSov iavOri. Cf. also Callirhoe in Chariton 1.1.8 
aiSoupewi Kaxd(tx)po; yeveaOai that she loves Chaereas.
The mode of expression in an occasion of wrath is noteworthy. Hellenistic 
poets freely use proverbs or variations of proverbs to produce a light, even grotesque 
effect.52 3 Dictio levior in passages of high tension is commonly employed by the
52 See Cairns Aidos, 120-5, 185-8, 305-340. Ai5©g is often associated with acojpoativT, the feminine 
virtue par excellence, see Kost on Musae. 33, Cairns op.c., 104 n. 69. For the sentiment of the erotic 
atSox; "(feminine) modesty", a struggle between one's dignity and feelings, cf. IL 2.262, Od. 8.324, 
A.R. 1.792, 3.1023.
53 4>wei yap xaplev rcppdypd eon fi ^^f>oDemetr. De Eloc. 156, where xaplev is a specification 
of to yeXotov, see P. Chiron, Demetrios, Du Style, Bud6 1993, LXXXVIII-XCI and on the whole 
question J. F. Kindstrand, "The Greek Concept of Proverbs", Eranos 76 (1978), 71-85. On proverbs in
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erudite poets to wittingly defuse the tenseness of a situation with an amusing remark. 
Call. Hec. fr. 7 ta%e xeKog, pf oeiSv employs comie 7i0i in a moment of high tension. 
Angry characters in particular often make fun of themselves. Idas in A.R. is irascible 
and ludicrous, cf. esp. 3.556f., 1252f. Aietes’ threats in 3.576f., easily undermined by 
Argos and his mother in 3.606-611, are grotesque, ef. also his funny turn-out and 
speech in 4.219-435 and Call. fr. 7.29-34. Erysichthon’s father, a tragic figure, is 
presented as making grotesque remarks about his son’s hunger, vv. 103f. The precinct 
of Demeter in Call. HyDem. 26 is so thiek-planted that 5ta Kev poXig Tv0ev 6vax6g; 
during an appalling family row in Theoc. 14.23 the wife is outraged KTi^Xeyex’’ 
enjiap^tog K8v ac;’ auxag kai XV%vov a}ag. Erat. CA 17 8k xe ol 6aae / Kav0(ov 
7;(cp<>ca.veoKe Moctu%e.a^l Oloyl toov in a tense moment possibly involving the 
murder of Hes. alludes to the proverb Af|pvvov pev7cerv.2o
Call, and Theoc. see the Indexes s.v. Proverbia viz. Proverbs in Pfeiffer and Gow (with Dover li) 
respectively. In epigram see E. Prittwitz-Gaffron, SprichwOrter im griechischen Epigramm, GivBen 
1911 and in general L. Hensel, Weissagungen in der alexandrinischen Poesie, Diss. GieBen 1908.
54 Comic elements in serious poetry have a long history, see A. K. Zervou, Ironie et Parodie: le 
comique chez Homere, Athens 1990, L. Golden, "To yvXOov in the Iliad!', HSCP 93 (1990), 47-57, B. 
Seidensticker, Palintonos Harmonia, GdUingen 1982 (comic elements in tragedy; he also examined the 
main Homeric passages, pp. 46-64). In Hellenistic poetry see G. Giangrande, L’humour d’Alexandrins, 
Amsterdam 1975, P. Vvynv, Ueltgie erotique romaine, Paris 1983, 24-40 ("Callimaque et l’humour 
lyrique"). Zankvr 11-2 pointed out the incongruity of the hexameter’s innate grandeur (see Russel on 
Longinus 3.9.4) and a humorous content.
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Hermes-Discussion
The hexameter poem Hermes was probably not the most appreciated work of Ph. 
in antiquity, but thanks to Parth. the one we know more about, as in the second chapter 
of Erot. Path, he summarises an episode from it. Inevitably Parth.’s proceedings with 
his sources and the credibility of the notations come into question. There are cases 
where we are explicitly told that he takes into consideration more than one source, cf. 
11.3 ol Se vcxeDo); (ppocIv, 14.1 KOeopoia, i]v tive; 0itA,a^pTT>v eKaXeeoav, 14.3 
80aaav 8e xiv8;, 26.2. When he is aware of a short poetic treatment, even one of his 
own, he quotes it without this being his primary source. The discrepancies between ch. 
14 and Alex. Aet. CA 3 (quoted in it) clearly demonstrate that, see J. Stern, Eranos 85 
(1987), 39. It may be assumed that Parth. draws mainly on one source, enriching it 
with additional information from others, in which case he marks the addition with 
vague expressions such as the above. <
To put it more specifically, was Ph. the direct source of Parth. in his Polymele- 
chapter? Almost certainly, yes. As stated in the prologue his sources aie poetic.2 The 
content of ch. 2 relates to the Od. The account of Odysseus’ Aeolus-sojoum in Homer 
is virtually defective. Initially Aeolus welcomes and hosts the hero and, when he asks 
to depart, he even puts the winds into an utricle to guarantee a safe journey. Odysseus’ 
toils would have ended there, if his companions were not jealous of the many gifts that 
he was carrying home. They open the sack and the winds drive them all back to 
Aeolus. The hero uses soothing words again {Od. 10.70 paOaKOiai KaOaTCTop.evo; 
erceecoxv) and asks for help but this time Aeolus refuses. As a justification he adduces 
the fact that Odysseus is hated by the gods, Od. 10.73-5 ob ydp poi Oegi; eoxl 
Kopileiiev 0b8’ cvcoKejLTCiv I dvSTa tdv, S; Kg Oeoiaiv d7rep0TiT(ai paKapeaaiv. I 
epp’, ercei. d0cwdTOnaiv dpep06|TSvoT t65’ iKavei;.
1 On the similar question raised in Ant. Lib. P. M. C. Forbes-Irving, Metamorphosis in Greek Myth, 
Oxford 1990, 20-4 deemed that Ant. draws on one source each time and remains faithful to it, the poetic 
digressions being "a feature of hellenisitic narrative", see also M. Papathomopoulos, Antoninus 
Liberalis, Budi 1968, XVI-XIX.
2 Parth. claims to summarise xa napa xiai xov nouixc&v Keigeva. Generally this may only mean that he 
is aware of a better-known poetic treatment on the same subject and may well be untrue in treatment of 
stories of the recent past. Dr. Lightfoot wrote to me (26/5/96): "He says in the preface that his sources 
are poetic, but not all the stories necessarily come from poetic sources; we cannot prove that any of his 
sources are historiographical, for that matter, but it is very hard to believe that all of his stories come 
straight from poetry (eg. 8, or the other stories about events in the recent past). Poetical historiography, 
historia fabularis, or other mythographical manuals, are other likely sources, or works of 
paradoxography".
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What happened between the first and the second visit to Aeolus? The usual 
assumption is that Aeolus attributed Odysseus’ misfortune (in fact owed to the vanity 
of his companions) to the wrath of the gods - for what, we are never told - against the 
will of whom he refuses to aet. Ph., if he had ever taken sueh an explanation into 
account, must have found it insufficient. His suspieions would be reinforced by the 
fact that the episode in the OJ. is expounded by Odysseus himself, a narrator 
particularly skilful in dissimulating the full truth, ef. the elusive language of Od. 7.255­
6 (Calypso) - pe eapo'Saa / e/SoKem^ xe Kai expeOev (ef. Jason in A.R. 2.764 
nanating oq ATipv/dSeaovv ejoeOeivonvxo ywaOtv). One wonders how the Peiletan 
Odysseus would present to Aeolus the Calypso and Circe episodes. His deceitful 
eloquence is outspokenly denounced in Pind. Nem.. 1 and 8 and the delectare of poetry 
is evoked as a reason to question the credibility of his Peaeacian tales in Nem. 7.20-3 
eyO) 5e cOeov’ eXcopat / Xoyov ,OS'o/c<cepg 0. rcaOav / 5td x6 dSDe— yevep0’ "Oirnpov, 
cf. then Lyc. 764 (Odysseus) x6v puOojXdaxri eOae/uKKXlae^ yoov in which the adj. 
"surely implies downright invention"2 and Luc. Ver. Hist. 1.3. Ph.’s own story does not 
only interpret the Homeric data on geography and modify the traditional sequence of 
Odysseus’ adventures, but also supplements with verisimilitude the lacunose Homeric 
narration providing an aetvpn for the inexplicable wrath of Aeolus in Odysseus’ second 
visit. The Homeric data are elaborated and recaot.o
The idea is similar with a liaison between Hermes and Calypso in [Hes.] Heoiai 
fr. 150.30-1 Ke<jt)cAe]Tvvcpv dyepcoxov (yuAov .. / obq xexev 'Ep]pd<ovi Kaeuntrcp cooK/a
3 S. West, CQ 33 (1983), 116. On Pind.’s passage see N. J. Richardson, PULS 5 (1985), 384-9, G. 
Most, The Measure of Praise, Gottingen 1985, 148f., G. Nagy, Pindar’s Homer, Baltimore-London 
1990, 423-7 and on his critical attitude towards Homer see G. Nagy, op.c., 414-437 with A. KOhnken, 
Gnomon 67 (1995), 7-9. On Odysseus’ lies see P. Walcot, "Odysseus and the Art of Lying", Anc. Soc. 8 
(1977), 1-19, Pratt 85-94, E. L. Bowie, "Lies, Fiction and Slander in Early Greek Poetry" in Chr. Gill - 
T. P. Wiseman, Lies and Fiction in the Ancient World, Exeter 1993, 17-20, E. Fuchs, Pseudologia, 
Heidelberg 1993, 24-38, S. Richardson, "Truth in the tales of the Odyssey", Mnem.. 49 (1996), 393-402. 
For a comparison of the Phaeacian apologoi and the false tales in Ithace see C. Emlyn-Jones, G&R 33 
(1986), 1-10. Within the frame of the Od. the Phaeacian tales are consistently regarded as genuine, cf. 
1.6-9, 20.19-21 and the recapitulation of 23.248-284. G. Most, TAPA 119 (1989), 15-30 argues that the 
whole Phaeacian narrations are fictitious and shrewdly aim at Odysseus’ quick release ("the stranger’s 
stratagem"). On Odysseus’ personal comments in his narration see I. J. F. de Jong, CQ 42 (1992), 1-11.
4 It is an amusing coincidence that Odysseus hushes up his second visit when he narrates his journeys to 
his wife in Od. 23.14-5. In Hermes of course there was no word of a second visit of Odysseus to 
Aeolus; this would bv beyond the poem’s scope. In Ovid’s account of Ute Aeolus-episode, Met. 14.223­
233, the second visit is also omitted due to the narrator’s wish (Macareus, a son of Aeolus) to present his 
father as positively as possible.
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vup$q, an affair prompted, as Odysseus’ with Polymele, by the god’s innocent visit in 
Od. 5, see West (1985), 131-2. Treatment of easily deduced Homeric paralipomena 
seems to have been a trend with the erudite poets. Asclep. HE 29 wrote an epigram on 
Ajax’s tomb. ln a choliambic fragment id. SH 216 discussed an aetion concerning the 
site of Hecabe’s death. Posid. SH 7SS focused on the tomb of Pandarus ("de sepultura 
tacet Homerus", SH ad loc.)5
Learned vocabulary such as Msluyonvtq shows the author of the prototype to be 
an erudite poet. The story shows him to be a scholar as well. Most of the notations in 
Parth. indicate sources dating from the 3rd c. Another fact restricts the possible field of 
our choice even more drastically: no attestation of an erotic affair between Odysseus 
and Polymele survives other than this Parthenian account. ln general the Aeolus- 
sojoum was neglected in both literature and art.5 6 7A neglected theme subjected to an 
innovative treatment is the kind of story Parth. collects? Most importantly there is the 
notation: loioest SqXxaq 'Eppq.
Earlier it was commonly accepted that Parth. was the author and at the same time 
the notator of his chapters. R. Hercher, Phil. 7 (1852), 45 lf. refuted this belief with 
arguments winning almost universal approval.8 Ten out of thirty-six chapters lack a 
notation. As some of the poetic texts cited as sources are recovered, it is easily
5 Post-Homeric events during the capture of Troy elicited some attention too, cf. Simias Gorgo CA 6 
(see on Aeneias' post-Homeric fortune Edwards 299-301, P. Wathelet in F. Jouan - A. Motte (edd.), 
Mythe et politique: Actes du colloque de Li&ge, Liege 1990, 287-296). Euph. SH 453 treats the death of 
KiUa and her son Mounippos by Priam after advice from the oracle of Zeleia. Others wrote on specific 
Homeric episodes such as Alex. Aet. KipKa CA 2 or Philoxenus PMG 816f. on the Cyclops episode 
influencing Theoc. 11. Idaeus Rhodius SH 501, q.v. wrote a Homerus Auctus by adding one line of his 
own for each genuine one; this was a game practised by Timolaus of Macedon SH 849 too. Sotades CA 
4a, b also wrote an Iliad in the so-called "Sotadeum" metre and Hipparchus an ’IXtac; Alywraa.
® "Pour Odysseus lui meme pas de document significatif', O. Touchfeu-Meynier, LIMC VI.I, 960, see 
also Brommer 68-9. Nothing is to be made out of two Etruscan scarab£es {LIMC VI.II, 645 nn. 64 and 
65) in which a young person often identified with Hermes opens the utricle of Aeolus, even if the 
identification is correct, see Touchefeu-Meynier 272, G. Comporeale, LIMC VI.I, 980.
7 Cf. ch. 33.1 = Simias CA 5.1 Aia^opCD Se Kat xot^ jtoXXtq ioxopetxai xa Ntopn^ etc. His poetry 
consisted of toxoo^al 8evai Kat axpi^T'ttJt, Artemidorus Onirocr. 4.63 = SH 605 (g), where his elegies 
are mentioned in the same breath as Lyc.'s Alexandra. Extant fragments indicate a bewildering 
abundance of rare mythological material, glossae and exotic geographical names.
8 Cf. id., Hermes 12 (1877), 306-319, Rohde 122-5. The best review of the question is by C. Wendei, 
Gnomon 8 (1932), 148f. See also R. Keydell, KIP IV, 530, J. Stem, Parthenius, Erotica Pathemata, 
N.Y. 1992, 106-8. Von Blumenthal, RE XIX (1938), 1896 still thought a definitive answer to be 
impossible.
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confirmed that they cannot be Parth.’s immediate sources, see e.g. on Euph. SH 
415i.l2-8. The confidence of the notator about his accuracy varies too; in ch. 8 e.g. he 
cites a source acknowledging that the names there are different than in Parth. The 
notations are preserved in the margin of the MS next to the title and, if embedded 
there, they would disturb the intended easy transition from chapter to chapter. Parth. in 
the body of his text does not appear sensitive in indicating his sources. The notations 
are the work of an erudite editor of Parth., who had access to recondite Hellenistic 
verse. This by no means implies that they are misleading. Where verifiable they are 
accurate in identifying the source or a source handling the theme of the chapter in a 
similar way. In the case of ch. 2 the uniqueness of the story renders the Philetan 
authorship most likely.
But if the information about the derivation of the OdysseusIPolymele episode is 
not supplied by Parth. himself a question of survival is involved. There is no reason to 
doubt that the grammarians would commence the quest for Parth.’s sources the day 
following the publication of his work in Rome. His own source-book though does not 
seem to have been accessible to many. Odysseus’ speech, the part most relevant to 
Homer, may well have survived independently in an anthology, which would 
eventually yield the three fragments in Stob. Parth. pays little attention to this part and 
at a later stage his story would hardly be identifiable on the basis of such a piece in an 
anthology. The grammarians’ way would rather be different. As the story provides 
supplementary evidence for an Odyssean episode current Homeric commentaries may 
have recorded it as a noteworthy piece of information. This is not a principle 
applicable to many Parthenian chapters, but the notation process was not universal 
either and the source of each notated story would have been traced separately. Most of 
the surviving material drawn from Hellenistic poets in the Homeric Schol. (mostly on 
the II.) is adduced to explain the mythological background of the Homeric passage in 
question. In the case of Euph. a plethora of information survives this way. In other 
cases additional information or a variation is reported. Spicy stories elucidating 
Homeric TaTalipomena would be particularly welcome. Schol. II. 14.295 (111^.^35 
Erbse) inform us about Euph.’s CA 99 treatment of Hera’s secret liaison (or rape) by 
the giant Eurymedon and the anger of Zeus when he learned it. Schol. II. 15.639 
(IV. 134 Erbse) report anonymously Diot.’s SH 393, an author almost as obliterated as 
Ph., eccentric story that Eurystheus was Heracles’ 5i6 koi xob; d.OouT
'foToorevai. Schol. II. 3.314 (1.415 Erbse) transmit a tradition originating in Stesich. 
PMGF 224 and treated (as a naughty deed?) by Euph. CA 56 and Alex. Aet. CA 13 
that Hector is not a son of Priam but of Apollo. Eustath. Comm. Od.. 1665.45f. tells of 
Call.’s HyPal. 75f. version of Teiresias’ blinding when he saw Artemis (sic) naked. 
This marginal notation could be an early one perpetuated in the MSS tradition.
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A final consideration needs Oo be entertained: in eh. 28 the notator cites two 
sources which Parth. allegedly merged into one chapter: 'loxopel E6<O0pi^^v 
’Acoeepecpp(p, xo eo-ig ’Ajrolepvooq ’Apyova^^^^tov a. The possibility that Parth. 
merged a story in Ph. with one in Eur. ean be confidently ruled out. Not only because 
any notator able to identify the recondite Hermes would easily identify the traces of 
Eur.’s Aeolus, but also because there is secure evidence that the end of the chapter has 
been worked out by Ph. himself. Parth.’s stories normally have a tragic end. So did 
Eur.’s play. But the ineest-motif is here used for exactly the opposite purpose, to 
produce a happy ending. The elements from Aeolus should then be contained in the 
original. The possibility that Parth. himself added part of the story faces the additional 
objection that it utterly contradicts his principles, as these are set out in the preface of 
his collection.
As Ph. seems to have been the direct source of Parth., we need to read between 
the lines Oo figure out where the weight of the prototype would lie. In general Parth. 
narrates oxv ev ppa%maxorq stories p-q auxoxeemg AlelSYpevao and this gives plenty of 
room for speculation. Couat 73 ("its theme was entirely erotie"), Rohde 80 and Chrvst- 
echmid-etcelin Griech. Lit. II. 1, 122 thought that the central theme of the episode was 
the love-affair of Polymele and Odysseus and its implications. Similarly Cessi 139, 
von Blumenthal 2167, Barber, 2OCD, 814 followed by Trypanis 267, believed that the 
central theme of ohe episode was the emotions of Polymele. True, Ph. gave love a place 
in a story where io previously had none. Yet, he is not the first to do so: the trend is 
clear as early as Eur. Hellenistic poets were fond of dealing with the erotie affairs of 
heroes for whom the tradition had a certain respect. Antim. Lyde dealt with 
unfortunate erotie affairs of heroes and Hennesian. in the third book of Leontion 
represented a number of eminent Greek poets and philosophers as vietims of their 
love-passion. Ph. would find the erotie element interesting, but in this episode of 
Hermes he applies it above all as part of his interpretation of the relevant Homeric 
passage. It does not appear that love as such had a prominent place in Hermes 
(Kuchenmuller 42 was right on this). For Odysseus it is a welcome relief (qv q po/q 
k<cl auxrp aSop£ve), but the main interest of the hero is to charm Aeolus with exciting 
and packed narrations and possibly also with compliments and flattery, an integral part 
of his arsenal, see Rutherford 62-3. While Odysseus is methodically working on 
Aeolus he - as a secondary sequel - provokes and gives in to the erotie desire of 
Polymele. This liaison is noo connected with his main objective. Neither is Polymele 
reported Oo intervene with Aeolus for Odysseus’ sake, as Eilebie in Paroh. 1.1 ’'Eijaoav 
ydp Kqv KOp'qv r6ouaav xov Auprov elg epexa eeQelv kci noXkO xo-u mcxp6q 
Se'nBqvai Kaxao%eiv aux6v, nor is there any need to do so since Aeolus is amicably 
disposed towards his guest. Moreover, Parth/s programmatic (stories) pq av)>xoxeX<5g 
keeeypevpt imply a selection of those constituents that are of interest to him; in
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principle he is mostly interested in the erotic aspect of the story. But despite this, there 
is no trace of typical features such as erotic suffering, first venue etc. ln the final 
section of Paoth.’s report Polymele is caught rolling with Odysseus’ gifts in a state of 
desperation. Tension rises when deceived Aeolus angrily blames Odysseus and plans 
to punish Polymele. The incident is pointed out in Parth., but the scene seems to have 
been coloured with grotesque overtones and the final outcome remains harmonious. 
The last thing one would expect in a Hermes are dirges of any sort. One may claim 
that Ph. insists on the happier aspects of the story. Aeolus may well have addressed his 
daughter in direct speech, but the last part of the episode would have been naoTated 
briefly, only to round off his story with the essential happy-ending.
lt is in vain that one will look to Polymele for the central character of the episode. 
That was Odysseus and his cunning methods to attain his objects. The focus is on him 
alone: his companions are kept completely off-stage. A substantial portion of the 
episode would be occupied by his narration (Stob.’s three fragments (3, 4, 5) are 
derived from it). Homer mentions it with the colourless Od. 10.16 xar pev eyco ico 
vcrna Kara porpav Kaxe^^a on which Ph. elaborates. Odysseus’ narration, as a non­
amatory element, is also disproportionately mentioned in Parth. He could omit a large 
portion of Odysseus’ stories without significant loss for the plot. Odysseus is the type 
of hero who entertains people with stories in return for hospitality and gifts. He is a 
notoriously competent story-teller and himself narrates a significant portion of the Od. 
Not rarely he receives compliments and admiration for his naivative capabilities, cf. II. 
3.216-224 (Antenor), Od. 11.364-9 (Alcinous and Arete), Od. 17.518-521 (Eumaeus to 
Penelope) and cf. Od. 19.2S3 Loks r/£'u5£<r tcoTXcl Xeycov exuporcnv Spoia, which 
bears a remarkable resemblance to the ability of the Muses in Hes. Theog. 27, see 
Rutherford ad loc., M. J. Alden, LCP 2 (1992), 9-14. The shrewdness of the main 
character is the predominant element underlying the whole episode.
This ascertainment is of direct relevance to the riddle of the title. lndividual titles 
were given to works of literature already by the 5th c. apart from some lyric poems 
cited by their opening words, a practice not entirely abandoned even after title-giving 
became the rule. Since archaic poems bore no title from the 4th c. onwards, booksellers 
and scholars assigned titles to untitled works. These were not always pertinent. ln the 
case of Hes.’s Works and Days or the Shield of Heracles they refer only to a 
relatively small part of the whole poem. But when libraries began to be established and 
organised, title-giving became a necessity for classification reasons as well.8 Since the
8 See Buhler 45-6, West (1978), 136, E. Nachmanson, Der griechische Buchtitel, Goteburg 1941, R. 
Blum, Kallitrmchos, the Alexandrian Library and the Origins of Bibliography, Wisconsin 1991, 146-8. 
Technical matters in C. Wendei, Die griechisch-rtimische Buchbeschreibung, Halle 1949, 24f. 
(placement of title on the papyrus roll), 29f. (form of title).
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author himself was to give a title to his work, the possibility of misleading titles 
becomes very unlikely.
The title Hermes seems incompatible with the content of the Odysseus-episode. 
D. Ruhnken, Epist. Crit., 284 (pace Sakolowski 7) in the m. 18th c. did not hesitate to 
correct 'laxopei 0>iOtxa^T EppT into 'laxopei OtOqxaT <Kai> 'EppTCaiavalx The 
controversy gave rise to different proposals. Kuiper 147 tried to explain the title by an 
alleged kinship of Odysseus and Hermes through Autolycus. The latter was a king 
beloved of Hermes, who in Od. 19.394f. gives Odysseus his name. Hermes endowed 
Autolycus with exceptional versatility and from this point of view he could be 
regarded as "the mythical prototype of the proepic Odysseus" and an ideal patron of 
the hero<10 11 12Later Autolycus was said to be a son of Hermes and grandfather of 
Odysseus, whence Odysseus is ultimately connected genealogically with Hermes.11 
This relationship is a post-Homeric device. In Homer Autolycus is not the father, but 
the godfather of Odysseus, cf. Schol. OJ. 10.277 (466.7-8 Dindorf) obp (oq 
AbxoAbxou vaxfip' "Opipoq tooto ob SqOoi and see Russo on Od. 19.394. One would 
like to see it as a fiction of genealogical poetry. Disregarding this, Kuiper’s suggestion 
entails that Odysseus was the central figure of all Hermes, but no trace of a treatment 
of an episode other than Aeolus survives in the Schol. (e.g. information about an 
enhanced role of Hermes) or elsewhere.
KuchenmOller 47-8 convinced himself that II. 16.179-192 could offer the 
solution. In that Iliadic passage Polymele, daughter of Phylas, provokes the love of 
Hermes, sleeps secretly with him and bearS Eudorus. KuchenmOller thought that Ph. 
modelled his own story on this passing genealogical digression. The two stories are 
intrinsically differentia and there is no good reason to abandon the Odyssean
10 See the penetrating study of D. M. Maronitis, 'AvaOtTncm Kai voorng mv ’OSvaaEa, Athens 1971,
156f. On Autolycus and Odysseus see also Stanford 8-24, Rutherford and Russo on Od. 19.397, Gow on 
Theoc. 24.1151'. where Arpalycus (Autolycus Heyne) said to be a son of Hermes, teaches Heracles the 
tricks of wrestling, boxing and pancratium. Shrewdness is a primordial feature of Odysseus’ character, 
cf. Helen in Il. 3.202 elS©; naTxoPou; xe 36X)'u; koI pUSea rcucvd and Odysseus’ self-presentation in 
Od. 9.19-20 e’ip’ ’OSuoeu; AaepxidSqq, o; naai SOXnaiv / peXm and see Maronitis, op.c.,
178f.
11 See Roscher III, 613, E. Wust, RE XVII (1937), 1918. Autolycus appears as son of Hermes first in 
[Hes.] Heoiai fr. 64, then Pherec. FGH 3 F 120, [Apollod.] 1.9.16 and Ov. Met. 11.312.
12 Hermes in II. is enamoured with Polymele in his capacity as voixioq, see on this A-H-S on HHHerm. 
568, cf. Eustath. Comm.. II. 1053.52f. (III.831 van der Valk) x6 Se noXupnAT ebpop)!© oiKeToT yuTat.Ki. 
ovopa 5ia xa ex xov Opeppaxm roXX eSva and see J. Zwicker, RE XXI (1951), 1766. Cf. also II. 
14.489-491 ’IXiovfia, / ulSv Ooppavroq jioXvpT|Xov, xov pa pdXiaxa / 'Eppeiaq Tpaicov e^iXei xai
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background and context of Ph.’s story. The fact though that Hermes and Odysseus 
share a woman with the same name may bear some signifieance on its own right. Von 
Blumenthal 2167 was more drastic: as he thought that the central figure of the poem is 
Polymele he proposed as title 'Epipq (sc. ^2001080^) referring to a gloss interpreted by 
Hesych. e 5947 as e0peoo. Beyond the fact that such a title is at least obscure, if not 
incompatible with the content of the story, it is also very unlikely that Ph. would use a 
gloss as a title.13
A more sensible explanation was proposed by Maass (1894), 12 who attributed 
Ohe title to ohe faeo that Hermes often appears as helper of Odysseus in Homer. This 
role is of course primarily performed by Athena, 14 She is a resourceful goddess and 
has a temperamental affinity with Odysseus, Od. 13.296-9 eveOxea ap^co/ Kep6e’, etcei 
ou jtev enor j3pox(6v 6% dptoxoo ctc^td/xcov / pouAfi xal ptiOoroiv, eycu 6’ ev caar 
0eoe<ai / potv xe KAopar Kai Kep5e<j/v.15 Nevertheless, Hermes assumes an important 
role in his own right. In Od. 10.275-306, a few lines after the Aeolus episode, he 
appears in the form of a handsome young man Oo give Odysseus Ohe jkSA/u, an 
unidentifiable plant to be used as a protection from Circe.16 Maass’ point is of value,
KTqow Orcacccv with Janko cd loc. In Ph. Odysseus does not fall in love and Polymele, daughter of 
Aeolus, does not get pregnant.
13 Ta dyta xoiq kuolv StSovat? Hellenistic poets clearly prefer to use names as titles. Theoc. 7 and 27 
in some of the MSS bear respectively as titles the glosses ©aAuata and ’OaptcxTs. But Theoc. does not 
sevm to have assigned titles to the individual poems at all, svv Gow I, lxx with n. 1 on Thalysia, id. 11, 
485 on Oaristys.
14 Athena as a war-goddess has many proteges in the IL: Diomvdvs in the 5th book, Tydvus, a member 
of the previous generation of heroes, in 4.390, Heracles in 8.362-3 and particularly Achilleus, 20.94, 
22.414f., whom Zeus in 19.342 calls avSpoq Vqog "the man you favour" (M. Hammond). But Odysseus 
keeps a special place in her favour, cf. IL 10.245, 278f., IL 22.782-3 (Ajax) "O tcoTtot, q p' VpAaye 0va 
TtSac;, f| to Ttdpog Tep / pnxrip ’OSuofjj Taaiaxaxai tj8’ eTappyet with Richardson ad loc. Cf. also 
Ilias Parva EGF 2, Soph. Phil. 134, Eur. Cyc. 350f. and later Q.S. 5.361-2, 14.630, Triph. 112. For the 
two in the Od. see M. Muller, Athene als gdttliche Helferin in der Odyssee, Heidelberg 1966. The nature 
of their cooperation is different in the II. than in the Od., where she mainly offers counsel. S. West 61 
sees "no suggestion of any intellectual bond" between the two in • the II.
15 Athena and Odysseus share the Homeric term KepSoouvT in II. 22.247 and Od. 4.251, 14.31 
respectively, see Richardson on the Iliadic passage. Cunning Athena deceives Hector in II. 22.226f. and 
she is soon poAop^1P^, HH 28.2, Anon. SLG 415.2-3 riaXAcxSa 5[ / plqTtoeaocv apqlyovo, Colluth. 
145, Orph. Lith. 575, svv Campbell on Q.S. 12.154, Vian on Nonn. 26.36-7.
16 The lying Odysseus in Od. 15.319-324 ironically attributes to Hermes a number of skills related to 
handwork, not versatility, a gift usually of Athena, Od. 7.110-1, Hes. WD 49, al. On proku svv Ch. dv 
Lambvrtvriv, LALIES 6 (1987), 129-138 who derives it from a substantivised epithet *p<akuq "soft".
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but does not solve the title-question on its own, as Hermes does not seem to have been 
of direct help to Odysseus in the story Parth. narrates. But even if he did, this would 
not mean much: "Velutsi Apollonius Argonauticis inscripsisset "Hpr]" noted 
Kuchenmuller 46.
A modem trend tends to regard the treatment of the story in Ph. as a digression: 
"(Ph. wrote) a formal epyllion of the narrative type containing as a main subject some 
exploit of Hermes with the Polymela story as a digression", M. M. Crump, The 
Epyllion from Theocritus to Ovid, Oxford 1931, 27, "Parthenius does not necessarily 
summarise an extended narrative", Hutchinson 11 n. 15, "Parth. ... summarizes a story 
... which occurred in the poem. We cannot be sure that this was the main theme", 
Hollis 24 n. 6, "(Parth. 2) is not necessarily a full or accurate summary", F. Williams, 
3OCD, 1164. Knox 65 came up with two explanations: either that the notator has erred 
in citing Ph. by a possible reference to the Iliadic Polymele in Hermes, or, more likely, 
that Ph. treated the subject "only briefly, in a digression triggered by the name of 
Polymele", in other words that the Iliadic reference was amply dealt with in Ph., 
whence a short digression with the Parthenian story was generated. The effort to 
downgrade the importance of the Odysseus-episode in Hermes is directed by the need 
to somehow accommodate both the title of Ph.’s poem and the content of the 
Parthenian chapter. But the reasoning seems unconvincing. The Odysseus-portion 
might indeed have not been extended but at the same time it could not have been a 
short digression of the length of e.g. Alex. Aet.’s account of Orpheus’ death in his 
Apollo CA 3 (quoted in Parth. 14), as it contained dialogues in direct speech which 
would require a broader treatment. And surely the unheard (or - at the very least - 
recondite) story would stand quite oddly as a passing digression without due attention 
and documentation.
A connection of the god and Odysseus should rather be sought at another level. 
Hermes was a god with an incredible range of activities and associations. Erat. some 
years after Ph. wrote a poem inscribed Hermes which treated some hilarious stories 
about the childhood of the god and the five zones of the terrestrial globe as the god 
saw them from the skies.17 Such broad issues could be accommodated in a poem 
revolving around Hermes, the god credited with the invention of all arts and sciences. 
The crucial question is whether Ph.’s poem consisted only of the episode summarised 
in Parth. or included other stories as well. The former view used to be almost 
unanimously accepted in the past.18 But it is a dead-end for the title-question. Others
17 On EraL’s Hermes {CA 1-16, SH 397-8 - and 922?) see in primis Fraser I, 623-4 with II, 881 f. nn. 
49, 51, 52, Zanker 99. The poem is estimated to have been of 1540-1670 lines, see SH 397, Hollis 340.
18 See Couat 73, Korte-Handel 254. Different views are briefly summarised by K. Kost, KWH, 195. 
Wil. HU, 191 n. 33 thought too that "das Epyllion ging iiberhaupt den Odysseus an".
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thought that Hermes was a collection of minor poems in different metres and subjects. 
According to Bach 29 this view goes back to Heerenius;15 it was then revived by 
Legrand 436: "Peut-etre VHermes etait-il un recueil de pieces independentes de sujets 
et de tous divers".
It was first Nowacki 27 who noted that "videtur Philitas finxisse et aliorum 
heroum fata erroresque narrasse quae sub Mercuri tutela perrulisserr( inde titulus 
'EppTT". Heimes is TYeT0vwT, dyT^xup and 7O|lijc(lot and in this capacity he escorts 
travellers and indeed guided many heroes in their adventures. 20 The poem could then 
have consisted of stories of different events that occurred to heroes, whom Hermes had 
escorted in their deeds. The connective element would be the god himself. Whether the 
adventurers were all children or grandchildren of Hermes, as Autolycus’ parentship 
would suggest, cannot be demonstrated, but it may be a possibility. Hermes’ offspring 
tend to inherit his shrewdness, as Erytos and Echion joXvuOqiot 'Epp^i-ao I uiee; eu 
8e8aUxe SoXorn; in A.R. 1.51-2, cf. also Athena’s hereditary interest in Telemachus. 
To judge by the one stoiy we know the episodes in Hermes would be fictional or 
recondite, rather than the most widely known. They would also be agreeable and witty 
and some of erotic character1 Priam’s itinerary under the escort of Hermes in II
19 "Heerenius in Commentatone de Fontibus Eclogarum Stob. pag. 157 vel in eodem carmine metra 
variasse Philetam, vel sub Hermetis titulo plura ab eo comprehensa esse putat carmina minora (quae 
vulgo dicuntur EiSvAAia sive Eclogae), metri partim elegiaci, partim heroici. Neque inepta nobis 
videtur posterior sententia etc."
29 See the list in G. Siebert, LIMC V.I, 292. On Hermes guiding travellers see Roscher I, 2381-3, H. 
Herter, RhM 119 (1976), 208-210. In II. 24.334-7 Zeus tells him: ’Epjieia, aoi ydp xe pdXiaxd ye 
(iIXtxcov eaxiv / avSpi exaipiGoai, xai x exXue; d) k’ e0eXTa0a- / paoK’ i0i, xai Hplapov xolXa; em 
vfia; ’A/aiov / o; ayay’ etc., see MacLeod, Richardson ad loc. Some derive the name of the god from 
eppa "heap of stones (for the orientation of travellers)", as Wil., Nilsson, Herter, Hunger, but see Frisk 
GEW s.v. 'Eppfj;. See also S. West and Heubeck on Od. 1.37 and 11.471 respectively.
21 Mere speculation though it is, one is tempted to point out two heroes, whose stories could possibly 
find a place in Ph.’s poem. The first is Perseus, bom by Danae after she paired in her bronze chamber 
with Zeus transformed into golden rain, a story involving another deceived father, Acrisius. His flight to 
Aethiopia to decapitate Gorgo took place under the auspice of Hermes, Artem. Onir. 4.63 paai yap xov 
Geov xomxov IlEpaEt em xqv xq; Fopyou; xopqv amovxi <xo exepov xov UTO^>^^^p(ixwT ^vxa> xo 
exepov povov ... Tavxa Se xa xoiaUxa pouXopevcp paC^Evv eukoXov ... eloi yap xai napa
AuKO<j>povi ev xq ’AXe^avSpq [vv. 834f.] xai fcapa ’HpaxXEiSq xo novxiK<o ev xat; Aeo%ci; [SH 
479] koI Tap a riapOEvi© ev pxai^ ’EXeYeEat; [SH 605 (g)] Kai rap' aXXou; tcoXXoT; loxopiai £evai 
xai axpifixoi. On Danae’s conception cf. Asclep. HE 11.5-6 (involving tie worship of Zeus Hyetius in 
Rhodes and Cos, on which see Sh-W 361-2, Craik 184), Hedyl. HE 8.5-6, Euph. SH 418.42-4. Perseus 
in Aethiopia rescued Andromeda with whom he was then involved in an erotic liaison, see Gow on
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24.349-467 is suggestive, as Ln a relatively small journey the god has the opportunity 
to combine protection with shrewdness, see Erbse 67-70. Subsequently we seem to 
have to do with a Kollektivgedicht as the Lyde of Antim.,* 22 23the Leontion of 
Hermesian., the Apollo of Alex. Aet. or the Erotes of Phanocl. These poems are of 
some length and tend to conclude with a grandiose ending, as Ov. Met., here 
conceivably an adventure of the god himseff.23
Odysseus’ controversial sojourn with Aeolus would most suitably find a place is 
such a poem. The Odyssean role of Hermes, to which Maass drew attention, is helpful. 
Hermes is the god advancing Odysseus’ nostos, cf. Od. 1.84-7, 5.29-31, and the hero
Theoc. 24.73. His adventure is linked with traditions in many Doric islands of the Aegean close to Cos, 
among them Seriphos, Astypalaia and Lindos in Rhodes, cf. A.R. 4.1513-7 and see Craik 160.
The second is Aethelides, the official messenger of the Argonauts. He is 'Eppou uiog tat Zeplag 
etaioag end a low-profile hero appearing in A.R. 1.53-5, 640-9, 3.1175, cf. Schol. on 1.643-648e, f 
(56.16-57.7 Wendei with loc. sim.) and see Vian on 1.649. Aethalides is e curious character said to be 
reincarnated in different persons like Trojan Euphorbos or even Pythegores. When he died his father 
struck a good deal with Hades, for him to live alternately above and under the earth, Pherekydes FGH 3 
F 109. Aethalides is gifted with a charismatic memory. He was almost certainly treated already in 
classical tragedy. His dealings with Hypsipyle, whom he sees before Jason, are open to the suspicion of 
misconduct, A.R. 1.650-1 "Og pa ("en tous cas" Delege) t68' 'TyurOkqv peiU8axo (eteioe xcp Xoyto 
ouvexog ®v, Schol. ad loc. (57.8 Wendei)) 5e%8ai lov-tag / qpatog ccvogEvoto 8ia Kve8ag ("during the 
darkness of the night"). Hypsipyle’s over-friendly approach to the Argonauts, A.R. 1,653f., and her 
hastiness to admit them, A.R. 1.700-1, show him to have been more than successful. A.R. 1.648-9 ’AXXx 
ti p^Oo-ng / Ai8oA18e<0 ypEuo pe StqveKEtog dyooeOeiv; may hint at a recent well-known treatment of 
this character. On strong kp61© "object/purpose of quest or assignment" see Campbell on A.R. 3.173. 
On Heracles tutored tricks in wrestling etc. by a son of Hermes cf. Theoc. 24.115-7 (see above n. 10).
22 N. Krevans in Harder 156 n. 48 ("The Hermes, an epyllion ... may copy the Lyde in recounting 
obscure love-stories") is tendentiously telling us half-truth. The Lyde was written in elegiacs and its 
content was pessimistic, cf. Hermesian. CA 7.45-6 = T. 11 Matthews yocov 5’ eveTcXoato pip^^g / 
Ipag, [Plut.] Cons. Ap. 9, p- 106c = T. 12 Matthews £8aoi0oqedpevog tag qpt^i^itdg anpOopag. Ph.’s 
poem would rather be seen as a reaction.
23 Perhaps an erotic one. Hermes is a lustful god. Interestingly, he and Odysseus share an important 
woman. Schol. Theoc. 7.109-110b, c (105.4-20 Wendei) give Hermes a prominent place among 
Penelope’s lovers, Schol. b tov navd Oaat yevviqOqvat ek tqg nqveXojrqg a^XAa0o'6cn^g ek tov 
OvqaKn0GOv stepor 8e -Aeyouai tov ’Eooqv elg tpayov pEtaOXr|qEv-ta, Kal toOtou £oao0£lea q 
niTiEEX67q ko'i e% aOtoO OteuGEiaa eteke tov nova • eoti 5e 8 Fiav tpayoTCoug, cf. Hdt. 2.154, 
[Apollod.] Epit. 7.38 end see M. A. Herder on POty. 4306.2ii.2f. Later versions tried to expurgate her, 
cf. Tzetzes on Lyc. 772 (245.18-23 Scheer) (Pan) ’Eppou tat nqvEXoirqg dXXqg, Nonn. D. 14.92L, but 
see Roscher III, 1910, Hopkinson on Nonn. D. 24.86-7.
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acknowledges his help with a sacrifice in Od. 14.435-6. In Soph. Phil. 133 Odysseus 
on Lemnos evoees Hermes too: 'Epjpqg 5’ 6 kepkcov 86elpg ayapcuxo /mv. WhaO is 
even more important is the intellectual bond linking Odysseus and Hermes. Autolycus, 
to whom Kuiper drew attention, is important as a mediator through whom the hero 
inherits the qualities of his spiritual father. Hermes was protector of the travellers, a 
god of unrivalled versatility and lustfulness. All features play a role in Odysseus’ 
story.24 In Od. 6.148 he tells the Phaeacicns a pnOoq KspSaeepg, a phrase applied in 
extant early epie only to Hermes in HHHerm. 162, 260, 463. A comparison of the 
Homeric Odysseus and Hermes in HHHerm.. shows that an affinity had been 
established very early, see PraOt 63-7.
The episode would not be dealt with at great length. Ph. restricts his protagonists 
to the minimum: Odysseus, Aeolus and Polymele. Diores’ appearanee at the end of ohe 
episode is necessitated by the intended happy-ending. There is no trace of Aeolus’ 
numerous children in Paroh. and in Ph. they would be no more than a mere reference. 
In Od. 10.8-9, however, these alel capa carpi 0iXcp Kai jpqrepi KeSvq / Saiv/vTao, 
cf. also Q.S. 14.477-8. Odysseus’ companions do not figure at all in Parth. and in view 
of the modification of the Homeric chronology Ph. might have conveniently got rid of 
them. Although a large portion of the episode would be occupied with Odysseus’ 
narrations, the hero would not have insisted on all of them indiscriminately. His 
Underworld experience received the attention due, but other adventures might only be 
briefly recounted. Odysseus knows how to summarise already in Homer, ef. Od. 
7.240-297 summarising the Calypso and Nausieaa episodes in books 5 and 6 or (in 
direct speech), Od. 23.306-346 effectively reviewing ohe whole narration to the 
Phaeacians in books 9-12.25 One would think that the story would have been dealt with 
within the moderate length of an epyllion like Megara or Mosch. Eur.
As the correspondences between Paroh. and Homer show, to build his own story 
Ph. relies on every single line of the Homeric passage on Odysseus’ Aeolus-visit This 
is, nevertheless, only concisely narrated. Odysseus nairated to Aeolus his adventures 
and Aeolus offered him exemplary hospitality for a considerable length of time. We do 
not learn much about these proceedings in Od. 10. The best-reeounted reception and
24 The Nosti-sagas sevm to have credited Odysseus with a number of children on his way back home, cf. 
Nosti Dubia vt Spuria EGF 1.
25 Summaries serve purposes of foreshadowing and retrospection, svv A. Notopoulos, TAPA 82 (1951), 
88-95, M. J. Apthorp, CQ 27 (1977), 7-9, R. B. Rutherford, JHS 86 (1986), 154 n. 52. In It. 1.366-392 
Achilleus recapitulates his conflict with Agamemnon, cf. also Thetis in IL 18.444-456 (etherised by 
Aristarchus as redundant). Phinvus in A.R. 2.31 If. recounts in a concise form the Argonauts route and 
Medea summarises their adventures up to then in 4.730-7. Lists of Odysseus’ travels commonly appear 
later, cf. Eur. Tro. 433-443, Lyc. 648f., Prop. 3.12.24-36, Tib. 4.1.54-78.
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hospitality in a foreign country the hero experienced is that in Phaeacia, on which see 
Reece 101-121. Ph. to cover the gaps turned to it. The Phaeacians heard the same 
stories as the Aeolids and, most importantly, the OdysseusIPolymele and 
OdysseusIAeolus couples are potential parallels to the Odysseus/Nausicaa and 
OdysseusIAlcinous ones: a daughter of hospitable parents is attracted to the stranger. 
Polymele and Nausicaa (both Koupai, see n. on Parth.) share the virtue of alSco; (the 
first if only superficially) and Odysseus’ narrative skills elicit the admiration and 
praise of his listeners. Some "Phaeacian" elements could have been exploited by Ph. 
with a highly ironic effect: in Od. 7.169-71 Alcinous asks his beloved son Laodamas to 
stand up and offers Odysseus his distinguished place at the table. In 7.136-8 the 
Phaeacians pour a libation to Heimes before going to bed. In 7.299-301 Alcinous, 
having full trust in Odysseus, criticises Nausicaa’s prudent decision not to take him in 
her chariot while crossing the city-street. In 8.546-7 Alcinous naively declares that a 
stranger (like Odysseus) holds the status of a brother "for those who have even the 
slightest grasp of understanding".
Hermes was hardly a much read or influential piece. A.R. 4.447 indicates that 
A.R. knew and took it into account. Jason in 3.428-431 invokes ananke in a similar 
way as Odysseus in fr. 5 and Ph. may lurk in 4.993 too. The same may be true of Euph. 
SH 415120. Short appearances of Aeolus in 4.764-9, 4.777-9, 4.819-822 do not seem 
to bear Philetan marks.® But the Kaxa xleo; hospitality of the Bebiyces in 2.752f. 
may take into account the good example of Aeolus. P. Handel’s, Lex. Alt. Welt, 2298 
proposal that this episode of Hermes could be the prototype of the third book of the 
Argonautica is an unhappy one2? Lyc. knew Ph. and took up two glosses discussed in 
the Coan’s Ataktoi, nekka and Splutvio; OTd%u; see A. Rengakos, ZPE 102 (1994), 
123-4. In the "Odyssey" of his Alexandra he may follow the Philetan order of 
Odysseus’ travels up to the Aeolus-visit. Some lines might bear traces of Ph. V. 657 
eva <00pevxcov ayytkov knv (nAtov, sc. Odysseus, hints at the (already Odyssean) 
ability of the hero in narrating his sufferings to others. Vv. 666-7 CXXoc, 6 etc’ all© 
p6%0o; &0Oio; pevel, I voo 7:oo'o08v al8l icAetov elwOeaxepo; and vv. 813-4
2® Aeolus in Argonautica is discussed by V. Knight, The Renewal of Epic, Leiden 1995,144-7 (mainly 
the unexpected return motif) ignoring Ph. Campbell on A.R. 3.306 deemed that memories from the 
Odyssean episode were awakened through Ph.’s treatment. The same could be said for Herodas 8.37 
’OSlno^(^)oaq o[....l AloXlou] 5<Spov. But in neither case emerges a direct reference to the Coan.
22 There is an uncontested affinity of Jason and Odysseus, particularly their mutual capability to 
manipulate people and esp. women. Polymele bears little resemblance with bold (even rutlless) Medea. 
Jason, as Odysseus, is regarded in Hes. fr, 38 as a grandson of Autolycus. Crucially, love is of much 
greater importance in Argonautica, as the success of the whole expedition depends upon the power of 
Cypris, cf. Phineus in 2.423-4.
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dorpemTov "A6qv [cf. fr. 4.1 drpaa6v] 5upex(Cl r6 8euxepov [ef. Od. 12.22] / yaea/6v 
fjpap ovtcox’ ev ^©iq Sp<CKc6/ are comparable with fr. 5.2-3. In vv. 678-80 the 
intervention of Hermes before the encounter with Ciree is given emphasis: aXXa viv 
pedpqg / pee1tg oaep£l pi^a kci Kxapog (aa'pEg / N©vaKp■ldxag TpiKe^aXog 
OatSp6g 0eog. TpiK£<0aeog refers to Hermes guiding travellers, see K-A on Ar. PCG 
556. About Lye.’s tragedy Aeolus we know nothing more than its existenee. Since Ph. 
used the Euripidean play, an influence on this is possible. 28 The absence of any trace 
other than the name Meligounis in Call, is at any rate noteworthy.
Whatever the fate of Hermes may have been, the Odysseus-episode seems to 
have survived independently and Parth. was in the position to have direct aceess to it, 
probably through an anthology containing Hellenistic rarities. No trace of the story 
appears anywhere else other than in an anonymous elegy recovered in POxy. 2885 fr. 
1, printed as Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 964. The 2nd e. A.D. papyrus preserves eleven 
badly mutilated fragments, most of them in elegiac metre and one in iambic trimeters + 
hemiepes ("epodus"). The text runs as follows, vv. 11-20:
%ccLg Ta^iq ynoovg t[ ’ExijvdSag q [
ElaxpiSi Kapvoucq .[....] eleu0 [
q]Ka%£ rcapCteviKn y q [...]voaou$[
14 t]]ai8dg k^pp alxepp'ng xi[v]e,Dieac:£ [
miXxeev ’^'^upxov MqSq [Kdqjtv, f] Se [
Ai]mpq v[8]cpmv V4o%ov [AloJUrSPpv.
d]Md A [p<cu]pc Si8. [.. 1 [.. 1 xqo 8cq [
18 QVSq [ ]oo ow.. [ . . vttcqL . ]Kpa8vnv[
XXiaivq 5’ m ’'Eponrog dpcc[0]cXou, og cv[
Sf| x Kaxacpulcg OqoEi [eA] 87x00^1]^.
12 v. a "primo loco i vel o ut vid." SH : Ntaov pevog? Lobel 14 ]at8eg pap, : corr. Lobel ?[v]vuji’ 
07Cj;[vEOce Ttaxip Luppe 15 nomvn Aeolidis cuiusdem letet 17 "5iei|jii vvl sim." SH 19 
X([^$]^^>^vvq pap. "pra<vcvdebel pq, 'haec nano, nv ...'?" SH og a Vfci Ketvwv e.g. Lobel
In this piece someone (her nurse?) addresses a woman burnt by love adducing 
obscure mythological examples of disastrous lp/eil The material is typieally
28 Lyc.’s Aeolus is known from Suda X 837 = TrGF 100 T 3 (whence F la), see K. Ziegler, RE XIII 
(1927), 2321 fruiitJ^tessly comparing Alexandra 738-9, F. Schramm, Tragicorum graecorum hellenisticae 
quae dicitur aetatis fragmenta, Diss. Munster 1929, 30. Lyc. uses an impressive range of sources, which 
he freely contaminates, amends or adds to, svv K. Zivglvr, I.e., 2338-43 end St. Josifovic, RE Suppl. XI 
(1968), 914-922 (both ignoring Ph.).
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Hellenistic. In v. 11 vjaig Tajiq refers to Comaetho betraying her father Pterelaus, 
king of Taphos, for the love of Amphitryon, who with Panopeus besieged Lt. The story 
is first attested in Euph. SH 415ii.14-7 ob yqp k8v v^ooiaw ’Exiv0[a]r £OKrpPL/avxd I 
.... I £k [Se K]pi%a tpuaeqv Kopaqg KoyiaiOa) I TaXupJog eob - cog §q p’
ata))O < tdcjog da teXovko, to which our passage Ls indebted, and Lyc. 934. Vv. 13-4 
allude to the story of Scylla, daughter of NLsus (v. 13 y q ?), who also betrayed father 
and fatherland for the love of Minos. The story is treated as early as Aesch. Choeph. 
613f. where Scylla is bribed with a golden necklace. The love motif Ls most probably a 
Hellenistic invention, see HoUis on Call. Hec. fr. 90.1 ZkoAKa yuvf KaTaKdtxxe Kai o,u 
K^p^<^og ouvop ’ etouva I mop^upeqv qpqae KpeKa, cf. Aesch. Choeph. 621 (Scylla) q 
Kuv6<}p<av, and cf. the treatment of Parth. ev tdig M£Kaovp<{)<)xxeGr SH 637. Our poet 
seems to specifically allude to Call/s reference. For qtate 7rap0eviKq in v. 13 cf. 
Call. fr. 67.2 q08KO KuStCtq .. ji 7;ap0£viKq of a beloved young man, Acontius, 
further A.R. 1.671 /tq kx! 7cap0evrKar. On substantivated 7iap 0 eviKq see Campbell on 
A.R. 3.5 and on the adj. id. on Q.S. 12.555 (both HellenLsticllmperial). In the sense 
"daughter" see Pfeiffer II, 103 on v. 25. It is suitably ironic in view of her plot, cf. A.R. 
4.483 of Medea after Apsyotus’ murder. Medea’s appalling crime became renowned 
due to A.R. 4.395L, 450f. In A.R. 4.557-8, 4.584-8 it even prompts the anger of Zeus 
himself. The woman who caused the death of Diores is set side by side with these 
notoriously vile criminals. The elsewhere unattested name of Diores secures a Philetan 
trace, but the version envisaged is the one of Eur. with its tragic end. We seem to have 
to do with a conflation, probably prompted by the fact that the author of the 
anonymous piece noticed the Euripidean motifs in Ph.’s story. The name of the Aeolid 
at the end of v. 12 might be as innovative as Ph.’s Polymele. Victimizer and victim 
would be juxtaposed as with Medea and Apsyotus. In all these stories the full blame 
falls on the women. The daughter of Aeolus would appear to be the instigator of her 
incestuous liaison with Macareus/DLores. Ph. modifies the Euripidean story to bring 
about his happy-ending, but the anonymous poet insists on the tragic end to serve his 
dissuasive purpose. The poem at the end assumes a very personal tone with a warning 
to the enamoured woman that reckless love will give her an even worse fame. This 
comes close to Latin love elegy. 29
29 A. S. Hollis apud SH compared Prop. 3.19.111, 4.4.391, see also A. M. MoreUi, RF1C 122 (1994), 
400-401, 410-411. He compared regarding it as a contemporary piece Anon. POty. 3723ii (s. II p.C.) 
published by P. J. Persons in 1987, an elegiac fragment which resembles what we know of Hermesian. 
Leontion and at the end gains a personal tone with an apostrophe of the lover (Hose; rather then of the 
poet, Morelli). See on this F. Williams, ZPE 75 (1988), 57f., W. Luppe, CR 39 (1989), 124L, P. J. 
Parsons, MH 45 (1988), 651, M. Hose, Phil. 138 (1994), 67f. (for en imperial date), A. M. Morelli, 
RF1C 122 (1994), 385f., J. L. Butrica, PL1LS 9 (1996), 298-301, H. Bemsdorff, ZPE 111 (1996), 43-4
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The fragment is profoundly erudite in diction as well. In v. 14 emotional ?[v];op’ 
c^^jfETc^e^e^oe creates a superficial pathos; it would glance at Homeric IL 4.524 = 13.654 
/Oujiov ceftOTveicov (see Matthews 185), a phrase used of Apsyrtos in the scene of his 
murder in A.R. 4.472. Mf|8q in v. 15 is an exquisite form conjectured in Euph. CA 
14.3 by Meineke metri gratia (MqSeia codd.). It is attested in Androm. GDRK 62.9 
cKKuiopov TTpa Mf|5q;/, as in Euph. in relation to her dangerous occult capabilities. In 
Ennius Trag. fr. 115 Jocelyn it appears of Medea abandoning her home because of 
love. Kdai; is elevated; tragic par excellence, cf. Lyc. 3x (19, 399, 467), rare in 
Hellenistic verse (which prefers traditional KaHiy^™;), Call. fr. 75.23 (Apollo 
expresses his will), Nic. Ther. 345, GVI 692.5 (2ndI3rd c.), but more often later, 
Nicod. Her, FGE 8.1, Anon. AP 14.38.1-, Greg. Naz. AP 8.98.1, 8.151.4, Orph. Arg. 
1229. Of Apsyrtos in Eur. Med. 167, 1334. On derogatory v. 19 %uaivq "covet, lust 
for" of urattclned or unattainable love cf. Hermesim. CA 7.89 (Socrates), Anon. HE 
10.2, "Soph." FGE 1.1 ~IEG 4.1 and often in Meleag., see G-P on HE 33.6 and cf. 
Maccius GPh 2.1 Oepptid.vei p ’ 6 koXo; KopvqXio;, the corresponding prosaic 
yllnopat in Parth. 7.3 xfj; ©pa; eyXi%eTO xou tcc8o; and for the idea Theoc. 7.56 
Oeppo;.. epco; auxm pe K^^atOei, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 962.10, q.v. OaXuKpo; epco;, 
Meleag. HE 26.4 Oep|co; ’'Epco;, Opp. Hal. 5.454 ecdoaaxo Oeppov epcoca. On 
vxvx&akQq of love cf. Anacr. PMG 127 C'Epmce;) uppioxai Kai. dxdoOaXot, Nonn. 
D. 11.456 dKdoOaXo; e%0po; ’Epcnwv. It is an ethical term implying just punishment 
for disregard of the decorum, see S. West on Od. 1.7, Campbell on A.R. 3.390 (in 
Hellenistic poetry in strongly condemnatory contexts). In A.R. 4.1092 it is used in the 
reverse direction, of fathers imposing severe punishments on their daughters on 
account of their secret loves. In v. 20 KaTaapula;, a word literally used of 
smouldering fire, is a gloomy term implying an ill-fated finale; it often denotes the 
Hellenistic flames of unfortunate love, see Gow on Theoc. 3.17, Campbell on A.R. 
3.446. Initial ST is a Callimachean predilection, see Cameron (1995), 317 n. 76. 
’EXe^O'cepo; in the same verse is a novel comparative.
The papyrus fragments are linked with a prefacing xou aoxou or a new title. They 
are commonly assumed to be by the same author. The poem examined post-dates not 
only Ph., but also Call, and A.R. One would think that Parth. could be the author of 
such a piece.5° Mutilated papyri of the 3rd or even the 4th c. A.D. containing poems of
proposing KaCe^; in v. 21 for the papyrus’ R. Fuhrer, ZPE 112 (1996), 67-8. This kind of
"subjective" expression in Greek elegy may be a development of the late Hellenistic or Imperial times.
39 "Sicuramente il poeta doveva avere a disposizione un manuale di epcoxiKd va0f|jia-xa, del tipo di 
quello parteniano, se non da esso derivato", A. M. Morelli, RFIC 122 (1994), 406-7. J. L. Butrica’s, 
PLILS 9 (1996), 301-5 attribution to Hermesian. Leontion is impossible. So is her suspicion for vv. 15-
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Parth. have eorne down to us, e.g. SH 609, 626. The Callimaceean air of the fragment 
is suggestive. The Cyrenean is mentioned in the same breath with Parth. in Pollianus 
AP 11.30 = SH 605 (e) and Lue. Hist. Conscr. 56 = SH 605 (f) and ef. the 
Ccllimachecn echoes in Parth. SH 646.® NotieaSle is the concentration of names as in 
v. 11, which may have been a distinct feature in the poetry of Parth., a much quoted 
poet in Steph. Byz. For his interest in eult-iitei ef. SH 620-2. On the same papyrus SH 
967.9 vuveiSoAca suggess a liinc with Pjcth. SH 630 The embedded
epode SH 965 eould be inserted in an anthology of Parthenian poetry, as he was 
eXeyeiOTCOidg Kai |ierp<ov 0laj)0pev tci^tpc^ Suda ro 664 = SH 605 (a).
W. Clausen, "Virgil and Pcrthenlus", HSCP 80 (1976), 179 noted the similarity 
of Polymele rolling with Odysseus’ gifts to Dido in Aen. 4.645-650 interiora domus 
inrumpit limina et altos / conscendit furibunda rogos ensemque recludit / Dardanium, 
non hos quaesitum munus in usus / hie, postquam Iliacas vestis notumque cubile / 
conspexit, paulum lacrimis et mente morata / incubuitque tooo dixitque novissima 
verba etc. Parth. exercised considerable influence in Latin poetry and there is evidence 
that he influenced Virg. in pcr0icular.32 The Roman may well have been familiar with
6 that "the povt alludes to a version ... in which Polymela [?] was already wedded to Diores when 
Odysseus [?] arrived, then killed her consort... for a desired union with the visitor".
31 The Cellimachvan air perseveres in the other fragments of the papyrus as well. In SH 967.7 vi0v yap 
is not attested before Call., see Pfeiffer on fr. 260.48. For v. 14 (and probably v. 12) oi5’ Oti Lobel refers 
to the. opening of Call. HE 7.1, Mvleag. HE 70.1, "Ptolemy" FGE 1.1. ''OGgaxc in 1. 16 is a 
Callimachean affectation, see Pfeiffer on fr. 1.37, Campbell on A.R. 3.93. V. 3 ivpov njtoXHieOpov is a 
Homeric rarity, Od. 1.2. V. 5 0vppa lOExpd insists on a banal Homeric combination varied by the 
erudite poets as Call. Hec. fr. 48.5 T.v0cX,ociai .. Xcexpoig, Nic. Alex. 463, Call. fr. 43.48 ££10^x0 
Aoe-jTpd, A.R. 3.300 X.apoiatv .. Xcexpoig, see Campbell on 3.273. For SH 964.9 pOporc[vg cf. Call. 
Hec. fr. 115.2. n(j>vyyeg in SH 964.28, q.v. is Hellenistic, cf. also vqaT5[o]g in SH 964.37. The 
meaning of v. 41 Uicaq was controversial (Xeic or xpc^^i-c), 3x in Od. Iiiooq .. nOxpq cf. A.R. 4.922, 
2.382 Aicofj ... vqo<p. ’ApotpcSdv in SH 964.42 is Hellenistic, A.R. 2.1226, svv Livrea on A.R. 4.76 
(the commonest Hellenistic form is apoipa&tg, see DGE s.v.) and Imperial, EG 1037.1,10 Kaibel (150 
A.D.), 3x in Q.S., Anon. AP 15.47.2, 16.351.3, prose, cf. Imperial apoipdStog, Strato AP 12.238.1, 
[Opp.] Cyn. 4.349, Q.S. 5.65. According to Schol. II. 18.506f (IV.539 Erbse) Aristarchus wanted to 
legitimise it as Homeric. For v. 44 ap0pog cf. Call. fr. 80.19, A.R. 2.755.
32 Perth. SH 647 fXauKp xai Nqpiji kcc vivcUicp MvAikOpxp influenced Virg. Georg. 1.437 Glanco et 
Panopeae et Inoo Melicertae which may bv conflated with Callimcchean materiel, see Thomcs ad loc. 
Macrobius Sat. 5.17.18 = SH 605 (i) notes that versus est Partheni, quo grammatico in Graecis 
Vergilius usus est. On Perth. and Latin poetry see the references in SH p. 291. See also R. O. A. M. 
Lyne, CQ 28 (1978), 186-7 (who was restrained regarding Parth. part of the Neoteric program), Clausen
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the summaries of Parth., addressed to Cornelius Callus as raw material for erotic 
poetry. The two stories use a similar motif: the narration of Aeneias excites the love of 
Dido and when love turns out to be desperate, it causes frenzy and despair. Dido’s 
reaction as she rushes into her chamber could have been thought as Polymele’s 
possible reaction too. Above all Dido’s holding Aeneias’ gift and uttering a gloomy 
soliloquy bears a noticeable similarity with Polymele rolling in despair with Odysseus’ 
gifts in her hands. But this is only half the truth: the sombre Virgilian milieu is 
different. "The nainative now becomes laden with death ... The theme of Greek tragedy 
- deus quos vult perdere dementat prius - Ls powerfully predominant".33 Dido has 
irrevocably decided to die, 4.451 mortem orat; taedet caeli convexa tueri, and in 
4.474f. she works out the time and the manner. We are constantly reminded that Dido 
is raging, cf. 4.531-2, in a crescendo rhythm culminating in a vehement and insane 
outbreak as soon as she sees the Trojan fleet sailing off shore, 4.586f. To judge by her 
attributes she is the insane figure of the whole epos, see J. Dion, Les passions dans 
Voeuvre de Virgile, Nancy 1993, 315-320. Eventually the signs of death are clear on 
herself, 4.642-4 at trepida et coeptis immanibus ejfera Dido / sanguineam volvens 
aciem, maculisque trementis / interfusa genas et pallida morte futura etc. She takes in 
her hands a sword, a gift of Aeneias, and utters a last monologue - she then falls upon 
it.
In the death scene of Dido Virg. abandons his epic models and resorts, as 
elsewhere, to tragedy. Ajax in the homonymous play of Soph. vv. 815f. commits 
suicide by jumping upon a sword, vv. 833-4, which he had received as a gift from 
Hector.* 33 34 5The sword in Virg. does not only function as a means of death. It is the 
symbol par excellence of the shocking combination of love and death.3® The sword as
5-6 (Parth. initiated Virgil in the principles of Hellenistic poetry), N. Horsfall, "Virgil, Parthenius and 
the Art of Mythological Reference", Vergilius 37 (1991), 31-6, Papanghelis 81-2.
33 R. D. Williams on Aen. 4.450f. On Dido’s journey towards her death see Heinze 102-6, Clausen 50f.
34 Not a hospitality gift. The story first in IL 7.303f. Ajax’s decision to kill himself is not an unswayed 
one. He is persecuted by a god’s wrath and by design of Athena be is destined to die that day, vv. 756-7, 
but the tragic figure hovers between life and death, vv. 394f., 457f., until he meets his final decision, vv. 
646f., and fate, vv. 815f. On the Sophoclean passage see R. L. Kane, "Ajax end the sword of Hector. 
Soph. Aj. 815-22", Hermes 124 (1996), 17-28. On Virg.’s reception see Heinze 120 n. 59, E. LefSvre, 
Dido und Aias, Mainz 1978, 12-5, W. Kullmann, Homerische Motive, Stuttgart 1992, 342, Clausen 54­
7. Ov. Her. 11.98 (Canace of Aeolus’ sword) pectoribus condam dona paterna meis employs the seme 
motif.
35 See R. G. Basto, "The swords of Aen. 4", AJPh 105 (1984), 333-8. Such symbols ere the bed and the 
act of kissing it. The sword is mentioned again in Aen. 6.457 in the highly emotional encounter of 
Aeneias and Dido in the Underworld retaining both of its aspects. On the Leitmotiv of Aeneid 4 see R.
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an object of death remains within its tragic boundaries. In Ph.’s poem nothing can be 
more remote than the notion of death: he skilfully removes the horrible end of Eur. As 
a symbol of love, which has a certain function as such, it bears some similarity with 
Odysseus’ gifts. But then again the gifts perform a different role within their respective 
contexts. In Virg. Venus designs that Dido is to fall in love through them too, 1.658­
660 (Cytherea plots) ut faciem mutatus et ora Cupido / pro dulci Ascanio veniat, 
donisque furentem / incendat reginam atque ossibus implicet ignem. Aeneias publicly 
donates some Trojan spoils to Dido for her hospitality in Aen. 1.647f. which make an 
impression on the Tyrians, 1.709, and deeply touch Dido, 1.714 pariter puero 
donisque movetur. Aeneias’ gesture turns out to produce a very personal feeling - a 
constituent element of the final destruction. In a moment of high tension she still calls 
them dulces exuviae "sweet/dear spoll"".3® Odysseus’ gifts did not provoke 
Polymele’s love; they were given as a reward for a private favour. Dido and Polymele 
are two different figures too: Dido is dominant, the leader of a nation.* 37 Polymele is 
only a helpless young girl. One may argue that behind Polymele’s rolling around a gift 
of sentimental value lurks Dido’s similar reaction in the Aeneid, provided that one does 
not lose sight of the complexity of innate, profound differences among the common 
elements in each poem.
Others attempted to detect Parthenian influence on other Virgilian passages. First 
O. Crusius, RE V (1905), 2279 and then Heinze 67 n. 126 assumed a Philetan 
influence on Virg. Aen. 1.50f., where Aeolus Hera admonente raises a sea-storm. But 
Aeolus has a similar role in the Achaeans’ return from Troy and this Virgilian passage 
bears a noticeable similarity with Q.S. 14.466f. both in the deloriprior of Aeolus’ cave 
and in the subsequent sea-stoim. Virg. cleariy draws on this vein.05 Crusius, 1.1. also
F. Moorton, "Love as Death: the pivoting Metaphor in Vergil’s story of Dido", CW 83 (1990), 153-166 
with further literature. In general see E. Vermeule, Aspects of Death in Early Greek Art and Pottery, 
Berkeley 1979, ch. V. In tragedy cf. in primis the Antigone/Haemon scene in Soph. Ant. 1234-41, see 
A. Lesky, Vom Eros der Hellenen, Gottingen 1976, 60-77. The most complete treatment is by Th. D. 
Papanghelis, Propertius: A Hellenistic Poet on Love and Death, Cambridge 1987.
3® See R. O. A. M. Lyne, Further Voices in Virgil’s Aeneid, Oxford 1987, 21-3. On public and private 
in the Aeneias-Dido relation see S. F. Wiltshire, Public and Private in Vergil’s Aeneid, Amherst 1989, 
90-3. Dido and Aeneias exchange gifts in private too: tie Dardanian sword with which Dido puts an end 
to her life in Aen. 4.646-7 is a quaesitum munus. Aeneias’ cloak and sword in Aen. 4.261-4 are dives 
quae munera Dido /Jecerat, cf. also 1.659,9.266,11.72-5.
37 Cf. Virg. Aen. 1.360f. Passions are running high with Medea too. In A.R. 4.20-3 she had decided to 
commit suicide until she thought of fleeing with the Argonauts.
®7 The affinity of the passages has prompted thoughts of direct dependence, see Ph. I. Kakridis, Koivxo; 
Zpnpvaio;, Athens 1962, 127-8. But there are ad totum and ad partem strong objections to that, see
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considered Aen. 4.507-8 (Dido) super exuvias ensemque relictum / ejfigiemque toro 
locat haud ignara futuri. As Parth. reports nothing of the kind, this would entail direct 
Philetan dependence. But the lines describe DLdo’s well calculated preparations for her
death, and could not have any place in Ph.
Heinze 44-7, F, Vian, Quintus de Smyrne III, Budd 19f6.9, 169-171, id. ^L’Epopde grecque" in Actes Xe 
Congr. Assoc. G. Budt, Paris 1980 [1978], 75-6 with n. 66.
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DEMETER
Fr. 7
ogTvia G>ecaioj>apo^ (?)
Call. Aetia fr. 1.9-10 aAXa Ka0OA,Ke /... tcoXo thv pcKpqv Opnvtc 0ecpo<]>dpog etc., Schol. 
Flor., p. 3, 11. 12-5 Pf. Tapa]'ri0eTal xv vv a(ury)KKlaet, xa oUyov cxt- / x((ov) 0v]x(a) Ttciipa'cc 
MipvOppou too Ko- / Ao«c(]vioc koi OiJiAia xoo K^oo pvXrtovc / x(^v) KoXocxrixocv adxCrov) 
0ck(ov eivci [....
Oprcvta Kapco<<()po<;, Hesych. o 828. The adj. is derived from 6(iit(v)a' xpo<<nq, 
euOaipovta Hesych. o 826, used in its original form Oprcq in Call. frr. 658, 681, Nic. 
Ther. 450 on which see Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 681, Schmitt 84 n. 4, and is coined after 
Toovia. This rare Aooic word is first attested in Soph. fr. 246 6p77vou veOoug, glossed 
as peya, tcoXu, Tfu^qpevov but Pearson ad loc. was surely right in assuming that it 
refers Oo the fertilizing quality of the clouds, cf. also Moschioi TrGF 97 F 6.10 
KapTcou 6pco^/(^'u "nourishing". DemeOer enjoyed widespread worship in Athens. but 
OpTvioq is first attested as directly linked to Demeter in Ph., in the novel combination 
opTvia 0eapo<j)6po$. He knew the word from his dialectal researches and he discussed 
opTvtov GTd%uv in Ataktoi Glossai fr. 44 K. ’'OpirvoPV is thereafter very often used in 
connection with Demeter, mostly because of Ohe reproduetion of Call. fr. 1.10, cf. also 
Call. Hec. fr. Ill, q.v. opTvtov epyov, ibid. fr. 144 OpTovov u6mp, A.R. 4.989 (Arco) 
Tixqvag 6’ eSaev araKuv OpTovov apfiaaaOai, Erat. CA 16.17 OpLtvtov aXSTjaKovaaiL 
Kapjcov ’EXsuavvrig Aqprixepog, Lyc. 621 Aqoug... OpTvuov ara%w, Nonn. D. 11.213 
= 31.39 Oprcvia Arm, 6.13 (DemeOer) Oprcvia pqxqp, Pampr. 3.115 OpTcvia Aac6, 
OrphF 280.9-10 OpTvta .. Afjpqxpo^ ... / 5©p(a), Hesyeh. o 831 OpTvto^ Xenpcov 6 
rmv coplvcov kci Aaparpl^^v KapciSv e7te'l. 6pTma q AvpaKvp and with an extension 
of meaning Archim. Syr. (?) SH 201.44 raura y’ 6pjeviog ev coj)^a, Lye. 1264 KKr<aiv 
aXav 6pjwlav Keig^Hmv, Paul. Sil. Soph. 145 6pcv/a 'PSpa, IOk in Nonn. (7k of
1 Moschio is an Athenian contemporary of Ph. Hv is heavily influenced by Eur. end at the same time 
displays considerable affinity to Hellenistic practices, see Th. K. Stephanopoulos, ZPE 75 (1988), 19­
38. Fr. 4 from Hermes end his TrGF 97 F 2 express a similar idee. His employment of Sprcvuc may
indicate that he was one of those in Athens who knew the Ataktoi Glossai.
2 See Deubner 40-92, Brumfield, archaeological evidence in E. Simon, Festivals of Attica, Wisconsin 
1983, 17-37, van Stratvn 77-9 on votive rvlivfs.
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Demeter/grain, 2x of the Moon, lx of the Sun). IG II.2 1352.2 (Attica, 2nd c. A.D.) 
formerly supplemented as lspem; xq<; ’Op[7Tvta<; AneTixpo^ should now be dismissed 
for vq; 'Op[ovola; xmv ’EIITivvwv, see P. Chuvin on Nonn. D. 6.13. For cognates cf. 
Gsminus GPh 4.4 opvviaKcov xapxwv, Frust. Adesp. Auct. SH 1094 = Hesych. o 
833 dpjwqpdv uScop, Suda o 304 opvuiqpov uScop, Phot. Lex., 11.23 Nabeo opwrqpov 
u8mp.
©ETriw^opot; Cult-name of Demeter, first attested in a ca 500 inscription from 
Pheneos {LSJ Suppl. s.v.) and Hdt. 1.91, 134. In antiquity, whatever its original 
meaning may be, it was understood to mean "lawgiving" since Demeter was thought to 
have established civic life after introducing agriculture, cf. Call. HyDem. 18 m; 
rtvU.£GGrv eaSota teO^t^ia eScvkev, Virg. Aen. 4.58 legiferae Cereri with Pease ad 
loc. and esp. DLod. Sic. 5.5.2-3, Ov. Met. 5.341-5 with Bomer ad loc. and P. 
Aobesmann, RE VI (1936), 20-4. Asclep. HE 10.2 aepvqv .. ©eaaojKopov creates a 
less bold novelty by bringing together two traditional attributes to Demeter (aepvq 
already HHD 1, al.). There was a month’s name Thesmophorios in Rhodes (also 
Crete and elsewhere) conceivably treated in Simias Mqvs; CA 8. The interest of the 
erudite poets is attested in Call. Mqvmv TrooarYyoOiXl etc., p. 339 Pf. In Cos there was 
a cult of Dionysus Thyllophoros.
We know from the Scholia Florentina that Call, in his Aeiia-prologue fr. 1.10 
refers to a shoot-scale poem of Ph. by calling it OpTone ©£xooot^6poq, and it has long 
been recognised that this is his Demeter. I. Cazzaniga, RFIC 40 (1962), 245 n. 1 ("una 
voce allusiva di Phileta") and Schmitt 28 n. 10 ("da es auf des Philetas Aqpqxqp 
anspielt, mag es auch von doot genommen sein") deemed that the phrase depicts 
Philetan diction. Hollis (1978), 402 n. 3, cf. Ld. 295, suggested that Ph. used the phoase 
"near the beginning" of Demeter so that the readers of Call, would be more easily 
alerted to recognize the allusion. It is indeed a well-established practice Ln both Greek 
and Roman literature to refer to poems by a couple of striking words near their 
beginning, see A. S. Gratwick, G&R 38 (1991), 199-202. Originally the practice 
sprang out of sheer necessity, since title-giving in Greek literature seems to have 
appeared first with the Tragedians and only later became the norm in the age of books 
and Libraries, see on Herm.-Disc.
Ph. had a perchant foo • delicate novel constructions and might well have been the 
first to use a dialectal word denoting plenty as an epithet of Demeter.3 It Ls unlikely
a
Such epithets naturally fit the goddess very well, cf. among other examples Hes. Theog. 912 A^^oqK0O<; 
ToaxV»6pPn<;, HHD 4 AqoqK0oq dy:evKd0K^aa, Soph. fr. 754,2 with Radt ad loc. Oeo£v0rog Aqm, Ar.
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that Call, created himself a bold novelty in the Aeria-prologue only to refer to a work 
written by someone else. This point is further strengthened by the fact that neither 
opjcvia nor Oeapo^opog is what Call, favours of Demeter. ’'Opjivia occurs only here 
in his extant oeuvre as an epithet of Demeter, in spite of the fact that he wrote a Hymn 
to the goddess. Instead he prefers the traditional tcotvio, fr. 63.8, HyDem. 10, 49, 59 
and the cases of ArurriTrip (12x) and A^cd (7x) by far outnumber 0ea|io<|)6pog, used 
only when no other alternative is possible, frr. 1.10 and 63.10, an aetion for the 
exclusion of maidens from the Thesmophoria in Athens, see A. S. Hollis, ZPE 93 
(1992), 14-5. ”O|i7tvta is formed on and - at least acoustically - prompts rcoTvict, the 
epithet par excellence of Demeter, 5x in HHD see Richardson on v. 39 (add CEG 
317.1 (Attica, ca 450) tcotvicc Atjoi, Adesp. SLG 460.11 rcoTvia Adfictrep ’EXeuaivta 
in a Hymn inscribed in the papyrus Afi|nycpo<; Keiotg). Ph.’s oprcvia was facilitated by 
Demeter’s widespread cult-epithet rao-rvia. Should the construction hark back to Ph., 
the Coan seems to have had in mind the opening of Pind. fr. 37 Hymn to Persephone 
(or to Demeter} which began with IloTvta 0eajio<})6pe.* 4 The Hymn was later known 
to Paus. and was available in Alexandria. According to a common epic practice "the 
first word of an epic poem often formed a kind of title, giving the main subject".5 As 
the prototype and the common practice suggest, two of the first words of Demeter 
could be "Oprcvia ©eopo^opog.
One would expect Ph. to use a third person narration ("Er-Stil") rather than the 
vocative ("Du-Stil"). Pindar’s l.c. vocative is dictated by the common practice to 
employ tcotvcc in vocative (always in Homer and A.R. and "nearly always elsewhere", 
Campbell on A.R. 3.79, Richardson on HHD 118), but this restriction does not apply 
to oprcvia. The narrative character of the poem would suggest employment of the 3rd 
person (the second-person address to Chalcon in fr. 20 is due to a very special reason). 
Ndoocrto in fr. 13, if it stood at the beginning of the poem, would make this very 
probable. It is with the accusative that the HHD and most Hymns to Demeter begin,
Frogs 382 Kap7to<|>bpov ... Afigiyrpa, [Ear.] Rhes. 964 KapnoTioiou AfijiriTpog 0eag, Orph. Hy. 40.7 
©percxeipa Gvqxwv ndvxfov, 43.9 pnxepi KapnoSoxeipt, Call. HyDem. 2 = 119 Adpaxep ... noXinpo^e 
irouXuge5i|ive with Hopkinson ad loc., Theoc. 10.42 Adpaxep rcoXbKapTce, noXuaTaxu cf. Aristocl. SH 
206.1, Philip GPh 26.3 Aapaxpog euKaprcou.
4 Cf. Vita Pindari Ambrosiana (1.2.6-10 Drachmann) dUd koi t, Arip-nxTip ovap ETucndaa aux(p 
eji£|iA|/aw, oxi povnv t<5v 0e<Bv oi)/ upvrioev. 6 5e eig awfiv ercouiae noinga on ij apxn ndxvta 
0eopo<t»6pe xpwdviov (vel XP^oaviou). Vita Pindari Ambrosiana offers as title Eig Af||iT|Tpa, Paus. 
9.23.3-4 Eig IIepae<t>dvTiv, which is accepted by Snell-Maehler. The title, whatever it was, is of minor 
importance here.
5 Richardson on HHD 1, see also R. Janko, Hermes 109 (1981), 9-11, W. H. Race, GRBS 23 (1982), 5- 
8, A. Ford, Homer. The Poetry of the Past, Ithaca-London 1992,23-9.
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cf. HHD 1 Af|jT|xe’ 'nuKKoeov aepvipv 0eSv ap/op' aeiServ, Lasus Herm. PMG 702 
Aapaxpa peArcca, Adesp. Pap. Hex. SH 990.1 upvov AfipvTpo; To/^'i^ci3ov)uiot) dp%o|eai, 
Philic. SH 676 xfl /BovT] puaxiKa ApipvTpt etc., sc. peAicd vel sim., contrast Orph. 
Hy, 40.1 Atl&) ... Satpov / aspvfi Af|pT|Tee etc., Aristocl. SH 206.1
Adpaxep 7toXxKaev;£ and the song of Milon to Demeter Ln Theoc. 10.42f.6
Subsequently it seems that the initial part of Demeter defined its theme, and 
made two other points as well: it gave immediately the religious tone that seems to 
have permeated the poem and under the surface it created an ioonic effect, since 
opv\^ia ©epoo^opog would not quite correspond to reality: during her search for Cooe, 
the dramatic time of Demeter, the goddess had imposed famine on the human race. 
Analogously, Call. HyDem. 2 = 119 Adgatse peya %atpe vpxXiiie5i|eve
ironically points to the hyperbolic result of the goddess’ bounty as seen in the 
punishment of Erysichthon. The delicate combination of the solemn and the grotesque 
seems to have been the most attractive feature in Ph.’s most influential work.
Ft. 8 (CA 19; Demeter?)
SpcotSe; el; xaAapou; AeuKov ayovoxv epr
Strabo 8.5.3 (inter exempta apocopes) napa OlAt (codd. : dEAe-ixt II) 5e- SpanSe; etc.
Spmi.Se; An elaboration of the Homeric Spur. It first occurs in Aeschylean lyrics 
(4x), see Hutchinson on ScTh 363, Eur. 9x, then Ph., A.R. 1.285, Lyc. 1123, 
toivialised in Roman times, Hagias and Dercyl. FGH 305 F 4, Plut. Cam. 33.4, Q.S. 
3x, GVI 459.1 (Roman times), Nonn. D. 13x and Par. Jo. 18.78. Later Q.S. 3.684, al. 
created Spmid; -d§o;, cf. Antip. Thess. GPh 34.1 Sionov ... Ppe^o;. Apcol; is formed 
on similar Homeric nouns, such as kAt\i; etc., see Chantraine GH I, 207-8, id.. La
6 W. H. Race, "How Greek poems begin", YCS 29 (1992), 13-38 classified the opening of all sorts of 
Greek poems into four main categories: narrative, dramatic, discursive and hymnal. Ph.’s opening 
would be a hymnel one, which is itself subdivided into "rhapsodic" (Race, I.e., 19f.) and "cultic" (Race, 
l.c., 28f.). Cult-hymns lay emphasis on the request addressed to the god end usually employ the second 
person. Rhapsodic hymns assume thc presence of a human audience end employ thc third person. 
Fundamental on "Du-Stil" and "Er-Stil" is Norden 143-156. See also A. M. Miller, From Delos to 
Delphi: A Literary Study of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, Leiden 1985, 1-9, C. Calamc, MH 52 (1995), 
6-8. A. L. T. Bergen, Arethusa 15 (1982), 83-108 examines apostrophe on the example of thc HHAp.
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formation des noms en grec ancien, Paris 1933, 337-9, Russo on Od. 19.518 on hapar 
adj. %A©p7tg. Many of these foims are eoinages of tragedy taken up in Hellenistic 
verse, cf. Kpcvlg after Eur. Hipp. 208 in Theoe. 1.22, Ale. Mess. HE 12.2, [Call.] Fr. 
Inc. Auct. 751, rcapTiig after Aesch. Choeph. 24, al. in A.R. 3.1064, 4.1066. Others are 
Homeric hapaxes, such as TCO^T.cipp’plg from Od. 9.486 in A.R. 2.576, 4.1241, 1269 ef. 
Philo Jud. SH 686.5 or a%epGHg from Il. 13.389 in A.R. 4.1476. Others are coined and 
confined in Hellenistic poetry, e.g. de,G7^6eg in A.R. 1.1066, 4.1151, Xex©lg in CalL 
HyDian. 127, HyDel. 56, 124, A.R. 4.136 where see Livrea, T;aoPKp^g after Men. fr. 
901 K-Th in Theoe. 13.7, Euph- CA 94.3, HE 1.3, see Fcntuzzi on Bion Epit. Adon. 
20, from Homeric hcpax nOoKapog, on which see Livrea on A.R. 4.19, or rcoTapcilg in 
A.R. 3.1219, Nic. Alex. 128. Euph- CA 8 turns the town ’Ae-tptl (//. 2.857) into 
,Aepp7^g and Erat. CA 5 the town ‘Arcla into AocTg. A list of such forms in Call, is 
provided in Schmitt 22-6, see also Williams on HyAp. 48 and in general B-P 416f., M. 
Meier, -tS: Zur Geschichte eines griechischen Nominalsuffixes, Gottingen 1975. Their 
frequency in Theoe. 7 may suggest that Ph. affected them,
oakapoOg raXcpog is Ohe spinning basket used both before and after spinning, cf. 
Leon. Tar. HE 42.4 elpoKopov rd&apov and see Gow on Theoc. 18.32, G-P on Antip. 
eid- HE 4.5f. with reference to Hesych. k 393 KaXcOog* — ypvaiKeiov oKenog eig 
epl©v CTc60eaiv. Here it is used with its religious associations, see ff. The word was 
brought into connection with zXav, cf. A.R. 4.1062 oiov dre K^odoT-pa yuvi] 
raAcepydg eXLapeo / evvo%0ci, Nonn. D. 6.140-2 riOrvrjv, / oaXkirce csvv raA^po1iPl, 
Kai 67UI6op — / — /ppei rae<cpfilog iSpcog, Suda r 41 KcAccr^tov epyov* f eplpppy^a, 
which Hollis 360-1 held as a quotation of Call., see Campbell on A.R. 3.292, Blumner 
TuT I, 103-4, LSJ Suppl. s./. raOao-riog. Io is an object often related with the 
women’s dutiful toils. In GVI 1881.7 (lst/2nd c.) a raXapog depicted on a woman’s 
tomb is enraKTou .. aperag .. pa/upa, ef. Nonn. D. 20.245-6 Spcoig — naOAaSr — / .. 
raXapoiai cnd see C. Dobics-Lclpu, REG 95 (1982), 47-8 for other inscriptiond 
e/idence.
Xcdkov Here an adj. with religious signifieance. In HHD 19If. Demeter refuses to sit 
down until lcmbe fetches a stool and KaOucepOe S’ kn apyuOeov pdAe Kmmcg (v. 196). 
White implies purity and is therefore pcroiculaiiy appropriate of Demeter. In Pind. Ol. 
2.95 Hieron dp^ercer Aaparpa ee'PKiTTco'P re Ovyarpdg eoprav cnd in Calf HyDem. 
120 the saered basket is carried by ?epuK6-Tpl%eg tmcoi, cf. also /. 122 (Demeter) 
AspK0v eap, leuKov 5e Oepog kai %etpa ^epovaa, Ov. Fasti 4.619-620 alba decent 
Cererem: vestis Cerialibus albas / sumite; nunc pulli velleris usus abest, Met. 10.431­
5. According Oo Pcus. 2.25.5 in Hermione the group of children in the procession in 
honor of DemeOer wecr eepKfyv ep0f'Ka, cf. also Cypriot Pellios CEG 854.3 (Priene,
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ca 350) seeing in a dream 08apoj)6pou<; xe dyvdg rcoxvia^ ep ()dpect XeoKotg. At the 
same time possession of wool is a classic indication of luxury and wealth, and granted 
high social status on its own right, cf. Hes. WD 234 and see J. Pley, De lanae in 
antiquorum ritibus usu, GieBen 1911, 67-79. By common knowledge it was flocks that 
rendered their owners wealthy, see Matthews on Antim. fr. 61 nokXh 5e pfjAa, vd rcep 
d^vrjpovag dvSpag <e0xiKev> (suppl. Bergk) (add Od. 19.113, [Hes.] fr. lOa.39 
d<j)v]etos pfAQ[icn). The quality of the wool was defined by its whiteness, cf. Strabo 
6.3.9 ad fin., Marttal 14.155, Colum. 7.2.3-5 and the advice ol7 Virg. Georg. 3.386
*7continuoque greges villis lege mollibus albos?
XevKov .. ept Perhaps an echo of HHD 309, 452 (after II. 5.196, al.) Kpt Asuvov, cf. 
Antim. fr. 49.1 = SH 61.1 ]KpiA,[, furtherHHD 208 a%<j)i whence Antim. fr. 145. The 
construction is unHomeric and a novelty on the whole. The line owes its survival to 
the artificial abbreviation of eptov to ept, cf. ctiSto in fr. 6. Strabo in a long extract 
from Apollod. of Athens containing this fragment quotes many examples of apocope 
(Arist.’s Poet. 1458a4-5 djxppnpvov ovopa) from different authors from Homer (xpt, 
8<8, pay) and Hes. fr. 329 ppt for pptOu to Antim. fr. 79 oy for oytg (which Matthews 
ad loc. considered as the elsewhere unattested nominative of Homeric orcog etc., see id. 
57(c) on Antim.’s apocopes), Arat. fr. 155 Maass %q8a for jxiqSdXta and Euph. CA 
153a IX for TjAov, see Schwyzer GG I, 16 n. 1. On the collective singular (usually 
epta) see K-G 113.
ayoucrtv The use of dyco governing an inanimate object was controversial in 
antiquity. Where the verb means "carry" it is normally used of living creatures, (>epco
7
On white as colour of chastity see G. Radke, Die Bedeutung der weijten und der schwarzen Farbe in 
Kult und Brauch der Griechen, Diss. Jena 1936, 57-63 and on white garments prescribed in ritual see 
Wachter 16-9. On Demeter’s white see Richardson on HHD 42f., Hopkinson 40 and on the Graeco ritu 
Roman cult-practices Bomer on Ov. Met. l.c. For the excellence of white wool see Blumner TuT 1100, 
Orth, RE XII (1924), 596-7, G. M. Frayn, Sheep-Rearing and the Wool Trade in Italy during the 
Roman Period, Liverpool 1984, 28-44 examining literary and artistic sources. As with other animals 
(see Thomas on Virg. Georg. 3.386), the sheep’s colour had a certain importance. Achilleus in Il. 
24.621 slaughters an oiv dpyu<)Ov as part of his generous reception of Priam and in Hes. fr. 198.11 
Thoas from Aetolia offers dpy^u^a pfiXa as hedna to Helen. On Homeric "white sheep" see Edwards on 
Il. 18.552-9aan cf. the " briggt wool" in Aesch.£Eut. 45,Sooh. Traah. 677.1n NVir.Aen. 4,455-9Didd 
in tectis de marmore templum / conjugis antiqui miro .. honore colebat, / velleribus niveis et festa 
fronde revinctum where see Austin. White is also the colour of joy and good omen. In Cat. 64.318-9 
ironically the Fates spin ante pedes autem candentis tnollia lanae / vellera virgati custodibant 
calathisci.
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being used of things. Among a number of instances the locus classicus for their 
distinction is Il. 23.512-3 8a>K£ 5’ d'yen etaootarv U7cepp0u.pti7i yuvai^Ka / kat 
tpi^TcoS’ aoKcovTa (>eperv. Ph. probably makes a philological point, particularly Lf he 
has II. 18.567-8 (quoted ff.) in mind. Aristarchus eventually issued a verdict that dyco 
cannot govern an inanimate object, traces of which are often found in the Schol., see 
Ebeling s.v. A.9, Erbse on Schol. II. H.362b (III.245), van der Valk on Eustath. 
Comm. II. 57.14 (1.91), LFrE s.v. dyco, Janko on//. 16.221-4. Ph., however, was right 
in asserting that dyco sometimes does govern such objects. One wonders Lf the 
controversy might have become an issue in Aristarchus’ Against Fhiletas.
The fragment is clearly part of a description of everyday life, on which
o
Hellenistic poets like to focus, Ln a wealthy or royal house. It varies II. 18.567-8 
rcapSeviKat Se Kat fii0eot ... / rcOeewo; ev oaXdpolor 6epov pcXtriSea Kapkov, cf. 
Od. 4.124T, [Hes.] Scut. 293-4, [Opp.] Cyn. 2.41-2, and it is then echoed in Call. fr. 
178.1-2 (an Athenian in Alexandria celebrates Anthesteria) dtc SonXot; / ^pap 
’OoevtElor Xeukov dYO'Dai %de;. The pentameter may belong Co Demeter as it refers 
to an outstanding Coan produce, wool, which also has religious significance and means 
Co portray a well-known scenery in the worship of Demeter. There were taxes on wool 
in Cos as LSCG 168.5, 8 (1st c.) evidence, see Rostov-ziff SEHW I, 240, Sh-W 231 
and there was also a worship of Hermes Eumelios, see Sh-W 313-4 and in general 
Nilsson GGR I, 506. Demeter was regionally regarded and enjoyed a cult as goddess 
of flocks and pasture (ta'uoo4)6po; and oqXo^doo;), see Farnell III, 313-4 nn. 10-4 
with the reservations noted in pp. 32-3 and cf. Call. HyDem. 136 6epps jocxg, ejepe 
pdka, (jEpe orax-uv, otac 0eorao0v where the meaning of pd^a is controversial 
("sheep" or "fruits"), cf. Paus. 1.44.3 and see Hopkinson ad loc. Sacrifices of Sr; 
teleev; Kat xeXea Kvoeaoa in honour of Demeter aoe recorded in Cos, HG 1.59-60 
(ca 300), 8.IIIB.25 (4th c.), see Nilsson GGR I, 151, Bodson 123 n. 21. In Eupolis 
PCG 196 a ram Ls sacrificed to Demeter, an ewe in Adaeus GPh 2.1 and a sheep to 
Ceres in Viog. Aen. 4.57-8, cf. LSS 87A.2-3 (Lindos, 2nd c.), 95.5-6 (Camiros, 1st c.) 
and a Greek votive relief in Pompeii of ca 400 represenCing a group of worshippers 
leading a sheep by the horns to the seated Demeter, see van Straten 79 with n. 218 for 
inscoiptional evidence. Wool appears in HHD 191 with a purificatory power, see n. on 
XsuKov and Richardson 212, and is an offering to Demeter in Phigalia, Paus. 8.42.11 
epi^tov ta e; epY^aiav tc qKov-ta aXXa eti avanXea ton olxurrou.
o
Scc G. Huber, Lebensschilderung und Kleinmalerei irn hellenistischen Epik, Solothum 1926 (on 
spinning pp. 48-50, sec also Campbell on A.R. 3.291), Zankcr 155-227.
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The image described would resemble a procession sueh as those in honour of the 
goddess, in which baskets containing ritual objects (and wool?) were earned, ef. the 
oaXaOoq in Call. HyDem. 1, 3, 120 and see Hopkinson 41-2 cl. LSCG 65.29-30 
(Andania, ea 90) rabra aO icapOevoo al lepcl KaOcog dv Xd%c0vro, 0^^(^i^(^<ci xa appere 
emlKeloPvag K-oxcg exobaag lepa 0PCK;lKd- For the practice add LSAM 61.6-7 
(Mylasc in Caria, 3rd e.; Demeter-cult) rf)v avQWlpav rob KaXdOou] / 
[em^T;](:^^:^f^<^G^(^,i raig lepelcig kci £7L8k8<Cv ^[v8%0^-i — / [x]aig leoelalg cacaSibovai 
with eoKolowsKi ad loe. referring to an Athenian law evidencing the proeession of 
KaXaOog in a Demeter fesOi/al in Athens, cnd Nonn. D. 13.188-9 o'i r ’ e%ov .. 
’EXeocGVv0T|v %6ova Aqobg / 0Pcx(TTC0Xol xaXipoio kc! 8bKdp7;oio 08Cl^vrig, 31.69 
KdXaoov efLoTTpog, see Vicn on 27-285-6-
In the 3rd e. Cos had a large population of sla/ei- "The reader of Herodcs and of 
the Coan inscriptions eannot resist the impression that the slave population of Cos wcs 
large and wcs not used solely for domestic serviee", Rosto/Ozef- SEHW I, 245, see 
also Sh-W 245. The social framework of Cos consisted of citizens, metics and slcves. 
The scene might have occurred in Chalcon’s pclaee. Servants cnd slaves cre a sine qua 
non in an insight in a palace, cf. e.g. Antim. frr. 20-1 or A.R. 3-254f-, 27If. Weaving 
wool or spinning is the female work par excellence, see S. West on Od. 1.356-8 and it 
constituted an essential part of the educction of women of all soeicl classes throughout 
antiquity, cf. Pandora in Hes. WD 64 teaching the primitive women TCoXt>8al8aXov 
Iotov b(jaCveiv and see A. Forbes, "The Education and Training of Slaves in 
Antiquity", TAPA 86 (1955), 330-1 (examining Ptolemaic papyri) and S. Pomeroy, 
ZPE 32 (1978), 19-20. Beauty cnd weaving were mostly appreciated in a female 
sle/e, cf. e.g. Il. 9.128-130, 23.263, and it was one of their main duties, cf. e.g. Od. 
22.422-3, Simon. PMG 618 6ocluc^, A.R. 3-254-5- Their price mainly
depended upon their capacity to weave, cf. Xen. Oec. 7.41 with Pomeroy ad lpc-
Weaving of wool is a favourable domestie activity in Homer, cf. II. 3.125, 6.456, 
12.433-5, 16.491-2, al., Od. 7.235, 19.138-140, al. and despite Huber, p0-e-, it is not 
raie in Hellenistie verse, cf. Erinna SH 401.29, Call. fr. 520 with Pf. ad loc., A-R- 
3.291, 4.1062, Theoe. 15.80, 28.1, Alex. Aet. CA 3.4, Leon. Tar. HE 72, Antip- Sid. 
HE 5. The labour and order of the slaves is perhaps expressed by a tonie al rhythm 
(SiolSeg 8lg KaX^oopg I A2DK6/ ayobciv Pol), c phenomenon certified only later with 
Babrius (2nd c. A.D.) cnd Nonn., see F. Vicn, Nonnus I, Budp 1974, LII-LIV, L. D. 
Stephens, GRBS 26 (1985), 83-97. Any toil whieh had a repetitive rhythm eould be 
aecompcnied by a song, cf. e.g. Call. Hec. fr. 74.25 with Hollis ad loe., Erct. CA 10, 
Theoc. 10.41, 22.10-11. The rowing of the Argonauts in A.R. 1.536-541 is likened to a 
harmonious danee. For the early morning songs of wool-workers cf. Erinna SH 
401.22-3 with M. L. West, ZPE 25 (1977), 105-6, Leon. Tar. 1.1., Theoc. 24.77.
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Fr. 9 (CA 16; DemeterT)
YrpiwTmo 6e veppo; 6tco ^oiqv OAeoaaa 
o^eiT; KdKxoD wppa <j'u)ea;ap£VT
Antig. [Car.] 8 ou% fjxxov 6e xouxou Oaupaoxov, KaOopiAnpiivov 6e jxc^XXov x6 Kept xnv ev 
ZiKeM<? cKovOov xnv KaXoupevnv kOkxov eig nv 6xav eXa(>oo epPn xai xpaupaxio0n, xd 6oxa 
a<joava koi d/ppoxa kuo<; auXou; lo/ex o0ev koi o OiAixa; eOnyfaaxo kcep avxn; eiTta;- ynpiwFaixo 
etc., cf. Athen. 2.71a (de cacto agens) Kt OiA^a; (:<EtXr,xtx^ CE) 6 K<o;- ynpuaaixo etc.
1 vepp^; Antig. : veKpo; Athen. CE ^cnv Antig. : yu%nv Athen. CE 6eehcaaa Antig. : (aXeooa 
Athen. E : (oAoa Athen. C.
YTipuoroa.xo Strictly speaking non-Homeric, though cf. hapaxes IL 4.437 yfjpug, Od. 
12.187 pieXTyxpuv. It can be used of singing; in Hes. Theog. 28 the Muses can cXpOea 
y^vaaaOai, Hermes in HHHerm. 425-6 X^ypcog KiOapi^rnv / yxpuex’ dpLp^oA^c^^STiv, cf. 
Sappho fr. 96.20, hapax in A.R. 2.845 of the poet’s voice. Singing is called yfjpDg in 
Simon. PMG 593.3, Lyr. Adesp. CA 38.8, Matro Pit. SH 540.4, ydpupa in Alcm. 
PMGF 4i.5, cf. also Od. 12.187 (Seirenes) peA-yripw diro av;oodvmv orc(a), HHAp. 
519. Aesch. Eum. 569 describes the sound produced by a trumpet as UTcpTOvov 
yflP'uoa. The verb can also apply to the voice of animals, melodic as Theoc. 1.136 
(owls and nightingales), Pamphil. HE 1.3 (cicada), poeticising Plut, de soli. anim. 19, 
p. 973a (birds), or not so melodic as Theoc. 9.7 (calf and cow, panpipe and oxherd), 
Meleag. HE 118.6 (cock) and cf. y^pu^ in Eur. Tro. 441 (oxen), A.R. 1.1244 (sheep), 
Simias HE 1.2 (partridge), Antip. Thess. GPh 82.2 (cock). The root is absent in Call. 
Ph. applies it To the sound produced by a musical instrument made of an animal’s 
bone. The effect is somehow paradoxical as the fawn articulating a feeble, ugly sound, 
is now said to produce a post-mortal melody. On prosody see DGE s.v. The following 
be is used in "passionate or lively exclamations", see Denniston GP, 172.
veppog A Tcpa rcpoaboKiav for avXoq. Its corruption into ve^dc; is common, cf. 
Cleoboullna/EG 3, Anacr. PMG 408.1, Bacch. 13.87, Aesch. Eum. Ill, 246, Eur. fr. 
677, Timo Phlias. SH 790. In Homer lOx, mostly masculine, as usually later. 
Feminine in Il. 4.243, Bacch. 13.87, Eur. Ale. 585, Bac. 866, Elec. 860, Adesp. TrGF 
419, always in Theoc. (5x) where the gender is discernible, see Gow on 11.40, Simias 
Egg 13. Not in A.R., hapax in Call. HyArt. 95 where the gender is not identifiable.
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arco ^ofv oXsaaaa Cf. A.R. 4.1305 ano ^oif; eXLacOev/, further id. 4.1433 
^^co^p^a; / <ppopov o<jiv Antip. Thess. GPh 102.6 avC ^civ eiXexo, Pers. HE
7.2 avo pm/av ee'6aavxd / cr^ve;, Nic. Ther. 705 (sea-turtle) K^aAf ; ano OupSv 
apa6ar/. Zmqv here replaces Homeric Ou|eSv, IL 8.90, al. cocS Ouieov Stecaev/, 16.861 
avo Oupov SAsoaai/, cf. Od. 12.350, al.*
vePpo; ... / 66etip; KaKtord xuppa Echoed Ln Theoc. 10.4 moTep Si; vropva;, a; 
tov vcSa kc-kto; £xul|r£ said by Milon who later sings a hymn to Demeter, cf. Eryc. 
GPh 9.2 dpa/vcpTi cn^aiov elUl|/£ vcSa. Theoc. often employs comparative clauses to 
insert literary allusions, as e.g. in 4.16 (a scraggy calf) p-iq vpeoKa; dl'ri^elac oSoTep S 
xeray^; hinting at Call. fr. 1.34 or in 6.17 hinting at Sappho fr. 1.21. NLc. Alex. 126 
old T8 Y^^e£la veov T£9pup^eva koktou echoes the four most memorable words of 
this fragment.
kOktod As far as ouo present knowledge goes, this term is introduced into poetry by 
Ph.; its rare subsequent poetic occurrences depend on him. As a typical example of his 
influence the word vanishes after the next generation of poets. Phaenias of Eresus fo. 
38 Wehrli in the 5th book of his H8PI 0>ux©v and Theopho. HP 6.4.10 tell us that 
cactus is confined to Sicily: 'H 8e rakTO; KaPoup£VTj %epi ZiKeXiav povov, ev xrj 
'EXXaSi 5e ouk 8GTIV .... xS 8e (jOAXov e%ei vcxx) Kal dKavOmSe;, whence Pliny NH 
21.97, see F. OlcK, RE II (1896), 1455-8 s.v. Aotischocke, Gow on Theoc. 10.4, 
Lembach 79-80. Epich. of Sicily mentioned it pixa xmv e5<o§ip©v Xa/avov, Athen. 
2.70d-71a. It is nowadays frequent in Greece but, despite S. Amigues on Theophr. l.c., 
not in ancient Greece, as the extreme rarity of the wood indicates. One does not need to 
worry about Ph.’s source of information, as A. Lindsell, G&R 6 (1936), 85 ("how did 
Philetas know about the kSk^xo; if it Ls a purely Sicilian plant? [....] kok^xo; must just 
be left a mystery."): the Coan derived his knowledge from botanical handbooks. The 
geographical restriction of the plant might give its name a glossographic interest as 
well. A Syracusan gloss is discussed in fr. 38 K. Kax^xo; here stands as pars pro toto 
for any spinous plant.
9 and Qupo; can both bc employed for the loss of life. H. Erbsc, Glotta 71 (1993), 131 defined 
thcir semantic difference: "Mit dem Entweichen des 6vp6; geht dic Rcgsamkeit der Gliedcr vcrloren 
(sic werden starr), mit dem Entfliehen dcr verliert der KOrper nicht nur seine Beweglichkeit, 
sondem ailes, was wir als Leben empfmden". Ascription of G^niO; to animals is regular in Homer (yr© 
in Od. 14.426, [Hes.] Scut. 173), sec S. West on Od. 3.455, J. Brammer, The Early Greek Concept of the 
Soul, Princeton 1983,125-131 ("The Soul of Plants end Animals"), Caswcll 15.
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In a poetic context e medical word, see LSJ s.v. and cf. Acsc.. Ag. 1430 (the 
only ettestation in tragedy), Theoe. 4.55, Nic. Ther. 403, 426, 653, 737, 919, 930, fr. 
32.4, Androm. GDRK 62.12, 87, Argent. GPh 2.4 (bee-sting), Merc. Sid. GDRK 
63.47, 84 (fish-bite) ~ Opp. Hal. 2,50, 492, Q.S. 4.396, 401, 404 (in a "medical" 
passage, cf. 6.457-8 (Podalirius) Te'KPiO|oeva S^o^i^i^'oo Oo^'ornv / elxe’ aKSl6o£vog), of 
rein-drops Antiph. GPh 9.2. TPtPT<p is Ohe vox propria in Hellenistic poetry for 
accidental pricking (xmf mostly denoting an intentional blow), cf. Theoe. 4.53 eTwcci/ 
55 r'6|ooa and see Gow on Theoe. 4.51 where cacXaca© is employed.
AnOig. [Car.] quotes this distichon for its pcradoxie content, but offers no 
indicetion as to the work it is derived from. Reitzenstein EuS, 179 escribed it to 
Paegnia ("non iniuria" Powell) because of its content, Kuchenmuller 64 n. 2 because 
of its form. A. S. Hollis also felt that this fragment "might well belong to a riddling 
epigram" as fr. 27. Cessi 128-9 n. 4 maintained that it is part of Demeter describing 
the goddess’ wanderings in Sicily. Antig. quotes another fragment of Ph. (fr. 20) with 
OeradoKOgraohic content which most probably belongs to Demeter. Other 
considerations would point in this direction too. Apparently we ere dealing with a 
banquet. Music commonly entertains the participants, cf Athen. 14.616e-618c and see 
West (1992), 24-8, cnd the urge for the aulos to play is a typical one. This may be part 
of Chalco^s hospitality-offering to Demeter. He certainly had additional reasons to 
entertain his guest with pipes. In broed terms an aulos naturally appears in an elegiec 
poem as the recitation of elegiac pieces wcs regularly performed to the accompaniment 
of pipes, see West (1974), 13-4. More specifieally the Coan king would have noticed 
the sad disposition of Demeter. Resort to piping would be a good idea. As West 
(1992), 31 noted "Greeks were familiar with the idea that music can alter the 
disposition of those who hear it. [....] There were stories of music being employed 
deliberately to manipulate peoples’ moods" (citing some examples). Piping has 
multiple emotional funetions depending on its tone. To assuage grief and enhance joy 
wcs e bcsie one, see West (1992), 106 cnd cf. Hes. Theog. 98-103 (listening to musie) 
el yap ng kci rcevOog e/cov veoKTjSei Outa) / dOcfcca Kpa5lriv CKaKfLOevog [----] aiv’ 
o ye S'UGGPoccPve<ov eciiXfiOscc obfip ri KiSewv / oPovriKCl- Plut. quaest. conv. 3.8.2, 
p. 657a rixcmep <yap> f OpTY/ona kc! 6 emiK-fSetog aiX6g ev ao%'o caOog Kwei kc! 
SdoKnov EKpaXiei, cpoaymv 5e xqv Yuxnv elg plKrpv obico Kcxa plKo6v eOaiper 
kci avaAicncei x6 AoupuKov, 6oo^cpg ’^5plg dv kci k6v otvov etc. and in an orgiastic 
context Eur. Bac. 378-81 6g ra5’ e%ei, / Olapebelv xe %opotg / peid k’ aoepb yeXaaao 
/ ononavcai xe o£0lovag soc­
io is further appropriate to the instance because piping arouses ohe reverent 
sentiment of r6 Oetov, Plut, quaest. conv. 7.8.4, p. 712e-713a r6v S’ anAdv obSe
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Oo'DAoll,evoLg dTaxjao0ai. Tqg xocT(e£Tg eaxiv* al yap cmovbal tcoOouoxv amcov dpa 
TG) axe<j?dv(p Kal awemi^OeYYeeai vOO Tcaavi xo 0e7ov ... KavaKeboevog 6®vtf]v 
TSeiav d^i Tfjg \ruxTg TOlo^>clav yaArjvTv, sept. sap. conv. 5, p. 150e oox 07omeo ol 
"EAArveg ol6oevo( ZkuOcov SiaAPyeaOai pPA^tov opd; xoog Oeoug oaxPcov Kal 
I'uAcov Tibov dKOodaOa( voo(£o'D<3(v, Telestes PMG 806.1 KaAAiTcvocov auA®v 
leprnv. Piping at banquets is originally a religious element.10 This tallies with the 
Demeter-sanctified palace of Chalcon. Pipes were commonly used in religious fetivals 
■and played a part in Cos too, cf. HG 1.53 (ca 300) and see in general West (1992), 14­
21, E. Reinach in Ch. Daremberg - M. E. Saglio, Diet, des antiq. gr. et rom. V, Paris 
1919, 320-2. In IdC EV 234 (lst/2nd c.; cf. SEG 26.954) ArisTon, a professional 
aulete, dedicates a statue of Bacchus to Bacchus and Apollo and a mother of an 
auletris appears in Theoc. 2.146 (apparently located in Cos).
Such a function of the aulos finds a precedent in Eur. Hel. 1338-52 where it was 
effectively employed to alter Demeter’s sombre mood: (Demeter) eicel 8’ emauo’ 
eiAaTcvag / Oeot; Poove(© xe yevei, / Zeog oe(MllG©v oxvyloug / Maxpog opyag 
eve^er / Baxe, aeoval Xdpixeg, / Txe, xav tcepl 7tapOPvco / Aj O^i^c^c^t^j^^vav / 
TAmxav e£)aAAd£1av’t aXaXq / Mofiaal 0’ Uovola( KO0©v. / xct^AK0u 8’ au8av xOovlav 
/ v'6Tovd x’ eAaPe Ouoao>vevT / KaAAityca v6ve cpwra paKd- / pmv Kbra^* y&Xaaev 
oe 0ed / be^axo x’ eg xPpag / Papojlpopov auAov / ^^p(j€^0e7j’ dAaAaYp© see M. C. 
Giammarco-Razzano, "Sincretismi Euripidei: Demeter auletris", PP 281 (1995), 116­
35 tracing The origins of Demeter auletris in her orgiastic cult as merging with that of 
The Mountain-mother. A suggestive parallel - or even an echo via an intermediate 
source - is provided by Nonn. D. 6.24f. Agitated Demeter decides to consult the 
astronomer Astraeus who welcomes her, see P. Chuvin, Nonnus HI, BudP 1992, 5-6, 
and being TbueTrig persuades her to drink nectar. In 6.33 (Astraeus) poyig Taperceiaev 
... At® Nonn. echoes Call. HyDem. 8 Aaodve'loa pcovog etceicev. He also organises a 
dinner oipa oep^ovag / OupobaKeig ATOK'X0og d7cooKebdaete voaoe1TT, vv. 35-6. A 
party follows in which Zephyros, a son of Astraeus, entertains the sorrowful goddess 
by playing pipes: ZPoupog be 7eo(0A^O©v 0o8ov auAou / elapivotg oovdKeocK 
OeA^evo 0qA,og d'qxrig, vv. 42-3. Hesperus, another son of Astraeus, contributes by 
exhibiting his dancing capabilities. Interestingly the namesake wind and star may have 
figured in Demeter, see Dem.-Disc. on Call. HyAp. 8 If., HyDem. 1. Dancing may have 
featured in the hospitality-scene, as it is a constituent of an epic feast, cf. Od. 8.256­
265, and was considered as a remedy to suffering. It would also make a ritualistic 
point, as dancing was performed in honour of Demeter, cf. Ar. Frogs 440f. and see S.
10 For some reason aulos is only mentioned twice in Homer, ll. 10.13 in the Trojan camp and ll. 18.495 
in wedding festivities, see West (1992), 82 n. 5. But Cycladic and late Minoan art suggests cultic origin, 
see W. D. Anderson, Music and Musicians in Ancient Greece, Ithaca-London 19<^^4, 20f.
H. Londssde, Dance and Ritual Play in Greek Religion^ B^a.lCL^OI*^^I^OI^<ion 1193, 115­
160. In Call. HyAp. 8 the youngsters prepare for poATrnv and %opov.
Even the paradoxical belief Ls tailored to fit Demeter. The shedding of blood is 
the classic way of pollution, see in general Parker 104f., but the fawn needs co be 
unpricked by any thorn, Lf its Cibia are to become an effective musical instrument. Thus 
its purity is guaranteed. The true origin of this precondition Ls cultLc. During Che riCual 
the music instrument needs to be of pure origin and as such were regarded Che bones of 
certain animals, see J. Defradas on PluC. sept. sap. conv. 150e (Paris 1954, 98). In a 
Coan inscription poescoibLng strict rules of puoiCy priestesses of Demeter are not 
allowed to wear clothing fabricated from dead animals or eaC meat by animals 
slaughtered in an inappropriate fashion, HG 8 (3rd c.), see Parker 52. IC is aC any rate 
precarious Co try to indicate the source on which Ph. draws. Still cactus, a plane 
occurring in a non-Greek land, is first mentioned in PhaenLas and Theoehr., both 
pupils of Arise. The Stagioite was the firse to exhibit an interest in paradoxography 
focusing on animals and plants.11 Ph. provides the first attestation of this cactus- 
miracle and may be drawing on Arise., cf. his interest in another prickly plant in Antig. 
[Cao.] 169 nipl Se xmv jxv xfj; CKav0r]; iPSo; ’Apt.GTO'rXvjv Sdaxiiv Tcpi rrjv 
’EpuQeiav £uplGK££0ca SiaTtoiKiAov xfiv %poav, e2 ou vc^Ai'i^Txir ytv£d0au etc.
Bi this as it may, Antig. siems to be drawing directly on Ph. The possibility Chat 
hi uses the same source as Ph. should be discounted. If so he would have named his 
otheo source litheo ad hoc oo in a previous introductory chapter and then used Ph. for 
illustration. But this is not thi case. In Che first part of his work, ch. 1-26, Antig. 
declares his immediate source in each chapter separately. As Wil. noticed11 2 on the 
chapters drawing on poets, "diesi Kapitil haben zumeist gar keinen weiceren Zweck 
als dii Dichteo zu illustrieren, sii haben auch keLne Quille, sind aber eben deshalb von 
din Lexicographen, dii von deo DichCerixegise ausgehen, besondirs birucKsichtigc". 
Hisych. k 363 kokto^* dxaKxa uS’ fj; eav taP^e'y'b viPpS; axpeta taxi x( Saxa 8P; 
onAon; depinds directly on Antig. So does Athen. who quotes Ph. Ln his discussion on 
cactus.13 Thi paoadoxographeo’s Ka0©ptA,T|.ievov 5e pdAXov indicates that in Sicily it
11 ricpi 0ca)o<xa^<ov CKO'oa|l.dtnv escribed to Arist. by some MSS is not his. It can be dated in the 3rd 
c. end is strongly influenced by Arist. HA. Chapters 1-30 (except 26), 60 and 63-77 arc of zoological 
content, scc K. Zicglcr, RE XVIII (1949), 1149-52, O. Regenbogen, RE Suppl. VII (1951), 1406-7, 
Fraser I, 771-2, N. J. Richardson La philologie grecque, 15-6.
12 In AvK, 22. Scc also K. Zicglcr, RE XVIII (1949), 1146, O. Regenbogcn, RE Suppl. VII (1951), 
1407-8, C. Jacob, "Dc l’art dc compiler a la fabrication du merveillcux. Sur la oaradoKOgraphie
grccquc", LALIES 2 (1983), 123-9.
13 Wil. AvK, 21-2 n. 12 was no doubt right to assume that originally in the text of Athen. stood Antig.’s 
interpretation as well, then omitted by thc epitomiser. In principle Wil, op.c., 123 n. 1 maintained that
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should be a widespread belief but also that it would not have been widely written 
down. "O0ev Kat 6 Oildrag e^^Tryir^aa^TO is used to introduce Ph.’s unusual, cryptic way 
of describing the miracle. "Expound, interpret" cre the closest meanings offered by 
LSJ s.v. 11.3. Antig., as suspected also in fr. 20, most probably has the full work of Ph. 
or an extensive portion of it, from which he quotes excerpts of paradpKOgrapeic 
interest cnd on which he relies for the interpretation of a fragment whose meaning is 
not easily perceived if it stands on its own.
The diction employed is high. This is fitting to such a well-mannered cnd well- 
educated King cs Chalcom The idea is expressed in a very cryptic way. This is fitting 
to the banqueters’ habio of exchanging riddles among themselves, an effort followed 
by applause or a symbolic forfeit, cf. Athen. 10.457e-f. Athen. quotes a riddle of 
similar content ascribing io to Theogn. 1229-30 TSc yCp pe KeKe10Ke 0aAd(cciog 
oiKc6e vEKp6g, / re0vo\^^ £©© ()O0eY6|.xevog popoarl, i.e. the cookle-shell used cs c 
musical instrument. Thanks to Antig.’s explanation the meaning is clear. Ph. subtly 
alludes to the construction of pipes by using bones of a fawn which has Kept itself 
unpacked by a pcctus. 14 Pipes were made from different materiel like ivory, wood 
or/and metal, see Blumner TuT II, 390-4, West (1992), 85-9. Reed was the 
commonest, but no such example actually survives. Bones of different animals were 
also used cnd cecording to Pollux 4.76 (1.223.26-8 Bethe) the Seythicns even Cex©/ 
kci yuK©/ 6PT0tg a^Je,ar^KCpr PoTveo1pPi/- Bone-pipes cre disparagingly mentioned in 
Ar. Ach. 862-3 bpeg S’, oaoi 0eipa0ev anleixa'l xapa, / wig 6aTlvPlg 6npeire r6v 
rcp©Kwv K^-v6g. Juba, a 2nd c. A.D. author of a treatise on metric, FGH 275 F 82 = 
Aohen. 4.82e asserted that Sone-pipei are a Theban invention, cf. also Pollux 4.75 
(1.223.21-2 Bethe) cnd Antip. Thess. GPh 75.1 veOo£^©v ... amA©v in an epigram 
dedicated to Pind. Athena is usually eredited with the invention of the aulos, ef. Pind. 
Pyth. 12.29f., Bion fr. 10.7, Antip. Thess. GPh 108.3-4, end in a parenthetical 
digression probably with Ph. in mind Call. HyArt. 244-5 ascribed to her the invention 
of the bone-pipes: on yap tc© veppe^a 6i 6area reTp'Ovavw, / epyov ’AOTyvatag 
elai^rp kokOv, see Bommann ad loc. and Reinaee, 11, 301 n. 9 regarding it "almost 
certainly a Boeotian fable". Plut. sept. sap. conv. 5, p. 150e tells us that the pipe- 
makers of his time mpoeppevoi ra vePo^^a /pwvwc. wig 6ve^plg koi pPXTwv -1x8'!/ 
X£'yopaov- He then quotes cn enigma ascribing it to OleoSoulina, the shadowy 6th c.
Athen. had direct access to Antig.; contra L. Nyicos, Athenaeus quo consilio quibusque usus subsidiis 
Dipnosophistarum libros composuerit, Basle 1941, 21 n. 60 who postulated an unspecified source 
containing material from Antig. But there is no need to do that.
14 A literal translation would result in a nonsense; so Gulick in the Loeb Athenaeus. K. J. Gutzwiller, 
Theocritus’ Pastoral Analogies, Wisconsin 1991, 151 elaborated on the misunderstanding: "the lines 
obtain their poetic power from the empathy we feel for the animal’s pain".
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poetess, printed in IEG 3 as Kvtipq veKpog ovog pe Keollo<l)bo(o ooag eKoouoev and 
in non posse etc. 26, p. 1104d a verse of an anonymous tragic poet Adesp. TrGF 419 
KpTiTiKO'ug auAoug Oavouoi (Rasmus : Gavooorig codd.) kcHai tcoiKiArig veppoo, cf. 
perhaps also Euph. SH 418.37 vEEppeia in a Bacchic ritual. As it is clear by the 
jesting mood of Plut., who observes the oddity of The donkey’s bone, long regarded as 
the most unmusical of living creatures, producing a melodic sound and by the irony of 
Ar., the bone-pipes were not highly esteemed. They were rather considered to be old- 
fashioned and to produce a sound of poor quality, cf. Antip. Thess. GPh 75.1 ottogov 
GaXrciy^ tmepiaxe avXrov etc. Ph. seems to be referring To it as an archaistic element 
appropriate to the times Demeter visited Cos and contrasted to the more advanced 
pipes of his own times.
Fr. 10 (CA 4; Demeter!)
^Aiong yap ooXr; £gti, Aig)v<gou <j)Aog mo;
OXioug qv auoog hetpaTO AenKoXo^og
Steph. Byz. s.v. OAmo; (pp. 677.208. Meineke) OXioog' nOAig neOoTcovvnooo, n Tppxepov 
’ApaiGupiea Kal ’Ap^^^^i-a, ano OALoUvxog xou Aiovwou Kal X0ovo<njAAng. riaoaavlag 8e aito 
OAlavxog wg hahx'upei Kal xo eGviKov OA.ouvu.og n OAiovaiog. (cog hah't'uh'^... OAiooaiog post 
XOvoo^nog inserere voluit Meineke : haec verba eiecienda esse monuit Nowacki) OiAnxag 6e ow 
OXioug etc. rovogaoxcu 5e oapa xo ^Xeiv, o eaxiv £UKah^cfS.v. etc.
1 yap RV : om. cett. xou Aiovuoon codd. : corr. Salmasius.
OXtong Inscriptions until Imperial times unanimously offer OAetoog. The MSS of 
the literary texts divide among themselves, see Meyer 269-271, id. RE Suppl. IX 
(1962), 827, Threatte I, 322-3. For a list of Greek towns deriving their name from a 
mythological figure allegedly connected with Them see Eijkmann 20-3.
OXtioog... / OXioog For the anaphora in general see on fr. 23.1. This is a false one, 
since the name of the city in v. 1 (0Awog ... tcoAtc;) coincides with the name of its 
founder in v. 2. The repetition places the name of Phlious in the centre of the reader’s 
attention, a fact which does not correspond to the actual importance of the town. Arist. 
Rhet. 1414a6f. and Demetr. De Eloc. 61 note the emphatic effect on the unimportant 
Nireus in IL 2.671-3 Nipeog ao EtijiqOev aye xpeig vfjag eiGag, / Nipeug ’AyXavrig
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ulS; XaooTcco.o % dvaKrog, / Nrpiu;, S; KdPPlLrxd; avre )cxS ”Hiov r|X0e. Phlius’ 
ktisis of the homonymous town was questioned and Chi anaphora may denote 
insistince on a certain version. On a formal level the second OXiou; followed by a 
oilativi clause criatis a typical anaphora scheme used to provide supplementary 
information, cf. II. 12.95-6, Od. 1.22-3 and sii Fehling (1969), 184-5.
yap As oftin, it Lntroduces hire an explanatory parenthesis, a frequent stylistic device 
in He11lniltia poitry. These have biin studiid by M. von Albrecht, Die Parenthese in 
Ovids Metamorphosen und ihre dichterische Funktion, HildesheLra 1964, see also 
Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 22, 70. It is highly probable that Phlius oo a cognate was 
mintioned in the preceding lini.
^Ixo'og yap vcltt; eoTp This should not bi mistaken for a common introduction of a 
locality of the type IL 6.152 laxi tcSAi; ’ElupTi etc.li The way the fragment Ls formed 
gives the impression that the very existence of Phlious is set in doubt. It is more 
similar Co expressions used "when a beneficiary deity Ls being neglected", as II. 9,502 
Kal ydp xi AixaP ilor AiS; Koupar piyoXoio /.... / al etc., Alcm. PMGF 1.36 laxi 
xg gw xidr;, Soph. OC 1267-8 aXX eur yap Ka! Zqvl ouvOdKo; Gpdvmv / APSco;, 
Euo. Med. 1085-6 aXXa yap eoxiv pound Kal r))Plv / r etc., Antim fo. 131.1 eaxi 5e xi; 
Nepeai; piyalT; 6iS;, t] etc. with Matthews ad loc., West on Hes. WD 11-46, 
sometimes reinforced through repetition as Lyc. 535-7 'AXV loxi ydp x;, laxi Kal 
nap' elixSa / f|piv apwyd; nelsplvT; 6 Apupvio; / Orlpmv ... / S; itc., Circidas (?) 
CA 18.34 eaxiv yap, eaxiv S; xaSi coraii Sdiprnv, GVI 675a.9 (3rd c. A.D.) eaxi 
yap ev (j0igevoi; Nepeoi; peya, eaxi enl xuppor;, cf. GVI 657.6 (ca 205 A.D.) ^eii 
xo! viKumv, TlrpTjopd; ”Axx|. For eaxr confirming what may be regarded as
doubtful cf. Call. HE 9.1-2 "Eaxi xi, val xSv Hdva, K^i^f^e^u^^^vov, eaxi x .. / val pa 
xSv Ala)vu<rdv, nup, Theoc. 3.20 eaxr Kai ev Keveoiai SrAT|paaiv a5ea xEpud;, 24.40, 
Leon. Tar. HE 19.11-2 ilal OovSvxmv, / ilaiv apoipaiai xav SOipeevor; /dpixi;, 
Meleag. HE 26.4, 90.4. Ph. apparently essays Co bring neglectid and small Phlious 
into thi limelight: so does his whole poim with Cos.
Atc^iv^<t^^ ^iXo; mS; / OXion; Emphatic ("Dionysus’ own son"), see next n. OiXo; 
mS; in nominative or accusative Ls 16x clausula Ln Homer and in a Zinodotean verse 
replacing IL 16.666. Otherwise mostly 2 - (j)Aov ulov or* - 0IA0V ulov. For Che 
construction cf. II. 2.564 ZOeviAo;, Karcavr^d; .. (j)Ao<; ulS;/, an early 5th c. epitaph 
from Megaoa apud J. Ebert, ZPE 112 (1996), 66 v. 1 Oc^AX.; ’Ao5nti%0 Silo; huiS;/,
15 Cf. c.g. II. 13.32, Od. 4.844, Antim. fr. 2, A.R. 3.1085, 4.982, Dem. Bith. CA 4.1 end sce 
Hainsworth on II. 11.711, Davies on Soph. Trach. 752-3, Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 37.
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A.R. 2.118 ’AyKCiog AuKoopyoio Soapng ni6g/, Alex. Aet. CA 6.2-3 ev9a Ape^©v / 
ml6g ZeiOtivob vaaaaro, Asclep. HE 33.5 B6ronpg 6l.epg naif in iambies. Later cf. 
esp. Colluth- 283--4 /eij^i.. ^oi.dpo>lo .. 6iAo<; mi6g / sipi 8e ste. In similar schemes in 
Homer the stress is on the pedigree and mostly falls on the father, cf. II. 6.395-6 
Av8ootid%TL, 0pydKr}o osyafTlrPOPg ’Hsiiwvog, / ’Hsrimv, 6g ste., IL 21.85-6 AaoQoii, 
0o)yc^c^o "AX.^ico yepo/rog, / "AXie© 6g etc., see Edwards on IL 20.371-2.
OXtobg OX(OSlag or OXiobg is in all but the Argive version, which is mentioned only 
to bs discredited by Paus. 2.12.6, a son of Dionysus, cf. A.R. 1.115 with Sohol., Paui- 
2.6.6, 2.12.6, Hyg. Fab. 14, Orph. Arg. 194-6, Vcl. Place. 1.411, Steph. Byz. l.c. As 
his mother is mentioned regularly Cethonophyle who in Paus. 11. 11., is Phlious’ wife, a 
Nymph and in the Argive version Araithyrsa, but this is probably a misunderstanding 
of IL 2.571 ’ApaGPpe<^v K Sparsl/qVl He is mostly Known as an Argonaut, see M. L. 
TowSrldge, RE XX (1941), 290-1, Vian on A.R. 1.117.
■v auxog I ee^oc^xp XsPKpA6<0pg Cf. Od. 14.7-8 fjv pa auppraig / anr6g 5sloaTo, 
Nonn. D. 41,66-7 Bspocjg .. rrpetv — / ijv Ko6vog abi6g S8slos- The phrase is 
probably echoed in A.R. 1.142-3 aAAa piv ari)i6g / ysivaro — / AKToT8rig of another 
disputed and divine fethsr, Apollo as parent of Idmon. Campbell Echoes ad loc. refers 
oo Hss. Theog. 924 Abr6g 6’ £K ^^6c^Afjg YeaPK<e7e8a yei/ai’ ’AOijvav. Middle 
8e^oaro is mors recherche than ths ecti/s though the two ere interchangeable. Ph.’s 
emphatic expression ranks him on ths side of what apparently is e local version, that 
Phlius builO his city. Paus. 2.12.3 notes Ohet Phliasian things were eontro/srsial: 
8idj)0pa 6e eg Kong 0Alaalo'ug xa moAAa sl^l><Sg slo^Tl^^'v<a, xoig piX-axa ap)'c<»v 
d)|ooeoY'^|iPv<ng xpOLjcocoal- According to his account autochthonous Aras founded 
AranOia around hillock Arantinos. When his daughter Araiteyrea died prematurely the 
town took hsr name. Then Phlics, a son of Dionysus, gave it its final ncms, Paui- 
2.12.3-6, cf. Schol. D Il. 2.571 (Araioeyrsa) vaTeoov OArobg 7;popcYO0sb^Cl dii6 
0>Aiomxog rob Alovbpop- Strabo 8.6.24 reports that it was Araithyrea’s citizens who 
d/aaxd/rsg (this might suggest expulsion by fores, see Pfeiffer on Cell. fr. 12.4) 
eKsiGsv cpo TpiaKovra ara5l.©v SKiioav rcoAtv, fjv eKaXsccev <eu,o(pvva-
AECDKoA6p>og "whits-crssted". Non-Homeric, first in Anaer. PMG 433.1-2 eycb 6’ 
e%©v (^dTCtcv ’Eo0l■evo / x© eePKoe,6j)(o ospr6v e0£7;lvpv and differently in Ar. 
Frogs 1016 Ae'UKoA6po'ug rpu<(<3^^^sic<g "white-ersstsd helmets" used by Aesce- 
boasting of his pure and els/eted diction. Eur. Phoen. 119 has the eKquiiits Doric 
Ae'PKoAd<pag- Crineg. GPh 44.2 Tpoiipov lobl ava A£'PKOAo0ov uses it with its 
literary sense: it "presumably means a hill with grassy slopes and a crest of white 
rook", G-P ed loe. el. Theoc. 1.13 lobro ysc6A0<)0v. LsKieograoesrs offer PoUui 4.139
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AeuKOKopo^ "white-haired" and Hesych. X 736 AeuKOKKag AeuKKoKeaAo; d>oiviKo- 
Ao(>o<:; occurs in Eur. Phoen. 820 of a dragon, Theoc. 22.72 of a bird. Olympian gods 
are often xpvaoAoloi "gold-crested", cf. Bacch. fr. 20.13 Sn-M (Ares), Anacr. PMG 
346vi.l8, Ar. Lys. 344 (Pallas) and parodie yopyoXola in Ar. Ach. 567. Antim. fr. 95 
has TCUpaoAd(jOog "straps cut from fire-dried leather". The adj. here is chosen to 
theoretically fit both town and founder. Phlious is built on a fertile upland surrounded 
by hillocks. But here it rather applies To the founder whose name lies closer and is 
supported by internal rhyme ai^xog ... AeuKoAoj)Og. Phlius "white-crested" can contain 
a number of innuendos. AeuKbg commonly applies To hoary aged persons as in Tyrt. 
lEG 10.23, Anacr. PMG 358.7, al., Eur. Hec. 500, Call. fr. 194.52, A.R. 2.672, 
RufinusAP 5.103.3 = 37.3 Page, al. The meaning would be "Phlious of an older 
generation". Alternatively Ale. fr. 140.4-7 mentions helmets using white horse-hair as 
plumes, cf. Ar. Frogs 1016 (quoted above) and Xen. Cyrop. 7.1.1 (Cyrus and his suite 
on their horses) Aeukox Aoooig. This application would prompt the image of Phlious, 
who was one of the Argonauts, as a warrior. At the same time, however, Asuko; is the 
adj. applied to women’s flesh and Ar. regularly uses it of homosexuals in the sense 
"womanish".1.’ Anacr.’s AeuKoAooog Erxion might be an effeminate beloved of the 
poet. The adj. may refer to Phlious’ womanish features, as inherited by him from his 
effeminate father. This may be an established feature of his personality, cf. Val, Place. 
1.411-2 er quern fama genus non est decepta Lyaei/Phlias immissus patrios de vertice 
crines, 3.148-9 gravis ... / Phlias in a battle scene, Orph. Arg. 196 (Phlias) ao(o^oov 
gAOVTa 8epag xal ercillpova oijvtv. Dionysus’ long hair and white complexion were 
features of his effeminacy, cf. Eur. Bac. 453-9 with Dodds ad loc., Nonn. D. 17.185, 
and on effeminate long hair see K. Dover, Greek Homosexuality, London 1978, 78. 
Cycnus, a Priamid killed by Achilleus when The Achaeans first landed at Troy, is 
referred to by Theoc. 16.49 as GfAov arco K0o(a; and the Schol. (328.9-10 Wendel) 
propound leuxog ydp fjv xqv Apoodv ex yevexijg, mg oqatv 'EAAdviKog {FGH 4 F 
148). [Hes.] fr. 237 = Schol. Theoc. ibid, record a different derivation: ,Hc(obog 8e 
xf|v K6(|^aAf)v e%eiv amov Ixm Ae'uxTiv oio xii vnuv7(; xijg xA^oemg exuxev. 
Similarly Achilleus in Bion fr. 2.16L, transvesTed to avoid recruitment for service at 
Troy, was weaving A^pi Asuixd and blushing K(ovPn(g .. ctnoTl(<l(, Nonn. D. 11.223 
(Asterios, an eromenos of Dionysus, with) Aeuxov .. oPpi;.
16 See Ussher on Eccl 63-4, J. Henderson, The Maculate Muse, Oxford 21991, 211, Aeuko<; may as 
well apply to men simply to denote beauty (in 11. 11.573 not even that) without any implications of 
homosexuality, cf. Theoc. 20.24, Bion Epit. Adon. 8-10, Long. 1.16.1, 2.4.1. Defence of swarthy 
(mostly feminine) complexion is a witty Hellenistic motif taken up by the Romans, see G-P on Philod. 
GPh 8.1-2, E. Courmey, LCM 15 (1990), 117-8, Cameron (1995), 233-6.
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Thi distichon is a boiif digression on Phlious, a small Doric town in Che AogolLd. 
It is quoted in Stiph. Byz. in a lemma which strongly resembles Schol. A.R. 1.115 
(16.17-21 Wendel) tcoAi; niAoKOovfirou t] 'ApaiOupea, f vSv Svopagopevri 2Aiou; 
ano 0AtoUvxo; xou Aiov-ugoo xal XSovdSUPAlT<l. ... xal a)xS; Se AiSvuao; OAiou; 
a>vol.ed2lTO av;S xou OAeiv xov olvov, S eoxiv inGqvetv. Stiph. draws on Lt (via Oous’ 
Ethnical Sei Wendel (1932), 90f., esp. 93-4) and iCampbill wondered "if the PhileCas 
quotation once stood in Che Scholium (from Theon?)". This Ls all thi more probable 
since in addition Co Chi verbal similarities these two aoe Chi only ancient sources 
explicitly deriving 0AwU; from (j)A(© "abound", a connection Chat may be relevant to 
thi Philetan context. Phlius is not mentioned in Che Catalogue of Ships, Chough its 
name Ls attested in Mycenean, sii Chantraine DE s.v. SAem;. It was laCir identified 
with Homeric ATaLthyrea, IL 2.571, A.R. 1.115, the ruins of which were still there in 
late Hl11lnistia times, cf. Strabo 8.6.24, Paus. 2.12.5 and see Erbse on Schol. II. 2.571 
(1.306).
Despite its size Phlius playid an active role in Che historic events of classical 
times and was rewarded with an inthusiastic poaisi by Xen. Hell. 7.2.1 aXXa yap xSv 
pev piyaAmv 'noXenyv, et xi xaASv ercpaiav, ajtavxi; ol c^'yypc^ije^l.; pepvTivxat' epol 
Se Sonei, xal it xu; pixpa tcoAi^ onoa moAAa xal xaAa epya StarceTcauxai, exi 
paAAov airov elvai djxoiatvuv. OAeiaauoi xoUvw etc. But Phlius principally 
distinguished itself in the cultural life of classical Greece. Thiri were claims for a 
Phliasian origin of Pythagoras’ ancestors, Paus. 2.13.1. Timon thi Sillographer {SH 
775-848) was a Phliasian, as weri the philosopher Asclepiades, cf. Crates SH 348, 
and above all Pratlnas, who was said Co have invented Chi satyrical play in Phlius 
before introducing it in Athens, cf. Diosc. HE 22.3, 23.4, see Meyeo 282-3. It is 
mostly because of its former cultural radiance that it is mentioned by Hellenistic poets. 
But uhi vast new conquests and thi resultant cosmopolitanism lid small places liKi 
Phlius to degradation and neglect.17
Ph. had some good reasons for bringing Phlius back into the limelight in 
Demeter. With any local historian in his hand he could not have failed to notice what a 
good parallel to Cos Phlious was. It was not sizable, but still important Ln cultural 
maCCirs. As Cos iu was a Doric town with a peaceful, conciliatory tradition between 
aboriginals and newcomers represented by Che advent of Hiraclids, cf. Paus. 2.13.1-2. 
Dissidents had Co emigrate to Samos and Clazomenal. Significantly it also had a wide­
spread cult of Demeter. Paus. 2.13.5 mentions a sanctuary of Dimeter and Core in Che
17 On Phlius see Meyer, N. Pheraklas, dZeiacna, Athens 1972, and for an account of its history up to 
modem times J. Hopp in S. LXuffer (ed.), Griechenland Lexikon der historischen Stddte, Munich 1989, 
542-4.
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Acropolis with a Demeter-statue nowadays identified with a small temple in the 
northern part of the town. Another temple of Demeter with "ancient" sitting statues lies 
in the southern part of Phlius, Paus. l.c., and a third lies in the nearby locality Celeai 
which had strong links with Eleusis, see Roscher II, 1294. Above all possible 
connections to Cos Phlius was reputed for its excellent wine. Dionysus’ cult must have 
been important, see Meyer 288, and a proud local tradition held that the town was built 
by one of his sons. Demeter had strong links with Dionysus, the two representing the 
solid and liquid form of nutrition.18 The fertility of the Phliasian plain makes 
Araithyrea epaTEivij in II. 2.571 and its wine renders Argonaut Phlius a<{>vEid<; ... 
Akovuooio eKiyn. I Ttaxpoq eon in A.R. 1.116-7. The fame of Phliasian wine exceeded 
the boundaries of the Argolid, cf. Antiphan. PCG 232.2 = Athen. 1.27d and even 
nowadays a vast vineyard stretches away around the modern village of Phleiasia, see 
R. Baladie, Le Peloponnese de Strabony Paris 1980, 181 n. 51. The importance of 
viticulture for Phlius is not least indicated by the golden-plated and honors-receiving 
she-goat established in the central market with the aim of placating the constellation 
"Goat" which tck; aprceXo'ix; XugaivETai auvexax;, Paus. 2.13.6.
The Coan wine was just as famous. Cos, as most islands in the eastern Aegean 
(but not Samos) produced wine of high quality and reputation. Strabo 14.1.15 and 
14.2.19 (Cos) EUKaprcog 5e Tcaacc olvco 5e Kai apiaTq, KaOarcep Xio<; Kat AeqPoc; 
twice put it side by side with the excellent wine of Chios and Lesbos. Literary and 
archaeological evidence suggests that the Coan wine-trade flourished from the 4th c. 
onwards. From LSCG 168.9 (Cos, 1st c.) we learn that the owners of toi 
dpTreXoaTaTOuvTeg, skilled workmen of viticulture, were liable to taxation, as was 
very probably the wine production itself. Coan wine was also prescribed for various 
medicinal purposes. It still enjoyed a good name in Byzantine times, as it does 
nowadays.19
18 See Dodds on Eur. Bac. 274-285, Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 70-1, J. Gerbeau - F. Vian, Nonnus 
VII, Budd 1992, 82-4 and for representations of both in art see L. Beschi, LIMC IV.I, 882.
19 On Coan wine cf. also Athen. 1.33b and see Sh-W 236-41, Craik 16-7, Hoghammar 35-6 and on its 
medicinal use P-H xliii-xliv, Sh-W 236 n. 1. For the excellent wine of Chios and Lesbos cf. CEG 
606.5-6 (Athens, 4th c.) and see G-P on Call. HE 68. For the reputation of Coan wine in Byzantine 
times see Ph. Koukoules, Bvtyxv'nv&v Blog Kai noZiTia/adg V, Athens 1952,125. For the production in 
modem times cf. Chatzivasileiou 29 n. 42 with interesting statistics: "Lxa xpovia xn; ToupKOKpaxiat; ti 
E^ayayign Exnoia rcoooxnxa oxadukicov xrjq Kc6 rcpo; xnv ’AXe^avxpeia xfj<; Aiyorcxou, dXXa Kat rcpo; 
xd yupo vTjatd, avepyoxav oe 8.000.000 okoSe;, gs Exnoia eao8a yid xo vnot 3.000.000 ypooia. 
’Arco ixaXiKE; oxaxioxiKEt; xou 1922 ... gaOaivougE oxt ti Exnoia rcapaytoyij axatp'uXtov xnv Ercoxn 
ekeivti ijxav 23.000 oxaxnpEq. Oi ISie; oxaxioxiKE; giXouoav yia oixapi 8.800 oxaxnpEg, xpiGapi 
11.000 ox., EXidq 4.000 ox., Xaxavitcd Kai ^pobxa 12.400 ox.". Viticulture in Cos is in sharp decline
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Without overlooking the local Demeter-cult, it seems that the opportunity for a 
Phlious-reference in Demeter is owed to wine. It is emphatically stated that Phlious 
was built by a son of Dionysus. A similar statement in A.R. links the prosperity of The 
town with its production of wine. This assumption gains further support by the role of 
wine in HHD 206-10:
Tp 6e opmag Mevavetpa oioou o£A^TibPog ovvou 
TcAGucf, f] 5’ dvPveua’ * ou ydp Oepivov ol elacnce 
Tcveiv olvov eouGobv, dvmye 6’ dp’ dXl Kat uomp 
oouvav oT£,nonv mPpev ^^pev^.
T oe KPKe© Keu^am Oeg nopev cb<; eveX-uae.
Demeter in principle refuses to drink anything, cf. Call. HyDem,. 8, Ov. Met. 
5.446-7, Nonn. D. 6.30-1, but she denounces wine-drinking in particular; ou ydp 
O^givov "because it is not in the order of nature", Richardson ad loc., "implies a ... 
divine sanction", id. on IL 23.44, cf. also Diosc. HE 19.9-10 (Anacr.) xal ev Av^t^'G; 
("Underworld") oivwoPvog. Instead Demeter drinks The cyceon ocY/A^ evevev "for the 
sake of the rite" (v. 211), where Demeter "in founding the rite, is also acting as the 
prototype of the initiates and observing the prescription which she herself has created", 
Richardson ad loc. Her stand was indeed observed in ritual. Normally sacrifices to 
Demeter, as To other chthonic deities, were wineless (vAldXta), see Wachter 109, A- 
H-S, Richardson on HHD 207. But Cos here is an exception; wine was a regular 
offering to Demeter in local cult, HG 1.60-1 (4th c.). In Phigalia do.7rP^ou vapTcog 
was offered to Demeter too, Paus. 8.42.11, see Farnell HI, 102, 302 n. 107 for other 
exceptions and Mynors on Virg. Georg. 1.334 (favmer to Ceres) cui tu lactefavos et 
miti dilue Baccho.
The circumstances in Demeter would be similar to The ones in the Homeric 
hymn. Ph., who treats other Coan commodities, could hardly leave wine out, a product 
that granted Cos income from exports and fame abroad and not least because of the 
unusual, heretical offering of wine to Demeter in this island. Significantly in the 
elegant Theoc. 7.147 Phrasidamus and Antigenes, two Coan nobles, celebrate their 
private festival of Demeter by drinking four-year old wine. One cannot tell if 
Demeter’s aversion to wine, an attitude contradictory to her relation with Dionysus, 
was appeased in Ph., but probability suggests that at least her Coan hosts would not 
abstain from (t. As Dionysus boasts in Nonn. D, 12.260 oivou pq Tapeovvog dveoT£n 
betTva vpaTPlTte. The goddess, as in local cult, would have To bear with the
nowadays: in 1965 were cultivated 4.000 acres, in 1975 2.400 acres and in 1995 only 1.200. The wine 
production has fallen from 453 tonnes in 1981 to ca 160 tonnes in 1995.
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irregularity. The obvious occasion for a distiahic digression on Phlious would be given 
in thi tabli-conversation between Dimeter and her hosts. Thi reference would come 
up at uhi right moment to rimind Demeter of another place whirl her cult is praaCilld 
as widely as viticulture. As Pyxa (modem Asphendiou) is nowadays Che main wLni- 
producing aria in Cos and most probably was in antiquity too, sie Sh-W 241, this 
fragment should belong to Che same context as fr. 11, which is part of an aition for 
Pyxa’s name conceivably recounted after dinnir.
In addition, the very name of Phlious implies fertility of soil, cf. Hesych. s.v. 
(jAApD; f xSv Kap7c(5v eK%DGii<; and prompts a connection with (i)Aiv "abound", 
attested in extant literature only in Aisch. Ag. 377, 1416 both timis in genitive 
absolute, a usage that makes it look liKi a fossilised form, cf. Plut, quaest. conv. 5.8.3, 
p. 683e x6 yap ax^rv dxpdiirv xar xiGrXvai iAooLiiv vko xc5v 7xnT|x<Bv AeyeaQai 
quoting Antim. fo. 37 (Thebes) iA^tu^'^Gdv S'T<aplrT<; which varies Od. 11.192 
xeOaAma x STttsa. Crucially, the only ancient sources dioectly linking Chi town’s 
name with <Aa1v aoe Schol. A.R. 1.115 via ArSvxao; OAwu; whenci Steph. Byz. s.v. 
0Atou;, both of them oelatid to Che Philetan fragment. Oni would think Chat the 
derivation of OAiou; from (j)Atv would first be established in thi Philetan context. 
This would be the Coan’s ironic comment on the abundance of commoditiis on 
Chalcon’s feasting Cable, despite Chi famine. Thi effect of affluence is remarkably 
intensified by a studied flow of S-A-t-; sounds: OAnuc .. rcoOio ... (nAoc .. 10^AioUq ... 
X^^Ad^c-li To produci this effict Ph. indulges in the anachronism of calling Che 
town Phlious, not Aralthyria. Thi name of this town links Dionysus and Dimiter in 
another way Coo, as it prompts thelo shared cult-attributes as dilutes of vegetation, 
Dimeter 0^^ta and Dionysus 0Atou;, OAto;, OAe); on which sei Roschir III, 2383 
s.v. Phleon, J. Schmidt, RE XX (1941), 269, 290, Chantoaine DE s.v. OAe);. In an 
inscription from Ephesus AtjP^xecfccaxr'i xoi Aldvsdos 0Ae© pnaxai appear togither. 
In Nonn. D. 21.80 OAneS is Che name of a maenad, see N. Hopkinson, Nonnus VIII, 
Bude 1993, 52-3.
20 Thc alliteration can also imply an overflow of words, cf. Hesych. s.v. ^Auacojev (Anaapi, Onpet, 
LSJ s.v. <A05<pv, 4>Ajg). A.R. 2.393-4 $CoOovtat 0>tAupeg* OlO^>onv S’ e^uprceOev eaai / MaKpoveg 
secms to mekc this point and might owc something to our passage. It occurs in a lengthy spccch by 
Phincus after dining with the Argonauts. In direct speech it covers more than ninety vcrscs, A.R. 2.317­
407, and is rich in alliterations, cf. vv. 316, 322-3, 330, al. OrOoocg might have prompted a 
reminiscence of OXiopg. The alliteration would stress Phineus’ bubbling and would mekc a pertinent 
paint since the aphradie for which he was severely punished by thc gods was his protracted end 
detailed prophecies (v. 314 K0C^nv eyeing tc kai eg teOog) threatening to undermine respect to the 
gods, cf. 2.246, 311-6. A similar alliteration in Simias CA 1 at0eoog ©KeCtei tpokoOoi rciXvavto 
neXeuxi aims at portraying thc flapping of the birds.
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The fragment was earlier escribed Oo Demeter on false grounds. "Cum Dysaules, 
Celei frater, Phlicsiam Cereris religionem condidisss erederstur, fieri potuit, ut de 
rebus Phlicsiis Philstas in Cerers nonnulle eKoonerst", Maass (1895a), IX n. 5. He 
founded this ascription on Paus. 2.14.2 but this passage rsfsrs not to Pelious but to 
Cslsai, e lopcHoy five stadss away. So Nowacki 72 dsmolished his argument. Maass 
had meanwhile convinced Powell and Korte whom HCndel (O1960), 253 did not 
correct. Cessi 132-3 thought that Demeter goes around ths Peloponnsse and Ph. 
touches on ths archaeology of different places. H. etadtmiillsr, BPhW 15 (1897), 453 
advanced ths wild theory that this distich is part of a passage dealing with ths origins 
of ths Nemeen Games and the death of Arehemorus deducing his argument from Prop. 
2.34.37-8. OCcmpbsll entertains ths possibility of the lines belonging to Telephus: 
since Phliou^ homsland is linked to "Corcyrc", scene of the Jason/Msdea marriage 
treated in Telephus, Phlious could be mentioned in this connection. in A.R. 4.566-571 
Possidon snatches awey Cereyra, a daughter of Asopus, eiag OXetoovriSog clCig- 
Apollonius displecss young Cercyra from Aleinous’ island to KepKPoav ... 
MsXcivav, an island south of Dubrovnik. "it may be that Apollonius hereabouts is 
taking issue with Ph. in more than one respect (note also Ph. "whits", Apollonius 
"black")". ingenious though Ohe proposal is, the Apollonian teio doss not offer a touch 
of polemic. 'Era, Oesl pvvr^6og airig is true for both Cercyrai. "Far eway from home" 
belongs to ths conventions of elopement. in Ph. emphatic "Dionysus’ own son „. who 
himsslf ete." points to wine-growing Pelious, as in A.R. 1.115-7. Moreo/sr, ws do not 
know what Ph. celled Alcinous’ island. Peliasian Csreyra would rather not bs 
mentioned in relation to a name other than anachronistic Cercyra, edmittsdly used by 
Call. fr. 12.4 with Pf. ed loc., cf. HyDel. 156, hniDrepane in fr. 14 as always in A.R.
if anything this distich suffieiently exhibits ths intsrsst of the srudits post in 
foundation legends. Lsarnsd poets were familiar with the regional geography, history 
and mythology of the Greek world and particularly of towns in mainland Greeee, Asia 
Minor and the Aegean sea. Out of this interest a separate, now almost entirely lost 
genre of epic poetry and historiography arose. it is from this point of view that these 
lines are echoed in Call. HyAp. 56-7 in a passage dealing with Apollo ktistes, see 
Ds/m.-Dise, cd loc.
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Fr. 11 (SH 673)
awap q ye ~ ~ - yopvov aeppa - -
E. Lobel, POxy. 2258 A fr. 2 back, marg. ad Call. HyAp. 33 (s. p.C. VI/VII) caepga :> x[o] 
xo^qv K(ai) [xag ev] Aiyinixpi- auxa $yel ].[.].. yDgvov deppcd ]. (suppl. Lobel).
"post auxa spatium vacuum (littera una angustiore non amplius), deinde e dispexit Lobel neque 
intellexit; nos dubitantissime, ut in atramento evanido, de auxa.oye cogitamus, ut sit auxap q ye", SH 
ad loc. abxap dye / <eiX»coae> yupvov aeppa e.g. malit A. S. Hollis
avxdp 6 ye usually refers to what precedes and is only rarely prospective, see Gow 
on Theoc. 7.94f. It draws attention to a new turn in an episode in progress. Auxap is 
epic, "adversative" or "weakly adversative, or purely progressive", Denniston GP, 55. 
o or e are not always easily distinguishable on papyri, cf. e.g. Simon. IEG 20.4. A. S. 
Hollis would prefer to see this as the end of a pentameter followed by the start of a 
hexameter cl. Posid. SH 705.21 auxap eyed / yripa’i pdgxikov otpov etex ’PadapavOnv 
iKoipryv and for a pentameter clausula oye/ Call. fr. 24.6.
ynpvov aeppa varies Od. 11.607 /yupvov xo^ov e%a>v in a passage describing 
Heracles as Odysseus met him in Hades. Cf. on "nude" weapons Od. 21.416-7 cokuv 
oioxdv, og oi rcapexeixo xpa7te£r} /yupvog, Pind. Nem. 1.52, A.R. 1.1254 yupvov ... 
%i<}>og ~ 4.465 and Nonn. D. 22.160, 306, Theoc. 22.146 yvpvai pa%atpax, Xen. Ages. 
2.14, Aen. Tact. 27.9, and see Livrea on A.R. 4.465, DGE s.v. 1.1 ad fin. and in Latin 
see OLD s.v. nudus (6). With ynpvov "out of its bow-case" contrast Od. 21.53-4 xo^ov 
I abxw ycopnxo, Antim. fr. 108 with Matthews ad loc. and F-G 137-8.
aeppa Hesych. a 1363 aeppa* xo^ov, ipaxiov (the second explanation is a product 
of confusion with Hesych. y 319 yeppaxa* ipaxia (Latte)). First in Ph. (of Heracles?), 
whence Call, applies it to two famous archers, HyAp. 33 to Apollo and HyArt. 10 to 
Artemis. It subsequently disappears, see Schmitt 102 n. 15, Williams on Call. HyAp. 
33. K. Kuiper, Studia Callimachea I, Leiden 1896, 51 first sensed a Cretan origin for 
the word. The Cretans were famous archers and Kuiper’s intuition derives support 
from Call. HE 61.1 where a Cretan archer ’E%eppag = og e%ei aeppa appears,21 cf.
21 The intended etymology was first noticed by K. Ziegler, RPh 77 (1938), 79-80. 'E/eggag is in fact a 
Dorian diminutive of ’Eyegevrig, see Masson OGS I, 259-266, esp. 263-4. On the gemination see von 
Kamptz 21-2 and Masson OGS II, 549-561, esp. 556-7. On Cretan archers cf. GVI 1811.4-5 (Telos,
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also in Call. HyAp. 33 the meaningful aeppa to Auktiov = to KprjtiKOv from the 
name of a Cretan village. It is related to appa "cord" and should rather be another 
dialect-gloss which Ph. used in Demeter, than simply an erudite term known only to 
Ph. and Call. No Cretan glosses are included in the extant fragments of Ataktoi. A 
Cypriot gloss is treated in fr. 30 K. Simias CA 27 = Athen. 7.327e-f discusses the 
name of a fish in the dialect of Crete, Posid. (?) Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 961.5 employs 
a Cretan gloss and 8popo<; "gymnasium" in Call. Hec. fr. 71.3 is said to be Cretan too. 
Interestingly the wife of Merops and mother of Cos was called ’E%epeia, a Nymph 
whose fate was in a way similar to Persephone’s, as she was targeted - ironically - by 
the arrows of Artemis when she neglected the goddess and was eventually abducted to
OOHades by Persephone while she was still alive.
The way this marginal comment is preserved on the 6th/7th c. A.D. papyrus does 
not allow any certainty about metrical form. The extent of the quotation does not allow 
certainty about the meaning either. The editors of SH postulated a pentameter ("fort, 
pentameter"). If the gaps are correctly supplemented in the first two lines then the gap 
in the third should be quite short as well. This is more probable than the alternative 
possibility favoured by E. Livrea, Gnomon 75 (1985), 597 who placed ynpvov aeppa 
"potius in fine hexametri" cl. Call. HyArt. 10 euKaprceg aeppa/. This does not seem to 
be compatible with the gaps and the Callimachean phrase is not indicative for Ph., as it 
is meant to vary KapKnXa xo^a/, 5x clausula in Homer.
Who is likely to be holding a bow in Demeterl The Philetan phrase varies a 
Homeric one picked up from a passage on Heracles, Od. 11.606-8 6 8’ epepvrj vdkx'i 
eotKcog, / yupvdv xo^ov e/cnv Kai ercl venpfi^iv otaxov, I Setvov 7ca7txatv©v, atet 
paXeovxt eoiKax;, see in general J. T. Hooker, LCM 5 (1980), 139-146. Schol. Theoc. 
7.5-9f (79.6-7 Wendel), possibly summarising Demeter in a concise form, link 
Chalcon and Antagoras’ reign with Heracles’ siege of Cos and the reception of 
Demeter. Since the Dorian hero is linked to Cos, Ph. may be referring to him. He 
might have also absorbed something from the grotesque effect of an unprovokedly on 
the alert, almost panic-stricken Odyssean Heracles. Popvov already suggests readiness
2nd c.) and see H. van Effentere, La Crete et le tnonde grec, Paris 1948, 180-5, G-P on Antip. Sid. HE
28.3, Bommann on Call. HyArt. 81, N-H on Hor. Odes 1.15.17.
22 Cf. on her Eur. Hel. 381f. (involving metamorphosis), EM 507.55, Hyg. Astr. 2.16 (these may 
suggest a Hellenistic treatment) and see O. Dibbelt, Quaestiones Coae mythologicae, Greifswald 1891, 
16, Escher, RE V (1905), 1912-3, S. Jackson, ZPE 110 (1996), 45. The Coans might have liked to tell 
Demeter a story similar to hers from their own mythical past, in which Persephone was the heartless 
abductor.
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foo a warlike involvement. Of such a character wiri indeed Heracles’ proceedings Ln 
Cos.
Initially hi besieged and sacked Troy because of king Laomedon’s failure Co 
grant him some of his divine horses, the promised reward for Heracles saving his 
daughter Hesione from a sea-monster, sei Kirk on IL 5.640-2. On Che way back a 
tumultous sea caused by Hera led him Co Cos. The incident is will established in epic 
poetry and mythological Cradition.22 In IL 14.250f. Hypnos does not report more than 
Hiraclis’ advent to the island. In IL 15.24f. Zius adds that hi had to rescue Heracles 
and get him back Co Argos. Wi still do not liarn much abou‘t his proceedings Ln Cos.22 
[His.] fr. 43a.60-3 whin he comes to mention Eurypylus in thi Heoia of Mestra gives 
in a concise form thi panhellenic version of the myth:
xoh 6’ ulii; XaAxmv xi xa'r ’AvxoydpTi; eyevo[vTO. 
xS Se23 24 5 ko'i e£, apxfj; dALyoi; AiS; aAixipo; mS; 
evcaOev IpipSivxa tcoAiv, Ke[p](a.2i Se xc^jea; 
lh£h[; eic]^ Tpoi/riOiv ybdOi] 0[oiot.
Thi trifling reason (ei txe%rj<; ooiy^;) for which Heracles sacked Cos Ls not 
cliaT. It might be that he was mistaken for a pirati as [Apollod.] says. The information
23 Cf. IL 14.250f., 15.24f., [Hes.] Heoiai fr. 43a.61f., Pind. Nem. 4.26 with Schol. (III.70.9-18 
Drachmann), Isth. 6.31-2 and apparently more detailed in fr. 33a, Schol. IL 14.255 (III.622 Erbse) = 
Phcreo. FGH 3 F 78, Adcsp. Pap. Hcx. SH 903A, Sohol. A.R. 1.1300-5b (118.15-8 Wcndcl) = Nic. fr. 
15, Dionys. Bass. Gig. fr. 71, sec D. Marootte, ZPE 75 (1988), 53-6, [Apollod.] 2.7.1, Ov. Met. 7.363­
4, Pint, quaest. gr. 58, p. 304 o-d, Eustath. Comm. Il. 983.33-5 (III.633 van dcr Valk), scc C. Robert, 
Die griech. Heldensagen II.2, Berlin 1924, 561-4, Sh-W 317-320, Prinz 86-8, F. Brommer, HeraKles 
II, Darmstadt 1984, 63, Janko on II. 14.250-261. Heraclcs appears on Coan coins and enjoyed en enoient
and widespread cult as a god in Cos, of. HG 3 = IdC ED 140 (4th o.), HG 10 (oa 300).
24 Evidently the //.-pact draws on a Gigantomachy or Heracleia and thc incident is familiar to his 
audicnoc, if for anything else because of thc grotesque consequences it entailed for Hera, Vian (1992) 
postulated thc existence of a Heracleia dealing with the triad Ilioupcrsis / Lending on Cos / 
Gigentomachy end proposed Pisander of Cemiros (Rhodes, ca 600) as its most likely author. That there 
was an archaic pocm known to Hcs. fr. 43a.61-5 treating these subjects is beyond any doubt, cf. also 
Xcnoph. lEG 1.21. Heracles is onc of thc bcyond-thc-Trojan-cycle figures that thc collective mood of 
thc //.-poct extensively absorbed, sec W. Kullmann, Das Wirken der Gdtter in der Ilias, Berlin 1956,
25-35, Kirk on II. 8.363, J. Griffin, Homer, Iliad IX, Oxford 1995,4-5.
25 •The v.l. tov Se is a simplification due to misunderstanding of thc text. At thc time of Hcracles’ 
landing in Cos, its loader in [Hcs.], as in most versions, is Eurypylus. Despite SH p. 407 tO) 5e should 
rcfcr to him, sec Vian (1992), 135 n. 16, rather than to his sons and successors.
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of Schol. Pind. Nem. 4.26 (IH.70.16-8 Drachmann) that Heracles sacked Cos because 
of his passion for Chalciope is a typical Hellenistic invention. What followed 
Heracles’ victory is not clear either. Some brutality is suggested by Hes.’s wording 
(aAKipog mog / erccaOev ... Ke[p]ai2e) and in a tough version exculpating Heracles as 
a criminal Pherec. reports that he not only killed Eurypylus but also his sons and raped 
his daughter Chalciope.
[ApollodJ’s version is a milder one in the line of [Hes.] containing some 
interesting details: %poae%Aet Se 'HpaxAfjg xfj Karn xai vopiaavxeg auxSv oi K©oi 
AqaxpiKSv ayeiv axoAov, pdAAovxeg Ai0oig TpoaxAeiv exSAuov. o Se piaaapevog 
auxfjv vuKxog eiAe, xal xov paaiAea EUpurcuAov, ’AoxuraAaiag rcaiSa xal 
HooeiSSvog, exxeivev. expcS0r| Se xaxd xqv paxTv 'HpaxAfig utco XaAxOSovxog, xal 
Aiog e2ap7caaavxog auxov ouSev erca0e. 7op0ifaag Se KS flxe Si’ A.0h)vag elg 
3>Aeypav> xal pexa 0emv xaxercoAipTiae riyavxag. In relation to this Schol. Theoc. 
7.130-ld (109.22-3 Wendel) supply the important information that the Coan deme of 
Pyxa was named after Heracles’ flight when the Coans launched a sudden attack on 
him: <Hu^a : Sfjpog xfjg K©> (suppl. Ahrens) 0u^a xig ©v exei0ev ydp e0uyev 
'HpaxAfig ai0vqg eitiOepevrnv aux© xSv K©wv, cf. Schol. ibid. 130-le (110.1-3 
Wendel).26 [Apollod-J’s account is quite different from the one envisaged in the 
Theocritean Schol. In [Apollod.] Heracles kills Eurypylus; in Schol. Theoc. 7.5-9f 
(79.6-8 Wendel) his sons have already succeeded him (conveniently evading his death 
by Heracles’ sword). In [Apollod.] Heracles is stoned to be prevented from entering 
the harbour (paXAovxeg AiOoig jxpocntAeiv exSAuov). During the night he sacks Cos 
and in a duel with Chalcon he is wounded and has to be rescued by Zeus, an element 
already extant in II. 15.29-30. In the Schol. Zeus is not involved at all: Heracles flees 
in panic. In [Apollod.] Chalcodon is in defence: in the Schol. he is in a surprise attack.
o See Amott (1979), 102, Zanker (1980), 374. Local inscriptions and the popular etymology suggest
0>u%a. All MSS in Theoc. 7.136 and HG 16.11-2 (3rd c.) transmit nti^ag which Wil. HD II, 138 
thought was a deliberate change of Theoc. - to manifest disapproval of the popular etymology admitted 
by Ph.? The original form is nti^a from the Asia Minor plant nu^og "box", see Herzog, HG, 41. Schol. 
Theoc. 7.130/la (109.17-8 Wendel) flugag : oi pev xov ev Kcp Sfiaov oi 5e xotrov, ev ® lepov 
’AttoAXcovog a0’ ou nti^iog Aeyexai talk of the cult of Apollo 4>u£,io<g Oblique references to Apollo in 
Pyxa could be extant in Ph. A link between Apollo and Heracles, perhaps insignificant, already appears 
in Od. 11.606 (Heracles) epepvo vdkxi eotxtag/ from IL 1.47 (Apollo) qie vnxxi eoixcog/. Call, employs 
deppa of Apollo. In Coan cult the two coexist in Pyxa, see Herzog, HG, 20, Sh-W 59 and share a 
sanctuary in Halasama, the dominant cult being that of Apollo, see Sh-W 319-320. The tutelary deities 
of the Coan Gymnasium, hallmark of Hellenism in Hellenistic times, were Apollo and Heracles. The 
statue of Delian Apollo in Call. fr. 114 is also related to the Meropian days of Cos, see S. Jackson, ZPE 
110 (1996), 43-8.
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In [Apollod.] ths confrontation of the two seems to have teKsn place in ths harbour of 
the town of Cos: in the Schol. in Pyia, four miles SW of the Coan capital, see Gow on 
Theoc. 7.130, Sh-W 59. Things could not bs different though since the application of 
Ohe false etymology is posterior to the naming of the Coen deme. In [Apollod.] 
Hsraclss still forcibly conquers Cos (rcopOjcag Se Tqv Kw), while the local version 
would rather snhcncs a compromising solution, stressing the fact that ths fight erupted 
beeauss of e misundsrstending.
Ths Coan version would then be substantially different from any other. There is 
no hostile intention against Heracles. He is attacked only because hs is mistaken for a 
pirate. Since hs launches a countsr-attaeK his advent had to be resisted. Emphasis is 
laid on ths fact that, although he killed Eurypylus granting him a heroic death, he was 
forced to fles by Chclcodon. Heracles then returns victorious against the Meropes 
(/uK^d, eiXe in [Apollod.] is of some importanee) and ths confrontations snd in a 
draw. Subsequently hs has to come to terms with them. A conciliatory marriage 
between him and Eurypylus’ daughter Oealciope produeed Thessa^s as an offspring 
(//. 2.679, Plut, quaest. gr, 58, p. 304d), thus founding a new dynasty and making 
Cocn nobles proud of their pedigree. That Cos did not ha/s to submit to Heraeles by 
force, but by a peaceful settlement should be e distinct fsaours in the local version. The 
sOymology advaneed in the Sehol. is e popular ons fitting Coan pride, to which Ph. 
oftsn makes concessions. <E>n£a which the Cocns referred to Hsrecles is a disreputabls 
Osrm (AR 4.5 uses io of Medsa’s flight) applying to ths panie flight of the cowards. 
Aristarchus noted that it is used emi vfg pixa 5siA.ag (nuYn see Erbse on SohoE IL 
9.2b (Ii.394-5).
Ths piece of information about Pyia seems to have been supplied by Niecnor, 
ths Cocn commentator of Ph., end he/s been perpetuated through Theon, see P-H 356, 
C. Wendel, RE XVIII (1936), 273. Nii^ac^c^^ is mentioned by nmme in SchoL Theoc. 
7.5-9k and is likely to ha/s contributed in the surviving Sohol. on other Coan localities 
Ooo. POxy. 2258A transmitting ths fragment may directly draw on ealustius, an 
undated (Wil. suggested a 4te/5th c. date) commentator of Call., as Pfeiffer II, kk(k 
suggested, see also Hollis 37. Hers he is very probably commenting on a Peilstcn text 
describing the victorious Coan assault on Heraeles in Pyia and the conjecture that this 
fragment is derived from that specific passage suggests itself. Ph. would noo treat the 
full story but would focus on Ohs spisods in Pyia drawing attention to the fact that 
intrepid Hsreclss suffered a humiliating dsfset by legendary Coen leaders. in Demeter 
the primes of Heracles in Cos, extent in most versions, would have to be suppressed 
(cf. Eurypylus’ convenient death prior to his advent).
Names of plaees in the periphery of Grseee were often explained in connection 
with leading mythological figures, see on fr. 10.1. So Psycterios in Thrace wcs named 
ar<o 'HpaKXeoug avainjlcvvTO^ oov iS^dy^^ ev o<o KaTanaXaicai oov ’A5ocopeeclv cs
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A.R. recounted in his Foundation of Cnidus CA 6. Another Heracles-story might have 
been included in A.R. Foundation of Rhodes, an island which also had a tradition of a 
Heracles-visit, see Schmid 75 and on Heracles on Rhodes Prinz 88f. Such stories 
linking remote places with heroes of panhellenic stature were regular in local traditions 
and Foundation-poetry always paid attention to them: A.R. (if the fragment is by him) 
e.g. dealt with Achilleus’ siege and capture of Lesbos in his Foundation of Lesbos CA 
12. Their usefulness is evident, as they confirmed the role of the periphery in the 
official Greek history and mythology. Ph. had good reasons to discuss Heracles’ 
advent in Cos: it is an incident sanctioned in epic tradition and the protagonists are a 
prominent figure of Greek legend confronting a Coan noble. An inscription of the 1st 
c. A.D. IdC EV 224 shows that some Coans traced their noble ancestry back to 
Heracles with a precise computation of the generations elapsed, see G. Pugliese- 
Caratelli, "AnorONOI AEKAHTIIOY KAI HPAKAEOYZ" in Studi... M Gigante, Naples 
1994, 543-7. With this, as with other references, Ph. advances his aim to write a poem 
of panhellenic character and offers a further insight into the parentage of the nobility 
of his own time, cf. Call. fr. 75.50f. on the Acontiadai, a powerful family in 3rd c. 
Ioulis.
An unexplained allusion to Heracles on Cos in Ov. Met. 7.363-4 (Medea’s flight 
through the Greek world) Eurypylique urbem, qua Coae cornua matres / gesserunt, 
turn cum discederet Herculis agmen is probably derived from a Coan treatment of this 
subject, and perhaps from Ph. This Ovidian passage is replete with obscure 
mythological allusions. Discederet may be related to Heracles’ <{r6^a and note that 
Homeric II. 2.677 Kcov, E'up'urc'uA.o'u rcoXtv occurs before Ov. only in Hermesian. CA 
7.75 EvpwruXoo rcoXiffcat / Kwoi, which might reflect an expression of the Coan.
On what occasion would Heracles’ advent to Cos be treated in Demeterl Ph.’s 
was not a ktisis-poem aiming to relate in detail all legends associated with Coan 
archaeology. It seems that Demeter visited Chalcon’s palace: from this section of the 
poem may come frr. 8, 9, 10. After the typical hospitality-offering, garrulous host and 
(occasionally) guest tell stories until late in the night, see Hollis 343. Chalcon would 
have found the opportunity to introduce himself and selectively offer a retrospective 
view of the deeds of himself and of his ancestors. Demeter would have her own 
corresponding section later in the locus amoenus. The interest would focus on Coan 
subjects. Alternatively, it would be possible for the Heracles-episode in Pyxa to be 
narrated by Chalcon - rather than in a digression by the poet - on the spot as Demeter 
and her companion(s) approached the Coan locality.
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Fr. 12 {CA 21; Detneterl)
vqxDXOv uScop
EM 602.40 viy axeprixKOv eaxiv enippimca opaxai Se Kql emxaxiKov eg ev x($ vtiXfig, 
v^vepog, viiixmov iiSrop OiAixa<
vtxdtov A Philetan coinage that established itself in the sense "abundant". It is 
formally coined on the one hand on the basis of Homeric vt|- compounds such as 
vfYpexog etc. and on the other on Homeric -%%Tog adjj., such as apu|>t%wog, see B-P 
524. Derivatives of vd<o or peco are commonly used of the flow of water. In
Homer, nevertheless, the substantive xuotg is only used of leaves, Od. 5.483 (ruAXcov 
... x^o^g, and only later of water, A.R. 4.1416, Aral. 393, see Kost on Musae. 327. The 
verbal adj. x^xog in Homer always refers to a burial mound, see Richardson on II. 
23.256, but cf. later Eur. Cycl. 66 KpTvatg Tap’ uSpo/vxaig, etc. Prefix vtj- has 
normally a negative force, see Chantraine DE s.v. v-, ve-, but an artificial Hellenistic 
interpretation saw in it an augmentative nuance, cf. Schol. A.R. 3.530 (234.18-9 
Wendel with loc. sim.) vqx'uxov uScop' xo tcoXu%vxov' xo yap vrj- Kai o^^pr^^iv 
cnipod^iei koi e^iTaoiv, Hesych. v 552 vXixvxov noXv. Ph.’s usage ranks him as the 
initiator of this erroneous interpretation, which would find application in his 
interpretation of certain Homeric passages too. Surprisingly enough Aristarchus shared 
this view and understood viiAixeig in Od. 16.317 = 19.498 ~ 22.418 (women slaves) at 
xe < dxrpd£o^CGrv koI at vjXtxeig elotv as ToAuavdpxiixoi, cf. also Schol. Od. 1.380 
(1.65 Dindorf) vTrcopvov ccoX'6TOPvol. The idea is a derivative of the double power of 
other prefixes such as a-, which sometimes puzzled Hellenistic philologists, as with 
d2juAtp in Il. 11.155, see Hainsworth ad loc. and in general Chantraine DE s.v. d, d. 
The intensifying force of 2a- (Aeolic Sta- used mainly in composition), as in ^axprpng, 
^aOeog etc. was though never set in doubt.
vrxoov uScop The iunctura immediately appealed to learned Hellenistic poets: A.R. 
3.530 vfix'nxov uScop/ takes it up verbatim but applies it to sea-water, then Claud. Gig. 
25 (thirsty giant wants to drink vfixvtov ©Scop/), Musae. 247. Call. Hec. fr. 11 vfjx'uxog 
ziptAcJ and Nie. Alex. 587 vfix^xov Up©/ directly echo Ph., see also Livrea on A.R. 
4.1367, Hollis on Hec. l.c. and in Imperial poetry Kost on Musae. 247. Variations of 
form are Nic. Alex. 174 dxdvexov bScup whence Dionys. Bass. Fr. Dub. 82 Xvaaav 
dxdvexov, and Orph. Arg. 39 = 312 emvqx;6i^(^ S©po/. From the Homeric hapax use of 
Kaxaxedo) of water in Il. 14.435 xdS Se oi uSwp xeSav, cf. then Ar. Peace 971, 
Thesm,. 487, Theoc. 1.7 coins xaxaxeg SSwp. Nonn. never uses vfcx'uxov, but emulates
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it in D, 19.346 XiXvvob ^axbxoio, cf. 14.425, al. xixov bScop ~ Opp. Hal. 1.413; the 
adj. might also lurk Ln D. 11.426 vfjpiOpov bSmp, 48.602 vTLSopov b5tdeI, cf. also 
Hippocr. in Galen 19.91 y^^ov glossed by Hesych. y 541 as xo anaXov xj; yr^, 
which might be of poetic provenance. The incidences in Hellenistic hexameter liavi 
no doubt about uhi metrical position of this phrase.
G. Knaack, Hermes 23 (1888), 136 n. 1 and iCampbell wanted to ascribe this 
fragmint to Telephus, in which some facits of Che Jason-Medea story were treated, on 
the grounds of verbatim ripieition in A.R. 3.530 <j)ppa%’ oa’ jveipS; xi (j)ei. xal 
vqxwxov l>0(op/ in a passage dealing with Medea’s magical powers. Cessi 137 ascribed 
it to Demeter: "De BuoLna fonte optim, haec dici poteranu". HLs suggestion seems to bi 
right. Demiteo has strong links with water and water must have played a roll in 
Demeter, as it is converted to an image of programmatic significance along with other 
Philetan images in Call. HyAp. 110-2 and Theoc. 7.136f. There is at hand a reference 
to Bourina in fo. 13; from Thioc. 7.6-7 it will be argued that Ph. described in his poem 
thi creation of this Coan spring. An abundant gush of water is a typical elemint in 
scenes describing thi creation of wells, cf. Antim. fr. 136.3 (Achilleus) xob S’ 
8|xcppG0e tc)5<qv Kpiqvq yevix’ aevdouaa, Call. HyJov. 31-2 (Rhea) %%fiEev Spo; 
dK'r|VTpq)■ xo Se 01 Sl%a fl;dl)eb Suec^xq, I ex 5’ exiev peyo xGbpa, fr. 546, A.R. 4.1446 
(Hioacles) Xa^ ccoSI xuyev evepOe- xS S’ a0pSov epXuoev ij5cdp, 4.1148, Arat. 219-20 
(Hlppocrene) aXX ”tao; prv exn^c xS S’ aOpSov abT50ev uSiop I eiexoTd, Q.S. 
14.646-8 A6TS; S’ apa yaiav ^810, I piie nooeiSaov, ava S' epesGev acvceTOv 
bScop I U%iv xe Yajea0Sv xe, Nonn. D. 4.354-5, Orph. Arg. 598-600. The phrasi thin 
might originally derive from thi passage describing Che appearance of Chi Coan spring. 
Nowicki 82 had linked this and fo. 13 as parts of a bucolic poem in a Coan scenery. 
Bourina’s waters and their connection with medicine would provide Che necessary 
background for A.R.’s vqxixov bSmp used by Media to produce magical drugs which, 
as Dimeter, can even stop Che rivers flowing, A.R. 3.532. The Philetan phrase might 
have once stood in a commentary on A.R. whence EM, will acquainted with Chat 
author, probably picked it up.
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Fr. 13 (CA 24; DemeterV)
vacoa™ S’ ev cpp%ofia os2ao|l^Tterpolo B-jpivrig
Schol. Theoc. 7.6 (79.20-80.1 Wendel) Boupivav : ppnvrv Xeyei pqg Km. 4>iXt<P<;* Sdaavto etc.
1 5daavro codd. : vaaaaxo Heinse : Sdoaaxo Kayser, alii alia oeAaftTrexpoio codd. : peXaxTt-tppio 
Heinse : -tpotg Nowacki : -ppou Hartung hep. fmem interiisse proposuit Ahrens 2 Booppt-vnc; 
(Bonolvvns) codd. : Bupivrig Bach : Boplvrig Heinse
vdc<a'aKp eaaavro is ssnseless end ths plural is in any ease unacceptable. Heinss 
proposed vacoaTo which became widely accepted.27 NapaaTo is appropriate of 
wandering figures and often stands et the beginning of a hexameter from Hes. WD 
639 onwards, cf. A.R. 4.1140, cl., Dsm. Bith. CA 6 cnd probably Call. fr. 43.114. Ths 
verb is usually used of rivers ("settled at ths banks of"), lakes or hills, but here io could 
hardly have this meaning, as in Cos the area around Bourina could only bs approached 
with greet difficulty and was therefore uninhabited. Ths creation of Bourina may have 
been described et some length in Demeter, but this fragment calling her by name doss 
not sesm to come from ohet seens. We do not know to whom ths verb refers, but 
Bourina is strongly associated with Dimeter. Cultic vaccaro would ha/s a meaning, 
if Dsmster is its subject end the "waters of Bourina" is a metonymy for "Cos" (as in 
Androm. GDRK 62.171, ses p. 116 with n. 41) looking forwards to the locus amoenus 
scene next to Bourina; Ohe line would stand at ths beginning of the poem cnd the 
Scholiast of Theoc. would quote the first occurrence of the spring’s name in Ph. A-R- 
usss the verb with a wide range of meanings "make inhabitable, establish" or "inhabit" 
or "make to inhabit", ses Livrea on A.R. 4.275. in 4.988 Aiocb yCp Ksivo] evi 5f| coxe 
/acocKo yav) Demstsr "took residsnes" in Corfu cnd founded her eult, cf. Maoris in 
4.1140, Dike in Arat. 134, Lyc. 1041 (Telpeusian Demeter) Ademvog ao7'o OslQoa 
/ciouac, Nonn. D, 13.278 (Aristesus) MepvxciiS vaaaaro /qa® and for the 
SKoressipn [Call.] Fr. Inc. Auet. 744 ovo^^kXS^.0 / BopOoPvj Api2eovog emt cco%ofle^v 
e/ioOq. Kayssr’s 65 edpparo aecepted by Diehl is unsuitable. Aarepoal means 
"divide among ourselves" occurring in this sense only in plural or "distribute, 
apportion". Ths plural often occurs as a elausula in Homer but such a distribution of 
words is prohibited by the following S’, the violation of Hermann’s bridge in the
27 Wil. Textg., 152, Nowacki and after Powell, Wendel, LSJ s.v. vatm III, Webster 41, Livrea on A.R. 
4.132, Bowie 77, Zanker 56, Thomas 42, Knox 73. Thomas 42-4 discussed the form and postulated as a 
subject a migrant whom he links with the "poor fisherman" (?) of CA 17, 20.
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following hexameter and, in view of Demeter’s famine, the unlikelihood of a verb 
related to a proper meal. No more likely seems the notion that someone distributed 
something to others near the waters of Bourina. As it seems, Chalcon and Demeter 
made a tour around Cos mindful more of Coan antiquities than of Persephone and 
being exhausted stopped to rest at an ideal Coan locality. Bourina would constitute 
part of this locus amoenus which is inadmissible of masses.
ev rcpoxoffm In Homer Kpoxoai is the mouth of a river, IL 17.263, Od. 5.453, al. but 
already in Hes. WD 757 the teim can mean "flood, waters" or a river of a lake, see 
West ad loc., Biihler on Mosch. Eur. 31, Livrea on A.R. 4.132, Campbell on A.R. 
3.67. Matthews 146 saw this meaning in some Homeric passages as Od. 11.242, 20.65. 
’Ev TcoxoTig is as Homeric as em v;poxpfior which is more suitable of rivers, see 
Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 64 and cf. Antim. fr. 93 = SH 79 OaKicoXob xP6^’6G^icjcv Zn’ 
avSfjpoiat,v O^cccoov, Erat. CA 1 ’Apuavxog em Tppxocdg TOPKCLOlo, Theoc. Chius 
SH 738.4 Boppopoo) ev ^0x00^.
jieXa6TETpptp p.eXdv7£Tpog is usually recorded as an absolute hapax, though it has 
been proposed with some probability by Emperius in (Hellenistic) "Ion" FGE 1.1 
p.eAccr7;eTCPxop.. ev pudXolPl (P, PI, Suda : d£Xa^vtexdXplg Lobeck), cf. peXd%teT%oq 
in Eur. Ale. 427, al., Antip. Sid. HE 19.10, Paul. Sil. AP 11.10.4 and Ar. Frogs 470 
Zx'up6g ... deXavoKddSwg T^pa. MeXag-compounds often form Homeric hapaxes, as 
Od. 15.173 deXdvSexog, Od. 16.175 peXayxporiiq paralleled by two other Homeric 
unica, II. 13.589 d£Xav6xd©g, Od. 18.246 deX(cvSxpPog, or absolute hapaxes as e.g. 
Aesch. ScTh 857 deXdyKdOKov, Ar. Frogs 470 peXavoKapSiog, Timoth. Pers. 134 
deXap7ce^TcXoxrx©v and later Nonn. D. 31.116 peXdv^wvog. Even those compounds 
attested more than once give out a sense of exquisiteness. It seems that the question 
attracted the attention of Hellenistic philologists, cf. esp. Adesp. Pap. SH 991, an 
onomasticum poeticum composed in early Hellenistic times and by some implausibly 
attributed to Ph. which in the extent to which it is preserved, begins with a battery of 
peXag-compounds: [daXaplTT]3;aXog, [deXd|J,]<)uXX(c, [deXay]Kp'qm5eg, [peXa^Va- 
pijg. Ph. himself discussed peXaYKpdvivog in Hermeneia fr. 53 K. It is not nTelevant 
that Schol. D show a preference for such compounds, cf. deXavoveXXg rendering 
^XcuveVnig in II. 2.412, peXapoug glossing KuavoTeXa in II. 11.268, both hapaxes. 
It is on this Philetan coinage that Theoc. 7.7 (Chalcon created Bourina) 8u 
eveperp'ddevog nArpy ySvv might depend, whence Schol. ad loc. (80.3 Wendel) eaxi 
Se peo'DaQ ak TATpag 5ta poog Ke<|)<cXTg, al.
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^reAa|7O£Tpold BsppvT|g The phrase seems to be an exquisite variation of Che 
Homeric formula Kpfivr plAav'ls8ed;, IL 9.14, al.n transposing attention from water to 
thi stones surrounding Che spring. The two words as they stand in Che MSS result in 
an unmetoical scheme and each one has been variously emendid. Hartung’s 
piXaprceTpou is plainly inferior as a lectio facilior. Nowacki’s piXcpireTpot; restores 
a hexameter unit, but Che successive spondiis afCir Che female caisura gain only faint 
support from fr. 5.3. MiXapTrexpoio is a difficilior riading and on its own metrically 
sound. One would prefer the stoiKlng word of Chi versi to refer dioectly Co thi fountain 
itsilf. Thi -oro genitive is also lsppdoCed by another consideration: the Philetan phrase 
seems to emulate thi Homeric clausula IL 16.160 = 21.257 = Theogn. 959 KpqvTig 
plXrvs5eosI possible only with a contracted geniCive singular, see Janko on IL 
16.156-163 ad fin. A conscious change in Che established sedes brought about a 
changi in Uhi form too.* 29 30 Th. Bergk, KL Phil. Schr. II, Halle 1886, 776 suggested 
("foot.") 5’ ev vuo%ofiiL piXapveTpoto Sdoavxo I Boupivj;. Alternatively Ahrins 
thought that the last pare of the verse is excised and was latir followed in that by 
Windel. But such a gap is hard to Explain.
2R See Russo on Od. 20.158. Water is often dark in Homer as e.g. II. 2.825, 16.3 wg xe KpTvn 
peXavoSpog, see West on Hes. Theog. 3. This is most probably the meaning of Call. Hec. fr. 116.1 
eXirmoaxov iu5<jop. The Homeric expression implies purity while Il. 21.335, al., Od. 3.429, al. Xeurov 
uScop lays emphasis on the brightness of the water. See on this Stevens on Eur. Andr. 1228, Hopkinson
on Call. HyDem. 28, Bomer on Ov. Met. 3.407.
29 Such shifting from a traditional point of attention (implied by similarity of diction) to a novel one 
occurs in Theoc. 22.38-9 where the conventional brightness of water is applied to the pebbles 
underneath it. In the same fashion Call.’s proton legomenon HyDian. 101 jLC^X-ap.VT|»ti^og ’Avaupou, 
HyDel. 76-7 peXapUjnSog ... / ’IapiiivcO produce another pekag-compound and shift the poetic lens 
from the flowing water to the reflection of the stones in the river-bed. Cf. later Nonn. D. 26.236 and for 
the image the oracle in HdL 1.55 = 54.2 P-W noXuviJiiSa nap’ 'Eppou/, Call. HyJov. 26 TooXaxiov xe 
MexdCTv, Nic. Ther. 792, 950, Alex. 466 (of the sea), see A. Crugnola, Acme 14 (1961), 130, Euph. SH 
418.36 7t]oAx>Kpo[KaXoio recap’ dvSjiiponai Nepe’ixi1^ The ancestor of such images is Il. 21.2571 mg S' 
ox’ avnp oxexirydg ano KpiivTig peXavu5pou / ap 4>uxd kal rfnoug uSaxi poov ■nyepove'uo / .... / xou 
pev xe npopeovxog ino yrTtSeg anaaai / ^KAo^Jvxav xo Se x’ mica Kaxeip6pevav xellapugei etc., cf.
also the more violent Il. 16.389-92.
30 ... . « * ,This is similar to e.g. Antim. fr. 83 HuSuxog KauoK xnlXeKJlev^o'O Kaxaoaia where a metrical change 
imposes a change of form in the traditional clausula II. 14.321 = Od. 19.546 ~ [Hes.] Scut. 327 roupn^ 
x^^XvKXvixaXo/ or to A.R. 1.1228 Ko^v•rlg ... KaAAvatno/ (• KaAAioaoo Schol. ad loc. (111.24 Wendel; 
KaAAllaog first occurs in Euripidean lyrics) which varies Homeric Od. 17.206, HHAp. 122 Kp-qvti 
raAAlpoog of which the singular genitive occurs in HHAp. 385 xp^ng ^AUi-poon. A.R. retains the 
traditional order but the alteration of the medical position brings about an alteration in the form as well.
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B^pvvTig is Bach’s proposal followed by oeplmeley, Powell (and Nesselrate in the 
Index of SH s.v.), Bowie 77, Knox 73. Hsinse preferred Bopi/rig and wcs followed 
by Wil. Textg., 152. Bourina’s ncms oecurs in this fragment of Ph. - but presumably 
mors than once in Demeter - whenee Theoc. 7.6 (Bo'Polvcv plur. : Bp'ppelcv ^00. 
trss), Androm. GDRK 62.171 (Bo'Polvva) and in the Thepcrltean Sehol. (79.20 
Wsndel: Boupivv- cod. : Bopoolv- cett., itafere p. 81.25 Wendsl, el.) and Eustate- on 
Dion. Per. 511 (Bo'Polvav)- A form of the spring’s name is secured by IdC ED 259 
(1st c. A.D1) [pf CvT]X©vr[©] / [roPcop] xo6 iC5a- / [oog afro Bou- / [pivvag] C%pi / 
fr6?A]<pg- But alternative spellings mey hc/e been current and the note of Nicanor, the 
Coan commentator of Ph., who put forwaid cn etymology of OpPg + pig -i/og which 
one cen trust is in accord with whet stood in Ph.’s text, ef. Schol. 7.5-9o (81.24-5 
Wendsl) NiKCvmp 6e o Kc7og ^)lcoiovTL|oa^L^£©v Bo'Polvcv tqv ^11/11/ raXst, would be 
possible with the Bup- form too. Ths original form of the name would be Bupivc. Ths 
formation is parallel to that of MPotva, atOssted cs place-name in Lemnos, Crete cnd 
the Aeolic coast in Asia Minor where it eomes up also cs Mo'Potvc dus to its aneisnt 
pronunciation, see W. Ruge, RE Suppl. VI (1935), 615-6, Zgusta 411. The form 
MPol/vc is Aeolic. In Il. 2.814 ths name of a supposed Amazon is Mpolvrj, see von 
Kamptz 137, 310 and in AP four epigrams of a certain MPolvpg survive {GPh p. 
289f.) of whom nothing else is known. The Greeks did not understand those nemss 
and tried to explain them with arbitrary stymologieal devices. A variation of o/u/ou 
vocals in non-Gresk names is therefore not uneommon, cs it obviously constituted 
"sinsn Vsrsuch .. mit griecelschsn Mittsln einen fremden Vokal wisderzpgeSen, 
dessen Aussprache wohl zwischen o und u gslsgen habsn wird", A. HsuSscK, BzNF 1 
(1949), 278-9, cf. also R. Hsrbst, RE XVI (1935), 1093 s.v. Myrina?1 Latsr scholiasts 
of Theoc., who had littls idea ebouo Coan details, see Wil. Textg., 152, thought that the 
name of the well should bs etymologissd 5ta ood 0op eviTtwim, on which see 
MacDowell on Ar. Wasps 1206, Chantraine DE s.v., cnd subsequently altered the 
name into Bo'Poela, as of 0op- + pen Ths true etymology of Bourina has to do with a 
orehsllsnie stem *popo- or *3po- and the pre-Hellsnic/Aiia Minor suffix -v-.27
31, .
Boopivov, ro in the sense "a callfs snout" occurs in Ps-Apuleius Herbarium 86, an author dated by 
LSJ in the 4th c. The fountain BouKepatg in the Boeotian Plataiai treated in Call. Aet. fr. 42 is not quite 
a parallel case. The two names are not etymologically connected. According to the tradition the name of 
Bourina was related to the aspect of the rock around it. The name of BowepaTg on the other hand was 
related to the circumstances of its creation, since allegedly a bull struck the ground with its horn to
create it.
32 For the poup- stem cf. BoOpa, a daughter of Ion who gave her name to a town in the northern 
Peloponnese with a Demeter cult, Paus. 7.25.9, and an inscription Att Boupiqv^m near Amorion in
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The fragment is transmitted as an antecedent to Theoc.’s reference to the spring 
Bourina by the ancient Schol. ad loc. and was first attributed to Demeter by G. 
Knaack in Susemihl I, 177 n. 17. This is supported by the fact that the Theocritean 
passage which describes the creation of Bourina is a direct reference to Demeter. In 
terms of text-criticism and interpretation the incomplete quotation is a riddle. Still, we 
learn that Ph. referred to Bourina. This was in his days and still is the most important 
spring of the island and its waters turned out to be of vital importance when the Coans 
in the form of synoecism removed the capital from Astypalaia to the town of Cos in 
366/5, a few years before Ph. was born.* 33 Water supply was a critical issue in the 
ancient world and particularly in the SE Aegean a problem not easy to address, see 
Craik 134.34 Boutina was accommodated in an elaborate spring-house which used to 
be dated to Mycenean times. In default of evidence to support this dating R. Hope- 
Simpson and J. E. Lazenby proposed a Hellenistic dating.35 A reasonable assumption
central Asia Minor suggests a toponym *Boupiov, see Zgusta 127. For pre-Hellenic -iva cf. place- 
names such as Aiyiva, Accy iva (Caria) or Kuxiva (Thessaly) and in Asia Minor see the Reverse Index 
in Zgusta 684. On non-Greek names in the SE Aegean see Craik 47-50. The ancient river and spring 
names of modem Turkey have been studied by J. Tischler, Kleinasiatische Hydronymie, Wiesbaden
1977. . .
33 On the Coan synoecism and its repercussions see Moggi 333-41 with bibliography, Sh-W 40f.
34 In antiquity the fullest treatment on terrestrial waters was written by Seneca Nat. Quaest. 3 {De aquis 
<terrestribus>), see N. Gross, Seneca’s Naturales Quaestiones, Stuttgart 1989, 104-47. The most 
complete bibliographical reference for works on water in antiquity is to be found in Vitruvius De Archit. 
8.3.27. See also M. Ninck, Die Bedeutung des Wassers im Kult und Leben der Alten, Leipzig 1921, T. 
R. Glover, Springs of Hellas and other Essays, Cambridge 1945,1-29 (an exemplary treatment) and D. 
E. Gerber (Toronto 1982) on Pind. Ol. 1.7-9. On fountains used for water-supply see R. E. Wycherley, 
How the Greeks built Cities, London 1949, 198-209, G. Amoud, "L’alimentation en eau des villes 
grecques" in L’homtne et I’eau en MedittHranee et au proche Orient I, Lyon 1981, 69-82. On technical 
questions see D. P. Crouch, Water Management in Ancient Greek Cities, Oxford 1994.
35 In BSA 65 (1970), 58 n. 34, mentioned in Sh-W 17. For this dating also F. Glaser, Antike 
Brunnenbauten (Kpfjvat) in Griechenland, Vienna 1983, 140 n. 23, see also A. W. van Buren, RE 
Suppl. VIII (1956), 462, R. Tolle-Kastenbein, Antike Wasserkultur, Munich 1990, 23-4. A bibliography 
on Bourina would include L. Ross, Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln des dgdischen Meeres I, 
Stuttgart-Tiibingen 1845,131-4, S. Pantelides, 'Tlepi riK ev vnocp Kcp Boupivqq n-qyfig", FlavScopa 12 
(1861), 181-5, K. Biirchner, RE III (1899), 1067-8, id. RE XI (1921), 1477, Herzog KF, 159-161, 
Sudhoff 32-8, Gow on Theoc. 7.6, 7, Sh-W 16-7, Arnott (1979), 102-3, Zanker (1980), 373-7, id. 119-
120.
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would be that the constructions around Bourina took place shortly before or shortly 
after the synoscism. Kiihn 45 was correct in emphasising the importanee Bourina 
gained with this s/snt and added that the premises around Bourina would serve the 
Coans for recreational purposss too. But this is probably e mislsading impression 
resulting from the distorting poetic lens of Pe-/Teeoe- it must bs around the same time 
that an aqueduct was cpnstiected to channel water from the spring to the town, a for its 
time edvcneed and famous construction. Needless to say Ph. in his poem would not 
describe the Bourina of his own days; a shier anaehronism such as this would 
invalidate the sense of reality which he strives to achieve. MsXcirverpow contributes 
to this sense of truthfullnsis- As far as the appearance of Bourine is concerned the 
comment of Nieanor, a contemporary eyewitness, ean reasonably be tcksn as 
authoritative, see Wendel (1920), 128. it is quite likely that a popular Coan belisf 
transmitted to us only through Nicanor connected the aspeet of the spring with its 
name and Ph. might have held this pcretymology cs valid in scholarly terms.
Nicenor’s information was understood in different ways in antiquity. Some of the 
Sohol. deemed that Bourina’s outlst was actually e SuII’s muzzls, Schol. on 5-9k (80.3 
Wendsl) eoxi 8e peouaa eK nexpac, Sia pooq Ke^aXfjg or a stone in that shape 
superimposed by Cheleon, Sohol. on 5-9o (81.21-3 Wendel) Boopei-a Se, opi arco 
KejaXqq eK XiOot) Ti^jn^oiqiievT; eSoKet po nS©p eKpeiv oiir© po'6 XaXK©voq
MXav'naapevou pe koi KapaaKenaaavpog whence Eusoath. on Dion. Per. 507 
KcAovpevTj om© Sia po icpopopiiv ptva eivai anpoOt eoiKmav ptvi Pooq. But Schol. 
on 5-9o slsswhsrs (81.24-7 Wendel), expressly drawing on a source ultimately relying 
on Nicenor, understood that the shape of the rock where the outflow of Bourina wes, 
rsssmblsd ths nose of a bull: NiKavwp SS o Kmog mpo|vv1l|lar^t)ev Boupwav pqv 
KpqvTv KaXei. auoOf'v^al ydp <t>qaiv ££, anpopapou pai at>po<)i)©q pooq 0^vl 
raaa7tXTlc^.ov eivai pov porcov, e% ou xqv Kpfvqv eKpayfvai o XoXkmv eTcotqaev.
The erection of Bourina by Chakon is deieriSed by Theoc. in not only cpnclis 
but also nebulous terms, 7.6-7 XaXK©voq, og Ek rcoSoq dvus Kpavav / s T 
evspslcid^levog rcerpg y6vp- It is plain that we have to do with a miraculous 
appecrcnee of e spring for which Chakon used his fooL More speeifie dsdpetloni from 
Theoc. are difficult. The brevity of the description is related to ths economy of ths 
posm and is also suggestive of ths fact that he refers to an incident well Known to his 
readers. Schol. on 7.5-91 (79.18-9 Wendel), al. provide information about a status on 
Chakon near Bourina and some have thought that Theoe. describes here a work of art, 
ses Lsgrand 219, Cholmeley on Vheoc- 7.6, Kiihn 44 and S. Nicosia, Teocrito e I’arte 
figurata, Palermo 1968, 11-2. Ths grateful Coan community might have ereeted a 
statue of its benefactor king near Bourina after the synoeeism, but, it will be argued, 
Theoc. refers to what seems to have been a very influential sesne in Demeter. Still, no 
rsally satisfactory description of the ioeelfic proceedings of Chakon has been adduced
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hitherto. The hazy Theocritean lines may be clarified if oni takes into consideration 
thi shape of the rock from which Bourina flowed. It seems that Lu formed some sort of 
a ledgi, which partly accounts for Uhe popular Etymology of thi spring’s name. 
Chalcon was instructed to "lean firmly" (iu evipiiccjpevo;) with his knee on thi 
oocK’s ledge and kick the rock underneath, cf. Schol. on 5-9o (81.17-8 Wendel) oixi 
SPeo<nP50iv ,laTpplvo;, aXXa ocx© SiflGav Kdpya; xS ySvu etc. Thus Bourina cams 
into existenci. Thi process is unusual, but it is exactly dui Uo this Chat Che spring 
allegedly got its name: the trace of Chalcon’s Knee on Che protruding rock would give 
it the distinctive shape of a bull’s muzzle. The bizzaoe proceidings aoi therefore an 
aetion for Bouoina’s name. The imperfect qvui serves Co point out thi event as a 
mythical and great one by crediting it with a duration it did not have, cf. 7.152 
noX^apov, S<; ©pici vaa; epalXE.
Another fact that can be established with reasonable certainty is that Bourina’s 
areaeldn was described with some detail in Demeter, see Dim.-Dlsc., ReconsC. 
Attention to thi discounted but valuable Schol. on 5-9o (81.7-20 Wendel) will turn out 
to bi rewarding: Bd'spelav S; ek ucoSS; : Sxi S XdXK©v epaoiXeve xmv K(P©v, 
itipe(Ti ev xuvi xSvei xfj; K® q rrqyf), qv vov S ©eSKom; ji-q raP5epov ovaa.
1X161 Se osTto<;. PvqyyeABq x© paanXii vapa nvo; x©v rcpl xaxxa Seiv®v, Sxr 
s5aTo; S asko<; eKeivo; ev5o|os%el. xal S paarAix; a^)Tlvtlnca'x^aa; xi TStttd 
q^)TOsjpYpaev, Saa auvexiivi xpo; xqv xoti x5aTo; EKpqJiiv. wOto oov Sqr,oi xS og 
ec ToSog avve xpavav, Sxi S Xa%x©v Sid x©v o1kiI.©v 7co8®v koi Si’ axTlvtGr:a<0i.a; 
qvsalv, qyouv xnxiipydacx;o koI KaT©pOaxre, xqv Kpf.vr|v. xS Se "so evipiiadpivo; 
re-xp; 'y5vs'' TOXTd eoxrv, Sxe aoxS; S XaXK©v, oti%l Se0OGxS8qv laxdpivo;, aXXh 
oox© Sefaav Kppva; xS ySvu xal koX©; eSpino; Kal axr|pi4a; TOXTO xfj ote-xpi; xH 
repS; Xj Kpqvr ntixoxeie'r xaTerrti£1aTd xqv TdO 05aTo; eKpqiitv. In Che Thedcrltean 
Schol. ns wi have them today ginuine information supplied by Nicnnor nnd laCer 
elaboration aoe inixtrlcnbly interwoven. This note Cells us an unpnrnlliled story which 
might cast some light on the obscure Philetan context. Some, disregarding the 
background which supports uhe concise reference of Theoc., were quick to strip the 
Scholium of any credit rejecting it as "elne offenslchtlich ad hoc eofundene" addition, 
Kilhn 44 n. 4; but the note is too complicated to simply comi out of thin air.
It definis the dramatic timi of Bouoina’s coeation during the reign of Chalcon, 
i.e. the time in which Demeter visited Cos. The spring was createdii somewhere in 
Cos pf irpoxipov ovoa. This detail ' mny even go back to Ph. It is n poetic topos 
estnblished in Hellenistic times Uo imphasisi that a well is created in a previously dry
"Ei)OE0TL"• Its meaning becomes evident from the context. Sh-W’s 16 assertion that Chalcon 
"discovered" Bourina is inaccurate. On the miraculous appearance of springs see McLennan on Call. 
HyJov. 31.
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place. Thus the well gains in importance and the narration in interest, cf. Call. HyJov. 
17f. (Arcadia’s dryness before Rhea created a well), A.R. 1.1145-8 (Rhea) 'H 5e koi 
oXKo / OfjKe xepa^' 8tce! ou xt Tapoixepov U8axt vde / AivSupov, oXka a(u.v xox’ 
dvsPpo%£ 5u|/d8o<; auxm;/ ex Kopu7>T$ aXXTtKxov, 4.1441L, Arat. 218-9 ou ydp nco 
'EXiKcbv ctKpo<; KiTaAe^ipexo TTiyat<;, / dXl' "too<; piv exupe, Lyc. 247-8 (Achilleus 
landing in Troy) Kpirvatov e£, dppow poipSTcn ydvo^, / Tnyd^ dvoi^a^ xd<; naXai 
KeKpp^oqpevag. "It was announced to the King by someone competent in these things 
(Tapa xtvog rtov Kept raura Setvmv) that hidden in this place lies plenty of water" the 
note goes on. Fountains possess a divine nature themselves and are usually created by 
or with the assistance of a divine entity and Seivo^ is often used of the reverent and 
fearful effect of a god on a mortal. Dover on Theoc. 7.6f. assumed divine assistance 
for the creation of Bourina. The Sewq entity informing Chalcon about underground 
water must be Demeter. It seems that she then instructed Chalcon about the exact way 
Bourina was to come to light. Hence the puzzling proceedings: Chalcon "not standing 
straight but, since it was thus needed, bending his Knee and placing it well and leaning 
it on the rock of the well brought about with his own hand37 38the gush of the water". 
Demeter’s instructions are concealed in the vague our© Sefjoav. The reduction might 
be due to the usual process of simplification or to an austere Christian excision.
The exact position of Bourina has turned out to be controversial^ Theoc. in his 
7th poem mom or less gives indications for all geographical names he mentions apart 
from Bourina. This is not fortuitous. The spring in Theoc. constitutes part of the locus 
amoenus which appears at the beginning and the end of the idyll and fonns, so to say, 
a frame within which the main story is narrated. Unlike the other places this idyllic 
one is unreal; it only exists in the mind of Theoc. and is intended to create the suitable 
environment for his "divine" poetic initiation. Theoc. therefore is not of great service 
for the topography of Bourina. Puelma 162-3 n. 58 was deluded by the unquestionable 
similarity in the description of the ideal settings at the beginning and the end of the 
poem. Neglecting its poetic context he took the information at face value and 
suggested that Bourina was situated somewhere close to the estate of Phrasidamus and 
Anttggnns.39 The traditional view identifies Bourina with a spring 4-5 Km SW of the
37 , ,Avcoxeipi is a later distortion. From Theoc.’s authentic information we know that Chalcon used his 
foot, 7.6 ek 7o8o<;. On this topos in the miraculous creation of springs, see Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 2.4,
Matthews 331.
38 Eustath. on Dion. Per. 511 (199.34 Bemhardy) Tnyh xig Tapa OeoKptcp Boupiva ’IxaXiKf| confuses 
it because of Theoc.’s homeland. A town in south Italy was called Boopaia.
39 He found followers in G. Luck, MH 13 (1966), 186 n. 3, T. G. Rosenmeyer, The Green Cabinet: 
Theocritus and the European Pastoral, Berkeley-L.A. 1969, 187, U. Ott, RhM 115 (1972), 147 n, 44 
trying to refute G. Weingarth, Zu Theokrits 7 Idyll, Diss. Freiburg 1967, 96-8 and D. R. Winter,
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modem town of Cos called bsfore its idsntifieetion vcryf] rod 'ivTcOKpcnKog. Herzog 
KF, 159 n. 4 deelared that "dis IdentitCt ist fur jeden verstCndigen sicher" and his view 
was aceepted by Gow on Theoe. 7.6 cnd somewhat lightly by Sh-W 16. It is plain that 
ths name is not a survival from ancient times but a revival as soon as it was identified 
with the ancisno Bourina by European antiquaries in the 18th c.42 The present name 
should therefore not bs regarded as any help in this respect. Zcnker (1980), 373-7, who 
convinced Bowie 77 n. 4, argued for this identification on the grounds of thres logical 
steps: "Firstly, we know that Claudius’ personal physieien, the Coen C. etertinipi 
Xenophon, improved the water supply of the famous Asclspision on Cos by running 
pipis from ths spring nowadays called Bourina Oo ths temple; the spring is about 1 Km 
south and upland of it. Secondly, we have indisputable evidence (independent of Id. 
7.6 ff. and E ad loc. thaC Bouurna was a cult-centre of AscCepius; ii is found in the 
invocation to Asclepius by Nero’s personal physician, Andromachus of Crsts: iXfiKOtg 
og KfvSs jjCCKtcp leK'Kivao ndov, / sirs oe TpiKKaioi, Saipo/, iKOPPi A6<j0i, / T} 
’Po8og b Boupivvc kc! ay%idXr| ’Em^8amoog- Thirdly, it is highly probable that 
Andromachus would not ha/s mentioned Bourina in ohe context of other eult-centres, 
if it were not immediately associated with ths Aselepision on Cos".
Zanksr’s argumentation is not impeccable in its entirety, but makes e crucial 
point. Neither Theoc. 7.6f. nor the Schol. ad loe, link Bourina to Asclepius in any way. 
The spring might have provided ths Aiclepleion with water early enough. But it is * 40
Theocritus’ "Thalysia", Diss. Ohio 1.974,17. The view was dismissed by Elliger 330-1, who pointed out 
that Bourina is the only place mentioned in Theoc. 7 by name and at the same time lacks real 
geographical data.
40 The older name mf po€ UnroKpapooq, nowadays in use along with the revived Boupiva, see 
Chatzivasileiou 164-5, is not due to the fact that in Hellenistic times it supplied the famous Asclepieion 
with water, but because it is thought to epist "from the times of Hippocrates", the most famous Coan of 
antiquity, cf. the plane tree "of Hippocrates", fr. 14. Zanker (1980), 376 attributed the change of accent 
(ancient Boil0tva to modem Bonptva) "to the influence of the Italian still spoken on Cos". He is wrong 
on both premises. Dr P. Mackridge (Opford, 14/3/95) wrote to me: "It is true that in spoken modem 
Greek a feminine in -ina with the stress on the antepenultimate would be quite epceptional, though there 
are plenty of neuter plurals .... I’m not at all convinced by the notion of Italian influence which I don’t 
think epplains anything; besides, Italian wasn’t commonly spoken on Cos, though it was taught as a 
compulsory subject in schools during the Italian occupation between he end of the First World War and 
1948. This seems too brief and recent a matter to have affected the pronunciation of this toponym; 
besides, the Italians would have pronounced it Buri'na, with an initial b, not v. I should have thought 
that if the name was a natural survival, it would have been more likely to have become Boijoeva. If, on 
the other hand, it was a revival, then it should have Kept the same initial stress as in AG". The name 
seems to me to be a revival accentuated as is convenient in Modem Greek usage.
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nowhioi associated with Asclepius before Androm. GDRK 62.169-171 (quoted 
above). Mooeover, in his texU Bourinn stands for the whole island of Cos^ and this 
becomes evident when considering the prototype linis as appearing in Herodas 4.1-2 
xaipor;, avai naopov, S; piSei; TpiKKp; I Kai Kcv yesxleav K1VTrl6r)pov cpKTKa;. 
Both Hioodas and Androm. draw on uhe same prayer book, as dois Anon. Hymn to 
Asclepius GDRK 53.9-10 eix’ eSevtii; rpiKKp; lipT; eSo; iix’ leaTlilvpv I 
nepyapov iix’ em x^^orv Taoviav ,Em,Saspdv but Herodas’ original K©v yAuKeiav 
is oeplaced in Andoom. by Bonpivov. This was not a spring of nny importance to Che 
rist of thi GoeeK woold and its temporary revival in Andoom. is evidently due to the 
fnct that not long before his days his collegue C. Seotinius Xenophon supplied the 
famous Asclepielon of Cos with water from Che spring in those days called Bourina. 
This rendeos the identification almost cirunin.
The fact that BouTina would be criaued by Chalcon undir the guidanci of 
Dimitir is significant on its own right. Shi is linked with the main water-sourci of 
Cos as Hion ’Ipppaarp (AR 1.186, Nic. A/ex. 619) in niighbouring Samos granted 
ample water to thi inhabitants of that island. As in Iuhace Od. 17.207 (spring) xqv 
roopa’ ’'IOoko; Kai Nppixo^pSe noXvKxmp with Schol. ad loc. (639.12f. Dindorf), so 
in Cos thi main spring of the island has appeared due to the piety of one of its 
mythical leadirs and thi ultimate in the pedigree of Coan nobilluy. Gow on Theoc. 7.6 
notid that Chnlcon’s descent via Eurypylus from Poseidon renders him a quiCi suitable 
founder of n spring. But Dimeteo herself has a close alsocinCion with water nnd 
spripgs.41 2 43In general shi is a "just out of the city" goddess and her temples and shrinis 
aoi usually situated just outsidi inhabited areas or at the city limits and often on a 
hilll.ii In thi HHD, thi archetype foo Che establishment of DemeCir’s cult, the goddiss 
orders Celeus to build her temple above the well Callichoros, v. 272 KoVlX|T6pds
41 Reference to usually a river standing for the land it flows through, is a well-founded poetic topos, cf. 
II. 4.91 Xa<Sv, oi ol Ptovto arc’ Al<nTrcoio Oaa<av (= from Lycia), Simon. IEG 11.29, A.R. 2.866 
’IoOPa<o^Olai Tap’ n5aoi (= in Samos, cf. Nic. Alex. 150), Theoc. 4.6 et’ ’Ametov (= to Olympia) ~ 
Bacch. 6.3, Thvoc. 7.151 xov Hotiieva xov lox’ 'Avow (= in Sicily), Nonn. 47.265 ’ID.ujo0o .. pev^Opa 
... edaaag (= Athens), see Kannicht on Eur. Hel. 3. Many places and above all islands took their names 
from local rivers, sve the list in Eijkman 15-6. In general (the most important) pars pro toto in naming 
places is common, e.g. "Argos" for "^(sloponnese" or "Achaean land" in II. 2.108, 7.363, 9.141, al., 
"Athenai" for "Attica" in Il. 2.546.
42 The triangle Demeter / Poseidon / Chalcon would only come into question in view of Dvmeter’s 
animosity to Poseidon, held conresponsible for Persephone’s rape. In some versions thv goddess turns 
her anger against him, cf. Paus. 8.42.2 (Phigalia) and sev Richardson 258.
43 See Richardson on HHD 171, A. Schachter Lv sanctuaire grec, 44-5, S. G. Cole, "Demeter in the 
Ancient Greek City and its Countryside" in Alcock-Osbome 19*9-216, Bremmer 30.
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KaOvrcepOev em Tppo^^^c^'vTii KoXcovco. A piece of information provided by Paus. 1.38.6 
()peap T8 KC^Xo^)^nvov KaAH.%opov, ev0a Tpcmov ’EAg'ualvtwv ai yovatKe^ %opov 
earnoav Kal T<aav eg tt\v Oeov, renders it almost certain that the Eleusinian cult of 
Demeter started as worship of a sacred well, cf. also Hesych. e 4898 emKpf|vata' 
eopxp Afiprixpog rcctpa Ackwo, and Demeter Speappoog in Athnns.43 The link played 
a role in the Coan cult of Demeter too. As Richardson on HHD 99 notes "at Cos, a 
sanctuary of Demeter and Core centring on a spring has been found, and a statue of 
Core beside the spring suggests their close connection (Herzog, AA (1901), 134 ff.)", 
see on this "small fountain sanctuary on the northern outskirts of the modem town" 
Sh-W 53, Kabus-PeiBhofen 91-2 with Tab. 96 (p. 302). Demeter’s role beyond its 
cultic and religious meaning may have a literary one as well: in an unparalleled poetic 
invention (?) extending the sterility-of-the-land motif in Eur. Hel. 1335-7 the goddess 
TCyag 5’ apravet Spoaepag / XeuKwv eK7aX-X:iv '6Scx;tt>v / TcvOei rcatSSg dXaax©. 
This indication tallies with plenty of others that the famine motif in Demeter becomes 
only a loose convention. In fact Demeter seems to have initiated or contributed to all 
activities that granted Cos its prosperity in Hellenistic times.
Fr. 14 (CA 14; Demeter7)
OpTaaG0at 71X11x0^© ypaT] uiro
Athen. 5.192e 6 yap Gpovog amo povov eXeuGeptog eaxiv KaGeSpa aw -utotoSIg), OTep 
Gpijvuv KaXofivxeg evxeOGev auxov evopaaav Gpovov xou GpfaaaGai %apiv, O7r£p em xou 
Ka06£eo0ai xaaaoiwiv, mg 4>iXixag (OiXtxag A : OiXXxag C)' GpifaaaGai 5e etc., de quo Eustath. 
Comm. Od. 1482.37f. Gpovog 5e oxt eXeuGepiog eaxiv xdGeSpa auv orconoSitp kai oxi Gpfvuv xo 
uttooSiov KaXoovxeg evxeuGev koi xov Gpdvov mvopaoav xou Gpi-aaaGai %dtpw, oitep em xou 
KaGegeaGai Xeyoowiv, o ’AGGvaiog Xeyei. nap’ $ koi xpfaig OHiXqxa, xo "GGpaaaGai etc.".
Gpfi^txa^cxi 5e codd. : Se del. Musurus : Gppaaai Se Maass yaitl codd. : corr. Schneider
{5e} is transmitted after 0pf<aaa0at but since the verse is surely a hexameter, it rests 
unhappily before the caesura: brevis in longo before the caesura is legitimate in
$ See Famell III, 314 n. 11, more in Richardson 18f., R. Ginouves, Balaneutike. Recherches sur le bain 
dans V antiquite grecque, Paris 1962, 375-382, S. G. Cole, "The Uses of Water in Greek Sanctuaries" in 
R. Hagg, al. (edd.), Early Greek Cult Practice, Stockholm 1988,164-5.
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Hellenistic pentameter, see West (1982), 158, but it is unknown in hexameter until 
Imperial times.22 There is no apparent reason for it to be a leter insertion and it could 
hardly be a transposed Philetan word. Most editors choose to delete Se. A. S. Hollis 
suggested to transpose it: "Suppose that the verb was originally exemplified in two 
quotations, of which the first has fallen out, so that the original tert read mg <so and so 
in such end such a work kci> OoXtrag Se* 0pf<caa0ci - polo" el. s.g. Athen. 2.63a Kcd 
’Avc^lXcg §£• followed by a quotetion.
0p'n<,<c<Tai An absolute hepaK. It is to be connected with Oodvog "bench" in Ar. 
Plut. 545. Schol. ad loc, STP|ooXoYStr(Co Se vapa ro 0ooit/ avw q %apa ro 0of<pal, o 
ecii KaOtaai postulate a *0parn which prompted E. Maass to suspect a eoiTuption in 
the Philsten text and propose 0oqoal oe. Sehol. Ar. Hippeis 369 (93.3-4 Koster, cf. 
Suda 0 451) where Oocvs'uoocl means "be stretched on ths tenner’s board" define 
0pavog as "tanning bsneh". II. 14.240, al., Od. 1.131, al. has 0pfivt)g "footstool" 
originally "support", a word already Myeenean, sse Janko on II. 14.238-41 (Homeric 
footstools "kipt one’s fest off ths earthen ground"). Corinna PMG 683 has the more 
edvcneed 0oCvp2, Eupe- CA 39 the ionic 0pqvu7- Eur. fr. 569 has d0odvetK;ov 
glossed by Hesyeh. a 1613 as dcn;o©rov- In id. Bac. 633 apvriOpdvm<lal (see Dodds 
ed loc.) end Lyc. 664 0ocv^>2avTig from T0oav-uacm "be shi/srid, be shattered", a 
mors fundamental conneetion with 0ocdm emerges, cf. also Hesych. 0 680 
0pa/e16srciV artv/;pOlOe'l<cl- "Bsi Abtrsnnung sines vo- bzw. vu- Suffixes ergibt sieh 
AnschluB en dsn Aor. inf. 0of<aaa0at ... gewohnlich mit "sieh setzen" wisdergegeben. 
Dis ursorungliche BedspOung muB aber vielmshr "sich aufsOiitzsn, aufstsmmen" od. 
ahnl. gswsssn sein, wsnn das Wort, wie wahrseheinlieh, zu dsrsslben Sippe wie 
0po/og gehdrt"l Frisk GEW s.v. 0pdvog. Ph. might hevs picked it up from an ionic 
dialect with the specific meaning "sit down" (probably on a surface lower then that of 
e proper cheir•)- Athsn. himself apparently does not understand it very will and is 
relying on a glossary to interpret it: 0p'i(^(aa0{co — deep eiol rod KaOe^ecOai 
TdaecotccR/, ©, OiXiiag ste. With this rare gloss Ph. in a masterly fashion varies HHD 
98 e^sio S’ vyyvq ooo'Oo ete., 197 ev0a Ka0i7po£vq ete. Cell. HyDem. 15 eKaOtiocao 
faces the challenge by using a middle form occuning as Hopkinson ed loe. noted, only 
ones in Homer, the aeti/s being attested 32x. In fr. 611 hs employs ths banal Kc0e2so.
45 See West op.c., 177. Ae never follows a caesura. Elided it can precede it. Caesura even after a 
monosyllabic preposition is doubtful since there is always one in the fourth foot too, see West (1982), 
36 with n. 12. Monosyllables in general tend to be avoided at the end of the hepameter. Cf. a similar 
question in Antim. fr. 79 - - - AiTjcvidg pot I ’EXewmiig l.sofL ov where P. Maas would prefer 
AiixTipog poi - - - ’eX£uelvV(, teoii ov
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nkaLTCLV(p Homer II. 2.307, 310 knows only 7rXaTdviaw<;, cf. also Hdt. 5.119, al. By 
classical times (Ar., Plato) the only current form was 7tXdTavo<;. In Hellenistic poetry 
A.R. 2.733, Rhian. HE 10.1 use 7iXaTdviaxo<;, Nic. Ther. 584, Hermesian. CA 7.76 
and then Mosch, fr. 1.11, Meleag. HE 13.8 employ 7cXdTavo<;, Theoc. both (lx 
7cXd-nxvo<;, 3x 7iXaTdvi.aT0<;, see Gow on 18.44), Call, neither. In Imperial times the 
two forms coexist: Zonas GPh 3.1 KXdxavo^, Thallus GPh 5.1, 5 TrlaxavtoTog, Nonn. 
D. 2x each form, Triph. 130 KXaxavog, Orph. Arg. 913 7cXaxdvtaTO<;. The resurgence 
of the latter is due either to Homericisation or to poeticization, as in Alciphron 4.13.4. 
The tree derives its name from its broad leaves, cf. Theophr. CP 1.10.4.
irXaxdvcp ypatfl vko O. Schneider, Phil. 6 (1851), 523 n. 18, cf. id., Callimachea II, 
Leipzig 1873, 669 corrected the MSS’ yarn to ypavp. Tpaia first appears as a noun in 
Od. 1.439 but yepcov is soon used also as an adj. applied to inanimate objects, Od. 
22.184 odKO<; .. yepov, see Gow on Theoc. 7.17, and in Aesch. Ag. 295 ypaia<; 
epelKTj<; it characterises a tree, whence probably, as Fraenkel ad loc. suggested, Soph, 
fr. 868 *ypaia<; aKavOq^. Unger had earlier proposed Xaavri into which found 
sympathy with Bach and Thomas 41 n. 18 on the strength of Anon. FGE 14.6 Xacnag 
Odpvco into nXaTavon; when applied to trees Xaaio<; mostly refers to oaks, see 
Bornmann on Call. HyDian. 192. MSS’ yavfl, accepted by Kayser and Bergk, does not 
realy make much sense, although Call. HyDem. 15 emphatic %ajj.d8i<; eKaOtaaao and 
the Thesmophoric practice of sitting on the ground would support it. On the other hand 
the easy emendation ypaii] Kkaxavco 'utco contains nothing against the notion of 
Demeter actually sitting on the ground. It gains in probability from two further 
considerations: first, it seems to be an echo of the inverted order of HHD 101 
(Demeter disguised as an old woman and seated under the shade of an olive-tree) ypTji 
7taXaiyeveei (evaXiyKio<;). Ph. either misunderstood that passage regarding evaM- 
YKto<; as referring to the immediately preceding 0d(ivo<; eXairi<; instead of Demeter 
whence he reused the falsely innovative image in his poem or, more probably, he 
transferred the traditional image of Demeter as an aged woman, which he cannot use 
in his own poem, to the tree under the shade of which the goddess sits to rest. 
Secondly, ypaii] tallies with the popular and scientific notion of the plane-tree’s 
longevity, see ff.
This short and corrupt fragment is quoted by Athen. in order to illustrate 
OpfiaaoOat as meaning "sit down". It seems to be part of the Philetan response to 
HHD 98-101:
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e.ETO 5’ eyyuc, oSoto SiXov muTl-ievri qxop 
napOevitu Speart SOev 'uSpn^>ovro mAiTai 
ev aKiu, auxap wrepOn TeS'UKei Odpvo<; eXauiS, 
ypifi TaXavyevenr evaXiyKio^
The olive-tree of Eleusis is replaced by the plane-tree of Cos. As usually the line 
contains one element linking it to Demeter (O^^<j^^<aO<^t) and another one linking it to 
Cos (Txaaavcp ypaitn wco). OptaaaOar refers to the notorious sitting down of the 
exhausted Demeter. It is a typical scene established in HHD, then cf. in poetry 
Pamphu".. apud Paus. 1.39.1 eToirae 5e flap^m; em roUr<» x6 Sp£art (sc. the 
"AvO.ov KaXoUpevov) KaOfaOai AfipTTpa pexa xfiv aprayffiv xr|g 7^atSo^ ypal
Call. fr. 611 with Pf. ad loc. KaXXixoptp em $pr|rl KaOe^eO toiSO^ 
dTUOrog, HyDem. 15 xpig 5’ em KaXXt%6pcp xapaStg eKaOiaaao OPT'd, Ov. Fasti 
4.503 (Agelastos Petra) hic primum sedit gelido maestissima saxo. In Ph. the Op- tcX- 
yp- alliteration represents hnr movement as more lively. Demeter’s sitting down also 
retains its religious significance and is directly linked with a praaticn in the Athenian 
Thnsmophoria described by Plut. Is. et Os. 69, p. 378d Kir yap ’A0fivri<ai vraTeUoucnv 
al ev Onapo.optotg xaPa'l KaOppevai. Contact with thn ground is a sign of
grinf, cf. n.g. Achilleus in Il. 18.22-7 or Pennlope in Od. 4.716-720 and the ritual in 
Athens no doubt imitates Dnmeter’s grieving conduct in Eleusis, see Parnnll III, 94-5, 
Richardson 212, 351-2 and on v. 200. A similar Coan cult-practice would give rise to a 
tradition having the goddess sitting on Coin ground.
Art amply uses the image of seated Demeter. In contrast to male gods, statues of 
female deities often represent them as seated. Standing cult-statues arn definitely older 
as a type, but ones of seated gods were known to thn Greek world at least as narly as 
thn 8th c., sne Kirk on II. 6.90-2. Dnmeter is commonly represented as seated both in 
Grnnae, sen UMC IV.I, 858-60 with vol. II, 571-2, and in Rome, see ibid. IV.I, 899­
900 with vol. II, 602-3, either alonn or seated with Persephone or seated while 
Persephone is standing. Grandiose seriousness is a typical feature in Demnter’s artistic 
representations. Such statues were typical in her cult and we know many of them from
46 According to Paus. 7.21.9 Pamphus "made the oldest hymns for the Athenians". P. Maas, RE XViH 
(1949), 352-3 maintained his scanty fragments to be of Hellenistic date on metrical grounds. On his 
version of the Demeter-myth see Forster 30-3. His effort to alter Paus.’s (dxe yuvaiKa) 'XfYeiav as 
Pamphus made Demeter to be, into yepaidv can be discounted. Clay 234-5 argued that the seated 
Demeter in HHD 202-4 resembles a woman about to give birth, a fact which led Iambe to make fun of 
the disguised old woman. Her interpretation relies on the notion that mourning women sit on the ground 
instead of on a chair, but It disregards the ritualistic point the Hymn makes in these verses with the 
woolen fleece, the stool etc.
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the centre of her cult in Eleusis. In Cos there were such statues of Demeter in 
Hellenistic times, as a "colossal seated-statue of Demeter (or Cybele)", see Kabus- 
PreiBhofen 161 and Tab. 70.1, 2, or a bust of Demeter certain features of which 
suggest a seated statue: "Die strenge frontale, aufrechte Haltung und der geradeaus 
gerichtete Blick lassen an eine Sitzstatue denken", Kabus-PreiGhofen 91 with Tab. 
22.2 nr 96. In Cnidus in the vicinity of Cos a seated statue of Demeter was found in 
her sanctuary which is commonly regarded as a masterpiece of ancient sculpture, see 
Farnell III, 277, UMC IV.I, 859 with vol. II, 571.
Ph. describes an idyllic setting, the constituent parts of which might partly 
reproduce real data, so as to give his scenery the value of an aetion. If such a tradition 
existed, it would be reflected in cult. Ph. could for example have in mind a temenos of 
Demeter in which a statue of the seated goddess would lie. Statues or effigies were 
commonly placed under trees to benefit from their shade cf. Call. HyDian. 239, A.R. 
1.1121, Moero HE 2.4. Each sanctuary needed trees for shade and a sense of seclusion 
(the epic ctXaoq oxiepov or okioev). Plane-trees were the most common ones, cf. Hdt. 
5.119.2, Ach. Tat. 1.2.3, because they grew quickly, were lofty, beautiful, long-living 
and provided ample shade. So the sanctuary of Demeter in Lerna in Argolis was 
surrounded by plane-trees, Paus. 2.36.8, 37.1. The cult of Helen at Sparta evolves 
around a plane-tree, cf. Theoc. 18.43-8 with Gow ad loc. and cf. the sacred plane-trees 
in Thallus GPh 5 (Aphrodite) and Thyill. FGE 1.1 (Pan).47 The holiness of the 
locality would be founded on a tradition linking it with Demeter, to which Ph. would 
refer. Even a certain plane-tree could be brought into association with Demeter, as the 
olive-tree was sacred in Acropolis, the oak in Dodona or the palm in Delos, see 
Burkert 85-6. The scenery would strongly resemble a precinct of Demeter with plane- 
trees, a water source and a seated statue of Demeter in the Carnasian grove in Andania, 
Paus. 4.33.4, cf. 9.39.2. At the same time details in local versions adapting features of 
the canonical one were always attended to in local cult. In Phigalia there was a 
tradition of Demeter visiting the town and retiring in a nearby cave. The Phigalians 
established a sanctuary of the goddess there and the statue they erected paid attention
47 On gods/heroes’ sanctuaries and plane-trees see Murr 12-5, Lembach 179-181. On trees in 
Hellenistic poetry see M. F. Williams, Landscape in the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius, Frankfurt 
1991, 54f. On the sacred timber of sanctuaries see D. E. Birge, Sacred Groves in the Ancient Greek 
World, Diss. Berkeley 1982, O. de Cazanove, al. (edd.), Les bois sacres. Actes du colloque intern, de 
Naples, Naples 1993, D. Birge, "Trees in the Landscape of Pausanias’ Periegesis" in Alcock-Osbome 
231-245. On Minoan/Mycenean tree-sanctuaries see Burkert 28. Laws protecting the felling of these 
trees were common. From a Coan inscription of the 5th c. HG 11 = LSCG 150A we know that cutting 
off Asclepius’ cypress entailed a severe fine of 1000 drachmas, cf. also in Cos HG 12 = LSCG 150B 
(4th c.; Apollo’s cypress) and in general cf. Paus. 2.28.7 and see Sokolowski on LSCG 37, Parker 165.
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to the fact that Demeter sat in that place to rest: 7£KOvfio0ai oe oux© ajloi xo 
dyaapa- Ka0e^ea0ai pev em Texpq etc., Paus. 8.42.8.48 Similarly in Megara 
’AvaKafjOpav xf|v Texpav ovopd^ouaiv, ©g A-pppprip, ei x© Traxa, oxe xf]v rcacSa 
eTaavdxo ^rixouaa, Kai evxauOa aveKaXeaav auxfjv. ’EoiKoxa 8e xr Xoy© opocav 
eg H^dg exi al Meyape©v yuvaiKeg etc., Paus. 1.43.2.
It is to the beliefs linking plane-trees with ancient times that Theophr. is referring 
to illustrate with fitting caution the longevity of some trees, HP 4.13.2 Tf]v Se 
paxpoptoiTixa papx'upouoiv ... Kai al rcacpCeeopevai O^pou Tapa x©v pn0oXc>y©v. 
’EXaiav pev yap Xyouaiv xf|v ’A0qvT|cn, <oivtKa Se xov ev Af|X©, Koxivov Se xov ev 
’OXopiiq do’ ou o oxeOavog, Oriyy^ xag ev ’IXt© xag em xou TXou pv'fpaxog’ 
xweg Se oat<oi Kai xfiv ev AeXOoig TCaxavov ’Ayapepvova Suxeuoai Kai xf|v ev 
KaSfatg xqg ’ApKaStag. Tafxa pev ofv oT©g e%et, xx%’ xv exepog eiq Xoyog etc. 
with S. Amigues (Bude 1989) ad loc. (pp. 288-91). A current tradition holds that an 
imposing plane-tree of prodigious size called "of Hippocrates" in the homonymous 
square of the modern town of Cos near the harbour is the biggest and most ancient in 
the world.49 Cos was an island rich in natural resources of timber, above all cypresses 
and plane-trees, see Craik 18-9 and wood was a product liable to taxation, LSCG 
168.6 (1st c.). These nntiion were faailitated by the ooservatioo that plann-trees live on 
for ages, cf. Theophr. HP l.c. and 4.16.2. Planettreee are nowadays believed to live for 
no longer than five hundred years.
Hermesian. CA O.O5-6 XoiSSv, ov Eupunfaou ToXvfxai. / Kri xx^Ketov OqKav 
6to TCaaav© is likely to be pointing to this haunting scene in Demeter, the bond 
linking inaellectuale and plarettrres might have also played a role in his imagery. A. S. 
Hollis thought that Hermeeian.’e "apparent imitation ... euggeete that Philetas may 
have applied aeese words to himself". He raised the possibility of the fragment related 
to a lover’s common resort to the countryside, as Orpheus in Phanocl. CA 1.3-4 
ToXadKi ee oKtepotaiv ev daoecn e^ex’ dei^v / ov to0ov or Acorn^s in Call. fr. O2. 
One should though enter the caveat here that Hermesian.’s image of Ph. as lover may 
be a gross distortion. Peiletan influence has been suggested in Meleag. HE 13.O-8 
e>y©v xov ”Ep©xa peoripppivov utvov aypeuo© / evOde’ fto aKiepqt KeKipevog
48 The main source for Demeter’s cult in Phigalia is Paus. 8.42.1-3, see Stiglitz 122-134, M. Jost, 
Sanctuaires et cultes d’Arcadie, Paris 1985, 312-7, id. Le sanctuaire grec, 219f. For the peculiar cult of 
Demeter in Arcadia see Nilsson GGR 1477-81, id, Feste, 342-9, M. lost, Sanctuaires, 298f. with index
of sources.
49 "Of Hippocrates" because a modem belief insists that the tree is so old that Hippocrates was tutoring 
under its shade. See P-H xlviii, Sh-W 260-1. A Christian tradition attributes its planting to Saint Helene, 
mother of Constantine the Great, as she stopped at Cos on her way to Jerusalem searching for the Holy 
Cross.
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raxa.raco) where the learned Syrian uses c common motif. This fragment has often been 
-unconvincingly - regarded cs a possible piece of evidence of Philetan bucolic poetry, 
cf. e.g. Couct 79, von Blumenthal 2168, Bowie 75 and Thomas 41-2.
Fr. 15 (CA 1)
vTv S’ aini, rucocro, xo S' ae3nrar ctXXo vnSpnc; 
rcfiua, KaKou 5’ om© 71^x01 pcmylri
Stob. 4.40.11 (V.922 Hense, c. Kepi KaKoSaiitovlag)
OiXijTa ATMinpof; MA e>iXnx S.
vuv 5’ end. wv map6vros, Hesych. v 729, cf. LSJ s.v. vuv 1.4 "opposite to what might 
have been under other circumstances". Nuv Se is used after an unreal hypothesis or 
wish or a real situation of the past and brings one back to a usually unhappy reality. It 
is very often used in Homnr and in tragedy with a rhetorical colour mostly in rheseis, 
cf. n.g. [Ansah.] Prom. 158, Soph. OC 905, Phil. 949, Eur. Or. 504, 1134, Med. 16 
(on which C. W. Willink, CQ 38 (1988), 317), fr. 636.6, Thnodectns TrGF 72 F 8.6. 
Never in choral lyrics except Eur. Hel. 1161 where the formula vuv S’ oi pev ... / ... 
xelxea 5e is evidently influenced by the rhetoric of thn funerary epigram. Their 
frequency in tragedy is obviously dun to thn fact that such contrasts tend to aome up 
on occasions of desperation, cf. thn Argonauts in A.R. 4.1256 and Ancanus in 4.1270. 
In funerary epigrams vuv Se usually distinguishes thn status while thn deceased was 
still in life with his present one, cf. the seminal II. 19.289, 319 and AP 7.211, 271, 
538, 670 etc. whence transferred to thn erotic field in Asclep. HE 19.1. In this 
fragment of lamenting character Demnter expresses self-pity about her present 
troubles, which are presumably contrasted to her previous happiness or hnr potential 
happiness should Persephone be with her.50
50 In general "vOv is hardly found in tragedy except in commands”, J. D. Denniston on Eur. Elec. 408, 
see also West on Hes. Theog. 963. Nw 6e in the speeches of Achilleus bears some significance, cf. IL 
9.344, 356 and see Edwards on Il. 18.88. The contrast theme is a typical feature in funerary lament, see 
Lattimore 172-7, M. Alexiou, The Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition, Cambridge 1974, 165-171. 
Pohlenz 34-5 interpreted "Ware ich ein Mensch, dann konnte ich mich ausweinen. So ist Leid 
unsterblich, wie ich selbst", but this makes no real point and lacks any positive evidence or parallel.
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vceodo Attic dPxr©, tcerco©, see on fr. 18.1. The vsrse is modelled on two passages 
employing vfaa© in a metaphorical and a literary way, II. 24.639 hXX del 0X8/6%© 
Kai KiqSea o'to^a ceac© and Od. 7-118-9 aXXa pOX’ asl / ^eduplq welooaa ra pev 
Sdei, aXXa 5e vOaaei (this may have exerted a broader influence: the Philetan passage 
could go on Oo emphasiss ths succession of griefs Demeter goes through, after the 
model of ths suecession of fruits in Od. 7.120-1) and is echoed in oppositio in A-R- 
1.283-4 (Alcimede) ftXXa Se %avxa vc^^cci, dpectKlOOic veao©. / Ndv ys pev stc. The 
liosrary meaning of the verb is "digest" and the Coan makes an ironie point here (and 
in fr. 18.1) since Demeter abstains from food. The absolute use of the verb is an 
innovation. The omission of ths objsct creates a vagueness to suggest that here 
Dimeter digests griefs instead of food. There is no need with Nowacki 39 to supply 
any object. Hijpa in ths next line is suggestive enough. For this ambivalent use of 
nzooG ef. ths following 0P2iiai and eXXc%e in fr. 18.2. Expressions that creats en 
ironic, almost comic effect might have been a recurrent feature in the lamentation of 
Dsmstir.
(xo S’) de2siai - w w - k Hire in its usual sedes in epic, cf. II. 9.66, Hes. Theog. 195, 
WD 377, HHD 235, 300, al., see LFrE s.v. de2©. in Hsllsnistic poetry cf. Call. 
HyDian. 131, A.R. 2.45, 878, Moero CA 1.2, Antig. Car. SH 47.2, Nic. Ther. 544, 
Maistas e<•s/- 34 (CA p. 70) and similarly Theoe. 15-21- Nsvsr in Aret. (4x)-
CXXo vs©psg / ©(oa Most closely paralleled in A.R. 2.137 dXXo / vCfp’ cuStiXov, ef. 
also [Aeice-] Prom. 1075 Ocpoocxov cf-pa, II. 21.39 av©icrov kokov, Simon. PMG 
527.1-2 kokov / dvemiSoKTixov, Arat. 768 dxpo^axov kokov and on ths whole piece 
Eur. Aeolus fr. 35 clsl Ko pev %%, xo Se osdtpraral kokov, / xo 8’ cd cP<2xvev cddig 
P2 api'n^ veov. "AXXo is often used in expressions denoting a succsssion of griefs in e 
sense approaching "additional", as II. 18.435, Od. 5.179 = 10.300 vf-jtcc kokov ... 
dXXo, Hes. Theog. 800, Aeich- Ag. 865, Eur. Med. 705, Hipp. 874, Hec. 233, A.R. 
2.223, 3.910, 3.1081, Q.S. 9.94-5 ~ Nonn. D. 21.91 KOK©oepov .. dXXo / cfjicc-, ef. the 
examples from late Greek epic in Campbell on Q.S. 12.487 and see Dover on Ar. 
Frogs 515 on a similar nuance of exepo^.
dP2sxao m / dfipo Another bold metaphor. The irony of ceco© aptly extends to 
de^SKCi as will, as io alludes to ths non-growing props during Demetsr’s famine, ef. 
HHD 469 (Rhea to Demeter) c[1{tc oe KolpTtov 012. 8eo£pplov dvdofpcoclC1Lv: what 
grow instsad, ere Demetsr’s sufferings. The elosest parallels ere II. 17.139 ~ Od. 
17.489 peyc vuvOog .. 0P2©v ef. GVICyr 5.13 (2nd c.) 7p]yOog 0e2si/, Nonn. D. 
26.154 and Anon. AP 7-334-16, Theogn. 1031 OXyog 0E^2^©v cf. GVI 1920.5 (1st c. 
A.D.) and Nonn. D. 19.34, A.R. 3.837 0%P©v, to ol ev Ttooiv fjsv / deorPai’, OXXa x
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epeXXev de3VanG0ar Smfaa©, Q.S. 1.23, 116, al., 9.383 EXko; de.nto, Nonn. D. 
12.269 de^opevri; ... dvTi^, 304 cbS/vag de.©v (Dionysus in thn scene of Ampelos’ 
death, reproducing the same ambiguity as in Ph.). With thn metaphor cf. the elegiac 
epitaph in G. B. D’ Alessio, ZPE 106 (1995), 22-6 (Artc, 6th c.) v. 6 iie^v^Oo; eOaXXn 
Soph. fr. 441 a. 11 em peya xoSn 6X[nei Ka]K5v (suppl. Barrett), Eur. Aie. 1085 
ffipdaKei kokOv, Androm. GDRK 62.84 (to gain sharper sight snakes eat fennel) 
miaivov SeiXoi; dXyea poureXadai;, Joann. Gaz. Ambon 228 (sailors) dXyeo 
PouKoXeovxe; dXiKpTxoio pnpipvTi;. From thn parts of the body or plants that "grow" 
already Homer employs de.© with xoXo; (//. 18.110) and Oup'g {Od. 2.135), cf. Hes. 
Theog. 493 pevo; Kai. SaiSipa yuia rn^exo. In Hellenistic poetry it is used both 
literally, n.g. Call. HyJov. 55 (child Zeus), HyDel. 84 (Spfa;), and metaphorically, as 
in Call. HyJov. 95 (dv5pa;), 131 (oiko^), HyArt. 34 (0n6v), A.R. 1.206 cf. Samius HE 
1.5 (ku5o$), 1.1339 (pflviv), 2.641 (Oapao;), [Theoc.] 25.17 (pevo;), Arat. 552 
(Spai), Nic. Ther. 390 (eap). The phrase contributes to the remarkably descriptive 
language of the fragment.
veope; rathnr means "suddnn, unexpected" than simply "nnw", LSJ s.v. Vox tragica, 
cf. Soph. Elec. 901, OC 730 (ic^|:k>v ve©pTi, Ichn. 160, Eur. Antiope fr. 48.6 Kambitsis, 
q.v. Ai.]f)K^Ti^<; vnSpn; aipa (sounding similar to Ph.’s phrase), fr. 964.5-6 ‘iv’ nl xi 
rdo%oip’... / p'n poi vnSpE; (Musgrave : vnapov, vnapai; testt.) T;poaT;ao0c pdXXov 
5okoi, cf. also Aesch. Pers. 693 veo%idv epPpi0e; kokov, Eut. Hipp. 866-7 t6§’ an 
vnoxpov E^oxor; / erceiaSpei 0e5; kokov and At. Frogs 1371-2 exepov an xepa; / 
vnoxpdv, Thesm. 701. But hern it is rather a tragic vest on an epic body. ’’Opvnpi is 
finely used of persons, things and abstract meanings (kokov, pevo;, (iopov, 0^'^ 
oOevo;, etc.), but never with Tcipa as subject or object. ^©18; creates an impressive 
image of a calamity suddenly rising in front of the inflicted as a wave, cf. II. 11.657 
rcCvOeo;, oaaov Sp©p8, Od. 7.270-1 .nveaeGOai 6i.ni / tioXX!., xfiv poi e7r©pae 
OoaEiSdmv (particularly appropriate as the Si.n; is a storm in the sea), Aesch. Ag. 
346-7 eypTYOpS; xS TCipa ... /Yevoix’ dv, Pind. Pyth. 4.155 pf n vn©xepov .. . 
dcaard1i kokov, Q.S. 13.254 a.lai mlpa Kopnoon/ ~ 6.601 = 8.227 ~ Opp. Hal. 5.77 . 
A sea-image underlies this metaphor, cf. Q.S. 5.82-3 xepi Se a^iv de.exo Knp’ 
dXeYeivdv / opvnpnvov, 14.247 and II. 4.422-3, 23.214 ©pxo 5e Knpo ~ Od. 14.522. 
al., Antim. fr. 41a.l4 = SH 52.14 Knjpax’ 6piv[, A.R. 1.106-7 6prcSpevov .. / Knp’ 
dXo;, 2.565-6, 2.580-1 koi '(naw d7tpo6dr©; dveSn peya Knpo 7dpol0ev / Knpxov,
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aKOTpfjyi GKOTCiTj igov, 2.1102, Frust. Adesp. Auct. SH 1184 and similarly Claud. 
Gig. 12-3 id Se popia KbpaTa Xacov / dpvof en’ aATiiiXoiatv.51
rciipa, KaKob Here juxtaposed but belonging to different syntactical units; the two 
are often conjoined, as in Od. 3.152 rcftpa kokoio, 5.179, al. Trijpa kokov, 7.195 
kokov Kat 7cfipa, Lyc. 611 KaKtov Kat rcripaTCDv rcapatTiov. Similarly A.R. 2.601 
a^XaaToto KOpopPa ~ Lyc. 295 a<}>%aaTa Kat KopopPa. nfjpa is the specific or 
separate misfortune, kokov the general plight in which Demeter finds herself.
ob kco "not yet", see J. G. Fontenrose, AJPh 62 (1940), 65-79, West on Hes. Theog. 
560, Janko on II. 15.426-8 and cf. fr. 4.2.
yi vetch, Most MSS in Homer have this old Ionic form instead of yiyvopai and 
inscriptions provide evidence that it prevailed later, see West on Hes. Theog. 429, 
Campbell on Q.S. 12.2, Allen on Mimn. fr. 1.4.
kcckob ... Ticroxui In prose one encounters Hdt. 6.135 rioo/vr] ("respite, release") rijg 
rcoXiopKtry;, Plato Rep. 583e TiGUXvq Tfjg fiSovfig, but in poetry the construction is only 
paralleled with Pind. Nem. 1.70 qGOxiav Kapaxcov peyaXtov, though the repertoire of 
nouns with KaKob (-<ov) is rich: II. 2.380 dvdpXqGig kokoo, II. 9.250 ~ Od. 22.481 
KaKou .. aKog cf. Aesch. Pers. 631, Od. 12.120 ob8e Tig eof a%Kf| (sc. aOavaTOo 
KaKou of Charybdis), Hes. Theog. 876 ~ WD 201 kokob 8’ oo yiveTai dAxfi, Carm. 
Aur. 56 ~ Ps-Phoc. 120 Xociv .. kokoov cf. Hdt. 6.139, Adesp. TrGF 430a yevovco 
rcaoXa .. kokcov with Th. K. Stephanopoulos, ZPE 83 (1988), 231-2, Men. Mon. 14.2 
avaKauaig.. tcov KaKGov, Q.S. 9.15 KaKob 8’ oo yivef epcoq, Orph. Arg. 893 KaKtov 
... KO0pf|v. This Philetan expression is often paralleled with Mimn. IEG 12.2 ob8e 
kot’ apKaooig yiveTai ouSepia, but such an approach is not favoured by the context 
in Mimn. and similar expressions are frequent in epic, e.g. II. 4.245 ob8’ apa rig ... 
yiveTai aXKfi, II. 21.528 ob8e Tig dA,Kq yiveTai, Od. 21.305 etc.
ncruxin fiooxvn may have philosophical implications, cf. Plato Rep. 583e and see 
Pohlenz 27-9, but these should be kept afar from this passage. The term is mostly 
prosaic and so is its use here, but it does not lack an epic background. It is a Homeric 
hapax, Od. 18.22 ("rest"), then as "rest, peace of soul, tranquillity" in HHHerm. 356, 
Archil. IEG 196a. 16, Theogn. 4, 331, Solon IEG 4.10, Leon. Tar. HE 58.4, Antip.
51 This is well paralled with the KoXtvSco-image applying equally well to xopa and Trqpa: Od. 1.162, al. 
Kvpa KvUvSei, Ale. fr. 208.2, A.R. 2.732, see Livrea on A.R. 4.152 ad fin. whence II. 11.347, al. Ttnpa 
KurivSerai, Antip. Sid. HE 22.8, Nonn. D. 10.96.
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SiO. HE 29.10. ’Havxiog only onee in Homer, IL 21.598 ef. Arat. 999, i(CPKog first in 
Hss. Theog. 763, WD 119 and Hippon. IEG 80.2, then Cell. HE 50.4, Lye. 3, 1216, 
Diosc. DD 9.4, Timo Phlics. 5// 841.2, eotcdea CA 1.9, GVI 1411.2 (3rO/2nd c.). 
The ad/srb norixl©g in HHHerm. 438, TgdX'U in Pind. Pyth. 11.56, Thepe- 14.27, 
T^<o^;^ie in Theoc. 2.11, 100, 6.12, Arat. 1001, Zenod. HE 3.3, Meleag. HE 34.5, 
^<v%ov in Arat. 1000, Meleag. HE 33.3. Call. HyPal. 72, 74 uses acuita "calm of 
nature"; in HE 9.4 nonxiog Kopa|o6g of e man not showing his lo/s. 'Homxia is often 
related to (abstinence from) lovs, as in Eur. Hipp. 444, Asclsp. HE 17.2, Theoc- 
7.126,22 Phanoel. CA 1.4, Anon. HE 10.4 and cf. Parth. 36.3 ^^cPKo7sl ci§oi 
KariKP^levcl, Maccius GPh 2.1 ey© .. a^’ ,H5pX^pp .. /.. fiPPKOPilv-
Fr. 16 (CA 3; Demeter!)
x© on poi 7O?X:©v yarns ^Tep f]5e OaXacar^
Sk Aiog ©paiov ep%opev©v exeov
on6’ aco Moipc kokSv osX£Co Seosl, oXKot oevppplv 
io(cs§’ asi Kai xoig 0XXa ^000^0/6X01
Stob. 4.40.15 (V.923 Hense, c. rcepl KOKoScapovlo^)
OiXnxa S, om. MA; Cereri attribuit BergK.
1 x< ou pot S : locum corruptum esse censet Powell, '’emendatio incerta" Hense, alii proponunt alia 
ltoXPov S : jtXeiov Emperius : (oipoi) ttoXPo Kuchenmuller obSe S : corr. Gesner 2 eoxopev (5v S ; 
corr. Jacobs inter vv. 2 et 3 lacunam statui 3 peXPo kokov S : kokwv peXPq Passow : kokov 
peXeSo von Blumenthal : peXPq xi kokov Heinrich (jepowtv S : corr. Grotius 4 eprce5a Kai S : 
epueS’ a<pi> koi. Meineke
x© on pot Many efforts he/s bsen mads to replaee this with a verb that we need in 
the first two verses. But in a highly emotional passage ons would sxpeet an 
accumulation of negative stetements of what Demeter, who apparently talks, cannot 
accomplish, ef. Q.S. 7.64-5 (Podalirius of the dsath of his brother Machaon) r© poo 
vfvOog OXaoiov pTOi%exai' ono’ exi Keivon / rsdvaoxog (jctog eoOXov eeXSopai
52 One could hardly agree with H. Edquist in A. J. Boyle (ed.), Ancient Pastoral, Monash 1975, 19-32 
relating the term to the idyllic environment in id. 7 and Virg.’s otium.
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nlaopdaa9ar. Powell regarded thn construction as corrupt, but O. Hense had 
prudently warned that any emendation is precarious. The tradition gives a sense as it 
stands and Wil. HD II, 115 n. 3 and Diehl ad loc. ("ego omnia recte se habere puto") 
were probably right in defending it. Thn hiatus creates no difficulties, cf. IL 2.250, 
14.126, ail, A.R. 1.334 and see M. Camppell in M. Fantuuzi - R. PPTtagostini (edd.), 
Struttura e storia delVesametro greco I, Rome 1995, 195. For thn juxtaposition of the 
personal pronoun cf. IL 14.126 /too ouk Cv pn, IL 4.410 /t© pf pot cf. Arct. 413, IL 
19.213 to pot ou ri, Od. 13.5 u© a’ ou tl, A.R. 2.15 /t© Kat pot, 3.978 u© pfi pe Lviv, 
Arat. 379 u© kci .. ot cf. Q.S. 13.255, Pind. Pyth. 5.23 t© an pf. T© suggests that 
Dimeter gave a reason for her endless sufferings and an explicit reference to Zeus’ 
responsibility might have preceded. Chakon in fr. 18.1, q.v. might bn taking up that 
point rathnr than thn one in v. 2. On the orthography of t© see Garvie on Od. 7.25-6.
TdSle©c ... /... exe©v 7oXe©v (= Attic toLLwv) is an epic form which also comes up 
in lyrics in drama, see Kannicht on Eur. HeL 1332. Thn gap betwenn tcoA^v and the 
rest of thn construction by no means justifies an emendation. The genitive absolute is a 
strong and indepnndnnt structure within a sentence and accordingly nnjoys a certain 
degree of libnrty, which permits it to maintain its coherence even if its elements are 
scattered in thn text. The Hellenistic ponts in particular created more complnx 
structures with absolute genitives than their prednceeeore, see G. Vaeilarse, Der 
Gebrauch des Genitivus Ahsolutus bei Apollonius Rhodius im Verhaltnis zu Homer, 
Athens 1993, nsp. his conclusions pp. 251-7.
yaln; urep fhe 0aXddr^^; is based on Homeric precedents such as It. 14.408 = Od. 
20.98 = HHD 43 em rpa.npqv re aav fypqv, HHD 69 rdGav erC %06va Ka'i Kara 
ttOvvov cf. Aeeah. Ag. 576, II. 24.341-2, al. fipev e{’ uypqv / fS’ ntf aTCeliova yaiav, 
Od. 9.69 /yaiav opou oai u;0v'tsv, Hes. Theog. 582 freipoq ... f|Se QaLaoaa, HH 
15.4 Kaca yaCav . . f5S {QXaaacav -Mo'sh.] Megc^ra. 43 eem yaCav .. if56 yQ'kaooaa. 
Tali; mnp is rare; it occurs in IL 13.200 = Hes. WD 551= A.R. 4.1426, cf. Il- 23.327 
urep arri;/, *A.R. 4.1271 = *Opp. Hal. 1.37 yalii; Urep. The clausula rS^ 
QahaaaOyq)/ is common. Cf. Theoc. 17.76 *yaia< ... O^/^c^c^^ag, *Q.S. 5.7.
ea Avo; The phrase often stands at thn beginning of a hexameter or pentameter in the 
emphatic runsvnr position,33 such as Il. 2.33,70, al., Od. 1.283, Hes. Theog. 96 /ex 6n 
Aioq whence Call. HyJov. 19 (cf. [Hes.] Scut. 197 /ev 5e Aio;), Theoc. 26.31, Arct. 
744, Clnanth. CA 1.4 /tk aou (sc. ArSq), Mosch. Eur. 15, Diot. HE 1.4 (pentam.), 
Q.S. 2.223, 8.223, Triph. 227, Nonn. D. 21.334, al. Cf. after a pentameter caesura Ion
53 See on this Edwards on II. 18.74-5, Garvie on Od. 6.29-30.
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IEG 27.6, conversely Marc. Arg. AP 9.246.4 /on Aiog 8k xetpmv, aXka etc., never in 
A.R. The phrase often serves as an exordium in poems such as Alcm. PMGF 29, 
Theoc. 17.1 with Gow ad loc., Arat. 1, Strato AP 12.1.1, see M. Fantuzzi, MD 5 
(1980), 163-172.
ek Atog ©patov epxopevov exeov Zeus is originally and above anything else the 
sky-god, cf. IL 15.192 and see West on Hes. WD 416, BurKert 126. The idea that 
years as well as days and nights come from him is Homeric, cf. IL 2.134 evvea 5f 
Pepdaox Aiog peyaXoo evrawoi, Od. 14.93 oaaai yap vwxeg te Kai fipepai 8k Aiog 
eiatv whence [Mosch.] Megara 46 vuKxag xe KXctioTuoa Kai 8k Atog ^pa0’ OTtoaaa 
with Th. Breitenstein, Recherches sur le poeme Megara, Copenhagen 1966, 50, A.R. 
1.1071 8k Aiog flpap em-noOev and see Hainsworth on IL 11.84-5 ad fin. on iepov 
Tpap, iepov. In Arat. 265f. he assigns to the Pleiads the giving of signs of the
seasons to come Zeng 5' aixiog .. / o ajnat Kai 08peog Kai %etpaxog ap^opevoto / 
crnpatveiv 8KeCeuoev 8xepxxp8voo x' apoxoio. In Moero CA 1.9-10 he assigns that 
duty to the doves in return for their help when he was a child. Therefore Zeus brings 
about the season for each agricultural work, Arat. 742-4 xd 88 nou peyav eig 
eviaoxov, / dSp>ri pev x' apoaai veiong, copri 88 ouxe'caai, / 8k Atog 73813 rcavxa 
rce8aappva TavxoOt Keixai. But in a related passage Call. HyDem. 121-3 peydCa 
0e6g e'upodvaaaa / Ce”uK8v eap, 1uudk8v 88 08pog Kai %eipa ^po^aa / ^et Kal 
<0ivvrca)pov, exog o' eig OXko ouCa^ei makes Demeter bring fruitful seasons. The 
point seems to be that Zeus' acknowledged authority in the succession of seasons is 
insufficient to produce crops without Demeter's consent. In Lyc. 620-3 Diomedes' 
curse has a similar effect: euxag dpoupaig dpo’ 8xqx'6poog Patel, / Ar^oug dveivai 
pTTox' opixviov axaxw, / ynag xl0arp(ja*aovxo cxp8T©OCp Atog, / q pf etc.
e>pai©v .. 8xe©v The phrase was taken up by Theoc. 7.85 exog ppiov, cf. [25].28 
08pog ppiov, GVI 715.3 (lst/2nd c.; a young boy died) e% 8x8©v oopT^, oilyov oepag, 
CEG 557.3 (ca 350) 8vv8exeig ydp iocbv kok^ioug ppag 8vi^c^i^'^(5v, HG 1.35-6 = 
LSCG 151.35-6 (ca 300) eopxd£g[v .. / ... 8vraUxla ppata 8opxdv in a lex sacra 
prescribing rites of Zeus Polieus for the month Batromios, m. February, "die 
geeignetste Zeit fur die eviauxta ppata ..., die Erbittung eines guten Jahres vom 
Wettergott", Herzog, HG, 8). Tlpatov exog in Theoc. seems to be equivalent to 
"sprinn".54 The Schol. (101.14-7 Wendel) note: pptov : xtv8g xov oCov 8vraox6v.
54 So Legrand, Gow, Monteil. "Exog cannot mean anything else than "year", see C. J. Emlyn-Jones, 
"exog and evtavrog in Homeric formulae", Glotta 45 (1967), 156-161; contra R, S. P. Beekes, Glotta 
47 (1969), 138-142, see also LFrE s.v., S. West on Od. 1.16 and cf. Pind. Nem. 11.40 eretov rcepoSoug. 
To youv eap etc. probably suggests a lost more detailed argumentation.
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5tivcr<ci 5e Kat optot; (:oniog LP) on too/t©, ro 8cP)£Kdov(/0v Xeyeiv, aXXa Tjv x©v 
©ppv ps^xc^l^c^PfT^x^- StaipEiTai yap si, S. x6 youv Sap o GsoKpirog ©ptov sives/. Gow 
aO loe. citeO an number of examples where a noun’s meaning is restricted by the adj. 
epplisd to it, such as Od. 17.606 ~ [Thsoc.] 25.86 5sisXov f(oco cf. A.R. 3.41 SeteXov 
©pry/, Antim. fr. 29 d^pso, arcd£oolO ("miO-summer"), A.R. 1.450 prad£oOv f(oco, 
II. 5.539, al. v£aipa ycc^cqo, Hor. Epod. 3.29 annus hibernus (=winter). Odes 3.23.8 
pomifero ... anno (= autumn), Virg. Aen. 6.311 Jrigidus annus. Homeric II. 21.111 
peco/ fipcp, ef. II. 16.777 = Od. 4.400 fieXtog pe^ov ppoavOv do7lOsO'^KSl, is also 
comparable; analogously, in PhiloO. GPh 3.1 ApKKaPevlSag mpa, = X^t^t^j^tcvcc, the 
meaning of the noun is expanded. The traditional view since Kayser’s days (p. 54) 
regards ©pcXo, as "epithston omans t©/ erem/, quatsnus Sr£a eontinent fopag, nihil 
amplius" as in HHD 265 ©piici — mEptpAoo£vop £vlapToU or Long. 1-23-1 f wpc 
X0P EToug "ths season of the year" i.e. late spring. But this misses an important point, 
"V7prl is also a term closely associated with vegetation; in Homer it deserlSei "Ois 
freundllcee Zeit, dis vegetaOives Leben zur Reife bringt", Erbse 41, anO es sueh it is 
rslatsO to Dimeter, who in HHD 54, 192, 492 is ©p^opo, ("bringsr of ripeness", 
Richardson on v. 54) and pippa on a coin in Smyrna^ Cf. Hss. WD 31-2 pio, .. 
ecEviccvo, KaTaKetcai / wpato,, xov yatc (jeper, AtioVTepo< OKxijv, Ar. Frogs 1034 
kcipt;©/ oSe<cr, Philic. SH 680.36 ]Y©pQ... (:©pgi[io]v Diehl cl. Ar. Frogs 395 : 
©p<o<ciY Galle/oti cl. HHD 205) ’EXspceva0i oPCTqXaaral, 10k%©v. ’iQpatog is a 
word linked to ohe maturity of crops (and animals, even women) and to spring, which 
is Ohe most important season for agriculture end therefore for Demetsr too, and Ohe one 
in which most of the festivals held in her honour were taking place, see Bimmfield 33­
9. Pirseohone’s return to ths upper world is traditionally set in spring, see Richardson 
on HHD 399f. At ths same time opalo, cen simply mean "timely", as in Hes. WD 
392-4 ©pta — / Epyc KOio^£epdat Arlof(Teoog, Co ... / ©pi Oe^vxat, Arat. 1075-6 
XcOpsi kcI yioav©v ay&Xaiq f>paw< aoorpip, / peoov £pKPo£/clg, 6 S’ acoptog 
cnriKa oaXApv or Anyte HE 16.2 CJp(c^PP ... /apcro, O5p Toga i.e. coming up at ths 
right moment for ths wayfarer. The phrase seems to play popn the ambiguity "timely/
55 Famell III, 318 n. 33. It has been disputed whether P>pT|<opo<; is compatible with the famine motif 
dominating the Hymn or whether it should be seen as a later accretion, but Richardson 15, followed by 
Foley 98 n. 58, is definitely right in considering the two elements as inseparable, Horai themselves, 
daughters of Zeus assigned with the supervision of the succession of seasons, ore Persephone’s 
companions in Orph. Hy. 29.9, 43.7 and in the Thesmophoric procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus 
according to Callix. FGH 627 = Athen. 5.198b ernjKoXo'PGo'vv ’"ipcci. xPooope^ PieaKepaopEvai Kai 
EKdOTn $epowa xoto ISioug KapTtoug, but, despite Kuchenmuller 51, do not have a place in this 
passage. Szadeczy-Kardoss 163-4 translated "als nach der Verordnung des Zeus die Jahre der Jugend 
vergehen", but a reference to the past would demand Tap-epxopPvwv.
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fertile seasons". Demeter probably implies that though Zeus’ authority will grant an 
undisturbed succession of seasons, her own authority will Keep them fTuttlnse.
CpXanCcoc exeov This provides a novel appearance to the Homeric formula exo; 
X^Oev, OJ. 1.16, 2.107, 14.287, 19.152, al., which never occurs in the absolute 
genitive. It is comparable with similar Homeric absolute genitives such as II. 2.551 
rapl,r£AXopnv(Qv evuuixKSv, O d. 1.16 exo; fjXOe r£plrdopev©v evi^i^'^'^cSv, sen 
Vaeilaroe, op.c., 92-3, Od. 11.248 ©£pl.itXsp£cou ectau)rou. A.R. 1.688 has 
xnXXopEvou exno;, cf. 1.690 £©£p%op£vov nl; exo;. In the second verse the choice of 
words creates a succession of o/n sounds: Cpai,©v epzopevmv exemv.
If, as it snnms, of in v. 1 does not need to be "corrected", ofS’ in v. 3 is 
meantnglnse unless a verb tins betwenn the two negatives. For reasons of content ofS’ 
in v. 3 moei probably introduces a nnw paratactical clause governed by a©o .. 7epnr. 
Thn emendation of noheov into nohea by Gretius, accepted by KuchenmulleT, 
presupposes an additional emendation of (x©) of poa into something else. Thn verb 
sounds ckward with yavqq ur£p f\6e GoXcnorq; and is rather incompatible with the 
second verst of the fragment. Wil. HD II, 115 n. 3 justified thn two negatives through 
means usually applied to dramatic texts, "durch die Erregung des Redenden ... auch 
durch das langn Zwischenglind" and went as far cs to consider ouk for of 5’ in v. 3. Hn 
also "necessarily" ("notwendig" and therefore, it seems, half-heartedly) connected poi 
in v. 1 with peX£© in v. 3. One fenls more comfortable about postulating a lacuna of 
two verses, which would specifically infer to Demeter., not offering a point of general 
interest, and therefore omitted by an anthologist. Both thn content of the fragment and 
0u5’ indicate that Demeter in a sentimental outbreak deplored her misfortunes with a 
succession of two or three negative statements concluded with a final aXXd-clause. 
This would create a suitabln rhetorical effect, as often in epic.33
Mo! pa Singular as always in Homer except II. 24.49. In latnr versions Moirai very 
often play a role in connection with Pnreephone’s abduction. In Ov. Met. 5.529f. Zeus 
declares that Core can return to thn upper world provided that she has not eaten 
anything in thn Underworld; this is not negotiable nam sic Parcarum foedere cautum 
est (v. 532) and cf. v. 534 non ita fata sinunt (sc. Cererem educere natam). Fasti
56 This rhetorical scheme is common in epic, cf. II. 1.152-8, 4.223-5 ”EvG’ ouk av ppl^ovxa i5oig 
'Ayapepvova Siov / ouSe Kaxarctaejaovt’, ou5' ouk E0eXovxa pc%e<a0ai, / aXXa pctXa oneeSovxa etc., 
II. 13.712-6, Od. 4.566-7, 6.43f. and on three negations in similes see Edwards (1991), 28-9, Hes. 
Theog. 423-5, Archil. IEG 128, A.R. 1.644-8, 4.1776-9 on vu xig uppiv aeGXog /.... / out' avepoov 
EpuBId... aXXa ekliXoi etc., Call. HyDel. 302-3, Phoen. CA 5.5-10, [Mosch.] Epit. Bion. 20-2, etc.
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4.520 (Demeter to a daughter of Celeus) heu, melior quanto sors tua sorte mea est. In 
Claud. RP 1.217f. Moira compels Zeus to indulge in Persephone's rape: (Zeus to 
Aphrodite) Candida Tartareo nuptum Proserpina regi / iam pridem decreta dari; sic 
Atropos urget / sic cecinit longaeva Themis, nunc matre remota / rem peragi tempus, 
see Gruzeiier on 1.214f., 218f. In 3.410 Demeter herself complains about Moira: sic 
numina fatis / volvimur et nullo Lachesis discrimine saevit. In Nonn. D. 6.94 ei Xiva 
Moipdmv ercircetOexat assent of Moirai is a presupposition for Core's rape, cf. also 
Orph. Arg. 1195 (Plouton) Kobpqv 8T£pfaaxo 8alpovog aiaq. In Orph. Hy. 43.7-9 
Mocpai / Kai Xdpixeg kukXIoioi x°P0<tg xpog (xpp dvdYwoi [sc. Persephone] / Zi^vI 
Xapi^opevai Kai pTiTepi KapTtf^oeipi, see Richardson 83 against L. Malten, ARW 
12 (1909), 42If. who postulated a broader influence of the Orphic version. More 
relevant to Ph. might be the intermediary role of Moirai in Phigalia where they 
persuade Demeter to lay her wrath aside, Paus. 8.42.3. Claud. RP 1.487f. assigns to 
them another intermediary role: Pluto launches severe threats because he is the only 
unmarried god and the Fates as suppliants beg him not to realize them, but to turn to 
Zeus for a solution. In a relief on the altar of Hyacinthus in Amyclai Demeter, Core, 
Pluto, Moirai and Horai are portrayed with Aphrodite, Athena and Artemis, cf. Paus. 
3.19.4 and see Kanniiht 338. Demeter and Moirai are assorted in cull in Acrncorinth 
as 0eoi cuvoiKor, Paus. 2.4.7 and archaeological evidence suggests that the 
connection is as early as the 6th c., see D. Csllipolitrs-Feylmans, "Demeter, Cord et les 
Moires sur les vases hOTrdthrene", BCH 94 (1970), 45f. In Corinth, see L. Beschi, 
UMC IV.I, 883 with vol. 11.598, Demdter is twice represented as a lady holding in her 
hands her rehenlly-bcTn daughter. Beside her are the Moirai spinning, thus prompting 
the idea of their predestined sufferings.57 Moirai had a well established worship at Cos 
in the 3rd c. and the oaths vai Motpag and pd xag Motpag in Theoc. 2.160 and 
Herodas 1.11 respectively, both in Cosd settings, eddm to be a local peculiarity, see 
Sh-W 326, 106 n. 122. There is no evidence that Mcrrai were worshipped in 
connection with Demeter at Cos, but a link might have existed in poplar thought. 
Noteworthily Moirai (v. 11), Persephone (v. 32) and Demdter (vv, 69, 86) are the only 
deities evoked in Herodas 1.
K<XK<mv Codex S, the only one preserving the fragment, offers pele© kokoov
and Paesow inverted the sequence of the words to restore metrical order. The text may 
be badly compt or we may simply have to do with a mistake of simplex ordo. When 
drcooepp, as usually and always in Homer, sii Chantraine GH II, 92-3, laKde a 
concrete object (xo^ep sc. two fighters in Il. 5.257 or ^^u^^a in Od. 16.360 = 326), it
57 This resembles the Moirai (substituting the traditional Muses) in Cat. 64.303f. singing felicia ... / 
carmina (vv. 382-3) of the doomed Achilleus in the wedding of his parents.
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governs an accusative, but a genitive of separation would be possible with cn abstract 
object. Von BlumsnthcTs 2168 kcck©v psliS© has some merit as it is possible Greek, 
cf. [Aesch.] Prom. 26 6x826©/ kcko), Eur. Suppl. 807 0X71) kckwv, and would 
alluOs to Demeter’s traditional wasting herself away, cf. HHD 94 soSog doaX5Pvppca 
coop/ K00vPv, 201 fjcjcd oddf olvPdo'Pca 0a6p^<0volp dvy<aroOg with Richardson ad 
loe. and for ths topos MacLeod on II. 24.123. The ancients seem to have etymologised 
piXeS©/ from peXi] + E5©, cf. EM 756.23 os2Ss5©vciv al ra pel-T ESo-uoci Opo/KlSsg 
and sse West on Hss. WD 66 ypl0poopp, pels^O^wva,, Campbell on A-R- 3-4-5- In 
Nonn. D. 6.30-1 (ueiv S’ fjpvfiGaro Aoi© / Hspciej>Svq< osdPoctGa osXqSSvl-
o£vpropx/ I eo(is8’ asi Cf. A.R. 3.772-3 oPSe ci, aXKq / vXqiaTO,, vXX cpt©, 
^Xeyet Eo.TlsSov anO for the diction Orph. Arg. 710 (Blue Rocks) P'uccodsv 
Eppi^oPvro Kai EpoeSov clev Eolovov- The emendations of Grotius and MeineKe ers 
certain. The construction is e combination of two Homeric phrases, pevov EpoePov +
CO
EpoeSov alev. On the plaintive asO see on fr. 5.3. MEvo-pclv / EoiTs8(a) literally 
miens "remain in earth" end makes a point as Hippon. end an anonymous tragic poet 
(Aescel?) ars attesteO to he/s used the word in the sense %0ovwg, Hesyeh. s 2425 
epTrsOfig <8e>yao6oog <£>1^—/ "AiSrj, (= Adesp. TrGF 208)’ eo%e5ov EXeyov 
cov "Ai5qv, gx; <kcI> (adO. Kannicht-Snsll) *ic^(C)c'(c^ {lEG 146a) avcl co) ev veSe} 
kci x06v^og27 and M. L. West, BICS 24 (1977), 97-8 establishsd it in Aesch. Ag. 
1172 (Cassandra) ey© 6e 0epoOvopg r0%’ ’EpcES© (="A.i6i); epfiS© codd.) PaX©. 
This sense lurks in A.R. 2.642-4 0oPv8Ka vdv oPS’ el Ke Sie2 ’AiSao Psoe0o©v / 
crsXPoOo(jv, Eci cappo, avaT/opai, sPrs neXeads / Eo7is0oo apyaXeoig evl S£loaplv, 
Nonn. D. 19.6 Zr<<|>eeov .. KacePvaosv Eo7rsSpg mirvo,, 38.218 ef. Leon. Tar. HE 
74.7-8 oXXa mpog eyyai.©/ [= %0ovi©v] ’AoS©veog 'Ep^el-c cs kc, Nukxp; "an 
unusual senss, though in Plut. Mor. 953a Erebus is definsd as co X^t^'vT.ov kci iyyaiov
58 II. 5.527 = 17.434 = Od. 11.152, al. ppvov egraeSov, cf. also Aesch. Ag. 854, oracle in Hdt. 7.140.1 = 
14.3 P-W, A.R. 2.135, Anon. GDRK 56.24, Q.S. 5.270, al., Orph. Arg. 610 + Il. 16.107 = Hes. ' fr. 294.4 
/eprESov aiPv, for which cf. also Theogn. 1084, Solon IEG 15.3, A.R. 1.499, 646, SEG 27.844.25 
(2nd c. A.D.), AVI 79.3 (2nd/3rd c. A.D.), Orph. Arg. 347 and further Il. 15.683 epiceSov d«j)oX£< 
alei, 9.317 vqXeixe; aet, 10.364 PppEvE; alei, 14.238, al. a<0ixov aiei, Od. 9.74 ouvexE; alel, Od. 
1.68 ccokeAe; alev, see on these patterns Hainsworth 10.
59 Emended West : avxt xox P (vel tPv) Ev ltPS<p, %P6vto; Degani ; avxlov xox oxv EpTeSox %06vto; 
codd. Cf. also Phot. Lex. e 738 E|4te8t,; yap-opo;1 xov 5E "AtPqv epTeSov EXeyov. 'IttCvo^, where cod. 
Zavordensis adds in margin eto; PpjrEPoOxpToet;. Chr. Theodoridis, Eikasmos 2 (1991), 33-4 
understood this as "always search for a word", but see E. Degani, ibid., 37 for other possibilities. If the 
marginal note was originally part of the PiiirePTi; entry it must be connected with Hades. 
’EgxKEo00pTiGei; may be a colloquial-sounding formation for "bound to die".
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otosto", G-P ad loc.3° ’Ev can be used io denote whai is contained in or under a 
closnd space, sne LSJ s.v. ev A.I.3 and cf. CEG 607.1 (4ih c.?) SOrped); apfrcei 
xd3o; [e]y %0ov! xeTSn, Leon. Tar. HE 75.2 (a dnad’s) eaxOdviog arioSid (Kaibnl : ev 
%0ovi oi; P), A.R. 2.1272-3 pnXlaraYea; %ee loopa; / FaTi x’ evvarerat; xn 0noi;. 
For thn idea cf. Call. HE 19.4 (Afiprspi) aoi xf| adx© 01)7(1x11 and further 0pp. Hal. 
3.486-7 (Minthe, mistress of Pluto) xf|v rose ao'fpqv / 7aalc mxouSatqv eppnvai and 
the applications of f©aaX6vto;. It is noteworthy that Demetnr’s innocent complaint is 
expressed in highly allusive language. This seems io have been a prominent feature in 
thn goddess’ speech.
akka .. /... alia This may be an intentional word-play. Cf. Homeric II. 9.45, al. 
dXX’ aXXoi, Od. 7.118-9, 8.169-170 dXXo; pev ydp x’ eiSo; 006^x61'; ©eXti dvfjp / 
dXXd 0nS; pop3icv nmeor are7ni ~ 8.174-5, Archil. IEG 25.5 ofn; dXX]o; pdvxi; 
dXX’ ea^cS, and in Hellenistic verse Call. HyJov. 72-3 dXXd xa pev paadpeaaiv 
olt^oiaiv af0i ©apf|Ka; / alia peleiv exepoiaiv, HyDe/. 165-6 dXXd ol 8k 
Moapemv n; 6361X611^; 0no; dXXo; / ean, HE 2.5-6 dXXd ixplv ni©e'tv / towo 
'036;, ’H%© 3^01 n;- 'dXXo; e%ei’, A.R. 1.97-9 of pev ex’ oXXod; / yf|pao; ma; 
e%ev padxoio aT|86posCCa;, / dXXd e xriXfynxov, 1.894 dXXmv ea 7oXi©v. 'AIX of of 
ye etc., 2.1049-1050 dXXd nv’ dXTqv / pfjnv TOpafvmpnv, 4.733-4 ’AXX’ erce! ofv 
iaesq; aai Opoyvio; .lieu epeuo, / dllo pev of xt kokov p'iyrioopaa, Thnoc. 7.91-4 
roXXd pev alia / Nfp3ar afpe S^Sa7av ... / eoOld, ... / dXXd TOy’ ea rdvxcov pey’ 
f©a1po%ov, 1.36-7,4.17-9, Phoen. CA 1.9-10 dXX’ fjv dptaro; ea0^,ntv xn acl ©^vnrc / 
Krpav, xd S’ alia rdvxa koto raxr(6v Antip. Sid. HE 8.4-5 of ydp ev dXX# /
iepov dXX’ ev epoi. Argent. GPh 1 dXXo; 6 Mrvo<(tXia; ... / dXXo; ... / dXX’ im etc. 
For such juxtaposition of cognates cf. Arat. 779-780 dXXoxn ydp x dXXq ... I dXXoxn S’
ah
“EpneSov was correctly understood to mean "in the earth" in antiquity, cf. Schol. DII. 9.335 eprceSa' 
e8paia, pepata xai a<?<>aXf\. rce8ov yap f an, EM 335.49, Eustath. Comm. II. 905.11 (111.391 van der 
Valk, q.v.) ev xcp rceSto qyovv aoXSg xq yfj. Its original meaning is sometimes sensed in Homer in 
occurrences such as II. 19.12 peya xeixog ’A%xi(5v ep©e8ov fjev, II. 17.434 ©g xe oxqX/ri pevei epneSov, 
q x’ em xuppcp etc., Od. 12.434 oxqpi^ai togiv epTte8ov ("on the ground"), Od. 23.203 (Odysseus’ bed 
in Ithace fixed to the ground) ex' ejArxeSov eaxi, yuvai, Xe/og. The word does not occur in Call. or 
Theoc. but cf. in this sense in Hellenistic poetry A.R. 1.499 epoe&ov alev ev a'iGepi xeapap exovaiv (a 
witty game), 2.960 ou8' exi pipva^eiv 0eXov eprctSov, aXX evi vql, / ... epqaav, and perhaps 1.646 
(the soul of Aethalides in the Underworld) epoe8ov alev apeipopevq pepOpqxai, Leon. Tar. HE 32.5 
pl£a yap eprceSog ouoa, [Mosch.] Megara 115 xeixai 6' 8 y’ em xOovog epne8ov, Num. Her. SH 
582.4 pajiv eprceSov (:epKU880v Casaubon) "deep-rooted", later Crinag. GPh 27.5 8pneg epueSa 
pi^aig / eoxaaiv, Q.S. 8.169 (a foreland cannot be removed by the impetus of rivers) O yap eprceSov 
eppi^mtai, Paul. SU. Ambon 186,279 paaig eprceSog.
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dlioXai, further A.R. 1.90-1 on p8v dp' dpo® / ono' opoOev, 2.28 oloOev otog cf. 
3.1096, 4.418,4.1118 or A.R. 3.192 jidvx8g 8^! Tavn] with Campbell ad loc.
TroaornV5.d^d:ctlt A term originally applying to vdgdtalicd as a878xar in fr. 15.1. The 
verb is exclusively prosaic appearing first in TheopE^ and then in Polyb. As in fr. 5.2 
the juxtaposition of high poetic and plain prosaic diction is noteworthy. If it applies to 
Dem8ter, the goddess in her desperation might just be making a pessimistic prediction 
about her future (note the present ldnee). It might also refer to the repercussions of her 
conflict with the rest of the gods and perhaps to the untoward incidents that occurred 
to her during her wanderings (note jcpoa-), see on these Richardson 74f„ 178-9.
Only one MS of Stob. transmits this fragment with the lemma 0>t.f^^TS^. The fad 
that it has been attributed to all three titled works of Ph. is an indication of how 
puzzling its content is. Cessi 137 assigned it to Demeter as words of Celeus to the 
goddess when she called him a happy man. But the same scholar (1914), 286-7 made 
the new suggestion that these verses are words of Telephus to Clylemdeetra in order to 
win her sympathy and therefore belong to Telephus. Couat 78 deemed that here Ph. 
"laments his own ill-luck". Nowacki 64-5 believed that the fragment is part of Hermes 
as words of desperation by Odysseus, but metre is prohibitive to this suggestion. Bergk 
took these verses to be part of Demeter in relation to frr. 15 and 18 and was followed 
by Wil. HD II, 115 n. 3, Kuchenmuller 50-1, and Powell 91. Demeter seems to have 
mentioned to her Coan hosts her endless and adventurous wanderings. It seems that 
this happened in a very emotional speech that could have led Ddmeter to teaTs (fr. 17) 
and prompted Chalcon to a consolatory response (fr. 18). Mot in v. 1 may be used to 
assert Ddmeter’s authority over the vegetation of land. Favqg nrcep i)8e 0aXa«rq<; 
seem to depend on epxop.8vpv to aKnowledgd Zeus' authority over land and sea, 
which is a contested issue in II. 15.193 (Poseidon talks) ydxa. 8' 8xi 7uvq Tavxmv Kal 
paapog ’'OCnpi^og. It is less likely that it depends on a verb describing the wadddringe 
of Ddmeter over land and sea as in HHD 43 eni xpa^epqv Kal nypfiv.55 'Hpalwv hints
61 Demeter was said to have orbited the earth searching for her daughter, cf. Carcin. II TrGF 70 F 5 
7o0<p 5e prrtep' T^avivpevng KopTjg / paarfip' eneXOotv Traav ev kukXo) %6va influenced by Eur. 
Hel. 1302-7 Mdxnp eobOir 0e<Sv av' / vXQxxa. vtiTiq / noxdpiov xe xeOp' nSoxmv / pap-uppopov xe Kup' 
a&tov / 700® xag ti7Ol%OTevag / dpprTOU Kobpag, Ant. Lib. 24.1 (echoing Nie.’s Heter) 7A.avfjxug 
Cirrier yqv anaaav, Call. HyDem. 9-16, Ov. Fasti 4.574 praeteritus Cereri nullus in orbe locus and cf. 
a detailed geographical account in 4.467f., 497f., 563f., Met. 6.438-9 Interea pavidae nequiquam fdl'ia 
matri / omnibus est terris, omni quaesita profundo, 6.642-3, Ael. Arist. Eleus. 3 (poets etc. tell) 
Afipixpa 5' e7eTTBGOal yqv Taoav Kal 0dXaxxav Orrooiaav xi OvyaTepa. In some versions Demeter 
even goes to Hades to search for her daughter, see Richardson 259. Diehl’s understanding of the text
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at seasons timsly but fruitless. Moira, cs a deity traditionally with superior power to 
that of Zeus, mey be invoked as a last resort for a solution; but to no avail: in all 
versions she stands on the side of Zeus. MsXe© can be either masculine or feminine 
and mey refer to Demstsr. ”E|^7ceS(<a) would hint at Perssphons’s current abode. No 
doubt Ohe verses that sesm to be missing between vv. 2 and 3 would east more light on 
the intsrorstetlon of this fregmsnt.
Fr. 17 (CA 2.3-4)
kqi yOp peAJoio Kopeaadpevo; KAaoOpoio
KqSea §EiAat©v eiXev ano rcpam5©v
Stob. 4.56.26a (V.1129 Hense, c. irapqyopiKd) 
OiXqxa ATijpriqpoc; MA, xoX axxox S
1 KopeaoPgEvo; codd. : corr. Froeenjona
Kat yap ot, The post essumss hire what seems to be a didectic tone: "Because, of 
course, when sommono ..S’. Kai means "in fact", Denniston GP, 108-9.
peXcoio oEXeo, means "vain" in Homer but "miser" in tragedy. Ancient critics were 
aware of ths change of meaning, cf. Sohol. //. 16.336 (IV.238 Erbse) pe^ov a/Kt co)
"quare neque peregrinus hospes neque tronsmarinus ... neque Parca malorum quid mi misero aufert" is 
not convincing.
Zeus very often has to bow to Moira, see H. FriOnKel, Early Greek Poetry and Philosophy, London 
1975, 53-64 (ch. "Gods and Powers"), Erbse 284-293, JanKo 4-7. Whether this is his own choice to Keep 
the established order of the world undisturbed or because of inferiority to Moira, is a question still open 
to discussion. In other instances Moira is identical with the will of Zeus, see the collection of passages 
in Od. TsagaraKis, Nature and Backgrountd of Major Concepts of Divine Power in Homer, Amsterdam 
1977, 117-134 and cf. Hainsworth on Od. 7.196-8. Hellenistic poets sometimes used the idea, as Call. 
HyPal. 104-5 (Athena cannot undo the harm to Teiresias) Etoei Moipcov ©5’ PTEvqae Alva, / qvlKa xo 
Tpaxov viv PyEtvao, HyArt. 22-3, Theoc. 1.138-140. On the whole the Greeks believed that there are 
some abstract powers to which Zeus himself bows, such as Eros (or "Aphrodite"), cf. HHAphr. 36f., 
Asclep. HE 11.5 and see Biihler on Mosch. Eur. 76 or AnanKe, see on fr. 3.2. Musae. 323 ”Ep©; S’ ook 
qpKecoE Moipa; makes a point when he presents Eros and Moirai in conflict over Leander’s death.
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pEXecog, paxaiox;. Kal 8ia rcavxdc; ouxcog "Opripoq xpfjxat' ol 8e xpayiKol ski tov 
olKxpou Kal xaXavo<; and see Erbse on Schol. II. 10.480 (III. 102). Hellenistic poets 
affected its ambiguous usage, cf. Call. HyDel. 117 peXsot ydp ctTtEipfiKaai xsvovxec; 
(the only occurrence in Call.), Alex. Aet. CA 3.17 oxav apvfjxat peXeov yapov 
ayXaoc; ’AvOsug. A.R. employs pEXeog in both senses, e.g. 1.616 co peXeat ("tragic") 
and on the other hand 3.487-8 peXet]... I eXucopij, cf. also the intriguing 1.1249 peXeri 
5e ol etcXet’ ctuxri "feeble", "until his cries grew faint" Hunter, cf. the echo of Opp. 
Hal. 4.631 and see in general Livrea on A.R. 4.605, Rengakos 114. The word is 
ambivalent here too, as Demeter’s lament is both tragic and vain. Ph. seems to be the 
first to take advantage of its ambiguity.63 Wittily enough this hints at Demeter’s 
passionate crying resulting in only one tear, see ff. (a weeping with negligible effect!).
pcXcoio .. KkauOpovo KXauOpog is picked up directly from II. 24.717 (7x in Homer: 
II. 24.717, Od. 6x). Its only adj. in Homer is Od. 17.8 KXauOpou xe axvyepoio. It is 
rare in poetry afterwards, cf. Aesch. Ag. 1554, ousted by the erudite poets, cf. GVI 
1897.25 (2nd c.), IMEG 87.1 (2nd c. A.D.), Q.S. 3.521 (quoted ff.). KXauOovxat 
d8eX<|)6v occurs in an epigram in PTeb. 3.7 (s. a.C. I; noted in LSJ Suppl. s.v.) where 
Hunt-Grenfell noted "1. KXauaovxai".
KopEaadpEvog KXauOpoio A variation of II. 24.717 aoeaOe KXauOpoto (the only 
occurrence of KXavOpog in the II.) cf. then Q.S. 3.521 KXauOpou aSiyv KopeaaaOai 
and further//. 22.427 KopeaaapeOa KXaiovxeg, Od. 20.59, 4.541 = 10.499, //. 23.157 
yooro ... aaar and see J. Latacz, Zum Wortfeld 'Freude' in der Sprache Homers, 
Heidelberg 1966, 187-9. In lamentation contexts Kopewupr in Homer always governs 
a participle, but it is common with an abstract object in the genitive, II. 11.562, Od. 
11.421, al.
KTiSea.. crXev Cf. A.R. 2.240-1 a8rvdv 5’ eXe Kfj§og EKaoxov I -qpcocov, 2.858 KTjSog 
eXovxo/, 3.692. In Homer cf. Od. 10.363 ek Kapaxov .. elXexo yurcov, Od.-11.201 
peXecov e^erXexo (Oupov) varied in Theoc. 17.24 peXecov e^erXexo (yfipag).
SerXatov SstXaiog, as yaXrivalTi in fr. 5.2, is a choicer variation of the Homeric 
SEiXog ("wretched" not "cowardly", see Janko on II. 13.275-8), which is used 
exclusively of persons. The form is first attested in Hippon. IEG 36.4 (quoted ff.), cf.
The most conspicuous example of an ambiguous use of a word in Hellenistic poetry is Call. HyArt. 
90 Kuvag nptav TtnYOug "black-and-white" relying on the controversial meaning of rc-riyog "black" or 
"white", see on SH 415i.l6, A. Rengakos, ZPE 94 (1992), 24-5, J. Chadwick, BICS 39 (1994), 3, 
Matthews on Antim. Stud. Hom. fr. 185.
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also Adnsp. Iamb. IEG 14.2, but it is above all a vox tragica, whence it passes over to 
Hellenistic poetry (mostly in vocative): Call. 5x with an accumulation in HyDem. 83 
(sen Hopkinson ad loc.), 93, 100, all referring to victims of Demnier’s wrath, A.R. 
only 3.464, 8x in the Theocritean corpus, Arat. 946, Leon. Tar. HE 16.5, Bion fr. 1.4. 
Hellenistic ponis could not ignore the prestigious heritage of classical tragedy. Eur. 
Aeolus strongly influenced Ph.’s Hermes, as his Medea did with A.R.’s character. In 
this fragment pnlCsao and SniXaimv have a tragic background. So e.g. Call. HyDem.. 
34 rCvT<c; 5’ dv§poy^yavrag okav nokiv dpai'; Spaa glances at Eur. Phoen,. 1131-2 
yiaa; eti’ ©icoi; yryevp^ bkr|v nokiv i Oepmv, see F. Bornmann, ZPE 91 (1992), 15-7 
and on tragic diction in Call. Schmitt 157-8. In A.R. cf. in particular 3.79If. and see 
Campbell (1983), 41-2,109-110 n. 14 and in general Huntnr 2-3.
8eaXaCoc .. aft' ttpad^8(ov Cf. Hippon. lEG 36.4 (Plutos) SniXaio; ydp xd; 
Speva;, Men. Sic. fr. 5 SniXaiaa Opevn;. "DicuntuT autem apton-Se; SeiXaiai, 
pontarum more, quum ipse homo fuerit 611X01';, SnaXd;, miser", Kaysnr 38. 
Hellenistic poets and nsp. Call, have a strong preference for placing the preposition 
between ihn noun and its adj., cf. Call. HyAp. 59 KaXq ev ’Optu^T) 7(£puiyEs; lyyuOi 
X.iv^ri;, sen McLennan on Call. HyJov. 48 and cf. in Homer II. 13.667 ~ Od. 15.354 
vouacp XT dpyaT^ii (lOtcycit oi; ev pnydpotatv. Evin the scanty fragments of Ph. 
securely testify to his interest in euphonic effects produced by juxtaposed words such 
as fr. 27.4 puG^©v rcvToimv, or internal rhyme such as pnXEoio ,. aXanGgoto and 
Sei^Acciwv ... rcarctSmv, cf. also fr. 5.1 Ko'sEton .. xaXnrcoiai, fr. 16.2 ©paimv .. 
exemv, fr. 27.2 aXif0priv .. paaEXitc, fr. 10.2 afxo; ,. leua'ld^oc, or symmetry 
betwenn the initial and the concluding word of the verse, such as fr. 20 poDfevea; ... 
liXla'a;. All these phenomena have a long history in epic.
rpajtiSmv The term occurs llx in Homer and 7x in Hes., always in the plural. They 
wern idnntifind with Opevn; and both with thn diaphragm, see Schol. It. 11.579 
(III.233 Erbse, q.v.) and Schol. II. 13.412 (111.483 Erbsn), but Opevn; might in fact 
mean "lungs", see Janko on II. 16.481. The word was originally undnrstood in its 
physical meaning, sen S. D. Sullivan, "rcaoxSn; in Homer", Glotta 65 (1987), 182­
193 (examining the usn of thn word up io classical times). In Hellenistic and Imperial 
times tccctcSe; wire percnivnd mainly as the centre of intellectual activity, cf. Adesp. 
Pap. Epigr. SH 979.5 = FGE 151^5 (Homii) arc’ d^^vd^^mv .. iTcau;^5©v, Fimsi. 
Adesp. Auct. SH 1086 Xeukwv iTca^miSmv glossed as ^1*;^ (ippv©v by HisaC k 
746, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 962.15 cexd Ticaiai-Seaai PaXe<c[0’ which is a mire 
variation of the Homeric pnxd Ocncn pdteo0n. Here, however, as often in early epic, 
TparCSe; are envisaged as the cenirn of psychological grief, e.g. II. 22.43 q ke poi 
0^ dico TceoriSmv d%o; ekQoi, II. 24.514 (quoted ff.), then A.R. 3.764-5 omzoX
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avta<; I aKapaxoi icpcwriSeaaiv eviaKlpvwatv ’'Epcmeg (the only occurrence in A.R., 
an ambiguous use covering both the physical and mental sense). Erudite poets only 
rarely use the term, lx in A.R., cf. Maiist. 46, Archim. Syr. (?) SH 201.41, POxy. 
3535i. 16 (s. II p.C.; Hellenistic hexameter). Instead they prefer its equivalent <|>p£ve<;, 
30x in A.R. But its use in Hellenistic inscriptions continued unabated, GVI 475.2 
(Cos, 2nd/lst c.) 8aKpv6ev tce[v0o<; evi] rcpajriatv/, 658.5 (3rd c.), 705.6 (ex. 1st c.), 
748a.8 (3rd c.), 755.1 (ca 100), 1028.2 (2nd/3rd c.) 1042.4 (2nd/3rd c.), 1149.12 (in. 
2nd c.), 1516.2 (2nd/lst c.), 1700.2 (1st c.), EG 853.3 Kaibel (2nd c.?). Later Crinag. 
GPh 7.6, [Opp.] 4x, Q.S. lx, oracle 473.14 P-W (3rd c. A.D.), Nonn. 8x.
Ph. here has in mind the scene of Achilleus and Priam’s weeping in II. 24. The 
fragment alludes to II. 24.513-4 amap ekeI pa yooio tetoptceto 8io<; ’AxtXXe'uq, I Kai 
ol arco rcpaTclScov ?j%0’ ip£po<; ti8’ arco ymcov etc. Note the active form in Ph. for the 
passive in the Iliadic prototype, cf. for the latter II. 22.43, Od. 6.140 ek 8eo<; eiXeto 
ymcov, and for the former Od. 8.149 GKeSaoov 8’ died KijSea Onpou, A.R. 1.979 
palev 8’ arco 8elpaxa Oupov, 4.685 vuxltov arco 8elgaTa rcepyev oveipcov. The 
crucial verse II. 24.514 was athetised in antiquity "as unnecessary and because of 
Aristarchus’ view that yma referred only to the hands and feet, not to all the limbs", 
Richardson ad loc. Ph.’s reference shows that the question of its authenticity was 
raised as early as his days. This phenomenon of scholarly questions playing a role in 
the creation of poetry is attested in Ph. also in fr. 18.1 ek Atd<; aAyea rceaceiv with 
reference to II. 24.617 0ea>v ek Kf|Sea Tteoaei. Ph. might have liked to make his point 
even more clear by adding a reference to yma (e.g. fi8’ cnto yulcov vel sim.), which 
constitutes the core of the objections of those who athetise the verse. AeiAaicov would 
cleverly apply to both TtparclScov and ymcov.
Jacobs 121 was the first to print frr. 17 and 18 as one unit and a century later 
Maass (1895a), IX reproposed the conjunction. He was followed by Powell, but the 
suggestion is not convincing. In fr. 17 the word is of a compromise that will bring 
about a permanent solution by an external intervention from Zeus. In fr. 18 we have to 
do with a description of an internal psychological process, that satiation of weeping 
resulted in a tranquillity of the soul, far from the worries that tormented it. Having said 
this, the two fragments apparently belong to the same context, Demeter’s crying and 
its implications.
It is clear that someone has had his fill of crying and is eventually relieved by the 
satiation of his own tears. Who is it? In principle gods are beyond the realm of tears,64
64 Cf. Eur. Hipp. 1396 (Artemis) kot oaacov 8’ oi) 0epn; (JaXetv Saxpo, Q.S. 3.642-3 and see 
Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 17 and D. C. Feeney, The Gods in Epic, Oxford 1991, 156 with n. 116. The
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but the suffering character in thn poem is DemeteT and subsequent treatments of the 
myth have hnr reacting with tears to the abduction of her daughter. Call. HyDem. 17 
KLii if xahTo Xtymicng a SaKp'U'v dyoyn A-coi and Philic. SH 680.40 ].7iou8[....]you 
ooxg TtpaaaviGeig 8aKpi)oio TTiqfv are thn first testimonies. Then Ov. Fasti 4.521-2 
dixit, et ut lacrimae (neque enim lacrimare deorum estt/dedicit in tepidis lucida gutta 
sinus, Nonn. D. 6.8-9 papuvopevqg 6e Geaivrig / SaKpuatv aUxoxdxoioL 
KaOiKpatvovxo impend. and cf. Claud. RP 1.190f. prefening an alternative use of 
the motif: Demeter cries whin she abandons Sicily for Ida in Crete, vv. 192-3 heu 
quotiens praesaga mali violavit aborto / rore genas. But whin Demeinr comes back 
homn and finds out about Persephone’s abduction haeserunt lacrimae, nec vox am 
spiritus oris redditur, 3.151, and she is unable to weep, 3.159-160 nec deflet plangitve 
malum, tantum oscula telae /figit et abrumpit mutas in fila querellas. Koceoodcnvo; 
implies satiation of wenping. Gods occaeisna11y indulge in moderate weeping in epic 
and the expression used, if understood literally, would mean that Demeter cried out. 
Ph. Knows that as with other excitements, cf. II. 19.221 dlya xe OuAotciSo; nekexai 
Kopog dvOpCTCoaow, satiation of tears is quick, Od. 4.103 aivrjpdg 8e Kopog 
Kpuepoio ydoio. Crucially, Call. I.e. usns thn singular SdKpuov and one is more 
prepared to assume that Dnmeter indulged in a ©sdnrate wneping (and that Philic. I.e. 
is exaggerating) than that Call, belittlis the innovation of thn Coan. Thn goddess’ en1f- 
reeaTatnt is used to make fun of a Homeric formula.
In HHD DemeteT is distraught and angry but does not cry, cf. vv. 40-2, 56, 76-7, 
198. Thn tear of DemeteT is a device which predates Philic. and Call. The latter 
HyDem. 17 apparently has in mind a specific ccse where Demeter crins with regard to 
her daughter’s fortune. The aphorism pfi cf] 'cccuxa Xeympe; indicates that this is not a 
version that the Cyrenean himself treated elsewhnre. Thn question is innviiably related 
io the hypothnsis of an alleged Hellenistic proioiype of Ov. Fasti 4.419-620, but ai 
any rate Ov. is unlikely io have picked up the motif of Demeter’s tears directly from - *
only instance of a god actually crying in Homer is ll. 21.493 ~ 496 (Artemis abused by Hera) 
SaKpudecaoa 5’ hxatOa 0ea (rnyev cog xe Eekem. Ares even when he learnt about the death of his son 
Ascalabus in II, 15.113-4 0aXepA TreTXqexo pvp© / %ep<at KaTajpqveaa’, 8Xo<{(upp8evog S' eitog quSa 
etc. but he is far from shedding tears. In contrast to this heroes are full of tears in epic, cf. Schol. II. 
1.349 (1.104 Erbse) exoipov x8 qpmiKsv rcp8g 8dKpua ... kvi q rcapoipla "aet 5' apiScKpueg avepeg 
eoOXoi", see Hoekstra on Od. 16.191, Hainsworth on II. 9.14-5. The heroic code does not permit tears 
caused by fear or physical pain.
65 Call. HyDem. 17 is of course expressed with Callimachean wording, cf. HE 34.1-2 eg 8e pe Saxpu/ 
Vyayev. The wording in Nonn. D. 6.8-9 draws on Call. Hec. fr. 48.5 xwQaXeonai KaxiKpVvaiwxo 
Xoexpoiq. Interestingly in the "Athenian" Hymn in D. 19.88 beside the tomb of Celeus Oppaai 
dxXauxotat OaXumag eoxeve Av©.
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or even through - Ph. Ovid's source does not need to go that far, when a reference in 
Call, is at hand. He often presents gods weeping and Demeter would be most suitable 
for such an application. Indeed her tears are taken up as an established element of the 
myth in Claud, and Nonn.66
On the origination of the motif it is only this fragment of Ph., as was first 
suggested by Cessi 124-5 in a different context, that indicates a bold, novel treatment. 
Its popularity makes clear that Demeter's tears were not shed in vain. But how did he 
come up with the idea of presenting the goddess first crying and then being relieved by 
her own tears? In epic poetry gods or heroes sometimes change mood, as Hera in II. 
1.595 (Hephaestus) © 6dxo, pelbrjaev be 9ea XeuKoAevot; "Hpii after a nasty row 
with Zeus, or Menelaus and Telemachus, who in Od. 4.219f. distraught and weeping 
due to their reminiscences of Odysseus change their mood by drinking a (x)ppaKov 
prepared by Helen^ In HHD 198-205 Demeter notoriously changed her mood due to 
the obscene jokes of Iambe:
frppov b’ abOoyyo^ peTvqpevq fjaX ent bi<6pou, 
onbe iw’ om erect ppoamwaaeio owe it epycp, 
aXX’ ayeXaaio^ anaoToq ebiyiuot; f]be toix|to<; 
fjaio 7b0c pivnOovaa pa0u£©voio 0uyaipb$,
Tpiv y' bie bf] xXe)n<; piv ’IopLpT Kebv’ elbuia 
noXXa papa oKC&Tiuca eipeyaio powtav ayvqv 
peibfjcai yeXaGtci ie Kat 'iXaov c/etv 0upov 
T] bfj ol koi erceiia peOuoiepov enabev bpyai^.
Iambe plays a role also in Philic. SH 680.54f., Nic. Ther. 132, of. [Apollod.] 
1.5.1, and in the Orphie version the funny lady is called Baubo, OrphF 52.66 in £ur.
66 L. Malten, Hermes 45 (1910), 548 unfortunately assumed a Callimachean treatment in the Aetia, see 
Hinds 115 n. 28. Pohlenz 35 with n. 2 thought that Ov. draws his tears directly from Ph., but' BOmer's 
reservations are justified: "Ob das Motiv uber Philetas zu Ovid kam ... 1st wohl nicht zu beweisen", cf. 
also H. Herter, RhM 90 (1941), 254 with n. 35, 257. In Ov. Fasti 4.523 with Demeter fient pariter 
molles animis virgoque senexque, i.e. Celeus and his daughter.
Homeric gods also change their mind from one moment to the other, as Poseidon in II. 15.200f. 
(pexaoxpo<»T| noaetc&vo^), cf. Phoenix in II. 9.497 oxpenxoi 5e xe Kai 0eoi auxol. Wise Nestor in Od. 
3.147 adds the detail that gods do not change their views on human affairs straight away: ou yap x' aiya 
0e<»v xpextexai voog atev eovxwv, cf. Bacch. 5.94-6.
On Demeter’s change of mood see Foley 45-6. On Baubo see M. Olender, "Aspects de Baubo", RHR 
202 (1985), 3-55, translated in English by R. Lamberton in D. M. Halperin, al. (edd.). Before Sexuality: 
The Construction of Erotic Experience in the Ancient Greek World, Princeton 1989, 83-113.
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HeL 1338-52 Demstsr is mads to smile by ths sound of c drum pleysd by Aphrodite 
by order of Zeus. A shift to a more cheerful mood is then a typical featurs of the myth, 
cf. also Call. fr. 474 fvepatqc’ ivsKsv rcevOog d7tfop.dcc<CT[p whieh may will refer to 
Dsmster, Nonn. D. 6.51 (after a dinnsr-feaso by Ast-asus Demeter) ceraas/ci] pcp^ 
Kevxpov dpEpaivPoio pEpipivTj;. But in all these eases this is Ous to an external 
reason. A similar attempt seems to have taken plaes in Demeter with piping on 
request of Chalcon. Here, however, Dsmster sheds her worries because of an 
"internal" reason. The idee is drawn from //. 24.513-4 where the satiation of weeping 
puts an end to the need to cry. Indirectly one can infer the abssnce of a character 
performing the role of lambs. Noteworthy is the osyfeographic technique of Ph. who 
represents human - better: supsrhuman - feelings as factors that can provoke certain 
reactions which in the traditional trsatments of the story were only provoked by non­
psychological, "extirnel" reasons. in the prototype passage, as in other cases in spic, 
heroes stop crying and start talking, e.g. Od. 4.541-2, 10.499, 19.213-4, 20.59 (NIoSs 
in II. 24.613 f] 6’ Opa alTou p/noac’ insl KdjrE Pdxpu /eoncoa is a peculiar ease) and 
similarly MeOee’s tears lead her to a monologue in A.R. 3.7611. These verses seem to 
be a comment by ths poet and the plot would go on with a consolatory speech by 
Chakon, which would follow immediately aftsi©/cr,ds.
Fr. 18 (CA 2.1-2)
aXX or’ emi Kpovog eA(0q, og ex Aiog aXyza vCcooeiv 
eXkayev xai rcev0e©v oOpgccKa podvo, e%ei
Otoe. 4.56.26 (V.1129 Hense) 
OjXqxa Ai%qTpo,MA, OiXqxa S.
aXV’ ox’ emi KoO/pg eXOfl Cf. Pind. Ol. 10.7 emeXOttv 6 peXXcov xpovog, Eur. Ion 15 
co, 5’ eU0sv K00vo,, Nonn. D. 11.520 aXXa, iocs cpovo, qXOe oiOPOOevp,, 45.273 
aXXa .. ois %povog t\X08 Koosvieg- AXX ois (6ft) comes up very often in this sedes in 
Homer to introduee e new stags in a continued narration or sosefe- The elosest 
Homeric parallels are Od. 1.16 aXX ors 5fi exo, qX0s and Od. 2.107 = 18.152 = 
24.142 aXX ors rerocrov e10s ecog xai ee1iXt)Opv <S>oa.- ’EoCeoxoL<ei is a vox propria 
for time to eoms-
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em ipovoq eXOi Echoed in Call. HyAp. 37 em ivboq in a passage that seems 
to be heavy with reminiscences from Ph.,69 cf. then Joann. Gaz. 2.158 (lightning) em 
Xpovov f\A0tev ictcriq. Imitations of sound-effects such as this are a common feature in 
Hellenistic poetry, see McLennan on Call. HyJov. 12 where ieipqpevov EiXet0uvriq 
is echoed by [Theoc.] 25.35 Kexp'qpevoq eiXriXouOaq, of. also e.g. Call. Hec. fr. 70.9 
epujia iGovoq from *//. 4.137 = *Hes. WD 536 epupa ipooq, A.R. 2.108 upep 
obpuoq qXaoe ieipt ~ Theoc. 22.104 urcepOe iai bbpuoq qlaoe pvypfj, see Vian on 
A.R. 2.109, Antag. CA 1.1 ev §ouj pot 0upbq, b xat yevoq ap6>lajrTTov from Call. 
HyJov. 5 ev bov) pcAa Oupoq, ercei yevoq ap9ijpTalOv, Erat. CA 22 pept ipdywv 
©PX^octvpo from Call. HyJov. 52 jtepl jrpuXtv ©pi^cavio, Leon. Tar. HE 12.1 aKpov 
epcoimv/ echoing Call. HyAp. 112 dipov dcoiov/ and the internal echo in A.R. 3.290 
Ka'ie^eio Oupbq dvt% ~ 3.1131 Kaieipeio 0upbq aKoufj. They definitely played a 
role in Homer too, e.g. Il. 9.324 KaKbq 6’ dpa ol potee auf from Il. 11.604 iaiou b’ 
dpa ol rceAev ctpfri, see Hainsworth ad loo., Il. 12.187 auiap eraxa OuXwva Kat 
"Oppevov e9cvctpi9ev from//. 11.422 auiap ejcena ©6mva ial ’’Evvopov 
e9cvdpi9ev, II. 17.330 'orcepSba bqpov eioviaq from formulae like II. 19.229, al. 
viqXea Oupov eioviaq, see Edwards on the former passage, Od. 10.436 6 Opacruq 
eurei’ ’Obuaaeuq from II. 20.320 6 KXuxoq fjev ’Aitl^Xeuq, II. 23.483 Atav, etSoq 
dpioie KaKO<bpa8eq from II. 3.39 = 13.769 Aucmapi, ei8oq dptoie, yuvatpaveq, see 
Richardson on the former passage and in general R. Janko, Homer, Hesiod and the 
Hymns, Cambridge 1982, 225-8 ("Exemplum and Imitatio in Oral Epic"). 
Klangwirkungen like this give a sufficient raison d’etre for incomprehensible or not 
quite comprehensible constructions in Homer, like II. 10.349, al. 0of\v bta vuKxa 
peXatvav from Od. 2.430, al. 0of)v ava vija peXatvav, see MacLeod on II. 24.366, or 
Od. 15.299 vfGOtcnv emutpoeqKe Oofjcnv from II. 17.708 vqucnv eTCircpoepKa OofjCTtv. 
On the importance of sound-effects in Homeric text criticism see H. van Thiel, Homeri 
Odyssea, Hildesheim 1991, VI-VII.
ek Aioq Rather with aXyea than with peaoew, though both are possible, as in the 
Iliadic model, 24.617 0e©v ei iijSea Tceaaei, where see Richardson. The phrase is
69 Perhaps influencing A.R. 2.1216 eni xXooc, eUe napeiaq/ for which Od. 3.35 ©%poq xe ptv etXe 
rcapetaq/ noted by Campbell Echoes ad loc. is an apparent model, see also Livrea on A.R. 4.1279. For 
Call. cf. HyJov. 55 xaxtvot 5e xot fjAGov touXot (of Zeus) and perhaps Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 965.7 
(Parth.?) 8v yeveiq) %vouq erc[- Id. Hec. fr. 74.22 noXkdv em ypovov. aiya yap nXOev has a
convincing Odyssean background, see Hollis ad loc., but this should not preclude a Philetan flavour. 
Adesp. Pap. Hex. SH 906.8 voxoq Kai arco KpiUoq eXOq/ seems to reflect Hes. WD 543 OTtoxav Kpnoq 
©ptov eX&fl/, cf. Dion. Per. 670 orcoxav KXetaxov Kpvoq eX6q. On adverbial em [povov see Livrea on 
A.R. 4.962.
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usually placed either in the first or in the fifth and more rarely in the second foot of the 
hexameter. Zeus is the persona propria to allot griefs, cf. II. 2.375, al., Od. 8.81-2, al., 
Mimn. IEG 2.15-6, and indeed more than any other god, cf. II. 6.138-9 tco pev etceit’ 
oSucavTO 0eoi peia £coovt£<;, / xai ptv xu<j>Xdv £0rjK£ Kpovou rcaa;; conversely in 
Call. HyDel. 259 01)8’ "Hp-ri vepecypoev, etcel %oXov e^eXeto Zeu^. His decisions 
prevail above anything else and, however harsh, are inescapable for men and gods 
alike, cf. //. 8.143-4, Od. 5.103-4, Hes. WD 105. The phrase here refers specifically to 
the role played by Zeus in the rape of Persephone. Zeus is involved already in the first 
attestation of the myth in Hes. Theog. 913-4 (Demeter) 1] teke n£pa£<{>6vT|v 
XeukcoXevov, fjv 'AiScoveuc; I ^p7tacev f]<; rcapa jnycpo^, e8coke 8e pr|xi£xa Zeu<;, an 
indication that this was an integral element of the myth at its birth, cf. also HHD 2-3 
(Persephone) fjv ’AtScaveug / fiprcc^ev, 5<dkev 8e papuKW7co<; EupuoTta Zeu<;, 21, 27, 
77-80, see Forster 35 n. 1, Richardson on HHD 3, Foley 32 and for a theological 
interpretation Clay 21 If., then Eur. Hel. 1317-9, [Apollod.] 1.51 Aid<; GUvEpyouvxog. 
In Ov. Fasti 4.584 Pluto is mentioned only as Jovis frater. Zeus’ involvement goes 
through varying degrees of intensity, at first beginning with simple assent to the rape 
and later ending up in clear patronage. In Claud. RP 2.204-246 Zeus even hurls a 
thunderbolt to prevent Athena and Artemis from rescuing Persephone at the moment 
of her abduction70 and in 3.55-64 he forbids any of the gods to reveal the abduction of 
Persephone to Demeter, accompanying his interdiction with severe threats. Zeus’ role 
must have been pointed out in Demeter's grievous speech, as fr. 16.1-2 x<u ou pot... I 
ek Atog indicates, and obviously her consoler takes this element up. Demeter 
immediately realises that her daughter’s fate could not have been determined without 
Zeus’ consent and she is not slow to turn her anger against him, cf. her instant reaction 
in HHD 91 xcooapevr] Siptetra KeXatve^et Kpovtcovt and mutatis mutandis her angry 
speeches in both Ovidian versions, Met. 6.509f. and Fasti 4.585f.
ek Aio<; dXysa keggeiv The fact that Ph. overtly refers to II. 24.617 (Niobe, another 
mater dolorosa) 0ecov ek Kfi8ea tceggel, reproducing the "ingesting griefs instead of 
food" irony, perhaps indicates that he along with Call. HyAp. 22-4 Kai. psv 6 
SaKpuoeu; avapaXXExai aAyea KExpo<;, I ocxig evi Opuyvp 5i£po<; M0o<; EaxfiprKxai, 
/ pappapov avTt yuvatKOi; ot^upov ti xavouar^, regarded II. 24.614-7, which
70 See Gruzelier on 1.121. With the thunderbolt Zeus, as the father of Persephone, simultaneously 
sanctions the marriage, 2.230-1 nirnbis hymenaeus hiulcis / intonat et testes firmant conubia flammae. 
Direct participation of gods in the scene of the rape is first attested in Eur. Hel. 1314-8 where Artemis 
and Athena set off to help Core, but Zeus dXXav poipav eKpaivev. The Euripidean passage anticipates 
his reaction in Claud. Kannicht 342-3 was surely right in postulating an older, well known source 
featuring this element of the myth.
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described ihn transformation of Niobe into a rock, as genuine, an opinion broadly 
shared in present times, see Richardson ad loc. and cf. the contnmporaTa treatment of 
thn myth by Euph. CA 102 = Schol. AII. 24.602 (V.619 Erbse) and Simias of Rhodes 
CA 5 = Parth. 33. Later Aristophanne and Aristarchus aiheiised thn lines, but Ph.’s text 
shows that thn question of thnir auihnnticiiy had been raised as narly as his day, see 
Williams on Call. HyAp. 22, A. RengaKos, Der Homertext und die hellenistischen 
Dichter, Stuttgart 1993, 95-6. As a matter of princicln references io conieeied Homeric 
passages are usually taken to imply approval of their authenticity and ii might well be 
so, if there are indisputable virbal echoes, as here in Ph. In reality, neverthn1eee, ii is 
not always quite clnar if such rnfnrences should unquestionably indicate a certain 
attitude towards a qunstion of authenticity. The coet-philologists might likn to hint at a 
textual problem and, as they often do with controversies of scholarly character, just 
lnavn the qunstion open.
akyea TUGaerv The phrase is the result of the cs©einaiisn of two different Homeric 
constructions, II. 3.157, al. OXyeo Kao/© and It. 24.617 = 24.637 af|8ea rCccei, both 
rhythmically similar, cf. fur^^^r/Z. 1.81 /oX-ov KOxaTcepiri //. 4.513 = 9.565 %6%ov 
eu|ca%yeo i;eaonic (the firsi passage of Achi-leus, the second of Mnlnag.; whence GVI 
1610.3 (1^^t/2nd c.), Nonn. D. 42.183-4 iceoawv /... iXKog eccSxmv. The standard epic 
nxcrneeton is akyea ra<ax©, cf. Solon lEG 4.8 and see in the Homeric coninxt A. 
Rijksbaron in F. Lniouelon (ed.). Act. du colloque P. Chantraine, Amsterdam 1992, 
181-191, the corresponding active cnreion being akyea xaOriciL or SaSmpa and more 
rornly xnf%©. Latnr Q.S. 12.291 produced thn unique Tooclpti^levor ... akyza koypci.. 
^eda© literally means "digest" but whin ii rnfiTs io negaiivn psychological feelings 
"it implies absorption into the body rathnr than actual digestion", Kirk on II. 3.512-3. 
Ancient philologists wnrn confused as to whether ii means "nurse one’s anger for a 
long timn" and thus let ii grow and become cfvi; or k8xog "uncompromising wraih", 
os Schol. II. 5.513b (1.534 Erbse), Apol. Soph. 96.7 suggest, or "ingest ii, lei it cool 
down", os Schol. D II. 4.513 KaraSari<cc# q TCcaUvei ("non recte" Ebeling s.v.- pieo'© 
(b)) and as Arist. EN 1126a22f. oa Se riKpoi S'OGSidX/uxoi, xoi tcoA)v /povov 
Opya^ovxar Kaxe/o-UGi ydp xov 6upov ... 5td xo cf eni^aveq eivoi ofSe dT)|CKe1^er 
onxof; ofSni;, ev ofxp Se rCcvor xfjv Scapv /povou Sett, understand it, sen A. Z. 
Bonaldi, BIFG 3 (1976), 266-271. Both uses of rCoG© in Ph. are allusive; in fr. 15.1 
vhv 6’ dei rCGo©, xo 5’ de^ixai dXXo vn©cn; / 7tt||co he glances ai Od. 7.118-9 akka 
pdV olna / ^eOuciri rcvlooGa xd pev (1)^^^, akka Se rCpoer "ripen" (of fruits), in 
which the antithesis olnl /... xd pev Ofni, akka 5^ rappei is reflected in olel rCpo©, 
xo S’ de^nxai akko, see nn. ad loc. In this passage both interpretations of rceoG© 
advanced in Ph.’s times arn applicable, cf. fr. 17.1 cnlioao .. ^duOpoio for a similar 
case, a fact which crectes on artificial ambiguity based purely on philological grounds.
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This would be removed by the contnxt, but the coneo1aisryIadvisory character of ihe 
lines indicates that Ph. followed Arisi. in interpreting rCcac© as "ingest to cool down",
In a polytheistic sysiem the division of "spheres of influence" among the 
gods is a prerequisite for ihe balance of thn universe and ihn Greeks imaginnd this 
process to have token place in the form of a lottery, cf. Call. fr. 119. .07x0^© along 
with the high-styled ipc'Ci is thn verb usually employnd to denote this division of 
power, cf. IL 15.190-2 (Poseidon) fjxoT £7^ eUa/ov iTOXupv aka ... / TaaXXocevmv, 
ddSq; 6’ eXo/n £6(>ov f|icsivro, / Znf; 5’ edo/’ • ofcavov nfcfv, Hes. Theog. 203-4, 
HHHerm. 478, Panyas. EGF 13.1, 3, Antim. fr. 131.2, Call. HyDel. 74 and esp. the 
Hellenistic anonymous Hymn to Demeter SH 990.5, 7, 9, ai the preserved beginning 
of which the word is of thn division of power among ihe gods, see Richardson on 
HHD 85f., Williams on Call. HyAp. 43 on iXXa%nv, Campbell on A.R. 3.3-4 on 
llL%aKevCeccopic and in general Burkert 248, Bremmnr 4. The field of authority of 
each god csnstiautee his ncfi71 and De©eter’e own xicfj has suffered a severe insult 
because of Zeus’ comportment with regard to ihe abduction of hnr daughter. The 
notion of xacfj is therefore a key-meaning in the HHD, cf. vv. 268 nicl Se dqcfixqp 
rlcdoKo; (Demiter rnvnaling her true identity to MetanniTa; on the form of the adj. see 
C. Dobias-Lalou, "TtcdsKo; ni ses avatars" in Melanges Taillardat, 38-40), 328 ncd; 
0’ a; K8V eXoix' cer’ dOavd'rcnat 0io'aarv (thn gods offering Demnter npa; to 
Crsptttate hnr), 443-4 ^Tt5eKro Se ncd; / ©©O^^iv (Znus promises to grant Dimeter 
ncd;) and vv. 366,461 to Persephone, sne J. Rudhcrdt, MH 35 (1976), 1-17, iransL in 
English in Folny 198-211 and cf. also Philic. Hymn to Demeter SH 680.33-4 [a]XXo; 
Se of ncd; dci&sf Ka[p’ Cjpmv / ... aa! c[i1]79co; 0^ of ciydX/c; said by a yet 
unidentified divine entity sent to Demeter by Zeus, dnon. PHarris 6.9-10 (s. HI p.C.) 
SCScoe'iv yap xipd; ... iv xe 0noi; coadceaai said by Hermes, snni by Znus io 
Dimeter. Still, the supplement of the verb here is alyno TCoae'iv and ihn ironical tone 
of II. 14.617 is reproduced: Dnmntnr’s share in divine power amounts to nothing 'ihnr 
than thn nursing of griefs, a use of ekkax&v paralleled in Mimn. lEG 12.1 -Helio; 
pev yap iXaKiv n'vov qcoxo ravnc, Sieeich. PMGF 232.3 afSea Se axsvaKd; x’ 
’dfOo; elax. cf. Anon. GDRK 48.9, Call. HyDel. 96-7 (dpollo io Thebes) of Se
71 See West on Hes. Theog. 74, G. Zanker, "Tipf in Hesiod’s Theogony", BICS 35 (1988), 73-8. Tipal 
are interchangeable between gods and men. Gods receive xipdg from mortals through sacrifice, gifts etc. 
and in their own turn they can grant xipv to them, cf. e.g. II. 1.505 xipqadv poi ulOv (Thetis to Zeus), 
Call. HyAp. 29, see West on Hes. Theog. 81. Gods were believed to bother about their xipv no less than 
heroes: in Hes. WD 138-9 Zeus obliterates the silver race onvexa xipdg / ouk e8i8ov paKapeaci 
0eoig.
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xeKva KctKoytaocaoio yuvaiKog/ eXXa%e<;, Nonn. D. 8.139 (Danae) Xa%£v e5vo<; 
ep(OTO<; u6(op dXo<;.
xal rcevGecov ^appiaKa gouvo<; exsi Modelled on Adesp. Eleg. IEG 21 Zeix; 
tccivtcov awog <J)appaKa pouvo<; e%ei, cf. also Solon IEG 16.2 yvcopoouvric; pexpov, 6 
8p tccxvtcov Keipaxa pouvov e%ei, Hes. fr. 307.2 (Paieon) o<; cuiavTCOv <()dppaKa oi5ev. 
Kat denotes identity, cf. also in direct speech A.R. 1.347 Avtog o tk; ^uvdyeipe Kat 
apxedoi opa8oio, 3.174-5, see K-G II, 231 (mostly prosaic). <X>dppaKov belongs to 
medical language. nevGeov <J>apgaKa is yet another novelty based on Od. 4.220 
(jiappaKov ... I vt|TC£v0£<; ... KaK<Sv eteIXtjQov drcdvTfov varied in Call. HE 42.4 
7iavaK£<; rcavrcov <f)dppaKov. Cf. also Pind. Nem. 10.76-7 Xugk; I .. tcevOecov, II. 15.394 
<|)dp|iaK’ aKTipax’... oSuvawv cf. Nonn. D. 6.364, Eur. Bac. 283 <|)dppaKOv rcovcov, fr. 
1079 Xurciy; dappaxov cf. Maccius GPh 4.4, Carcin. TrGF 70 F 71 (|)dppaKov kokcov 
cf. Philemon PCG 77.1, CEG 656.2 (4th c.) pAayt<j)povo<; gavta<; 0appaKa, see LSJ 
s.v. <J>ap|iaKOv Hl. Mouvo<; belongs to typical religious language, see Norden 155 n. 
1, Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 1280-2. 'E%ei is a gnomic present.
The fragment contains typical words of consolation evidently addressed to 
Demeter by one of her hosts. Since Chalcon can be said to have been given an 
important role in the poem, one assumes that it could be him. In the prototype passage, 
which could be part of another consolatory effort, it is stated that suffering and 
deliverance from suffering lie both in the authority of Zeus, cf. Nausicaa’s attempt to 
console Odysseus in Od. 6.188-9, and therefore one should come to terms with him for 
a resolution. This bit of Chalcon’s consolation takes the form of advice. Perhaps Ph. 
made an effort to enhance Chalcon’s stature by presenting him somehow contributing 
with pieces of advice towards a settlement of the Zeus/Demeter dispute. His stand 
would also secure the prudent neutrality of the Coans. But at this stage Demeter would 
refuse to consider reconciliation. Her inveterate attitude is a typical feature of the myth 
which penetrated popular belief, cf. Anon. PMG 935.19f., and gave rise to all this 
folly with mediators sent by Zeus, an element apparently exploited at full length by the 
poets.
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Fr. 19 (SH 675B; DemeterT)
acxXiyye;
Schol. A.R. 1.1297 (117.13-7 Wendel) Vo-rOyo^' ai OaiircqndVe;. ev aAAo; (codd. : ev Alxloi; 
Wendel, "vix recte" Pfeiffer) 5£ oqpalvei q Oe^i; xoa; pVaxpnxa;' "arc’ VoxXlyYmv 5’ alev aOenjxx 
peei" [Call. fr. 7.12]. xooxo 5e <qqiv 'HpcoSiavV; ev xo p' xq; KaGoXon (1.44.4 Lentz)' "rcapa pev 
’ArcoOOcovlo) Kai 4>iXqx(t 5ia xoO a".
acxcX2YYe; A rare gloss known to Theophr. before Ph. with a capacity to denote 
"toutes choses qui s’ enroulent et se replient", Chantraine DE s.v. ocoXliYYe;. In 
Theophr. HP 3.18.5 av0o; XetKov PoxpucV>e; ... VaxAvyYe; e%ov ©ccrcep Kat V 
pVxpu; it means "tendril" of vine and sounds like a technical term, cf. EM 159.38 
daxi-aya;’ xa; wco^iAMSa; x®v (oxpwv, ol Ve aKftva; avya;, evioi daxpiyya; Kai. 
daxpvya; aXXoi. In Call. fr. 7.12 (quoted in the same Apollonian Scholium) the word 
denotes "locks of hair" of the anointed statue of the Graces in Paros.72 The word 
occurs two more times, A.R. 1.1296-7 xcb Ve ol oaae I daxXtY'ye; palepoto rccpo; ©; 
ivVcAOovxo "like sparks of blazing fire"77 and Nic. Alex. 470 Uic’ oaxOiyyeaaiv 
apatat; "tentacles" of the sea-hare, see A. Crugnola, Acme 14 (1961), 132-3, Schmitt 
82 n. 3 (directly linking Ph. and Call.). The only other meaning supplied by the 
Apollonian Scholium is p6axpu%a; quoting Call. fr. 7.12. ’Ev aXAot; implies more 
than one author and Ph. may have been the victim of compression here. It is just 
possible that relying on the fundamental application of the word to anything twisted 
and glowing Ph. initiated the usage with the meaning "locks of (radiant) hair". The 
usual form of the word is 6cxXuy2 but teste Herodian Ph. and A.R. wrote doxAay^. The 
only extant occurrence in A.R. is 1.1297 where all sources provide oax- retained by 
Frankel, Ardizzoni and apparently Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 7.12, but not by Vian. The 
etymology of the term is obscure; the ancients advanced absurd explanations, -such as 
rcapa oo Vaxoov <Kat x6> eiAetaOai sampled in Etym. Gen. s.v. VoxOtyye; (quoted by 
Wendel on Schol. A.R. 1.1297), cf. also Hesych. o 1452 ooxXtYX’ rcOOoKpo;, <rcapa
72 An alleged etymological link of pVxp-v; with poaxpvX might have facilitated the application to hair, 
cf. for the link A.R. 2.677 (Apollo’s hair) rcXoxitoi poxpuVevxe;, Anon. AP 9.524.3 (Dionysus) 
poxpvoxalxq;, Nonn. D. 25.162 poxpuv eGeipq;, Christod. AP 2.91, 325-6, Joann. Gaz. 1.48 
rcitOKd|pmv eOiKoOei Kocrpcp, see Chretien on Nonn. D. 10.182.
Cf. for the idea Eur. fr. 386 rccoyova rc-upo;, Aesch. Ag. 306 wyova <A.oyo; which Pollux 2.88 
interprets as q ei; xV V^o avaSpopq xq; VXoyV; (Fraenkel on Aesch. l.c.) and [Theoc.] 25.244 irvpaai... 
eOeipai, Orph. Arg. 1220 (Circe) axV Kpaxo; yap eGeipai I Txuoal; aKKxveooiv cAlyKiai qopotvxo.
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l8> (suppl. Lotte) eU/oi, p8axpuxog, -q x8 ev p8oxpuca yiv8pevov. The term cs it was 
piTCiicid in antiquity was related to brilliance, cf. Schol. d.R. 1.1297 (117.13 
Wendel) 5aeKlyye;• ol tacrxiSove;, Heeych. o 7862 daxXiyyag (:aoxiyvag codd.)- 
anydg (latyag codd.)- q daxpiyyag, and if ihn differentiation in form is due io a 
different derivation Ph. might have propounded an etymology from o- + oxIAC©, often 
applied to a shining face or hair. This would tally with thn conceivably anointed locks 
of Demeter. A.R. employs a variety of terms for "hcir" (e0etpai, Kopq, mtOKapog, 
/^^xq), but there is no reason to discredit Herodian. Thn Scholiasi does not stem to 
Know of any other occurrence in d.R. and stems a bit puzzled whin he quotes 
Hersdtan] Thn MSS’ Oax- might bn due to the preceding daoe and as ihe suiviving 
fragments of A.R. show, his other works were not widely mad to elicit much attention 
by the 1iKicsgTaphire]
It stems poeetele that Ph. used this rari term to rnfnr to Dnmeier’s radiant hair. 
This is often a subject of attention in the HHD and hnr free worn hair became a topse 
in descrtcaione of her grinf which found application in cultic practice. Dimeter bears 
many attributes for her beautiful hair, II. 14.326 KoXd^OKaiK^*;, HHD 1, 297, 315, 
[Hes.] fr. 280.20, dTchestr. SH 135.1-2 quao'C';. In II 5.550, HHD 279, 302 she is 
7ov0f| and Archil. lobachoi Spuria lEG 323 /poaoeQeip may also refer to hnr, cf. 
ibid. fr. 322."/ Demiter is also HHD 251, 295 KxX^ac^xet/ov'q and HHD 224, 307, 
384, 470, His. WD 300 ebaxeCHavo;. These epithets evidence a particular sensitivity 
io the locks of thn goddess. Unbound hair is a symbol of mourning and grinf7/ and 
Dimeter is said to react accordingly in HHD 40-2 o^o 5^ piv apaSlqv 0/'; iXXoPnv, 
dc^i 8e Ko1roi; / apCC"^; ap-cOGi-cva 8dr^ex' OlXqoi. When the c'et of ihe
Hymn wants to contrast Demeter’s grievance to Ce-eus’ daughters’ gaiety, hi again 
uses images involving hair, vv. 177-8 qi/ov KO^.Xqv xax’ Oca^/^'^x'v, ap/i Se KOixoi / 
©C'i; d^aasovr' KpOKq1fs ave^Gi Ocoioi as contrasted io vv. 181-3 q 5’ dp’ otioOg
74 See Richardson on HHD 302 (correct "Lith. 588" into "Lith. 594") and cf. iater Dioscurus GDRK 
42.21.10 %av9q Aquqxqp, Nonn. D. 6.113 ^avBo8»-uqg, 11.395 ^avOoKpiO Gods are commonly golden­
haired but Demeter’s colour is golden like the ripe com, see Richardson on HHD 454, Mynors on Virg. 
Georg. 1.96 and cf. later Philip GPh 19.8 AqOt xq oxoxvooxxeddvp, Orph. Lith. 242, Nonn. D. 1.104 
oKr/rrTi^dsc);.
75 vCf. Ale. Mess. HE 14.2 aitXeKxov xcdxav ev %poi Ketpapeva, see Richardson on HHD 41, 
Fantuzzi on Bion Epit. Adon. 20, Vian on Nonn. D. 11.239-241. When my grandmother lost her only 
(then) child due to an untraced mine in the m. forties she left her hair unkempt for two months. 
Nowadays in similar occasions in high villages in Crete women wear a veil to cover their hair and men 
grow an untidy beard for a long Lime.
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(jiAov xexiq jiVvq f xop I oxeixe Kaxa xpfjOev KeKaA'upp.evf, apjh. Se %e%Aog / 
Knaveog paSivoToi Oeag eAeA-^exo Toooiv. Cf. also Anon. PMG 935.5-7 (4th/3rd c.; 
Demeter) mg f AOp rcAavmppva / Kax’ copea Kai varcog / Gupouoa pvxa[v] Kopav, 
Nonn. D. 6.6-8 (Demeter) Ka! Ke^aAffg yovoeaaav arcenj^Kmae KaAwcxpqv, / 
auxevifjg Aboaoa KaOeipeva pdaxpuxa xaixfig, / rcaiSi Tepi^plaao'oaa, Ov. Met. 
5.472 (Demeter) inornatos laniavit diva capillos cf. 5.513, Fasti 4.457-8 mentis inops 
rapitur, ut quas audire solemus /Threicias fusis maenadas ire comis?6
We do not know what Ph. made out of Demeter’s locks. The image of the 
unkempt hair of the goddess would suitably find a place in the picturesque scenery in 
his locus amoenus. Demeter laments her misfortunes there and her unkempt hair 
would intensify the image of her deplorable state, which is meant to contrast to the 
exuberant beauty of the scenery. Her unbound hair was imitated by her worshippers. 
The hair of her initiates was worn free in her cult, cf. Celeus’ daughters in HHD 177­
8, Call. HyDem. 124 avoprcoKeg, a law regulating entrance to the temple of the 
goddess at Lycorusa LSCG 68.9-10 (3rd c.) forbidding women to enter with their hair 
bound up and see Richardson on HHD 176-181 and p. 351 (Addenda), Hopkinson 41, 
82-3 and in general L. Sommer, Das Haar im Religion und Aberglauben der Griechen, 
Diss. Munster 1912. Call, uses daxXvyypg in fr. 7.12 for the anointed and fragrant head 
of a statue of the Graces, but the passage that seems to be under direct Philetan 
influence is HyAp. 38-41, see Dem.-Disc. ad loc. As the Graces-statue and Apollo in 
Call., Ph. might have first presented Demeter with hair anointed with aromatic oil as a 
controversial sign of beauty.* 77 Theoc. 7.147 (rciOrnv arceAuexo) Kpaxog aAenjap may 
be another misapplication of Theoc. to the head of the wine-jars. ’'OoxAuyyeg would 
suitably prompt the notion of radiance. This would pointedly contravene the grieving 
person’s traditional negligence of self caring, but may be selected to make a ritualistic 
point.
Loose hair and bare feet are often mentioned together. In HHD the goddess is 
KaAAio^rnpog. Call. HyDem. 10 noxvia, urng oe Suvavxo rcoSeg (>epeiv may allude to
Demeter is first likened to a mapnad in HHD 386. The wildly flowing hair of the raging maenad is a 
typical element in her description, Eur. Bac. 150, Hel. 1364-5, Ax. Lys. 1311-2, Cat. 63.23, 64.255, see 
Pfeiffer on Call. fr. 193.35, Dodds on Eur, Bac. 862-5, Campbell on Q.S. 12.535-9, Henderson on Ar. 
1,1.
77 Cf. Hera in II. 14.176 ~ Nonn. D. 32.16 or the Anadyomene of Apelles in Leon. Tar. HE 23.5, see 
Lilja 82-8, Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 32 (of Athena). This was a habit of the ladies of the haute-societe, 
cf. Berenice in Call. fr. 110.78 with Pf. ad loc. or of hetairai, cf. Eur. Cyc. 500-2 vxaipag /.. Xircapov 
po- / cxx^Xov, Antip. Sid. HE 23.10. On perfumed hair and high social status see L. Soverini, ASNP 
24 (1994), 820-7. The goddess most caring about her hair-style is of course Aphrodite, Call. HyPal. 21­
2, A.R. 3.45f„ Claud. Gig. 45f.
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her bare feet during her wanderings; an explicit reference comes up in vv. 124-5 ©q 5’ 
drceSiOoyxoi Kai avapruKe; aoxu maxenpe;, / ©; rcoSa;, ©; Ke<t>aXaq TavaTqpea; 
e^opeq alei in the form of a cultic practice, cf. also the Lycorusa-law LSCG 68.6-7 
(3rd c.) pqVe 'Utco- I 6qpaxa to enter Demeter’s temple. In Ov. Fasti 4.426 Persephone 
errabat nudo per sua prata pede. Persons afflicted with the loss of a beloved one 
normally wander around with loose hair and bare feet, cf. Bion Epit. Adon. 20-2 
(Aphrodite) Owcapeva rcXoKapiSaq avd 6pup©; dXdXqTai I mvjQaX&a, vqrcXeKwq, 
daavVSaXoq, ai Ve pdxoi viv / epxopevav Keipovxi ~ Nonn. D. 42.269 or Autonoe 
who having lost her son wanders in Nonn. D. 5.407 drceSiXoq.©© Ph. is likely to have 
attended to Demeter’s bare feet in his idyllic setting; her brisk walking might have had 
a magical effect on the stones on the way, see Dem.-Disc. on Theoc. 7.25-6.
The esoteric ambience, Demeter’s sentimental lament, her discussion with 
Chalcon, her unkempt, ravishing hair©© and possibly her bare feet would give the 
impression of the goddess and the Coan king as a loving couple facing difficulties in 
life. Sexual allusions might have lurked in this passage. The sweet fragrance of 
Demeter could make such a point, see Campbell on Mosch. Eur. 91-2, Lilja 90-2. 
Demeter and Chalcon’s overnight stay on stibades consisting of unaphrodisiac 
constituents is ambiguous and lays down the ritualistic process of the Thesmophoria, a 
celebration notoriously charged with allegations of sexual breaches. The Nymphs, 
almost certainly appearing in the scene, and Hesperus, the star of love and lovers, or 
some "erotic" flowers such as roses and poppies, cf. on the latter Theoc. 11.57, might 
have been meant to convey the same ambivalence. Demeter herself was not free of 
slips of the kind. Different traditions were developed about her liaisons with Zeus, 
Poseidon and the mortal lasion, cf. for the latter Od. 5.126 (5 0up© ei©aaa piyq 
IiXottiti Kai Euvq I vei© evi xputoXcp, Hes. Theog. 971, fr. [178].8-12, Theoc. 3.50-1. 
Interestingly a tradition about a liaison with her host Celeus was also developed, 
Schol. Aristeides, p. 53.15 Dindorf (Demeter granted crops) TCpoxov aOeoproq
78 -For loose hair and bare feet see Wachter 22, 23-4, Hopkinson 41 and J. Hickenbach, De nuditate 
sacra, GieBen 1911, esp. 31-4. As Demeter’s devotees, tie Locrian virgins observe purity and sweep the
floor of Athena’s altar in Euph. CA 53 dvagne/ovoi yvixvoiq Toaiv .. /.... / voctyi KpTiSegvoio.
79 For long hair as an erotic trait cf. e.g. Eur. Bac. 455 (Dionysus) 7Xokkc,6<; xe ydp aou xtx'ao; ... / 
yevuv nap’ anxqv Kexngevo;, rcoGou kIeco; Theodectes TrGF 71 F 1.5f., Theoc. 5.91, 11.7, 
Hellenistic elegy POxy. 3725.19 (Heracles) quKopou ©piko; "TOa xaxexrucfexo, Philostr. Epist. 16 
cnd cf. the applications of eTC«l^.iIOKKCcpo;.
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ouyalcotticq KeXeCC and in at lnast ont festival of Demeter E1eueinia, in Basilis 
(Arcadia), a xon KddA)S); tiY(sv used to take place?/
Thn lexicographic references collected by Pfeiffer on Coll. fr. 7.12 io illustrate 
oeTXlYYe; = "locks of hair" provide a good example of how interest in Call, 
superseded and eventually brushed aside Philetan material.
Ft. 20 (Cd 22; Demeterl)
povyeveag ^Odgevog Tpooepqcao paKpd peXlaaag
Antig. [Car.] Mirab. 19 TSia Se Kai nepi tag avyKpiaetg koi dKAoccfoeig x©v Cfiwn, exi Se 
yeveaeig, oiov ev Alywixq x8v pcnv eav Kaxopn%ig ev xonoig xioLv, ©axe anxa xa Kepaxa xqg yqg 
-urcepexeiv, ei0' naxepov drcorcpiaqg, Xeyocuaiv geUxxag eKrcexeaGav oooevxa yap aux8v eig xouxo 
SiaXueaOai x8 ^dkiv. (2) $ koi 8atvexai 4>iXtxag ocooOxetv, ixavwg ©v Tcptepyog' TLoacayopenei 
ouv auxtig pouyeveig Xy©v • povyeveag etc.
Sapevog cod. : 8G^|^ipvo<; Bames rcppaepqaao cod, : rcooaeOqaaxo Bach : rcpocceOd)oaxo Hartung
poiaaivCa; C'uanvq; is not a new adj. It was on ancient cult-npithei of Dionysus in 
Argos referring to his oxnn-1tkn appearance, Plut. Is. et Os. 35, p. 364f ’dpYei'i; Se 
Pouyivp; dtovuoo; em^aX'iv eoxiv and Empnd. 31B 61.2 D-K describis a perished 
monstrous animal ecnctee as pouynvq dvSpoTceopa "creatures with thn nature of oxen 
and face of man". A late source tills us that Eumelus EGF T 2, a shadowy figure 
commonly held to have livid in ihe 8ih c., wrote a Bugonia.31 Thn form has elaborate 
Homeric cai'antls that found their way into Hellenistic viTse such as Od. 4.336 
vippoxx;.. veqaivEo; whnncn Nic. fr. 18.1, Antic. Sid. HE 63.1, perhaps Theodot. SH
80 For Demeter’s affair with Celeus see W. BurkerL, Homo Necans, Berlin-N.Y. 1972, 315 n. 56, id. 
220. For her KaXAcaxla in Basilis (and perhaps Pylos) cf. Athen. 13.609e and see Nilsson Feste, 336,
Stiglitz 58-9.
81 We are completely ignorant of its contents but if the title is correctly transmitted, it rather means a 
poem on the breeding of oxen, "a Corinthian rival Lo Hesiod’s Works and Days", see G. Huxley, Greek 
Epic from Eumelus to Panyassis, London 1969, 78-9. He leaves the possibility open for the title being 
corrupted from an original Theogonia. An alternative explanation for the suspect title would be a late 
reduplication of the following "Europian”: Eumelus, poeta qui Bugoniam et Europian etc. The 
corruption would have been facilitated by Lie attachment of an obscure practice to an obscure poet.
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759.6 and contemporary inscriptions, GV7 802.5 (2nd/1st c.), 976.5 (2nd/3rd c.) or II. 
2.54 nuAovyvveog paonApog with Kirk ad loc. whence Euph. SH 428.2 noXotyvve- 
eoot.. vq'uotv, cf. also Il. 15.171 = 19.358 atOppyeveog Bopeao/ whence A.R. 4.765 
avepotg alOppfyvveaoiv or after HHAphr. 229 (and as a variant in Il. 11.427, 23.81) 
Theoc. 27.43 vOTyvvVcov. Others as Sioyvvi^g were ignored by Hellenistic poets as 
banal and some wvrv modified for the sake of variation. Antim. fr. 41a.7 = SH 52.7 
yTjeveag te> Oeobg TpLOTeppyjevvag Tixfjvag coins TcpTepTiyevfjg from Homeric 
TaXauyevfig (still used by A.R. 1.1, 2.848, Epica Adesp. CA 9ii.5, GES 68.6 (ex. 3rd 
c.)) subsequently taken up by Call. HyJov. 58, A.R. 4.268 where see Livrea or A.R. 
2.450, 3.824 (noun), 3.1224 (adj.) pptyevfig after Homeric fipvyeveta (still in Theoc. 
24.39). Other -yvvvo- adjj. are Hellenistic creations, as Nicavnvt. CA 1.7 bXiyevTj 
(Meinvkv : uXi yvvvo cod.), Euph. SH 442.29 QajXaoooyevq cf. Archestr. SH 187.7, 
id. CA 108 ^pX-rnyovoo ’AtpUTtovTig cf. Nie. Alex. 433 p1jKPvog KepXiqyovou (active 
sense), A.R. 4.1641 pvXiTyvvepv avOpGrcpv (from Hvs. WD 143f.) cf. Euph. SH 
434.11 jLieeX-TTiyeve (suppl. Lobel), Nie. Ther. 874 Spvtyvvqg after Moschio TrGF 97 
F 6.5 in a different sense, Sotadvs CA 15.1 rcavToyevqg. See in general B-P 723-4.
Ph. is thv first to usv the term of bugony. He was followed by Call. SH 254.4 
Aavaou .. arco Pouyvveog applied to Danaus, an offspring of lo transformed into a 
cow. Then Bian. GPh 17.2 contemptuously addresses bees as Povyvvevg, cf. Anon. 
AP 9.363.13 popyeveeGGi pvXiooaig/, Hesych. p 882 pouyvvemv t^mv pvAiggav. 
Others tried to create variations as Eryc. GPh 11.3 poouaiGi .. pvAlcoatg with G-P ad 
loc., Strato AP 12.249.1 the rather clumsy poDTc^i'niiv peAtaaa, Theoc. Syrinx 3 
i:avO77(d-TPp with Schol. ad loc. (338.10-11 Wendel) tavporcdTopa Se vl7cev Tqv 
peAtooav, erceiSp onjTCopevpv tmv tavpmv peAiooag $aot yivvoOai, Archel. Chvrs. 
SH 127 = FGE 2a poSg 7)tpevpg meTCAXwqieva teKva and cf. Nie. Ther. 741 ttctcot 
yap ajrnKQv yVvvoig, tavpot Se peXtoomv. Later Poiph. Antr. Nymph. 18, a 3rd c. 
A.D. nvoplatonist philosopher, reused the adj. in a passage bringing forward an 
allegorical interpretation of bugony as souls of the dead seeking their rvbith so as to 
lead just lives. In Geoponica 15.2.4 occurs pouyovpg. -
70apevog As evidenced by Kayser 64 ("Barnes in Vita Theocriti, p. LI, vd. Wart.[on, 
Oxonii 1770] comgerv voluit 7OapvvGg, sine causa") 7Oapvvog for the MS’ 7apevog 
was first proposed by Joshua Barnes. Rohde Kl. Schr. II, 310 n. 1 objected to 7apevog 
and npOGvpqGGo referring to thv same person and independently reproposed 4>0Odevog 
drawing attention to It. 23.779 eg pXOev «0Opevog, cf. outside epic Eur. Andr. 990 pp 
()0p ae Tzpoofpag Scopa. 0>dpevog is not an interpolation by Antig., as the quotation is 
introduced by Xeycov and as this would contradict his practice not to interpolate words 
of his own in his poetic quotations (conveniently gathered by O. Musso, Prometheus 
5 (1979), 83-90). Kayser 64 ("pro solemni mg ejaxo Kat rcpoaeppaaTo") and Bach 54
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deeming its object to be "ea, quae in sententia hunc versum praecedenti dicta erant" 
retained it, but (xxpevog without mg would be plainly inadmissible, cf. IL 22.460 and 
see Campbell on Q.S. 12.66. OOdpevog would refer to the dangers anticipated by a 
non-professional in his approaching a bee-hive. His clumsy proceedings might have 
led to a grotesque conclusion. Bergk followed by Diehl printed the unappealing 
Oapevog which involves a needless emendation of rccooepfaao to Tpoae pfaaxo.
In early epic the form 7coae0'f|6ex6 occurs in Il. 2.48, 15.292, Od. 
21.5, 43, HHHerm. 99 but [Hes.] Scut. 33 = fr. 195.33 has Tpp6£P^^Gaxo. The 
orthodox Homeric forms are the so-called mixed Aorists ePpoexo, eSuaexo etc. which 
ancient grammarians held as imperfects and derived from a sigmatic present 
*P^<aop(ai, Schol. A (1137 Erbse) and D on Il. 1.496, Herodian 1.447.10 Lentz. 
Modern scholarship regards these forms as imperfects of the future p^aopai (Il. 
2.339).8© Aristarchus preferred the mixed forms but did not put them in the text, cf. 
Schol. II. 3.262 (1.406 Erbse) and Erbse on Schol. II. 2.35a (1184). In most cases the 
MSS offer both forms. The Alexandrians preserved the mixed forms in their texts of 
Homer, while themselves consistently using the "normal" -a- endings as Ph. here, 
Simias CA 65 eppacno cf. Nie. Alex. 302, Ther. 31 or Call. HE 3.1 and A.R. 4.1133 
aveupaxo on which see Pfeiffer on fr. 384.40 sq. ad fin., or A.R. ppoaxo 8x ("er kann 
sie nur aus einem damais giiltigen Homertext bezogen haben", Leumann Kl. Schr., 235 
n. 1). In A.R., however, there are cases where MSS divide between -exo and -axo 
forms, as 1.63, 4.458, 4.1176. This divergence may be used as an avgument in favour 
of dualism in Homer with the particular form depending upon occasional MSS 
support. "The possibility of 'normalisation' on an extensive scale in the MSS of 
Hellenistic authors cannot.. be excluded, but the -e- readings in A.R. may equally be 
due to 'Homericisation', and it should be noted that developments in the koine, where 
weak aorist -a- endings were encroaching on the non-sigmatic strong aorist endings, 
made the Homeric mixed forms even more unusual", Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 65. Call, 
or Theoc. never use passive forms of palv© or 56© in their extant work. -
7potpre^10(6a6 paKpd Hartung conjectured Tco6aec6<aaxo which found approval with 
Couat 82 and von Blumenthal 2168. The two verbs are confused in the MSS in II. 
12.227, see Hainsworth ad loc., and Zenodotus proposed po©v for prO©v in II. 15.307, 
cf. also II. 2.224. The proposal requires a third person singular and contradicts the 
ancient beliefs about the bees’ capability to perceive sounds. Ph. would not ignore the
82 See Schwyzer GG I, 788, Cbantraine GH 1416-7, Leumann Kl. Schr., 234-241, Risch 250. See also 
5. West on Od. 1.330, Hcinsworth on Od. 6.321, Campbell on A.R. 3.291.
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scientists’ hesitation about granting bees the gift of hearing.8© The Philetan phrase 
varies the Homeric formula poKpa ptpdg "take big strides in a certain direction" 
occurring 9x in Homer in different forms, see Chantraine DE s.v. palv© (4), Janko on 
II. 13.809.84 The Homeric paKpa ptpdg etc. in contrast to Koobga ptpdg used for a 
cautious, half-crouched advance, denotes the proud gait of the heroes in the battlefield, 
see Janko on II. 13.158 and cf. Virg. Aen. 10.572 longe gradientem of Aeneias, but in 
a non-heroic context it is transformed into a comic element, here of someone taking 
confident steps towards a swarm of bees. The Homeric phrase is comically exploited 
already in Od. 9.450 of Polyphemus’ ram prancing through the field, see M. Casevitz 
in id. 57, and in Od. 11.539 of Achilleus’ shadow in the Underworld, cf. e contrario 
onomatopoeic paKcov "bleating" applying only to animals except from Od. 18.98 
where it applies to comical Irus.
The reference to a swarm of bees contained in this hexameter offers a two-fold 
link to Demeter. On the one hand bees are intimately associated with Demeter and on 
the other with Cos. The goddess’ sacred animal par excellence was the bee, cf. Schol. 
Pind. Pyth. 4.106a = fr. 158 (Demeter) xatg tepatoc^ peX^laoaig TeprceTai. The 
notorious purity of the insect granted it the goddess’ favour. Demeter’s initiates and 
priestesses were called Melissai and although priestesses of some deities in general 
could be called by the same name, the term seems to have applied mostly to the 
devotees of Demeter, cf. Schol. Pind. Pyth. 4.106c (H. 113.12-4 Drachmann) peXtaoag 
Se Tcxg lepelag Kuptcog pev -tag xfjg Aff^oqToog, Kaxa%pTi<an,Kdg Se Kat rag Tccag, Sta 
TO xob ^©ou KaOap6v, Hesych. p 719 peXticiaav al rijg AfipTTpog oU6Kr6eg, p 1294 
s.v. 0TKpOTpXo-ug, see Bodson 35 n. 162, Schol. Theoc. 15.94/5a (313.16-9 Wendel), 
Porph. Antr. Nymph. 18 and in Hellenistic poetry cf. Call. HyAp. 110, Philic. SH
oa
Ancients commonly agreed that bees possessed the sense of scent cnd detested strong smells, Arist. 
HA 626c26, see Mynors on Virg. Georg. 4.49, but doubted their ability to bear, Arist. HA 627al7, see 
Wilkinson 261-2, Davies-Kathirithambo 54-5, Mynors on Virg, Georg. 50 ("no organ of hearing has yet 
been identified"). A broadly held belief had it that bees can settle by production of a rattling noise, see 
Mynors on Virg. Georg. 4,64. In fact bees seem to be sensitive to vibrations of the ground. Adesp, Pap, 
Misc. SH 990.2 .iKO<aiaKO'u;<;lxe, Sebxe, 1^X10011 summons the devotees of Demeter to listen to the 
Hymn and on a physical level might play on that.
In Soph. Phil. 42 ilTOCTTcttTi pccKpav (codd. : noT0TX^%ol Herwerden) for the sense required ("walked 
far away") is most doubtful, see Ll-J - N. Wilson, Sophoclea, Oxford 1990, 180, On paxpa cf, Arat, 
1124, Antip. Thess. GPh 82.1 and see LSJ s.v. paxpOg 1.3. Other forms of the adj. used adverbially are 
poK^ov, see Fantuzzi on Bion Epit. Adon. 51, pOKpdv and more rarely poKp(o;.
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680,52 YOvalKTSv ... Capo;, Adesc- Pap. Mist. SH 990.2?? Apollod. in thn first book 
of Tinci 0e©v FGH 244 F 89 (see Jacoby ad loc.) supplies the information that in 
Paros the ce1tbrante of ihe Theemophoria were called Melissai too after ihe daughters 
of a Parian King Mt1tssoe (another etntvo1tni recipieni of Demeieip, bui we do not 
Know if thn equation of this term with Thesmophoriazousai is valid for Cos.8?
At thn some time Cos was and still is an island famed for its excellnni honey, cf. 
Strabo 10.5.9 anav pev ouv a' vtigiccotkkOv ce?r ©g era x' ncXi) daxitov eoxi Koi. 
evdptXXoc x<7 ’Axtik©, xo 6’ ev xataSl xcig vf/coig [a group of islands including Cos] 
5la{ep6vr©g, pd?Taro 6e x' ^1)1^1^ and set Craik 15, Sallinger 438. Two out of 
thn eight surviving epigrams of Nictae of Cos involve bees, HE 6, 8. In ihe ancient 
world honny played a much more important role than it does nowadays. It was the 
only sweetening agnni available and found many different applications in cooKing and 
csnfectisnnry, even medicinn and religion.?? A traditional Coan delicacy was called 
raCao (Athnn. ^^.646f) and according to Hnsych. 5 2172 the Coans used the term 
SOXtto. for traditional cakn1eie: kXcckowtui piaca- KHoi. Ph. in Ataktoi fr.
36 K. discussed apScoi, a small cake sweetnnnd with honey. Coan honny would hove 
binn esc. appreciated in Alexandria where exports are 1101.10; but although an
85 The goddess is also represented in coins with bees and her daughter bore the cult-epithet pelidwSng, 
see Gow on Theoc. 15,94. On Demeter’s association with bees see A. B. Cook, "Bee in Greek 
Mythology", JHS 15 (1895), 14f., F, Of RE III (1899), 448, K. Giannoulidou, Athena 63 (1959), 
312-8, Bodson 25-38 ("Presence de 1 abeille dans le culte de D6meer"), Sallinger 443. On her devotees 
as Melissai see M. van der Kolf, RE XV (1932), 525, S, Lavecchia, "Pindaro e le peXiccoai di Paro", 
Hermes 124 (1996), 504-6 (relating fr. 140a with fr. 158) and on her depiction with bees on coins L.
Armbruster, "Die Biene auf grlech. Munzen", ArchivfUr Bienenkunde 33 (1952), 49-73,
R6 *It does not seem to have been known in Athens at Ar.’s time. The name Melissa attested only once 
in Cos in an inscription of Imperial date, is not of much value here, since such names are broadly 
attested in Greece, see Bodson 29 n. 133, P. M. Fraser - E. Matthews, A Lexicon of Greek Personal- 
Names I, Oxford 1987, 304. If a swarm of bees attacked Chalcon, see Dem.-Disc. Reconst., a metaphor 
for the participants in the orgiastic cult of Demeter may be there. Bo-uyeveag would have a 
distinguishing power as well: these are the oxen-bom bees. Antim. fr. 78 called the Parian priests of 
Demeter with the rare terms KaOdovo'Ug... Soypia>vag.
87 See on ancient honey’s usefulness M. Schuster, RE XV (1932), 374, Sallinger 435-7. On honey in 
medical operations cf. Theophr. HP 9.11.3, 18.3, see L. Koep, RAC II (1954), 277. It was also used to 
improve wine of poor quality, see Mynors on Virg. Georg. 4.1(X)-2. See also Gulick’s Index in his Loeb 
Athenaeus s.v. honey.
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income from beekeeping was liable to taxation, production of fine honey would give 
Cos more fame than fiscal revenues or hard currency.88
A reference to Coan honey may have had a function within Ph.’s poem. A male 
character, as suggested by (JjOdpevog, swaggers towards a beehive. Superstitions about 
bees included the notion that they foretell the arrival of a xeinos, see Olck, RE III 
(1899), 448 and presence of animals (but not insects) often preempts a theophany of a 
god related to them, see Williams on Call. HyAp. 5. This application is obstructed by 
the fact that a certain person approaches a swarm of bees rather than observes it from 
afar. The superstition that a swarm of bees is a threatening prodigy, cf. the lethal bees 
in Antip. Thess. GPh 69, Bian. GPh 17, may be a more relevant notion. A reasonable 
assumption would be that Demeter urged Chalcon to step towards a swarm of bees. 
The legendary Coan king seems to have taken full part in a joint effort with her to 
develop techniques that would turn out to be of benefit to the Coans of that time and of 
the future. The story would have along with its religious significance the function of 
an aetion for the institution of apiculture in Cos. Historically speaking beekeeping 
must have been brought in by the Thessalians. Aristaeus, on whom see e.g. Vian on 
A.R. 2.153, commonly regarded as the protos euretes of apiculture, is a son of Apollo 
and the Thessalian nymph Cyrene. Dionysus is occasionally regarded as the inventor 
of bee-keeping because of his own association with honey, see Dodds on Eur. Bac. 
704-711. But in Cos it is Demeter and Chalcon who introduce the beneficial art. The 
purpose of Chalcon stepping closer to the bees is most probably to collect honey.89 It 
is Demeter who most probably brought up honey. This is the food of men of the 
golden epoch, see West on Hes. WD 233, Mynors on Virg. Georg. 1.131-2 and mixed 
with milk it is commonly considered to be a dish appropriate for the immortal gods, cf. 
newly born Zeus in Call. HyJov. 49-51 and see H. Usener, Kl. Schr. IV, Leipzig-Berlin 
1913, 398-417. One wonders if Demeter, despite her fast, would be tempted to try 
some of the exceptionally good Coan honey. This would not be unfounded in tradition 
since the cyceon, Demeter’s holy drink, contained honey, see A. Delatte, Cyceon, Paris
88 On exports to Alexandria see Craik 17 and on bees and honey in Alexandria H. Chouliara-Raios, 
L’abeille et le miel en Egypte d’ apr&s les papyrus grecs, Ioannina 1989. A law laid down in Magnesia 
against anyone luring bees belonging to another man to his own premises is worth mentioning here, 
Plato Laws 843d. For bees and honey as an indication of prosperity cf. Hes. WD 232-3 and see Bodson 
22 n. 92. Nowadays the Dodecanese (mainly Rhodes, Cos and Calymnos) produces 700 tonnes of honey
from 45.000 European type bee-hives.
89 If he wanted to make the bees gather he would have to produce a rattling noise. If he wanted to turn 
them away he would need to light a fire and produce smoke, Arist. HA 623b20, A.R. 2.130-4 with Vian 
ad loc., Mynors on Virg. Georg. 4.229-30. Strangely enough ancients believed that honey falls from the 
sky and bees are gifted to collect it on earth; Arist. HA 553b23-554al5 offers the relevant theories.
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1955, 23-40. In Ov. Fasti 4.545-6 Celeus sets out liquefacta coagula lacte /pomaque 
et in ceris aurea mella suis. The goddess would then instigate or instruct the Coan 
king to try to collect some honey from a bee-hive.
The link between Demeter and Coan honey would eventually be reflected in 
Coan cult-practices. In general honey was a placatory offering to chthonic gods and a 
thanks-giving one to sky-gods, mostly in the form of pelanos or melicraton?Q 
Demeter’s close association with bees and honey is due not only to her chthonic 
(Famell III, 63-5) but also her vegetative nature. Virg. Georg. 1.343-7 advises the 
farmer to offer wine and honey to Ceres at the beginning of the spring: cuncta tibi 
Cererem pubes agrestis adoret: / cui tu lacte favos et miti dilue Baccho, / terque novas 
circum felix eat hostia fruges, / omnis quam chorus et socii comitentur orantes / et 
Cererem clamore vocent in tecta. Pans. 8.42.11 reports that the Phigalians offered 
annually honey-combs together with other crops to the altar of Demeter, cf. also Ar. 
Thesm. 285 nonavov .. 0ua© wiv 0eotv. We possess no information about similar 
offerings to Demeter in Cos, but we know that pelanos was offered to Asclepius, 
Herodas 4.90-1 eg xe xqv Kpc6yX1jv I xov neXavov evGeg xov SpdKovxog which was 
originally meant literally but later evolved to denote a donation of money, see R. 
Herzog, ARW 10 (1907), 205-219, Headlam ad loc.
Bees in Demeter must have played some role, as they are singled out as a 
memorable scene by Call, and Theoc. The poet here addresses a male character who, 
as argued, may well be Chalcon, in the second person. In Homer Iliadic heroes often 
address gods in the second person, but the poet himself confines such addresses to 
apply to heroes, namely Achilleus, Menelaus, Melanippus, Patroclus and Eumaeus, 
and only to one god, Apollo in II. 15.365, 20.152 where see Edwards and cf. Schol. II. 
20.2 (V.l Erbse). Call, often addresses gods in second person, A.R. 4.1706 addresses 
Apollo and the tone might even become impertinent, as in Asclep.’s epigram on Zeus’ 
erotic misconduct HE 11, cf. id. HE 14.5-6 and see Hutchinson 267-8. As Schol. II. 
16.787 (IV.300 Erbse) note, Homer uses a second-person apostrophe to express *
90 Pelanos was a mixture of meal, honey and oil, see P. Stengel, Hermes 29 (1894), 281-9, id. 66-72, 
Sokolowski on LSCG 131 (Thera, 4th c.) Ko^pm/ rceeaatog], Matthews on Antim. fr. 101. On 
religious honey see Roscher II, 1323, M. van der Kolf, RE XV (1932), 379-82, Sallinger 449-452. On 
honey as offering to the gods of tie Underworld cf. Od. 10.519 = 11.27, A.R. 2.127 If. and tlie offerings 
to Adonis in Theoc. 15.115-8. As an offering to the dead see Richardson (1993), 187. On the ritualistic 
use of bees and honey at tombs see Bodson 23 n. 95. See also W. Robert-Tomow, De apium mellisque 
apud veteres significatione et symbolica et mythologica, Berlin 1893.
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sympathy, iq COToaxpO()f aqpaivvi xO PAva%06|L.vvov.91 So with benign Eumavus (15x 
in Od.) or with Patroclus (8x in IL, all in his fatal book 16). Antim. fr. 7 apostrophises 
illustrious Tydeus destined to find a tragic death in the Theban battlefield and A.R. 
4.1485 moribund Canthus. If Ph. here addresses Chalcon, he is expressing sympathy 
with the Coan king presumably for a misfortune of his. What this would be, wv do not 
know. But thv address of compassion prompts one to think that thv Coan king might 
have suffered the consequences of his amateurish (^Gajivvog) involvement with bees. 
It would bv extremely ironic if the favourable insects of Demeter, protector of all 
Coans, attacked Chalcon. This would match the grotesque effect of the verse with 
rccpaepTaao pcKpa. Chalcon is sketched in sympathetic tenns and is likely to be 
involved in scenes of naivv or comic content. The "heroic" second person apostrophe 
would here be reduced to apply to an incident involving a swarm of bees and thvir 
unsuspecting victim.
Bouyvveag is significant. Hinting at a birth from the putrifying corpse of an ox, it 
superbly undermines the notion of purity with which the poem and Demeter are 
particularly concerned. At thv same time it constitutes an allusion to a well-known 
practice during the first day of the Thesmophoria, when the dvxXfcpLar bore from 
underground chambers the rotten carcasses of pigs which had been thrown in there at 
an earlier date. These were placed on altars and then scattered in the fields to fertilise 
the varth, Schol. Luc. Dial. Mer. 2.1 (275 Rabe; F. Jacoby in FGH nib Suppl. 2.204 
suggested Apollod. of Athens nvpi 0eGv as the source of this Scholium.)
The fragment also refers to coeval paradoxography. In principle Hellenistic poets 
welcomed the intrusion of such material in thvir poems, an area largely unvxploited in 
thv classical past and contributing to an atmosphere of naivity. Ph. refers to another 
paradoxic belief in fr. 9 (also from Demeter) and the two fragments sufficiently 
evidence his interest. Therefore Susemihl I, 463 was probably right in giving him a 
leading role in the development of Hellenistic paradoxography.92 Thv mirabile here is
91 On Homer see M. Parry, The Language of Achilles and other Papers, Oxford 1989, 310-326, Russo 
on Od. 17.272, Kirk on U. 4,127. See also N. Yamagata, BICS 36 (1989), 91-103, Mathews 96-8,
Further references in Hunter (1993), 104 n. 18.
92 *Arist. pioneered interest in the field but the collection On Miraculous Reports is not his, see N. J. 
Richardson La philologie grecque, 14-5. Ph. is the first Hellenistic poet integrating samples of his 
interest in his poems. Call, proved him.stal^' the champion in paradoxography with his Oajjpdxcov x<Sv elg 
chraaav xqv yf)v Kaxd xditong ovxcov awac’GY'n, forty-four chapters of which survive through Antig. 
[Car.], frr. 407-411 Pf. In some chapters Call, draws on Arist. and Theophr., see Pfeiffer (1968), 134-5. 
On other mirabilia in the Cyrenean see Giannini, PGR, 20 and cf. A.R. 4.601 f. (an dopvog lake), Euph. 
CA 137. Some of his disciples carried on research on the subject: Philostephanus of Cyrene wrote 
paradoxic epigrams, SH 691 = FGE p. 21. On the history of paradoxography see K. Ziegler, RE XIX
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bugony, i.e. the spontaneous generation of bees from the dead body of an ox. The bees 
provoked an exceptional interest in antiquity which is partly reflected in the fact that 
Arist., who treated 581 species of animals in his biological works, devoted to them a 
section longer than to any other creature but man.93 Along with technical literature 
written in prose Mened. of Ephesus SH 547-8, a grammarian contemporary with Ph., 
had written a poem on bees presumably in the Hesiodic manner of which only two 
references in Pliny survive. Nic. versified apiculture in Melissourgica, see Gow- 
Scholfield 215, and Virg. wrote the 4th book of Georgica on the creature’s ways. 
Arist., who was considered as the uncontested authority on the subject, was at a loss 
about the mode of engenderment of bees and so were other specialists as Colum. 9.2.4 
and Pliny 11.46. The main passage, GA 759a8, is introduced with a statement 
professing the controversial nature of the question: 'H Se t<dv peXiTxwv yeveaiq e%ei 
rcoXXijv ct7coptav. The reason is obvious: apium enim coitus visus est numquam, Pliny 
NH 11.46. In HA 553al7f. Arist. offers two theories, namely that bees are reproduced 
either by various plants, mainly flowers but also the olive-tree, or by the queen-bee, 
commonly regarded in antiquity as a male. The question remained unresolved 
throughout antiquity and the Middle Ages until F. Huber in 1791 first observed the 
procreative route of the queen.94
Of course simplifying popular beliefs did not have to bother about all this 
scientifically based speculation. The notion of bugony was a widespread conviction of 
the ancient world which found a quick welcome in Hellenistic poetry and broad 
recognition in technical literature.95 This quick reception is not only due to an almost
(1949), 1137f., A. Giannini, RIL 97 (1963), 247-266 (Homer to Call.), id. Acme 17 (1964), 99-140 
(Call, to Imp. times), Fraser I, 770-4, M. M. Sassi Spazio letterario, 449-468.
93 On Arist.’s bees see Byl 340-355. The chief passages are HA 553al7-554b21, 623b4-627b22, GA 
159a^-161a2. Other principal sources in antiquity include various passages in Ael. NA, Colum. book 9, 
Pliny NH 11.11-70, Geoponica 15.2-9, see Wilkinson 260-1, H. M. Fraser, Beekeeping in Antiquity, 
London 21951, J. E. Jones, 3OCD, 237. On prehistoric beekeeping H. G. Buchholtz, al., AH J, 181-5. 
Further bibliography in Bodson 20 n. 78, Davies-Kathirithamby 47-8. On other paradoxic beliefs about
bees cf. [Arist.] Mirac. Rep. 16-22, Ael. NA 5.42.
94 On the male queen of the ancients see Wilkinson 264, Davies-Kathirithamby 62-3, Thomas on Virg. 
Georg. 4.21. On their puzzlement with regard to the engenderment of the bees see Wilkinson 265-6, Byl 
344-5, Mynors on Virg. Georg. 4.197-209, Isager-Skydsgaard 96. The procreation without sexual 
intercourse accounts for their association with chastity, see Davies-Kathirithamby 279-80, S. Pomeroy, 
Xenophon, Oeconotnicus, Oxford 1994, 279-280. Lyrica Adesp. CA 7.16 calls them Sweponeg.
95 References in F. Olck, RE III (1899), 434-5, C. R. Osten-Sacken, On the Oxen-born Bees of the 
Ancients, Heidelberg 1894 (with additions 1895), H. M. Ransome, The Sacred Bee in Ancient Times and 
Folklore, London 1937,112-8, Wilkinson 268-9, Fraser I, 779, II, 1088 n. 447, Page, FGE, 22, Davies-
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obsessive interest in peculiarities, but has also to do with an inquisitiveness about the 
origin of all creatures. So Arat. wrote an Anthropogonia SH 93, Boeo an 
Ornithogonia CA p. 24 known from the Metamorphose is of Ant. Lib. and Archel. 
Chers, a work inscribed Ta TSio^vj "Things of distinct nature" which probably 
included eccentricities about the birth of living beings, see Fraser I, 780, II, 1089 nn. 
451, 452, Page, FGE, 20-1. Another poem of the same title is ascribed to "Ptolemy 
king of Egypt", SH 712, q.v. All four are likely to have treated in an unscientific way 
absurdities of the kind of bugony. As scorpions are generated from the body of 
crocodiles, wasps from a dead horse and beetles from carcasses of asses, even snakes 
from the spinal cord of a human corpse (Archel. Chers. SH 129 = FGE 3), so bees 
can be hatched from the corpse of a dead ox.
Virg. Georg. 4.287 places the idea specifically in Egypt, the country seen as the 
provenance of all marvels, but Fraser’s hesitation ("the belief ... is of great antiquity 
and cannot be traced to any one period or place") may well be justified. It is certain 
that belief in bugony was widespread in Egypt©© whence it was probably introduced to 
Greece. Arist. is the only ancient source failing to discuss bugony. He offers an 
exhaustive discussion mentioning a number of theories, some of which are not 
immune from popular beliefs, and the missing out of bugony indicates that he had not 
heard of it rather than that he rated it unworthy of his attention. This should mean that 
the notion was unknown to Greece by then. The transition from Egypt must have taken 
place around Ph.’s days. And since he is the first Greek author to display knowledge of 
the marvel,96 7 he might have been a conveyor of bugony from Egypt to Cos. Other 
poets followed soon, cf. n. on pox7eveag and in Latin poetry Virg. Georg. 4.287L, Ov. 
Met. 15.364-7 and more amply Fasti 1.377f. Nic.’s two brief references in Ther. 741 
and Alex. 446-7 might suggest a more detailed treatment in his Melissourgika. The 
only surviving reference, Collum. 9.2.4 = fr. 94 with Schneider ad loc., is about bees 
first bom Cretae Satumi temporibus.
KalhirilhambY 65-6, Mynors 293-4. On similar paradoxic births see BOrner on Ov. Met. 15.368 and on 
spontaneous generation in general, decisively refuted only in 1864 by Louis Pasteur, see Davies- 
Kathirilhamby 21-2.
96 Cf. Plut. Cleom. 39, Antig. [Car.] 19 ev Al.yUox-T, see F. OIck, RE III (1899), 435, A. S. F. Gow, CR
58 (1944), 14-5, Mynors on Virg. Georg. 1.1.
97 .The name of Democr. in Colum. 9.14.6 = 68B 27a D-K progenari posse apes iuvenco perempto 
Democritus et Mago nec minus Vergilius prodiderunt is highly suspect, see A. E. Shipley, JPhil. 34 
(1915-8), 101, A. S. F. Gow, CR 58 (1944), 15, D-K on Democr. Spur. 68B 300.8. Democr. came to be 
regarded as omniscient and plenty of paradoxa were connected with his name by Pliny, Colum. and 
others.
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Bugony became so credible a notion that a whole ritualistic process developed 
around it. First Virg. gives a detailed description of thv recommended process. A two- 
year old calf is to be secluded in a semi-lit chamber, beaten with clubs to death with 
carv being taken not to break its hide, and left therein. Later sources, see F. Olck, RE 
in (1899), 435, specify the timing too: worms appear seven days after thv death of the 
calf; in thirty-one days they grow to perfect bees. This was seriously recommended as 
latv as the 17th c., see A. E. Shipley, JPhil. 34 (1915-8), 98. Its validity was 
occasionally questioned in antiquity, see Olck, 1.1. citing Byzantine sources, but it was 
usually regarded as well-founded - despite thv fact that an experiment would prove the 
idea to be wrong. Still, as it has been noted, it was always cheaper to buy new bees 
than to sacrifice a bull to beget them. The origins of bugony might be as absurd as of 
any other spontaneous birth. If any reason underlies thv notion, this would rather have 
to do with thv fact that in lands with scarce vegetation as in Egypt, bees were observed 
to hive in desiccated carcasses of dead animals, as in Hdt. 5.114 (in the exposed 
cadaver of an executed rebel) or Judges 14.8 (in a dead lion), rather than with the 
confusion of bees with drone-flies (Eristalis tenax:) which lay thvir eggs in carrion, as 
ingeniously proposed by Osten-Sacken. This supposition is not only incompatible with 
thv factual aversion of bees to anything impure, but also to the ancient notion of the 
bev’s chastity. Besides, any careful observer would have noticed that those insects 
buzzing around carcasses did not actually produce any honey. In an vra entirely relying 
on observation for scientific progress a multitude of bees frequenting a plant etc. 
would easily evoke the idea of thvir way of procreation, cf. Arist. HA 553a21-3 
(engendvrment of bevs) aXAot 5’ djcd xob dvSoug xqg eXalag’ Kai aqipelov Xeyoucnv 
oxi, dv eXatcov $opd ye^Ta!, xoxe xai eapoi e(nevxat iXeiaxot.
Maass (1895b), 295 thought that Ph. dealt extensively with bugony as part of a 
treatment of Aristavus’ myth (F. Williams, 3OCD, 1164 still considered it as a 
possibility). Von Blumenthal 2168 held that the vvrsv is "unmistakably" related to the 
myth of Comatas in a bucolic povm by Ph. and Webster 42 n. 2 that it "certainly 
alludes to the myth of Comatas or Aristavos". Maass’ arguments were effectively 
demolished by Rohde, Kl. Schr. II, Tiibingen-Lvipzig 1901, 310-311, but a statement 
by Mynors 294 that this heap of concise references to bugony "suggest that the subject 
has already been treated in povtry" prompted Thomas 44 n. 70 to independently revive 
the old proposal. Antig. introduces the Egyptian marvel by a short description of the
98 T5ia 5e etc. “ISiog in Antig. as 0ao|iaax6g, Gan-daiog is equivalent to laadSoJjog cf. ce. 1, 89.1, 
85, 91, 142b.2 and see Giannini, PGR, 263, Fraser II, 1089 n. 452. This chapter contains typical 
elements used by Antig. in chapters quoting lines from poetry (short description of marvel, short 
characterisation of the poet, short quotation), cf. c. 7 “ISiov 5e xai to iepi ta evrepa xmv itopaxcov xa
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process as his source had it, and then comes to his poetic quotation: c Kai caivexai 
OiXUag 7poae%eiv, iKavco<; ©v Tepiepyo<* xppaayope'uei ouv anxa^ pouyeveig 
Xyw po\>fevea$ etc. The brief characterisation of the poet just before the quotation 
of one of his verses is a common practice in Antig. [Car.]. OJaivexcu Tcpoexerv is an 
expression of doubt which is not due to the loss of the context. A collector of mirabilia 
in the 3rd c. would have at his disposal either a substantial excerpt with explanatory 
notes or, more likely, a copy of the whole poem, of which he only quotes one line. 
Then he adds that Ph. irpoaayopeoei "calls" bees oxen-born - no more. As Rohde 
pointed out "es 1st durch Antigonus’ Redeweise geradezu ausgeschlossen zu glauben, 
da6 Ph. jenes Mirakel erzahlend berichtet habe". In principle any bees could be called 
oxen-bom without an exposition of the whole process being necessary to justify the 
characterisation. Besides, although Ph. freely admits paradoxographic material in his 
verses, one would question whether he would like to dwell on the subject at length in 
Demeter. Cos is not reported to be rich in oxen. The verse is an indication of Ph.’s 
poetry being not always readily comprehensible, a text for knowledgeable readers by 
the demanding author of fr. 27.
Fr. 21 (SH 675C; DemetefD
Hesych. 0 405 ©ecnaaA.av ai Koai napa (hiXxixg Kai al (jappaKiSe^.
©eouaXai cod. : corr. Salmasius.
Hesych.’s lemma tells us that Ph. called the - or some of the - Coan women 
"Thessalians". This constitutes a clear reference to the colonisation of Cos by 
Thessalian tribes. The event of the remote Coan past crept into popular belief as an 
element belonging to common Coan heritage and as such survived in local society for 
many generations. This might have been facilitated by current relations. A 3rd c. 
inscription from Cos IdC ED 48 reports imports of grain from Thessaly, see M. Segre, 
"Grano di Tessaglia a Cos", RFIC 12 (1934), 169-193. Coan doctors regularly offered 
their services in Thessaly and Cos was asked to send theoroi to the Thessalian festival
pev yap xrov xprcOv eoxiv a<)ova, xa 5e x©v GiqXemv ev<j><»va. o0ev Kai xov jioiw wooXapoi xig 
eipTiKvaL, rcoXwtpdypova rcavxaxoO Kai uepmov ovxa' [HHHerm. 51], cf. also c. 25a.
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of Athena Itonias, see Sh-W 110 n. 142 and 114 respectively. In this case popular 
belief is an echo of well attested historic facts. The autochthonic pre-Hellenic 
population of Cos was called Meropes "the indigenous people".99 The first Greek 
settlers were Thessalians who mixed with the non-Greek aboriginal population who 
inhabited a scantily populated and underdeveloped island, see Craik 22. There is 
sufficient evidence to posit a pre-Doria©100 101movement from Thessaly to some of the 
Aegean islands, such as common place- and person- names or common cult-practices. 
In the case of Cos common toponyms, as Pele and Oromedon, and common names of 
leading figures as Eurypylus, king of Thessaly in IL 2.734-7 and legendary ruler of 
Cos in II. 2.676-680, speak for an early assocrarton.l02 Other names such as
99 Allegedly from a mythical king Merops, leader of the indigenous Meropes, brought into connection 
with Homeric pepov "mortal man". The name seems pre-Hellenic and non-Greek, as ASO0rne;, 
ApuoTet; etc., see Sh-W 47 n. 95, Cbantraine DE s.v. pepoo. It is first attested in HHAp. 42 (Cos) rnoXt; 
MepSmov av0pc7:ov and became a stock phrase, Thuc. 8.41.2 Kov xfjv Mepc^T^tSa, Pans. 6.14.12, and 
the inhabitants of the island were regularly called Me^Te; by others and by themselves, cf. Pind. Nem. 
4.26, Isth. 6.45, CEG 817.5, 862.4 (both 4th c., Epidaurus and Cos respectively), Staphylus FGH 269 
F 9, Call. HyDel. 160, Strabo 15.1.3, 33, Schol. II. 14.255 (III.622 Erbse), Eustath. Comm. II. 97.41 
(1.153 van der Valk), see Wil. Kl. Schr. 1 144, Herzog KF, 170-2, Modzke. RE XV (1935), 1655-6, 
Butler-Barber on Prop. 2.34b.31, G-P on Meleag. HE 3.4, Sh-W 47-50, S. Jackson, ZPE 110 (1996), 
44 n. 9. Relying on Strato PCG 1.6 lttooou; KEKjX|Ka; pepocaLg emi Seimvojv;, 7, 8 (~T. 3) A. S.
HoUis wondered whether the cook’s insistence on peTOita; harbours an entry of the Ataktoi Glossal.
100 In classical times Cos was consciously Dorian, cf. Strabo 14.2.6 Accret; 5’ elaiv, rioTcp xal 
’AOtKapvaoet; Kat KviSioi Kat Kc>oi, ol yap Aopiei; oi. xa Meoapa Kcxoavxe; pexa xnv KdSpou 
xeAevxfv ol pev epeivav a6xo0t, ol Se oov ’AO0capevet xw 'ApYetip xfj; el; Kpqxnv amoteta; 
eKowwvqoav, ol 5’ el; 'PSSov Kat xa; Oex00iaa; apxlo; itSOet; epeTlo0r|aav. xanxa Se veGxepa xcv
'Op-ipon Oeyopevwv eoxiv. Kvi5o; pev yap kai ’AOieapvaoS; onS’ fiv mo, 'PoSo; 5' qv Kai Ko;, 
au QKeixo x>(>' 'HpaKOeiStov, cf. Hdt. 7.99 and see Sh-W 29-30, Craik 27-30. V. Parker, "Zur 
Datierung der Dorischen Wanderung", MH 52 (1995), 130-154, esp. 146-7 dated the Dorian settlement 
in Dodecanese, as elsewhere, in the 10th c. on grounds of archaeological findings. He also maintained 
that between Mycenean and late Geometric times this part of the Aegean was uninhabited.
101 See Paton in P-H xiv-xv and 344-8 (Appendix F: ’’Connection of Cos with Southern Thessaly"), 
Herzog KF, 172, Wil. GdH I, 81-2, Sh-W 17-8 with n. 36, Craik 163-4. The fertility of Cos was the 
critical attraction for any settlers. Reception from the locals was another key-issue, see Schmid 168-9, 
173-5. Prinz 86-8 may have been right in arguing that the necessarily concise Homeric information 
actually goes back to current foundation myths of these islands. Rhodes enjoys a more detailed 
reference in II. 2.653-670, see Schmid 4-8. A later version, Schol. A.R. 3.1090b = Rhian. of Bene FGH 
265 F 30 = Apollod. FGH 244 F 164, Strabo 9.5.23, [Apollod.] Epit. 6.15b, had it that Antiphos and 
Pheidippos settled in Thessaly after the Trojan war and gave the place the name of their father. This
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Chalcon/Chalcodon, thv eponymous hero of Chalcis in Euboia, or Chalciope are seen 
as vestigvs of Euboian Abantes joining the Thessalians on their way to Cos, sve P-H 
345-6.
The Greek settlers no doubt brought with them elements of thvir advanced 
civilisation. So the "Thessalian" era would be considered as a time in which the whole 
Coan population experienced progress in activities of vital importance such as 
agriculture and fishing and saw a substantial improvement in their standard of living. 
The foundation of Bourina with all its significance is also linked to this time. The 
Thessalian settlers brought with them new habits and introduced thv cult of Asclepius 
from the mainland. The hostile reception of the Dorian Heracles (quickly to be 
resolved with a decent compromise), who represents a second massive invasion of 
Dorian tribes in Cos, by the Thessalian/Coan king Eurypylus is indicative of a 
population content with its status. At the end a new amalgam resulting from the 
successive colonisations wisely accepts all these figures, who in fact represent historic 
conflicts over the island, as part of a common heritage. The cult of Homonoia was 
very ancient and prominent in Cos.
This turbulent legendary past of the SE Aegean islands had attracted the attention 
of local historians, cf. Zvnon (?), a 3rd c. Rhodian historian, FGH 523 F 1, and is 
occasionally treated or mentioned by Hellenistic poets with a specific interest in thv 
region or because of broader antiquarian quests. Antim. in the second book of Lyde fr. 
85 ()£^'6y0vTag ycdri<; ekxoOi AmTiddog refers to the colonisation of Cnidus by 
Thessalians leaving from the Dotian plain, an ancient cult-centre of Demeter. So does 
Call. HyDem. 24 (Pelasgians) ovc© xav KviSlav, exi Acoxov ipov evaiov and A.R. in 
'PoSou KHoig CA 10 oaoa xv ycvriG / t^pya xv Acoixt&og Tcpd'tepor Kapov Alpovfjvg. 
These principal poetic references arv conveniently offered by Stvph. Byz. s.v. AcOciov 
(256.14f. Mvineke), cf. also Diod. Sic. 5.61.2 (Triops to Cnidus). Thv Thessalian 
migration could have also been dealt with in archaic foundation-poems. Iambi. VP 
2.3.4 informs us about Thessalian settlers in Cos and thv subject could have been 
treated in Semon. or Asius Foundation of Samos, see Schmid 16-24. In A.R. KviSou 
Kxioiq the Thessalian migration could have been dealt with too, see Hunter (1989), 11. 
A treatise Hvpl KviSou probably in prose is assigned to Posid. SH 706 which "fort. 
Ap. ... redarguebat" {SH ad loc.). Rhian. Thessalica, a large-scale epos of at least 
sixteen books, could have touched on the subject too. It dealt among others with 
Thessalian colonies. CA 48 ’AyuXXiov %cAkov quoted by Stvph. Byz. s.v. ''AyxXXa
gives priority to a Coan Thessalus over a Thessalian one and must originate in excessive Coan pride. 
But it is clearly a prothysteron. W, Kullman, Die Quellen der Mas, Wiesbaden 1960, 108, 389 tried to 
explain the complete absence of Thessaly in the //. by assuming Homeric knowledge of this version, but 
see Prinz 86-7 n. 27.
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(23.18 Meineke) is with certainty attributed to Thessalica because the Tyrrhenian 
town of Agylla was a Thessalian colony. It also treated religious matters as indicated 
by a reference to Athena Itonias, CA 47. It is highly probable that in Antim., as in 
Call., the reference to the Thessalian migration is related to Demeter. The Dorian 
expansion to the Cnidian peninsula is referred to also in Lyc. 1389f. For a full list of 
ancient references and (lost) treatises on Thessaly see F. Stahlin, RE VI (1937), 78-91.
What would be the context of this "Thessalian" reference in Demeter! In epic 
individual women are often protagonists in sensitive scenes amid bloody conflicts, as 
in turn Hecabe, Helen and most of all Andromache in Il. 6 or Hecabe with her 
emotional entreaty to Hector in Il. 22.79-89, which influenced the attitude of 
Geryone’s mother in Stesich. PMGF 13.2f. In other cases women might be used to 
express sensitive feelings as at a heart-breaking separation, cf. Hecabe in Il. 24.200f. 
and the Thessalian women in A.R. 1.247f., or at communal lament of a dead, as in Il. 
24.697f. A group of women might be mentioned as impressed eyewitnesses on the site 
of heroic deeds or as confronting heroes who engender feelings of admiration. 102 
Demeter, however, does not seem to have described genuine heroic deeds (Heracles’ 
advent to the island is no exception) and there is no apparent reason why impressed 
Coan women should be called "Thessalians". It is very probable that historically the 
institution of Demeter’s cult in the fringes of the SE Aegean and in Caria is to be dated 
to the days of the Thessalian colonisation, which brought about the introduction of the 
cult of Asclepius and of other Greek deities as Poseidon, whose worship blossomed in 
the islands. The cult of Demeter in fertile Cos was soon endorsed by the majority 
Dorian population as it happened in other places of Dorian dominance with an 
established pre-Dorian worship of Demetet.103 In mythological terms the 
establishment of Demeter’s worship in Cos takes the form of the goddess visiting the
102 Cf. for the motif IL 15.683, 18.495-6, Od. 19.235, HHAp. 134-5, Call. Hec. fr. 69.14-5, A.R. 
4.1182-5,1192-5, Euph. CA 51.15, Philic. SH 680.52-3, Q.S. 6.130-1,12.441-3, Triph. 466.
See Nilsson GGR I, 463 refuting the information supplied by Hdt. 2.171 that the Demeter-cult 
vanished from the Peloponnese except from secluded Arcadia because of the Dorian invasion. As for 
Thessaly, even if O. Kern’s, Die Religion der Griechen III, Berlin 1938, 210f. theory that the Demeter- 
cult originated in Thessaly whence it spread to the rest of the Greek world, is not correct, see Ch. Picard, 
REG 50 (1927), 330-7 favouring a Cretan origin, it by all means had an early, deep-rooted and wide­
spread cult of Demeter, of which the fertile Dotion plain was the most famous and ancient centre. In It. 
2.696 Pyrasus is called ArunTpoc; xepevog, Antron is mentioned as a cult-centre of Demeter in HHD 
491, see Richardson ad loc., and Hdt. 7.200 speaks of a shrine at Anthela, the centre of the 
Amphictionic League, see also O. Kern, RE IV (1901), 2714-5, Roscher II, 1288-9. On Poseidon’s 
transfer of cult see Craik 183 and on transfer of cult from mother city to colony in general see Z, 
Maklin, Religion and Colonisation in Ancient Greece, London 1987.
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island during Chalcon’s reign. A distinguished cult-site of Demetvr in the 
neighbouring Cnidian peninsula, the Triopion, founded by Triops, the leader of the 
Thessalian migrants, is associated with Cos by its mythical homonymous king, on 
whom see Schol. Theoc. 17.68/69b (321.18-9 Wendel), Sh-W 192 with n. 103. If then 
the Coan women were called "Thessalians" in a context related to the local cult of 
Dvmvtvr, thv reference would make a good point and would be historically vindicated.
In addition to that, some of Demeter’s festivals were open only to women and 
among them the Thesmophoria, thv by far most widespread religious festival in thv 
Greek world. 104 Thesmophoric rites were perfonned even in thv remotest spots with a 
Greek population and close to Cos in places like Rhodes, where also a month-namv 
Thesmophorios, Tvlos, Nisyros, Cnidus, Smyrna, Ephesus, Milvtus and Prienv. In Cos 
Thesmophoria are not directly attested. Socrates of Cos, a 3rd c. local historian, wrote 
a treatise on cult-titles (’ErccKKrifav-g ©e©v), cf. Diog. Laert. 2.47 and sve Herzog KF, 
211 and Sh-W 19, which would be of much help here, had it not perished. StiU, a ritual 
involving one or more pannychides only by women in honour of Demeter after the 
model of thv Athenian Thesmophoria leaves little doubt about thv existence of thv 
festival in Cos. A late 3rd or early 2nd c. metrical inscription found in 1900 in the 
modern town of Cos by Herzog and published with commentary by id., PhW 52 
(1932), 1013-7, cf. Sh-W 311-2, evidences the fact. The inscription is dedicated by 
Aischron, a married Coan woman, to Demeter Soteira and perhaps to Core and 
Poseidon. Herzog published it as follows:
'AviKa yap Mvpo7c[©v %a?KOY?l©xivi xpijavca 
iaig Kpovou ev5e[Kaigt vuKxii BoaOpoploo]
ev TeXeraig AdpaHpog dioppiiTcp x cmvejSpa 
xpiaadKi aero’ Atoxtpov kckXet dTcpocovav]
aixiv el g E©xi[pav aviaoovsaK; %epag ayvag]
Aapaxpog a8pv[dg pnoTibag vuoePeag,]
104 Cf. the emphatic address to ywcftKeg in Call. HyDem. 1. In HHD all main roles are performed by 
women with the sole exception of Demophon. It is only later that Celeus and the Eleusinian have, 
appear. On the Thesmophoria see Wachter 130-1, P. Johansen, "The Thesmophoria as a Women’s 
Festival", Temenos 11 (1975), 78-87, Parker 81-3, Burkeri 242-6, G. Sfameni Gasparro, Misterie e culti 
mistici di Demetra, Rome 1986, 223-283, Bremmer 76-8. On the origins of male exclusion see Famell 
III, 84-7 (Athens), 106-112 (elsewhere). For other Demeter-festivals involving women see briefly Foley 
71-5 with reference to J. J. Winkler, The Constraints of Desire, London-N.Y. 1990, 193-202. A list of 
the places where Thesmophoria were taking place is to be found in Nilsson Feste, 313-6, see also 
Famell III, 326-332 and P. Arbesmann, RE VI (1937), 24-6.
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6v Kai axap^ap[eva Adpaxpa 0eav Zcoreipav]
Kai Ko6pav vu%[iaig (Xanax’ ev xeXexaig.]
Xq^e 8’ a^ag puK[q0pog eKoipicOq xe 0aXaaoa,]
X0c6v [8e aa]Xeu[opeva xaiiaax’ exeu^apevag.
The event described is clearly one of the Coan ladies being gathered at night in 
the sanctuary of Demeter to celebrate the goddess with secret (?, v. 3) rites. "Der 
Fvauenkult 1st etwa wie die Thesmophoriea in Athen zu denken", Herzog, 11, 1015. 
Sudden earth-tremors disrupt the process and Aischron, a brave woman who may be a 
dignitary of Demeter, exhorted the worshippers to address an entreaty to the goddess, 
who is said to have brought to a stop all portents.
The possibility for a religious context for this fragment seems appealing. In Ph.’s 
poem Demeter establishes her cult in Cos and Thesmophoria could not possibly be 
missed out. Arguably Thesmophoric practices might have defined at a large extent the 
course of action in Demeter. In general poems with an antiquarian content make a 
systematic effort to point out links with coeval practices in form of aetia. In A.R. 
Foundation of Rhodes CA 11 o Tciqjqg <})qaiv ctTopa xoug 'PoSwug iepa Queiv 8ia 
xfiv Tpog ''H()arirKoe evexa wv ydp^©v ex0pav, oxi expS^m©e ’A0qvav
PoeX6pevog
The second part of the lemma adds that witches in general can also be called 
"Thessalians". Thessalian women were indeed celebrated witches, see G-P on Anon, 
HE 35.6, N-H on Hor. Odes 1.27.21 and cf. Sosiph. TrGF 92 F 1.1 pdyoig eTPp0aig 
Tana OecroaAig Kopq, Av. Clouds 749 yuvaiea (aapaKiS’ el xpldpevog 08xxaXqv I 
Ka0eXolOl el)KK(op xf^v 6eXqeqe etc. Schol. ad loc. (157.1-6 Koster) suggest that this 
was a long lasting reputation ("Kai pe%n vuv Se ()appaKI5eg Tap’ qpiv al ©exxaXai 
and link it with Medea’s occult capabilities, but Dodds on Plato Gorgias
513a5-6 was no doubt right to connect this reputation with the widespread cult of 
Hecate in Thessaly. Some would prefer to take this second piece of information to 
refer to Ph. and to draw conclusions such as Bach 74 "mulierum veneRcaium genus 
olim apud Coos fuisse videtur" or Sh-W 309 who regarded it as "very possible" that 
Ph. dealt with Mestra pharmakis, the Thessalian mother of Eurypylus. Similarly, 
©Campbell saw as "a possible application" a reference to Medea’s activities as witch in 
a broader Avgonautic context, cf. of Medea A.R. 4.52-3 oia yuvai^Keg / (>ccp|).ciKi5eg, 
Strabo 1.2.39 q oe MqSeia (jappaeig I6KOoelKar. Coan witches are not mentioned in 
ancient sources and the last bit of information seems to be a later independent addition 
to the information supplied in the first bit.
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Fr. 22 (CA 20; Demeter(l)
ou5’ uKTig i%06g eaxcxog e^e^uyev
Athen. 7.327b-c ZqvdSoxog 6e <TiTa KnpTvatow; xov OKnv epvQpivov KaAeiv. *'Epjxunco£ 8e o 
Spopvaiog ev xoig Trpi *iTtrt»vaKxo£ [fr. 93 Wehrli] ukiiv oKobei xnv lo-uAt8a' eivai 5’ awfiv 
SwOrpaxov. 5io Kai OiXnxav (OiXlxov A : 4>tXr|xdv C) fvai’ ouS’ bicng etc.
vKn AC : corr. Dindorf
-uktu; The beginnings of the poetic career of this fish under this name are hazy. From 
Athen.’s infoimation that Hermippus ev xoig rcepi TTCTC'ccaKOc; identified hyces with 
ioulis, it has been commonly assumed that Hippon. first used the word, IEG 169 
("hinc colligunt Hipponactem voce uktig usum esse", West ad loc.). Athen. says 
nothing about Hippon. His source read in Hermippus’ treatise On Hipponax, who 
mentioned fishes in his poems and employed many glosses, cf. IEG 130f. (ciXlpag 
from lEG 134 is taken up by Call. fr. 216), that hyces is to be identified with ioulis - 
or vice versa. E. Degani (Teubner 21991) printed the reference in the Dubia, "num 
Hippon. hac voce usus sit (ita edd. omnes) incertum videtur". Subsequently uktig 
occurs in a fragment of an unidentifiable author quoted by Athen. 7.304e (fish hippus) 
pvTioveuei auxou Kai f’AvTitjavng c KoXo()c6viog ev xfj OrqPaTSif Xy(ov oii'ciMg- f| 
uktjv Trarov Xi ov Ki%Xqv KaXooucn.105 The first secure and datable reference is this 
one in Ph. quoted in Athen.’s hyces-entry, whence Call. HE 65 0eog 8e ol lepcg ukt£ 
and most probably fr. 509 e£ vlb; ou fSlktv (:ouC’ uktiv Bentley) avepa Bou%eTiov /
105 Jonse and Bentley emended ’Avxi<>dvT£ to ’Avxtgaxo£ whereas Stoll proposed ’Avxi<t>dvti£ 6 
k©ouk5<; omitting ev xg ©TPaiSi as a later addition. Kinkel in his edition of the fragmentary epic poets 
(Leipzig 1877) omitted the reference, Wyss printed it as Dubium fr. 157 and wanted to ascribe it to 
Antiphan. Matthews listed it as Dubium fr. 192 and wanted to ascribe it to Antim. K-A PCG II, 421 
discuss the reference but do not print it as a separate fragment of Antiphan. Wyss ingeniously emended 
Athen.’s text into ’AvxijidvT£ o kgoiik5<; ev npopAfipaxi, "in huius enim fabulae griphis ... heroico 
numero adstrictis complures pisces commemorantur". Antiphan. was a prolific poet of the Middle 
comedy who must have died early in the 3rd c. when Demetrios of Phaleron wrote his Ilepi 
’Avxujavow;, fr. 194 Wehrli, see Nesselrath 193-4. Of his npopAppa PCG 192 survive ypT<)0i in a 
symposiiun, where the word is inter alia of fishes, see Nesselrath 320 and on Antiphan.’s fishes pp. 
291-3. Hexameters were used in comedy already in Ar., see Sickling 119. If the author of the verse is 
Antiphan. he might draw on Ataktoi. Though seemingly an easier attribution, subject matter suggests 
that one would do well to resist Antimachean authorship.
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eOKetv (see Schmitt 19 n. 2), Num. Her. Halieutica SH 571.1, 581.1 uicag ayedviSag 
(a shoal fish), 0pp. Hal. 1.97 (stays by the shore).
In disyllabic forms -u- is usually long, as here, apart from rave exceptions, see 
Gow on Theoc. 21.49. In trisyllabic forms and compounds it is always short. "Tktig as 
lx^g, is a collective singular, cf. Theoc. 21.6 TxOdog dyoesxTioeg ... Sva v^ov^ 
(see Gow ad loc.), Leon. Tav. HE 66.2-3 Kl%ATg xai cKapou r%€Ot^p6e'u<;/ Kai 
Xipp^OD TepKTg, Erat. CA 12.1-2 ccYpig O0tpae ... toudosg / fie yeve^'v Ko^ydv|e 
TcpKaSa Kt%XTv, Nic. fr. 18.2 (ijltypoi t] aKomeg doeroveg lie Kal oo76g, Machon 
28-9 Gow 0©/O'u Tcexalou 7aoaKe0evK6g tcookIXou / em xfjg Koame£2g, Leon. Alex. 
FGE 37.1 IxOvv ... 0vk dyood2er, Anon. FGE 21.4-5 rcodvv .. [(cokk / Kal 6Kdooe 
ov 0oI6arlg vdaj)iiv dourrdoeeoi, Aatiohrn. PCG 130, Marc. Sid. GDRK 63.17, 
passim, 0pp. Hal. (e.g.) 2.187-8, and for the vernacular of the papyri (xiqv dypav xov 
eKpTliroo£vou l%0vog, lxOuog m^Iroe6ta etc.) see A. JOrdens, ZPE 84 (1990), 49 n. 
17.
&arxnKCOg Avist. HA 598al2-3 says that eiythrinos is Tcddytog "a fish of the open 
sea". Fishes, as other creatures of the water, were regarded as animals eK xov odd1L<rK<r 
dvoT|KOKdK©v Ka! doaOerxcdTav which dwell 8(kt|v dpaOlag eaxaTTig dax^^g 
oiKTaeig, Plato Tim. 92b. ’Eaxa'cag in Plato means "at the furthest point", i.e. fav out 
into the sea as seen from the land (cf. Od. 7.204-5). In Ph. the notion of depth is 
primary, cf. Theoc. 7.58 "'Spov, og eaxcata (JC>KK<r Ktvet (probably an echo of VKqg .. 
erxrtKog), 16.52, Pha^ec. HE 4.4 N6to6 Tpol©avKog e©xdxr|e dda "the depths of the 
sea". This accounts for hyces being SvaOfipaagg.10®
The pentameter apparently stands in a fishing context. Someone uses such an 
effective mode of fishing that not even the 8v©0fipaKog hyces managed to escape. 
Coan waters were teeming with fish and fishing was of too much importance to the 
economy of Cos, as to any other of the neighbouring islands. If Demeter had a local *
106 On the proverbial stupidity of fishes see Bodson 45-6. Plut, de soli., anim. 22, p. 975b tells us that, 
as today, the ancients called "fishes" xon; d|Ta0Ei,g koi avoitxoug. Yet this notion was not convenient to 
Opp.’s aims: voni-ia I rcuKvav ... Kai. ptf-cig eniKOoaco; are the endowments of his fishes, Hal. 3.92-3, 
’'"Ejxaxog does not pertain to the physical size of the fish (big fishes were believed to frequent the lower 
part of the sea, cf. Ataktoi fr. 57 K., Mynors on Virg. Georg. 1.141-2 alta petens of a fisherman casting 
nets), nor could it possibly mean "not even the last hyces-fish escaped" as Gulick in the Loeb Athenaeus 
understood it.
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colour, fishing would be expectable.107 In the islands fishes were abundantly available 
and must have been a common dish in the Aegean menu. In Asclep. HE 25.8 a 
wealthy host is planning to offer his guests fish for dinner and in id. HE 26 a master 
sends his attendent to buy fish for a pending dinner-party. Their dialogue reflects 
something of the grotesque scenes in comedy involving cunning slaves as purveyors of 
fish and rude fish-sellers in the market (mostly provided by Athen., see E. W. 
Handley, MH 53 (1996), 140-4), but it is suggestive of the epigrammatist’s own world 
as well. So it is with the epigrams of Hedyl. from Samos HE 7-9 on dyo^ayoi 
"gluttons eating fish", a subject probably initiated by Posid., see G-P on Posid. HE 7 
and converted by Hedyl. to apply to fish-eaters. His HE 9.2 6pa%pfi<; eaxiv 6 yoyyoc; 
arca<; implies a cheap price for fish in Samos.
At the same time fishing had a solid epic background. In Homer it finds a place 
in similes, e.g. II. 5.487,16.406-8,24.80-2, Od. 5.432, 10.124, 12.251-4, 22.384-8, but 
orthodox heroic diet values meat and rejects fish. Menelaus’ starving companions in 
Od. 4.368-9 resort to fishing when all other means of nutrition were exhausted. This 
became a notorious question among ancient Homerists.108 Yet, new layers in the epic 
tradition indicate a fundamental change of attitude towards fish-eating, which 
presumably always played a role in the diet of the lower social strata. So in Od. 
19.113-4 fishing is a eulogy in the land of the wise leader which xiKTri.. epiceSa irrjXa, 
OaXaaaa Se rcape/i^ i%9b<; I e^ enriyeaiTig. Hes. Theog. 440-3 knows of professional 
fishermen addressing prayers to Hecate and Poseidon and in Cypria EGF 20 
Palamedes, an innovative hero, is murdered by Odysseus and Diomedes as he goes on
107 See Craik 15 and in general L. Bohlen, Die Bedeutung der Fischerei im Altertum, Diss. Hamburg 
1936. An inscription of the 3rd c. found in Cos IdC ED 128.6 ev xfj dyolpxj Tri lx0nono[A.i5i] (suppl. 
Maiuri) is a lapis errans believed to have originally come from Halicarnassus. Fishing in Cos is today 
in decline; only seventy small fishing boats were registered in 1980, see Chatzivasileiou 32.
Od. 4.368-9 cue! yap nepi vfjaov dA.c6p.evoi ixOndaaKov / yvajinxoig ayKiaxpoiaiv, gxeipe 5e 
yaaxepa A.ijxdg, cf. also Od. 12.32. See on Homeric fishing H. G. Buchholtz, al., AH J, 132-6', S. West 
on Od. l.c., F-G on Od. 22.384-8, Janko on II. 16.407-8. In Plato’s short notice on Homeric diet in Rep. 
3.404b-c it is noted that eni axpaxiag ev xaig xcov fipcoov eaxiaaeaiv owe ixOnaiv among eaxujt Kai 
xanxa eni 0aA.dxxri ev 'EA,A.iian6vxcp ovxag, onxe e<J>0oig Kpeaaiv aAAa jxovov onxotg, a Sf) paZiax’ dv 
eii] axpaxuoxaig ennopa, cf. the more detailed discussion in Athen. 1.24f-25f and Kaxa xnv kojiiktiv 
Xapiv Eubul. PCG 118 lx0nv 8' "Ojrnpog ea0tovx’ eip-qKe non I xlva xov ’Axaiov; Kpea Se povov 
onxov etc. with Hunter ad loc. (his fr. 120). Parker 360 suggested that the exclusion of fishes from the 
heroic diet might be related to their being ©gxioxai "men-eating" and thus infected; for a discussion on 
the background of eating raw flesh see J. Griffin, Homer on Life and Death, Oxford 1980,19-21. Later 
the Chorizontes used the fact that fish is consumed in the Od. but not the II. as an argument supporting 
their case, cf. Schol. II. 16.747 (III.295-6 Erbse) and see Schmidt 182-7.
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a fishing trip. In Hellenistic poetry [Theoc.] 21 is a dialogue between two fishermen, 
in 1.39f. there is a descriptive simile with an aged fisherman, cf. also 3.26, fr. 3 and 
see Gow II, 369. Call. HyDel 15 writes that l%0'DpoXfieg aXlnXooi evaaaavxo Delos, 
cf. also fr. 378, Choer. (?) PEG 21, see Powell 251, Erinna (?) SH 404, Erat. CA 12 
mentioning different species of fish to be fished perhaps in a river, Alex. Aet. CA 2 on 
the pompilus, Nic.’s fishes in both of his extant poems, Theodor. SH 744, Mosch. fr. 
1.109Ph., a Coan who embarked on at least one long journey to Alexandria, uses sea- 
images in his poetry, cf. frr. 5, 15, 26 and in //. 21.126 he proposed <j)pix’ UnaaXnet 
(mTcOlet codd., but see S. Hatzikosta, AC 63 (1994), 201-9) arguing that ol 7rtoveg 
xmv IxOumv Kal euxpojoi to yuxo^ BTooievouai Kal on TfetpovTai, fr. 57 K. A 
diligent reading of Arist.’s biological works would complete his knowledge.
’E£;e<)uYev indicates that the method employed is fishing-nets. This is a much 
more effective way than any other and therefore the one mostly used by professionals. 
For fishing-nets in Cos cf. Herodas 3.20 where the father of the hopeless pupil is a 
Coan fisherman practising his profession 8ikt6oi$. The verse seems to view fishing as 
a means of living. This might have been necessitated in Ph. by Demeter’s famine. As 
with the companions of Menelaus in Od., the sterility of the Coan land would make the 
Coans turn to alternative ways of nutrition. Demeter keeps the land baiTen, but has 
little authority over products not under her direct dominion. We do not know who 
would actually fish in Demeter, but it may be Chalcon, who pioneers the ways meant 
to secure the Hellenistic prosperity of Cos. If so, the whole scene is designed to be 
grotesque, as fishing was regarded throughout the ancient world as a humble and 
contemptuous activity and the effect of the legendary Coan king laboriously wrestling 
with nets can only be grotesque, cf. the old man in Theoc. 1.39-44.
Approach to the sea might have taken place in Demeter as an aetion accounting 
for the Coan aXaSe eXaat^ taking place in the second day of the Attic Thesmophoria 
for purificatory purposes, cf. Philic. SH 680.37 q.v. xop napa Kn|ia vrignqy, 
Hermesian. CA 7.17 (Thesmophoric procession) ’EXenatvog napa ne^av and see 
Deubner 72. In Cos HG 8.IIIB.25-6 (3rd c.) if Demeter’s shrine is defiled the law 
ordains e^ayex© a lepeta Kopoxpo^ov Kaxa xa vojpt[£]o- I [peva enl GaXaaaav Kal
109 At the same time technical literature versifies fishing in Halieutica-poems, cf. the list provided in 
Athen. 1.13b = Caccalus (?) Arg. SH 237 = Num. Her. SH 568 with Pancrates Arc. ©aXdaaia “Ep'ya 
SH 598-601; of these only Opp.’s poem in five books survives, see J. Richmond, Chapters on Greek 
Fish-lore, Wiesbaden 1973,48,76-7. As Archestr. SH 133 put it, his poem treats Otooj eaxiv eKaaxov / 
KaXXiaxov ppcorov xe and it seems that gastrimargic literature of that time dealt not only with cooking 
but also with places to find and ways of catching fishes, cf. above all Archestr. SH 139-187, Matro Pit. 
'Attikov Aemvov SH 534passim, Timarchi&mRhod. DeipnonSH 772 (book 8).
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Ooetoo i)]v i] oiv ^poppo))^, where Herzog’s supplement relies on a common practice 
documented in ARW 10 (1907), 412 n, 2.
Why is hyces singled out? Its sanctity is propounded by Call. HE 65 a, b OeOg Se 
oi iepo^ UKTy; and is sometimes taken to mean that Call, identified the Homeric "holy 
fish" with hyces. 110 111This seems to contradict Galateia fr. 378.1 (also quoted in Athen. 
7.284c) B paXXov xp'uoetov ev oSp'uoiv iepov i%0w which explicitly identifies the 
"holy fish" with Kpvr6)<}>pDg, an opinion shaved by Erat. CA 12 and probably enjoying 
broader acceptance if an identification with the pompilus is taken into consideration, 
cf. Athen. (aPamphilus aCleitarchus) 7.284d Kde^TaoKOg 5’ ev epSopti fOmaamv "ol 
vavrtKol, j-clv, TopriXov iepov IxOnv TppaaYOpe'uo'uai 5ra xo ek TeyOdyoug 
TpOOTejeftetv xa; vau; ei; Xipevcr 5io Kai r;oom^dav KaXeoaOai xpuaopjpuv ovra". In 
contrast to this the hypes-frrgment does not seem ta be a general statement and ol in 
the reliable version of the tradition suggests that it refers to hyces as a sacred fish 
according to the judgement or belief of someone or same people. This prompts a 
connection with [Call.] Fv. Inc. Sed. 509 which contains a fitting collective singular, 
but any attempt to refer the two fragments ta the same epigram (Meineke and 
Schneidev) is precarious. Hyces seems then to have been considered sacred in some 
region^), but there is nothing to suggest that Cos was ane of them.
The identification of the fish in antiquity is inevitably involved. This is not an 
issue as controversial as it seems at first sight. Hyces was commonly regarded as being 
the erythvinos, cf. Zenodotus in Athen. 7.327b,122 Cleitarchus in Athen. 7.300f, 
Hesych. s.v. uko;’ epvOoivog. This view is probably also shared by Num. Her. who in
110 A reference to an lepS; 1%8tS; "big and bizzare fish" dragged out of the sea by a fisherman in a 
simile in II. 16.407 resulted in a rash of different suggestions in antiquity with regard to its 
identification, see Janko ad loc., A. Rengakos, ZPE 94 (1992), 25 and for ieTo; = big see Hainsworth 
on Il. 10.56-8. Athen. 7.327a quotes the Callimachean line in his hoces-entry dong with Ph.’s reference. 
He most probably quotes the same fragment in 7.284c as 'lepS; 5e toi, lepS; oeq;. In this version 0eS; 
was ousted by another ieTS;, which makes a better point in that passage of Athen. The resulting 
variation in the scansion of lepS; is a faked one. The sanctity of erythrinos advocated by the 
Pythagoreans (Iambi. VP 109, Diog. Laert. 8.19, Suda n 3124 (IV.265.12 Adler) Tiavxo; Se paOOov 
aTrnoppve pqxe epu0lvov eaOieiv pixe jieOavvopov etc.) is not of immediate relevance here, since tie 
Pythagoreans viewed eiythinos as another recipient of the soul, see Bodson 46-7, Parker 358, 362-3, but 
it is indicative of the notions surrounding this fish. On ritualistic prohibitions against the eating of fish 
see WVchter 95-102.
111 The wording in Athen. 327b ZqvSSoxo; Se Shot Kup^i^criou; xov uktiv eTvOplvov eaOexv is 
inaccurate; the sense clearly requires ZqvSSoxo; Se Shcri KupTivaiou; uktiv xov eTU0p•vov Kadeiv. K. 
Latte, Phil. 80 (1925), 168 n. 65 acknowledged the mistake (the reason being the division of a single 
note into two) but would keep the transmitted text.
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the surviving fragments of Halieutica SH 568-588 mentions ioulis (SH 583.1, 584.2) 
and hyces twice each, but never erythrinos. Hyces and erythrinos mutually exclude 
each other in authors of such broad scope as Opp. Athen. seems to be the only 
exception, as he discusses each name in different entries (erythrinos in 7.300e-f), but 
his superficial distinction does not cany much weight as he lacks technical knowledge 
and relies entirely on his glossographic sources; thus he is quick to note that 
Zenodotus and Cleitarchus identify hyces with erythrinos.112
Hermippus of Smyrna, a grammarian of the late 3rd c., fr. 93 Wehrli tried to cast 
doubt on the universally accepted identification by equating hyces with ioulis. 
Hermippus is twice called 6 KaXXtpd%eto<; in Athen. 2.58f and 5.213f and his interest 
in Hippon. might be due to the Callimachean allegiance to the archaic poet. His hyces- 
discussion may be due to the occurrences of the gloss in Call. The fact that he 
considered Ph. in this context further suggests dependence of the Cyrenean on the 
Coan. Hermippus often produced individual theories, see H. Gartner, KIP II, 1079 s.v. 
Hermippus (2), and this seems to be another one of his eccentricities. There is no word 
of hyces in Athen.’s ioulis-entry and in his hyces-entry ukt|v cckovci Tf|v iotAiSa 
"takes as to mean, understands", a term usually so used in the ancient Schol., see DGE 
s.v. aKOiioo 1.3 and cf. in Athen. e.g. 7.327c aXXot 8’ ctKouo'octv Iepov txOuv tov 
aveTOv, indicates that this is no more than his personal opinion. Hermippus’ mistake 
might have been prompted by certain features of ioulis which could suggest a 
similarity with hyces: it is a shoal fish, Arist. HA 610b6, it is caught with casting nets, 
Plut. de soli. anim. 26, p. 977f, and could become a good dish.
That Ph., however, espoused an equation of hyces and ioulis is out of the 
question. Athen.’s wording (etvat 8’ auTf|v (sc. tt|v iooXtSa) SuaOripaTOv. 8to Kat 
OiXt|tcc 4)dvai etc.) to the extent that it implies such an identification is misleading. 
The mistake is evidently due to Hermippus on whom Athen. or his source draws, who, 
with profit for his argument, identified the Philetan hyces with ioulis. Ioulis frequents 
mossy rocks, cf. Leon. Tar. HE 66.5 iooAX8a TterpTieaaav with G-P ad loc., Opp. Hal. 
1.124, and despite the fact that it is a harmless fish it had a bad reputation in antiquity.
112 As Thompson Fishes, 67 noted, the identification of hyces and erythrinos "is a remarkable 
statement, for it would seem just possible that these words survive in Vaca or Vacca, names given in 
various parts of the Mediterranean (including both Spain and Sicily) to the allied fishes Serranus 
cabrilla, scriba, and hepatus, or in Vucic, a name for the last of these at Spalato". Dolger, Ichthys II, 
354-7 created a difficulty ex nihilo only to try to refute it himself. He thought that Athen. treats hyces 
as a dark fish, which would rule out an identification with erythrinos, named after its reddish colour. He 
then overcomes the difficulty relying on the darkening qualities of epu0po<; as the Greeks perceived it. 
In reality Athen. does not classify hyces anywhere and the fragment of "Antiphan. of Colophon" 
adduced to support such a categorisation does not have any worth whatsoever in this respect.
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It was said to carry poison in its mouth because of a paretymological connection with 
lcg, cf. Ael. NA 2.44 exouoiv lob xo axopa eprcXemv, Kal oxou dv t%^'6og 
aToyevawvxai, aPpcoxov a7ie<|>T|vav auxov and see Thompson Fishes s.v. louXlg. It is 
almost always as a dangerous fish that it is mentioned in Hellenistic verse, Erat. CA 
12.1, Leon. Tea. HIE 665-6, Num. Her. SH 5^^, 584.2-3, later Opp. Hal. 2.433-453.
There were some good reasons for Ph. to insert a reference to hyces/erythrinos in 
Demeter. He had access to authoritative information about animals, insects or fishes. 
Arist. produced the finest biological work in antiquity and the Coan scientists and 
intellectuals looked up to his word with respect. The Stagirite does not discuss or 
mention hyces and most probably he had not heard of that name. He treats both 
erythrinos and ioulis. In HA 598al2-3 he says that erythrinos is one of the deep-sea 
fish, echoed in Ph.’s eayaxoc;, cf. then Ov. Hal. 104 caeruleaque rubens erythrinus in 
unda, Opp. Hal. 1.96-7 (one of the fishes which) %Oa|iaaoiaiL map’ aayraXotar 
vepovxai, / ydppov epenxopevoi kci oa ev japaOoiai (ruovxai. Erythrinos’ 
asexuality may have played a role too: elm 5e xmv IxOOmv ol pev icXeiaxa dppeveg 
Kal 0TXeic, Tepi 5’ epuOpivou Kal xavvqg aTOpeixav rcdvxeg yap dAiaKovxai 
Kuqpaxa exovxeg, Arist. HA 567a27-9. In 538al8-9 Arist. classifies erythrinos as one 
of the fishes with which xo pev xtKxov eaxl Kat yevvmv, xo C’ Cx&uov ouk eaxiv, cf. 
also a more detailed discussion in GA 741a36-8. But Demeter despised the 
hermaphroditism of this fish.no She would dislike impure fishes no less than other 
impure animals, cf. the treatment of the tope by her initiates in Ael. NA 9.65 ol 
puoupevot xoOv OeoXv ouk av Tcaaivxo yaXeoO (joao-v oO yap aOxcv eivai KaOapCv 
C\</ov, e%ei xcp axCpaxi xlkxei. oO xlkr^iv 5e aOxCv evioi Xeyoucav .... xfjc Ce xpiyXTiC 
ouk av yeOaaivxo ol ooxoi puaxaa ... kci xag oixioc av© tcou euwv oiCa. The notion 
of hyces’ impurity is further strengthened by the fish’s medicinal properties, as it was 
regarded as sexually invigorating. According to Xenocrates in Oribasius 1.129, o 1st c. 
A.D. medic, erythrinos is a palatable and nutritious dish and has aphrodisiac properties 
ei xtg aOxCv ev oiv© Tvlloac moi, cf. also Pliny NH 32.50.
Although it is mainly chthonic deities who receive sacrifices of fish,no 
Demeter’s association with sea and sea-creatures is veiy poor. Opp. Hal. 2.17f. sets
113 •"It is a fact, rediscovered in the eighteenth century by Cavolini, that certain fishes of the family 
Serranidae are hermaphrodite: the lower part of the genital gland secreting milt, and the fish 
besprinkling and fertilising its own spawn as soon as it is laid", Thompson Fishes, 66. On erytlirinos see 
Thompson op.c. s.v., M. Wellmann, RE VI (1909), 601, E. de Saint-Denis, Vocabulaire des animaux 
marins en latin classique, Paris 1947, 36-7, F. Capponi, P. Ovidii Nasonis Halieuticon, Leiden 1972, 
447-450 (full collection of passages and further bibliography).
114 Wil. GdH I, 283-4 alleged that fishes were not used as sacrificial offerings, but his remark is 
essentially refuted by the numerous examples of such offerings provided by Athen, 7.297d-298a, 325a-
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her aside claiming that her realm is strictly confined ta the solid earth. On the other 
hand the nourishing aspect of the sea brought her close to Poseidon in the cults of 
certain vegioas?15 In Pans. 1.38.1 Demeter is said to own the salty currents called 
Rheitoi near Eleusis as well as the fishes in them: Aeyovxai Se oi 'Peixoi Kopq; 
repot eat Aqpqxpo; etvai, eat xou; c%0v<; e£ auxwv xot; ttpeuoiv eaxiv atpetv 
T6voi;. An Avistophaaic fragment Thesm. II PCG 333 tx0u; ecovqxac xo;, q oqmSoov 
I q xSv TXaxetSv eaptPwv q mouOumo'u; suggests that fish was regularly consumed in 
the Attic Thesmophoria and according ta Ael. NA 9.51 the participants in the 
Eleusmian mysteries held red mullet in honour, cf. also Athen. 8.307^
Demetev’s antipathy to erythrinos found an application in cult-oraptrce. Scholium 
R on Luc. Dial. Mer. 7.4 (280.20-4 Rabe) informs us that erythvinos was among the 
fishes excluded from the abundant table of the Haloa-festival in Eleusis: ’EvxauOa 
otvS; xe 7OAu<; TupaKtiai eat xpaTre^at icavxwv xSv xq; yq; kci 0aOaa<oq; yepouaai 
pTW|Tdx©v 7iAqv xSv Voatpq|Tevwv ev xS p'DoxtKcT ... eat OaOaxxlrov xpl-Y^Oq;, 
epuOtvou, T•eAavo'DTOU, KaTdTou, yaOeou. This indicates a discrimination against 
certain fishes in Eleusis. Demeter’s alleged aversion to erythvinos would justify a 
reference to it in Demeter, as is the case with wine in fr. 9. But in contrast to wine, it is 
not Known whether erythvinos played a part in Coan cult-practice. Theoc. fv. 3.3-4 (a 
fisherman) opdp«v dKpOvuxo; xauxq 0etS .epOv l%3x3v I Ov OetKOv • eaXeouaiv, S yap 
0’ teTSxaxo; diXmv knows of petitionary sacrifices of fish by professional fishermen 
and the fishermen association in Cos* 115 116 could have been involved in a ritual af this 
kind. That fish was a sacrificial animal in Cos we know from an inscription setting
d, AP book 6 and insaripoional sources. Sacrifices of fish were offered to Poseidon, mostly a god of the 
open sea, Aphrodite icovxla, see Roscher I, 402, Artemis, cf. A.R. 1.570-1 and see G-P on Apollonid. 
GPh 1.1-2, Heaaie, Priapus, Apollo OcKTiog, see Vicn on A.R. 1.104, Hermes and even Pan, cf. Pind. fr. 
98, Theoa. 5.14, Archias GPh 5-7 and see G. W. Most, ZPE 64 (1986), 34-6. On sacrifices of fish see 
above all Bodson 45-57, who concluded that the religious function of fishes is no less widespread or 
original than that of other animals. See also Stengel 201-2, Dolger Ichthys II, 17-24, 377-386, 
Engemann, RAC VII (1969), 985-6. On ohe notion that gods can be in ownership of animals see Isager- 
Skygaard 191-8 and on the well-founded coupling of certain fishes with certain gods see Bodson 52-3.
115 See Famell III, 321 n. 42a. Plut, quaest. conv. 4.4.3, p. 668e alleges that Demeter is often auwao; 
of Poseidon due io salt! The "ptoughing of ohe sea" motif is common, cf. Theoc. fr. 3.2 (Vvqp) e^ aOS; 
p £pT, xa 5e Siexua xetvp dTOXTa etc., Philip GPh 50, see West on Hes. Theog. 440. Cf. also the 
anonymous Hymn to Nile v. 18 lxevje; ev TeStovai Kal av poe; d^T6lV£|TOvxal, republished by R. 
Cribione, ZPE 106 (1995), 97-106.
1 1 A
See on diese in general StSckle, RE Suppl IV (1924), 17-4-5 s.v. Berufsvereine and cf. perhaps 
Leon. Tar. HE 20 of an aged fisherman buried by the auvepoaxlvTi; IxQupSOtov Otaoo; (v. 10). For a 
similar association of sailors in Roman Thessalonike see E. Vouliras, ZPE 90 (1992), 87-96.
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down regulations in the posthumous shrine that Diomedon established for the cult of 
Heracles, HG 10.42-3 = IdC ED 149.42-3 (ca 300) tcoieiv 8e Kal xav a7C07cupi5a I 
Kaxa xd rcdxpta.117
The Cyrenean gloss uktj<; would appeal to Ph. for the common epu0(p)ivo(;. Ph. 
had an interest in Cyrenean glosses as is attested in fr. 32 K. KupT|vaioi 6e xov 
7to5ovm:xfipa Sivov ovopa^ouaiv, cb<; <E>iA,T|xa<; ^rjaiv ev ’AxaKxou;, cf. also fr. 44 K. 
The Cyrenean was a Doric dialect and Ph.’s interest could have grown during his 
sojourn in Egypt. He might have discussed okti<; in Ataktoi. That he reused the gloss in 
one of his poems - or vice versa - is no impediment, as he is very likely to have done 
the same with dp.7cvio<;. It is from the Ataktoi rather than from Demeter that 
Zenodotus, a "pupil" of Ph., picked it up to discuss it (apparently) in his Ethnikai 
Lexeis, see K. Nickau, RE Suppl. XI (1972), 41.9f., 42.8f. Call, as a Cyrenean had 
additional reasons to use this gloss in his poetry. His treatise nepi Mexovopaaia<; 
’IxQucov118 dealt with dialect variations and it can be conjectured that a discussion on 
hyces would most appropriately find a place there too. It would seem that the 
grammatical and perhaps literary treatment of the word originates in Ph.
Fr. 23 (SH 674; Demeter!)
LKai Kev ’AGTyvauqc; 5oXi%aopooj iepov aaxu 
xal Ke[v ’EXeu]aivo<; 0eiov i8oi[gi Xo]<j)ov
Schol. T ad II. 21.179b (V.163 Erbse) aopi : x(3 Sopaxi. dntaixa^' "Kai Kev 'AOrivairig 
SoXixaopou" avxi xou "geya 86pu exoucrnt;" + Schol. T ad II. 14.385 (III.656 Erbse) {5eivdv} aop : 
xive<; xr,v xpiaivav, ercei Kai ’ApKaSeq Kai AtxcoXoi rcav drcXov aop KaXouaiv 60ev Kai "'Atc6M.covo<; 
Xpuaaopou" [II. 5.509] Kai "’A0nvavn<; 8oA.ixaopov iepov aaxv" + POxy. 2260i.lf. (cod. pap. s. II 
p.C., ed. E. Lobel) iepov aaxv Kai Ke[ c. 5 ] I aeivoc; Qeiov i8oi[ c. 5 ] I 4>ov {vac.) Kai 6 xqv 
<hop[cdvl8a] I KErcovriKdx;, ev oftg <t»ri]otv [EGF 5] etc.
2 iSotfgi e.g. Lobel, sane certum: iSotfxe Snell.
117 On cmonuptSa cf. Athen. 8.334e and on the inscription see I. de Pratt, Leges Graecorum sacrae,
Leipzig 1896, on 144B.5-6, P-H 75, Dolger Ichthys II, 377-82, Sh-W, ZPE 24 (1977), 210-3, id. 364-5.
118 *See Pfeiffer on fr. 406. Most probably part of his ’EQvikoi 'Ovogaaiai on which see Pfeiffer 
(1968), 135, R. Tossi La philologie grecque, 149-150.
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Kat kev ... I Kat kev For duplicated Kat Kev + Optative cf. II. 6.456-7, Simon. IEG 
22.9f.; here it reproduces the stuttering effect of HHD 141-4 where Demeter, as 
probably in our passage, reveals future plans (in HHD as servant in Celeus’ house): 
Kat Kev 7tat§a veoyvov ev ayKoivriaiv exo'uaa / KaXa TiOiyvolpTiv Kat Scopaxa 
Trjpfiaatpt I Kat Ke Xe%o<; awpeaaipi pn/cp OaXapcov euTtqKTCov I Secmocmvov Kat k’ 
epya 8i8aaKqaaipi yuvaiKa<;. The use of anaphora in a short epic catalogue is 
common, see Mineur on Call. HyDel. 70-4. It is a distinct feature of Hellenistic verse, 
cf. fr. 10 and e.g. in Call. HyJov. 6-7, 8-9, HyArt. 34-5, HyDel. 260-4, see for Homeric 
precedents West on Hes. WD 5f. and for late epic C. de Stephani, A&R 41 (1996), 36- 
7 n. 6. Theoc. more than anyone else made extensive use of different fonns of 
repetition, see Dover xlvi-xlvii.
kev ’A0Tyvatn<; Aeolic Kev is more frequent than Ionic/Attic dv in Homer, A.R. and 
Call. Sometimes in Homer the two occur side by side, as //. 24.437, Od. 9.334, see 
Chantraine GH II, 345-6, Janko on II. 13.126-8 ad fin. Juxtaposed with Ionic 
’AOrjvarqc; it produces a dialect contrast, a phenomenon which in Homer is a 
consequence of the conditions in which these poems were composed, but a self- 
conscious play in Hellenistic poetry, cf. Call. HyJov. 1 Z-qvog eoi ti Kev dXXo rcapa 
crcovSTjciv aeiScov / Xepov where Kev "provides a contrast for the Ionic eoi", 
McLennan ad loc.
’A0Tivavr|<; The short Ionic form ’A0tjvti and the long one coexist in Hellenistic verse 
along with Doric ’ABqvala. The latter is inscriptionally attested up to the 3rd c. and is 
the form mostly used in classical Athens, see Threatte I, 27If., Dunbar on Ar. Birds 
828. Koine uses by then only ’AOrjva, see Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 5. The form here in 
its usual sedes.
’AOiyvainq SoAxxaopo'o As we leam from the erudite POxy. 2260i.lf. (ultimately 
from Apollod. nepi Oeov?) the adj. was first used of Athena in Phoronis EGF 5 068’ 
en Kovpt” / apKeoei eypepaxT] 8oXixaopoq aypope[v-. As extant fragments 
evidence, Phoronis was a poem of much interest with regard to religious matters, cf. 
the effort to account for Hermes epiouvioi; in EGF 4. Its author picks up eypepaxrj 
from HHD 424 (first occurrence). Athena is predominantly a war-goddess, cf. Hes. 
Theog. 925f. She usually carries her arms, the most conspicuous of which is the aegis, 
and she is regularly represented in art and literature as handling a long spear.119 In II.
119 See P. Demargne, LIMC II.I, 969f. with vol. II, 716f. and H. G. Niemeyer, Promachos. 
Untersuchungen zur Darstellung der bewaffneten Athena in archaischer Zeit, Waldsassen 1960. On
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5.745-6 = 8.389-390 Athena brandishes an eyxoq / O01i0i) peya GKlOapSv, a formula 
elsewhere applied only to Achilleus, cf. also Athena’s itedwpiav eyxag in II. 8.424 and 
in Od. 1.99-100 her ddKTLpov eyxog ... / (^pOu peya rKipaoSv which Aristarchus 
condemned as a loan from the II. In II. 18.517 Ares and Pallas lead an army on 
Achilless’ shield Kad(t Kat payadct crsv K£UKa6iv, cf. also Hevmod. HE 1.3 xav S' ev 
KeKpOTClSca.g SoptiOapaea HadddSa, Claud. Gig. 38 6ea .. SopisaaSog. Such an 
attribute may well have an artistic background.
SadidaopoO The adj. occurs only in Phoronis EGF 5 and here.120 121It is in essence 
equivalent to the absolute hapax Il. 21.155 SodlxayKflg, cf. further on Homeric long 
spears Il. 13.162, al. 8oIl%Sv 5ops ~ Nonn. D. 23.53, Il. 13.830 paepOv SSpiu//. 
4.533, al. Sodlx* eyxea, the formula Codl.xapKlav Sy/og 20x in //., 4x in Od., see Kirk 
on II. 3.346-7, then II. 14.385, al. dop xavv^ee;. Its second component is the obsolete 
word dop, which was soon lost in the vernacular and was felt ta be archaisHc, cf. 
[Plut.] de Homero 14 and see Hillgruber 122-3. ^Aap is very rare after Hamer: Hes. 
Theog. 283, [5cwi.] 221, 257, Eur. Elec. 476 (lyr.), resurrected in Imperial epic. It is 
usually identified as 0i-<t)Oi, j)dofavov, Schol. II. 3.271b (1.407 Erbse, q.v.), see Garvie 
on Od. 8.403-5. As, however, Arcadian and detoliaa use extended its meaning to 
cover every implement. Ph. uses it here of Athena’s long spear. The term is also used 
with elasticity in Call. HyDel. 31 dopi xTiYOa>xlvl of Poseidon’s trident, but with its 
usual meaning in Hec. fv. 10.2. Opp. Hal. 2.465, al. employs it metaphorically of the 
swordfish’s muzzle, [id.] Cyn. 2.533 of the hovn of rhinoceras. The author of Phoronis 
evidently agreed with those who interpreted Apollo’s epithet XTUodoToq as "with long 
speaTV"21 Ph. could have brought forward his interpretation relying on the dialectal 
meaning of dop in his scholarly works. Glosses from Arcadia or Aatolia are not extant, 
but for trivial words discussed with meanings other than thair usual ones, cf. fr. 30 K. 
donov and for the extansion of dop’s meaning cf. the restriction of eduvOg’s meaning
Athena’s aegis see Nilsson GGR I, 436-7, Burkero 140 with Near Eastern parallels, Richardson on II.
21.440-1. "Pallas" most appropriately expresses her war-capacilY, see Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 1-4,
120 Though the papyrus could potentially provide further examples. In Euph. SH 4151.22 JxPopo; 
(probably of Orion) Lalle proposed SoOl.txxcopo; printed by van Groningen in his fr. 24c.22: "Legi 
nequil 8od]ixdopog", SH ad loa. considering alYxdopo;, for which A. S. Hollis, ZPE 89 (1991), 30 n. 
8 adduced Hor. Odes 1.28.21 devexi... Orionis/.
121 Apollo xpwaopotgmil. 5.509, 15.256, HHAp. 395, al.; xparaa(6p inHHAp. 123, Hes. WD 771, 
A.R. 3.1283, al., "an unexpected attribute for a god whose typical weapon is the bow", Kirk on It. 
5.508-11, see also LFrE s.v., A. Rengakos, ZPE 94 (1992), 38 and on ohe declension of such forms 
Janko on II. 15.254-9. Similar terms apply to Artemis, Orpheus cnd Perseus. The exact meaning of these 
cullia attributes is disputed, see Richardson on HHD 4.
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in fr. 43 K. Bach 82 had classified v. 1 (the only one then known) under T pagpLaTiKa 
Kai KpiutKa.
iepov i- is short by nature. Metrically lengthened it can become long, which is the 
norm in the fifth foot. In its dactylic form it usually precedes a noun (only four
exceptions in Homer), see Hopkinson 46 and on v. 40.
iepov acrrv "under divine protection", see Dover on Ar. Frogs 652. 'Iepo^ is freely 
attributed to persons and things with a divine link, see Burkett 269, and is a common 
attribute of geographical placcs.122 The specific combination is unHomeric, though 
Homer has lepfiv rcoXrv ("an unusual phrase", Kirk on II. 1.366), lepov TcoXieOpov 
and comes quite close in Il. 4.103 = 121 iepfj£ eig daw ZeXeiTig/, 21.128 daw ... 
Woo Ipfig, see further Campbell on Q.S. 12.235. It is fittingly applied to Athens, 
which in a long-established tradition is both lepai and daw, cf. Od. 11.323 eg yobvov 
[= acropolis] ’AGqvdmv lepd<nv (probably an Attic interpolation), [Hes.] frr. 43a.67 
(quoted ff.), 146, Pind. fr. 75.4, Bacch. 18.1, 23.1, Eur. Med. 825-6, "Simon." FGE 
64.1, Nonn. D. 19.82, see further P. Wiiiling-von Martiiz, Glotta 38 (284 n. 3 
and D. Lau, RAC Suppl. Lief. 4 (1986), 639-641 and cf. Aesch. Eum. 869 %c>|pot<; 
8eo<J)iXeaTdTTi<;, CEG 606.8 (Attica, 4th c.) Oeoilal pdAiaxa (nAat Owt'toaai xe 
’AOrvai, Nonn. D. 24.96 8eaKpflPl5o- ’AGrivtig.
daw vox propria of Athens from classical times onwards after the synoecism. It was 
regarded as being the first daw and then the daw par excellence in the Greek world, 
see Jacoby on Philoch. FGH 328 P 2. Strictly speaking its use here is anachronistic: 
before synoecism i} dKpOrcoXh- i} vuv ouaa ttoXig jv, Kai x6 V%' auxqv Tcog voxov 
paXiaxa xexpapiievov, Thuc. 2.15.3. But Erat. CA 23 = Steph. Byz. (140.3f. 
Meineke) s.v. daw Xeyexat daw Kai Sfpog etc. employed daxu of the Attic deme 
Thoticoe and Nic. Alex. 131 av’ daxopov 'IctcoOooovxog of the controversial case of 
Eleusis. Since many of the erudite Hellenistic poems dealt with the mythical past, in 
principle the poets strived to keep up an image of verisimilitude so as to present their 
compositions as credible. Thus they take care to provide the reader with an 
approximate chronology of legendary events, cf. A.R. 1.736-7 and see Hopkinson on 
Call. HyDem. 24, Hollis on Hec. fr. 70.10, and usually display a particular attention to
122 See P. Wulfing-von Martitz, Glotta 38 (1960), 278-288, Kirk on IL 4.378, St. Scully, Homer and 
the Sacred City, Ithaca-London 1990,16-40, Mineur on Call. HyDel. 1. On its range of meanings see J. 
Chadwick, Lexicographica Graeca, Oxford 1996, 150-161.
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the onomatology they employ. A.R. calls Athens KeKpozvri, never ’A0fjvai.123 He 
does not call Corfu KepKupa, not even Zxepia as in Homer, but employs the even 
more ancient denomination Apezaviy Call, too is careful not to name Athens in Hec., 
cf. fr. 70.9 (Athena) efjg epupa %0ovo<; or he vaguely calls it aaxupov "citadel, small 
town" in frr. 69.6 and 71.2, cf. also Athens’ still angusta moenia in Cat. 64.80 with 
Fordyce ad loc. Call, also leaves the eponymous nymph of Cyrene unnamed in HyAp. 
calling her v6p<jrn (v. 90) or 'YyT|i<; (v. 92). So does Mosch. Eur. 8-9 with the continent 
named after the main character of his poem: (Europa) cbtaax’ ijzeipou<; 8otat; zept eio 
ya%ea0at, / ’AaiSa x’ avxtzepriv xe.
’AOnvattif; .. iepov aaxu Probably echoed in Euph. CA 9.5 *’A0]rivavri<; iepT}v 
(aveXuaaxo) Kiaxriv/, cf. Od. 6.321-2 aXao<;/ ipov ’AOrivavry;, Call. fr. 384.35 *tcai 
zap’ ’A&rivairi<; ydp ezi axeyog iepov rjvxai, Q.S. 8.358 ’AOrivacov (Vian : -atcov 
codd.) iepov ze5ov. For (5oXi%a)6pou iepov aaxu cf. Call. HyDel. 70 opo<; iepov 
AuyTi<; and f°r the rare clausula iepov aaxu (here, Q.S., late oracles and inscriptions) 
see Campbell on Q.S. 12.235 (add Theodot. SH 757.7, SEG 27.405.6 (3rd c. A.D.) 
Bei|0u[vi§og eiepov] aaxu/) and for the metrical scheme - - - (adj.) aaxu/ (unattested 
before "Theogn.") cf. Theogn. 785 = Anon. PVind. Rainer 298IB.66 (s. p.C. Ill ex.; in 
Gow, Buc. Gr., 168f.) = Adesp. GDRK 17A.17 ayXaov aaxu/, Antim. fr. 28.2 Auytov 
aaxu/, Frust. Adesp. Auct. SH 1177 = Q.S. 3.29, 4.478 = IMEG 140.3 = 145.3 (both 
late Imperial) oXpiov aaxu/ (a rare expression, see Campbell on Q.S. 12.78), Call. fr. 
43.46 Ketiy.eyi.ov aaxu/ (for the text see G. Massimilla, ZPE 81 (1990), 18), A.R. 
4.274 yupia 8’ aaxrj/, [Mosch.] Epit. Bion. 90 Ttjiov aaxu/, Triph. 395 zaxpiov aaxu/, 
Q.S. 1.52, al. Tpcoiov aaxu/, 4.451, al. Ku8iyov aaxu/, and perhaps A.R. 2.1268 iepa 
x’ aXoT]/.124 In Homer always ~ ~ aaxu/ (lOx) except II. 11.706 ay<jn xe aaxu/. For 
’AOiyvauy; ... aaxu cf. Eur. Med. 771 aaxu Kai zoXiaya naXXa5o<;, GVI 984.5 
(Athens, 2nd c. A.D.) aaxu ’A0rjvn<;/, Nonn. D. 19.117, al. aaxo<; ’A0rjvrj<y as well as 
A.R. 1.1116 /aaxu ... ’A8paaxevry; from the eponymous deity, Call. HyAp. 73 aaxu
1 9^ See Bornmann on Call. HyArt. 227. For Athens’ different names cf. Euph. CA 34. Hdt. 8.44.2 
notices that Athens was called KeKporcvri from its legendary king Cecrops, before Erichthonius, a close 
associate of Athena, gave the city the name of its protecting goddess, cf. also Philoch. FGH 328 F 94 
with Jacoby ad loc. on the Atthidographic tradition and see A. Kleingiinther, Protos Euretes, Leipzig 
1933, 129. Attic synoecism was commonly attributed to Theseus, see Moggi 44-89.
' The metrical structure - ~ - aaxu/ may occur from Hellenistic hexameter onwards with nouns or 
verbs in which case an adj. often precedes, cf. A.R. 1.794 vaiexat aaxu/, Maiist. 9 (CA p. 69) 7iXu0ev 
aaxu/, SEG 38.731.5 (ca 194) t^opat aaxu/, SEG 30.182.1 (Athens, Roman times) KeKpojkog aa[xu/, 
Q.S. 9.327 ’IXtou aaxu, Orph. Arg. 145 exxiaev aaxu/, Musae. 74 eSpaxov aaxu/, Dion. Per. 264 
eXXaxov aaxu/, SEG 36.1345.2 (6th c. A.D.) Kaiaapo<; aaxu/. “Aaxu is never clausular in Nonn.
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Ksp-ivvTig from tha eponymous Nymph (- Find. Pyth. 4.260-1), sea further on 
’Eds'^^ivog ... d6(j0v. An inscription of the 5th c. found in Cos (perhaps originally 
from Samos) IdC EV 361 runs hopog rep- / avog ’AOrjv- / ag ’AOrjvcav / paSaStiig.
’EXeuoivog ... Xo<|>ov i.e. Eleusis. AojoOv is virtually synonymous with daxs in v. 1. 
Elausis lies 21 km west of Athens from which it is separated by the range af Aigaleos 
hills. It is built at the seashore beneath a hill in imposing scenery. But what is prabably 
meant here is the eponymous haro Eleusis who, according to ona version, was himself 
the racipient of Demete". ’EXe-udtvog ... do<0ov parresponds to ’d0'Tvatvlg ... daxs 
and tha practice of naming cities by their eponymous heroes is particularly liKad by 
Hellenistic poets with antiquarian interests, cf. A.R. 1.186 7IKoX^a0oov dyasov 
Mi^^^rn^’io, 2.1186 pax’ d<jvvifiv 0atos tctdiv ,Ooxol-l^av(6ia as 3.265-6 nOdiv 
’OpxofievoTo, / og dig 65’ ,OoKapavdg, 3.1094-5, Anon. SLG 460.9 ’OoK6p£vaS ... 
TeSiQv KMawov (vel -[avvov), Rhian. CA 60 ’Extovog daxs of Echinos, a town in 
Acajmania, Evat. CA 23 ©opiKos kodOv .. eSog on which sae A. S. Hollis, ZPE 93 
(1992), 9, Opp. Hal. 5.521-2 Bdgavxtg .. / daxs, Nonn. D. 13.79 eTacoviiov daxs 
K6oc6vos. In Thaoc. 1.147 an' AivlXco = an' Alyiadtag, Call. HyDel. 47 Oasyav 5’ 6 
yepcov par57C1LG0ev Oevetog, and perhaps A.R. 3.1073 -q vs tcov d(j)ce".oS axaSOv 
i,0aai ’OoKopavolO the eponymous hero stands fov the name of the place. From the 
formal point of view sea Meinaka on Staph. Byz. s.v. daxs (p. 140.4; add II. 24.544, 
HHAp. 37). Call, prefers to write ethnicon + daxs, sea Pfeiffav on fr. 75.74. This way 
of mentioning a town artificially gives the imprassion of an era in which places did not 
yat have their final names. In Homar cities are rarely named after their founder’s name 
as in Od. 10.81 Adpov aircv TioXleOpov, TiiOlejnsAov dairxpuyov^gv, sae Heubeck ad 
loc. They are regularly named after theiv current rular’s name as II. 1.366 ©al>av, 
lapfiv 7c6dw ’HaxLcovog, 16.153, 2.803, al. daxs peya Hpidpos, 9.668, 14.230, 19.296.
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Cf. Hyg. Fab. 147, Servius on Virg. Georg. 1,19. Pcnycs. EGF 21 hereticalCy made him father of 
TriptoIemus, another recipient of Demeter in Eleusis, whose role is played down in HHD, see on him S. 
B, Matheson, GRBS 35 (1994), 345-372. On -he eponymous hero see Richardson ad Ioc., E. Kearns, 
The Heroes of Attica, London 1989, 98 with n. 96, 158-9. On -he scansion of his name see PoweCI on 
Eral. CA 16.18. Pans. 1.38.7 ’EOewiva 8e Opaol. 6i> ou xnv rcoXiv Svojia^^'^oiv, oi pev 'Eppou iiaiSa 
eivai Kai Aaeipa; ’Okeovou 6vYaxT^; Xeyoucn, xov; 6e eaxi ooo;oa|r.Tva "Oyuyov eivai TPcepa 
’EXeuoivi indicates thal he became a subject in (local?) poetry. In Hyg. (where Rose wanted lo amend 
Eleusinum lo Eleusin), Servius cnd Harpocralion s.v. 'EOeEotiia he appears as ’EXeuoivog but as 
’EXeuolg in Panyas. 1.1. = [Apollod.] 1.5.2, Paus. 1.38,7. In HHD l.s. toe form seems lo be ’EXeuoivog. 
The original form, however, must be ’EOeual;, as is the name of ohe town, ’EOeuaivo;, initially a 
genitive, must be a remnant of e.g. dvfiT ’EOeutcivo; "man of Eleusis" turned into a proper name for 
convenience.
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IL 2.546-7 is a highly problematic passage, see Schol. ad loc. with Erbse’s (1.302) 
note.
Geiov A synonym of the previous lepov, cf. [Theoc.] 25.10 lepov Geloio Tapa poov 
’AXfjeio. On the word’s formation see Hainsworth on Od. 5.11. The normal Homeric 
use of the adj. following names scanning ~ , see Hainsworth on Il. 11.806, does not
seem to be confirmed in Hellenistic verse. Only here with a proper name, cf. also A.R. 
2.613 ^£^8*00^ Geiov pevog. In early epic it normally applies to men ("godlike") 
and only rarely to things, see Ll-J on Semon. Females of the Species 89. It occurs less 
often in tragedy, see Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 1547. Here used as an attribute of a hill 
where Dernier's worship takes place: "caneacratrd to the goddess".
Geiov .. X60ov An echo of the Homeric application of Geiog to things, Od. 4.43 
Geiov 8opov, Od. 2.341 = 9.205 Geiov toxov, Od. 8.264 %opov Geiov, cf. perhaps A.R. 
2.1091 - 1.970 Geiov axoXov. The combination is unHomeric but since peaks of hills 
were early enough used as sanctuaries, see Burkert 26-8, R. Parker, Athenian Religion.. 
A History, Gxford 1996, 29-33, mountains or hills are often said to be holy, cf. Hes. 
Theog. 2 'EXKcovog ... opog peya xe £aGeov xe, cf. ibid. 23, [Theoc.] 25.209, Adesp. 
Pap. Hex. SH 938.4, HHAphr. 258 (Ida), Simon. PMG 35b. 1 H]dp\nGog [Jno 
£a[Geoo, Eur. Orest. 1382-3 KaXXlpmXov "I- / 5ag opog lepov, Phoen. 234 
(Parnassus), Ar. Clouds 270 ’GXupTOO Kopujaig lepaig, Boethus GPh 1.1, Q.S. 
2.444 £aGetp ’OXUpji;<fl, Call. HyDel. 70 opog lepov Auyrig / napGevtov with Mineur 
ad loc. In id. fr. 407i a marvel is placed ev tt Kaxa Tepov opog Galaxy xfjg Gpo^- 
mentioned also in A.R. 2.1015.
I8ot[pt Demeter, as if stuttering, uses recurring Kal Kev clauses as a personal 
formula. The first person seems therefore certain.
’Ekeucrivog Geiov .. Xo0ov HHD 318 mxoXeGpov ,EX£'u<xIvag ^^i^^ooqg, 356 
’EXeuaivog Kpavaov rcxoXleGpov, 490 ’EXeuaivog Gooeaafig Sfpov, cf. Simon. lEG 
11.40 ’EXernaivog yfjg eJpgtxQv TeSlov. Demeter evidently refers to the hill where in 
HHD 272 she ordered Celeus to build her temple. These were regularly set up on 
hills, see Richardson on 1.1. Proleptically Eleusis’ hill, while it belongs to its 
eponymous hero, is holy even before Demeter sees it. The anachronism finds a 
precedent in HHD 97 = 318 = 419 ’EXeuaivog Guoeaoqg or the name KaXXi%opog in 
v. 272, see Richardson on v. 97 and cf. Gv. Fasti 4.507-8 fors sua cuique loco est: 
quod nunc cerialis Eleusin / dicitur, hoc Celei rurafuere senis. This direct reference to 
HHD is noteworthy. Erudite poets deliberately indulge in such lapses: A.R. 1.1092 
AlaovlSii, xpeico ae xo5’ lepov elaavnovxa etc. anticipates the sanctuary of Rhea the
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Argonauts will later found. A.R. 4.659-660 d0o<; ... / Auoovi.q^ dates Ausones in 
Argonautic times, cf. Schol. ad loc. Call. Hec. fr. 71.2-3 AuKeiou / koXov ... Kaxa 
Spopov ArcoAXovog refers to the Gymnasium of Lycaean Apollo in Erichthonius’ 
time. Q.S. 12.90 alludes to siege-engines used in the Trojan war. The phenomenon 
was later trivialised by the Romans, see Bomer on Ov. Met. 2.795, Campbell on Q.S. 
1.1. On in tragedy with reference to Homer see P. E. Easterling, JHS 105
(1985), 1-11.
This fragment is compiled by three different sources, none of them offering a 
clear indication as to which poem it belongs. It was first assigned to Demeter (as 
reconstituted from Ovid) by L. Alfonsi, Aegyptus 34 (1954), 211-4. The Homeric 
Schol. quote Ph. to illustrate the liberal use of aop. POxy. 22601 If. examines 
SoOi%aopo^, the striking word of the quotation, as applied to Athena and luckily 
quotes another line, which is a pentameter. The papyrus discusses also the term 
HaOOac; and since it contains material of theological interest and research based more 
hellenistico on etymological interpretations, as HaOOdi; from rcaOO® in col. ii, R. 
Merkelbach, APF 16 (1956), 115-7, cf. id. in A. E. Hanson (ed.). Collectanea 
Papyrologica. Texts... H. C. Youtie II, Bonn 1976, 3, assumed with good reason that it 
is derived from Apollod.’s Hepl Oeov, thus refuting Lobel’s identification as a 
"commentary on a poetic text". The author of the papyrus after quoting Ph. goes on to 
argue on etymological grounds for dop meaning "sword", not "spear", and at the end 
of col. i, 11. 28-30 he adds: ouxoi pev o[uv] I Kat ev exepog iloXXorli<; I xqv xota^)xqv 
xmv 6v[opaxmv [... Lobel noted that "the missing accusative may .. be a word for 
"ambiguity, confusion, substitution" or the like"; Merkelbach proposed pexcGeaiv. He 
also identified ouxoi as "Philitas und der Verfasser der Phoronis". If so more lines of 
them would have been quoted. Lobel was more restrained. The text is indeed so vague, 
that neither ouxoi nor ev exepoig xoXOoig can be pressed to precision. What might e.g. 
be meant are the vectrxepot producing and applying novel interpretations on some 
Homeric passages. That a Philetan passage was very soon included in discussions of 
this kind is indicative of how innovative it was considered, of an evident link of poetry 
and scholarship, as well as of the interest it elicited in the circles of the grammarians.
The two verses speak of Athens and Eleusis as two separate religious entities 
lying very close on the map. This corresponds to reality, as according to Paus. 1.38.3 
the Eleusinians retained autonomy in religious affairs even after their accession to 
Athens. Both Eleusis and Athens are conspicuous cult-centres of Demeter. The 
speaker acknowledges the precedence of Athena in Athens, but speaks of Eleusis’ 
principal deity in rather unspecified terms: apparently it is Demeter proleptically 
referring to her own central cult-site. But if taken as being spoken by Demeter, the
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varsas gain in significance. A tradition of a visit and warm reception existed in Athens, 
but tha cult of Athana Paliouphos was the official ona. An antagonism of the two 
goddesses for the bast part of Greece might be lurking. If by aoxs Ph. means only the 
Acropolis, keeping up with the real data af Demeter's dramatic time, this would 
significantly compress Athena’s field of authority. Even with its technical meaning 
daxs, confined by tha Aigalaos hills, would leave out large parts of Attica and Eleusis 
administratively belonging to xKaaE.a, sae P. J. Rhodes, A Commentary on the 
Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, Oxford 1981, 251-2. Athena’s infariovity is secured by 
tha not so flattering, as it would at first seem, CoEvKdaoag: Demetar herself is HHD 4, 
al. KP’vodooog.
Beyond the neatly expressed concurrence in matters of religious prevalence. 
Demeter’s bitterness may ba ralatad to Athena’s part in her troubles. Athena and 
Avtamis ava mentioned in tha second list provided by Persephone as being present 
along with tha Oceanids at the scene of the rapa, HHD 424, and ava present in most 
versions. Hev stand, however, is equivocal. In soma versions sha ineffectively opposas 
and in some others she favours tha rape, cf. Orph. At'g. 1191-6, and although Athena 
tried to prevent Plsto in Claud., Cora’s nurse still accuses har of complicity, RP 
3.198f., see on evidence in art FOrster 135, 201-10 and Richardson on 1.1.
Though apparently grossly put aside, tha key issue for Demeter is to vecover 
Persephona. Ov. Fasti 4.467T, 497f., 563f. provides a detailed geographical account 
of Demetav’s searching. As gods usually do, Demeter flies from place to place; from 
afar she discerns Acropolis and the Eleusinian hill.ooo The choice of the specific 
destination constitutes a blatant refarenca to the HHD. Dametar under the guisa of an 
old woman claims to have followed a slightly different routa from Crete to the 
Athenian povt of Thoricos and from there to Eleusis, vv. 126-130. Athens in both 
versions is a common stop fov a common destination.
But above all Dameter’s itinerary bears a remarkable resemblance to that of 
Mestra as described by [Hes.] Heoiai fr. 43a.66-8:
126 In HHD 43 Demeter sets out Cooking for her daughter "Ike a bird". Homeric passages are gathered 
and discussed in H. Bannert, Formen der Wiederholung bei Homer, Vienna 1988, 57-68, see also 
Hainsworth on Od. 5.51. Winged gods in Homer are only Iris in II. 8.398, 11.185, Hermes wearing 
sandals in Od. 5.44-6 and Athena in -he suspect Od. 1.96-8. In Cali. HyDem. 10 Demeter orbits the earth 
on foot! In Ov. Fasti 4.497, Met. 5.642,648 and Claud. RP 1.181-190 she is carried by a chariot led by 
dragons, see BOmer on Fasti 1.1 cnd Gruzelier on Claud. 1.1.
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MrjaTpTi SS 3po]XiTcoaa KScov too! rcaaplSa yaiav 
...]T<a lepecov too! youvov AOqvenv
... efrel xeK8 icalSa noaeiSdcovi avctKxi.
67 vti Gof eitepTo’ e.g. Merkelbach : pouf ’AGivctllri; West
According to this version Poseidon elopes with Mestra and carries her away to Cos, 
where she bears Eurypylus, the legendary Coan king and father of Chalcon and 
Aniagarxe, before she returns to her pitiable father in Athens. 127 128The Philetan verses 
echo the Pe-Hreiodic passage, to which Ph. attended elsewhere too, cf. fr. 11.
Imminent arrival at Eleusis reveals another detail of some importance: Demeter 
visited Eleusis, her last destination, immediately after her visit to Cos. Thus the Coan 
cult of the goddess is presented as very closely linked to the panhellenic Eleusinian 
one. This might have a true basis in Coan cult-practices. By this affiliation to Eleusis 
the Coan cult gains in stature. It moreover sanctions Coan precedence over Eleusinian 
concerning the seniority of the respective cults. This might be a Philetan response to a 
proud Coan belief. Such claims of priority in worship of a deity over another of the 
same deity seem to have been regular. The Sicilians claimed priority in the 
benefactions of Demeter for themselves, Diod. Sic. 5.4.4-5 (uXavOpanosa-xa Se xnv 
^0^^^ tiixoSe^apevnv xfiv 0e6v, 7cpnxoiq 'xouxoiq pexd xovq EvKeav(6xaq 
Snpifjaaa0ar xov xnv nupnv Kapjjov [....] ol Se Kaxa xfiv ZiKeaiav, Sra Tfv xfjg 
Afjprxpoq koI Kopriq rcpoq aCxoCq oiKeiSTTiTa xpcDTca xfjg evpeaenq xoO aixov 
pexaaapSvxeg etc. Argos had a similar rivalry with Athens over the establishment of 
the mysteries. Paus. 1.14.2 'Eaafjvnv ol paO.axa apSiayprjxo'uvxeq ’A0Tva^opq eq 
apxai^^xTixa Kai Snpa, <a> rapa 0env Saaiv exeiv, elolv ’ApysIov indicates that 
other Greek states raised similar claims as well.
The position of the verses in Demeter seems to be clear: the goddess is 
departing. It might be part of her reply to Chalcon when, as any willing host, he would 
ask her to stay longer. An important stylistic feature of the distichon is its air of 
solemnity and religious gravity: elevated vocabulary and, unlike other fragments, three 
grandiose adjj. in two verses. To this sense of godlike spoken words contributes 
also the repetition of the same sound-pattern (Satzparallelismus). This is a well
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Kakridis 155-6 objected to the displacernent of Erysichthon (usually located in Thessaly) in Hes. 
and wanted to see in Athens only a stop on the way to Thessaly, but conceded that the text is not easy to
enend.
128 Accunulated adjj. are a regular feature of hyrnnic language, cf. Call. HyArt. 189-190 and see Buhler
212-5.
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attested Hellenistic technique and a recurrent feature in hymnic/religious language.129 
Cf. Hes. Theog. 722-5 ewea yap vuKxag xe Kai, lqpaxa xdXKeog cKpcov / oupavoSev 
Kaximv SeKaxTi 5' eg yaiav ikoixo* / ewea 5’ au vuKxag xe Kai ijpaxa xdXKeog 
OKpmv / eK yaiijg Kaximv SfiKaxp S’ eg Tapxapov 'ikoi, Soph. fr. 957 vf] xm Aarcepaa, 
vf xov Eupmxav xpixov, / vf] xoug ev ’'Apyet Kai Kaxa Zxdpxqv 0eoug, Call. HyJov. 
87-8 ecJEpiog kbivog ye xeXei xd Kev fjpi vofap / emcepiog xa peytaxa, xd petova 
6% euxe vofari, HyAp. 16-7, 26-7 og pa^exai paKdpeaoiv, epm paoxXfi paxoixcr / 
oaxig epm paaiXfi Kai. ’AxSXXrnvi pa%oixo, HyDel. 84-5 (Nymphs’ verdict) NupOai 
pev x^-poucn, oxe Spuag opppog de^ei, / Nup^ai 5’ au kXxCoucciv, oxe Spuai 
pTKexi (roXXot, Theoc. 18.43-6 (sung by a maiden chorus in Helen’s cult at Sparta) 
Tcaxai. xoi oxe^avov Xmxm %apai au^opevoio / xxXpaaai cKiapdv KaxaOqaopev eg 
TXaaddiidxov / xftaxai S’ Xlyuleag Pa SXxiSog uypov XXeiaal / Xa<Iup£vai 
axaleupeg utco oKiapdv Tradd^^, Euph. CA 2 tIkxo pev eg Hu0mva Aiog, 
Tyoio xlo())1il.v / iKexo S’ eg nu0mva Kai eg yXauKmxa Hpovoutv, Orac. Sib. 3.760­
1 auxog ydp povog eaxi 0eog kouk eaxiv ex’ dXXog / auxog Kai xupi. SXe^eiev 
XaXexmv yevog and often in Nonn. D., as 1.428-9 (Typhoeus to Cronus)
KaXov epol Ppoxov XvSpc pedX Kpovimva SimKeiv, / KaXov epol aupiyya auv 
dadelO7mfGlv deipe^, 3.440-1, 4.294-5 (Pythia prophesies) paaxeueig xivd xaupov, 
ov ou popT xexe yaaxf|p, I paaxeueig hvx xaupov, Sv ou ppoxog oiSe Kixfaai, 
8.359-360 (Zeus to Semele) da‘f|0l peveiv xpovov XXXov, emg exi (iTpTOv delpeig, / 
xXf|0i, peveiv %povov XXXov, ecog epsv uTa Xoxeeeig, 19.57-8, see Hopkinson on 
23.233-233a. A modem parallel is the repetitive use of similarly sounding pairs of 
lines in Od. Elytis ’'Aliov ’Eaxl in the last part of this composition (AolaaxiKov) 
which makes broad use of ecclesiastical features and language.
129 See Hollis on Call. Hec. fr. 75 where a reference to id. ok Ov. Met. 8.628-9. As a feature of 
religious gravity see Norden 258-63, 355-64 and s.v. Rhytunische Prosa, Pfeiffer ok Call. fr. 267. West 
on Hes. WD 1-10 noted that among the rich stylistic elements of the proem there is "a balancing of 
phrases which results in rhyme (1-2, 5-8)". Rhyme between verses occurs mostly in short lists from 
which notion all other instances of rhyme may derive.
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Dc//zc/-?r-Discussion
A. Reconstruction.
In antiquity Demeter was commonly regarded as a masterpiece. Only three 
fragments in Stob. and one in a marginal Scholion on Call. HyAp. are expressis verbis 
attributed ta it, offering no more than confusion about its content and influence. In 
1829 Bach 25 discussed it in a paragraph assuming, as others before and after him, the 
poem to have contained the typical and recuiTent features af tha Demeter-myth: rapa of 
Cora and wanderings of Dametev. Spaculation started soon. FOrster 72 posited that Ph. 
followed the Sicilian varsion. Maass (1895a), VII-d maintained that Eleusis was the 
scene of the action and the protagonists the same characters as in HHD. He 
propounded a reconstitstion of Ph.’s poem from Ov. Fasti 4.417-620 and considered 
fvv. 15 and 16, which he published as one, as the consolation of Celaus to Demeter. His 
papav was influential. Sitzler, JAW 104 (1898), 93 and Cessi 122-5 assented, but not 
his reviawev H. Stadtmiiller, BPhW 15 (1897), 452.
Cessi 122-137, keeping to tha same, line reconstructed Demeter on the basis of 
Ovid’s treatments in Met. 5.341-661 and Fasti 4.417f. Pohlenz 35-6 with n. 3 
immediately objected to the suggestion that Ov. used Ph. as a source. But Cessi’s view 
found sympathy with A. A. Day, The Origins of Latin Love Elegy, Oxford 1938, 14-6 
and NowacKi 40-5, who, since three of the four Demeter-f’mgments in Stob. ava of 
lamantatovy content, also accepted an eavliav proposal of O. Crusius, RE V (1905), 
2279 that Demeter is a paramytheticon like Antim.’s Lyde. M. Haupt on Ov. Met. 
5.385-408 considerad Ph. or CaU, as possible sources for Ovid’s Fatoli-version, but sea 
M. von Albvecht’s updated note on 5.341-661. Kuchenmiillar 53-8 strongly objected to 
tha idea that Ov. drew an Ph. as a matter of principle and von Blumenthal 2167-8 
agreed. Speculation was then diverted in other directions.
G. Lafaye, Les Metamorphoses d’Ovide et leur modeles grecs, Paris 1904, 190 n. 
1 was the first to wander whether the direct model of Ov. is a lost part of Call. Aetia. 
L. Malten, "Ein Aiexandrinlsphes Gedicht vom Raub dai Kore", Hermes 45 (1910), 
506-553 fell into the trap and tried to answer the question in a way classic in his times 
(sae R. F. Thomas, CPh 85 (1990), 78): he postulated the existence of a lost 
Hellenistic intermediary poem known to Ov. through Call. As Pfeiffar on Call. fv. 611 
noted "hoc multis probavit ... at ne minima quidem ex parta confiimatum est". E. 
Betha, "Ovid und NiKander", Hermes 39 (1904), 1-4 proposed Nic. as tha only modal 
of Ov. largely relying on Ant. Lib. 24. His view was further developed by K. Barwick, 
"Ovids Eizahlung vom Raub der Proserpina und Nikanders 'ETepoiougeva", Phil. 80 
(1925), 455-66. H. Hertev, "Ovids Persephone Erzahlungan und ihre heilenistisphen 
Quellen", RhM 90 (1941), 236-268 stood between bath tendencies: Ov. uses in Fasti
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mostly Call, and in Met. mostly Nic., who had previously used Call. In this he follows 
an older distinction by Porster 74-80, cf. 84-8, 293-6. He also observed that there is 
"keine wirkliche deu^che Entspreaeung" of Ph. in Gvid. P, Montanari, ASNP 4 
(1974), 109-137 laid emphasis on Gvid’s debt to Nic., whom he used selectively in 
both treatments. He also highlighted the Homeric background, to which ultimately all 
versions refer.
Richardson 72 concluded that Gv. "knew and imitated the Hymns directly", cf. 
also W. S. Anderson, Gnomon 61 (1990), 356-7. The fact was curiously denied by 
Herter, I.e., 253, but a more detailed examination by Hinds 5If., 72f. revealed striking 
similarities and established the HHD as the main source of Gvid. Though some felt 
that Hinds tended to "a rather tendentious thesis for Homer", W. S. Anderson, Gnomon 
61 (1990), 387, cf. Knox 73, he does not ignore the Hellenistic sources; after all Gvid’s 
firei-eand debt to Nic. is there beyond any doubt.
Gvid’s usefulness with regard to Ph. would only come into question if his debt to 
a Hellenistic treatment that had used Ph. could be proven. Fasti provides a more 
appropriate form to accommodate Hellenistic aeiialogical interests. Should certain 
features hark back to, let us say, Nic., Gv. would be of use as a second-hand source for 
Ph., elements of whom Nic. would have conceivably incorporated in his own 
treatment, such as, hypothetically, the unconstrained revelation of Demeter’s grief in 
Fasti 4.509f., her medical/magical capability in relation to poppy-juice in 4.529-542, 
offering of milk and honey by her hosts or the end of fasting heralded by the 
appearance of Hespems in 4.535-6. Most of these features in their seminal form ap{?^^* 
mHHD.
Summa summarum Gvid-based efforts would not really yield any results for 
Demeter. Pfeiffer (1968), 169 n. 1 discussing Erat. Erigone warned us that "detailed 
reconstructions of Greek poems, based on supposed imitations, mythagraphrrs, 
lexicographers, etc., have invariably been discredited as soon as substantial parts of 
these poems have turned up in papyri". If we turn to external evidence probably related 
to Ph. and try to combine it with what internal evidence can tell us, we might be led to 
more plausible conclusions. The crucial information is provided by Schol. Theoc. 7.5- 
9f (79.6-8 Wendel) telling us about Chalcon and Anixgaras that ooxoi Se elaiv oi. en 
xrjq 'HpaKXeouq Too^n^opi^iiaq xf)v Km KaxorKfoavreq Kai 6To8s8Seypvor Tqv 
AiipTiCpcav, Ka0’ ov Karpov icepvfiei Tqv Kopijv ^itionaa. Schol. on Theoc. 7, not 
coincidentally, tell us more about Demeter than any other single source. This 
Scholium is the only attestation of Demeter’s visit to Cos and it seems, as first G. 
Knaack in Susemihl I, 177 n. 17 saw, to epitomise the content of Ph.’s poem. Two 
incidents are picked out: Chalcon and Antagoras’ confrontation with Heracles when he 
landed on their island and the reception of Demeter as a guest when the goddess was 
going around places looking for her abducted daughter. These might not have been of
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equal weight in Demeter, but of all episodes included they are singled out as the most 
important ones.
It emargas clearly that wa are dealing with a poem of local character. It follows 
the typical stoiy-line of Dameter visiting a place where she is eagerly welcomed, 
founds har cult and benefits the local population in different ways. On tha contrary, ill- 
reception would be appropriately punished. The locals would also be rewarded, if they 
cosld provide information on Cora’s fortune, see Richardson on HHD 75f. Such 
provincial traditions are known mainly through Paus. and aie conveniently gathered in 
Richardson 178-9 supplementing A-H-S 108-9. Evidently they served the purpose of 
legitimising Dematar’s local cult and made up a sort of aetion fov it. So in Paros 
according to Apollod. FGH 244 F 89 (quoted in fr. 20) Demater was hosted by king 
Melissos and in exchange donated to his sixty daughters Persephone’s loom and 
disclosed har vites first to them. The Avgive version contained both pious and impious 
altavnatives: Athara and Mysios welcome hai and eventually found the temple of 
Demetav Mysia; but Calontas, despite the objections of his daughter Chthonia, did not. 
Colontas ends up with his house burnt, while Chthonia is transferred to Hermione, 
where sha founds a temple of Demetev, Paus. 2.18.3, 2.35.4, 7.27.9. The tradition 
about Phytalus in Attica, close to Cephisos on the way to Elausis, is typical, Paus. 
1.37.1 ev toot® x® x®pict <0VKad6v 4«irPLi' oik® AT^|lOi0Ka Se^cxctOcci, kki xiq Oeov 
dvxi xovwv Sovval ol xO (nucov xqg ascijg’ paoKspat 5e poi Kpl dSyco xS e®yoappa 
xS end Kpl 0>vxddov KdSgc’ ev0dS’ dvaO i^0Mg Q)fnaE6g ico-Te ScOrna aapvfjv I 
dT)llO)Klrv» Sx" op®xov 5T(Gaag Kapoidv "Oqvev, I qv lapdv asKfjv 0vaK(Sv yevog 
eOavopdgev I e£ ov St] xtpdg Ov^das yevog eaoav dyfipmg.
Stories of this kind could surely be infinitely multiplied throughout tha Greek 
world whave Demeter was worshipped. Of greater importance is what the poets made 
ovt of them. Tha canonical, i.e. Eleusinian, version had always been a popular thama 
after HHD. Tha evidence is gathered in FSrster 29-98 who should now be consultad 
with caution, Richardson 68-73 and Folay 30-1. And not least so in Hellenistic poetry, 
cf. Antim. Lyde frr. 78, 79, Ph., Call. HyDem., fr. 611 and probably fi. 474, Nic. Ther. 
483-7, Alex. 129-132, Philic. SH 676-80, Adesp. Pap. SH 990 and perhaps Pamphus 
in Paus. 1.38.3,7.37.9, al. Bvt some poets coming from regions with a widespread and 
original cult of Dematar versified the local vaision instead of the better-known 
Eleusinian. And since they created ex nihilo they freely summoned the central version 
to thaiv help. So Pind. fr. 37 in Paus. 9.23.2 might have given preponderance to the 
Theban alemants in his Hymn to Persephone (or Hymn to Demeter): OT|0aioig alg 
d1^pTXpa 0eci6Oj)6oov is the title offered by Vita Ambrosiana. As indicated by fr. 1 
Ph. might have paid attention to this poem.
Schol. Av. (which provide us with much of what we Know of Archil.) Birds 1764 
ascribe to Archil, a Hymn to Demeter: SoKei Se op®xog ’Ao%i.Eaxag viefaa; ev ndpco
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xov A'njj/rixpoc; opvov earn<5 xooxo eitt<{>covTK£vai, i.e. accorded to himself an 
acclamation originally applying to Heracles, when he won the established poetic 
competition for a Hymn to Demeter in Paros. The authenticity of the transmitted 
acclamation is contested, see West (1974), 138-9, but this does not invalidate the 
information about the Hymn to Demeter. The goddess’ cult in Paros, formerly called 
Demetrias, see Richardson on HHD 491, affected Archil.’s poetry in a broader sense, 
cf. IEG 169 AfjpTxpi. xe petpag aveE;mv and Spuria IEG 322 Af|pTppo<; dyvj Kat 
Kopr|<; / Tfv Taviftoptv oe3(°v, 323 from lobachoi, see West (1974), 24-5. Paus. 
10.28.3 provides information about a priestly association of Archil.’s family, which is 
of disputed authority; contra H. D. Rankin, Archilochos of Paros, New Jersey 1977, 
17-8, pm A. P. Burnett, Three Archaic Poets: Archilochus, Alcaeus, Sappho, London 
1985, 24-5.
Perhaps the best parallel to Ph. is Lasus of Hermione in the m. 6th c. ev xm elg 
pf]v ev ’Epptovt AijpTcpa upvcp, Athen. 14.624f, of which the first three lines survive, 
PMG 702 Adpaxpa peXjro) Kopav xe KX^uievoC aXo%ov / peXt^oav upvov avayvemv 
/ AloXi.5’ dp Papbppopov appovtav. We are told that it was an asigmatic hymn. Lasus 
was a poet fond of exquisite diction, cf. Philodemus On Poets, apud PMG 706 ob§£ 
xd Adoou pdXtaxa xoia<6xa> Te7COiKtXp.eV<a etc. "despite their great elaboration", 
Hesych. X 372 Aaatapaxa- m ao jraxob xob Adoou Kat tcoXotcXokou, cf. in the above 
fragment KXuipevoV, peXtpoav, dvayvewv, papuppopov and see G. A. Privitera, Laso 
di Ermione, Rome 1965, 21-8. If we are to judge from Call. Hec. fr. 100 Aijco xe 
KX'upevou xe To^uei-voto Sapapxa and Philic. SH 676 xp zOov^^ p'uox;tKd Apprixpl 
xe Kat 0^06)6^ Kai KXupevcp xd 5<Sp<a he enjoyed some popularity in Hellenistic 
times. The cult of Demeter Chthonia in Hermione was eminent, cf. Paus. 2.35.4-9 and 
Parnell III, 320 n. 37, Pfeiffer on Call. Hec. fr. 278 = 99 Hollis, and local tradition 
would supply Lasus with the necessary material. [Apollod.] 1.5.1 reports that the 
Hermionians were Demeter’s informants about the rape. Perhaps then there were 
claims of Hermione being the site of the rape and this should be related to the local 
belief that descent to Hades there is short (and therefore the dead do not need -a fare), 
Strabo 8.6.12. Heracles was also said to have ascended with Cerbems from Hades to 
Hermione, Paus. 2.35.11. Ael. NA 11.4, quoting Aristocl. FGE 1, says that big oxen 
are offered to Demeter in Hermione, which miraculously make themselves available to 
be sacrificed. Interestingly then mirabilia related to the subject might have been treated 
in Lasus’ Hymn to Demeter.
Another poet said to have been influenced by the Demeter-cult of his homeland 
is the tragedian Carcin. from Acragas in Sicily. According to Timaeus FGH 566 F 164 
apud Diod. Sic. 5.5.1 he had been spending most of his time in Syracuse Kat xqv xmv 
eYp«ptmv xeOedpevog O7t0'a5ijv Tcpt xag Ouoiag Kat TcaTiqbpet^ xfig xe Axprixpog
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Kcti KopTig, Kaoe%<QOl•<arv ev xotg Ta^lTlaxai xo'6a5e xong axlxoux* [TrGF 70 P 5]. Gn 
Demeter’s cuit in Sicily see Bomer on Gv. Fasti 4.421.
That Ph. wrote a poem about Demeter’s advent to his own homeland is then no 
innovation. The goddess’ cult in Cos, one of the earliest, is widely attested, see Praser 
II, 916 n. 290, Sh-W 305-312, Craik 188-9 and for the numerous inscriptions pp. 216­
7. If we look at the surviving fragments bearing in mind this perspective, we notice 
that some of them are related to Cos and some others to the traditional features of 
Demeter’s distressed behaviour. They clearly fall into four categories, potentially 
revealing a lot about the content of Demeter. There are a) a group of fragments 
describing ordinary activities of women-slaves in a regal house, fr. 8, a feast with 
piping, fr. 9, and table-conversation about wine, fr. 10, and Heracles in Cos, fr. 11, b) 
fragments describing a Coan locality which combined constitute a locus amoenus: a 
shady plane-tree, fr. 14, ample water-flow fr, 12, the spring Bourina, fr. 13, and bees, 
fr. 20, c) a group of fragments related to a lamentation scene, frr. 15, 16, followed by 
weeping, a consolation effort, both in direct speech, and subsequent relief, fir. 17, 18, 
194 Another fragment is part of a departing scene of - most probably - Demeter 
moving towards Athens and Eleusis. Some fragments seem to allude to Coan cult- 
practices, frr. 14, 21, and many mention famous Coan products, fr. 8 flocks and wool, 
fr. 10 wine, fr. 20 honey, fr. 22 fishes, most of which have a significance in the 
worship of Demeter. Set in their traditional epic context these scattered elements 
would give us a more complete picture. Eventual gaps in the following reconstruction 
will be supplemented with information elicited by the influence of the poem on, above 
all, Theoc. and Call.
We cannot really tell under what circumstances Chalcon and Demeter met. In 
Theoc. 7. Simichidas meets Lycidas at noon-time, when thrapharire usually take 
place.1 2 Nor can we tell with certainty at what stage Demeter revealed her true identity.
In HHD 268f. she introduces herself under dramatic circumstances, but this is 
different from the warm, undisturbed reception she experienced in Cos. Gne would 
think that the poem would lose much of its dramatic power, if Demeter immediately 
stated her identity. Initially she would rather indicate the reason for her grief, rather
1 Kuchenrniiller’s objections to these fragnents referring to Demeter, unfortunately shared by H. Herter, 
RhM 90 (1941), 254, are groundless. Deneter’s "new griefs" (frr. 15 and perhaps 16.4), which he 
regarded as unsuited to the goddess, result fron her wanderings and her conflict with the other gods. 
Her relief in fr. 17 serves to introduce a change of rnood after weeping, not oblivion of Persephone.
2 Cf. Theoo. 7.10f., 21, 1.15-8, Call. HyPal. 70-2 with Bulloch on v. 72, A.R. 4.1312. see Th. D. 
Papanghelis, Mnem. 92 (1989), 54-61. Meeting scenes usually follow a rigid pattern, see Richardson 
179-180 and Appendix HI, pp. 339-343, P. Willians, MPfiL 3 (1978), 219-235. Wells often serve as 
accidental neeting points, of. Od. 9.105,15.441,17.212, HHD 105f.
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tvve, as she does in Ov. Fasti 4.519 with the concise statement mihi filia rapta est, 
than fictitious, as in HHD 11 If. Then Chalcon would offer himself to hast hai and 
only at a latar stage - possibly in the locus amoenus scana - would sha majestically 
announce who she really is, as Hermes does with Priam in II. 24.460. Tha noble 
appearance of Dametev alone would suffice to grant her hospitality and respect, cf. 
HHD 157-9 (Eleusinian leaders) Kdcav ouk av xiq aa Kara Tpamaxov O7ico7cfiv I ei5og 
dxtpf|<aaaa CSpc6v an:ovoa<]naei£v, / aXXd ae Se/ovxav Sf yap GeoeiK£Xo<; Eaai and 
see on this epic motif H. Bernsdorff, Zur Bedeutung des Aussehens im homerischen 
Menschenbild, GOttingen 1992.
Subsequently Demetev is invited to Chalcon’s palace. This would ba briefly 
described. Demeter sees famala slaves pursuing in orderly fashion their everyday toils. 
Hospitality usually follows an astablished pattern: amazement of recipients, offering of 
distinguished seat, preparation and setting out of food and bath, cf. A.R. 3.271-4 and 
saa W. Arand, Typische Szenen bei Homer, Berlin 1933, 68-76, Richardson on HHD 
180^, 188-201, id. on Il. 24.202-3, Kirk on Il. 1.533-4. Demetar abstains from certain 
featvvas involved in hospitality scenes and, as in HHD, the traditional schema might 
not ba strictly followed in Ph. The established set of reactions of a sorrowful guest 
involves his sitting down I in silence I for a long time I and evantsally speaking sad 
words in a faebla voice, sea Richardson on HHD 197-201, Campball on Mosch. EuLr. 
18-20. Whatever tha case may ba the faast continues with music. Chalcon summons a 
piper to entertain his guest. Simultaneously a table conversation taKas place. With the 
sound of pipes and with the imposing pvesanca of a goddess the ambience is an 
snsssal ona: holiness is in the air. For a banquet stressing purity, swaet odovr and 
music with religious ovevtonas cf. danoph. IEG 1. Sonowfvl Dematar would not say 
much. Har hosts talk in passing about wine (a select one is on tha table), bvt mainly 
about tha racent landing of Heracles on Cos, the bravery of the locals and his 
humiliating flight. The locality of tha incident was thereafter named HVOa "Flight".
Tha next day a tovr avound Cos takes place. Tha opportunity for this is not 
absolutaly clear. Reasonably Demeter’s need to search for hev daughter would provide 
tha necessary pretaxt. But Schol. Thaoc. 7.5-9o (81.9-13 Wandal) commenting on the 
cvaation of Bouvina, suggest another possibility: avriyyEXO'n xco paatXet rcapd xtvoc; 
xmv Tepi, xanxa Setvov, oxi uSaxo^ o x6tco<; ekeivo^ EvSojruxei. Kai o paatXed^ 
ai>xE7uaxaxTcaa<; xm xsrco T'uxodpyTaev, oaa cuvexeivs Tpoc; xf/v xou dSaxoc 
8^00^. Taken at face-valua this should mean that Dematar (sae on fr. 13) informs 
Chalcon about Bourina and the king goes there with the purpose of creating tha well. 
Tha pretext for the excursion is not Parsephona, bvt Bouvina. Arguably this is an echo 
of a well informed Scholium, but also a many times rehashed one. Minor details may 
not have been reproduced accvrately. Common sense suggests that an excursion of
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anxious Demeter for a reason other than the official one is a very strained possibility. 
The process described in the Scholium would rather happen altogether on the spot.
It is no wonder that Demeter’s Coan recipients do not organise public banquets 
or games. Here the epic hospitality takes the form of a sight-seeing tour. Under the 
guise of Persephone’s recovery attention would be diverted to Coan landscape and its 
archaeology. Oblique references to contemporary Cos would underlie this section. 
Itineraries commonly give the opportunity to an author to fit in stories that would 
otherwise not bind so well with the main story-line. Schol. II. 22.145-57 (V.300 Erbse) 
where some topographical details are supplied while Achilleus chases Hector, imply 
that the poet "may be following his custom elsewhere of filling a space in the story, as 
for example where a journey is taking place", Richardson ad loc. with reference to id., 
CQ 30 (1980), 266-7. Their main function in reality is the anti-climactic effect on the 
dramatic events under way. In the experimental [Theoc.] 25.153f. during the itinerary 
of Heracles and Phyleus the hero finds the time to narrate his adventure with the lion 
of Nemea with which the poem ends and in Orph. Lith. Orpheus expounds the power 
of stones during a walk. Similarly Antim. in the 6th book of Thebaid takes advantage 
of the so-called Argivorum iter frr, 29f. to apparently include a number of stories. 
Inter alia he describes the landscape the heroes are going through and discusses the 
river Ladon in connection with a shrine of Demeter Erinys which Ladon supplied with 
water, fr. 33. Erat. Erigone apparently contained a tour around Attica by Icarius with 
the atm of spreading viticulture. Conceivably plenty of Attic details crept into that 
section of the poem. Topographical details might give rise to digressions about the 
archaeology of a place, cf. the brief Evander-Aeneias tour in Virg. Aen. 8.307-369 and 
particularly the precursory religious awe in vv. 348-359 foreshadowing the institution 
of Zeus’ temple in Capitolium. On the topography of their tour described with a 
superstitious reverence, see K. W. Grandson,Virgil, Aeneid VIII, Cambridge 1976, 29­
36. As for Virg., a Demeter-tour around Cos would have a certain sentimental 
significance for Ph. too.
It is self-evident that in Demeter Persephone matters less than Cos. The daughter 
provides only the pretext. Ph. in his sight-seeing tour focuses on landscape, but 
probably also on Demeter cult-practices casting aetiologic light on them. That poets 
can be consciously negligent of their main theme is a well-known practice. In HHD 
Richardson 260 noted that "Demeter’s original purpose in visiting Eleusis, to find her 
daughter, is removed in the Hymn, and her visit is consequently less clearly 
motivated". And Vian 111, 5 noticed about the golden fleece that "a dire vrai, bien 
qu’elle soit le but meme de fexpeditton, elle parait n’avoir constitue le plus souvent 
qu’un episode secondatre".
We lack any means to reconstruct Demeter’s Coan tour. Conceivably she visited 
places that would later become her worship centres, but evidence of her cult in Cos is
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so overabundant that this criterion would not lead to specific conclusions. Since she 
and Chalcon produced Bourina, the area around it and near the town of Cos, not long 
before Ph. established as capital of the island, is the obvious focus of interest. The tour 
of Theoc. and his friends in poem 7 could give us an idea, but the capital of Cos in 
mythical times was not identical to that of eynoecieed Cos. Historically speaking from 
Geometric times to syno^sm Astypalaia in the west was the central town, cf. Strabo 
14.2.19 *H 8e xmv Kcpmv tcoXig eKaXeixo xo jcaXaiov ’Aax'umdXaia, Kai. cpGeixo ev 
dXXcp xotco opoimg em QaXoxxTV eTieixa Sia oxacav jiex<oKTaav elg xfiv vbv ttoXiv 
Tcpi xo ZKCtvSapwv, KaI pexmv6|.iaGav Km opmvnpmg xfi vicKo. Before Astypalaia 
the main settlement seems to have been the cemetery nowadays known as the Senaglio 
in the east of the town of Cos, see Sh-W 48-9, Craik 11-2. It is not demonstrable that 
the Coans of historical times knew it, but presumably there was a tradition reflecting 
historic reality. As the establishment of the new capital in 366 happened under 
turbulent circumstances a tradition about a former capital in the east would be adduced 
as an argument by those in favour of the new capital. Be this as it may, it seems that 
the poem focused on the eastern part of the island - if for nothing else to celebrate the 
new capital. The three Coan localities, Bourina, Pyxa and Haleis, all in the east, about 
which the Theoctitexn Schol. have access to authoritative information (apparently from 
Nicanor) are most likely to have figured in Ph. too. Perhaps he follows a local belief 
locating Chalcon’s palace somewhere close to the town of Cos or the Seraglio. The 
two wayfarers would then move from east westwards. Theoc. 7 almost certainly 
reproduces some of the geography of Demeter. Gf course Theoc/s poetic route to 
maturity under the guidance of Ph. would imply more than a mere topographical loan.
The toils of Demeter and Chalcon are fruitless. Sometime in the afternoon they 
are both exhausted and stop to rest under the shade of a plane-tree. The classic needs of 
the wayfarers are shade and water. Dionysus’ long list of the essentials for his journey 
to Hades in Ar. Frogs 113 includes Topvei’, 6.vanaVXa^q, eKxpGTag, Kpfjvag, oSong.
At a boy’s return Theoc. 12.8-9 says GKiepfiv 5’ ntco jyov / fieXiou (ppyovTOg 
6§OTTt6pog e8papov dag xig. Shade is usually provided by trees,3 water by -springs. 
Plxnr-treee are most suitable to provide shade. In Plato Phaedr. 229b Socrates explains 
the advantages of sitting under a plane-tree in the idyllic scene described in Phaedr. 
229a-d: ’Exei. cnid x’ eaxiv Koi TcveLia pexpiov, Kai Toa Ka0ti^3:r^(^(XL i] av 
pouXcoieea KaoaKXlGTivali. Plane-trees provide ample shade as early as II. 2.507 
where sacrifices take place KaXf imo nXaxovAxyco, o08v pe8v ayXaov '68cop, cf. Theoc.
3 The best shade is proverbially that of a rook, cf. Hes. WD 589, Anyte HE 18.1, West on the first 
passage. Even the nost industrious workers in the fields rest during the nidday heat, cf. Hes. WD 582f„ 
Theoo. 10.51, see Gow on Theoo. 1.15 and cf. the drowsy snake in A.R. 4.1505 peaT1alPplv^v npap 
dXwKcov and the lizards resting during nidday in Theoc. 7.22.
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18.44, 46, 22.76, Nic. Ther. 584 GepeiAexeog TtAoxavato, Meleag. HE 13.8, Mosch. 
fr. 1.11-2, Anon. FGE 73, 74, Thyill. FGE 1, Ach. Tat. 1.2.3, see N-H on Hor. Odes 
2.11.13. The additional advantages of resting under a plane-tree applying to Demeter 
and Cos have been discussed in fr. 14.
Water is just as essential. In Aesch. Ag. 901 where Clytaemnestra likens 
Agamemnon’s advent to oSottopcp 8i<f«vxi TcYcaav peog, Asclep. HE I.l 
Oepoug 5i\|/(0vri %icov roxov and later [Opp.] Cyn. 2.39-40 §’ dvxpoio
Tpo/^e^tP^'vov dpYD<)ov v§©p / oxov KeKprnmn toxov yAnKepov xe Aoexpov water for 
the tired wayfarer appears to have acquired a proverbial colour. In a large number of 
epideictic epigrams from Hellenistic times onwards shade and water figure as a 
pleasant relief of great utility to the wayfarer, cf. Nicias HE 5.1-2 "I£en btc’ 
aiYelpoiGiv, erei Kopteg, evBaS’, oSixa, / kcO, TiG’ aaoov xcbv rPSaKog apex^paq, 
Anyte HE 18 Eeiv, ntco xav cexpav ^^xp'^f^^'va yui’ ayananaov / .... / rctSaKd x’ eK 
raa/ag tfu/pov me, 5-q yap oSlxaiq / dpraoo’ ev Geppm Kanpaxi xovxo OtAav, cf. id. 
HE 3, 17, Leon. Tar. HE 5, Hermacr. HE 2, Satyrus FGE 3.3-4 aXKap oSlxaiq / 
StiTn koi Kapaxon Kai (Aoyog TieXlou, Anon. FGE 78, "Plato" FGE 42, see Page on 
Tiberius Ilus FGE 6.
Demeter and Chalcon, wayfarers under harsh sun, tired and thirsty sit under a 
Coan plane-tree. Since no spring appears to be around, the goddess instructs the Coan 
king how to call Bourina into existence. That the spring and the shady plane-tree 
belong to the same context is not least suggested by Theoc. 7.8 enoKiov aXaag around 
Bourina. As it is produced, it flows with ample water; Chalcon drinks to his heart’s 
content. That L. RoB, Reisen auf den griechischen Inseln des agaischen Meeres III, 
Stuttgart-Tubingen 1845, 132 saw in the vicinity of Bourina "eine Gruppe machtiger 
Platanen" is another of these striking similarities between ancient and modem flora, as 
with the trees on the banks of Scamander, see Richardson on //. 21.350-1, or timber­
felling on Mt Ida, see id. on II. 23.177, cf. further Vian on A.R. 2.945 a propos the 
strong winds along the "Great Shore". Mild Zephyros, associated with Demeter and 
loca amoena might have blown to freshen up the couple.4 -
4 Mrs Athena Tarsouli, do><feivdi/J7cTa III, Athens 195G, 35-6 toured ihe area and recorded her own 
suggestive experience: "Ze pia xxoyewxikti xoToOeota Kax® Oto xa B.A. ol£o|0o'uvta xov A'xkxov Kai. 
ce piug epag anocxacrn arco xfiv ToXtxeia Ooicrcexat f 7avdo%aln Kai. iaxopKfi mtiYf xfjg Bovpxvag, 
XEyopEvn xal rnyn xov 'InTOKKd'nr... T6 avxoKivnxo, oovxopEvovxag xnv arooxacon pag rurf/alvEt cog 
xnv xoro0EGta navaYla ToovKaXapid, 6p®g arcl kei koi TEpa o Spopog ytvExax aSidpaxog, xoao 
tov pec’ dor^o aviopaAa kx cvn<|>opiKd povordxia tpetei va TOEPO£lg yxd va <xdaEcg ®g ekex voxEp’ 
diio xpta xExapxa, itEOog n pe dAoyo. To TavooapaxlK6 xorcio ioov 4EwAiyexat xdx® dn’ xd pdxta pag 
Etvax dpKExd yxd vd pag 4EKOupa<oEt diio xhv KooraccxxKf TECoTroopa, or®g xai x’ oAoSpoao vcpaxi 
xfjg rnYig vd pag 8po<cloEx xov (AoyxapEvo, drt’ xo KaAoKacptvo Xxo<xvpx, I^dpoyYd pag. [....] "Av
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Trees and springs constitute the two basic constituents of a locus amoenus.5 
Plane-trees very often find a place in ideal sceneries. They were regained, as indeed 
they aie, as beautiful trees, sae H. Gossen, RE EE (1949), 2337-8 (in other respects a 
disappointing article), SphOnbeck 49-51, Maiggs 276-7. Cimon is said to have 
ornamented the Athenian Agova with plane-trees. Plvt. Cimon 13.7, see K-A on Ar. 
PCG 113, Maiggs 272. They ware conactly baliaved to grow near sources of water, 
cf. Thaophv. HP 1.4.2, 4.8.1 so that plane trees and springs, rivvlets etc. appear 
together in ideal sceneries, cf. IL 2.307, Thaogn. 882, Plato Phaedr, 230b, Mosch. fr. 
1.11-2, Tiberius Ilus FGF 6.3.
Beas appearing in fr. 20, part and parcel of a locus amoenus, belong to the same 
context. A swarm of baes first appears in IL 2.87-90 in a comparison with the Achaean 
masses gathering for a council. On this passage depends Aesch. Pers. 128 and Choer. 
SH 318 Tcpi Se Kpfvag dTsOo'6a(ag / pupra 0nA’ eSoveixo llod.vaofvvt<ai peXloopng I 
<eiKeAa> (suppl. Meineke). Thereafter they often appear in ideal sceneries and, since 
they weva allegedly nurtured with water, not rarely in connection with springs or dewy 
meadows. In Od. 13.102f. in tha charming Ithacan shore besides a cavevn 
KiOaiP(S6rtou<Jl oed1lOGai, cf. also Od. 17.205f., Simon. PMG 593, Eur. Hipp. 76-7, 
Thaoc. 1.107, 5.46-7 (S5e KaXov p^pTsnvro -tcot! opaveacn peAiaaai, / "vO’ oSaxog 
V/un® Kpavai Sno, 7.142, 22.41-2 XenKaO xe icAdxavol xe xal dKpO^^poi 
K^-mapp-yaoi / CvOea x eix&hi, Aaaciaig epya peAlaaaig, Call. HyAp. 110-2, A.R.
1.879-882 (in a Xeoprov / epoiieog) whence Virg. Aen. 6.707-9 sea W. W. Briggs in 
ANRW n.31.2, 970-1, Nicias HE 6.1-2, Adasp. Lyr. CA 7.12-8, Anon. PVind. Rainer 
2981B.56 (s. a.C. Ill ax.; in Gow, Buc. Gr., 168f.) OliO5Toaog .. peXncaa/, Long. 
1.9.1, Nonn. D. 5.243-6, Viig. Georg. 4.8f. diicuvsing sedes apibus statiocque, cf vv. 
18-24 at liquidi fontes et stagna virentia musco / adsint et tenuis fug tens per gramina 
rivus, /palmaque vestibulum aut ingens oleaster inumbret / ut, ... I .... I vicina invitet 
decedere ripa calori / obviaque hospitiis teneat frondentibus arbos, 4.139-40 where 
the Corycian old man breeds bees in his garden. Eel. 1.53-5, Martial 2.46.1-2. To the
on^TeTa xo 5daog arno [sc. the one described in Theoc. 7] Sev mdTKSl, Exxog ditE Xiya SEvxpa 
OTcappeva aE dpaiEg dTiaxaoEig, xo payEVcKS xarcto mg Boupi-vag pE xf|v iccvoTaTLax1lafi xou 0Ea 
5Ev E/acc xtrcoxE dTO f dp%ala xou opop jid. HanAcopEvoi xdx® ano xov CaKio Evog dit' aoxd xd, 
Kaxd xo 7lEptiaa6xeTO, dopm SEvxpa, pE KpocjKe^iIxaax) Eva XiGapi j kotoio xovxpo Kapax^XaSi duo xig 
pi^ec; xou ii xdv Koppo xou, /EKoouadpaaxp donvovxag xn ckE/ pag va rcXavnOpi axd TipaopEva 
koi axd paKpiva,... oao rcab xd dA(a5pOl5'iKnpa xou aE<0npeTldxlKou pudm pdg kAeivei xd pAE^apa 
Kdxto ano xng itvoiig xou xo rcEpaaaa."
5 Fundamental: SchOnbeck, cf. also H. Thesleff, "Man and locus amoenus in Early Greek Poetry" in 
Gnomosyne ... Festschrift far W. Marg, Munich 1981, 31-45, Hopkinson on Cali. HyDem.. 28, M. 
Davies, Hermes 114 (1986), 400-1, Gcrvie on Od. 6.292, P. Hardie, 3OCD, 880.
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poetic imagery Arist. HA 596b 15f. added his scientific weight: f] Se peU^xxa p6cov 
Tpdq o^)8ec calpp^c roocri^ei, ouSe xpfjrtai xpo6B ovSep-icc aXX i] xf yXvKvv exoxxT) 
X'ogpv Kat uStop S’ TdttGca elq eanxaq Aaa0dvo^J(7lv otod dv KaOapov avairjSd.6 In 
[Gpp.] Cyn. 4.275, Dion. Per. 327 Nymphs, the water-creatures par excellence are 
said to be protectors of bees, see Davirs-Kateiriihamby 51. So bees are an apt choice: 
they match the scenery, Demeter and Cos.
Purther features likely to be depicted in the Philetan locus amoenus will be 
detected in the examination of its influence in Call, and Theoc. Indeed this turned out 
to be a very inspiring scenery. Still, the already certified features suffice to indicate 
that the setting around Bourina is modelled on Od. 17.205-211. Gdysseus and 
Eumaeus are walking towards the palace in Ithace:
doxeoq eyytq eoav Kai en Kpfjvqv d6lKovxo 
wkxtv KaAAppov, o0ev uSpeuovxo ToAixai, 
xfv to lira’ ’TOaKoq Kai Nfjpixoq nSe noXuKxap’ 
apSi $ dp aiyeOp(oc b5axoxpedeMc fv aXaoq,
Tavxoae KQKXxoepeq, Kaxd §e xpuxpo peev bScop 
-uipoOev eK Texprq' propoq S’ ednTepOe xexuKxo 
N'ugOd(oc, 00i Tavxeq eTippe^eaKov SSixai.
The Gdyeeean circumstances are similar to those in Ph., as Gdysseus and Eumaeus 
walk towards the town of Ithace. The spring itself is similar to Bourina too: both are 
created by legendary rulers of the respective islands/ both flow out of a rock and are 
surrounded by poplars serving as resting points for the wayfarers. And both are holy®
In this locale of almost mythical charm a dialogue between Demeter and Chalcon 
takes place. Now it is Demeter’s turn to get her troubles off her chest. The locus 
amoenus is the most suitable scenery for her to bewail her misfortunes, as these 
contrast to the beauty of the place. The j!/TDZ)-precedeni of Demeiet sitting at
6 On water-carrying bees of. Arist. HA 625bl9 'uSpo^opouaiv, Ael. NA 5.11 and see Davies- 
Kathirithanby 58-9. The aK^pt to establish a distinct kind of bees hydrophoroi and the adjacent 
infcTmation that Nic. fr. 93 specified then as the drones is uncertain. Ael. NA 5.42 rnentions among 
nanes of bees epyo6doop xweq (codd. : ^>5oojopoL Heroher) adding that NiKOvSpoq Se peC6ooe'tvp 
(lUSpodooePv Reiske, alii alia) xotq KT^Svaq ^qai.
6 For Ithace of. Schol. Od. 17.205 (11.(539 Dindorf). On the Odyssean passage see C. S. Byre, AJPh 115 
(1994), 1-11 and on ideal sceneries in Od. Elliger 113-8.
® It was first U. Ott, RhM 150 (1972), 147-8 who noticed the correspondences between the Honeric 
spring and Bourina as described in Theoo. 7,6-7, of. also N. Crevans, TAPA 113 (1983), 208-212, M. 
Halperin, Before Pastoral, New Haven 1983,224-7, Hunter 23.
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Calliphovoc to movm shows that the local" avovnd Bourina and tha lamentation-scene 
belong to the same context. The description of the vegetation would be static, like the 
"traurige Fmchtbarkait" that Goethe saw in Segesta.o Dameter’s lament is vividly 
conducted in direct speech and is influenced by the tearful encounter of Achilless and 
Priam in II. 24. Tha final affect, however, is not plangent, but rathar amusing, in the 
same way that Cyclops’ blubbering does not randar Theoc. 11 a dull poem, any more 
than do the lover’s pains in Theoc. 3. In the unreal world in which the scene is placed, 
even Dametar’s gviaf is unreal and remote. What is superficially a sombie affect is 
alleviated by comically allusive language: ddyea ocaac- in fr. 18.1, cf. fv. 15.1, alludes 
to har fasting, P&0£^ai in fv. 15.1, opp6cauDdveTai and C^aic-v exectv in fr. 16.2, 4 to 
tha sterility of the land, egnc"^) in fi. 16.4 to the current residence of har lost 
daughter. Demater’s anger towards Zaus in fr. 18.1 and her tears have an affect of 
grotesque expescivenesc. Madeoto Kopeaadpevo^ KdavGpoto in fr. 17.1 wittily hints 
at a weeping which, in spit" of the circumstances, would produce bvt one tear, enough 
though to satiate a goddess. Superb irony and innovation maKa this section no less 
enjoyable than any other. Not unjustifiably it exertad a considerable influence on later 
poetry.
For all lack of avidanca it is worth considering the possibility of flowais ralated 
to Demeter being mentioned in the locus amoenus scene. Damater’s exuberance 
covers flowers as well, HHD 471-3 (Demeter lifts famine) alya §E xapTcov dvfjKsv 
dTOUTdmv EpifCwAcov / Tpcaa SE onAXAtcav xe Kal dvGeaiv evTeia xOcov / ep^ii^’. 
Certain flawars had close associations with Demeter and Persephone. The HHD 
would offer a broad selection: narcissus peyadaov Oeatv / d^^atov axe5dvcula, Soph. 
OC 683-4, does not appear in Homav ov Has. but in HHD 8f., 15f. Persephone tries to 
grasp it while Plvto seizes hav; cvocss, the violet, Homeric hapax Od. 5.72, hyacinth, 
also Homeric hapax II. 14.348, and roses. Poppy and corn-aavs are mentioned in 
Theoc. 7.156-7 in a passage influenced by Ph. All these blossom in spring and play a 
vole in tha cslt of Damater and Persephone, see Richardson on HHD 6f., Folay 33-4, 
Blech 252-7. Ph. would have chosen flawars accoplated with Demater and flourishing 
in Cos. It would ba as ironic as anything if some of the flora in the locality where 
Dametar stops to rest resemble those figuring in the scene of Parcaphone’s lape. On the 
other hand e.g. Theoc. 7.68 Kudgo x’ daS>oSeXcT xe, probably taken up from Ph., 
indicate that he made vse of his own resources as well ta enrich the traditional flowers. 
This consideration gains plausibility not only by the flora figuring in Thaoc. 7 bvt also 
by the almost certain appearance of the Nymphs in the locality.
5 Italienische Reise, 20 April 1787; mentioned in P. PhiiiTTSon, Griechische Gottheiten in ihren 
Landschaften, Oslo 1939, 60.
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Along with its physical beauty the Coan scenery exudes a reverent sanctity. The 
signs are clear. Springs are commonly sacred. As Famell V, 40 noticed "no objects of 
the natural world attracted the religious devotion of the primitive and later Greeks so 
much as the rivers and springs, and no other obtained so general a recognition in the 
cults of the Greek states"; SchOnbeck 20 n. 3 quoted Servius on Virg. Aen. 7.84 "nullus 
enimfons non sacer". Trees and esp. plane-trees are very often part of sacred groves, 
see on fr. 14. Bees are equally divine, cf. Arist. GA 761a4-5, Plato Ion 534b-c, Xen. 
Oec. 7.32, see Byl 341-2 with reference to Pappus Alex. 5.1 (p. 304 Hultsch), Davies- 
Kathirithamby 69. The spring, the rock and the trees are constituent parts of a 
sanctuary, see Burkert 84-7. This is then, as usually in poetry, a locus amoenus and at 
the same time a locus sanctus, cf. Od. 5.57-73, on which SchOnbeck 61-70, Od. 
13.102f., Sappho fr. 2, see Pearce 301-2.
Apparently Ph. described his homeland as sanctified, beautiful and blessed. A 
parallel is provided by Soph. OC 16-8, 668-693. Soph, was born in Colonus and was 
so closely bound to Athens that, unlike other celebrities of his time, he never 
abandoned it for any other place. The first stasimon of OC, vv. 668-693, is devoted to 
Colonus, the second to Attica, vv. 694-719. So the intimate local theme is woven into 
the broader Attic one. Colonus is described in terms of a locus amoenus in which, as 
SchOnbeck 88f. noticed "der Aspekt der Heiligkeit der beheiTschende Zug ist". The 
first strophe of the stasimon is devoted to Dionysus, the second to Demeter and 
Persephone. Flowers related to the two goddesses, ceaseless water springs and fertility 
of the soil figure in the latter strophe.
The season in which Demeter visited Cos would be the spring, when the flora are 
blossoming. 'fipaimv exeav in fr. 16.2, q.v. suggests such a season, as does the 
metaphorical language of fr. 15 and the florescent nature of the locus amoenus. The 
search for shade and severe thirst imply harsh sun. Bees normally appear in spring (fr. 
20), sheep were shorn in spring (fr. 8) and Zephyros blows mostly in the spring too.® 
Suggestively Theoc. 7 is placed a little later, in July or August, see Gow II, 127. On 
the ancient division of the year into two, three and occasionally four seasons see 
Richardson on HHD 399f., Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 122-3, M. Davies, 
Prometheus 15 (1989), 31-3. Ph. of course does not describe spring at Cos, but a locus
49 For ihe bees of. ll. 2.89 poxpuSov 5e rixovTat en’ dvQeaiv elcpivolaiv, Eur. Hipp. 77, Nioias HE 
6.1-2 Eap (atvowa / OouQa e<b' cjb>oC-0l-g dvQeai ocllvoo.eva, Anon. HE 5G.1-2 oeUaoalg /
oxn.ov etc.' elc^p^v^Tiv .. viaopevaiq, Meleag. HE 5G.2 £K7poA.rcoivc’ elapivd; KdXoKaq, Q.S. 6.326 
(bees) eKxuxev<ci Kava%nSov, ox’ eiapoq fnap iKirxai, Long. 1.9.1 fipoq f|v dpxh Koi ravxa nKjpaOe 
dv&n ... popPo; nv nSn 0£Xi.xxP)v eio. and see Austin on Virg. Aen. 6.7G7. For ihe sheering in spring pf. 
Ar. Birds 714 Kpopdxwv kokov npivov. For Zephyros see ff. on Call. HyAp. 81f.
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amoenus et sanctus. One should be aware of the essentially different nature of a 
description of spring itself, such as Ibyc. PMG 286, see Schonbeck 39-41.
About the final section of the poem we cannot say or conjecture much. There are 
some indications largely inferred from Theoc. 7, that the conversation went on and 
eventually the goddess and Chalcon had to sleep out overnight, as the Coan women 
would do during the Thesmophoria. The next thing we know is that in a grandiose 
distichon Demeter announces her intention of visiting Eleusis, which should mean that 
her departure from Cos is imminent. At the end the poet might have kept a few lines 
for himself and his fellow-citizens. This is a question related to the form of the poem.
The preceding discussion clearly establishes the fact that, as suspected by 
Bulloch 36 n. 1, Demeter was a narrative elegy. The title of the work is clear too. 
Demeter, not Hymn to Demeter, is unanimously transmitted by Stob. and the marginal 
Scholium on Call. HyAp. 33. Originally upvo^ could simply refer to an epic poem, as 
Od. 8.429 (repTETraii) aotSijq upvov (:otpov Bentley, see West on Hes. WD 662) 
ttKoumv, Hes. Theog. 33, or a choral lyric composition, as Alcm. PMGF 27, or even 
an elegy of erotic content, as Theogn. 993, see W. H. Smith, Greek Melic Poets, 
London 1900, 27-32, Lattke, op.s., 13f., C. Calame, MH 52 (1995), 3. It is only later 
that the term established itself as a poem with specific features and structure, invocatio 
(salutation), epica or media pars (narrative), preces (prayer), addressed to a god or a 
hero. In Hellenistic times besides the traditional Hymns, literary creations with 
narrative were composed. The most conspicuous examples are Call.’s Hymns 
challenging the older models in technique and content: metre, language, seriousness, 
choice of material?1 Such a poem, it seems, was Ph.’s, retaining the external features 
of a Hymn and having a narrative content. At the end of HHD, vv. 490-5, the poet 
mentions Demeter’s main cult-places and bids for her bounty using the solemn 
infinitive. The favour asked at the end of poems with Hymnic structure is usually 
"consonant with the god’s powers as established in the body of the Hymn".11 2
11 Hymnic elements are scattered in all sorts of Hellenistic poetry, see E. Vogt, KWH, 257-9. A Hymnic 
bibliography would include M. Lattke, Hymnos. Materialien zu einer Geschichte der antiken 
Hymnologie, Fribourg-GOttingen 1991, W. D. Furley, "Types of Greek Hymns", Eos 81 (1993), 21-41, 
K. Thraede, RAC XVI (1994), 916-7 (Greek Hymns), 922-4 (Definition), D. Frdhder, Die dichterische 
Form der Homerischen Hymnen, Hildesheim 1994, 17f., C. Calame, MH 52 (1995), 2-19 (structure), R. 
Parker, 3OCD, 735-6. On cultic Hymns J. M. Bremmer,"Greek Hymns" in H. S. Versnei (ed.). Faith, 
Hope and Worship, Leiden 1981, 193-205 and on religious Hellenistic Hymns W. D. Furley, JHS 105 
(1995), 29-46.
12 See W. H. Race, GRBS 23 (1982), 10-4. On HHD see Richardson on vv. 490-5, Foley 63-4 and in 
general R. Janko, Hermes 109 (1981), 15-6, C. Calame, MH 52 (1995), 8-10.
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Ph. would conceivably request eternal prosperity for the descendants of her 
benevolent host. A shift to present times just before the end of the Hymn as a link to 
contemporary reality and proof of the god’s ever-lasting power, is a common feature, 
see Richai'dson on HHD 485-9, R. Janko, Hermes 109 (1981), 14-5, Foley 63. It is in 
this last section of the poem that certain images, as the water-metaphor, would 
probably expressis verbis be set under the favourable supervision of Demeter, who 
would thus be invoked as the deity of good poetry. Ph. might have talked about his 
poetry in a solemn, semi-religious way, perhaps requesting the eulogy of Demeter. 
However, Muller’s 42 view that he described "vermutlich im Eingang des Werkes" his 
poetic confirmation in which he appeared as 7po<fqxT|<; of Demeter, largely relies on 
Prop. 3.1, 3.3 and is prohibitively far-fetched.
The sequence of events, as has been established, prompts the impression that it is 
designed to reflect the Thesmophoric rites. This festival was usually celebrated outside 
the city boundaries, see Burkert 442 n. 3. The slaves carrying baskets with wool in fr. 9 
prompt the image of a procession. The ascent to Bourina would correspond to the 
anodos to Pnyx in the first day of the Attic Thesmophoria, see Schol. Ar. Thesm. 658. 
The fasting and lament of Demeter would prescribe the gloomy mood during the 
second day of the celebration (NTaxeia), cf. Plut. Dem. 30.5 xfiv aKuOpcoTOxaTriv xmv 
0eGgo<)opicov qpepav ayouaat jcapa xf 0e® vToxE'uooatv al yuvat^Keq. Demeter’s 
sitting on Coan soil, her probable break of fasting in the evening and the overnight stay 
on stibades also lay down a prototype ritual. During the third day of the Attic 
Thesmophoria a meat-banquet took place, cf. Schol. Ar. Thesm. 372.
One last consideration is worth entertaining. Cos was the most famous and most 
long-lasting medical centre of the ancient world. All extant versions of Hippocr.’s life 
unanimously testify that he was a Coan Asclepiad, who had travelled a lot practising 
and exhibiting his ait. The Asclepiads were a widespread organisation, the members of 
which claimed descent from the mythical hero with healing capabilities. They had a 
special bond with Cos. A local tradition held that Asclepius himself landed on the 
island from Thessaly, Herodas 2.97. It was Coan doctors who transplanted their art to 
Alexandria. The first known figure was Praxagoras, coeval of Ph. and teacher of 
Herophilus, the greatest medic of his times. Medicine was in Cos a sort of a "national 
profession" exported initially here and there and from the late 4th c. predominantly to 
Alexandria as part of the Ptolemaic monopoly of Coan intelligentsia. The koinon 
"guild" of Coan doctors was powerful in Cos and some of them were prosperous 
enough to be inscriptionally attested as generous donors to public needs. The flow of
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Coan medics to Alexandria was constant and surely came to have some influence on 
the Ptolemaic court,13
Ph. would not neglecte such a long and proud tradition. Internal indications and 
considerations throw more light on the matter. Firstly, Demeter is sometimes given 
healing capabilities. The seed is sown in HHD 228-30 (Demeter about Demophon) 
ovt’ ap’ erCnXiupyx.Ti SpXXoe’ca o^0’ 'UTCoapvov I ot8a yap avTiTopov peya (jepcepov 
uXoTopoto, / ot,8a 5’ eTTiXuaiTig ToOxuTipoocx; eaOXov epuapov, cf. Call. HyDem. 125 
aa; icoSa;, ax; Ke^aAaq TCavaTtrpea; geope; atet, Antiphil. GPh 39, Orph. Hy, 40.20, 
Artem, Oneirocr. 2.39, Ov. Fasti 4.529-532. In most cases medical and magical 
powers appear combined. Secondly, Bourina in Ph.’s time was the source supplying 
the conspicuous Coan Asclepieion with water, a sine qua non element for every 
medical treatment. For reasons related ‘to both ritual and medicine each Ascleoieion 
needed a source in the vicinity, see F. Graf Le sanctuaire grec, 178-186. Bourina lies 
approximately 1 km south and upland of the Coan Asclepieion. A link might have 
been developed on that count.14 Thirdly, most of the Coan commodities mentioned in 
surviving fragments of Demeter have medicinal properties, as honey or hyces. This is 
important since, as Fraser I, 342 noted "Hippocratic ignorance regarding the cause of 
disease did not prevent a carefully elaborated system of cures based on repeated 
observation. Much of this therapeutic element consisted largely of a carefully regulated 
system of dieting, which corresponds in essentials to dietetic principles in force today". 
Then there is the medical terminology employed in some fragents: 9.2 xuppa, 15.1, 
18.1 rcTaaetv, 17.2 7tpoa:0tGto, 18.2 <^)dpooKa. Nic. Alex. 449-450 most
probably reproduces Philetan diction to discuss the healing properties of honey.
In addition to this, Ph. exhibits a not negligible interest in coeval science, as 
indicated by his references to animals and plants presupposing knowledge derived 
from current scientific manuals (Theophr., and Arist.?). The insinuation of scientific 
knowledge is a clear trend in Hellenistic poetry. Medicine is in its own right well-
13 On Coan medicine see (selectively) Herzog KF, 2GGf„ Fraser I, 338-347, Sh-W 256f., 259-26G 
(koinon), 266-27G (llsi of Known Coan doctors), 27G-1 (weahh), CraiK 1G7f., esp. 126-8. On Praxagoras 
"teacher" of Herophilus see R. J. Llttmann in /hVRVK H.37.3, 2692f.
14 The puli of Asclepius was apparenty noi iniroduced in Cos before 35G and ihe supervision of 
medical aciiviiY mighi have previously been a resoonsibility of Demeier. Even after ihe iniroduction of 
his cuft from ihe mainland ihe iwo were associaied in Cos no less ihan in oiher Asoleoius-centers, see C. 
Benedum, "Asklepios und Demeter", JDAl 1G1 (1986), 135-157, R. Parker, Athenian Religion. A 
History, Oxford 1996, 179-18G. In general see Rubensohn, "Demeier als Heilgotiheit", AM 2G (1895), 
36Gf. coniesiing ihe liaison of Demeier and Asclepius, Famell III, 367 n. 258, Richardson on HHD 228­
23G quoting a 4ih c. inscription from Phalasama influenced by ihese lines of ihe HHD.
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rooted in epic tradition, cf. esp. II. 4.389-419, 11.844-8.15 Medical knowledge was 
freely used to interpret certain passages in Homer, cf. Schol. Il. 2.20a (1.181 Erbse) orq 
S’ dp' weep ^jaAfg : urcep ^(jaXrjg taxaTai mg x®v aiaOijoEcov ^44Yy6p4vog 
jtXT<0Lov. al 6e alaOqoetg duo ttjg pdaerng tou eyKe5>cdlou Tqv dp%i)v e%0Daw, see 
the Index in Erbse V, 146-8 s.v. Medizin, Schmidt 202-213, or indeed of other 
authors, cf. Schol. Theoc. 7.144 (112.16-9 Wendel) %apd Tceup'qm. Se pfXa : Kcaltd% 
4)>ti Td pfAct Tolg Tleepatg jceptKpepdwuaOai. xo ydp pfjXov Tfg ’A4>po5tTig Kal to 
ETC'iOopTT'tKdv 7epr to arcXdyxva 4tvai <Sok£i>, Ta Se cnXayxva, %apd xatg 
TiAKpaig. Medicine was of primary interest to Hellenistic poets who in many passages 
incorporate medical knowledge and employ medical diction.16
But Ph. might have also had his own, personal reasons for turning his attention to 
medicine. There is uncontestable evidence about interdisciplinary activity in Cos. 
Nicias, a friend of Theoc., is the best-known of the figures who practised medicine but 
also had literary interests. 17 He was an author of epigrams and Theoc. addresses him in 
two poems, 11 and 13, and sends a gift to his wife Theugenis in poem 28. His HE 1 
stands on an Asclepius-statue set up by Nicias. But he was not the only doctor with 
philological interests. Call, in HE 3 most probably addresses a Coan doctor Philippus. 
As in Theoc. 11 the subject is love cured by song. On the other hand Xenocritus, a 
grammarian contemporary with Ph., composed the first Hippocratic glossary, see M. 
Fuhrmann, RE IX (1967), 1553, and in the next generation Philinus, another Coan 
doctor, became widely known as a medical glossographer, see Pfeiffer (1968), 92 n. 2.
15 See S. Laser, Medizin und Kdrperpflege in AH S, P. Cordes, RhM 134 (1991), 113-20. In general P. 
Cordes, Iatros, Stuttgart 1994 on medics from Homer to Arist. supplementing F. Kudlien, Der Arzt irn 
Zeitalter des Hellenismus, Wiesbaden 1979.
16 For A.R. cf. 3.761f., 4.1518f. 1645-7, 1673f. (Talus) and see Fraser I, 634, Zanker 72-3. On Theoc. 
see Gow I, xix n. 3. On Call. G. W. Most, "Callimachus and Herophilus", Hermes 109 (1981), 188-196. 
In Pinakes he included medical authors, fr. 429. Arat. had written poems with medical content, SH 92­
8, see E. Maass, Aratea, Leipzig 1892, 223f. For Euph. cf. CA 41, 43, 159, and relying on Erotianus 
Praef. Ei^oplmv rcacav eanouSaae Aelpv (sc. of Hippocr.) e$Tpyriaac©at Sta ptpXlcov <; frr. 175-6 van 
Groningen, but the identification with the poet in uncertain {caret apud CA and SH). Nic. was described 
by Suda as d|xa ypappaxiKog xe kal rcoiTixhg xal laipog, see H. Schneider, Untersuchungen zu 
Nikander, Wiesbaden 1962, 79-91, J. M, Jacques, ""Nicandre de Colophon: poete et mddecin", Ktema 4 
(1979), 133-149, A. Tonwaide, "Nicandre: de la science d la podsie. Contribution a l’exdgdse de la 
podsie mddicale grecque", Aevum 65 (1991), 65-101. For different latrika in Hellenistic times see SH 
p. XX and in general see Pfeiffer (1968), 152L, Zanker 113f., esp. 124-7. On poems of medical content 
of later date see B. Effe, Dichtung und Lehre, Munich 1977, 194-204.
17 On Nicias of MUetus see J. Geffcken, RE XXVII (1936), 335f. s.v. Nikias (24), G-P, HE H, 428-9, 
W. Schott, Arzt und Dichter: Nikias von Miletos, Munich 1976, A. Lai, QUCC 51 (1995), 125-131.
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It was with good reason that Herzog KF, 199f. talked about the "University of Cos". 
Being one of the wealthiest elements in the Coan society doctors would be to Ph. and 
his circle not only friends, but also patrons.
What the occasion might have been for Demeter to exhibit her healing 
capabilities, might be suggested by fr. 20 pouyeveaq ^Oapevog mpoaeppaao paxpa 
peUoaa^. The fragment contains multiple ironic innuendoes. Bouyevea^ undennines 
the notion of purity. OOdpevog denotes the gauche movement of Chalcon in his effort 
to approach the swarm of bees and collect honey. npoaepf\aao paxpd, usually used of 
the march of heroes, ridicules Chalcon’s groundless confidence. The address in the 
second person shows compassion. But about what? A possible scenario involving an 
attack of bees on Chalcon has been described in fr. 20. On that occasion the goddess 
might have rushed to heal the victim. The power of bees would be shown to be 
ambivalent: they produce honey used to cure, but can also damage someone’s health. 
Ironically enough, again, Demeter is able to cure others, but not herself.
With this rudimentary reconstruction it becomes clear that Demeter involves Cos 
inasmuch as it involves Demeter. Heroes are often presented speaking in flattering 
terms about their homeland. In Od. 9.21-8 for reasons that do not only have to do with 
nostalgia Odysseus describes Ithace to the Phaeacians and does not dissimulate his 
emotions, vv. 27-8 ou ti eycoye I fjg yaTig Suvapai YXoK8paT£pov aXko lSeaOai, vv.
34 mg ouSev yXuKiov j rcaxplSog and cf. Jason in A.R. 3.1085f. These praises usually 
take place away from home. With the poets the examples can be infinitely multiplied. 
To take a look only at Hellenistic poets, A.R., whether from Rhodes, see A. Rengakos, 
WSt 105 (1992), 50f., or from Alexandria, wrote ktisis poems on both. Demosthenes 
of Bithynia wrote Bithyniaca in at least 10 books, CA 1-13. Nicaenet. of Samos 
occupied himself with local history, see HE II, 417, and wrote an epigram on the 
widespread local cult of Hera affectionately calling her vqoou SecTiOTiv TipeTepTg, HE 
4.8. Athen. 15.673b quoting the fragment says that he was rcovyTqg .. e7u%c6pw<; xal 
Tqv £TCi%ccpiov loroplav fiyainiKfbg ev TCeioai. Simias’ Gorgo might be about a 
Rhodian woman. CA 11 speaks of Ignetes and Telchines, two of the tribes that settled 
in Rhodes in legendary times. Call.’s allegiance with Cyrene is well attested in his 
poetry. Phoen. wrote a dirge on his native town Colophon, whose population was 
forced to flee by Lysimachos ca 287-1, Pans. 1.9.7.
An important caveat should be noted here: Ph. does not write a foundation poem 
on Cos. Ktisis-pOQtry has its origins in Homer, cf. the Catalogue of Ships and the 
Phaeacian archaeology in Od. 6.4-10. It takes on a definite form in archaic lyric poetry 
with works such as Mimn. Smyrneis, Semon. Archaeology of the Samians or Xenoph. 
Foundation of Colophon. The genre experienced a fresh upsurge in Hellenistic times, 
when a new, massive expansion of the Hellenic world took place. This genre of poetry
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is to a large extent lost?8 Ph. would have plenty of material available for such a poem, 
since the island’s mythical background was exceptionally rich. Call, made a point 
when he wrote HyDel. 160-1 aryuyuiv .. Kotov MepoitritSa vijoov. A knowledgeable 
Coan from Isthmus addressed on his tomb GV7 1566.1 (1st c. A.D.) his place of origin 
as ’IaOfie, rcaXaiJYJeveog vfjaaou rceSov, a^Ovce Sfjpe. Macareus FGH 456 F la, b, 
most probably a Coan historian of the 3rd c., wrote Kwok a in at least three books. So 
G. Vitelli, PSI 11 (1935), 141 n. 2 wanted to read Kmv in Call. fr. 1.9 postulating a 
foundation poem by Ph. on his home-island.
Ph. has also been credited with a Meropis. In Prop. 2.34b.31 tu satius memorem 
Musis imitere Philitam a 15th c. MS gives Meropem as an epithet to Ph. (accepted by 
Hanslik in his Teubner 1979 ed.) and G. Luck, MH 105 (1962), 347 proposed 
Meropen .. Philitae postulating a Meropis by the Coan. Cos sometimes appears in 
Hellenistic verse. Schneider 47 n. 2 plausibly suggested that Kocov MepoTcpbta vfjaov 
in Ant. Lib. 15.1 should go back to Boeus Ornithogonia CA p. 25. Call, mentions Cos 
in HyDel. 160-1 and later Meleag. who spent the last years of his life there. But the 
only surviving poetic fragment actually dealing with a subject of Coan prehistory is an 
anonymous extract of a Meropis found in a papyrus containing material commonly 
attributed to Apollod. Hepi OecSv and printed as SH 903A. The story-line is 
embarrassingly simple. Heracles fights the Meropes in Cos but in a confrontation with 
Asteros, whose skin is impenetrable, he is in danger of being killed. Athena intervenes, 
saves him, kills Asteros with her lance and dries his skin destined to become her aegis. 
Apparently we have to do with the Coan adaptation of Heracles’ appropriation of the 
Nemean lion’s hide, cf. for the topos J. N. Bremmer, Mnem. 46 (1993), 234-6. As A. 
Henrichs, ZPE 25 (1977), 69-75 noted, subject-matter and technique indicate that the 
Meropis "ist von einem Koischen lokal Dichter verfaBt, dessen Verse voll von 
ungeschickten Anklangen aus hohe Epos sind" (p. 75).
But its date is disputed. The editors of the papyrus L. Koenen - R. Merkelbach in 
A. E. {Hanson (ed.), Collectanea Papyrooogica: Texts H. C. Youtie II, Bonn 1996, 3-26 
and B. Kramer who republished it in PKoln III. 126, dated it in the second half of the
18 Some of the works produced are mentioned above. A.R. wrote a series of Foundation poems, Call, 
dealt with the foundation of Sicilian cities in Aetia II and wrote a prose work Krioeig vqacov kai. 
toXecov Ka'l iieTovotaaiai, p. 339 Pf. On the archaic genre see E. L. Bowie, JHS 106 (1986). 27-34, C. 
Dougherty, "Archaic Greek Foundation poetry", JHS 114 (1994), 35-46. On the Hellenistic see Ziegler 
I8f., Ll-J Acad. Pap. I, 25-6, Schwinge 38-9, Hunter (1989), 10-2, K. Kost, KWH, 191-3. On its typical 
eleinents see Cairns 68-86. In general see Schmid, T. J. Cornell, RAC XII (1983), 1107-1125, On 
Foundation Historiography see Fraser I, 5Ilf. Zanker 25 makes the pertinent point that ktisisppQtry 
under the Ptolemies focuses on areas of strategic interest and could be said to serve political pursuits as 
well as contributing to the "Hellenisation" of the Alexandrian institutions.
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6th c.19 On the other hand Sh-W 48 n. 96 and E. Livrea, Gnomon 57 (1985), 599, to 
whom contra Vian (1992), 136 n. 22, dated it in the 3rd c. on the grounds that a) 
Apollod. defines the poet as one of the vemepoi, a neutral term which in the Scholia 
means "poets later than Homer" (and before Aristarchus). But is there any guarantee 
that it is used in [Apollod.] with its technical meaning? b) the subject-matter fits 3rd c. 
interests, cf. Herodas 2.95, Theoc. 7.5f. The argument is dismissed by Ll-J op.c., 25 as 
inconclusive, but it might have some value. Coan things mattered more under the 
Ptolemies than at any other period. Ll-J’s view that Coans would "hardly have 
tolerated" such a gauche poet is not decisive, since even if all literate Coans shared the 
"Callimachean" taste of poetry, tolerance towards an untalented but ambitious poet in 
Cos could be affected by non-literary factors, such as economic power or high 
patronage. From a technical point of view the fragment is not poor. Callimachean 
metric rules are adhered to but in v. 5 I TeTpT|<; s.aAxo xapa^e (spondaic
word after masculine caesura without bucolic diairesis, Hollis 20) and perhaps in v. 11 
/'HpcocXetog avatKT[og‘ (Mayer’s second law: iambic-shaped words are avoided before 
the caesura), where one could plead the proper name. The scattered affinities with 
motifs in Epich. CGFP 85a (offered by the same papyrus), Eur. Ion 987-997 and 
Arist. fr, 637 Rose do not really say much. The well-read poet "fabulam narrat 
inauditam ... fort, ab ipso poeta consutam", SH ad loc. Should it have been of archaic 
date, one would think that at least speculation about its author would be known to 
Apollod. or his source. One would wonder too, if such a shoddy piece would survive 
anonymously for so many centuries. A late date would suggest a perfectly feasible line 
of survival Cos > Alexandrian Library > Apollodoiais.20 Though the variation of 
Homer is not indicative in either direction the aetiologic element might be. While Cos 
was emerging as a cultural centre in the m. 4th c. the literary ambitions of local well
19 So did Ll-J Acad. Pap. I, 21-9, F. Vian, Sileno 11 (1985), 259 n. 34, who argued for the influence of 
Pisander of Camiros (Rhodes) Heracleia, id. (1992), 133-6, Davies, EGF, 143, Beraabe, PEG, 131-5, 
Janko 191 ("clearly of seventh or sixth century date"), cf. Knox 83 n. 86, and A. Henrichs in A. Bulloch, 
al., Images and Ideologies. Self-definition in the Hellenistic World, Berk^ley-L.A.-London 1993, 187­
195 ("late archaic").
20 The anonymity of the poet may be due to the nature of Apollod.’s source. The papyrus’ 
repierceGOgev 5e iiovngaoiv, I e*' c5v iiv erciYpajuf Meporcb;, I o6 5r|A,obaa xov 7OTcao[..s], fj I npQg xoig 
aOOng Mepoyi — xai "Aaxepov UTapIxetv 6ieCTaj>et. [...] eSoxei 56 poi xa Tovnpal[xa] veoxepou 
owog eivav 5id I [5e] x5 tSiwpa xng laxopiag I [e^eUapopev a5x5. Ei.%ev 5e I xa e]xn onxm etc. may 
mean that Appahod. came upon a collection of anonymous pieces dealing with Coan archaeology and 
bearing the general title Meropis of which he quoted one piece due to the peculiarity of its content. 
Such a compilation may have been used as a guide of Coan mythology next to similar prose-works.
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educated but untalented poets grew. We have a fragment of such a poet with Phylarch. 
SH 694A = Perp. Adscr. 2. Meropis might be a product of the same ambience.
As for Ph., he does not seem to have ever written a poem of the "old" style and 
Demeter does not set out to naiTate a series of events related with Meropian Cos. He 
examines only a fraction of the long Coan prehistory confining himself to Chalcon’s 
times and Demeter’s landing on the island, which remains the central theme 
throughout the poem. Of course themes related to aetiology of names of sites and 
contemporary cult-practices freely infringe. His dramatic dates are carefully calculated. 
Demeter’s advent to Eleusis is placed by Marmor Parium FGH 239A. 12-4 ca 1400 
when Erechtheus was king of Athens. Indeed her sanctuary in Eleusis, discovered in 
the early thirties, dates from Mycenean times, 15th-13th c., see K. Clinton, "The 
Sanctuary of Demeter and Core in Eleusis" in N. Marinatos - R. Hagg (edd.), Greek 
Sanctuaries, London-N.Y. 1993, 110-24. Chalcon’s time grosso modo accords with 
these dates: he confronts Heracles, a hero usually dated two generations before the 
Trojan war, placed in 13th c. Heracles’ marriage with Chalcon’s daughter Chalciope 
gave Thessalus as an offspring, whose sons Pheidippos and Antiphos led the Coan 
contingent in the Trojan expedition.
What, if any, was Ph.’s main source? Call.’s notorious fr. 612 apdpxupov ouSev 
delSo) was presumably mentioned at the beginning of a bizzare story to boost its 
credibility, cf. A.R. 4.138 If. and see Wil. HD II, 92 n. 2. Therefore, it might not have 
the universal validity of a poetic principle. Cos was not short of traditions of gods or 
heroes landing on it. Eurypylus was a son of Poseidon, who held on the island a duel 
with Polybotes. A visit by Athena is attested in the previously discussed Meropis. 
Herodas 2.97 KCooKATpuds kqs; fjXOev evOdS’ ex Tptxxqg / ktxikx£ At|touv mSe xeu 
Xdptv OolPii attests a landing of Asclepius and the birth of Leto on Cos, the latter a 
misunderstanding resulting from the name of her father Kotog in Hes. Theog. 404. 
Another tradition held that Pyleus due to adverse weather landed on Cos, was hosted 
by Molon, one of the Abantes, and met his fate on the island. This seems to have been 
the subject of Soph. Peleus frr. 487-496.
Demeter’s visit to Cos is only attested in Schol. Theoc. 7.5-9f, which appears to 
summarise in the most concise way the content of Demeter. Ph.’s poem follows a long- 
established line of composition with regional visits of Demeter and one would like to 
believe that the fact itself and most of the aetia in the poem are long-standing oral 
and/or written traditions. Popular Coan belief might have credited Chalcon, as he was 
the recipient of Demeter, with advances in the standard of living, institution of fine 
laws, establishment of agriculture and apiculture. Popular belief likes to attribute 
progress achieved through long efforts to one legendary figure, as is the case with 
Agesilaus in Sparta. Some of the mirabilia included in the poem, such as the creation 
of Bourina, might be part of the same tradition. A local historian would not fail to
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record such a claim. Myrsilus of Methymna in Lesbos, a 3rd c. local historian who 
wrote 'lcTOpiKa napa5o8a, admitted in his Aeopiaxa, an account of local history, 
marvels of an historic nature, some of which we know through Antig. [Car.] Mirah. 
29-30, see Fraser II, 1083 n. 411.
The place of Demeter's composition is not known. Ph. was by then an 
accomplished poet and though we lack the means to prove it, it could be a product of 
nostalgia. Coan landscape and a series of traditional Coan commodities are telling. In 
Od. 13.237-249 Athena sketches Ithace to Odysseus by providing information about its 
great fame, its landscape, its vegetation, its agricultural and cattle-breeding activities, 
its waters. Archil, was a poet who had to emigrate to Thasos, but one that never forgot 
his native Paros and its delicious figs. His scanty fragments include no less than three 
references to his native island, IEG 116 ea Hdpov Kai anxa xeiva xal 0cAaaawv 
piov cf. lEG 251.4 auxa peX[i%pa (suppl. Peek), 166.3 rpiepT^r nap[og (suppl. 
Lobel), and 204. Significantly Hor. Epist. 1.19.23 calls Archil.’s poems Parios ... 
iambos and Posid. SH 705.11 Ton Hapiou = of Archil., see Ll-J Acad. Pap. II, 178-9.
In the same fashion Call, was called by later grammarians 6 Kuprivaiog, see Fraser II, 
1099 n. 521 and he himself in T. 5 evokes Demeter as ypdppa to Kokov. Later the 
Romans, who possessed more of Call, than we do today, see A. Allen, CQ 46 (1996), 
308-9, often called Ph. simply Cous (poeta) - Ov. always so. From the technical point 
of view antonomasia is common in Call., see Bulloch on HyPal. 18, but in essence this 
attribute of Ph. seems to have to do more with the strong Coan element in Demeter. 
One would conjecture that he would be thus known in a broader circle of erudites in 
Alexandria.
As evidenced by Herodas 2.26-7, 95-6 Coans were people proud of the autonomy 
they enjoyed under the Ptolemies and of their origin. In the multicultural society of 
Alexandria native Greeks, esp. of the upper classes, never lost their allegiance to their 
individual places of origin. Call, felt strongly about Cyrene and so did the Syracusans 
in Theoc. 15.89L, who lived in Alexandria. In Egypt Ph. would see a lot to remind him 
of Cos: export-products such as honey, wine or fishes, merchants, diplomats, 
administrators, mercenaries and certainly other intellectuals, above all doctors. He 
might have celebrated with them religious festivals the Coan way, cf. the festival to 
Demeter held annually in Alexandria by an Athenian in Call. frr. 178-184. Most 
importantly, Ph. would see a prominent cult of Demeter that would in some respects 
resemble the one at home. His poem would then have an Alexandrian touch too.8i
21 On die Ptolemaic cult of Demeter see Visser 36-7 and sources in pp. 81-2, Fraser I, 198-201, 
Hopkinson 32-43 (ritual), Weber 342-3. A, P. Smotrych in Miscellanea Rostagni, Torino 1963, 251-2 
even thought that Demeter might have been composed for a royal celebration of Demeter in Alexandria.
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This is certainly relevant to Ph.’s effort to give his poem a panhellenic character. 
Surviving references to other Greek places related both to Cos and Demeter, such as fr.
21 with Thessaly, fr. 10 with Phlious and fr. 23 with Athens and Eleusis make this 
effort clearly discernible. So does his diligence in using and alluding to passages 
dealing with Coan themes within a broader context, as [Hes.] Heoiai fr. 43a.55f. His 
aim may have been further enhanced with references to other regional visits of 
Demeter. The goddess complains about new griefs ceaselessly coming up, fr. 15, 
adding to the old ones, fr. 16.4. It is just possible that Demeter in that section referred 
to embarrassing ill-receptions she had experienced elsewhere, which would render 
Coan hospitality even more appreciable. Cos, we know from fr. 23, was Demeter’s last 
stop before Eleusis. The HHD also seems to be aware of other similar myth-pattems, 
which it plays down to become an individual creation, see Foley 97-103. Demeter’s 
new troubles also arise from the ongoing conflict with the gods. Her reaction is not 
calculated. As Achilleus in the IL is not only angry with Agamemnon, but with all 
Achaeans, cf. 1.240-3, 299, 9.316, so Demeter is at odds with all gods: Zeus and Moira 
are mentioned by name, cf. also Athena in fr. 23. Thus the help provided by mortal 
Chalcon looks even more important. By these means the poem surpasses its Coan 
boundaries not only in terms of poetic value, but also in terms of its internal structure.
To judge by the poem’s influence, Ph. succeeded in his ambition to write a poem of 
universal interest about his native island.
What were the features that made Demeter so special to the great Alexandrian 
poets? The choice of material balances itself on the delicate combination of three 
fundamental parameters: it has to be related to Cos, to Demeter and to have a solid epic 
background. A most striking feature is that the treatment of the basic features and the 
language employed possess an overwhelming subversive power. The fundamentals of 
the poem are undermined one by one. The notion of purity is a primary casualty. 
Demeter is a goddess particularly concerned with purity and the Coans were very 
diligent with this issue as well: fragments of leges sacrae HG 8 from the Asclepieion 
dated in the early 3rd c. prescribe the strictest purificatory rules for the priests of 
Demeter Olympia and Korotrophos,22 Despite all this. Demeter’s bees, creatures of 
exemplary purity, are bom out of the putrifying corpse of a bull and her fish uktic; is 
asexual itself, but is used by contemporary doctors as sexually invigorating.
Keeping to the same line Chalcon, the respected Coan benefactor, seems to 
repeatedly become a grotesque figure. The bold treatment which he experiences in
22 See on this Coan law R. Herzog, ARW 10 (1907), 400-415, id., HG, 20-5, Sh-W 305-6, Parker 52-3. 
On Demeter’s purity see Parker 393, Burkert 452 n. 29 with a reference to D. White, Hagne Thea, Diss. 
Princeton 1964. She is Cryvn in HHD 203, 439, ArchU. IEG 322, Hes. WD 265, Moschio TrGF 97 F 
6.24, ai. Persephone is also ayvi) in Od. 11,386, HHD 337 where see Richardson.
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Demeter would be made easier by the fact that, unlike other legendary rulers such as 
Merops and Chalciope who enjoyed worship in Cos, he is exempted from any religious 
association by later Coans. Then a careful reading reveals that Demeter’s pain is 
expressed in such a way as to suggest a ludicrous whimpering. Her fasting is subjected 
to verbal ironies, cf. fr. 18.1 aXyea Teaoeiv, and is undermined by conceivably 
drinking water from Bourina and perhaps trying some Coan honey. The reverent 
goddess is reduced to an ordinary Coan lady, a humanisation foreshadowed in HHD 
and foreshadowing the treatment of gods in Call, and A.R. Persephone’s fortune, 
though all the fuss is about her, tends to be forgotten.
The sterility-of-the-land motif suffers severe blows. At a superficial level Cos is 
submitted to the same punishment, as all other places.23 But Cos, broadly speaking a 
fertile island, in 3rd c. was short of grain, see on fr. 21, and wheat, cf. Herodas 2.17, 
which were necessarily imported from elsewhere, see Sh-W 228 n. 38. Demeter is 
predominantly a deity of corn and cereals, see Famell III, 33f. with nn., and Ph. would 
take advantage of the contradiction that despite her broad worship, Cos was not self­
sufficient in products immediately related to her. In fact the poem does not seem to 
refer to them at all. Cos, instead, was rich in alternative ways of nourishment, such as 
fishes or honey. Commodities such as wine and apples, see on these ff. on Theoc. 
7.144, appear as they are placed under the patronage of Dionysus. Others such as 
hyces, wine, beans or apples (the last two reprobated by Archestr. SH 192.13-4 as 
being in a symposium TpayiipaTa ... / TCTxevry; TapaSStypa xaKfg) are not only 
beyond the realm of Demeter, but also resented by her and her initiates. It is on such 
products that the poem lays emphasis. Thus the sterility of land is valid, but does not 
really affect the Coans: in lean times they can still enjoy almost everything. This 
results in an extreme irony, as in a poem honouring Coan Demeter her importance in 
Coan life is shown to be seriously diminished. This kind of superficial devotion and 
exquisite, allusive refutation may have permeated the whole poem.
Another distinct feature of De me ter is the absorption on a large scale of 
contemporary science. So fr. 22 ukt^ .. ea%xxoq harbours the Aristotelean 
ascertainment that erythrinos lives in the lower part of the sea. The plane-tree of fr. 14, 
as certified by Theophr., grows in a damp place close to Bourina. The paradoxon of 
bugony presupposed Arist.’s and others’ wonder about the procreation of the insect. 
His conscious appeal to science is made clear by the employment of KXfOpij in fr.
23 Roman fantasy later allowed an exception in Ov. Am. 3.10.37 where because of Demeter’s love for 
Iasius sola fuit Crete fecundo fertilis anno; / omnia, qua tulerat se dea, messis erat. Local traditions 
might have raised such claims. Ov. Met. 5.476-7 where Demeter emphatically imposes famine on 
Trinacriam ante alias, in qua vestigia damni / reperrit might harbour a vigorous effort to refute a 
similar tradition about Sicily,
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27.2. Such an orientation appears in the vocabulary as well. ''AtH'XvyYE.c, is a typical 
example. Picked up from Theophr. as daTliyyeg it is introduced to poetry, whence 
Call., A.R. and Nic. take it up. The same is true with fr. 16.4 A
similar process is strongly suspected with Theoc. 7.68 Kv^a from Theophr.’s (and 
Arist.’s?) KovuCa, 7.138 SpoSapvii; from Theophr.’s SooSdgv1r and 7.147 
TETpaeveg;.24 it is noteworthy that Ph. alters the forms of these vocables apparently to 
render them poetic. Interestingly, however, the great Hellenistic poets show some 
reservation retaining the original form unless they intend to make an unmistakable 
reference to their Philetan source. *AatTiyyeq/bot'kiyyzQ is a good example, cf. also 
the conceivably Philetan SooSaovIc/SooSdoAPr in Theoc. l.c.
But when contemporary science fails to give an answer. Ph. employs alternative 
means to solve the unsolved questions. Demeter is open to unscientific paradoxo- 
graphy too. Of such content are fir. 9 and 20, and cf. the miraculous creation of 
Bourina and the very probable appearance of Nymphs in the same locality. Intrusion of 
material of such a nature would certainly be facilitated by the dramatic time of the 
poem, set in the remote world of myth. The employment of magical practices by 
Demeter may be suggested by the apotropaic ypata ... /.. emt^OuCoraa in Theoc. 
7.126-7 and possibly the reference to lizards in v. 22, see Gow on 2.58. Ph.’s interest 
in the subject is secured by the power of Hippomeses’ apples in fr. 29.
Demeter is pioneering in other respects too. After Antim. it is leading 
experimentation with elegiac distichs as a vehicle for narrative aiming to supplant the 
hexameter, see Bulloch 31-8. It heavily uses glosses, a particular interest of Ph.: 
optcvta, deppa, OoToa<30ar, aGtIr^YY£g, most of which were never used in poetry 
before. Novel and exquisite vocabulary appears: 8pa>i8E<;, ocXaosETporo, ve©peg, 
SoXi%aSpou. This substantially reduces the mechanical combination of two Homeric 
phrases to create a novelty, a technique heavily used in Hermes. A lot of phrases are 
ambiguous or allusive, as e.g. fr. 12 vf%uxoo uScop, fr. 16.4 CptceS’, fr. 17.1 peXeoio .. 
xAauOpoio, fr. 23.1 ’A0r|vcttT)g SoltLxadoou, others are bold, as fr. 9.1 y'Tp0sKUTO 
veppog, fr. 14 TZaadvc) ypaT] mo, fr. 18.1 akyea TEoae^. In fr. 16.4 low prosaic and 
elevated poetic diction are juxtaposed. Fr. 15 employs highly descriptive language.
Demeter of course never loses its Coan perspective. In many fragments a 
number of resources of Coan wealth are mentioned. Cos is an island of 286 sq. km, 
smaller only than Rhodes and equal to Carpathos. In Hellenistic times it was a 
prosperous place. Call. HyDel. 164 calls it Xucapfi te Kat eupoxog, et vu xtc; aXXr| and 
Eustath. Comm. II. 983.31-2 (III.633 van der Valk) refers to a proverb of most 
probably Byzantine date ov ou 0oE^^cr Kcog, Exeivov ouSe Aiyurccoq. A Coan
24 On the wide range of verbal rarities in Theophr.’s botanical works see R. Stromberg, Theophrastus. 
Studien zur botanischen Begriffsbildung, Goteborg 1937,161-176.
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inscription recording different social groups liable to sacrificial offerings HG 1 (ca 
300) serves as the principal source of information with regard to products and 
producers, see Rostovtzeff SEHW I, 240-3, Sh-W 224f., HOghmmar 34. Agricultural 
commodities, viticulture, fisheries, timber, textile industry (the only silk-producing 
island in the Aegean), farming, shipyards and docks figure in the first place. Those 
mentioned in Ph., arguably related to purity and ritual, are selected to make a point. 
Demeter teaches Chalcon to exploit the island’s natural resources either by introducing 
improved techniques, as with fishing, or by instituting from scratch a new source of 
nutrition as with apiculture. This is the just reward of the Coans for their hospitality, as 
prescribed by the central motif, see Richardson 259 on the gift of agriculture to the 
Eleusinians and on vv. 75f.
With such benefactions Demeter confirms her title as Thesmophoros with which 
she is probably invoked at the beginning, most probably in the first verse of the poem. 
But her capacity as such is not restricted to the provision of "civilised" food. In a 
broader sense it signifies the institution of civilised life in general.25 But Demeter’s 
contribution to Coan wealth suggests that in Demeter the term might be equivalent to 
oXpoSoTeepa and Ph. perhaps understood 0ea^p^6g to mean 0Toaup6<; "treasure" as in 
Anacr. PMG 406, see R. Herzog, ARW 10 (1907), 411. Demeter’s link with Coan 
prosperity relies on her old association with wealth, cf. in primis HHD 386f., OrphF 
280.10 and Call.’s HyDem. 126f. request for abundance in gold and goods. In Hes. 
Theog. 969f. ("Wealth depends on good crops above all". West ad loc., q.v.), Ar. 
Thesm. 296-7, Scolion PMG 885.1, Orph. Hy. 40.20 she is the mother of Plutus, see 
also W. Burkert, Homo Necans, Berlin-N.Y. 1972, 319 n. 73 for the archaeological 
evidence.
Chalcon acts here as an intermediary for the sake of all Coans. The ancestor of all 
Coan nobles appears as the guardian of Demeter’s precepts. So the poem at the end 
celebrates Coan nobility no less than Demeter. His and his successors’ rule is alleged 
to be eAect) ©uou eternal. Demeter is indeed a civic goddess often associated with 
political power?6 As Theoc. 7 attests Coan nobles regarded themselves as closely 
associated with Demeter. It is also certain that they actively supported cultural 
activities on the island. In this way Ph. pays tribute to their noble efforts to promote les
25 See on fr. 7 and Famell III, 75f., Brumfield 70-3. Muller 36 interned this meaning from Call. HyDem.
25 See above all Famell III, 72-5 with the restriction noted in pp. 79-80 that since her temples are found 
outside the city-limits, she must have initially been apolitical, M. DEtiennE in id. - P. Vemant, La cuisine 
du sacrifice en pays grecs, Paris 1979, 197-8, Foley 142-150 ("The Hymn to Demeter and the Polis": 
how the Hymn reflects social evolution of the Athenian community), Bremmer 18 with 25 n. 37 and cf. 
HHD 149f. listing previous leaders of Eleusis, Call. HyDem. 18,134-5 tpv5e arct^co toOUv Ev 9’ optovolq 
/Evx’ ettrTeUq adapting//// 13.1 (ToDemeter).
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belles lettres in Cos in the process no doubt reciprocating the assistance they provided 
him in his own literary activities. But Coan aristocrats honoured Ph. not only during 
his lifetime: the bronze statue erected in his honour after his death is likely to have 
been an initiative of theirs.
In literary terms the main model of the poem is the HHD adapted to Coan 
standards. The Homeric hymn reached the height of its popularity in Hellenistic times, 
see Richardson 68f., Foley 151-169 on influence on modern literature, and it might 
have served as a model for other poems on Demeter’s provincial visits. As the hymn 
demonstrates the aetiological connection of the Eleusinian mysteries with their 
mythological background, see P. Walcot, G&R 38 (1991), 1-17, so Ph.’s poem 
constitutes an ad totum and ad partem aetion for the widespread cult of Demeter in 
Cos and the way this is conducted. Chalcon is supposed to correspond to Eleusinian 
Celeus. Both institute Demeter’s cult in their kingdom. But Celeus’ role is curtailed in 
the Hymn, in favour of female characters with religious cannotations and the polis. So 
the Coan king assumes the role of Iambe as well. Chalcon gives rise to amusing scenes 
and comments and if Demeter would be made to laugh, a culminatory point in all 
extant treatments, see Richardson 216-7 with ethnological parallels, he would be the 
reason for it.
The archaic model anticipates plenty of features in Ph.’s poem. As is the case 
with Demeter^ the Homeric hymn "is unique in archaic poetry for the degree of 
humanisation its gods experience", Foley 88. The piety of the Eleusinian people in vv. 
299-302 might have found a Coan parallel in Demeter, cf. fr. 21 ©eoaaXai. As in 
Demeter, the claim of a poem with panhellenic perspective is advanced in HHD with 
references to other cult-centres, see Foley 175-8. Breaking of fast and grotesque efforts 
to change Demeter’s sombre mood were arguably also taken up. Her 
medicinal/magical capacities would be exploited at full length in the Coan. Attention 
to Demeter’s hair was probably also heeded, fr. 19. Eleusis itself appears in fr. 23 as 
the next destination of Demeter. The verbal affinities in the existing fragments are not 
striking, still cf. fr. 8 Xeuxov .. epi with HHD 308 Xeuxov xpx cf. also v. 452, fr. 23 
xat kev ... / Kai Kev taken up from HHD 141-4 and in the same fragment ’EXeucnvog 
... Xtyov pointing to HHD 272, and probably fr. 16.2 ©paitov epxopevov ETecov with 
HHD 265 ©pdgi TCpmAopevcov evraTxOv. The Coan adaptation becomes clear in the 
replacement of the shady Eleusinian olive-tree in HHD 98-101 with the traditional 
plane-tree of Cos in fr. 14. And as Demeter sits at well Callichoros to mourn, so she 
does in Cos with Bourina. Cyceon is conceivably also transformed into Bourina’s 
ample and pure water and possibly Demeter’s resentment of wine in HHD 206f. 
would have to be moderated to accord with Coan standards. The Phlious-reference 
would provide a good argumentative parallel.
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In the section in which Demeter bewails her misfortunes Ph. seems to have 
turned to the celebrated Il. 24 and in particular to the dramatic meeting-scene of 
Achilleus and Priam, a father afflicted with grief by the loss of his son, vv. 507f. Fr. 
18.1 ex Atog dXyea rceaaew echoes II. 24.617 0e©v ex xijbea Teaoeiv. The 
dependence becomes clear in fr. 17 modelled on II. 24.513-4 of Achilleus having his 
fill of weeping. The motif in the two scenes is common: in II. the two heroes burst into 
tears when they are reminded of their lost loved ones and the younger Achilleus tries 
to console inconsolable Priam. Me^oio .. KXauOpoto in fr. 17.1 could be prompted by 
II. 24.524 ou yap xug rceletai xpuepoto yooio. Demetefs tears could be
introduced with an allusion to II. 24.507 "Tig <ctT0, tco 6’ opa TaxpOg i){’ ipepov cop<oe 
yOoto so as to tip off the reader about the prototype scene.
But the erudite poet draws on a wider spectrum of sources. The address to the 
goddess in v. 1 most probably varies the beginning of a Pindaric hymn on the same 
subject. Pindaric images might have recurred at the end of the poem too. Fr. 15 
metaphorically uses language applied to vegetation in Od. 7.118-9. TnpvOv deppa in 
fr. 11 echoes Heracles’ ynpvOv tO^ov in Od. 11.607. Fr. 18.2 is modelled on Adesp. 
Eleg. IEG 21. The scene with piping fr. 9 relies on Eur. Hel. 1339f„ a tragic poet 
whose Aeolus Ph. used in Hermes.
Last but not least, fr. 23 indicates an affinity with [Hes.] Heoiai fr. 43.55L, a 
passage dealing with Mestra’s coupling with Poseidon on Cos which produced as an 
offspring Eurypylus, the mythical Coan king. The same passage mentions Heracles’ 
landing on Cos which Ph. treated at some length, see on fr. 11. And the form XdOKcov, 
as indicated by Theoc. 7.6 used by Ph. for XaOxc55cw, first occurs in this passage. This 
influence in two different sections of Demeter suggests a more extensive presence. 
This is made even more probable by the fact that Call. HyDem. chose his subject from 
this very same passage as a theme associated with Cos, so as to indicate emulation 
with Ph.’s Demeter. Heoiai enjoyed considerable popularity in Hellenistic times.27 Ph. 
himself used it also in fr. 29 with regard to Atalante and perhaps in Telephus about the 
Mysian hero. As the ancestor of the Hellenistic Kollektivgedicht it might have had 
some effect on Hermes too. His "pupil" Hermesian. CA 7 passim and Phanocl. CA 
1.1, 31 took up tt^ee nH ovqv fc^ir^. Niiaenee. of S^a^o^ wrote a IFjvatxmv xa'cd/Xvog 
CA 2 and Asclep. (or Archias) HE 45.8 refers to it and apparently takes Hesiodic
27 On the Hellenistic popularity of catalogue-poetry with mythological exempla see M. Fantuzzi, PCPS 
41 (1995), 35 n. 86, Cameron (1995), 380-6. For an account of Heoiai's influence on Hellenistic poets 
see J. Schwarz, Pseudo-Hesiodea, Paris 1960, 585-9. Catalogue-like poetry already appears in Gd. 
11.255f., 568f. with the list of heroines and heroes respectively. Heoiai is innovative in establishing a 
separate poetic genre with this distinct form. It is believed to have been composed in an Attic ambience 
in the m, 6th c., see West (1985), 130f., J. R. Marsh, The Creative Poet, London 1987,157f.
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authorship for granted. A.R.’s 1.20-233 list of Argonauts owes something to Heoiai, 
see Vian I, 7. See also J. J. Clauss, "Hellenistic Imitations of Hes. Catalogue of Women 
fr. 1.6-7 MW", QUCC 36 (1990), 129-140 on A.R. 1.333-7, 3.173, Theoc. 7.35.
B. Influence.
a) Theocritus.
The most impressive aspect of Demeter is the influence it exerted on those who 
read it in full and above all on Theoc. and Call. In Theoc. 7 the poet with his friends 
Eucritus and Amyntas set off for the estate of Phrasidamus, a Coan noble who 
celebrates the Thalysia, a private festival in honour of Demeter. On the way they meet 
the goatherd Lycidas. They address each other and on Simichidas’ request agree to 
conduct a contest of bucolic song (v. 36 PooKoAtaaSaoLpaQa). Lycidas sings first 
about his beloved Ageanax embarking on a sea-journey to Mytilene and about the 
sweet time he will spend remembering him with the sound of pipes while Tityrus sings 
about Daphnis and the shepherd Comatas, both nurtured for some time by bees 
because of their poetic skills. Simichidas, himself in love with Myito, sings about his 
friend Aratus, who loves a boy, Philinus. The subject inspires Aristis, a man of worth. 
Simichidas, issuing some threats, calls upon Pan and the Erotes to help Aratus, who 
anyway loses his former charm. The poem ends with a wish for tranquillity for Theoc. 
and his friends. Lycidas subsequently donates him his stick and takes the way on the 
left while Theoc. goes on to an ideal locality where the celebration is supposed to take 
place.
In the past the poem used to be read on the basis of the "mascarade bucolique" 
theory, according to which Theoc. was a member of a semi-religious confraternity of 
"bucolic" literates, of which Ph. was the leader. These allegedly dressed in shepherds’ 
garb, used poetic pen-names and held contests in the countryside.^ Nevertheless, after 
Gow’s painstaking study and Kuhn’s article it became clear that the poem describes 
the poetic confirmation of Theoc. So Segal 112 was able to declare that "as a result of
28 This fancy is at least as old as F. L. C. Graf Fink von Finkenstein, Arethusa und die bukolischen 
Dichter des Altertums I, rev. ed. 1806 (1st ed. 1789), 140, see G. Weingarth, Zu Theokrits VU Idyll, 
Diss. Freibourg 1967, 45f., and gained momentum when Reitzenstein EuS, 226 espoused it, cf. then B. 
A. van Groningen, Mnem. 12 (1959), 45-8, M. C. Mittelstadt, RhM 113 (1970), 211-227, S. Walker, 
Theocritos, Boston 1980, 20; contra e.g. Herzog KF, 209, Wil. HD II, 138, A. S. F. Gow, CQ 34 
(1940), 47-51, Amott 338-9.
the criticism of the last three decades it will never again be possible to read Idyll 7, as 
could Legrand nearly a century ago, as "le recit d’une bonne journee de Theocrite a 
Cos"?9
The confusion largely results from the inextricably interwoven complex of reality 
and illusion in poem 7. Zanker (1980), 373-7 has convincingly argued that the poem 
depicts in a way unique in bucolic poetry real geographical data. On the other hand 
Lycidas and the locus amoenus at the end of the poem look completely fictional. And 
then again the real ambience is matched with references to real persons in Cos. 
Noticeably Theoc.’s experience is not realised in a dream as Hes.’s and Call.’s,29 30 31but in 
the remote Coan past, now recalled with affection and nostalgia. THg %povog aviK(a) 
refers to a distant time in which objective factors in the poem may now have a 
different status, but one that still has some sentimental value for the speaker?1 The 
initiator is not a god but an earthly entity with supernatural charisma. The unusual 
initiation corresponds to the individual kind of poetry Theoc. writes.
Law all 120-3 argued that the poem concluded an initial so-called "Coan 
collection" comprising poems 1-7 traces of which he detected in poem 7. He therefore 
placed it "on the eve of his departure from Cos". Poem 7 in fact recapitulates Theoc.’s 
way to artistic perfection. It will be shown not to be introvert, but incorporating 
external sources of inspiration. The introduction and the sequestered scenery when he 
reached his destination in the poem suggest that he is now an accomplished and 
established poet. The idyll must have been composed in Alexandria at a later stage. 
Among other names of real persons in vv. 39-41 those of Ph. and Asclep. appear 
superficially with great respect. Boucher 218, Bowie 79-80 and M. Fantuzzi Spazio 
letterario, 154 ("un appassionato omaggio a Filita") suggested that the whole poem is a 
yepag to Ph. Their ascertainment has some truth in it, as Ph.’s poetry seems to be 
pervasively present. A closer look will reveal more.
Tq At|0i in v. 3 xq At|ot yap eTeu%e OaXuata xal OpaolSapog / xavtiyevqg is 
the first sign of Philetan intrusion. The term occurs only here in Theoc.; elsewhere he 
uses ATitf|T3P 3x, 7.32, 135, 10.42. Arj® appears constantly in passages with Philetan 
overtones, see ff. on Nic. In the same line ereuxe ©aXuoia is a striking phrase.
29 But yet again N. Zagagi, Hermes 112 (1984), 427-438 interpreted the poem not as a poetic 
confirmation, but as "an allusion to a concrete event in Theoc.’s life which shook him out of his 
complacent self-confidence and helped him to mature as a poet through self-recognition".
30 See Puelma 163 and on the motif M. Paschalis, "'Ovetpo xai IIoritcKfi. To ovetpo too Evioo mg 
arcd7tei.pa avavetOrig too apxatoo ertKOo TpooqLitoo" in D. Kyrtatas (ed.), ''Oyig ’Evvkviov, 
HerakUon 1994,127-153.
31 On the different interpretations of the introductory line see Gow, Dover ad loc., Wil. HD II, 142 with 
n. 1, A. S. F. Gow, CQ 34 (1940), 52-3, T. Choitz - J. Latacz, WJA 7 (1981), 86-7.
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©cAbota, which gave the poem its title in the MSS, is a Homeric hapax, //. 9.534 of 
harvest-offerings to the gods, used only here by Theoc. Ph. referred to contemporary 
cult-practices and, as already suspected by ^chenm^d 21 n. 7, cf. also Boucher 
218-9, he might have applied it to Demeter first.32 33Theoc. 7.31 creates the adj. 
00X1x0^, whence Nonn. takes it up for Demeter, see Vian on D. 2.92, Livrea on 
Pampr. 3.149 where an agricultural worker sings 0cX6<0iov Uovxv. Teux<o in the sense 
"prepore" occurs only here in Theoc. Vv. 4-5 ei xt rasp eoOXSv / xacov wv ETdva>0ev 
is a Theocritean expression, cf. 2.34 and HE 15.4, but the Doric gloss xaoq or /diog 
may be Philetan. The Schol. ad loc. (78.13-4 Wendel) note its dialectal provenance in a 
more specific way, %aov xfSv aya0<ov. x«a ydp napa Aaxc8aroovwrs xa ayaQa.. It 
was previously used by At. Lys. 90-1, 1157 in this sense and it has plausibly been 
restored in Alex. Aet. CA 7.1.— ph. is likely to have picked up a gloss in such a 
conspicuous place which is so relevant to his subject,
Vv. 5-6 acS KXmaq xe xal amw / XaXKWvos mention Clytia, daughter of 
Merops and mother of Chalcon, probably figuring in Demeter along with her husband 
Eurypylus. XaXKtov is the abbreviated, affectionate form of XcXkcSScov ([Apollod.] 
2.7.1), see von Kamptz 10-3 and in general Bommcnn on Call. HyArt. 239. The form 
is evidently in line with [Hes.] fp. 430.60. Chalcon is singled out in Theoc. and Schol. 
Theoc. 7.5-9g (79.16 Wendel) Xd^i-ciova xov Tqv ParnCctav wv Kokov SraSc8apcvov 
tell us that he succeeded Eurypylus to the throne apparently as his older son, whence 
his central role in Ph. with regoid to his brother’s Antigenes can be mfei-ped. Theoc. 
has of course his own reasons for praising the oncestors of all Coan nobles, who 
supported him in difficult times and gronted him access to the Ptolemoic court. This, as 
other Phileton loons, should be examined as elements integrated and functional in 
Theoc. as well as sources of information about Demeter. The Bourino-creation follows 
0 short description of its sui-roundings. The puzzling proceedings of Chalcon would not
32 Harvest festivals are widely attested for Demeter, see Brumfield 147-155. The Attic equivalent is 
Praeharesteria, a spring celebration of Demeter. Thargelia devoted to Apollo might have originally been 
devoted to Demeter. On first-crop offerings in general see W, Burkert, Structure and History of Greek 
Mythology and Ritual, Berkeley-N.Y. 1979, 52-4, id. 66-8, Isager-Skydsgaard 169-173.
33 By Valckenaer. Ph.’s use would make its dialectal colour dimmer. His precedence would answer Ll-
J’s objection in Studi... M. Gigante, Naples 1994, 372: "the word is Doric ... and since it is Doric, why 
should it be introduced by emendation?". He regarded Bergk’s tpojm; dpxa^au (:Tpd{L)xog apxaiou 
codd.) as "the best emendation so far proposed" and attributed Alex, Aet. CA 7 to Ar. (olim fr. 676b 
Kock). But his hypothesis is speculative and the diction of the fragment renders it unlikely. A. J. van 
Windekens, Diet. etyrn. cotnptementaire de la langue gr., Leeven-Paris 1986, s.vv. wanted to see the 
root in Homeric hapax Od. 19.177 xpixaiKe^ "very noble" and in axatviK "petit(e) du noble
(Edelhirsch)", on which see Livrea on A.R. 4.175.
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be so puzzling to those who had read Ph.’s more detailed description. Schol. ad loc. 
quote a verse from Demeter which clearly suggests dependence. Remarkably, Kpavav 
occurs only here as a clausula in Theoc.
In v. 8 in the vicinity of Bourina aiyeipoi T-reesai xe reappearing in v. 136 
make up a striking combination. As Puelma 162-3 n. 58 first noticed34 the phrase is 
unHomeric and unique in Hellenistic poetry, in a way paralleled only in Call. HyDem.
27 £v peydXat rcxeXeai eaav and 37 ti<; 6e xi^ diyetpog, peya 6ev6peov alSepi Kupov 
in the description of Demeter’s grove. On A.R. 4.1427 aryeLpog, mcetleq of the 
miraculous transformation of the Hesperids see ff. ad loc. An aryen-po^ close to a 
KpijvTi is mentioned in Nicias HE 5.1-2 and the tree commonly occurs in damp places, 
cf. Theophr. HP 4.1.1, //. 4.382-3, Od. 9.140-1, Eur. Hipp. 208f., Mnasalc. HE 15.3 
with Setback ad loc. (p. 28), Virg. Georg. 4.186, 482f., Gow on Theoc. 7.8. So does 
Tcxe^a, cf. Theophr. HP 3.1.1, II. 21.242, 350, Theoc. 1.21. With the sole exception 
of Eur. Hipp. 210 aiym^pog disappears after Homer, until it is rediscovered by the 
Hellenistic poets. Exe^a, 3x U, is rare in Hellenistic poetry, Call. HyDem. 27, HyArt. 
120, A.R. 4.1427 (locus amoenus), Theoc. 1.21, 7.8 = 136, 27.12 as a tree providing 
ample shade, Nic. Alex. 109. Absent in bucolic other than Theoc.
V. 9 (poplars and elms) yXcopoioiv ileK<POoviV. xaxTipe^eeg Kopomcai finds a 
parallel in A.R. 3.928 (eyyiOi vtiou) / avyEipog (j^)XXotialv d7celpeotvi,£ Kopowaa in 
the description of the first trysting field of Jason and Medea, cf. also Nic. fr. 74.24 
oXopc^^ d^l(tovKpll0^ev 716^X010^. One should be cautious about
detecting a verbatim Philetan loan here, when an archaic model in Ilias Parva EGF 
6.2 xp^p^c^e^El^i.ig (jVMoiow f KKoo<cvaa emerges, on whiih A.R. draws.
Theoc. may be alluding to a certain Philetan verse by conflating diction from different 
sources.
In his reference to Bourina Theoc. takes issue with Ph. in more than one respect. 
Hu does not only epitomize a haunting scene in Demeter, but also reproduces Philetan 
diction, circumstances and goals. As Chalcon and Demeter, so Theoc. and his friends 
walk under midday-sun, 7.10, 21. Bourina and its shady surroundings, the only real 
place described though it is not one of the landmarks of Theoc.’s journey, is meant to 
provide a refreshing contrast to the Coan heat. It also contributes to - and foreshadows 
- the divine atmosphere to be further developed at the end of the poem. The divine 
element was a prominent feature in Demeter. The two localities constitute the narTative 
frame of poem 7. Theoc., as before him Ph., pays his own homage to Chalcon 
(surprisingly Th. Rheinhardt, Stadt und Land bei Theokrit, Bonn 1988, 120-1 argues 
against Kuhn 45 on this count) and his preliminaiy reference to Bourina foreshadows
34 Cf. then Mackay 77-8, Hopkinson on Call, HyDem.. 28, Bowie 79 n. 53.
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the water-image of poetry reemerging at the end of the poem. This will be argued to 
hark back to Ph. too.
Other verses too may allude to the Coan. The eTCwigPtSwi xopoSaXllLbeg in v.
23 resurfacing in v. 141 are inconspicuous birds associated with chthonic Demeter, see 
A. Lezzi-Hafter, "Demeter mit dem Vogelszepter" in E. Bohr - W. Martini (edd.), 
Studien zur Mythologie und Vasenmalerei, Mainz 1986, 87-9 identifying the bird on 
top of Demeter’s sceptre in a 5th c. Boeotian plate (nr VIII.B in Gow II) as a lark. 
Lycidas’ vv. 25-6 cog toi rod viaaogevoio I naoa XiOog Txaloopa kot’ 
apPuXiSeaoiv aeiSei might harbour a reference to the velocity of Demeter, not so 
comfortable to Chalcon during their tour, cf. v. 21 (Lycidas to Simichidas) 
peoapepiov 7to5ag eXxeig commonly used of "slow and painful walking", Gow ad 
loc., and the magic effect of her brisk walking on the stones. Dover’s rationalistic 
comment ad loc. is not really fitting. Demeter might exhibit this kind of superhuman 
capability - all the more surprising if she has not yet disclosed her true identity - as 
she may eventually appear as a goddess associated with poetry. ’App-uUSeg, usually on 
the feet of travellers, in Anon. AP 16.253.2 are worn by Artemis, another rural 
goddess. Schol. on 7.26a (86.23-87,2 Wendel) try to explain the marvel tccog 5ta f|v 
eopouoiav tot ©eoKpUou. Her capability might be a transference from Orpheus, 
often said to be able with his music to bewitch the rocks in the mountains.25
Ph. is mentioned by name in v. 40. In Lycidas’ song motifs and probably 
technical vocabulary from him make an abundant appearance in an altered context. In 
v. 58 eoxcua (muxa the adj. is used with the same meaning as in fr. 20 OKTig .. eoxaTog 
- and the phrase may echo this fragment in inverted order. Calm sea and fishing turns 
up in v. 60, cf. fr. 20. Four-year old Coan (?) wine appears in v. 65 nTeXeaniKov 
otvov, cf. fr. 10. Lycidas’ unjustified and grotesque eagerness to drink his wine in vv. 
69-70 riopat ... / aixdiaiv KoX.Keacci xal eg xpvya yeiXog epeiScov might be due to 
a motif originally applied to Chalcon?6 in vv. 7If. there come up piping, cf. fr. 9, by
35 Cf. Eur. lA 121 If., A.R. 1.25-6, Phanocl. CA 1.19-20, Damagetus HE 2.3-4, Antip. Sid. HE 10.1, 
Anon. FGE 31.7 (HeUjnistic), [Apollod.] 1.3.2, Q.S. 3.639, IMEG 23.9-10 (3rd c. A.D.), Orph. Arg. 
262-3.
35 The motif hardly makes any sense in the Theocritean context, unless it conceals a reference to 
Lycidas’ song background. "I do not think I know what Theokritos wrote or meant at the beginning of 
this line", Dover ad loc., who prints the MSS’ text in cruces. Gow printed Valckenaer’s auxaig ev k. 
relying on Schol. on 70a (97.3-4 Wendel) on elg piKpd, dXk’ ev anxoig aTvyooxi. tIi-w.
POxy. 3548 fr. 14a.ii (s. p.C. II) published in 1983 by P. J. Parsons has an embarrassing gap 
supplemented by the editor on the basis of the letterspace as atnaihaiy KoXi]KeaaiHyE There is no need 
to alter anything. Dover noted similar expressions occurring in comedy of gluttons, as Ar. Frogs 560 
where Heracles eats cheese anxoig xoig Ta^dpoig, etc, and Schol. on 70b (97,5-6 Wendel) got it right:
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two shepherds whose identity would no doubt bear some significance (SAxapvuvg, 
Ao KCMiiag), and Daphnis wandering on the mountains in search of Xenea and the 
compassion of the nature to his grief, like Demeter’s anodos to Bourina in search for 
Persephone and her lament in the locus amoenus. In vv. 78f. appear bees in meadows 
assisting Comatas, a herdsman with poetic talent, to survive a whole spring (did 
Demeter so use the bees appearing in fr. 20? Cf. Zeus in Call. HyJov. 51). In this stoiy 
the Schol. on 78/9a and 83 (99.6f. and 101.7f. Wendel) say that Theoc. transferred xa 
xov Aa()vii6o<; eig x6v Kopaxav. In v. 85 exog opiov "spring" is the only exact parallel 
and seems a direct loan from Ph. fr. 16.2 wpalwv .. execov.
Most importantly, the botanical specimens associated with Lycidas are 
cryptically but directly related to Demeter and Persephone/the Underworld. Lycidas’ 
garland consists of anise, roses and white stock, all three commonly used in garlands, 
vv. 63-4 ctvfjxivov fi poPOuvxa / f| Kal Xevkoicov axe^avov Tcp'i Kpaxi (njXdaocov. At 
the same time ovtiOog, one of the aromata, Theophr. HP 9.7.3, CP 6.9.3 cf. Virg. Eel. 
2.48, broadly used in cooking and medicine, see Dover on Ar. Clouds 982, is related 
to Adonis, on whose bower it appears as a decoration in Theoc. 15.119, cf. then 
[Mosch.] Epit. Bion. 100. Roses are associated with Persephone since she was 
gathering them in HHD 6 and were - and still are in Greece - commonly used on 
graves, Simias HE 5.3, GVI 728.3, 1201.1, 2005.37, 2029.8 (3rd to 1st c.). So are, 
despite their white colour, la, another aromatic flower, Theophr. HP 6.67, cf. HHD 6 
with Richardson ad loc., Bacch. 3.2 Aapaxpa iooxe{av6v xe Kovpav, Theoc. 1.132 
(Daphnis’ death), CEG 578iii.2 (ca 350; a funerary garland lov axejavoig), Philod. 
GPh 26.8, GV7 1409.3 (2nd c. A.D.), 2005.37 (lst/2nd c.) - in the last three passages a 
favourite flower around tombs.37 The beans of v. 66 Kvapov 6e xig ev Topi (jjiv^ei are 
of Philetan provenance. As wine in fr. 9 and hyces in fr. 22, Demeter resented them 
too: in Pheneo, she rewarded the hospitality of the locals and xovxoig xa 6cmpia f| 
Oe6g xa alXa, Kvapov Se ouk eScoiK njim, Paus. 8.15.3 and consumption of beans 
was forbidden in her Eleusinian festivals, Porph. De Abs. 4.16, cf. also Paus. 1.37.4,
xonxeauv fiSecog rcivrav kci d0po<og, ou 5iaip<Sv elg xa piKpoxaxa xnv eKTCQpdKCl)Vs Kp'i eg xpvya in 
Theoc. means "to the bottom of the glass". For xuA-iKag, usually denoting a wine-cup, cf. Philic. SH 
680.60 (of Demeter’s cyceon?). On the lines see also G. Giangrande, MPhL 8 (1978), 63-6 (botli for the 
MSS-text), A. M. Mesturini, QUCC 8 (1981), 105-112, There may be some similarity between Simon. 
lEG 22 and Theoc. 7.61f. but it does not seem to go beyond the conventions of a symposium. One 
should be cautious about adopting the possibility of a direct dependence advocated by R. Hunter, ZPE 
99 (1993), 11-4, cf. id. 26.
37 The flora of the grave has been studied by G. Luck, Phil. 100 (1956), 279-282, cf. also Lattimore
129-131.
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see Wachter 102-5, esp. 103 and on the similor prohibitions of the Pythagoreans cf. 
Coll. fr. 553 with Pfeiffer ad loc.
Then in the neat vv. 67-8 Lycidas unnecessarily ond asaahrosrstrcaIIy lies on a 
by the fire-place: %a oxipag Gaoeixat T£7mKaa|.ieva eox’ em %a%uv / xvd^q x* 
aa<|)05£X(jp xe ToXuyvdpKxft) xe oeXtvcp. Couches knocked up with boughs of soft 
plants were regarded as a primitive kind of bed which progress replaced with proper 
ones (KX-vioi), Plato Rep. 372b, 373o. They were commonly considered os rough ond 
uncxnvesicnt, used perforce in the countryside, expeditions, or pilgrimages.38 
Fleabane ond osphodel are known to hove been used in such bedding. Schol. on 68a 
(96.8-11 Wendel) provide the seemingly nTelevant information ("that is not likely to 
be T.’s point", Gow od loc.) about the plant’s supposed unaphrodisioc properties ond 
its use in the Thcsmoohoria: eaxi Se <juxdv o^UKXlKc6aaxov, evOev xai ev 
0)eaoo()Op0ol<; 'UJoaxpcowmoDai xTv 0eppoxrxa xqv xo^xd xd d^ppStaia eKKOTCxooxec;, 
o function known from Dioscorid. 3.121, Theophr. HP 3.18.2, Schol. Theoc. 4.25b 
(142.21-143.2 Wendel).38 9 40The Schol. here might not be providing just encyclopaedic 
information. KSvu^a first appears in Arist. HA 534b28 ond Theophr. HP 6.2.6 and 
then apped's os poetic Kv^a in Theoc. 4.25, 7,68 ond Nic. Ther. 70 (with Kovu^a in 
Ther. 83, 875, 942, Alex. 331, cf. ibid. 615 Kovn^fev (kotov). In Ther. 70 in o passage 
discussing herbs able to repel dangerous reptiles Kvu^a is a plant used for axi^dSe^ 
ond Schol. 70b (61.4-6 Crugnolo, q.v.) report its use in the Thesmophoria too. As in 
Theoc., a couple of lines later, v. 73, osphodel oppeops in the some function. This plant 
is eorly enough linked to Persephone ond the nether world, Od. 11.539 = 573 = 24.13 
kox’ aoCoSelSv X^^rom^(0, Luc. Nec. 11.40 por those who have no better option
38 On stibas see G-P on Antiph. GPh 9.1, Lembach 24-31. On the tough life on them cf. Ale. fr. 
130b.l-2 with Ll-J, ZPE 108 (1995), 35-7, Hippon. IEG 62, Aesch. Ag. 1540, Ar. Birds 816, Nicaenet. 
HE 4.3-5, Adesp. Pap. Eleg. SH 958.15-7, Bion Epit. Adon. 69-70 with Fantuzzi ad loc. and cf. 
arxtp(x8oKOix£Q "sleep on litter" in Polyb. 2.17.10. Euph. CA 161 pejoratively called those sleeping on 
the ground xapaiebvai. Lycidas’ stibas does not have much in common with tie soft bedding in a 
symposium, cf. e.g. Sappho fr. 94.21 axpcipv[av e]m poXOaKav in a banquet with garlands and 
perfumes and see K. Dover, Plato, Symposium, Cambridge 1981, 11, K. M. D. Dunbabin, "Triclinium 
and Stibadium" in W. J. Slater (ed.), Dining in a Classical Context, Ann Arbor 1991,121-148.
39 The same is said of Xuyog or dyvog "chaste-tree" also used as 0xt|5dg in tie Thesmophoria, cf. Schol. 
Nic. Ther. 71a, b (61.7-15 Crugnola), or elsewhere, cf. Polyphemus in Od. 9.427-8, Nicaenet. HE 4, 
Ale. fr. 130.1-2.
40 See Murr 240-3, Lembach 31-3. It is the classic offering to chthonic deities, Persephone, Demeter, 
Artemis and to chthonic Dionysus in Theoc. 26.3-4. Hatzikosta on Theoc. 7.68 quotes two passages 
from Modem Greek poetry influenced by Od. 11.538-9: G. Seferis, HpepoXdyio Karaorpaparog B', 
"O 2^01^ 6 ©aXaoatvog avapeaa axong dyaJxdv0a'ug": Aev e%et da<|io8tA.a, peve^eSeg, pjxe
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asphodel may serve as food as well, cf. Hes. WD 41, Theophr. HP 7.12.1, 7.13.3. 
Arist. HA 627a9 mentions it among the plants from which bees fetch wax for the 
comb. It may not be coincidental that Sudhoff 32 saw on his way to Bourina glades of 
asphodel.
ZeXivov "celery" is aromatic, cf. Theophr. HP 1.12.2, Theoc. 3.23 evOSpoiPi 
aeXlvorg, and is often used in garlands but in connection with oxtpdSeg it appears only 
in Diod. Sic. 16.79.3 -uro^vylcov oeXtva KO}J^tC^(^,vxIov elg xag axrpdSag (Gow ad loc. 
and Lembach 34 miss this passage). A reference to it here is deliberately eccentric, but 
might be attributed to the attention paid to odours in the poem. The mystery is resolved 
though, when celery is seen as the classic plant of the dead. Hylas in Theoc. 13.42 
ominously sees QtoXkowa e&Xivct around the spring of the Nymphs, cf. [Mosch.] Epit. 
Bion. 100, Plut. Tim. 26.1 xa pvfj^a^^ xmv veKpwv elcPOap-ev enteiKwg oxeOavouv 
aeXlvotg- Kal raapojia xtg ex xo'Dxou yeyovev, xov eTCia^aXmg voaouvxa SeiaOar 
xot ceXlvoo, Timaeus FGH 566 F 118 = Plut, guaest. conv. 5.3.2, p. 676d Soxe! xo 
aeXrvov eriiefSeiov etvar etc., and for the proverb Suda x 832 s.v. xot oeXtvou 
Setxai, see Garland 26,171.
A large part of this vocabulary is derived from scientific manuals and in a 
slightly altered form is introduced into poetry. The Demeter-background in Lycidas’ 
garland, bed and song conceivably harks back to Ph.01 But in what context? Lycidas 
lies on a stibas made of soft plants related to the goddess. In similar terms so do 
Theoc. and his friends in vv. 132-5 on a couch made of o%oivog "msh", cf. Ar. Plut. 
540L, Theophr. HP 4.12, and freshly-stripped vine-leaves, as Laertes’ summer couch 
in Od. 11.192-4. The plants strewn in Theoc.’s bed are not related to Demeter. But the 
vocabulary might be to Demeter. In v. 133 Kaaeuvipiv is a form nowhere else attested. 
Theoc. uses elsewhere, 13.33 common xijl-^uvvTi, as A.R. 3.1193, 4.883. Forms in -rg, 
cf. Ph. fr. 8 5p.an.Seg, appear in poem 7 more than usually and indeed in passages 
suspected of Philetan loans, v. 23 Koau8aXX^8eg, v. 26 dp^fiuXli^^<^oiv (Lycidas 
speaks), v. 133 KaaeuvIalv, v. 138 SaoSaavIplv, v. 141 dxavOiSeg, v. 155 Adpaxpog *
EaKlvGou; / e<S; ya )0iXT|OEi; |ie xon; reOaocvo'y;: and a sonnet by L. Mavilis (souls of dead) Ki ay 
row OoXo yepo ayaOugobvxai, / SlaOalvovxa;, X-pd^a an do<>oStat / eovo'o; rcaaoi); noe peaa 
xoo; KotiLO'uvxai. Cf. also G. Seferis, MvOimcopryia 0"Elvai raXo xo X|idvi": T’ daxpa xiig ve>%xa; 
pe yop'^onv axf|v ncaxiSa / xou ’O8oao£a yia xou; yeKpon; pe; ox’ ao<jlo8iXa. / Me; ox' cta<j)o5tXa 
oav apocope E80)■7rEoa 0eA.a|i£ va ppoupE / xi) XayKaSia uou ei8e xov "A5<dvv Actpojxevo.
An intense Philetan presence in Lycidas’ song was suspected on other premises by Bowie 79, who 
combining Theoc. 7 and Long.’s Philetas, thought that Lycidas is a character in a Philetan bucolic: "I 
would expect the song that Lycidas sings (52-89) to evoke the form, tone and detail of some Philetan 
poetry, while of course adapting it in Theoc.’s own manner to offer the reader provocative imitatio".
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aX<ol5og (final locus amoenus)42 43 44Olvapeoiatv from technical term oivapU4etv, Ar. 
Peace 1147, is an absolute hapax. In Babrius 34.1-2 vine leafs are used in a 
celebration of Demeter.
Demeter’s concealed presence in the description of Lycidas’ bed and probably in 
Theoc.’s vocabulary about his axipag may be significant. The plants mentioned in this 
context could not be part of a locus amoenus. There is no apparent reason for Theoc. to 
refer to Demeter in such a covert way in a poem expressly related to one of her 
festivals. Even less so to allude to Persephone and the Underworld. Perhaps Chalcon 
and Demeter strayed from the palace and then had to spend a night in the Coan 
coutryside on oxlPdSug made of plants of Demeter’E choice. This would constitute an 
aetion for the beds that the women prepared on the bare ground during the second day 
("Fasting") of the Thesmophoria in Athens and probably in Cos, a practice related to 
the notion of conducting the festival liiio^luvoi xov dpxaiov pi.ov.43 As in Call. Hec. 
the scenery would be downgraded from the luxury of the Coan palace to a more 
humble niveau with further opportunities for chatting, cf. the Argonauts in A.R. 
1.450f. Ph.’s interest in the low is well exhibited in the objects of everyday use he 
discussed in Ataktoi Glossal. This may also account for Hesperus’ role in Call. 
HyDem. 7-9 and may be related to the "Epij)0i earcepioi "setting in the evening" in v. 
53.
The unity of this nest of allusions to Ph. in Lycidas’ song and in the loca amoena 
at the beginning and the end of the poem is guaranteed by their common association 
with Demeter and Persephone or the nether world. The flora of Lycidas as such has 
been discussed above. His happy motifs are also easily convertible to funerary. 
Garlands offered to the dead were, as nowadays, a common practice.44 ’Arpi^o) is 
vague; for libations of wine in funerals cf. e.g. II. 23.219-21 (Achilleus) e4cov deTag
42 Theoc. in general likes such forms, 1.9 otiSa, 2.35 epiGaKlg, 4.59 epoxiSa, 5.3, 139 ajivtSeg, 5.50
PpvaKrSag, 5.94 opojiaaOSeg, 5.145 KepouxiSeg (a frequency of bucolic terms in idyll 5), 11.7 
TC^OKcaixSog, 15.6 KprTLiSsg, 15.21 TtpovaTpiSa, 15.63 TpeapOug. -
43 Diod. Sic. 5.4 of the Syracusan women. On the religious stibas see J. M. Verpooten, "La stibas ou 
l’image de la brousse dans la societe grecque", RHR 162 (1962), 147-60, Burkert 107 with 390 n. 79 
and on stibadeion "grove of worship with stibades" see H. Lavagne, Operosa Antra, Rome 1988,111-6. 
For the unaphrodisiac composition of the Thesmophoria-bedding see Burkert 443 n. 26 with reference to 
E. Fehrle, Die kultische Keuschheit imAltertum, GieBen 1910,139-54.
44 Cf. Aesch. Pers. 618 (the earliest reference), Alcmaeonis EGF 2.3, Eur. Tro. 1143-4 cbg Kiepic^TreiXTig 
veKpdv / cxe<{>dvoig, Ar. PCG 205.1. See Lattimore 135L, Fantuzzi on Bion Epit. Adon. 75, Blech 81f., 
Garland 26, 116; "Whether any religious significance attached to the rite remains unclear, though it is 
possible, as Lattimore suggests, that it contains an allusion to tie belief that tlie buried dead help fertilise 
the earth and in this way are repaid for their favours".
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d^KdTteXXov, / olvov din)<oa^ocvo<; xoiLi^^^^ %ee, Seue Se yaiav, / qn^X^v 
KlKXr|aKcxv SlapoKicXiG SeiXoio with M. Androsikos, Totenkult in AH W, 26, 91f., 
Lattimore 127-8 ond the joke on Anacr.’s tomb Anon. FGE 35a. In v. 66 assonant map 
T/upi KeKUiievo<; (a vox propria for the "lying" of the dead; echoed in Eryc. GPh 7.4 
(oxherd) mop' Spsi KeKX.jtevo'u/) is dubious. For oxipc^ "grove" see LSJ s.v. (5) ond 
os o funerol bier cf. Alcmaeonis EGF 2.1-2 vexu^ Se Kaoc^c<KopXxou em xeiva^ / 
eupeix^ axrpaSx^, Bion Epit. Adon. 69, Virg. Aen. 11.67 (dead Pallas to be loid) 
agresti sublimis stramine. Piping in vv. 7 If. is the typical funerary music, see Garland 
32-3. West (1992), 23-4.
The poplar in vv. 8 = 136 is found in Persephone’s grove in the Underworld, Od. 
10.509-510 dX^ea ^epae<XoveTlrg / oaK0<c^ x’ drycroor xai. Ixeai mlccaKapmol and is 
often connected with death, II. 4.482L, A.R. 4.604, Noss. D. 2.155, Gi-ph. Arg. 953 
moXoKAauxxv x’ aiYeOpxv. The Gdysseos Ixeai xCelaLKaomor ore replaced with the 
similarly sounding ond olso fruitless meeXai from os Iliadic context. Elms ore planted 
by the Nymphs around the tomb of Eetion in Il. 6.419-20 ond the tree become a symbol 
of grief. Is Virg. Aen. 6.282-3 in the vestibulum of Hades in medio ramos annosaque 
bracchia pandit/ulmus opaca, ingens, see M. Schuster, RE IX (1961), 553-4 and cf. 
the elms oround Protesilous’ tomb said to lose their foliage when they grow high 
enough to see the hated Trojan well, Antiph. GPh 23.3-4, q.v., Thyill. FGE 2.5, EG 
898.2 Kaibel ("Rom. aet."), Q.S. 7.408-9. Significantly both elm, cf. Theophr. HP 
3.4.2, 3.14.2 (in 3.3.4 he says the question is disputed because a fruitful elm was 
observed in Crete) ond see M. Schuster, RE DC (1961), 545-6, ond poplar, cf. Theophr. 
HP 3.14.2 and see Lembach 115-7, were (falsely) considered as trees which do not 
produce ony fruits. The grievous and carefully cdculated construction seems to be 
rather o direct loan from Ph., than a combination of two components picked up from 
him.
In v. 140 axavGa, o Homeric hapax Od. 5.328, is a brood term denoting "thorn" 
and is a classic sign of bareness ond desolation of the land in which it appears; in 
Theoc. it carries associatioss with the nether world, cf. Theoc. 1.132 (together with 
paKOl).45 Baxo^, KaKi) C^ofTi in Coll. fr. 194.102, appears is Heracles’ funerary pyre in 
Theoc. 24.90. It is often exorcised from the tomb of a virtuous mon, cf. Philod. GPh 
26.8 (S^e) pf] OaKov aXX anaXaq Xeuxoixv KaX'UKag with G-P od loc., GVI 1409.2, 
2027.5 (both 2nd c. A.D.), but appears around the grove of vitriolic figures such os 
Timon, cf. Hegesipp. HE 8.1, Zesod. HE 3.2, or Hippos., cf. Ale. Mess. HE 13.2.
45 See Murr 272-4, M. C, P. Schmidt, RE V (1903), 1200-2, Lembach 82-4, The notion of desolation is 
an enduring one, cf. A. Kalvos (1792-1869) Odes 6ko' (destruction of Chios by the Turks 1822) ”0%i
Kdi Ka(pav, / dpi <)oaY5t:lc; XKdreas / ppe%, 5i aiwrug o q^iog.
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In v. 144-5 S%vai pev rap 7tocc<y1, rapa rCexpaicsp Se paXa / 5ayiXe<jo; dpiv 
ex^n^Xl^v^Sexo pears and apples are mentioned in one breath, as in Call. HyDem. 27-8 ev 
Se Kai S^ar, / ev Se xa^Xa yX^T^'upaXa in Demeter’s sacred grove, cf. Demeter’s poXa 
also in vv. 11, 136 and see Parker 361-3. One would hardly want to see a fortuitous 
point of contact here. The two are juxtaposed in Alcinous’ garden in Od. 7.115 (quoted 
ff.) and 7.120 Oy^ri j oy%v\\ yrpacKei, pfiXov 5’ em. poOco, in a passage that served 
as a model for fr. 15 and perhaps had a broader impact on a passage of Demeter, and in 
Laertes’ garden in Od. 24.340-1. Both bear subterranean associations, Od. 11.589 = 
7.115 6y%vai xar potai xal po^eii ayXaOKapTcor in Hades, Theoc. 1.134 (Thyrsis’ 
death), and Praxllla PMG 747.3 makes a good point when she says that death will 
deprive her of cbpatox; oiKuoug xal pfl^i xal Sy^ng. Homeric 7x oy^T] had a short 
career as ox^l in Theoc. 1.134,7.144, Nic. Ther. 513 reappearing much later in Pallad. 
AP 9.5.1, 4. Mf|Xa are aromatic, Theophr. De Odor. 5, as pears, id. CP 6.16.2, and 
can denote "fruits" in general, see Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 136. What is probably 
meant here is the pfjXov KuScovtov "quince", an aromatic fruit deriving its name from a 
town in Crete, with sexual properties, cf. Athen. 3.81c and see S. Dopp, Hermes 125 
(1995), 341-5, from which the Coans produced a famous perfume. Apples, as 
pomegranates, were resented by Demeter and her initiates in Eleusis abstained from 
them, Porph. De Abst. 4.16, see Wachter 106-7. Such products had an intense presence 
in Demeter. KuSovixov .. avSpa of Lycidas in v. 12 might be of relevance here as 
another misplacement. The Odyssean characters claiming a fictitious identity often 
trace their origin in Crete and so does Demeter in HHD 122f. MfjXa and oxvai would 
hardly figure in the locus amoenus along with black poplars and elms. Picked up from 
Alcinous’ garden they may have been transferred to the garden in Chalcon’s palace, 
which as fr. 8 indicates, may have been described in some detail, or to the feasting 
table of the Coan king. But Theoc. throws all in the same basket. BpapiXov in v. 146 is 
a dialect gloss (Rhodes and Sicily) first used in poetry here and in 12.3, where it is 
disparagingly contrasted to the apple. That non-cereil, wild fruits might have appeared 
in Demeter is not incompatible with the famine motif. .
Philetan voices seem to cease in Simichidas’ song. Schol. Theoc. 109-1 lOd 
(105.21-3 Wendel) report of v. 110 (swear to Pan) ey KviSaioi aaOexSoig that eari §e 
Kat aypla kv!5tj, fj; xov xaprcov GuXA^^yotuaav, oxav xov rxuov aXoaotv. Vv. 118-9 
Odaaoxe pot xo^oicp xov 'Ipoo6evxa OiXrvov, / OdXXex’, eicel xov ^eivov o ^^tai^opo; 
oxk eXeei peu bear some resemblance to Asclep., mentioned side by side with Ph. in 
v. 40, HE 17.2-5 tv PO xal xo£oi;f pdaXere p’ aXXa Kepawoi; / xal Tdvxa>; xeopov 
OeoOe pe xavOpaxTiv. / val val OdaXex,, ”Ep<wce; etc., whence Posid. HE 5. A. 
Henrichs, ZPE 39 (1980), 7-27, esp. 25-7 acknowledged the intricate nature of 
Simichidas’ song ("Coherence or Patch-work?") and turned to archaic poetry for
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elucidation adducing Archil. lEG 196a.26-8 ~ Theoc. 7.120-4 and Hippon. lEG 6 ~ 
Theoc. 7.103f., see also Hunter 24-5.46
They resurface all the more strongly in the final section of the poem, vv. 128f. In 
v. 130 nv4a awakes Philetan reminiscences, cf. fr. 11. In v. 133 occurs %^j^j^'^i^i^<7iv; in 
v. 136 lepov ^Scop most probably flowed in Ph. too. In the same verse occurs diyuipoi 
rcxeXeai xe and in v. 138 SpoSapvlGiv might be Philetan too. That Theoc. picks up not 
only motifs, but also vocabulary is certain (at least) from v. 85 dipiov exog. 
’OpoSanvog is glossed by Hesych. o 1273 as nXcoveg, kXolSox, pXaGTfitaxa, SpTxrKeg. 
The term is picked up from Theophr. HP 9.16.3, where it applies to the big twigs of 
SlKxapov "dittany", a plant occurring, as nowadays, mostly in Crete. It is introduced 
into poetry and appears in the original form in Call. fr. 655, whence probably Antip. 
Thess. GPh 35.3, 106.3, and Nic. Ther. 263, Alex. 603 used of various trees or plants. 
In Theoc. it is a hapax and the elsewhere unattested -ig form may be meant to make the 
dependence clear. It would find a suitable place around Bourina, a locality with plenty 
of shade, cf. oniapaig 6po5a^j^^[]^<ni, and rare vocables.
V. 142 Tanxov-ro gouOai Kept TlSctKag dp,<f>l peXiGGai reproduces a Philetan 
image and probably some Philetan diction. In v. 147 xexpduvug (-og P. von der Miihl, 
unnecessarily) has a distribution very similar to ddxXlyyugl Alevog and xpievog occur 
in Theophr. HP 7.5.5. Then Theoc. uses it here with an altered form of a four-year old 
wine (cf. the different diction employed in 16.15-6 dve>4a Se Bi(3Xvov aworg / ncwSi] 
xuxopgov execov; from Theoc. Nonn. D. 19.122 IKldSa xexpaexijpov .. A'uatou) and 
Call. fr. 33 xexpduvog, of a child’s age which, technically speaking, marks the end of 
infancy, cf. HyAp. 58. For four as a number with religious significance see A-H-S on 
HHHerm. 19. Remarkably, only SchoL Theoc. 7.147a (112.23-4 Wendel) provide the 
information that ol ’AxxikoI xo exog evog AA'otlGtv, dXei<4ap Se xf)v <x2.0L<)T'vl Ph.’s 
interest in Attic vocables is certain with Ataktoi fr. 44 K. opTvwg and with the warm 
welcome of this collection in Athens; the word might originally be his. Ae with other 
rarities in poem 7 Theoc. is likely to have preserved the original form (and Call, the 
context?). The word disappears afterwards. Greg. Cor. De dial. Dor. 90 mistook it for 
Dorian cl. Theoc. 7.147. "AXn4a is used next to Oa^xXlyyug in Call. fr. 7.12 and is 
probably the term used for Demeter’E anointed hair, see ff. on Call. HyAp. 38. In Ph., 
as in Theoc., the term would further extend the subterranean allusions in the locus 
amoenus. It almost always finds a funerary application as a vox propria for the 
aromatic unguent used to clean and preserve the body of the dead, II. 18.351 ev S’
46 These parallels are convincing, but Theocritan reception may be second-hand. Hunter 27 noted tliat 
"if Bowie’s hypothesis, or something like it, is correct, then the song of Lycidas may be full of Philitan 
echoes, and Theocritus’ archaic models will have been mediated to him through prior reworkings in 
Philitas".
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coreiXag raXfioav aXei<|)aw^, IL 23.170, Od. 24.44-5 KaOifi^t^^vTJEg %poa KaXov I nbaTi 
te Atopm Kat aXeijaxt, 24.67, Bios Epit. Adon. 67, Q.S. 14.265 of olive-cil is o 
simile of funerary context. The expression (tct.Oo’v dxeXuexo) xpat^oq aXcl<t>ao seems 
to be another misplacement from Demeter’s usguest head to the head of the wise-jors.
Two different kind of Nymphs oppeor is idyll 7. Is v. 92 Coas Nymphs teoch 
Simichidos how to write good poetry, a function they often ossume in Theoc., see Gow 
od loc., Kambylis 38f. Is v. 136-7 xo 5’ eyyuGev iepov uScop / Nup{av e£ dvopato 
Kareipopevov KeXapu^e water is flowing from a grove sacred to the Nymphs of Cos. 
The some Nymphs ore said to mingle the wise is Phrasidamus’ farm is v. 154. The 
Castalian Nymphs of Pornassus appear os patrons of two different poetic themes is v. 
148. Costalis is a streom in Parnassus, the place par excellence for the cult of Nymphs, 
cf. Soph. Ant. 1126-30, A.R. 2.711, Call. fr. 75.56-8, see P. Amantry, UAntre 
Corycien II, Paris-Athens 1984, 395-425. Their sudden oppeoronce is Theoc. is 
surprising, but is perhaps due to his intended claim for inspiration from o source 
enjoying universal, not only locol, recognition. The Coon nymphs ore placed under 
those of Castolio. In a rhetorical question they ore soid to hove mixed o wine paralleled 
to the wines of Polyphemus/Gdysseus ond Chiron/Heracles<47 48These subjects involving 
monstruous mythicol creotures treCed in a light way might hove been dealt with by Ph. 
in now lost poems, but ore here adduced with their notoriously ill-foted outcome 
resulting in mutilation ond death respectively, see M. Fantuzzi, PCPS 41 (1995), 28-9, 
who noted that "both questions which Theoc. asks the Nymphae imply in fact a 
negative onswer" (p. 28). Since the answer to the question whether the wine in these 
stories was the some like the one next to Demeter’s oltar is segative, Theoc. might hint 
at those poems os inferior to Demeter the way Call, does in the Aelia-prologue. The 
Cyrenean would then state in that passage not just his own opinion, but one commonly 
held in certain circles in Alexandria. For the Nymphs’ associc^s with death see 
Fantuzzi on Bion Epit. Adon. 19.
The possibility itself that Coon Nymphs appeared is a divine ambience is 
Demeter gains considerable support from o number of indications-CC Demeter ond 
Nymphs shored a cultic offinity due to their common ossociatios with vegetation.
47 Pholus’ hospitality to Heracles provides plenty of comic footholds, cf. [Appolod.] 2.5.4 and the 
reference in Theoc. is the next attestation after Stesich. PMGF S 19.
48 Bowie 84 attributed the Nymphs in Theoc. and Long, to Ph. on the basis of the combination of 
Theoc. 7.138-9 and Long. 1.4.3. From Prop. 3.3 he cautiously gave him the Castalian Nymphs as well. 
Thomas 63-4, who found Bowie’s "a fascinating article ... largely convincing in its broad and major 
conclusions", adopted the idea of bucolic Nymphs and presented a Stemma Nymphorum from Ph. to 
Theoc. 7, Virg. Eel. 1, the garden of Corycius in Georg. 4 and Long.
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water and springsAO Nymphs were broadly worshipped in Cos and a tradition 
surviving through Pliny NH 5.134 held that one of the island’s previous names was 
Nymphaia. In local religion a link seems to have been established early enough; "The 
link between the Nymphs and Demeter in Cos may be of considerable antiquity since 
the archaic sanctuary of Demeter and Core was centred on a spring-hhose".49 50 Water 
and vegetation conceivably played a considerable role in Demeter and Ph. might have 
given to the lovely creatures a place in his locus amoenus. Literary considerations tell 
us more: Nymphs appear in Od. 17.208-211 d|n)t S’ ap' aryerpiov uSaxoxpe^ecov fjv 
aXaog, 1rcdvxoop KUKXoxepeq, Kaxa Se yuxpov peev uScop / uyoOev er 
pcojpo^ 5' e^urcepOe xexuKxo / NupOacov, S9r rcavxeq P%rppe^eaKov oSii^c^^, in a 
passage which is the main prototype for the articulation of the landscape around 
Bourina. They also figure as Persephone’s companions in HHD 5 and often 
henceforth. Then Nymphs appear next to poplars and in a Demeter-imblence in 
Theoc. 7 (in Cos) and in Demeter’s grove in Call. HyDem. 37-8 fig Se xtg a’lyerpog, 
peya 5evSpeov alOepr Kupov, / xcp ercr xal v^pO^i tcoxl xdovSrov eyrocovxo, whence 
Ov. Met. E.746-50, in passages overtly alluding to Ph. As in these, Nymphs would 
appear in Demeter at noon-time close to poplars and elms, both growing in the 
vicinity of water sources and favoured by the divine creatures, cf. for the association 
with the latter II. 6.421, Hesych. s.v. rlxeXedSeg and see G-P on Antlph. GPh 23.3-4.
In vv. 156-7 d 5e yeXdcaaai / *Sadyaaxa xar adKc^vag ev dp<joxKpoicnv e%ou<oa 
Demeter is made to laugh, not because of anything funny, as usually, but because as a 
goddess related to poetry she approves of Theoc. She holds in either hand handfuls of 
corn and popples. Both are very common attributes of hers and both appear in Call. 
HyDem. 19-20 xdl^Oci^o^v, mg xe xal iEpd Sady|aaKa mpdxa/ daxa%u©v
dreKooye and esp. 43-4 (Demeter disguised as a priestess) yevxo 5^ xerpi / *axea|xaKa 
Kal pdamva. Theoc. seems to preserve the original. Call, having used Spaypaxa above 
recalls similarly sounding pxeaitaKa from Il. 1.14 /*uxegpax ’ exmv ev xopalv
49 Mnaseas of Patara apud Schol. Pind. Pyth. 4.106a (11412.20-113.11 Drachmann) in a-heretical 
appropriation of Demeter’s bepofiaonae credited the Nymphs with putting an end to eating raw flesh and 
establishing civilised food. Opo of them, Melissa, ipyepted apiculture and gave her name to the honey- 
producing insects. “Avop yap N'up.)><3v owe Afuan'ix^o4; lepov xipaxai Sia xo xaima; itot^Ta; Kapttov 
droSee^ai Kal xpv cAaT|Ta<|)aatav rcDOor Kal rcEOl0Af^ioaxa xapiv al5ou; e£ ulii^g ejtivofjcai etc. Ip 
Orph. Hy. 51.16 Nymphs are evoked as cuv Bacxft) Airo! xo xapw 0wpot<ai (^i)pc^o^c^(ai, cf. Aptip. Thess. 
GPh 82.3, Paus. 5.20.3, Long. 4.13 and see H. Herter, RE XVH (1936), 1572-3, Richardson op HHD 5 
noting their frequent participation in scenes of abduction. They also appear along with the Graces in the 
reconciliation scene in Phihc. SH 680.31-2, 51.
50 Sh-W 329, see also on this ancient cult M. Segre, RIA 6 (1938), 191-8. Cf. in Cos LSCG 152 (4tli 
c.), 153 (3rd c.), IdC ED 81 =44 P-H (ex. 3rd c.), IdC ED 186.6 (2nd c.).
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(e^poSo-v ’AitSXXwvog) of the Chryses-Eupplication providing diction to this passage, 
cf. also PhiHc. SH 680.60 <?x6i4Ji-a/ta on Demeter’i head, in Cos HG 1.30, 37 (ca 300) 
and in general SokolowEKi on LSCG 17B.22. MfjKmv is a Homeric hapax, II. 8.306, 
associated with death, cf. alio Stesich. PMGF S 257i.9. This static image common to 
Theoc. and Call, may hark back to Ph.
We will probably never be able to appreciate idyll 7 in its full depth without solid 
evidence from its ^meter-background. It can still, however, be determined that the 
reception of Ph. is intensively recreative. Lycidai’ song consists of motifs from 
Demeter, employed in a completely different, often deliberately ill-assorted, 
"Thuocritean" context. Diction strongly suspected of having been derived from Ph. is 
conglomerated to form novel constructions. Perhaps borrowed plants would be 
enriched with some additions of Thuoel’E own. The whole poem seems to have been 
conceived as a Tav et dXa0ei^gt TETXaapevov (v. 44) composition. As a result of this 
massive heterogenous accumulation in the final scene reality is completely 
abandoned.3i Acoustically the cicada sings together with the frog, inconspicuous and 
non-melodic birds are brought together with melodic ones. Why all this? The 
profusion of the description, as Hutchinson 209-212 observed, functions as a climax: 
"Theoc. is now excelling the poets he has shown us". The final incoherent and non­
pragmatic scenery is the world of insuperable Theocritean poetics. The eventual 
destination was rudimentarily anticipated at the beginning of the poem. But when the 
poet accomplished his route, his initial aspiration is lavishly surpassed.
Even if only some of the above considerations happen to be true, idyll 7 as a 
matter of fact begins and ends with Philetan images. The main nanation is contained 
between two idyllic sceneries, the one being an expanded version of the other. The 
coJTespondencuE are meant to be unmistakable, cf. vv. 1-2 ~ vv. 131-2 (SimichidaE, 
Eucritus, Amyntas), v. 7f. ~ vv. 135f. (sources and their lurroundingi). This falls 
happily within what one could call Theoc.’s "cluster technique", i.e. a scenery at the 
beginning of the poem more or leii reappearing at the end to round it off. But their 
stressed Philetan colour gives them a special significance. The route takes place under 
the auspice of the Coan. His vocabulary and motifs are freely used. There ii no doubt 
that Theoc. pays some sort of tribute to the poetry of the old master, just ai there ii no 
doubt that he regarded himself a poet superior to him, cf. vv. 40-1. Ironically his 
superiority is articulated in predominantly Philetan teinns; and ironically abundant 
vegetation consists of fruitless trees or plants related to the bar-eneis of land, just as the 
lovely locale in what is supposed to be Phraiidamus’ private estate consists of plants 
bearing gloomy associationi with the chthonic world. Other elements, ai celery in
51 See Schonbeck 77, Arnott 333-346, Pearce 294f. Curiously, Lembach 19-21 regarded Alcinous’ 
garden in the Od. as a "Wundergarten" while that of Phraisidamus in Theoc. 7 as "mehr alltaglich".
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Lycidas’ stibas, ore pointedly misplaced. The final effect is confusing. Ph.’s usconsy 
misreception has on ironic touch. It multiplies contradictions figuring in Demeter, such 
os a sorrowful mother in agreeable scesery or fomise with abundont vegetotios, and 
apparently constitutes Theoc.’s self-styled comment on an unreselwea admiration for 
Ph. in his doy.
Poem 7 is a very personal creation ond refers primarily to its creator himself. 
Uslike Ph.’s "public" poem paying attention more to the Thesmophoria, the context of 
idyll 7 is a privote festival of Demeter. His friends Eucritus asd Amystos ore only 
mestioned ot the beginnisg ond the coi-responding end ond experience nothing of the 
encounter with Lyudas. The same is true for Phi-asidcm^. They all look like 
ornamental elements used to set up on illusionory context. Similoriy the locus amoenus 
is not secularised, it belongs only to the few initiated. The route to it is not an event 
confined in time, but rather port of his own poetic route towards mature superiority. 
External influences are radically transformed to accord with his own requirements. 
Idyll 7, it emerges cleorly, is above all a homage to Theoc. himself.
b) Callimachus.
That Coll, absorbed more Demeter in HyAp. than is HyDem. is not as curious as 
it would at first seem. The hymn celebrates Apollo, the god most honoured in 
Cyrene.82 Coll, uses the opportunity to unfold his feelings about him ond the city that 
gove him birth. The poem’s offinity with Demeter relies on Cyrene’s similority to Cos 
ond Apollo’s similarity to Demeter. At the esd the two parameters converge upon 
estoblishing Call.’s poetic cHicice with Ph. Surviving indications of the undisputoble 
influence of Ph. on Coll, mode Pfeiffer (1968), 284 postulate o close offinity between 
the two poems. He then thought of this os a "rather harsh suggestion", but his 
philological instinct was almost certainly correct.
Cyrene, os Cos, "perhaps because of its remotesess from the main centres of 
Greek life ... inspired worm, indeed affectionate feelings is her children until ihe esd 
of antiquity, when Synesius was bishop of Ptolemais, the city of the Cyresoeon 
Pentapolis", Fraser I, 786. Both were Dorian, cf. v. 89 emphotic Amppe^. The festivol 
with which the hymn is brought into cossectios is the Comeia, a typically Dorias 
celebration of ApolloCC and the vocabulary employed hos a strong Doric colour, os e.g.
See Chamoux 301-311, Fraser I, 653-6, A. Laronde, Cyrene et la Libye hellenistique, Paris 1987, 
169-171. Apollo's already archaic temple in Cyrene was right in the centre of the city, Demeter’s 
outside the city-limits.
53 See Famell IV, 131f., Gow on Theoc. 5.83 and cf. in Cos HG 2 = IdC ED 241, IdC ED 174.1 (both 
4th c.; month Cameios), HG p. 35(p), an altar plaque dated in the 3rd c., IdC EV 219.8-9, EV 226.8
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v. 41 rcprotce; or v. 87 xeP|l1idil In both poemi the origins of either place are traced 
back to their original settlers. Interestingly both have a Thessalian connection. Call.’s 
version accepts a Thessalian settlement in Thera, cf. v. 95 and see Williams on v. 89, 
from where the lettlers sailed off to Libya. As Coi, Cyrene is fertile, v. 65 paQinyeiov 
epfiv k6Aiv (note the technical term employed; for pa06g "fertile, wealthy" see 
Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 113 pa0'uv oikov). It also has a water source dedicated to 
the central deity, v. 98 TctYBja Kuprig, related alio to the name of the city, and a 
legendary king with the same name, v. 92 Eurypylus, and the same father, Poseidon, 
both of whom lived one generation before the events narrated in either poem. 
Remarkably, Call, follows (rather than creates) the conciliatory version about the 
relations between settlers and locals: Eurypylus peacefully offered hii Kingdom to 
Nymph Cyrene as a prize for killing a lion ravaging hii flocks.* 54 55And ai in Coi, 
Cyrenean nobility ii associated with the main god of the city and enjoys high 
patronage from him. In both poemi it is the local cult of Demeter and Apollo 
respectively on which emphasis ii laid, cf. eip. vv. 69-71. Most importantly. Call, is 
devoted to Cyrene no less than Ph. to Cos.55
As for Cyrenean Apollo, he experiences a calculated adjustment to the 
requirements let by Coan Demeter. In vv. 26-7 Apollo’s alliance with the Alexandrian 
king ii established. These affinities occur mostly in the aretalogy section, vv. 32-64. In 
vv. 38-41 attention ii diverted to hii eternal beauty and his anointed hair. In vv. 43-4,
(both 1st c. A.D.), see Sh-W 302, Craik 211. Some points of contact in the religion of Cos and Cyrene 
are discussed in Herzog, HG, 55-6.
54 The episode of the Nymph Cyrene slaying the lion is usually situated in Thessaly and aims at 
protecting the flocks of her father, cf. [Hes.] fr, 215, Pind. Pyth. 9.13f., 31f., A.R. 2.500f. Call, is the 
first evidencing the displacement in Cyrenaica, but is unlikely tv be the inventor himself. He rather 
follows a local t^^^iit^on reported also by Acesander FGH 469 P 4 (of unknown pate), see Williams on 
v, 91, C. Calame in Harder 41 n. 8.
55 For Call.’s love of Cyrene cf. above all HyAp. 65-96, HE 29, 32, the former evidencing that his 
family played a leading role in local society, fr. 602, on which see Praser 11, 1098-9 n. 516, fr. 75.58-9 if 
(Aristaeus) Kup.iviri;/ v’lQ is to be reap (see A. S. Hollis, ZPE 86 (1991), 11-3) and see Pfeiffer 11, 
xxxviii-xxxix, Praser 1, 786-9, 11, 1095 n. 495, R. Nicolai, "Cirene, Cameia e Callimaco", MD 28 
(1992), 153-173, L. Lehnus, "Antichita Cirenaiche in CaUimaco", Eikasmos 5 (1994), 189-207. 
Cameron (1995), 9-11 help that some of Call.’s poems including the HyAp. were written in Cyrene at a 
later stage in Call.’s life. On Cyrene’s foundation myth see W. Leschhom, Grander der Stadt, Stuttgart 
1984, 60-72 and on Apollo Archegetes ibid., 109-115, C. Calame in L. Edmunds (ed.), Approaches to 
Greek Myth, Baltimore 1990, 277-341 (pp. 319-21 on Call. HyAp. ~ Cyrene). On tie town’s place in the 
Hellenistic world see also B. Gentili (eP.), Cirene. Storia, mito, literatura, Urbino 1990, P. Montanari 
Spazio letterario, 636-8, J. M. Reynolds, 3OCD, 421-2,
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cf. v. 19, his paradoxic provinciae of poetry and war are stressed, see K. Bassl, TAPA 
119 (1989), 219-231, of particular importance in a poem involving polemics over 
poetics. In vv. 45-6, cf. vv. 39-40, Apollo’s medical capacity elicits attention, cf. e.g. 
A.R. 4.1511-2. Apollo is also vOaiO-, vv. 47f. All these appeared as features of 
Demeter in Ph. His capacity as ktistes, vv. 55f. finds no parallel with Demeter, but the 
construction of his altar in Delos bears a similarity with Demeter ordering the 
construction of her temple in Eleusis, HHD 270f. The lack of conespondence is made 
up by an elaborate and protracted echo of fr. 21 in vv. 56-7. In vv. 65f. Ootpo- Kai 
paOvyerov ep^v nolrv eSaaae BaKKIa /.... / ... rai doioae xel%ea Sdooeiv / fiaexeaolg 
del 5’ evopKo- ’AtcSAXgov the Cyrenean nobility, the Battiads, is placed 
under the immediate patronage of Phoebus. In vv. 80-3 on Apollo’s altar grow a 
variety of flowers. In vv. 93-6 the mutually beneficial commitment of Apollo and the 
deme of Cyrene concludes the section on Call.: ovSe rcoXer xoa’ eSerpev S(>eXcajLj.ll, 
xoaaa Kvpx\vT|, / avpOavvo- lraoKVpxl- aaTIaKKSo-. ov5e pev avxol / BaxTiaSar
Ooopoio tcAeov 6e6v dXXov exiaav. In the final passage the two gods appear united as 
patrons of good poetry.
It does not take much to establish that the two poems are in principio parallel.33 
It is highly likely that an eventual increase in Philetan verses, a prospect with only 
slight probability, would cast more light on what seems to have been a quite close 
affinity. But let us turn to the specifics.
’'OtcTO is a word suitable to shady vegetation. It is a Homeric hapax, IL 21.38 in 
a passage narrating the death of Priamid Lycaon, and appears in Hellenistic poetry in 
Theoc. 7.147 as hapax, cf. also [25]. 248, Call. HyAp. 1, fr. 194.10, A.R. 1.1425, 
4.1425, Nic. Ther. 33, GVI 1913.4 (3rd c.). We cannot say which word Ph. employed 
for the sanctified palace of Chalcon. MeAl0aov in v. 2 aptly comprises both meanings 
"palace" and "temple". Antim. fr. 33.2 (Ladon) Af^irT'^fpo- xS6i Oacvv ’Epivvo- eivar 
eSeOXov first uses e5e0Aov (secular in Aesch. Ag. 776) in the sense "shrine" as in 
HyAp. 72. If indeed Apollo’s sublime theophany at the very outset of the hymn 
contains two direct allusions to Ph., the aphorism crag crag Soxi- dluTpo- acquires a 
strengthened poetic significance. In vv. 4-5 appear the palm-tree of Delos and the 
swan, both closely associated with Apollo: ov% Spaa-; eicevevoev S Af,Xto- xi 
<o!vi0 / £0<T7civTig, S Se KUKvoq ev fiepr aa^ov delSei. They adapt to Apollo’s 
requirements the Coan plane-tree and the bees, Demeter’s sacred insect. The animals 
are generally said to be sensitive enough to perceive the presence of a god, cf. Od. 
16.161, Theoc. 2.35-6 (dogs in both passages) and see Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 2. 
Dependence on Ph. is suggested by the affinity of the two animals to their respective 
deities and to each other, as pure and poetic creatures (the swan already sings).
56 The modelling of HyAp. on Demeter speaks too for an early date for this hymn’s composition.
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The manifold witticism in v. 16 hwet %eXug o'UKex’ de^pySg is inspired by Ph. fr.
9.1 yiipvaaixo 6e veppog. Demeter’s pipes ore substituted with Apollo’s lyre. Mute 
animals ore said to produce musical instruments. The marvel is obsent from Call, but 
he surpasses his prototype with .^yog, which mokes the additional point that the 
proverbially slow tortoise turns into an instrument producing the quick motion of 
dance. In vv. 20-4 Call, probably mokes multiple referesces to Ph.:
ouSe ©exig Axt-Xlfia Ktv'uoeKar a’tXtva 
otctoG if) rcatifov ifi Tco/nov aKOt)crtr;
Kat pev 6 SaKpuoeig dvapdXXexai dXyea xexpog, 
oaxig evl Opuyi^ri Siepog XtOog eaxfipiKxat, 
pdppapov dvxt yuvatKog oi^upov xi xavotxrig.
Thetis and Niobe, both matres dolorosae, may be refereed to os covert parallels 
to Demeter. Due to Apollo’s vindictiveness they have both lost their offspring but, os 
Demeter in Ph., their poin is now assuaged with music. In Coll. Apollo’s paieon is 
fittingly heard.cc More specifically is vv. 22-4 the Cyreneas follows the Coos in 
making a reference to the contested II. 24.614-7. But this is not all. V. 22 (Niobe) 
avapaXXexai *iXyea Tcxpog glances at fr. 18.1 (Demeter) *aXyea xcaaetv. Gn o 
superficial level avapaXXexai means "put off" and the Schol. indeed render it 
miepxt0exai "delays". But with it Call, points to a version of the myth according to 
which Niobe wos punished for making fun of the Letoids’ clothes. Hyg. Fab. 9.2, see 
A. Lesky, RE XVII (1936), 662, preserves the story: Amphion in coniugium Niobam 
Tantali et Diones filiam accepit, ex qua procreavit liberos septem totidemque 
quern partum Niobe Latonae anteposuit, superbiusque locuta est in Apollinem et 
Dianam quod ilia cincta viri cultu esset, et Apollo vestem deorsum .. atque crinitus, et 
se numero jiliorum Latonam superare (3) ob id Apollo etc. This is a much older 
version. Some scholars have discerned a reference to it in Aesch. Niobe fr. 155 
’'Io^xpog xoiauxag rcapOevoug eTeuyexai / xpe<etv o 0’ dyvog 0>d<sg with Rodtad loc. 
Archaic lyric poetry dealt with the myth extensively and the feature could go bock to 
it. In Simias CA 5 = Parth. 33 the epig between Niobe ond Leto is xcpt KaXXtieKKtag, 
cf. olso Schol. D II. 24.602 eftapOetod xe xm xrnv 7tai,8mv Kat xfj xiXXovt
mveUi^e xf\ Aqxot oxt 6uo povoug eyewrioev ... koi oxi euxeKvoxepa ouxqg eaxiv, o 
version treated by Euph. CA 102. The Callimocheos expression ploys with the double 
meaning of avapaXXexai os "delays" ond os vernacular "puts on", see LSJ s.v. B.III
57 On Paean and its association with Apollo see L. Deubner, KL Schr., Konigstein-Taunus 1982, 204­
225, L. Kappel, Paian. Studien zur Geschichte einer Gattung, Berlin-N.Y. 1992. It is later replaced by 
nomos, see I. Rutherford, CPh 90 (1995), 354-361.
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(mostly comedy). Its parallelism with Ph. (along with its evident debt to II. 24.6141.) is 
clear: ai Demeter digests not food but griefs, fr. 18.1 aAyea Tcaae^, so Niobe does 
not put on clothes but griefs. The surprising TcTpog acoustically prompts Trea^c^c)^. The 
extended application of ava|laAAopdt finds a good para)le) with Homeric evSum. 
always used of putting on clothes, except II. 19.366-7 ev Se cl fjxop / Suv’ d%og 
axAiTTOv of Achilluus ready to wear his new armour, see Richardson on II. 23.622. Vv.
16 and 22 prove Call, a superb master of receptio cum variatione. Other words playing 
with two possible meanings in the same passage are v. 19 evxud "weapons" or 
"musical instruments" and v. 23 StepS^ "living" or "wet", lee F. Williams, MPhL 5 
(1981), 84-93.
In v. 33 ao %’ auppa to Auktiov Call. discuiiing Apollo’s bow and quiver 
directly borrows Ph.’s deppa. This hai been argued in fr. 11 to be a Cretan gloss, 
which Call. has additional reasons to take up considering the contribution of the 
Cretans to the foundation of Cyrene. According to Hdt. 4.151, 154, 161, to whom Call. 
v. 65f. is indebted for hii extensive treatment on the subject (4.150-165), Battoi was a 
son of Cretan Ocxo., and Agroitai FGH 762 F 1 reports that the Nymph Cyrene was 
snatched away by Apollo first to Crete and then to Libya, see Chamoux 99-102, Vian 
on AiR. 4.1497. In v, 37 0TiAlralg ouS’ Saaov ejri %voog gAOe Teaeralg the word ii of 
Phoebus’ everlasting youth. OuS’ oaaov perhaps refers to a memorable coinage by Ph. 
occuring (at least) in Hermes fr. 5.2. Elsewhere in Call. only HE 3.9 oUS’ oaov 
dxTapayov and probably SH 259.3 ouS’ oaov e.[, cf. also HyAp. 42 ouxig toaov oaov. 
’Em! xvSo<; jOe echoes fr. 18.1 emi xpSvog eABq. Vv. 38-41 transfer to Apollo several 
remai’kable features of Demeter in Ph.:
al 5e Kopai Ouoevxa rceSco Adpouaiv eAaia- 
vu Airnvg ’ArcoAAovvg auoaTP.ouatv eGeipai 
aAA auTqv navpKEiav' ev Paxei S < xev ex Eivai 
TpcoKe; epa^e rneaoaiv, Pxfipto Tcpvf eyevvvxv.
First Apollo’s hair is attended to. Apollo effeminatus, cf. v. 37 0TAeraig ... 
Tapeier^, and pKUpalKOpqg shares this feature with Demeter. Call. avoids using 
aaTAsYYU£/SaTAsYYeg; this he keeps for another passage - and Peppa precedes in v. 33. 
Instead he employs Kopai, eOeipai. Elsewhere he also uses pSaxpuKog, TeoKapog, 
xpixeg, %aivq. V. 38 contains three words possibly picked up from HHD: Kopai 
occurs in Homer only II. 17.51, then HHD 279, both times without the article. ©uOuig 
in Homer only II. 15.153 of a cloud in which Zeus ii wrapped, but is mostly connected 
with Demeter, HHD 97, 318. 490 of Eleuiis blessed by the goddess’ presence, cf. alio 
Pampr. 3.120. In Call. alio HyDel. 300. fr. 229.15. The adj. is always in Hellenistic 
poetry linked to the divine. see Campbell on Moich. Eur. 68 and cf. GVI 267.1
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(2nd/3rd c.), and could well have become an attribute of Demeter herself in Ph.’s 
fragrant scenery before its application to Apollo’s hair, PlPSco is picked up (by whom?) 
from HHD 455.
Phoebus’ hairs are said to drip aromatic unguents, as the statue of the graces in 
Call. fr. 7.12 (quoted ff.). Odours in Demeter would have an intense presence. 
Demeter’s divine fragrance is stressed in HHD 277-9:
oSpq S’ tpepoeoaa GvriiPvrcov ano nknX(v 
OdSvaTO, tiqAe Se ^eyyog Ako xpoog AGavatoto 
XopTre 0eaq, ^avGa't Se Kopai KatevffvoGev mpoug.
Gods commonly give out a sweet odour, see Lilja 19f., 25f., Richardson 252, 
Williams on Call. HyAp. 38 and on the perfumed hair of a godhead Gerbeau on Nonn.
D. 18.351 (add Aphrodite in Virg. Aen. 1.403-4). Ph. would not ignore the reference in 
the Homeric Hymn, not least since Cos, as Cyrenaica, was famous for its aromatic 
unguents, esp. marjoram and quince, cf. Athen. 15.668e-f drawing on Apollonius’ 
medical treatise Hepl Mupcov of the 1st c. A.D. and see P-H xllii, Sh-W 242-3 who 
draws attention to the name ’Ap^aT-vi) attested in an inscription in Isthmus nr 425 P­
H. Thaa D(^mc^tc^r as a matter of princcple does not wash ht^i'^s^Hf cf. HHD 50, CaH. 
HyDem. 12 =16, is a fittingly ironic contradiction. Ph.’s divine fragrance intensly 
perfumes Theoc.’s locus amoenus, 7.132-4 where Theoc. and his friends ev re 
paOelar- / dSetag a%otvoto Kaaeuvilnv eKA.i^t^'^i^eg / ev te veoTadTotcl yeyaOote- 
olvapeoiPi in a locale where %avf 6oSev Gepeog pAXa riovo-, maSe S’ Srdcoac; and 
cf. the aromatic plants scattered throughout the poem.
Apollo’s fragrance in this passage is also directly indebted to Demeter’s. ’'EAcua 
in the sense "drops of unction" is novel. It is paralleled in the singular with II. 23.186, 
Od. 7.107, HH 24.3 (Hestla-statue) alel a<ov jXoKapcov aTCoAeIpetat vypov eXaiov. 
The notion of greasy aroma could hark back to Demeter. Theophr. De Odor. 26 
informs us that famous Coan quince-perfume consists of a mixture of olive oil and 
quince, a recipe valid for most perfumes in antiquity, cf. Theophr. op.c. 7f. and see 
Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 16 on Athena’s hated Kai•ltaTa petKtd. At a cultic level 
un-uent drops falling from the tresses of the goddess - for the tears she cannot shed? - 
would account for the habit of her initiates of anointing their areaalTa with fragrant 
unguents, cf. Philic. SH 680.38, q.v. [a]^Cariplt'U- (suppl. Ll-J - Parsons) aoi 
Xutaaonot KXcova;. Oil was also poured on offerings to Demeter in Phl-alla, Paus. 
8.43.11. The motif is fittingly reproduced in Call, as in Cyrenaica in addition to eAcdar 
.. KaAAAaoai Kat eXatov nXetaxov, Theophr. HP 4.3.1, there were famous perfumes 
esp. of roses and crocus, cf. Theophr. HP 6.65, CP 6.18.3. Philetan diction, however, 
seems to be reproduced in fr. 7.12 an’ SaTXijyycov S’ alev aXei<t)a peet of the anointed
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head of a statue of the Groces is Paros. "Go^iyvcs is picked up from Ph. fr. 19. 
"AXei<ta is hapax in Call, and occurs also is Theoc. 7.147 rnGwv d7icXuero Kpatos 
aXeifap in a deliberately differest context ond 18.45 of the ritualistic smooth oil for 
Helen’s cult-statue under a shady plose-tree is Sparta, both times os aX£lCaO; 
Probably it wos the word employed for the unguest drops from Demeter’s locks. If so, 
plural eXaiCt is meant to be on echo of the Philetan term.
In the elegant vv. 39-40 note the strong alliteration ou Xlmoc ’A7t6AXe^voe 
ctXCqTdCouoiv .. / ... navdKeiav ... <S Kev eKeivai ond the homoeoteleuton eOetpat / 
exeivai. Apollo’s locks drip ou Xmog (vulgar greose) but auxqv navdKeiav. Panaceia 
is a minor medicinal deity, daughter of Asclepius, and os a substostive a name of 
different plants of medicinal use, Theophr. HP 9.11.1-3. It may hark bCck to Ph. since 
a) it flows from Apollo’s hair, o motif cosceivobly occurring is Demeter, in which the 
goddess might have been presented os having medicisol capabilities, b) a proper 
reference to medicine and Apollo in the Hymn occurs is vv. 45-6 ond c) Panaceia was 
worshipped in Cos in association with Asclepius. Herodos 4.5-6 Kc>vx£p oi5e riptoi 
(30^01 / HavdiTi te etc. testifies to as altar of hers outside the Coan Asclepieios, 
which is confirmed by excavations.cc In v. 41 xccoKeg is a Doric word, Greg. Cor. De 
dial. Dor. 93, recurring in Theoc. 4.16 which echoes Tc<eolov in Call. fr. 1.34. "Epa^e 
"to the ground" occurs always at the end of the verse except here and [Theoc.] 25.265 
(before the caesura). Here it violates Meyer’s first low (words of shape x - c do sot end 
in the second foot), the only other instance is Call, occuning in HyDem. 91. Hollis 19­
20 wondered if the violation means to produce a special effect. AKqpia "unhormed, 
safe" hos a medical colour, cf. Schol. od loc. (p. 50.41 Pf., q.v.) dvoaa koi dtjQapra, 
and though it should not be confused with oifipaxa or aKTippaca, see Vion on A.R. 
4.159, it implies purity. Apollo’s healing power renders him the pure god par 
excellence, see Parker 393. A cathartic low found is Cyrene and doted to the lost 
quarter of the 4th c. LSS 115 prescribes purificatory restrictions allegedly decreed by 
Apollo, see Parker 332-51 with further bibliography. Purity wos of exceptional 
concern to Demeter, the Coons and Ph. ond it will reappear with its poetic symbolism 
at the end of the Hymn.
In the passage discussing Apollo nomios, vv. 47-54 Call, lavishly employs 
rarities (v. 50 paup6alav, v. 53 novelties (v. 48 ^euyiTtSag (fem.), v. 51
emxT'Xx8e<;, v. 52 dydXaxteg) and technical terms (v. 54 pauvoOKag, StSupatoKog). 
MouvoroKOg is the epicised form of the zoological term povoroKOg, Arist. HA 576al,
See Sh-W 347-351.1. 0. Cunningham, CQ 16 (1966), 115-7 expressed reservations about the Coan 
localisation of mimiamb 4, but see Sh-W 350-2, F. ManaKidou, Beschreibung von Kunstwerken in der 
hellenistischen Dichtung, Stuttgart 19<53^, 18f. and in general on SEG 41.688.
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GA 772b2, used of animals bearing one luckling at a time.44 it might be introduced 
into poetry by Call., but it would also suit Demeter or Persephone veiy well ai a witty 
alternative to their traditional attributes. 0pp. Hal. 3.488-9 KOup'Tv/ pouvoyOv^v 
fJpTrd4uv, OrphF 109, Orph. Hy. 29.2 (Persephone) pouvoyeveia 6ua, 40.16 
(Demeter) pouvoye^vfig, Paus. 1.31.4 (Periephone) nponoyovg, see Hopkinson (1994), 
210, LSJ e.v. pouvoyovog quoting an inscription of the 2nd c. from Tricca on 
Persephone and cf. of her companion Hecate Hei. Theog. 448 poovoye^g ex piyipOg 
eoUdd, A.R. 3.847 Aaipav pouvoyeveiav where the Scholiast confused Hecate with 
Persephone. The loss of the only-child is more painful and is often pointed out in 
funerary epigram..59 60 Nonn. D. 6.31-2 in the sententious pouvoroKoi ydp / T^^uyUroug 
Sid TalSag qui rpopeouoi xoKf^ug of Demeter and ibid. 58-9 pouvoxOKou Se / Kodpry; 
of Persephone with paisive lenie, may not have been the first to apply the term to 
them.
Ph.’i presence perseveres in vv. 56-7 where the word ii of Apollo ai founder of 
cities (ktistes), a particular cult of him in Cyrene, see Fraser 1788-9:
OviBoc ypp Pea TtOAiega (iXnuSei 
KTijooeema, autoq Se 0epElAia Ootpog v.ailvei
This echoes Ph. fr. 10 about the foundation of Phlious:
OAtcnC yPp 7c6O,^Lo Eoxi Aiwvvavu (bAo uiVg 
0>Avug Tv auxoc Seipaxv AeuKvAodoq
Ph.’s Seiyaxo is rendered with 0upe^Al,(a .. U3divui, cf. /Su^pdxo in HyAp. 62. In v. 58 
xuxpaUxqg extends Homeric Od. 2.106, al. xpluxug etc. but it ii feeble if it is meant to 
emulate Ph.’i conceivable xexp(ruvug, appearing as xexpaevog in fr. 33.
Traces of Od. 7.117-21. a passage on which fr. 15 is modelled and which, to 
judge by some flora in Theoc. 7, probably exerted a broader influence on ascertain
59 Cf. Homeric hapax II. 17.5 (heifer) TpcoxoxoKOg ... vu rpiv elSma tokoio, Theoc. 5.27 (goat), of 
women Plato Theaet. 151c, al., Nonn. D. 9.315, and Ataktoi Glossal fr. 48 K. TtoKag- ... vivv 
TpcoroTKK'Ug. AiKugaTOKOg is a quality of Theoc.’s goats, 1.25, 2.34, 5.84, 8.45 which also Philip GPh 
15.5 and Long. 2.34.1 appreciated. Movvyevn; of Jesus became common in Christian literature, cf. 
Nonn. Par. 1.58 with E. Livrea, Gnomon 68 (1996), 397.
60 Cf. e.g. CEG 174b.4, c.4 (ca 475-450), Levn. Tar. HE 71.2, Nicaenet. HE 2.3, GVI 665.3L, 734.4,
840,3, 857.2, 961.4, 1043a, 1878.3, 2089.5 (3rd c. B.C. tv 2nd c. A.D.), SEG 34.274.4 (late 1mperial 
times; deceased) og enAexo g^Kepr gvSvvg, 42.1684.2 (Roman 1mperial Period).
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passage in Demeter, first occur in v. 78 xeAea^opiTv (a Cyrenean word prompting 
Oeoioo^opia) erenfiiiov and mostly in vv. 80-3:
ifi Ifi Kapveie tcoA'DAXue, oeio Ss 0a>^oo^ 
dvOea pev <t)Oooo'ucpv ev ei-api xoaaa rep ~fApai 
t^onKlV ayivefiai ^e^opon rcviovxo; eppxriv,
Xelpaxi §e KpsKov fibnv.
For unHomeric oiaot, though cf. IL 2.89, al., then e.g. A.R. 4.961 e’laalvSg, cf. Theoc. 
7.97. In Hellenistic poetry also Theoc. 12.30, [23].29, Leon. Tir. HE 19.7, Zenod. HE 
3.3, Alex. Aet. CA 1.2, Antig. Car. SH 47.1, Nic. Ther. 32, 74, Alex. 569, Bion fr. 
2.17, cf. eiapog in Theoc. 13.26, Arat. 514, Euph. CA 40.3, Bion 2.1, 17, elap in Nic. 
Alex. 577, Num. Her. SH 582.2, Bion fr. 2.15. Early epic knows only eapi, II. 21.283, 
22.151, Hes. WD 462 where see West. Tftpai are associated with Apollo mpt-mig, Lyc. 
352 and LSJ Suppl. s.v. rIoe^^rlg, as well as with Demeter Obpri^opog, see on fr. 16.2. 
The verses influenced Nic. Alex. 232-3 (apples) *xoia rep c^pai I olaoiva'i ^opeoua-iv 
everpif|paxa Konpai;.
Zephyros endieivo; Kai ^810x0-, Arist. Prob. 943b21, al., is a mild (cf. Arist. 
op-c. 946al7, Theophr. De Ventis 38 Aeioxaxo- x©v avepcov, in poetry II. 19.415-6, 
Philoxenus PMG 835, A.R. 4.768, 821, Diosc. HE 11.2), refreshing wind blowing 
only in spring and autumn, Arist. op.c. 943628 rvei eapo- ' pdXiaxa, 946al8-9, 
Theophr. op.c. 3E and see N-H on Hor. Odes 4.1, Vian on Nonn. D. 3.11, at evening 
time, Arist. opte. 944al0, 946a 19 mpo- eaiaepav xf|g fipepa;, Theophr. op.c. 41, 47. It 
is an agreeable part of an ideal landscape since it was blowing in the Elysian Fields in 
Od. 4.567-8 (and still was in EG 1046.22 Kalbel (ca 161 A.D.)) alel ^e^npoto Xiyi) 
rvelovxo- diixag I ’LKeavo- dvlxiaw dvaynxeiv dvOpcnrou-, and often around 
springs, cf. Leon. Tar. HE 85.2, Hermocr. HE 1.1-2 "I^ru vno axiepdv pAdxavov, 
Oeve, xdvSe 7aapepKCOv, / d; dxcaAcp Zeoupo- jcveupaxi pvXXa Sovea, Nicaenet. HE 
4.2, "Plato” FGE 11.2, TAion. FGE 74.3, 78.2, Salyrus FGE 3.3. lIs ripening, power 
links it to Demeter, cf. Theoc. 10.46-7 eg popeav dvepov xdg KopOuog d xopd uppiv I 
T ^etjrnpov pAettexco’ mialvexar o axdxu- onxm-, in a hymn to Demeter of wheat 
harvested before full ripeness. Zephyros appears as a wind of vegetation in the 
influential Od. 7.119 aXXa. pdA’ alel / £eOua^x| p;verol)Ga xd pev <i)ei, dAAa 8e 
reaaei, "Bacch." FGE 1.2 xm rdvxwv dvepcov mioxaT(p ZeOnpcp, Call. fr. 110.53 
OfAo- dflxp-, Satyrus FGE 1.1 ZeOupoio tcouixokov (Blomfleld : txovxox- P : ixXoTlK- 
PL), Nonn. D. 3.10 ZiO^o^ TpodyyeXo. eyKuo- "Dpil, 31.110 deOK^Uxon Zeoupou, 
Etym. Gud. s.v. rapa xo ^vocljopo- elvai. xpeOei ydp xou- Kapron-. ... xm ydp Oepei 
tvvovx. anxco ol Kapirol au0ovxai, Cat. 64.282 aura aperit flores tepidi fecunda
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Favoni with Kroll od loc., Seivius on Virg. Georg. 1.43.6c It has the power to nourish 
or to ruin the crops, Theophr. De Vends 38 <Ka'i xwv Kap7Emv> xoug pev eKTpeKEi, 
xoug S’ a7eaAA^)el Kat SiaTOeipei xe^^co;, depending os the season it blows, Theophr; 
op^. 43-5. As the wind traditionally most suitable for winnowing choff from the groin, 
cf. [Bacch.] I.e., Virg. Georg. 1.134, it is linked to Demeter who supervises this 
activity, cf. II. 5.499-502 mg S’ dvepog d%vag (^eei lepag Kax’ dAmdg / dvSpmv 
AiKpmvxmv, oxe xe KavOf Axprixxp / Kptvx e7reiyopevnv dvepmv Kapkov xe kx'i 
d%vag, / al S’ UJcae'eKKxvovTal axuppial, 13.588-92, Xen. Oec. 18.6-7, 0pp; Hal. 
4.497f., see West os Hes. WD 599 ond cf. Adoeus GPh 2.3, Diod. Zon. AP 6.18.1 
Axpixxp AiKpaia. Its procreative power is miraculously extended to the animals os 
well, see R. Boker, RE VIII (1958), 2323-5 s.v. Winde. Is Coll, it occurs only here 
and is attested os used is fr. 615 to account for the same of the Epizephyrios LocrionS; 
Given this literary background and Demeter’s withdrawal Zephyros might hove bees 
summoned to benefit vegetation in the locus amoenus. His ambivalent power would 
accord with the subversive constituents of that scene. 62
Xeipaxi in v. 83 is emphatic. It might be a correctio if saffron occurred is Ph.’s 
spring. Crocus is a flower par excellence associated with Demeter and Persephone, cf. 
HHD 6 with Richardson ad lxc., Soph. OC 684; it oooears oround tombs in GVI 
1363.4 (Astypalaia, 1st c.), 2005.3 (lst/2nd c.) UCxm'vou xe KpoKou. It blossoms in 
autumn or winter, cf. Theophr; HP 6.8.3, 6.10, Nic. fr. 74.56 Kpoiog c’Iaor yumv, but 
often figures with spring flowers os a Irtepopp convention, see Biihler on Mosch. Eur. 
68. Here it is aptly token up, since it flowers in Cyrene, cf. Theophr. HP 4.3.1 KpoKov 
to Auv f) %mpa (^per Kal eboopov, but is sot brought into connection with Apollo or 
used by Call, elsewhere. Demeter's influence culminates is the coda of the Hymn, vv. 
105-12:
6 GGovog AJc6XXmvxs eT ouaxa AaGpiog eiTev- 
"ouk ayapai xov aoiSov og ouS’ boa TCvTog aeiSei.." 
xov 3>00vov av6AAmv ToSi x’ uAcoev m5e x’ eemv* 
A.xaup^ou Ttaapola peyag poog, aXka xa noXXa 
Aupaxa yi)g Kai noXXov &()’ bSan oupKeTov eAKei.
61 For another ancient derivation from go^oq "west" see P. Moraux, ZPE 41 (1981), 51.
62 Stormy winds of course have no place in a locus amoenus, see M. Davies, Hermes 114 (1986), 401 
cl. Od. 6.43, Sappho 2.10f., Soph. Track. 146 etc. Philic. SH 680.21 (Jmarnlpaoi Oeppn 8’ eTcjiKcev 
d[ypoug (suppl. Korte, GaUavoti) and Ov. Met. 5.482-4 primis segetes moriuntur in herbis,! et modo sol 
nimius, nimius modo corripit imber, I sideraque ventique nocent follow a version in which the winds 
are deployed to harm the crops. The blowing of Zephyros to the opposite effect would constitute an 
interesting antithesis, see on fr. 13 on a version of Demeter preventing the springs from flowing.
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Arpi S’ ouk ano icavxog uScop (woeouai peAiaaai, 
cXX ^iRq Ka0apr| xe Kai axpaavxog avepnei 
TiSaKOg e3 iepfig oAiyq Aipag atKpov acoxov".
The passage was not io long ago regarded as a gauche addition of Call. or even 
as a later interpolation, see Cahen ad loc. (pp. 84-6). But its function is obvious. 
Apollo among hii other capacities is the patron of poetry. This is founded in tradition: 
the first verse of the II. known to Nicanor and Crates was Mouaag auiS© Kai 
’AToAA<coa kAuxoxo3ov, suu Pfeiffer (1968), 238-9, cf. alio Hes. Theog. 94-5. A.R. 1.1 
whence Orph. Arg. 1, Posid. SH 705.1f., 9 and lee O. Falter. Der Dichter und sein 
Gott, Wurzburg 1938, 51-2. Even more so in Call, whose alliance with Apollo is 
additionally prescribed by his Cyrenuan origin. Apollo is indeed invoked at crucial 
moments, Aetia fr. 1.21, HyAp. 105f.. Iambi 13 fr. 203.1. But Apollo dous not broker 
any sort of poutry; hu only patronises "good" poetry: rmOAAcov ou Tcavxi 3auivuxai, 
aAA’ Sxig eo OASg. So thu Hymn ends with polemics over poetics. Ph. tends to come up 
in such passages. The modelling of the HyAp. on Demeter ii concluded with an 
undisguisud reference acquiring the power of a programmatic symbolism.
Phthonos employs thu Tovxoq-imagu. Apollo rejects thu huge and sluggish flow 
of Euphrates carrying along much dirt. What ii best, decrees Apollo, is the small pure 
drop that thu bees carry for thu sake of Deo. Vv. 110-2 ruproducu an image from 
Demeter in which bues buzz around a source of water (Bourina) which ii turned 
sacred, as everything elsu, by Demutur. Thu very same image is reproduced in Thuoc. 
7.142 TcefK>vxo 3ou0<al Tcpi TcSaKag cpij)l peAiaaai.44 Atioi rings the bell of thu 
model. Ka0apf| xu Ka'l axpaavxog places umphasii on purity, with which Demeter, 
Coans and possibly Ph. were concerned. ’AKpdavxo- ii "a ducidedly sombre word" 
which hai a religious touch and often implies sexual chastity, see Campbell on Moich. 
Eur. 73; it is a novel form of a%^<avxog modelled on Homeric aKpaavxog. niSa3 is 
almost certainly of Philetan provenance. It is a Homeric hapax II. 16.825 T^5caK0<- dp3‘ 
SAlyrig and ii used by Call. here and Theoc. 7.142 in thu same context and in the only 
occurrence in either, llepfig replacing Homeric SAlypg depicts the divine ambience in 
the Philetan scenery, cf. Theoc. 7.136f. ’OAlyiig ii Kept to apply to Aij3d5og. as in A.R.
63 Muller 42 deemed that these lines "scheinen geradezu ein Philitas-Zitat zu sein", but see Perp. Adscr. 
12. P. Kyriakvu, Homeric Hapax Legotnena in the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius, Stuttgart 1995, 
230-1 following Muller rightly established a link in the insect images in Call, and Theoc., but took her 
argument to unconvincing extremes: "Instead of the Philetan pure and alcohol-free grove, Phrasidamus’ 
farm overflows with rare wine. Totally unexpectedly ... Theoc.’s poem would .. wander off in a nvn- 
Philetan direction. [....] According tv this scenario, Callimachus ... would react to Theoc.’s piece along 
the "purified” lines of the Philetan model".
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4.1454 (flies) dpO' oXtyriv ppAixog yluKopvu A.pa. P15a^ specifically applies to a 
natural source which, os Bourina (see on fr. 13 oeAaplorppovo) often springs out of a 
rock, of. A.R. 4.1456 rexpaTi repl TiSaai cf. Q.S. 3.578-9, Leon. Tar, HE 3.1-2 
AuAia ial NupOecov lepo; Jidyog ai 0’ utco rexpr / rclSaieg whence Anon. FGE 
73.1-2 d 0’ uoS rexp^t / mida^, Nonn. D. 32.295, 45.309-310, and cf. for the imagery 
Niclas HE 5.1-2 "I^eu un’ atyelootaiv ... 65ixa, I ial tvi©’ daaov Icbv mSaiv; 
dooxPoa;. The association of the word in its early occurrences with Nymphs may be 
due to Ph64
Two distinct layers make up the imagery of the passage: the water- ond the bee- 
image. Puelma 156 n. 3E inferred from Prop. Tt. 22c, e that Ph. used the water-motif in 
a "programmatisch wichtige Stelle". Muller 41-2 ottributed the symbolism of both 
water ond bees to Ph. In foot both ore much older than the Coon. The water-image of 
poetry originotes in Pind.b6 So does the image of the poet as o bee, of. esp. Pyth. 10.53­
4 ey^Kcoplcov ydp dcoxog upvcav I en’ qAAox ’ dAAov oSth peAuod Ouvei Aoyov, Isth.. 
7.18-9 (quoted above) and Ploto Ion 534a-b Aeyouai ydp ofxouQov ^6- fipd- ol 
rouiTai oxi duo loovCOv poXtooUx©v Pk Mouacov Kaurov xivroy Kal yanrov 
Sp^oc6eoeol xd pOAx fiplv ^ppoucnv roOTcep al pPAixTai, ial auxvl vuxo ilox6povol• 
Kal dAi^Of) AeYoua.. Kau^av ydp %pxga orn-oixf; eaxiv ial Jtxqvdv ial lepoy Kal ou 
ovo6epov oio; xe ooielv reply dv evOeo; xe ypvxxai ial ei^pcvv ial o you; poKexi 
ev auxro evfj.06 Call.’s knowledge of the Pindaric background becomes evident by the
64 ni8a£ is favoured by the Hellenistic poets, but its occurrences might all follow the same path. Call., 
Theoc. and probably Nicias depend op Ph. The term is associated with Nymphs in Theoc. and Leon. 
Tar, 11. cc., Hermocr. HE 2.2, A.R. 4.1394, 1451, 1456, see Livrea op 4.1451, and later Alaiohrop
4.13.11. Absent from bucolic other than the one (Philetap) occurrence in Theoc. It becomes more 
popular later: Apollonid. GPIt 2.4, Antlo. Thess. GPft 70.4, Sabinus GPft 2.4, Leon. Alex. FGP 33.1, 
Apop. GDRK 16.11, Anon. AP 9.585.2, Q.S. 4x, [0pp.] Cyn. 3x, Orph. Lith. 369, Orph. Hy. 11.8, 
Nonn. D. 9x, Orph. Arg. 598, Joann. Gaz. 2.136. Crinag. GPh 43.1 coins the absolute hapax owdSaio;.
65 See in general Whnmel 222L, Kambylis 113L, Cameron (1995), 363-6 and in particular M. Poliakoff, 
"Nectar, springs and the sea: arlfiaal terminology in Pindar and Callimachus", ZPE 39 (1980), 41-7. Op 
Pind. and Call, seminal is M. T. Smiley, Herrnathena 18 (1924), 46-72, cf. also J. K. Newman, "Pindar 
and Callimachus", ICS 10 (1985), 169-189, N. Hopkinson, A Hellenistic Anthology, Cambridge 1987, 
88-9, T. Fuhrer, AJPh 109 (1988), 53-68, O. K. Lord, Pindar in the Second and Third Hymns of 
Callimachus, Diss. Michigan, Ann Arbor 1990, further in L. Lehnus, Bibliografia Callimachea 1489­
1988, Genoa 1989, 339-345 passim. There is much need for a comprehensive study on this question. Op 
water-terminology with regard to speech, ^covfv xelv, pot Aoyo; etc., see G. Wilhelmi, Unter- 
suchungen zum Bild vom Fliefien in der Sprache der griech. Literatur, Diss. Tubingen 1967.
66 See N. J. Richardson, "Pindar and Later Literary Criticism" in PELS 5 (1985), 391-2 and J. 
Duchemin, Pindare po&te et proph&te, Paris 1955, 247-252. Ip general see M. Schuster, RE XV (1931),
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employment of aKpov acoxov in v. 112; so does the presence of Ph. with the reference 
to Deo.6?
With regard to bees F. Williams os v. 110 hos definitely demonstrated that vv.
110-2 can be read equally satisfactorily is three different ways: o) the physical: bees os 
actual bees, b) the religious: bees insinuating "priestesses of Demeter" and c) the 
poetic: bees as poets. Any insistence os one at the expense of another is pointless, see 
olso C. Colome is Harder 52-4. Notion a ond b occured in Demeter too. The question 
is whether Ph. mode use of the archaic precedents to give to his images the power of o 
poetic symbolism, or whether it wos Call, who did so for him, whence the Romans in 
any case took them up. Certainty is not possible but the former possibility seems more 
likely. Would Ph. ignore the implications of his images? If he began his poem (fr. 7) 
with a reference to Pind. he might have referred to him at the end too. Moreover, the 
poetic bee is not a favourite symbolism is Call.: these ore the untrodden path and the 
water, both from Pind. Bees appear more than once in Theoc. 7 in relation to poetry 
ond the notion of bees os symbols of proverbial industry, cf. Arist. GA 759o8-761al, 
Hes. WD 304-6, Pind. Pyth. 6.54, would oppeol to Ph.’s erudite poetic dogma.
The some question is posed for the water-image. In Demeter pure, sacred ond 
ample (v'^K'oxov) water had flown. A similar kind of water runs from the cove of the 
Nymphs in Theoc. 7.136-7, prefigured is vv. 6-7 with a reference to Bourina itself^8 
That water, os Coll.’s here, is of a poetic nature. The fact that in two accomplished 
poets the some images convey the some meaning suggests that in Ph. Demeter would * * * * * 67 68
382-3, Kambylis 98f., G-P on Leon. Tar. 98.1, J. H. WaszinK, Biene und Hdnig als Symbol des Dichtens
und der Dichtung in der griechisch-rdmischen Antike, Opladen 1974, Davies-Kathirithamby 70-2, G.
Crane, AJPh 108 (1987), 400-2, Sallinger 448. On bees nurturing poets see Gow on Theoc. 1.146. On
p.EA,i.l>0OO'YO<;, pEAi(xtvo<; etc. see C. Riedweg, ICS 19 (1994), 147-8. R. Hunter, ZPE 76 (1989), 1-2
saw in the Platonic passage the imagery of Call. fr. 1.29-38.
67 The presence of the bees in vv. 110-2, let alone of Demeter, has never been convincingly accounted 
for. Only Pfeiffer (1968), 284 cautiously suggested a reference to Demeter. G. Huxley, GRBS 12 
(1971), 214-5 related it to the Euphrates-reference and saw a link with the Pontic honey, G. Crane, AJPh 
108 (1987), 399-403 saw the stress on a Callimachean conception which regards the sweetness of poetry 
as its purity, cf. also Schwinge 16-9. The lines are not vexed by serious textual problems, but 
Hutchinson 78 n. 102 suspects "some corruption" in vv. 109-111.
68 Lawall 78,106, N. Krevans, TAPA 113 (1983), 208-12 and Hunter 24 even advocated a link between 
Bourina and Hesiodic Hippocrene. It is difficult to see any link other tian a general one, as the Boeotian 
spring is the ultimate source of all poetic initiations, but if Ph.’s verses were understood to convey a 
poetical significance some would make the connection early enough. That Bourina though is meant to 
be a parody of Hippocrene "with the pastoral cow substituted for the epic horse", Krevans, I.e., 209 is 
misleading for both Theoc. and Ph.
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give thu sourcu ihe helped to be produced a role appropriate to her capacity ai goddesi 
of poetry. Crucially, Call. maKei a quantitative addition in v. 112. From the pure and 
sacred sourcu an OAiyr Aif3ag "small trickle" would suffice, cf. thu cicada’s 8p6aog in 
fr. 1.33. Pind. Isth. 18-9 S xi |xf| aojlag acoxov aKpov / KAuxaig etecov poaiaiv 
e^Krixai ^vyev first made the point. but Aipag is carefully chosen to be unPinraric. Ai 
it leumi, the evident tripartition of the concluding verse roes justice to all three 
contributors to the passage: TciaKog e% iepfig (Ph.)I OAvyij A.pdg (CalL)l aKpov acoxov 
(Pind.).
Emulation with Ph. takes a different form in HyDem. The Coan’i influence has 
been suspected on vague premises. but no specific links have been traced.69 Direct 
refurunces to Ph. are indeed restricted to the eiientiali. Three paiiagui aru of particular 
interust in this respect. The section recapitulating traditional features of the myth, vv. 
6-23, the description of Demuter’s grove, vv. 24-38. and Demutur’s appearance in vv. 
42-4. The introductory vv. 1-6 set up the illuiionary cultic context and render the 
Hymn mimetic. Women are waiting for a sacred KdAaQvg to arrive after a procession. 
The choice of the second day of the Thesmophoria might make a point since Ph., as it 
luums, dwelt specifically on that with the day-long privations during the itinerary of 
Chalcon and Demutur, the break of fasting in thu evening and the probable overnight 
stay on stibades in the Coan countryside. In the next verses Call, selects memorable 
features of thu traditional Dumeter-myth blending them with playful witticism.
A reference to Hesperus comes first in vv. 7-9:
"Eemepog £k vejecov ecnceyaxo (icav'iKa vuixai;),
''Eoxepog. Og xe mieiv Aaldxepd pwvog eneiaev 
dpTeY^ilag ok’ djxuaxd puxea^T^i^vuv tyvia Ke)pag.
Huspurus in its sole occurrence in Homur ii declarer thu most beautiful of all stars. II. 
22.318 (Aehilleus in his new armour like) "Eemepo-. Og KaAAuaxog ev oupavcS laxdxdi 
aa^ifjp. cf. Sappho fr. 104b, A.R. 2.40-2, Bion fr. 11.3 U3ovf- aoxpmv. Q.S. 5.131-2. 
etc. It is the star escorting lovers taking pains at night and, most importantly. marking 
the end of thu day’s labours. If Chalcon and Demuter had to spend a night in the Coan 
countryside, the cultic action of sleeping on bare ground during the second day of the 
Thesmophoria ("Fasting"), here performed by Demetur and hur first male initiate in 
Coi, would need to be supplemented with one accounting for the break of fasting in *
69 Cf. e.g. Bowie 8K n, 58: "Cdlimachus’ own Hymn to Demeter ... should owe something tv Demeter 
tvv" or M. Haslam in Harder 119 n. 14: "If we had Philetas’ Demeter the poem would nv doubt become 
more complex still". For Muller’s assumptions see ff.
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the evening when Hesperus appears.™ The star’s beauty would match with the scesery. 
The notion of release from labour would moke it easier for the goddess to break her 
fast. On Bourina’s offinity with cy^on see on fr. 13. A further indication for a Philetan 
Hesperus might be provided by the anonymous eoideictic epigram T. 20 of Ph. 
wearing himself out with vukxgov SoovK^Scg eam£plxr which Page, FGE, 443 regarded 
as a direct quotation from Ph. (PerO; Adscr. 4) ond Theoc. 7.53 ’'Eot<|)or EcmEpioi may 
be relevant here. The Coon would be proves innovative and Coll.’s comment does sot 
fall short of witticism: it wos not lombe, nor Baubo nor anyone else that earlier 
treatments might hove adduced, who persuaded Demeter to drink; it wos none other 
(pmvog) than Hesperus, i.e. her own late evening fatigued
Demeter’s wondering back ond forth - os foot! - from the extreme west to the 
extreme east in vv. 10-11 is treated with apparent irony.70 71 2 So is the endless, boring 
repetition of traditional motifs, vv. 12-6:
ou irieg oUX ap’ eoeg xfvov opovov auS£ Xoeoaa. 
xptg |tev 8q 8t£pag ’AoeAea.av apyapaS^vav, 
xoacdKi 8’ devcoov 7raoao<ov er£paaag eKacoov, 
xptg o’ em KaAAtoopv octi-tcxSLg eoaOlaaao opxT 
aOoxaAEa anozoq xe Kat ou <dy£<; omoe Ao&aaa.
It is highly irosie that Call, while summoning his listeners to show fitting 
respect, loads his verses with smouldering, poignant comments in all directions. Tplg 
... / oocadKi ... / xptg ond the immediate resumption of the fasting-motif neatly 
expresses this abuse, which after oil is sot pleasing even to the goddess: quest for
70 The sources for vnaxela are gathered by P. Arbesmann, RE VI (1936), 20. For a direct link of
Hesperus and break of fast cf. also Ov. Fasti 4.535-6. The break in Ov. is accidental as the goddess eats 
a poppy-seed prepared as a medicine for Celeus’ sick son. Cf, also the inversion of the motive in Met. 
5.440-1 illam non udis veniens Aurora capillis /cessantem vidit, non Hesperus. -
71 Hopkinson on vv. 7-8 noted that "for the anaphora in C. and Bion [fr. 11.1-2 "Ecorepe, odg epaodg 
Xpuoeov (,aog ’A^pooeveiag, / "EaTepe, Kuaveag lepov, (AAe, vuKtag dyoApa] one might postulate a 
lost (lyric?) source, cf. Sappho fr. 104.2 Voigt". This might be true of an erotic Hesperus. Ph. might 
have alluded to it as such. Call, would adopt it to emphasise its novel role in this version. D. A. Kidd, 
Latomus 33 (1974), 25 thinks that the hint is at the mythological character Hesperus offering hospitality 
to Demeter.
72 noxvia, lt<»g ge oUvavoo tr68eg <epev eao’ ek, ouOpotg, / eax’ ek tco MeAavag kai otua oa opuaea 
pfjAa; Hopkinson ad loc. strove to locate all three places in the West but there is no need to violate the 
natural meaning of the verses, see R. Hunter, MD 29 (1992), 10 n. 3 cl. Mimn. lEG 12.8-9 (Helios 
transferred) xwpou a$’ 'Earepiotov I yaiav eg AlGiorctov, where see Allen.
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innovation in a saturated motif brought her to tears, v. 17 pf] jif xavxa A^'yo^jjieg a 
6dKouvv ayaye Atpa. On this verse refemng specifically to Ph. see on fr. 17. As it 
marks the end of the passage reviewing traditional features, it constitutes a turning 
point. The poet will now proceed to suggest alternative subjects about Demeter 
introduced with a triple kcxAAiov: Demeter as goddess of ordinances. Demeter 
bestowing upon Triptolemus the art of cultivating cereals.73 The passage with the 
dismissible trivial themes opens and ends with conspicuous futures from Ph. The 
references give the Coan a distinguished place, but clearly classify his version as 
another treatment of the worn-out old story. This, as we shall see, comes as no 
surprise.
With the third idAXtov Call, orrives at his subject: the punishment of 
Erysichthon. Parenthetical v. 22 'i/a iai xi- weppaaiag aAerirat is on the one hind 
adduced as an additional reason to avoid transgressions employed in trivial treatments 
for the sake of innovation. Champions of exquisite variation, omong them principally 
Ph., would be the recipients of this comment. On the other hand it makes a good point 
within the poem anticipating the moral to be deduced by Erysichthon’s transgression 
and punishment, cf. IL 23.598 oio0’ oiai vecu avopo; U705pOoaOa^ xeAeOouo..
In vv. 24f. the poet embarks upon his select subject. The Pelasgians had 
established for Demeter aaAov oX^o^ ... / 6Pv6o£o^v dolj)iXa<l£<:; This last word recurs 
in possages with Philetan overtones, see ff. on A.R. All of its trees occur olso in Theoc.
7 and very probably go back to Ph.: elms, peor-trees, ipples and a poplor related to the 
Nymphs, aptly token up in this context as ominous trees. Ap^g in v. 60 stonds for "tree" 
(see Seaford on Eur. CycL 383). Hlxu- in v. 27 is a remirkoble exception. Pine-trees 
ore a stock-feoture in ideal localities and they grow close to woter, cf. Theoc. 1.1-2 
(TvrjKCH in 22.40), Leon. Tar. HE 3.2 r 0’ uSaor yeiToveovoa toto-. They are mostly 
related to deoth and lamentation, cf. II. 13.390 = 16.483, Simon. IEG 11.2, Theoc. 
1.134, Euph. CA 84.1, Nie. Alex. 3CX-1, Nonn. D. 12.134 ond Odysseus sees one is an 
ominous sign in the yard of Cyclops in Od. 9.186. Steph. Byz. s.v. MlArixo- (452.9-13 
Meineke) tells us that its twigs were used as stibades in the local Thesmoahoria, but 
the information is isolated.74 Still, nixvq, irenar ond eAdxri belong to the same family 73 74
73 MUller 42 thought that it is the themes of vv. 18-21 that are complimeptarily taken up from Ph. 
Things are in fact the other way round. R. Hunter’s view, MD 29 (1992), 10 "vv. 7-17 of Hymn 6 
represent a small-scale rewriting of the Hotneric Hymn to Demeter" is sweepingly simplistic.
74 In Miletus, formerly called Pityvusa Oxi exei itpwxvv rim; e<f>u, the use of pine-lrees in the 
Thesmophoria is duo to restrictr/ely local reasons, oia xo doKa’i■Ov xijg yovvpaeog, Steph. Byz. I.e. Ip 
the Asclepius-temple of Epidaurus (m. 5th c.) the god holds a branch of pine and C. Benedum, JDAI 
101 (1986), 144 n. 44 tried to establish an association with Demeter via medicine. From a religious point 
of view this may bo true, but it cannot apply to the Callimachean passage.
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of trees and are discusied successively in one chapter in Theophr. HP 3.9. One was 
often mistaken for the other and Theophr. HP 3.9.4 elaborately tries to distinguish 
teKkt from Til^u-, see S. Amigues (Bude 1989) ad loc. Murr 111 noted that Tiro- ii a 
collective term for all coniferous trees, later replaced in that by teKkti. Thuie trees 
were mostly associated with orgiastic cults. The torches carried by Demeter in HHD 
48 were of such a character, see Richardson ad loc.. and a truuKti ii mentioned in 
Philic. SH 680.50 ]v nevKa- avuAoo, Xve pdpu^dv S4puv. cf. ibid. v. 6 ]Aa|lTaPa- 
uAtSC. and Pampr. 3.120 O^)^eofdv ’EA£Vdlv^'r- 4X070 tteuKri-. It might be a 
Callimachean addition which along with other latent "violent" vocabulary. cf. vv. 28-9 
uScop /... avedve ("boiled up") 0ea 6’ enejumvern v®Pm and sue Hopkinson 5, draws 
on the orgiastic vein of the Demetur-cult undermining the peacefulness of the locality 
and foreshadowing the storm which is about to come.
Coniferous trees were mostly associated with the cult of Dionysus Dendritis, see 
Dodds on Eur. Bac. 109-110. Tragedy offers tclxig only in Aesch. fr. 78c.39 (bacchant) 
tuto- £Gxe|ll.£vo- and in the upiciiing fr. 251. But trees of the same family appear in 
Eur. Bac. 1051-3 fyv 5’ acyKO- all<|itKpTl|lvov, uSaoi SlaPpoKOv, I teokkcoi cr)GKia4ov. 
8v0a paiva8u- / KaOrjvx’. Pentheus in v. 1061 climbs eg eAdxriv UvdUKeva for a better 
view and the maenads summoned by Dionysus fi^ai TeJAea- cokuttix’ oux i^^aovug. v. 
1090. Eventually vv. 1103-4 Spmvoi- ejlVTXlJavo'6<fal KAaPoi- / pi^ag [ic. of the 
eAciTri] avuoTcapaaaov caxSTpoi- llfKAotg and at the end uproot the fir with thuir bare 
hands. vv. 1109-10. HyDem. 29 dveOuu (>0Uw "rage") and e7tupaiLvuxo. and thu batch 
of aimud retainers of Erysichthon rushing, v. 36 eSpapov, into the grove and striking a 
poplar to cut it down may have a Bacchic/orgiaitic background. Dionysus’ anger 
justified in vv. 70-1 (ai transposed by Ruiske) koi yap xQ Aapaxpi ouvwpylaOii 
AiOvnoo- I AlOtvo<afv yap a Kal A(r{ldxpd KaXenKei would gain a special
meaning.
In vv. 42-4 Dumeter disguises herself ai the public priestess of thu city, in order 
to try to dissuade Erysichthon, yevxv 6e xetpt / axeppaxa Kat ppKCva, Kaxtopcatiav 5’ 
uxu KAAtSa. This is a transformation more advanced than in HHD 9If. where ihu took 
thu secular guise of an old woman. For ax. Kai. pctK. see on Theoc. 7.157 SpPypaxa 
Kai ppKtovag which has been argued to hark back to Ph. The expression might be 
related to the public priestess of Demeter in Cos and her Thessalian origin. Doric 
KApcPa ii rendered in Heiych. k 2954 s.v. KAxpPe-’ ... Tapp ’E^ealoi- xq- 6uf0 xa 
axeppaxa and the dialectal meaning might have found an application here ai "sacred 
garment", ieu Hopkinson ad loc. and on the appearance of priests in general Burkert 
97.
The Coan’s presunce does not exhaust itself in loans of scattered vocabulaiy and 
flora. This time he exerted a more "fundamental" impact. Call., it suumi. looked at 
Demeter not only as a source of inspiration, but mainly ai a challenge. The subject of
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his poem is choses from Heoiai fr. 43o.2f. which Ph. hod used. He puts Cos clearly 
into the picture. Erysichthos is mostly known os the father of Mestro, who is 
associated with Cos from the days she coupled with Poseidon ond bore EutpppIus on 
this island in Heoiai fr. 43o.55-9; Her grandfather Triops, a mythical Coon king, is the 
eponym of the Cnidian promontory opposite to Cos, cf. Schol. Theoc. 17.68-9b 
(321.18-9 Wendel). The locale of the crime is sot Athens, as is Heoiai, but Thessaly, 
v. 24 (Pelosgiass) oucco tdv KvtStav, ext ACmov ipov evaiov, bearing ancient 
associations with Cos which were pointed out is De me ter. These and other 
cossideratioss of minor importance prompted Fraser H, 916-7 s. 290 ond Sh-W 306­
311 to the erroneous conclusion that Cos wos the place of the hymn’s performance; 
contra Hopkinson 38-9: "Once we get rid of the preconception of h. 6 as a poem of 
actual performance, these arguments have little force". In fact they ore part of Coll.’s 
emulation with Ph.75 76
Most importantly. Demeter is for the first time brought into connection with the 
Erysichthon myth. The reasons for the isnovotios hove been a long unresolved riddle. 
Fehling 178 considered the destruction of Demeter’s grove os a "willkCirlich gewohlte 
MOglrahkeit ... . Unklor ist die Begriindusg mit der er [sc. Coll.] es auf Demeter 
bezog".76 A rotixsoIising version in Diod. Sic. 5.61, one of the rare accounts derived 
from a vein unscathed by Coll, or his influence, attributes the crime not to Erysichthos, 
but to his father Triops. His version in then echoed is Marcellus of Side EG 1046.95-6 
Kaibel and Hyg. Astron. 2.14;3. This is commonly assumed to be the original tree­
felling which Coll, blended with Erysichthos taking the place of his father. That Call, 
invented the episode from scratch is ot ony rote highly unlikely. Wil. HD II, 37-8
75 The story is conceivably located in Athens also in Achaeus’ satyr-play AtGov TrGF 20 F 6-11. The 
original localisation occurring in most versions is that of Thessaly. The displacement in Heoiai is rather 
due to the Attic ambience of its composition. M. Steinriick, Maia 46 (1994), 293 n. 8 saw in it a link 
between the Thessalian/Boeotian themes preceding the Mestra-episode and tlae Ephyrean/Corinthian 
following it. A modem Greek story "Myrmidonia and Pharaonia" attested only in Cos with protagonists 
Dimitroula and her beloved ploughman (cf. ’Epua'--%9(av) bearing striking similarities with the story of 
Erysichthon, has been adduced as a further argument for a Coan localisation. R. M. Dawkins, Forty-five 
Stories from the Dodecanese, Cambridge 1950, 348 who first published it, considered it as a genuine 
survival, which is theoretically possible, see I.Th. Kakridis, Oi ’Apxaioi "EUrrveg (Jttj NeoeMpivik) 
napaSocrri, Athens 1978, esp. 81f., but a mediaeval revival through the literate intermediation of Ovid’s 
Met.-translation of Maximus Planudes (late 13th c.), cf. E. J. Kenney, Mnem. 16 (1963), 57, and of 
Call.’s Hymn seem much more reasonable, see Mackay 33f., 55f., Fehling 185-196, Hopkinson 26-30, 
MuUer 67 n. 226.
76 For the literary tradition of Erysichthon’s myth see Fehling 173-185, Hopkinson 18-30, Muller 65-76. 
For its treatment in Art see U. Kron, LIMC IV.I, 14-8, C. W. Muller, RhM 133 (1988), 136-142.
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thought that the contamination of Triops’ sacrilege with the Erysichthon myth had 
already happened in Call.’s source and later speculation postulated a recondite local 
story. This ossumptlon rests on very feeble premises. As a matter of fact all testimonies 
of Erysichthon’s crime against Demeter are derived from Call, and although this does 
not necessarily mean that he contaminated the story first, vv. 24-30 relating it to the 
early history of the Pelasgians in Thessily, adducrd to support it, carry little weight to 
account for Erysichthon supplanting Triops.
Demeter’s connection with Erysichthon emails obvious advantages for Call. Its 
weak point is the reason for Erysichthon’s sacrilege. The extant frigment of Heoiai 
commonly seen as a source of primary importance does not provide any justification.
In Call. Erysichthon’s crime is unhappily ottributed to the perverted folly of his youth. 
This is counterbalanced by numerous opportunities for grotesque references and an 
appropriate aetion for the punishment of Erysichthon with incessant hunger by the 
goddess of bounty. Miieer 72 n. 244, of. also U. Kron, UMC IV.I, 15, saw the transfer 
of Triops’ offence to Erysichthon os on attempt "den Heros Eponymos des Triopion zu 
entlosten", a region of porticular interest to the Ptolemies, cf. Theoc. 17.68 with Schol. 
od loc. (321.14-7 Wendel) and for the ties of Cnidus ond Cos cf. IdC ED 77 (3rd/2nd 
c.), and the cult-centre of the Dorian hexapolis, consisted of Cos, Cnidus, 
Halicarnassus, Lindos, lalysos ond Kamiros. Moreover with Demeter becoming related 
to figures bearing ossociotions with Cos his aim to emulote Ph., ploced in the 
introduction among those having treated once more trivial motifs, becomes apparent. 
Emulation with Ph. may also account for two formalistic elements: the choice of 
dialect ond the choice of metre. The artificial Doric of Hymn 6 is commonly seen as o 
feature uniting it with Hymn 5. Hopkinson 44 saw no "profound rotlonale" for its use 
and deemed that "we should look for explanation rather to the Hellenistic fondness for 
dialectal experiments". Miiller 47-8 saw in its employment an element reinforcing the 
sense of community in the illusionary oultic context in which the Hymn is placed. Call, 
on the other hand uses the traditional hexameter for Ph.’s pentameter. The antithesis in 
metre may be deliberate. His choices of subject and dialect prompt the impression that 
he perceived his own Hymn and Ph.’s poem as a contrasting pair. His intention is to 
offer o superior alternative "besieging" his rival with elements and features of a more 
exquisite nature, but still related to Ph.’s theme.
Crucially, Erysichthon’s novel link with Demeter also serves very well the poetic 
metaphor which underlies the poem. Demeter oppears as a goddess protecting good 
measure in poetry. Those dear to her ore contrasted to mognitude and excess. 
Erysichthon is the grotesque inversion of the poetic ideal: a latent poet who lost the 
sense of moderation. As such he turns against Demeter: with primitive ferocity he 
attacks her sacred grove. He does not speak, he only eats. He drinks not water, but 
wine, vv. 69f. And his unassuagable hunger is meaningfully expressed with the set-
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metaphor. familiar from HyAp. l05f.. vv. 89-90 xa 5’ Eg PuOov via OaAaaaag / 
cAEpaxcog apapiaxa Kaxeppeev EiSaxa Tavxa. Triops’ wish when ardreiiing 
Poseidon is ambiguous too, vv. 99-101 auxap epuio / xvUxv xS OeiAaivv yEvexv 
ppe^og' aiOe yap auxov / pAqxdv vrc’ ’AToAtcovog epai %epeg eKxepeipav, since, ai 
Call, Knows, Apollo’s capacity covers both archery and poutry, HyAp. 44 OoVpco yap 
Kai xS4ov eplxp£7pexal Kai aviSp. Erysichthon as a greudy Ppepvg might have a 
disparaging poetic touch too. He eventually ends up begging for the dirty leftovers 
from the feast at a public crossroad, vv. 114-7:
Kai xox’ 6 xm pavnAfjog evi xpioSoioi KaOqaxo 
aixit/ov aKoAcog xe Kai eKpoAa Aupaxa Saixog.
APpaxEp, pf] Tqvvg epiv <iO,og, Vg xvi PicE/Org 
eiq pq5’ opoxoixvg’ epvi KaKoyeixvvEg E%)pvL
For evl xplOPol<al cf. HE 2.4 aa.Kvatvto Tavxa xa Sqpoaia and for Eryiichthon’i 
eKfoAa Aupaxa cf. thu poetic Aupaxa in HyAp. 111. The verses contain an aphorism of 
artistic content expr-eiied in terms paiticularly appropriate to the Alexandrian Museum, 
cf. SpSxoiKOg, xq pa^ca^Afjog ~ HyAp. 26, 27, 68 of Ptolumy. Dumuter ii clearly evoked 
as gorduEE of poetry. In her capacity as such she has the authority to bless Call.’s 
innovative treatment, vv. 29-30 Oea 8’ eTcpc^-vexo K©P(P / Oaaov ’EA^'^^dvi. TpiOpa 0’ 
Oaov Skkkoov ’’Evict. Thu goddess’ unreserved approval of the novel treatment is 
dumonstrated by her fascination with the novel ambience in which Call. places her. An 
apt parallelism with the traditionally favoured EleuEis and Enna serves to show that 
Dumetur fancies thu nuw environment no leii than the old one?7
Thu affinities of Demeter with Hec. do not seem to go beyond the level of a 
motif-similarity. In thu fornner a god visits a benuvolunt mortal king, ai in the latter a 
hero visits an old woman of noble origin who is now impoverished. Either incident 
constitutes a cultic aetion for Coan Thesmophoria and Zeus Hecaleus respectively. 
Both poemi treat subjects of an unheroic nature. They use diffurunt metre. but employ 
comic elements in serious instances. The local ulemunt elicits much attention. Coan or 
Attic. The conversation of Theseus and Hecale during the night the hero spent in her 
hut, including Hecale’s own life .toiy, would find a parallel in thu long conversations 
of Chalcon and Demeter in the palace, during their tour in Cos and mostly during the 
night they probably spent in the open air. Whether the scope of Ph.’s material was as 
broad ai that of Call.’s, cannot be determined. The description of Chalcon’s palace
77 On questions of interpretation see Hopkinson ad lvc. “Evva cannot be anything else but the 
epvnymvus Nymph vf the Sicilian town. R. Hunter’s view, MD 29 (1992), 10-11, that Call, here 
declares his Hymn of equal stature to tlie HHD is vn the right track.
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would not offer many similarities with Hecole’s hut, but both would share powerful 
descriptions of reality, a striking trait in Hec., almost certainly featuring is Demeter 
too, os is suggested by e.g. fr. 13 |seXao;7r'^;pow B'oolvrl<; or fr. 20 rC^ct'C(^vcx Ypccr^ utco.
If Ph. treated Pholus’ hospitality-offering to Heracles, os suggested by Theoc. 7.149f, 
his influence os Hec. would conceivably be more substantial.
c) Others.
Demeter ond her cult, as hos been sees, inspired various poetic treatments in 
different times but the goddess herself is never before associated with poetry. Apart 
from HyDem. she assumes this role in HyAp. 110-2 in alliance with Apollo, is fr. 1.10 
ond in Theoc. 7, see N. Hopkinson, CR 38 (1988), 401. All these coses constitute 
undisguised references to Ph. Demeter ond the goddess’ short coreer os patron of 
poetry is evidently due to him. After the generation next to Ph. she returns undisturbed 
to her accustomed duties. It can be determined therefore that it wos Demeter that 
rendered Demeter o symbol of the new poetic creed. The possibility of her poetic 
capacity covering the Soros os well is attractive. This was on early collection of 
epigrams attested by Schol. A on II. 11.101 (III. 145 Erbse) {auKdo 6} pf p ’ Haov {xe}
: ZtivoSoxo^ e£,co xob p "pfi TIcov". pf] eoi)Opeoc0ar 8e pr|G.v o ,AoraxaoKXS vbv ev 
xorg ^0<c£l5^crtL0K) e7riYpd^ofo<c<or xov "Bfpl<oxv", CAA’ ev x© XeYOo£v« Z©p© (SH 
701) eupetv e^cXeY%6ocvov auxov d7;aXh|/ai,.78 The content of Soros is unknown. 
Some, os Knaack in Susemihl II, 698, G-P, HE II, 116 or Dover os Theoc. 7.155, 
think that it was a collection of epigrams of Posid. done, but the affinities among 
Asclep., Posid. ond RedyE, literary ond clossrficotorp, os double ascriptions going back 
to Meleog., who in HE 1.45-6 mentioned all three together, boost the theory advanced 
by Reitzenstein EuS, 96-102 that Soros was a collection contoining epigrams of these 
three poets. After W. Peek, RE XXII (1954), 431, Cameron (1993), 369f. took up this 
view plausibly modifying it, with the suggestion that the individual epigrams bore os 
indication of authorship dready is Soros. -
The title given to the collection though has largely remdned unaccountable. F. 
Lossere, RhM 102 (1959), 307f., esp. 325-7, os the basis of Theoc. 7.155 osd 
occasiond motifs in Theoc. 7 thought that Theoc. systematically refers to Soros. Even 
if his conclusion is wrong his contribution is of some importance as he first related the 
title of the collection to Demeter. The link was then takes up by Lawall 106-7 
compering the "harvest of poetry" metaphor with the "Garland" of Meleog. ond others.
78 On Soros see the bibliography gathered by Erbse and SH 11. cc. See above all Ll-J Acad. Pap. II, 
190-1 tentatively considering the possibility of Posid.’s sphragis SH 705 prefacing the SOros, G-P, HE 
II, 116,483 and A. Cameron (1993), 369-376.
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to which one would object that ampd-, unlike VTeOovo-, implies lack of studied 
arrangement. None of the proposals leaving Demeter out is nearly as convincing. 
Cameron (1993), 375 summarised them: "A collection of short poems might without 
obsurdily have been likened to a "heop of winnowing grain" .... According to Matthew 
Santlrocoo, "that the collection is winnowed (i.e. that the chaff has been removed) 
suggests Alexandrian polish and labor" {Arethusa 13 (1980) 47). One might add that 
the ear of groin well suggests the smollest literary creation, the epigram; and a heap of 
them o collection of epigrams. Fraser suggests rather the meoning "treasure" (op. clt.
II, 801 n. 72) comparing prope^Kfl. "one who heaps up wealth" (LSJ), but this meaning 
is not attested for ompo- itself". An association with Demeter seems likely. Zapo- 
orlginally and most appropriately applies to a help of corn, cf. Hes. WD 778 and see 
LSJ s.v. (1). Demeter herself is called Orph. Hy. 40.5 omptxrg "of the haiwesi heap" 
and Adaeus GPh 2.5 %oXX>G«ao-. Should this be so, Theoc. 7.155-6 is of unavoidable 
relevance. It would clearly emerge that the publication of Soros antedates the 
composition of idyll 7.
But why should a collection of epigrams be set under Demeter’s auspices? And 
why should epigrams published elsewhere be unabridged here in an unparalleled 
collection by the poets themselves? When their joint edition came out they were 
apparently ill still alive?9 Two of the three possible contributors lived in Samos, 
Asclep. being the oldest and most highly reputed of all. The third, Posid., hid strong 
ties with him. The edition of Soros might have been his idea. Simultaneously, the 
notion of "poetic" Demeter originates and always refers to Ph. One is prompted to the 
hazardous but appealing assumption that Soros is somehow related to Ph., who 
advanced o new poetic creed with Demeter and pioneered experimentation with 
epigram - perhaps the first posthumous Festschrift ever published? Comparable 
would be the genethliakon genre as Call. Iambi 12 written for the seventh day 
celebration of Leon’s (o iv^ipo. of Call.) daughter, Antip. Thess.’s GPh 31 
yeveOAtov .. pip^Aov to Piso or the birthday-epigrams of Leon. Alex. FGE 1, 30, 32, 
see further Mineur I If. From Posid. SH 700-1 and Ascl-p. SH 219 ond HE 29 Bergk 
conjectured that Soros contained many epitaphs on Iliadic heroes, see on Posid. SH 
700, which would be consistent with the conditions of its publication. In lint with this, 
Theoc. would offer his seventh poem as his own honorary tribute, 7.155-6 d. etcI
79 That both editions of Posid.’s epigrams were published while he was still alive is plain from the IL- 
Scholium. This makes Sdros an essentially different collection from the anthologies put together by 
comoilators already ip the early Hellenistic period and known to us through papyri. See on these G-P, 
HE 11,115-7, Fraser I, 606f„ Cameron (1993), If., pointing out that the short nature of the epigram and 
the fact that it is prone to monotony render it apt to be apthologised, id., 3OCD, 101, P. Bing, AuA 61 
(1995), 121 p. 19 on the cur-rept state of our knowledge.
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acopo / amig (not "again" but "in my turn") eycO Tcdaapi peya (as opposed to thu short 
epigram) mvov (a Homeric hapax, II. 13.588; as the instrument used to winnow chaff 
from grain, it luggeiti a selection and recast of Philutan motifs).
A.R., who knew and utilised Hermes, in certain passages turned hii attention to 
Demeter too.80 81In 1.278f. Alcimede bids a melodramatic farewell to her departing son. 
Thu parallelism of two mothers either having lost or about to lose their only offspring 
is obvious. In v. 279 (kokT|v) paoiAfIog £()£Tppv is picked up from HHD 358 (AiSg) 
PatllXVog ejjeTpog. In v. 280 Alcimede’s KitSetov (xu XaOeaOai) though common in 
such contexts, might be related to Demuter’s KfSea (.. eiXuv crco Tcam-Stov). Vv. 282­
9 seem to reproduce a succession of Philetan notions: .
xo yap oiov eriv 8x1 Aonov eeAScop
ek ae6Ev, aXka Se Tavxa Takai 0p8^Tcxif^i^a Tevacv.
Nov y8 pev T to TdpOl0Ev ’AxauP8Eaalv dyi-ixf 
Optoi; otco; K8V801O. A^Xxyopai ev p8ydpoivi,
0810 To0(p pivo00oaa Soaappopv;, e em ToXAfv 
dyXvixtv xai koOo; e%vv Tapo;, (j 8TI poovw 
pixpxiv TpoSxov eXvca kai oaxaxov epo%a ydp poi 
EiXifOoia 08d ToVieog Epeyl|pE xokvio.
Vv. 283-4 aXXa ... Teaaco. / Nov aie an unmistakable oppositio in imitatione of 
fr. 15 vov S’ ai8i Teadoo xS 8’ d£3exal oXXo V8©p8g / Tfpa. The Apollonian veriu 
contains thu only metaphorical Teaaco of Hellenistic poutry (two literary applications 
occur in Matro Pit. SH 534.6, 103), which takes as an object 6pevTKplld related to 
Demutur ai a goddusi of nourishment and occumng in HHD 168, 223. Philutan fr. 8 
SpokSe; in Chalcon’s palacu resembles v. 285 Spcdi; .. K8V80ioi .. ev puydpoiai. V. 
286 is modelled on HHD 201-304 fjaxo T66(o pivuOooaa PaOo3©SOio 6uyaxp6<l.31 
The next clause lays emphasis on Alcimede’i previous happiness. A similar notion has 
been suspected to precede fr. 15, q.v. vov 8’ alul Teaacf utc., a possibility well­
matching thu attention paid to that fragment in this passage. Then thu status of the 
mother with a sole offspring equally well applies to Alcimede ai to Dumeter, see on 
Call. HyAp. 54 on the conceivablu usu of pouvoxSKog in Demeter. As in Ph. with 
Chalcon, a consolatory effort by Jason follows. Vv. 296-300 iuem to draw some ideas 
from Ph. The notion of useless tears and forubearance for misfortunes sent by the gods 
aru derived from the Achilluus-Priam meeting in II. 24.522f.. 549f. which Ph. user in
80 This section is indebted to Campbell Echoes.
81 Vv. 285-6 are found in a different farm in the Proecdosis Peiopai votofivotciv oi£upT axse-cov I 
aeiv no0(>, <ol,e Koupe, Swppipopvg.
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the lamentation scene, cf. for the first fr. 17.1 peXtoro .. Klau6jioio and the second 
may be postulated on the basis of fr. 18 ([bear because] only Zeus, who caused your 
grief, con cure it) ond HHD 147-8 (Celeus daughters consoling Demeter) OeWv pev 
5(Spa Ka! dKv^aevor rep avdyKTi / KexXcalev dvOpwrcvf Sf yap 'noXi) $eaKeao1 elorv. 
For aXyoq of. Chalcon’s fr. 18.1 aXyea reoaerv. V. 298 rifr-aTa diSriAa is the only 
true parallel to Ph. fr. 15.1-2 verSpec;/ tv pm. ’AlSiiXog, 9x in A.R., interestingly 
prompts "ASrg, to whom it applies in Soph. Aj. 608, al., cf. A.R. 1.102. In the some 
verse r0eoi Owpxooi is picked up from *HHD 111.
In Hellenistic times the Demeter-myth was a heavily saturated subject. Arlsieides 
Eleus. 1.416d later slid that elg peiov oaot-o(a'l xal Koyvovooi kal oPYYoa<lo0.g orvTe; 
^avo^ai K6lTlv tT|v AOuot^0; dpavf YevPoOat. Philic. rejoices in his claim io present 
a novel treatment, SH 677 laivyppdjo auvOecorog xfjg OitKiou, YOaPPaxtlvt, 
Stepa (pepco %pog 'upaq and Coll, in the introductory section of HyDem. deals ironically 
with the desperate efforts to renew the old story and teaches a lesson by treating a 
novel Demeter-subjeot. A.R. took o different approach. In 4.866-79 he fits in an 
episode manifestly using diction and motifs from the Demeter /Demophon episode in 
HHD 237f. applying them to the similar efforts of Theiis to immortalise Achilleus.82 
After this eKaer1mrntlt1on Apollonius inserts a reference io a version of o provincial 
Demeter-visit. In 4.982f. the Argonauts reach Corfu. Two aetia are adduced io account 
for its ancient name Drepane: either a sickle (Speoavov) burled under the island with 
which Cronus castrated his father or another sickle with which Deo while taking 
residence on the island taught ihe Titans how io harvest wheat. A.R. apparently draws 
on o Ceroyrean tradition and if the address to ihe Muses vv. 984-5 i^ote, Mo-inai, / 
oi)i e0eX®v eveaco aoo'T£^oaov eaog denotes approval of the Cronus-verslon and has a 
touch of polemic, this may be addressed to Coll, apparently accepting the Deo-verslon, 
see Pfeiffer on fr. 14 and Vlin III, 29-30, 35. In these elegant Hellenistic verses A.R. 
might have admitted some vocabulary from Demeter. Ph. had ireated Corfu and the 
Argonauts in "Telephus". The island is introduced in a typical way as we know it from 
e.g. Od. 4.354-5, see Campbell Echoes ad loc. and cf. also Adesp. Pop. Hex. SH 
956.5-6, 4.982-3 "Eaxi Se xig rvoDipoLo oaaooTeoTi ’Iovioto / ctp-j>i.lXca8'fi; ai-otpa 
lepa^T^ elv aXl vijoo-. ’Xl^plAa(>1lg oomes up in two conspicuous passages under 
Philetan influence. Call. HyDem,. 26 (uXooq), see Hopkinson ad loc. restoring the 
Doric charioter of the term, HyAp. 42 (’AadJHmv) and this may be a third one. It 
occurs 3x in Coll., 3x in A.R. (2.733 dxj)Hal(eEg aXaidvtaxoi, cf. Pliio Phaedr. 230b)
82 See Richardson 237-8, Vian op A.R. 4.879, S. Jackson, LCM 15 (1990), 53-6. Op A.R. depends 
[Apollod.] 3.13.6. The story is first attested here, but Schot. Il. 16.222b, 18.57a, 60 (IV.217, 445, 446 
Erbse) attribute it to oi vocoxepot providing the additional information tliat tlte incident occurred when 
Achilleus was twelve days old. Some have thought of the Cypria as a possible source.
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ond Theoc. 24.46. Only here it applies to an island osd only here in A.R. is the sense 
"huge", nierpa occurs only here in A.R. noov occurs in Theoc. 7.143 Oepeoq paXa 
movoq, cf. 7.33. Call. HyAp. 65 uses Oa0'uyerov of Cprese; Aiico in vv. 986, 988 was 
employed by Ph. In v. 989 xKaKuv opjcviov wos discussed by Ph. in Ataktoi fr. 44 K. 
The odj. in a Demeter-conteKt is o novel Philetan application.
One lost possoge is worth referring to, which if not directly indebted to Ph., 
presents a noticeable similarity of motifs. Is 4.1393^ the Argonauts after having 
carried the Argo a long way on their shoulders "like rabid dogs" mSaxa 
0axrc'6cxKov' em ^TiPf yap cKClxo / 5r^o'<o 8'lTrr;a0iK xe xal aXyemv. Eventually they 
reach an lepov iceSov with golden apples ond find the Hesperia Nymphs lamenting the 
death of the monster Ladon who used to serve os guardian of the golden opples, vv. 
1406-7 ’Ay/ob 5’ 'EcrneplSeq, xe^aXatq etc K£toas £KX'x<o(cr / apyu^eaq ^av^ai, Xiy' 
8axev0v. The i-Cpov ne8ov in v. 1396, the (golden) apples, the mourning, the blond 
Hesperid Nymphs transformed into trees which most probably figured in Demeter, vv. 
1427-8 'Ex7r£0Ti aiyerooq, kxEAett (this juxtaposes the constituents of a novel Philetas 
combination, see on Theoc. 7.8) 5’ ’Epu0p|lq cyevxx, / AiyXi 5’ txEiTiq IeoXv axoTtoq, 
beer o similarity to Demeter osd the scenery around Bourino. In vv. 1403-5 the 
putrifying corpse of Lodos with desiccated flies oround it (Livrea od loc. sow a 
reference to spontaneous generation) would contrast to Bourina’s clear water with 
j^c^^7^^8^^<og bees flying around it ond ollude to the chastity-subversive choices of Ph.
Herocles is involved in this story as the slayer of Ladon and the creator of a 
spring to satisfy his own thirst. In vv. 1437-40 the Nymph Aigle describes him ond his 
weapons: oaae 5e oi pXoaop(0 u%eXap%e ol1a(Tco, (usually applying to beasts) / 
vT^-rg’ apji 5e Seppa %eX©piou eoxo Xeovxoq I ©pov, a8eyTiTov- axtpapov 8’ e%ev 
o^ov eXairq / xo^a xe with which he killed Lodos. Heracles is a xe %0ova %e0oq 
oSeu©v I SiyiQ Kap%aXeoq, vv. 1441-2, ond seeking for water he sees a rock: xfjv 6 y’, 
e7i<(paa0£iq f| koi 0eO'U eweatqai, / Xa^ tea8i xuijfev evep0e* xo o’ aOpoov epXuaev 
h8mp, vv. 1445-6, For the second hemistich of v. 1456, cf. Arct. 219 xo S’ aOpoov 
auxoOev u8mp, Theoc. 7.136 xo 5’ eyyu0ev iepov u8©p, Call. HyDem. 28 xo.O’ ©ax’ 
aXe-xxpivov u8©p ond for the article Nie. Alex. 571-2 xo 8e avve%eq aOpoov aoOpol. 
Vv. 1447-9 present him like o beast: aoxap o y’, apo© x0tpe Teo© Kai axepvov 
ep ei 0aq I paoydooq ex mexpqq Kiev aamexov, o0pa paOetav / v^ov, ooppdot tooq, 
eTCUTpo%ea©v EKopeaOri. Heracles, a noted comic glutton, was described in Demeter 
in grotesque terms culminating in o scene of humiliating flight. His appearance, search 
for water, creation of a new spring with o kick on a rock ond the beastly satiotios of his 
thirst might conflate Philetan motifs applied to him ond to the no less grotesque 
Chalcos For the latter’s eager drinking of water or wise see above on Theoc. 7.69-70.
Philic. of Corcyro’s floruit is placed by Suda 0 358 = TrGF 104 T 1 during the 
reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus ond he is therefore some years younger than Ph. He wos
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said to be the author of 42 tragedies of which nothing survives, and was a member of 
the Pleiad. As a priest of Dionysus in Alexandria he took part in the famous procession 
of Ptolemy leading thu nupl xOv Alfvudov x£KvIxdg. The Ptolemaic house claimed to 
have a special relation with Dionysus and showed favour to his cult. PhUic. as the chief 
priuit of this god must have had strong tiui with the royal family and would have heard 
of Ph. as thu king’s tutor. His Hymn to Demeter 43 composed in choriambic 
hexameters makes a witty reference to Demeter m SH 680.39-41:
].[.]; S..[.] KpTTicftov Ekcvxt; 8v u5mp optaGev 
]. 7;oo8[....]yv'i) coi^ 7poaa\T)a8i<; SaKp-uvicn, rtryfv
]XiTai pao[i.30£^a Kpfvr
39 5lx[a] Gallavvti, "fort, recte" SH 41 e.g, oikox’ olXetxai vel Ka]tevxai Vogliano
V. 40 suumi to conflate two elements from Demeter. the tears of Dumeter and the 
creation of a well. The spirited allusion relius on thu well-attested motif of "flood of 
tears" (vapa or Tnyf Saxpumv), a topos in tragedy, cf. Aesch. Ag. 888. Soph. Antig. 
803, Track. 852, see Bond on Eur. Her. 449-50 and cf. later Men. Sic. 219, Poiid. SH 
705.19, [Mosch.] Megara 45-6, Epit. Bion. 28-9, Nonn. D. 46.354. The Philetan 
context seems to puriuveru in the next vursu ai well. Demetur is invoked as Pdo^X£ld 
in Ar. Frogs 382-3 xqv xoppoPopvv Pacn-Xnav. / Afpx'tpa 0Epv, Pampr. 3.126, 156 
and PaaiXuaaa in an inscription of Roman times in N. Galatia. LSJ Suppl. e.v.; this is 
an attribute denoting ruligious power, see Bulloch on Call. HyPal. 52, and was Known 
in Cos. A Coan stele of thu 1st c. GVI 1158.21 evokes Persephone ai & pdcnXrKd, 
AiSg KoXl)U)vull£ Koupa84 and HG 2.5 = IdC ED 241.5 (4th c.) employ it of Hera. 
Fruquunt invocations are appropriate in passionate entreaties. but the adj. here seems to 
refer to the following Kp'qvii and the allusion points rather to the Coan king Chalcon
83 On Philic.’s life see the Testimonia in TrGF 104 and Page, FGE, 460. For his participation in 
Ptolemy’s procession cf. Callix. RhoP. FGH 627 F 2 (p. 169.8-9) = TrGF 104 T 4 and see E. Rice, The 
Grand Procession of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, Oxford 1983, 54-5, and in general Fraser I, 231f., V. 
FartEnmeyer, Historia 37 (1988), 90-104 (date), M. Finkelberg, G&R 42 (1995), 43-4. On tlie ties of 
tin Ptolemaic royal house with Dionysus see Gvw on Theoc. 17.26, 108, 112 and cf. Erat. FGH 241 F 
16 xou nxv?£|iatvv kA^ov'TOc; eopx&v Kat Euaiwv rcavTOSacov yevT) Kai paXtaxa peep! xov Aiovuavv. 
On the latter’s cult in Alexandria see Visser 35f., Fraser I, 201-4, Weber 343-6. On his Hymn to 
Demeter see SH aP lvc. and C. G. Erown, Aegyptus 70 (1990), 173-9, A. M. Morelli, RFIC 122 
(1994), 285-297.
84 Persephone shares this attribute with her mother. Tv Eruchmann Epitheta Deorum, 191 aPP tills 
inscription and GVI 1871.15 (Paros, 2nd c. A.D.).
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oreating a spring on the instructions of Demeter than io ihe daughters of Celeus in 
HHD {SH ad loc.). Ph., who was inieresied in stressing Demeier’s political power is 
patronising the Coin royils, might have employed ihe term. Other affinities, as ihe 
presence of the Nymphs in vv. 31-2, 51 or the anointed crown of Demeier’s initiates in 
vv. 38, 60, are of a more general character.
Nio.’s date is disputed as the ancient iesiimonies place him either as a 
contemporary of Coll, or in ihe m. 2nd o. There are secure indications that he knew and 
alluded io Demeter. If Herm-sionix in Ther. 3 (j)lV <EaaT|lP'dva8, noXkmv KoSliiTaxe 
ratev, to whom the poem is addressed, is to be identified with Nic.’s compatriot poei 
(an unlikely possibility), an acquaintance with Ph. may be established on ihe basis of 
this link. Nic. is the author of Glossai in more than three books, fn\ 120-145. His own 
interest in lexicography would sooner or later lead him to Ph. In Ther. 758 (spider-biie) 
yXrocoia 5’ atiKxa AeXgKe he employs unpoetic and unHellenistic dxlKKog and seems 
to allude io Ph. He gives room to Philrtan voices in similes or digressions mostly in 
Alex. In v. 126 old xe 8fi yfpen veov kaKTOu he neatly echoes fr. 9.1
ygpopalxo Se veaa6g .../.. Kdxxou Ku^aaa 6oA<hla|a£vg. A couple of verses liter 
cyceon and Demeter come up as part of ihe ireaiment for a patient bitten by a repille, 
vv. 128-32:
x© Se cri) toXK,kki pev ylOo^^dO 70Ta|oo^io. vupSao;
£Olo;XO>8ov KuneOva oOpoi; ev Koppei xeu8a;, 
vg axei-pg; Agong popoev ooxov $ oooce Art©
Kauiavogv e0oe8ev av' Ooxuovv 'l7utaO6©vxo<;
©pglargc; d06ooiolv mo of^xogotv ’Idpp^g;.
AauKavigv ePpe8ev implies Demeter’s thirst and glances at II. 24.642 (wine) 
/Atwaavigg Ka0egKa in a passage which Ph. used in Demeter. AaiDKavlg is a rare 
term, II. 2x (22.325, 24.642), A.R. 2x (2.192 Xenx-, 4.18 (disiressed Medea) 
XaoKavfgg e7^e^t^(200i^xo), Euph. SH 415ii.24 X(auKlv^gv ijad^aKO and-Nic.’s 
occurrence of Demeter.
In Alex. 433-64 Nic. discusses the paralytic effect of the poppy, a plant associated 
with Demeler. He oomes io mention the medicinal usr of honey, vv. 445-51 :
'oxe §’ epya SoaGp'uyaio peX8oKog; 
dppvya koitcvomv 'YoLgG<n.Sog d( ' dtxo pOo%O8 
Gigveo<; e8eYevovxo SeSouroxo; ev vepee aoov 
ev0a Se ictl koiXoio xa^xd 8poo; eKKiovaxvKO 
7p<©rov txou 0a&dpag ^vopgpeeg, opL<j>t xai epy©v
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|jWIG(i|±evor Atjoc TcoXxoTecK; 'nvoodv opsas 
0ocn6|,levar Otpa toggi Kai avGe|o6eGaav epeiKxjv.
M£X.GGT(g stands in its usual sedes. In a "seemingly inelevant digression" (Gow- 
Scholfield ad loc.) a reference to bugony is inserted, which wos introduced into Greek 
poetry by Ph. The bees’ epya ollude to their proverbial diligence at which Ph. might 
hove hinted in his poetic bee-metaphor. For the expression cf. also Alex. 445, 547, 554 
tEpcc 8pya oe^i0oGrG, 144 oeClaaawv Kao.d'cco, Coll. HyJov. 50, Nicias HE 6.3, 
Theoc. 22.42, A.R. 4.1132-3, AraL 1030. In Nic. poppy and honey, both linked with 
Demeter, cause ond cure the harm. Aijoc in v. 450 constantly recurs in passages where 
Ph. is at work. The form is usually token os a hypocoristic of Aplof|Tlio, which matches 
XCHkov for XaXKCScov, ond was favoured by Hellesistic poets, see Richardson on 
HHD 47, Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 17, Campbell on A.R. 3.414. It is not Homeric 
or Hesiodic; it originally occurs in a firmly Attic ambience, 3x in HHD (47, 211, 492), 
then CEG 317.1 (Attica, co 450), Soph. Antig. 1121, Eur. 4x. It hos been proposed is 
Antim. fr. 126.2 = SH 74.2 ].ouGai by M. L. West, then Call. 7x, A.R. 4x, Euph. CA 
9.14, Theoc. and Lyc. Io each (none of the lost four is known to hove ever used 
Atp^'itip), Diosc. HE 19.9, Nicorch. HE 4.2, Antip. Sid. HE 57.3, Mosch. fr. 4.4;85 86
In Coll. HyAp. 110, HyDem. 17, (132), Theoc. 7.3, Nic. Ther. 450 (all in dative), A.R. 
4.986, 988, see A. Rengakos, ZPE 102 (1994), 124 s. 61, Lyc. 621 Atou<; ... opT^i-ov 
xKaKUv we may reckon with direct Philetan depesdence. He apparently revived it from 
HHD ond impetus was gronted by Coll, ond A.R. ’'Optct is os Attic vocable glossed by 
Hesych. o 823 os Topol peX-xi 5e8>eo^evor, i.e. cakes of meal ond hosey, see Pfeiffer 
on Coll. fr. 681. It occurs 2x in Call, os an offering to chthosic gods ond here is Nic., 
where the Schol. (159.9 Crugnola) note xo'uxous yap AfijrqTpi eOvov. It subsequently 
disappears in
85 Next Antip. Thess. GPh 82.3, 8,101.2, Antiph. GPh 15.5, 22.3, 39.5, Zonas GPh 2.1, Archias GPh 
19.8, Anon. FGE 47.5, GVI 720.1 (Attica, 2nd c. A.D.), 879.3 (Eleusis, 3rd c. A.D.), EG 863.4, 864.2, 
866.1 Kaibel (all Eleusis/Athens, all "Rom. aet."), ibid. 1064 (ca 161 A.D.), SEG 39.1673.14 (lst/2nd c. 
A.D.), AVI 20.3 (Eleusis, 3rd c. A.D.), Anon. GDRK 22verso.20, 0pp. Hal. 2.19, 4.497, Nonn. D. 30o 
(AriifiTip 17o). The form is frequent in Attic inscriptions, but only in metrical examples, see Threatte II, 
260-2. Call, fr. 302.2 with Pfeiffer ad loc. = 103.2 Hollis has Ar)<wivxv, Adesp. Pap. Hex. SH 927b.7 
Atkovti and an inscription of the 2nd c. from Didyma Aricdc; (LSJ Suppl. s.v.) all meaning "daughter of 
De-meter”, i.e. Persephone.
86 Similar is ^Ging, a kind of xcaKK-Oc; "cakelet” with religious associations, cf. Athen. 14.647d. It is 
attested in a 4th/3rd c. inscription from Cos and in Adaeus GPh 2.2 as an offering to Demeter. It first 
occurs in an Attic ambience, Ar. Plut. 677, then Call. fr. 610, where Pfeiffer following Rauch is inclined
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In Alex. 470 Nic. uses oaXvyYeq in a different application from Ph. He is thu 
pout most liKuly to have treated bugony to some extent in Melissourgica, sue on fr. 20.
In Ther. 33 vf|XDXfg Op;cnj4 he might combine two Philetan terms. In ibid. 70, 73 hu 
mentions Kovo^a and daj)6SeXog side by side ai Theoc. 7.68. Another link emerges 
with thu employment of the motif of Demeter’i aident thirst. In HHD the goddess. as 
is appropriate, decently drinks her cyceon. In Ant. Lib. 24 from the 4th book of Nic.’s 
Heteroioumena, Demeter in Attica finds herself in a condition similar to the one in 
Demeter: xai auxfiv <aoT|v> (a certain addition from Lact. Plac. Fab. 5.7 Ceres ... 
aestu torrida) v>na xcoXXoo Kaopaxo; opv88%exap Miapq xal 8i8ot roxov o8«p 
eppaAoooa yXi'ix®va (cf. Alex. 128) xai aXtjtxov eig coxS. But impertinent Ascalabui 
cannot refrain from commenting on the goddess’ eagerness. Hu ii turned into a gecko.
In Ph. in the locus amoenus the exhausted Demeter might have drunk water from 
Bourina in the evening and one wonders if Nic.’s passage is related in oppositione to 
Chalcon’s reaction. The Colophonian might have integrated Philetan innovations in a 
more traditional context.
Thu author of Megara ii not known, but the poem is certainly a post- 
Thuociitean, Hellenistic creation and might indeed be a product of thu 3rd c. It opens 
with a lament and weeping by Mugara, Heracles’ wife, and goes on with an attempt by 
Alemenu, Heracles’ mother, to console hur. It seems that the pout of this plangent piuce 
took into consideration some aspects of DemeteFs bewailing lection. Vv. 36f vov S’ 
ol pev ©f|pi)v 'i7ccexpo<(ov ewadouaiv / .... / aoxap eye Tipov0a Kdxa Kpava3v ... / 
noXXoiaiv SSa^Trivog ldTrTKf"ai d^X^^y^tatv fjxop / aiev SprS;, SdKpowv Se lcdpeaxl pot 
ooS’ T epoTi. / aXXa nooiv pev etc. might owu something to fr. 15. In v. 68 occurs the 
consolatory topos of the inescapable destiny allotted by the gods. In v. 75f. Demuter 
and Core appear ai a parallel to Alcmene’i love for Mugara. In v. 9If. Alcmene 
narrates a dream of huri foreshadowing her son’s tragic death in Trachis; when he has 
carried out his ordered task of digging a big ditch, a threatening huge fire rises from it, 
vv. 105-9:
aoxctp 8 y’ alev 8x7.008 0ooi<; PvEaPP8xo ttooglv 
eKdoyeetv pEpaPq oXoov pevo; 'Hpaioxoio’ 
apEi 8e 7pondppv0ev kov xpoog ^0x8 yeppvv 
vcopaoKev oaK£Xrv, %epi 8’ Vooaalv ev0a xai ev0a 
rddixxavev pf of ptv em^p^Xe^p^Ti 8fiov Top.
tv link the fragment witli a reference to the Thesmophoria with the caveat tiat <00va; are offerings to
other gods as well.
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Heracles’ panic-stricken flight finds a precedem in Demeter. His grotesque 
employment of his mottook os a shield (i.Vre yeppov) is a reaciion expected by a 
retreating fighter. Vv. 108-9 elaborate on Od. 10.606-7 which Ph. also adopted.
DemeteFs remarkable influence leaves no room for doubt that Call.’s praise and 
Ph.’s subsequent inclusion in the canon of the elegiac poets was above all due to this 
poem.
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TELEPHUS (?)
Fr. 24 (CA 15)
Schol. A.R. 4.1141 (307.17-9 Wesdel) ev0a xXx’ ecTOpe^ao : Cv x© dvxo© 
MaK0i56g xov yapov ycyev^l<a0ar Miqbeiag xal ’Iaaovog, 0?iAT/taT 5C Cv 
ToiXCocp Cv xfi 'AXkivooo otoia.
3 Cv TnAC<J>q codd. : o TnA&jtov Bach
The Apollonian Scholium is the only testimony for a Philetan work entitled 
Telephus. According to this the marriage of Josos ond Medeo took place in Corcyro, 
not in the cave of Mocris os in A.R., but is the house of Alcinous. The venue of the 
pairing of the young couple varies from version to version: lolcus in [Hes.] Theog. 
997-9, Colchis neor the river Phosis in Antim. fr. 75 (with Aeetes’ consent in Timosax 
FGH 842 F 72), Corcyra in Timaeus FGH 566 F 87, Ph. (Alcinous’ palace), A.R. 
(Macris’ cave) ond possibly Call., see Vian XI, 33-4 n. 7, or Byzantium is Dion. ScyL 
FGH 32 F 3 = fr. 31 Rusten.1 Whether the location in the version of A.R. is older than 
that of Ph. (P. Friedlonder, RhM 69 (1914), 315) or vice verso is hard to say. The 
Apollonian is a more exquisite place osd might therefore be his own innovation 
adopting as o prototype the marriage of Peleus ond Thetis is the cove of Cheiron, see 
Vian III, 49f., Hunter (1993), 73-4. The strong wording of 4.1141 "Ev0a (sc. is 
Macris’ cave) xXx’ Cxx6o^<oav CC'Kxoov pCya etc. ond 4.1161-4 Ou pev Cv AAKivdoio 
yapov pevCaive xeXCcaai / 'Tp©^ AiaoviOTig, ocyaoxts 5' Cvi Tcccpdg Coio / voaxfiaag 
Cg ’I©Xkov ur;6T0OT;o<;• ©g 5C kal auxT / MfjSeia OpovCeaKe’ xox’ au xpe^© ijye 
Oiyf]vai clearly indicates that A.R. is aware of alternative traditions. Ph. on the other 
hand might have hod his own reasons for imposing a coupling in Alcinous’ house.
The content of the poem, os for os this cas be detected from the title, is 
controversial. Some have considered it to be related to Ph.’s presumably deceased 
father Telephus.* 2 T. 1 la would suggest a strong allegiance of Ph. ond his parents. 
Rohde adduced Pcrthesius Chius, an early 4th c. epic poet who according to Sudo t
2 All supplied by Apollonian Schol. See Wil. HD 1, 198, M. W. Haslam on POoy. 3698.16f., Vian III, 
33, A. Dyck, Hermes 117 (1989), 464-5.
2 See Rohde 79 n. 3 who attributes the idea to J. G. Schneider, Couat 75, Wil. SuS, 290, Webster 40, K. 
Kost, KWH, 149, ♦Campbell. It is probably from Euph.’s ’E7UKi)5etov ei^ npcmayopav CA 21 that 
Wil. HD 1 115, followed by K. Kost, KWH, 196, claimed that Ph.’s poem was written in hexameters 
too. But Parth. wrote epicedeia in elegiacs.
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665 eTvolriie elg ©ei'topa tov eimcofj Taoxpa, i.e. composed a poem in honour of his 
father, cf. Plato Phaedo 61b el- xSv GeSv eicoiTioa. One thinks of the ea1cede1l 
(Trauergedichte), an almost entirely lost genre which enjoyed some popularity in 
Hellenistic times and later in Rome. Arat. SH 103-5, Theoc. according io xive- in 
Suda T. lA Gow, Euph. CA 21, and Pirih., who seems io have specialised in ihe field, 
SH 608-9, cf. 610-4, 615, 618-9, 626, 629, wrote such poems about friends or 
relatives. These would noi so much have a biographical content, but would rather insist 
on the grief felt by the poet due to the loss of ihe person involved and its parallelism 
with mythological examples. If Ph.’s was such a poem the genre would orlglnale in 
hlm.3 The full title would be ’Eriiaflirov elg TfIXtTov which would normally be 
abbreviated as HpSg (or Elg) TnXeSov, but a reference to the name alone is al^llIeIed 
with Parth. SH 618-9 Biig or elg Biavxi of whii seems to have been an epic-dium 
and possibly SH 606 ’Xagxri belonging eliher io ,Xaf^Kr1- ’EyKCoLlov (SH 607) or io 
’ApTxri- ’EtukTIsiov (SH 60E-9).
Others tike the title to refer to the celebrated Mysian hero/ This seems to be ihe 
most natural choloe but neither option van be proven in a decisive way. Two 
considerations might be relevant here. First in Pergamon, the other big centre of 
Ascleplus-oult together with Cos, o badly damaged pari of the Zeus-temple daiing 
from the m. 2nd c. was dedicated to Telephus, set H. Heres, LIMC VII.I, 857-862. 
This hero’s need for medical treatment brought him close to Asolepius but nothing of 
ihe kind is known about Cos. Secondly, ihe TeIeahus-ille would provide ihe suitable 
breadth for numerous appeals to myth to be incorporated. The myth was first dealt 
with in Cypria EGF p. 42.47-9, 53-4, but Telephus became a celebrity with his 
ireaiment in tragedy and pirliculirly in the much discussed play of Eur. which become 
o frequent subject of parody in Ar.5 Another Hellenistic poem whose title is ihe name 
of a celebrated "tragic" figure is Euph.’s Philoctetes CA 44-5. Philoctetes was inother 
wounded hero of the Trojan war. CA 44 deals wlih the tragic death in the sea of 
Iphlmachus who was helping lo feed the sick hero and in CA 45 the word is of the 
establishmenl of the shrine of ArcoXlmv A^aiog in Lrmnos, where Philocteies laid
8 F. Jacoby, RhM 60 (1905), 47, 55,66 consistently held an alleged Bittis by Ph. as an epiaedium.
4 R. Pfeiffer, CQ 37 (1943), 32 p. 3 was adamant that die poem is not related to Ph.’s father: "There is 
not the slightest probability that Philetas’ Telephos ... was an epicedium for his father", of. also A. 
Lesky, Gesch. dergriech. Lit., Bern 31971,789, E. Calderon, EClas 30 (1988), 23.
5 Op Eur.’s play see E. W. Handley - J. Rea, The Telephus of Euripides, London 1957, M. J. Cropp in C. 
Collard, al., Euripides. Selected Fragmentary Plays, Warminster 1995,17f. and op the parody it elicited 
cf. Ar. Ach. 432f., Thesm. 46f. and see P. Ran, Paratragodia, Munich 1967, 19f., 141-4. It is a good 
parallel to Aeolus which strongly influenced the Odysseus-episode ip Hermes. Op the Telephus-myth 
see M. Strauss, Studien zu Ikonographie und Geschichte des Mythos von Telephus, Munich 1995.
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down his bow.4 Very probably other mythological subjects were alio treated in that 
poum.
If Ph.’s poem dealt with Teluphus the hero, a link with thu Argonauts’ sojourn on 
Corcyra might be established on thu basis of erotic misconduct being for Telephus a 
kind of family tradition. In [Hes.] Heoiai fr. 165, a work which Ph. assiduously used 
elsewhere. Auge. mother of Tuluphui, is consigned by the gods to the care of Teuthras, 
the Mysian King, not as his wife as usually. but as an adopted daughter. There, not in 
Tegea as usually, she pairs with Heracles to give birth to Telephui, see West (1985). 
93-4. Cf. vv. 3-10:
]paX<t 5’ evQSev d6a[vdTOiaiv].[ "
E p ’• S 6e] pj,[yTia]ev xe kat iSie pnEGov] dKOi^<a[a< 
a0avd]i;a>Y 91 01 top ' evapyse^ avx ’ e^Pm-iGay
6 KoUpT]]v §’ [e]v p^e^^^pif^oicn^v en xpepev dxEUaAAe .
8Epdp]ev[v)]^, Xaov §e Ovya-Tpdaiv Ecrv exip[a. 
i\ x£ks] Tfj^Sov ’ApKaalSiiv MvaSv parnXf[a, 
pt%0ejia’ ev ^1X6x13x1 piij 'Hp]KKXvei.al
10 ewe peG'’ V^tcou; oTeT/ev dyctuon AaopeSovoo [g etc.
Auge’s misbehaviour with thu stranger Heracles disgracing Tuuthras may be 
paralluled with Jason and Mudea abusing Alcinous’ hospitality with an illugitimatu 
coupling. A.R.’i version making Alcinoui’ judgement about Mudea’i future depend 
upon hur previous mamage with Jason may be a compromising invention with obvious 
grotesque overtones. In this case thu mamage had to take place in Alcinous’ house. 
Thu incident would find a prucudent with the potential pairing of Odysseus in Od. 6-8. 
Huraclus ii associated with Hermes in a way resembling OdysEeus’s liaison with this 
god, cf. Theoc. 24.115-7, hu was presented ai a farcical glutton in classical comedy, 
but hu was also considered the arch-ancestor of the Ptolemies. The Phaeacians had a 
reputation for hospitality, cf. Call. HyDel. 156 and Auge is mentioned in ibid. 70. 
Tuluphui himself was charged with such behaviour too. According to a genealogy 
going back to the Ilias Parva EGF p. 52.14 and fr. 7 he coupled secretly with 
Aityoche, Priam’s listur, to give birth to Eurypylus, cf. Q.S. 6.135-8:
P His Italivt adventures mentioned by Tzetzes apud Euph. CA 45 ("Dubium") refer to [yc. 612[, 
1245L, vn whom Tzetzes comments, rather than tv Euph. The wording is nvt clear but a conflation vf 
sources is likely from a Tzetzes notorious for his slips vf memory. On Telephus in Cyprus see P. M, 
Fraser, RDAC (1979), 328-343.
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tov yap Of teke o,a K<aoiyfT}TTi riorcjrxro 
’AotoO%t| KpoTEp^cnv ut:’ ayKoivxoi piyetaa 
TxA£(>od, Ov pa kx'i amov axappei 'HpaKXf t 
XaOpc solo tokt)o£ euK&OKapoK; tskev Anyi) etc.
That the Apollonian Scholium discusses the venues in the different authors does 
not of course indicate where the burden in Ph. fell. The fact that the notice about the 
Coan seems to be as early contribution to the exegesis of A.R.’s poem by someone 
who hod direct access to Ph.’s text adds to the uscertointy about the central theme of 
that port of Telephus. The Scholium itself, separate from that os A.R. 4.1153 (308.7-11 
Wendel) providing similar information, could eves go back to Chores, a pupil of A.R. 
who according to Schol. on 2.1052-7a (203.12-3 Wendel) wrote a treatise on the myths 
occurring in the Argonautica (nepi TaTapi^e5v tou ’A7CoXc0vCo'o), ond would then 
survive through Theon. That the Coon elaborated on the Argonoutic myth at length 
(Szadeczky-Kordoss 162-3 who surmissed on influence by Mimn., ond *Campbell) 
does not seem probable os no other information about his alleged treotmest sumves.
Abuse of hospitality is the subject-matter of the Odysseus episode in Hermes and 
o favourite motif in Perth. Erot. Path., who olso treated the Telephus-myth in SH 650. 
Significantly he applies to Telephus the traditional epithet of Heimes doYel00vTns. 
This might suggest that the god ond the hero were somehow linked. A further link 
might hove already occurred in [Hes.] as the god handing over Auge to Teuthras would 
normally be Hermes paedophoros, cf. his commending isfost Dionysus to Macris in 
A.R. 4.1134-7 ond see in ort G. SiCbert, LIMC V.I, 319-20. These considerations 
would question the very existence of Telephus. In reality, however, an attempt to relate 
Hermes with the Apollonian Scholium would hove a meonisg only if Cv Tr^Cce<Oco is 
comipti or could stand for "in the chapter (of Hermes) dealing with Telephus" os 
divided by a diligent grammarian. But is this cose the MedeoJosos example would 
serve only os o briefly-mentioned oaiaIlel. This is most unlikely. The tendency to get 
rid of Telephus often leads scholars to resort to o proposed coiTectios by Bach 60 
("fort, recte" Powell, cf. also Susemihl I, 177 n. 19). If o grammarian eorly esough to 
be unaffected by Coll.’s "Coon" byname for Ph. actually wrote OiATiTa^ §c o Tp|Xe0ou 
(which is on easy alteration; the transmitted ev TrjAetyq would be on assimilation to the 
following ev rf ’AXkivOoo) out of philological fastidiousness or to distinguish him 
from a homonym, the Telephus would be a phantom ond the Josos/Medeo episode 
would most suitably be accommodated is Hermes.
Turning IniAxog 5C ev TiXe^q into OiXTicig 5’ ev 'Eppfi Xeyei seems too violent an emendation to
deserve serious consideration.
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Alternatively, the Argonautic episode in Corcyra is a mythological digression 
from a parallel event related to the Telephus-legend and treated by Ph. Should this be 
so, the secret-liaison motif would find a place in this witty poem but would not 
constitute its guiding motif. Digressions related to other turns of the Telephus-myth 
would come up too. Kuchenmuller 60 unfortunately tried via Heracles, Telephus’ 
father, to suggest a link with Demeter. Any thought of a possible connection with the 
so-called "Telephus-epyIlion" printed as Epica Adesp. CA 4 must be abandoned: that 
poet lacks the creativity of Ph.
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EPIGRAMS AND PAEGN1A
Fr. 25 (CA 11+12)
’Ek 6opfo KXabaai pe m p£xpld kov ti Tcoorrveg
uucUiv. pup.vfid0al %' oi)Kex’ eSvto; Sp©g.
-Oo KAaiw ^uiv©v ou Si^aiiTaTU. joXXa yap eyvmg
KaAa, KOKffv S’ ao ooi potpav evuipu 08Sg.
Stob. 4.56.10 (V.1125 Hense, c. nao-^'y<votKp) = vv. 1-2 
OiXiixa n^aiTvilMv MA OiXrixa S 
+ Stob. 4.56.11 (V.1125 Hense) = vv. 3-4 
4>iA6a ’ErvlYoaOo>axwv MA OiXea S.
Philetae tribuit Eninck. Duv disticha conjunxit Schneidewin.
1 peya cvPd. : pP^a Erunck : cvrr. Jacobs 2 op(o; codd. : opcv; Bergk 4 vepei cvdd. : cvrr. Gesner
ek Oopou An expression for strong feelings, cf. IL 9.343 (Achilleus of Briseis) *Uk 
0upoo SUuov ~ *//. 9.486 (Phoenix of Achillem; "a striking phrase", Griffin ad loc.), 
aliter IL 23.595 *ek 0upoo rpaeew, cf. then [Hue.] fr. 58.4 *e]k 6opfo <j>[iAe-, 
Thuogn. 62 (StXov Tcaso) *ek 0oovo, Phanocl. CA 1.2 *ek 0oovo KPXaiv dxep^u 
(pent.), Thuoc. 17.130 *Ek Oopoo cirpYOOGa, [Mosch.] Megara 60 *Ek Oopoo 
GTevd%ouaa, Bion fr. 9.2 *Ek 6upr5 Se S^ovti, Naumach. GDRK 29.33 (children) 
*Ek 0Tpoo <jXeeii<, Q.S. 1.423, 3.505, al., and in an interpolated vursu Theoc. 2.61 
*ek Oopoo 5£8e|pa (in ivve). Further Theoc. 8.35 (vales and rivers) PookovT Ek 
yuxa; xa; c^Poa;, Nicarch. n AP 11.7.2 ek xraOS TepTCep£vog, Ps-Phoc. Gn. 50 Ek 
xoxn; Pyopeoe, Or. Sib. 8.331 Ek yu)xB$ ayc^na. In tragedy only Aeich. Ag. 48 Ex 
Oopoo KX<r£ovTe$, Adesp. TrGF 458.7 (anger) eiTCE %’ Ex Oopoo pP8e, not in Ar. The 
reaction should bu moderate, but genuine. Note thu heavy spondaic beginning of v. 1 
and 3, which have thu same metrical structure.
td pExp’l.d pexpov ii often employed to refine the appropriate intensity in thu 
expression of funerary grief, cf. Euph. CA 21 (from ’EtciktiSevov eI<; nprycayopav; 
evidently indebted to this passagu) x© Kdi pUxplLd pEv xig Em SOtpev© dKdKOi.xf. I 
pexpia xal KXao<fElEv' etcei Kd^ TapTav aSa^n / Moi par t EoKpf|vavxo (MA : 
Edrildfvavxf S : EoiKX'Vaav'co Meineke). Eur. fr. 46 Tavxwv xS Oave^* xS SE ^nSv 
axog / pExp^eo; alyElv ao^Ia pEAer^. fr. 418. Antiphan. PCG 54.1-4 tevOeiv SE
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|LieKaI©g xoug npocrfiKovTag SiXoux:;* / ou yap xeOvaciv, aXKa xfiv auxfiv 656v, / fjv 
raarv eXQeiv eox’ avayKalwg e%ov, / 7;o0tleX'nXeOalllv and GVI 1740.5-6 (1st c.; 
deceased mother) av xal rcapaKaX© SaKau|erv Soov Oejug / xoival yap 
avOalwo^icnv al xotai w%ai. The advice is of course old, cf. Archil. lEG 128.6-7 
%apToiolv xe %aip6 xal KaKoial,v aaxci^Xa / |if Xvqv, ylvmaxe S’ oiog ah><PIaSg 
avOacMcoug ex£1, Theogn. 591-4. M^xpi^Orc^(^€^ra was propounded by ihe Academy 
and Peripatos; the Stoics favoured arcx0Ora, see R. Kissel, Unter-suchiingen zur 
griech. und romischen Konsolations-Literatur, Munich 1958, 56-7, 93-4. Mexpra for 
aexal^m- is ro^ixt; "irticulo ostenditur modum quendom sollium ic cerium matrons esse, 
ultra guem procedere non deceit", Nowacki 50. For ihe coll for moderation by ihe 
deceased Reitzenslein EuS, 179 conirasted Solon lEG 21 pgSe poi dKA,auKog Oavaxog 
pSeoi, aXXa SiXtHnr / KlA5lEIKCt^.a. Oovmv dXyea xal pxovaKdc;, but his aitempi to 
correlate Mimn. IEG 11 is futile, see Allen 65-6.
iipocniveg so. epol. Non-epic (for the common -itclo.) and only rarely Hellenistic, 
Leon. Tar. HE 11.9, 19.3, E0.3, Adesp. Pap. CA 18110 (Ceroidas?), SH 966.9 
7cp]o<orv£a (Parth.?), Anon. PSohubart 6.12 (s. Ill p.C.) = Antim. Dub. fr. 200.12 
JjLGtveg ("possls [7cpo]aaveg" Schubirt; most uncertain), but often in contemporary 
funerary inscriptions (mostly as a virtue of ihe deceised), cf. GVI 677.5 (3rd/2nd c.), 
843.1-2 (2nd/lst c.) Arncyipaxov au0oi[l]i p;potpavea tVoh iroXiTaig / xil Telvoig, 
1112a.2 (2nd/3rd o.), SEG 30.1410.1 (1st c.), 28.1042.7 (late Hellenistic). First in 
Anacr., then Emped. and Find., laie prose. Of speech cf. Thuc. 6.77 exdoxoig xi 
roocGaeg Xeyovxeg.
aeavf}cTeal 8’ oukct’ Sjimg/ Cf. Od. 1.289 x£Ovafnxog .. pgS’ ex’ e6vKog/,
Arat. 373 xig dvSpSv ouKeK’ edvK©v, Anyie HE 8.3 (deceised girl) ou xoi ex’ elpi, 
Meleag. HE 128.5 (Niobe) ou oor ralSeg ex’ elcnv. The phrase hod an impact on A.R. 
1.896 (Hypsipyle to Jason) MvcSeo pfjv, drcecov rep SpCSg/ (plurr. : Sjimg cod.). The 
infinitives for the more usual imperatives give the entreaty a solemn tone. Bergk’s 
opag "none the less" is derived from Sprog "equally, simultaneously", see Vian on A.R. 
3.949, Hutchinson on Aesch. ScTh 712, and often appears with a concessive participle, 
but Sprog is secured by the Apollonian passage and by the fact that the exhortations 
aXaloal pe xd aeKp■la and a£avTaOar ouKeK’ edvxog are supplementary raiher thin 
ontlthetloal.
ou dai© This onswers only one of the three reguests. Along with the more common 
request to shed a tear of sympathy, often ihe deceased himself produces various
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reasoss for which one should sot weep for his fote.i In some instosces he claims his 
death to be vindicated by a worthy life, cf. Corp(h)yL HE 1.1-2 Mf| jj.ep.VTl ?cao1L<bv xa 
OvV|joxT<0 pou, TapoSixa’ / ou8Cv £%© 0o1^v©v aliov ouSe 0avc6v etc., Posid. SH 
705.21f. priOC xig ouv %euat SaKouov etc., IMEG 35.7f. (2nd c.) xawxa oa^C<Xv 
%aIoovri vo© 7laoaoeri-£ KeTeuSov (v. 21), AVI 78.2f. (2nd/3rd c.) pfi KXaucrlg 
e>OoioC<[ etc., cf. olso CEG 477.1 (400-390) eu8aiio©v eOcvov etc., 524, 579, 601, 606, 
613.3 0v[fi]iax© ^TXiciTig ooroag Oavdxou te KUKxuc[a] (oil 4th c.), see Lattimore 
217. Cicero contrasted is several possoges Solos IEG 21 (quoted above) with Ensius 
Epigr. 46 Courtney nemo me lacrimis decoret nec funera fletu /faxit. cur? volito vivos 
per ora virum, cf. olso Hor. Odes 2.10.21-4.
leivrnv The term covers the whole semantic field from "brotherly friesd" to 
"stronger", see Gow on Theoc. 5.66, J. Pissest is Melanges E. Delebeque, AiK-es- 
Provcnce 1983, 313-8, Edwards on Il. 17.151-2. Here perhaps a friesd from old times.
51X0,1x0x1 Rare for the common $(lLX0KOS- First is Xen. Anab. 1.9.29, from Ph. 
Theoc. (who never has oraxaKog) 7.98 o xa Tavxa 5rXa^xaxxg of Aratus colled letvo^ 
in v. 119, then Dioscurus GDRK 42.4.31, 21.15, cf. Coll. HyDel. 58 e})ia0repov .. via, 
o comparative trivialised in Nonn. D. ^x). Cf. Homeric y£paixaKog (olso [Theoc.] 
25.48) ond from TcOXtiog Call. SH 274.4 ToCx0.T£0Xv ouvopa, fr, 66.8-9 Ta0a^xK0K... 
/ oiK^a, see McLennan os HyJov. 40 ond os other irregular superlatives Pfeiffer on 
Call. fiT. 93.3, 535, Hollis os Hec. fr. 139.
^etvmv .. (nlaO-TaTe "deorest of friends", cf. Coll. HE 42.2 1erv©v X©<xKe. It varies 
the Homeric address II. 13.249 = 19.315 = Od. 24.517 = Archil. IEG 168.3 lUxcO’ 
CKalowv, relying on II. 17.584, ol. l£iv©v 5iaKaxxg, cf. in address II. 24.748 "Exxop ... 
<Haaxe Tar8©v, cf. 24.762, Od. 1.158 = 19.350 (jlTfe leive, Eur. CycL 418 (Cyclops 
to Odysseus) <^rxaxe l8tv©v, CEG 530.4 (m. 4th c.; deceased to a friesd) 5iiaax’
1 Cf. Philitas Samius HE 2,3-4 %% piKKa xd5e Kaxpi A&yev 't«CXi.v laxea Xurcag, / 0el.65axe• Ovaxoi 
ToXXtKi SooxuxVeg', GVI 372.2-3 (2nd/3rd c.) oai ooi jrrtpaivw, owvlyape, / pf oXeie- Moipov yap 
pixog rcavTag KaXei, 861.5f. (3rd c. A.D.), 1097.5-6 (2nd/lst c.) phxriP, ph pe odKpue xig n xdpig; 
aTCa aepd£au• /acxfiip ydp yevopiiv 0etog dKpeoT)Eplac, 1050 (2nd/3rd c.), 1199 (2nd e. A.D.), 
1275.9-10 (2nd c. A.D.), 1584.9-10 (2ndlst c.), 1704.3-4 (3rd c. A.D.), 1816.5-6 (1st e.) [pf OpuvEtxe 
yooi^, iTpooKTieeg, ou y[d]p [i]v[e]a[x]i / SdKpoai xfiv oXfiv Moipav kTOTrpa<|u['y]e^,[v], 1990.5f. 
(2ndlst c.), 1993.5f. (Ist/2nd c.), SEG 37.736 (1st c. A.D.) dAl?d, xcxep, pfi oXue Tavucraxa xaSlxa 
rcapaiv© / ei5’ ex; xqv dpexiiv xdvl I00ievotg £\a%ov, SEG 41.1150.8 (2nd c. A.D.?) and Agath. Sehol. 
AP 7.574.9-10 eptxig SAp.ag xafxag, og Vv veoxiixi papavOelg / eK(tuYe xfiv pioxov Gaaaov 
dX.xpoa^vr)v. The heroic version of the motif in Diosc. HE 30, al., see Lattimore 237-240.
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avopcov (a common form of addruii in tragedy), IMEG 5.11-2 (2nd c.; dead to 
wandurur) ^epioxu / ^elvu, GW 1332.1 (lst/2nd c.; dead to wanderer) %evu 0i^X^^xu. 
Thuoc. 15.74 = 24.40 (j)lV’ avopov (15.52 dvep <{>lXe), further Od. 14.301 = 21.388 
oEiXe pElv©v, Od. 14.443 SatpovtE peivwv. Thu affectionate arrress means to 
counterbalance the speaker’s refusal to weep. T2 %eve was first employer by Simon. 
and became popular with Hellenistic epigrammatists, see Suulbach on Mnaialc. (his) 
up. 13.1 (p. 47). Ot Anredeformen in general suu H. Ziliiakus. RAC Suppl. Lief. 3 
(1985 [1964]), 470-6, E. Dickey, Greek Forms of Address, from Herodotus to Lucian, 
Oxford 1996, esp. 135-8 and on thu genitive in these expressing thu uniqueness of the 
addressee suu K-G I, 339.
eyvo; "experienced".
voXXca .. eyv©; / Kaka, koxov 8’ au crvt ovloav EvetpE Eev; Contrast Asclep. 
HE 33.5-6 oeu xov xexovxa, oeu 5e xal ae. B6xoov; SIX; rcat, / ovav Povlov; 
v8ovVv Pr;<PXeo and cf. Tyrt. IEG 12.38 (thu brave man who survives) noXXa 88 
xupTva vaKcmv el; ’A1§t|v, GVI 1395.2 (2nd c. A.D.) xoXTa pev eoQXa TaOcbvl
^pec], ToXXa oe Puipd; more neutral GVI 1028.5-6 (2nd/3rd c.; a young boy) Poai 5’ 
ut’ "A8vv / Keipai, pqxE xaWv pqxE xaxmv pExvpv;, SEG 31.846.2 (3rd c. A.D.; a 
baby died) vo kokov vOoe aiiKov yvvo;, pia; oxxt S£o£t, Luc. AP 7.308.3-4 (a five- 
year old boy prematurely seized by Hades) aXXa pu xPaivi;’ xal yap ptoxviv 
puxeaxov / raopou xal Taopwv xov ptoxviv xax©v. That life ii a mixture of good 
and uvil fortune ii an old ascertainment: It. 24.527-533, Od. 4.236-7, 8.63. 15.487-8. 
Hue. WD 669, Theog. 570, 602, 906, (?) Steiich. PMGF S 150.4, Solon /EG 13.63. 
Theogn. 192, 355-360, Bacehl 5.50-5, Eur. Hec. 57-8, A.R. 4.1165-7, Call. Hec. fr. 
115 with Hollii ad loc., Anon. HE 33.1-2, Q.S. 7.9-10, AV7 39.5-6 (2nd c. AD.), Q.S. 
7.9-10. Thu typical sympathy of the wayfarer is refuted on thu grounds of thu old 
topos.
Ovioav evelpe 0Eog Cf. Bacehl 5.50-1 6uS<;/ poipav .. xa^ISv Ujopev. The Fates 
allocate to each mortal a certain destiny at hii birth, cf. IL 24.210 and sue West on Hes. 
Theog. 218-9, Edwards on II. 20.127, Erbse 273f. The paisive equivalent ii poipav 
kXXa%e. When a character does not know which god ii the instigator of an incident or 
feeling he uses thu vague 6uS; xig, see ’ Hainsworth on II. 9.600 and cf. e.g. A.R. 3.323. 
Epic poets with theos, user both by divinu and human speakers, do not express the 
notion "einer hinterhaltig ins menschliche Leben eingreifenden Macht [as with
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daimon], sondem sie denken an die Hochhelt der Himmlischen".* 2 Asclep. HE 19.4 
ends an erotic (and later Philod. GPh 24.4 an epidelcilo) epigram with Qeoc/.
"Rellgularum Philetae omnium specimen pulchemmum", Kuchenmllllrr 66. The 
deceased brings forward three requests in iwo verses. The unexpected reply comes 
from a character with principles, cf. the sharp correspondences of v. 1 pe ~ v. 3 ae, v.
4 aol and v.l xXii^a^oi ~ v. 3 ou xXotiL©. There is no need to lament the end of a hippy 
life: death is everybody’s common destiny. The two successive quotations in Stob., the 
first ascribed to Paegnia, the second to Epigrams, are apparently one unit, see also 
Wil. HD 1, 116 and, if hesitantly, HE 11, 477-8. This is noi only due to their evident 
coherence but also due to the fact ihit vv. 1-2 could not be placed among the 
TapipyopiKa on their own and that Euph.’s passage reviews the whole epigram rather 
ihon the first distich only, as pexpta appears not in the request for sympathy but in the 
consolatory answer. The epigram incorporates typical elements of the funerary 
inscription, as the address to the wayfarer ond the reguest for sympathh.y Ii seems that 
this sensitive creation belongs to the transitional period from Steinepigramm io 
Buchepigramm. It oonstitutes the clearest indication of Ph.’s creative role at ihe dawn 
of the literary epigram.
2 Erbse 267-9. On the different nuances of the two terms (daimon is used only by mortals) see also G.
Francois, Le polytheisme et I’etnploi au singulier des mots theos, daimon dans la litterature.grecque, 
Paris 1957, esp. pp. 305f„ 317-326, Rutherford on Od. 19.10 and cf. Call. fr. 586 el Oeov ooaOa, / 'to0’ 
oxo Km pe2at Satpovt rcav Suvaxov. In the plural the two terms may be equated, cf. II. 1.222 and see 
Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 1111-4, Dover on Theoc. 2.11. On theos, the general term to express the divine, 
see Burkert 271-2, Erbse 269-273. Daimon originally is the power which actually apportions things 
among men, cf. Alcm. PMGF 65 Saipovd^ x' eSdaaaxo and see Kannicht on Eur. Hel. 210-5, 
Chantraine DE s.v., Richardson on EAT) 300, West on Hes. WD 122-3, Burkert 420-1 n. 3, Campbell 
on A.R. 3.389-390.
2 The address to the wayfarer, appearing as early as the 6th c., is "fundamentally appropriate to the 
inscribed epitaph", see Lattimore 230-4, Ch. Sourvinou-Inwood, "Reading" Greek Death, Oxford 1995, 
279-284. On the typical angOr Kai PlKKlaov request see Lattimore 234-5.
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Fr. 26 (CA 13; Epigrams?)
yaiav pev lavCovoi 0exr tcxK£• vw OC Tidpe^xiv 
oili/'li0<5v dvCpwv iiouvov opav xepevo/
Stob. 4.17.15 (IV.401 Hense, c. itepi vaoxUag koi vaeoytaa)
OiXiixa ’EniYpappaxfiv SMA.
2 aiynpkv S : aiTXiX&v M : Xaupov A
alyrripov Most editors since Kayser prist the banal aalroio6>v, cf. IL 14.17 = 15.620 
Xiyem dvCpwv Aco-ii/ripa KCae'U0(cI, A.R. 1.926, 4.886 aarKjf^poX,o .. Zel^o^, 4.241 
dvepou Xaiynpa ... devxo/ where see Livieo. Aaijpqpo/ is a variant of aIvp'ro6/ is IL 
20.276, Od. 2.257 (4.103) ond al^sipd of aalY00a in II. 10.358. AivPio6/ of winds is 
rarer, but possible, cf. Hes. Theog. 379 BopCiPiv x aCv^/ri0OKCX£tJ0ov with West ad loc., 
Pind. fr. 94b. 16-7 Zeldpou ... two./ aIcrTipa/, Epica Adesp. CA 1.9 (of o dog 
BopT/), Q.S. 8.184 dvCpwv piraavv .. a^cln^0otxr, 4.349 veleXr<oiv .. <a^l|TP0l<orv ond 
Wil. HD II, 183 n. I ond G-P, HE II, 478, who noted thot eohclcystrc -v in icdpea'trv 
is in favour of otx|/rpo6v, were right in defending it.
dvep.tov ... xspevog "dominion of the winds", i.e. the sea. In Homer Keocvo/ hos its 
secular (ond probobly original) application os land set apart os property of a king, II. 
6.194, 9.574, ol., Od. 6.293, ol., but also its religious one os lend dedicated to a god, 
see Edwards on II. 18.550-1, W. Donlan, MH 46 (1989), 129-145. The letter is its 
usual meaning later and always in Hellesistic poetry. Here it is used metaphorically, as 
Aesch. Pers. 363 KCocvo/ alOCoo/, Find. Pyth. 2.2 (Syracuse) x<ocvo/ "Apeo/, ibid. 
4.56-7 (Egypt) Net- / Tow rpo/ mov xepevo/ Koxv^8a. Volckenoer was deceived by 
Homeric II. 5.524 pCvo/ Bop^ao xal akXtov / ^ccxpexOv dvCpwv, Od. 5.478 = 19.440, 
cf. Q.S. 3.700 TatfTpwv dvCpwv tepov pCvo/, into the unfortunate proposal avCpwv 
... ro pCvo/. For the doKographrc belief that the sea is the seat ond realm of the winds 
cf. IL 21.334-5 (Hera) Zeldpoio xal aoyccxao Noxoio / c’raooat C% aCoOev %a0l7iSiv 
Ooxo'oaa 0vcaXav cf. Q.S. 5.637-8, Xenoph. 21B 30.1, 5 D-K rpry 5’ Coxl QaXaoG 
uSc^xo/, 7tr'yf| 5’ avCoolo• / [....] / aXXa pCya/ tcddo/ ycvCxwo vejewv avCp®v xe I 
xal TaxKClwv with Heitsch ad loc. for the Homeric background. II. 11.297-8, 
expressions like II. 2.396-7 KUoaxa .. / rc^o^'K^iLmv dvCp^wv with genitive of cause (see 
Pfeiffer on Colt fr. 713), Menecr. Ephes. SH 546, Nic. Alex. 171-2 OdXaaaav, / iiv xe 
xal dxoeUcrv avCpoi/ rcpiev ’Ewcm/yaw/, Lyr. Adesp. CA 33 ("'PoSlot/ dvCpoi^/"),
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Hor. Odes 33.4-5 Auster / dux inquieti turbidus Hadriae, Tib. 1.9.9 freta per 
parentia ventis.
This fragment is classified by Stob. in the chapter Tept vaoxiXia^ xai vaoayioo 
and is ascribed to the Epigrams of Ph. Both pieces of information have been set in 
doubt. Wil. HD 1 115 ("den Namen Epigramm schwerlich verdient"), Powell on fr. 10 
("certe fr. 13 Epigramma non est"), G-P, HE II, 478 ("it does not look as though it was 
part of an epigram") and D. L. Page, Epigr. Graeca, OCT ^^7^, 75 ("mancum videtur, 
siquidem epigramma") noticed the difficulty of these lines being part of an epigram. 
Earlier Reitzenstein EuS, 179 wanted to ascribe them to a "short gnomic elegy" 
apparently with an allegorical meaning "even in the most adverse circumstances there 
is hope". But this does not look likely at all. Stob.’s interpretation of a sea-storm 
description followed by Webster 41 ("a storm in the Argonauts’ voyage"), Zanker 102 
n. 3 is not binding. Kuchenmuller 68, who held the lines a complete epigram, 
ingeniously suggested them to be a riddle about Rhodes, which according to a tradition 
suddenly appeared from the sea, Pind. Ol. 7.55f., al. He also considered Anaphe (p. 69 
n. 1), an island bearing associations with the Argonauts and Thessaly, see Craik 164, 
Vian III, 67. But iroxe indicates that this is not a case of emergency. G-P held it as 
more probable to be a comment of a sailor in the open sea ("Providence will ultimately 
bring them in sight of land") and *Campbell compared A.R. 4.1215f., 1251f., cf. also 
Mosch. Eur. 132-3. But the fragment rather seems to take the form of a confident 
prediction or a prophecy. It might be said by a deity. If the "realm of winds" is an 
elaborate way of saying "sea", it could even be said by someone facing the sea at a 
seashore. Nisyros, an island visible from Cos, is an coioOpaucpia of Cos jabbed by 
Poseidon’s trident in his duel with the giant Polybotes. In II. 2.676-80 it is ruled by the 
Coan king and it might once have been a Coan possession. In historic times it was 
under the aegis of Cos, cf. Hdt. 7.99, until the 3rd c. when it came under the Rhodian 
sphere of inl^luunn^.4 A group of the Coan nobility was called Nisyriadae. The 
definitive Coan claim of a special relation with Nisyros might have given this island a
4 According to the myth Nisyros was created when Poseidon trying to overwhelm giant Polybotes 
heaved up a gigantic rock from Cos and hurled it at him, cf. Strabo 10.5.16, Paus. 1.2.4, [Apollod.] 
1.6,2, see F. Vian, La guerre des Grants, Paris 1952, 76-9, 202-3, 230-2, Sh-W 32-3 and on Coan 
influence on the neighbouring islands ibid. 88-9, Herzog, HG, 45. According to a contemporary belief in 
Nisyros, nowadays home to only a thousand inhabitants, Polybotes buried under the island is puffing up 
toxic breath through the narrow fissures in the volcanic crater of the island. Interestingly too, a current 
tradition in Cos holds that the small neighbouring island of Astypalaia was created when in ancient 
times a part of the island containing the town of Astypalaia was detached from Cos by a natural disaster.
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place in Demeter. The goddess and Chalcon seem to have walked in the district of Cos 
opposite to Nisyros and to have approached the sea in fr. 22. In the poetry of a native 
of Cos the sea is naturally expected to contribute to its imagery, cf. fr. 15.2 ve<upeg 
7rijpa.
Fr. 27 (CA 10)
Ou pe xig e£, opecov cnro^coXiog dypotcdxrig 
alpfiaei kXtiOptiv aipopevog paxe^pv,
aXX’ erceoov ei8cbg xoapov Kai rcoXXa poyxiaag 
puOcov Ttavxoicov oipov erciaxapevog.
Stob. 2.4.5 (11.27 Wachsmuth, c. nepi Xoyou Kai ypapgaxcov)
OiXjxa Ilaiyvitov (<J>iXf|xa A: <I>iA,tp rcaiyv- S : 4>iXtveou iraiyvia T).
pe Supplemented by KA,p9ppv in v. 2.
Tig Pejorative, "not just any". Tig often replaces the name of characters whose role 
does not matter in a story, cf. e.g. //. 13.578-9, Hdt. 1.43, Call. HE 34.1.
e£, opecov refers to aypoicoxrig, cf. Q.S. 1.63 ~ 7.505-6 arc’ oupeog aypoitoxai, Opp. 
Hal. 3.386 (derogatorily of a hunter) opeaxepog aypoicoxrig/. For the rustic from the 
mountains failing to appreciate the value of an adler cf. the shepherds in the mountains 
failing to respect the beauty of a hyacinth in Sappho fr. 105b oiav xdv uaxivOov ev 
copeal rcoipeveg av8peg I rcoaai Kaxaaxeipouai, xdpai Se xe rcop^upov avOog... . 
Often at the beginning of hexameter, but cf. *AR 1.1100, 2.400, 976, *Arat. 118 and 
see Campbell on Q.S. 12.410.
drco<t><6Xiog An Odyssean word (4x) of obscure etymology, see LFrE s.v., Hoekstra 
on Od. 14.212. Then [Hes.] fr. 31.2 (= Od. 11.249), Eur. fr. 996, Nic. Alex. 524. It 
bears implications of poor intelligence in Od. 5.182 (Calypso to Odysseus) rj Si) 
aXixpog y’ eaai Kai ouk caco^coXia eiScog, I oiov 8f] xdv puOov erce<J>pda0rig 
ayopeuaai, Od. 8.177 voov 8’ drco<|>coXi6g eaai and see DGE s.v. II. 1. As with 
arcopcopiog on which see Seaford on Eur. Cycl. 364, or with arcoOupiog (//. 14.261, 
Hes. WD 710, cf. II. 1.562 arco Oupou) the Alexandrians probably understood it as
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ano (x©xoo, cf. Schol. Od. 5.182 (261.27 Disdoif) Ctr:oOlO(tctc' dTa^5£uxa; <j©aeol 
yap xd TaeS£U'K|poa, Hesych. a 6798 ond see Pfeiffer os Call. fr. 68;2.
dYpocxKrr|/ A metri gratia Homeric transformation of dypoxT/, see Risch 35. For 
these -tear/ nouss cf. dem;t8cXKPi/ (II. 2.554, 16.167, Theoc. 14.67, see Livrea on 
Colluth. 58), (HHHerm. 296, Theogs. 870, Call. Hec. fr. 69.6, HyJov. 68
with McLennan od loc.), ciparn(K^ri/ etc. and see B-P 572-3, G. Redard, Les Noms 
Grecs en -ttjq -ng, Paris 1949, 9. They tend to be placed at the end of the hexameter. 
’Appxi,cKrr/t II. 3x, Od 2x, refers disparagingly to inferior intelligence in Od. 21.85 
(Antinous to Eumoeus) vflTloc dypot6xar, C()0|^ppoa 6oovCovxc/, cf. Sappho fr. 57,
Ar. Thesm. 58 ("boorish", cf. the antithesis of doxuIdpo6/ in Clouds 47, Frogs 5, al.) 
ond Latin rusticus on which see Hutchinson 282. In literary terms cf. Hor. Ars Poet:. 
272-3 ego et vos /scimus inurbanum lepido seponere dicto and in relation to a poet’s 
oppeoronce Ar. Thesm. 159-160 apouaov eaxi T<cxT|K^v i8etv / dyo£Cov ovxa xal 
Oaauv. Both dccoCDAlo/ ond aypac^ni/ ore Homeric, here conjoined in o novel 
expression.
axpTjciei. "understand, comprehend in full depth", a colouring of the meaning 
"conquest", see DGE s.v. A.III.3 citing Plato Phileb. 17e, 20d, Polit. 282d ond K. J. 
McKay, Antichthon 12 (1978), 38-9 citing Soph. Phil. 863, Plato Phaedo 81b, Tim. 
51a. He comperes similar nuances of aaopdv©, Or'cxxl0l ond ouvapTta^© to conclude 
thot "any verb of physical grasping might naturally be used intellectually", see ff.
ot^lf'^'lc^^5E ... atp6oevx/ A pseudo-repetition superficially like the ones abounding in 
corc, see Fehling (1969), 13-41, cf. II. 1.595-6 ~ 14.222-3 oct5T<x^cv ... / oct6T<eaaa, 
20.61-2 CSciocv ... / SEicct/;, 20.403-6 Tipuyev, co/ Ox Keuoo/ / r^o-vY£v ... /.... / ©/ 
dpa tov y’ Couy6vK0, 21.395-6 avTKcv / ... dv^jKe/. To judge by the foked Phlious- 
onophoro in fr. 10 Ph. might have affected these. Cf. is Hellesistic verse Hermesies.
CA 7.94 eupe ;.. cUo6ocvx/, Cell. HE 59.1-2 pavel/ .. /... Coavpi paviov, 8.4 oux 
eta x-qv rporce'Cxeav Cav, AscIeO; HE 22.1-3 anoned/ / ... ou rtCK(^(^lor, / (uXecov .;. 
(t)Arl6c^Li;, 4.1-4 exoucr\ /.... / .. £%ov „. / ... £%], 9.2 uleiv xotix T|K£t cf. 10.1, 3, 
Theoc. 12.16 avxEltlria’ o <J)tA,Ti0£i<;, later EG 994.1-2 Koibel (2ndI3rd c. AD 
Mepvjmv o"^ aaAliv ... ot8C xfc] osyav, / eI8©/ xel 6cxvf|/ veopa Kel fraPUK^e/. This 
kind of repetition was disliked by Brunck 234 ("Ingretum est alof|acr - ato6|rcvo/. 
Forte scripserot ajiKtLsx-enOv ocKca2rpl") but it does not indicete o "sCcheiesse d’ 
expression" as von Groninges, Poesie Verbale, Amsterdam 1953, 71 n. 6 asserted: 
"mon (mu6) daruber kler sein, do6 die Altes solche Wiederholusges sicht wie wir 
mieden", Kroll os Cat. 55.18 tenent.. /... tenet;.
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KXigOpiiv A rare tree in Greek literature.* 5 It comes up 2x in the Od. in 5.64 
surcounding Calypso’s cave and 5.239 as material for Odysseus to build his boat, 
whence it was probably brought to Ph.’s attention. Theophr. HP 3.14.2 says that the 
alder is a lofty tree (guani 8e opGogueq) growing in damp places (gunxai 6e ev xoiq 
egu6poiq, cXAoGt 6’ ou6apou). Its soft wood renders it suitable for ship-building (a 
well-attested property curiously rejected by Mynors on Virg. Georg. 2.451-2). 
Crucially, it belongs to the trees growing not on the mountains, but only in valleys, 
Theophr. HP 3.3.1. A rustic from the mountains would not recognise it. Since its 
picturesque Odyssean days the alder was regarded as a beautiful and robust tree, cf. 
also its occurrence in a painting in Philostr. Jun. Imag. 6.2 (Orpheus singing) and Cat. 
64.289 = Virg. Ed. 6.33 proceras ... alnos, Ov. Met. 13.790 longa procerior alno with 
Bomer ad loc.
atpogevo^ gaKelTiv A generic description of the hard working but uneducated 
mstic. The tough job of digging is often contrasted to the delicacy of literate efforts, cf. 
Ar. PCG 232 oaxiq au5oiq xal XASpcaKai xaxaxexptppai xpcopevo^ / eixa pe 
aKarexetv xnXeuniq; with K-A ad loc., Ps-Phoc. 158 El 6e xiq ou 6460^x4 xexvr^, 
crxdTtTOuo 6ixe5Aij, Diog. Laer. 7.169. MaxeXXa "mattock" is a Homeric technical 
teirn occurring only in a passage containing six hapaxes in six verses. It is an 
implement for digging and breaking up the soil (Nonn. D. 4.255, al. 7^;e5o<cKageeaar 
paKeXXat^), not cutting down a tree, cf. Anon. AP 16.202.3-4 aypoimriq / .. 
ejxoxpuvwv epya 6^00x061^. It is always related to humbln activities and persons, 
cf. Hes. WD 469-70 6 8e xuxOoq omiaOn / 6p©oq e.%wv paKeATyv, Arat. 8, A.R. 1.1533, 
[Mosch.] Megara 94, 108, Antip. Thnss. GPh 71.3, Antiph. GPh 42.3, see Livrea on 
A.R. Ln., Gow on Thnoc. 16.32 (a wealthy leader inimical to the Musns dies without 
posthumous fame) ©ael xq paKeXqt xexuXwpevoq ev6o0i %nipaq. Hern Theoc. has Ph. 
in mind. For the expression cf. Men. Dysc. 526-7 vnavlaq ey© xiq egalpmv dv© / 
agospa xnv 6ixelAav, ©q dv epyaxriq |3a0uq and for the epic rarity of alp© (~deip©, 
dpvupi) see Hopkinson on Call. HyDem. 34. .
8ro8©v .. Koo-iov In Od. 8.489 Odysseus praises Demodocus as singing XItv .. Kaxd 
xoapov.5 Epic characters talk xaxd xoapov, e.g. HHHerm. 433, or ou xatd xoapov,
5 See Murr 17, Stadler in RE VI (1909), 470-2 s.v. Erie, J. And©, Lexique des termes de botanique en 
latin, Paris 1956, 24, Meiggs 108-9.
5 See Hainsworth, Garvie ad loc., A. Ford, Homer. The Poetry of the Past, Ithaca-London 1992, 122-3. 
"Well" by C. Macleod, Collected Essays, Oxford 1983, 5 or "well (very much as it should be)" by E. L. 
Bowie in Chr. Gill - P. Wiseman, Lies and Fiction in the Ancient World, Exeter 1993, 16 are too vague. 
"With what utter rightness" Shewring, "Gar nach der Ordnung" Schadewaldt are closer to its intended
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e.g. Od. 8.179. Thersites m //. 2.213 Erasa ... PxKvoo xe noXXa xe pSl, see Ebeling s.v. 
Koc^po; I.b and for xaaa Koapvv in Hellenistic poetry Livrea vn A.R. 4.360. For the 
expression cf. Svlvn lEG 1.2 Koapvv enectiv tcpSfiv Pvt Pyvofj; O^i^ievv;, Parmen. 
28B 8.52 D-K kocviov epov ercemv, Democr. 68B 21 D-K (Hvmer) ercewv Koaipvv 
exEKapvaxv Tpaao^wv, Antip. Thess. GPh 20.3 (xovriai. PaavQoAVyvt) enecov 
Koajpov X£Xvyaoevvv PaKuaavxE;, then Simon. lEG 11.23 aov6[E pEX]L)pova 
Klopov pvli^^it; / OOGa]eoTK with C. O. Pavese, ZPE 107 (1995), 15 (add Orph. Arg. 
252 evxepnea Koaaiov Pvtoj;), Thevgn. 242 e0aVapo; pEtdetv, Pind. fr. 194.2 
tcokiXov Koaiiov ooSpEvxa Xoymv, Simias Egg 10 kScjipov veovvaa onOo>Vv, further 
Od. 11.367 ovo00 eicewv, Hes. WD 403 ~ HHAp. 20 vvpo; ercewv, Pind. Ol. 3.8-9 
(lyre, pipes) ere«v xe Oeatv / ... aopoel£ai TteTcviaw;, Call. HE 56.2-3 ao 
OEXl%poaaaov / aov SKewv, Aiea. Aet. CA 5.6 Tap’ ,OoPiOeliv ayXaTtv enem, Pvsid. 
(?) HE 24.2 a]wv ercewv ao^xi, Nicarch. HE 3.3 (Homer’s) aEKaovV\r^) eTc:cov. 
Koppo; in Arist. Poet. 1452b2 is a literary value but a lacuna in the text deprives us vf 
more information. "It must refer tv some sort vf ornament. At R(het.) 1404a34. b37 
and Isvcr. 9.9 Kha^o; and KeKoapqpevT Ari^t; include all poetical and abnormal use 
vf language", Lucas vn 1457b33. The etremv Koa^o; here relates tv the form, i.E. the 
arrangement and articulation (rhetoric, means vf expression: a notion lacking in 
Hvmer) vf the content (the puewv Vipv; vf the next verse) from the central meaning vf 
Kha^o; as "adornment" and "arrangement", see Dover vn Ar. Frogs 1005 (Aesch.) 
Koapnaa; xpaYtKcv ifrpvv and, slightly differently, W. J. Verdenius, Mnem. 36 
(1983), 16-7 with further references. The arrangement vf this epigram renders it an 
exemplary kScjipo; Eirewv.
itoKkx lfy'nod; A Etock-phrase in epic referring to the tough toils in the battlufiuld, 
ieu JanKo on II. 15.235, or to Odysseus’ adventures, see Garvie on Od. 6.175-7, and cf. 
also Hus. Theog. 967. Thuogn. 71. Invertedly, the phrase refers here to the toils of 
enidition to be injected into a learned Hellenistic poem. Bach 42 refers to [Manetho] 
1.8 (I will sing of thu stars) vvKaa; dvnvo^ eSv aoi ev r.paat ToXXa |iofi<aa<;. Ph. 
himsulf Is said by Hurmesian. CA 7.77-8 to wear himself out studying all possible
meaning. Hainsworth 36-7 points out the importance of the correct sequence of events in oral poetry. 
Kara vis & vis a narration should mean "in the correct order" and therefore "true", and at the
same time "with good performancE", i.e. with competence in the recital itself. A. Romeo, Il proemio 
epico antico, Rome 1985, 15 ("secondo un intrinseco cuattere di causalitp") makes too much out of it. 
G. Walsh, The Varieties of Enchantment: Early Greek Views on the Nature and Function of Poetry, 
Chapel Hill 1984, 89, cf. also S. Goldhill, The Poet's Voice, Cambridge 1991, 57-8, made an interesting 
point in distinguishing in Odysseus’ praise an external, "public" reception which fascinated the 
Phaeacians and a very personal one which led Odysseus to tears.
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ways of diction and different glosses. For the emdite poet’s novoc cf. Thnoc. 7.51 
pnXuSptov egnx:6vxrcc (note the diminutive) to which contrast vv. 47-8 Moiadv 
opvixnq 6aot xtotu Xiov doi66v / dvxla KoKK'ugovxnq exc&oia poKOigovKi, Hermesian. 
CA 7.35 (Mimn. discovered the pentameter) tcXXov avaxX&c Asclep. HE 28.1 
yXuKijg rcovog ’HplvTiq, Call. HE 55.1 Ton Xaplov ti6voq nipi, A.R. 4.1775-6 em 
Kluxa rcnipaO’ txav© / upnxepmv Kapdxwv, Herodas 8.71 xC peXea ... xouq qpouq 
p6xOoDq, Meleag. HE 129.3, Bion fr. 8.3, Antip. Thess. GPh 31.1-2 pipXov / piKpl]v 
... xeoTlTidc.evoq, 103.1. In id. GPh 85.1 tcovoq refers to a work of art? Not much later 
similar terms may refer to the composition of a literary creation without any further 
implications, cf. Long. Praef. 3 xexxapaq pipXouq egeTtoviiadpTiv and cf. the usn of 
xe^^^i^(c until recently in Modem Greek.
eld mg ... /... ejncrTap,£vog Ph.’s poetic ideal requires the poet to work hard (noXXa 
poY'qoaq) and know. Erudition is the fundament of good pontry; Call, in Hp6q 
npaggddTTiv fr. 460 praised Arat. ©q 7to?D>ltcxOlj xal aptcxov koxtkIiv. The old 
perception that (oral) pontry is a gift granted by the Muses or a god, e.g. Il. 12.176, Od. 
8.488, is hnrn inverted; the motif occurs in thn erudite poets with the value of an old 
convention with a new meaning. For the ni66q poet cf. Il. 7.241, Hes. Theog. 27-8, 
Theogn. 669-670, Antiphan. PCG 207.6, Call. HE 30, fr. 64.10 (?), Leon. Tar. HE 
58.6, Alex. Aet. CA 4.2, Adesp. Frust. Auct. SH 1153, Theoc. 15.97 xo^^^)L^plLc; 
aoi56q, 146 and for exxaxdpnvoq, a technical term for the "knowledge" of the poet, cf. 
Od. 21.406, HHHerm. 479, Archil. lEG 1.2, Solon lEG 13.52, Theoc. 17.7, 113, 
Posid. (?) HE 24.4, Theodor. HE 14.1 and see U. Dubielzieg, RhM 138 (1995), 343-4 
on Call. fr. 1.8. For the two synonyms cf. Anon. HE 56.1-2 Ot5a gtXetv .. ex^cccapar 
... I piaeiv and in general see on fr. 2.2.
pd0©v 7avxol©v Cf. It. 20.248-9 axpeTcxq 6e yXwaa eaxl Ppox6v, TcX^ng 6’ evi 
pnOoi / xauxxXor, erce©v §g tioXnq vop6q ev0a kui evOa, Od. 22.347-8 (Phnmius) 
0eog 5e pot ev gppenv otpaq / xeuxxXaq eveguanv. If emi are the form, puOoq is the 
narrative itself. The two are juxtaposed in Od. 4.597-8 pnOotxxv etceaat xn oototv 
axontov / xepTCopai, 11.561. Thn phrase dons not imply the principle of poikiliaf but
5 See G-P on Asclep. HE 28.1, Kannicht on Eur. Hel. 204-9, Schwinge 10-1, Papanghelis 43-4 and on 
Latin labor see Lyne on Ciris 99 ad fin. Posid. HE 6.3 f| 8e uplv ev pupXotg TtercovTpevT ... I yvxn 
does not have this meaning as A. Szastyflska-Siemoion, Eos 74 (1986), 221 thought. rienovTipevTi 
describes the permanent educative effort of the poet, not its product, cf. Theoc. 13.14.
8 Already a poetic principle in Pind., see H. Maehler, Aujfassung des Dichterberufs im frUhen 
Griechentum, Gottingen 1963, 90-1, W. J. Verdenius, Mnem. 36 (1983), 17. Call, defended his 
ToXneiSTi in Iambi 13, fr. 203, which he practised with hexameter, elegiac and iambic poems, poems in
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emphasises the notion of erudition. Knowledge of rape teles asd knowledge of 
recondite versions of better-known tales X6yo Kal xa^ei is the
recommended new soit of poetry.
Ji^>0cxv .. otnov Homer ond the Hellenistic poets use o’rp,^ of song. The xrigisoI 
meaning of the word most probably was "song" but it soos become associated with 
oTox/» see Frisk GEW s.v., Hainsworth os Od. 8.74. Otpog is Homeric but cf. in this 
sense HHHerm. 451 ayXaoq or|xx/ do'LS^j/, Find. Cl. 9.47 CnC^cov oipov Xiyvv, ibid. 
1.110, Aesch. Ag. 1154, Eui. Rhes. 422-3, see Mostronorde on Bur. Phoen. 911, Colt 
HyJov. 78 auoi eu eiboxa/ o’roxu/, ombivalest is fr. 1.27 5t)>pov Cld/v ppib’ o'ioxv 
ava nXaxvv, further Becch. 19.1-2 K£XlU0x/ / doPoxaC<xv oca<cxv, Hermesian. CA 
7.94 Xoy<av noWao, .. SioSou/, GVI 1001.7 (Rhodes, co 100) pupaou rdccsi/ CSdriv 
I0£iav axarcov, EG 878.6 Kaibel (ca 269 A.D.) = FGH 100 T 4.6 (Dexippus) cUoaxx 
TavToiT|v loToptri/ dxparcov, Musae. 175 moXusXevCwv Cr;£ooc ... KeXevOovq.* 9 For the 
imagery see O. Becker, Das Bild des Weges und verwandte Vorstellungen im 
frtigriechischen Denken, Wiesbaden 1937, 68f., McLennan os Coll. HyJov. 78, B. 
Snell, Die Entdeckung des Geistes, Gottingen l1980, 219-230 end on Call. fr. 1.25-8 in 
perticuler F. Williems, ZPE 110 (1996), 40-2. The onciest form of otpo/ wos 
aspirated, see C. J. Ruijgh, Lingua 44 (1978), 18, Braswell on Find. Pyth, 4;248(o);
This piece is transmitted os a peegnion by Stob. ond its obscure meaning would 
well justify such a categorisation, but we connot be sure that Fh. actually published it 
es such. Some of the proposed interpretations ore worth soticing only os examples of 
extreme oddity. Kayser 47-8 translated it with the impossible "contus sive poesis me, si 
elnus essem, potius moverat id de loco duceiet, quam pusticus indoctus, qui ligose 
uteretur ad eKscindendum me" ond saw "piocul dubio" a reference to Orpheus. Boch 
41 misled by a recun-ent theme in Lotis elegy thought thot Fh. here confirms his 
immortality: no rustic will chop me down, but a literate etc., "ut poucis absolvamur: 
Carmine et libri mei nunquam peribunt". He wos followed by Couat 76-7 who added 
his own "I shell live!" to complete the sense, osd Cessi 141-2. Maass (1895a), lll-Vil 
proposed the verses to be a notice for on alder-stick, a poetic symbol as in Theoc. 7.43-
lyric metres, hymns, epigrams, victory songs and scholarly prose works. Nonn. in his huge D. 
propagated poikilia more than anyone else, cf. 1.11-33 and see Hopkinson (1994), 124. Poikilia is also 
a literary value in the Homeric ScholL, see N. J. Richardson, CQ 33 (1980), 266.
9 In HHHerm. 531 Gepovg (Ludwig : 9eo^^ codd.) eiteeov xe Kal epyeo /xmv oeraOmv Hermann 
proposedpe?rleTa/^l aipofq. D. A. Svarliev, Hermes 119 (1991), 473-7 proposed a'll.av for alxav in 
Call. HyPal. 94-5 paxrip pev yoepdv oixov axi5ov'i5Dv / cye papu KAa'amaa.
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4, expressing the hope that a poeta doctus not a rustic will take hold of it. This 
apophoreton idea was espoused by Nowacki 56-7, Butler-Barber 17 n. 1, J. van 
Sickle, QUCC 19 (1975), 59 n. 61 and Bowie 75. Reitzenstein EuS, 179 compared 
Alcm. PMGF 16 oi)K i]<; avijp ctypetot; ou- / 8e GKatoc; ou8e f rcapa ao^ot-1 arvf 
ouSs 0eaaa%6<; yevo<;, / ’Epu<ji%ato<; ot)5e tcoijitiv, / dXXd ZapSicov arc’ axpav and 
drew the conclusion that here speaks a lady who rejects the love of a rustic for that of 
an erudite poet.10 Diehl and Latacz were attracted by it and Wil. HD I, 116 pushed it 
to extremes by suggesting that the speaker is Bittis herself. F. W. Schmidt, SO 7 
(1928), 30-2 in principle accepted a woman as speaker and thought that her name is the 
unattested KX^Opriv.
There have also been those who advocate a link with two known and one 
unknown work of Ph. First Schweizer 55-6 in a brief Anhang suspected a Homeric 
riddle alluding to the alders that Odysseus cut down in Od. 5.259. He therefore 
postulated a connection with Hermes. His idea was revived by Ch. Carriga, Lexis 
(1989), 79-87.1. Cazzaniga, RFIC 40 (1962), 238-248 saw literary criticism intended 
and related the epigram to the story of Erysichthon in Call, identifying the alder with 
the sacred avyetpo<; in HyDem. 31 and the rustic with Erysichthon storming the grove 
to chop down its trees. In conclusion, the goddess personified in her sacred tree 
declares her preference for an erudite poet to a rustic. But the equation of alder and oak 
is in the air and the sacrilege of Erysichthon in connection with Demeter is not attested 
before Call, and it is very probably a contamination with a crime committed by his 
father Triops. K. J. Mckay, Antichthon 12 (1978), 36-44 interpreted atpfioet as 
"comprehend" and conjoined e£ opeov with aypotokrn; but reached the disappointing 
conclusion that the epigram refers to a lost work of Ph. named KXf|0pr| and, should 
8pug be supplemented in Call. fr. 1.10, it would refer to this lost work. Before him G. 
Coppola, Cirene e il nuovo Callimaco, Bologna 1935, 139-145 followed E. Maass in 
reading pZ-rjOpriv "tender" and deemed that here speaks the oak missing in Call. 1.1.
C. Wachsmuth suggested that kXtjOptjv stands for a writing tablet made of alder 
wood. The metonymy was paralleled by Kuchenmuller 61 with Eur. I A 39 and Hipp. 
1253-4 where tceukti means "writing tablet" and the idea found support with P. Bing, 
RhM 129 (1986), 222-6, cf. id. 31-3, K.-H. Stanzel, Liebende Hirten. Theokrits 
Bukolik und die Alexandrinische Poesie, Stuttgart-Leipzig 1995, 351-3, LSJ Suppl.
10 Not long afterwards Reitzenstein, Hermes 31 (1896), 201 n. 2 appealed less confident: "DaB ich in
meinem "Epigramm und Skolion" oft uberschritten habe, ist mir wohl bewuBt...... Ich wurde jetzt
schwerlich das Fragment des Philetas ... mit Sicherheit deuten wollen". The Alcm.-passage he adduced 
does not say much; it is a Partheneion, a song sung by a chorus of maidens expressing their preference 
for an asteios husband from Sardis in the form of a typical negative priamel, see Latacz 81-2, Davies ad 
loc. {EGF p. 72) and for the motif cf. [Theoc.] 20.2f.
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S.v. KXqOpa. Bing tried to sweep aside an objection by Wil. drawing attention to 
writing tablets of alder wood from the 2nd c. A.D. found in Vindolanda near Hadrian’s 
wall in northern England. But the evidence is late and - most importantly - from a 
country whose wet climate favours the alder, which in Greece is a very rare tree. There 
is no real testimony for alders used to produce writing tablets in Greece, n
The labyrinth of interpretations is due to the deliberately confusing, even 
contradictory elements constituting this epigram. ’Eg 6p£cxv can bn conjoined just as 
well both with aYpolXxriq and with alp^on^ The latter can mean "win over", "take 
away (uproot)" or "comprehend". Kln00p7)v in its position would be expected to be an 
adj. to paKeATv; it has been interpreted as a tree, a woman, a writing-tablet/book or 
suspected as corrupt. Arp^|xnvoq is a pseudo-parallel to aipfiani. Efforts to restore a 
monosemunxic flow of thoughts ended up in numerous interventions in the teKt;i5 but 
to no avail. True, the first two lines read equally well in their "physical" meaning: No 
dull-witted rustic will remove me, an alder, from the mountains ntcgg It is only in the 
last two versns that the true meaning reveals itself: not a mstic, but an erudite, who has 
acquired broad knowledge with much toil. Stob. classified it in Tiepl Xoyov xal 
Ypalll.d^;xv. Literary criticism is intended. This technique of "tail-surprise" is well- 
known in the epigram. It would suffice to point to Asclep. HE 32 as to whether the 
speaker is a woman or Antim.’s book:
11 A talking book raises no suspicion in the "book-culture" of the Hellenistic times. The dawn of this
"era of books" goes back to Ar. Frogs 1114, Plato Apol. 26d-e, Xen. Symp. 4.27, see E. G. Turner, 
Athenian Books in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., London 21977, DGE s.v. pi^fiX-voutokiTi;, Dover 
(1993), 34-5, H. Maehler, 3OCD, 251. In Hellenistic times see Pfeiffer (1968), 102-5, P. E. Easterling in 
id.-Knox 23-4, Bing 10-48 where the "talking book" is discussed. Wood in general is known to have 
been used for writing purposes, cf. the list of publications in W. M. Brashar - F. A. J. Hoogendijk, 
Enchoria 17 (1990), 21-54 with the additions noted in T. de Jong - K. A. Worp, ZPE 106 (1995), 236 
n. 1. In general see also E. Lalou-Dobias (ed.). Les tablettes h ecrire de V antiquite a V epoque moderne, 
Tumhout 1992. -
12 Hartung 33 read pXtoOpTiv "tall", a Homeric gloss revived in Hellenistic times, see Page on Anon. 
FGE 59.1, E. Maass pXr|0f>'fiv "tender", R. Holland, PhW 45 (1925), 14 even xX50pov "as a doorbar" of 
a laurel that the poet had allegedly planted. Wil. held tliat "KlfOpnv ein Adjektiv zu paxeTiv verbirgt" 
and is therefore corrupt, but declined to make an uncertain emendation. He persuaded Webster 42. R. F, 
W. Schmidt, SO 7 (1928), 30-2 comparing Goethe’s Gefunden proposed paK&Tr|. Older interpretative 
proposals are recorded in I. Cazzaniga, RFIC 40 (1962), 258-9 n. 1.
13 In this reading eg opecov refers to a^.pn0eT, cf. Call. HE 36.1-2 xov a’TtoXov -iprcaae NuinJr I eg 
opecov. The place to cut down a tree is naturally the mountains, cf. It. 1.235, 12.132, 13.390 = 16.483, 
16.634, 17.743, HHAphr. 266, Simon. IEG 11.2-3, [Hes.] Scut. 374f., Call. fr. 194.34-5, A.R. 3.858, 
969,4.1682, Anon. FGE 77.2, Virg. Aen. 2.626.
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Apot] Kat yeva^ etpi Kai. auvc^ixa, tov o’ ano KoSpaa) 
aepivoTepi) efii ot’ ’Avtijiaxov-
ti^ yap ep.’ ouk peiae; Xi$ ouk ave^^ara AoST)v, 
to luvov Mouaov yodooa Kai ’AvTrodKOu;
But if the lost two lines ore clear in this respect how are we supposed to read the 
first two? The key-words are aio^jxcr os "usdeistond" asd K%^0oT(v os o beautiful tree 
growing in the volleys, not the hillsides: No uslettered rustic from the mountains will 
understand me, on elder, ose who reises his mattock, but etc, KXif0pp|v in this reading 
as a noble urban tree is a qualitative evoluotios of pC in v. 1. This is a talking book. 
The epigiem seems to be a fictitious book-inscription. These become a mode is 
Hellenistic times. I" They usually provide informatios about the identity of the author 
ond meke e statement about the value of the work. They differ from this epigram in 
this and in thot they ore not written by the author of the book himself. Os the other 
hand the "see!", known since Theogn., self-introduces the author osd hos a more 
personal character, as Posid. SH 705. This epigram takes the identity of the author os 
known; it rether instructs the reader about the way he should read the work it prefaces, 
drewing his attention to its cryptic, allusive nature.
Which work specifically this is, we cannot soy. Still, some considerations ore 
worth recording. An uneducated reader will sot understand a book which is e K%p0pp. 
The notoriously tall older may costrast to its modeiote size. A small scale work of Ph. 
praised by Cell. fr. 1.9f. is Demeter. This is soid to Ka0CTKei by for its "long" 
(paKppv) rival. The primary meaning of this verb is "launch a ship, draw it to the sea" 
ond the older wos most of all knows for this usage since the Od. Hellesistic poets used 
many different sources for images with applicatioss to literary criticism. An image 
alluding to the botanical qualities of e tree is unprecedented end had so reproductive 
impact on the learned poets espousing the some poetic principles. This may well 
suggest thot the tree-image is a Phileton peculiarity appropriate to the content of the 
poem or poems it prefaces. Demeter wos a work enriched with abundont vegetation 
and botonological knowledge. Kuchesmiiller 62 on the other hand suggested that this
14 Cf. Asclep. I.e. prefacing a copy of Antim. Lyde, HE 28 on Erinna D/sKaff, Call. HE 55 on 
Creophylus Oechalias Halosis, HE 56 on Arat. Phaenomena, Leon. Tar. HE 101 on the same work, 
later Artemidonus (1st c.) FGE 1 on his collection of bucolic poems or Antip. Thess. GPh 31 on a 
booklet he composed for Piso, see Page on Anon. FGE 32, Bing 29f. These often contain statements 
indicating a literary stance. For the epigram as the suitable forum to express literary reflections see Chr. 
Riedweg, "Reflexe hellenistiseher Dichtungstheorie im griechischen Epigramm", ICS 19 (1994), 123­
150.
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piece prefaced a collection of paegnia by Ph. and found sympathy in that with von 
Blumenthal 2168 and Q. Cataudella, Helicon 1 (1967), 402-4.15
Two features in this epigram are worth pointing out. First its studied symmetry. 
The rustic receives two verses, the literate another two. An adversative aXXa marks the 
transition from the one to the other. The first receives eleven words, the second another 
eleven in a correspondence of 7+4 and 7+4. The rustic is in the negative part, the 
erudite in the positive. Unless we are to reckon with the unlikely possibility of it being 
fortuitous, its structure suggests that this is a complete piece. More importantly it turns 
the principle of Koopoq ercecov it purports to convey into practice. Rhetorical symmetry 
is acclaimed to be a fundamental feature of "good" poetry. So Call, ananged his hymns 
with care: "two short, two long, two short poems ... the first pair 'masculine', the 
second 'mixed' (twins), the third 'feminine'; the flanking pairs broadly 'mimetic', the
middle pair more traditonally 'epic'...... several other common features lead one to
regard them as contrasting and complementary pieces", Hopkinson 13. In HyDem. the 
first 23 verses are concerned with ritual; the next 92 verses (4 x 23) with narrative 
followed by a concluding 23 verses of ritual. Hermesian. Leontion also seems to have 
its themes arranged with diligence: the first book contained the loves of rustics, the 
fifth those of erudites; and in this first came the poets in chronological order, then the 
philosophers. Virg. Georg. 4.4 sets out to relate the life-style and habits of bees ordine 
and a well-articulated speech by Anchises is described in Aen. 6.273 as delivered 
ordine, see Norden ad loc. This correspondence of form and content is common in 
Hellenistic poetry. Call. HE 2 is an outstanding example where the echoes in the last 
line echo the servile repetition of the cyclic poets, see further A. Hurst, MH 51 (1994), 
150-163 on the example of HyArt. and cf. Nonn.’s epyco poikilia in D. 1.16-33 with 
four different names for Dionysus and five synonyms denoting "sing".
Another remarkable feature of this epigram is its polemical tone. This takes the 
form of the common rhetorical formula o6k etc. dlkd etc., cf. in form Xenoph. IEG 
1.21f. denouncing songs about mythical creatures in a symposium and Anacr. IEG 2:
15 Alii saw alia: H. Stadtmiiller, BPhW 15 (1897), 451 held that Ph. addressed with this epigram 
Theoc. and received an answer in id. 7.40, that Simichidas even in bucolic is inferior to Ph. R, Herzog, 
Phil. 78 (1923), 418 deemed the piece to be a "dicliterische Selbstbekenntnis in bukolischer 
Umgebung". Later Puelma 163 postulated a "Selbstbiographisches Initiationsgedicht hesiodischer 
Tradition" by Ph. Bucolic was also detected by Couat 76-7. Bowie 75 ("an extract rather than a complete 
poem"; contra K. J. McKay, Antichthon 12 (1977), 36-7, Hutchinson 84) conceded that it does not offer 
any bucolic foothold but, he said, it might be derived from a "bucolic context", although "that can only 
be guesswork". G. Giangrande, AC 37 (1968), 511 n. 50, still insisting in QUCC 12 (1971), 105 n. 34, 
mistook the negation of a rustic for a ”"X)Iemique anti-bucolique" precursory to that which he thought he 
had detected in Theoc. 7.
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oi) <alXa>, og KppaTipi. Tapa pC.ec oioTCOpd^cov 
veiKea kal pCoxpov SaKpuoevia layer,
aXX oapg Mouaecov t kai ayXaa Scop’ ’A^ppSiirg 
ouppcyycov epargg pvgcKeiai eix)pocnVT|g.
The rustic is downgraded with three disparaging attributes: he is el opeeov, 
dToocoXiog aypor^crig ond aipopevog patKtATv. These find three positive porollels full 
of erudition in eirecov eiSco/ Koopov, noXXa poygoa^g ond puGcov pavpoteov arpav 
emrapapevog. Ph. addresses this epigram not just to any reader, but to his 
contemporary literates ond critics. The polemical tone is leloted to the opposing tiends 
in the conception of poetiy in his days. As Ziegler first showed, the "Cellimocheas" 
principles were never dominant. It was only a relatively smell circle of learned poets 
practising studied refinement among many others still pursuing their poetic ambitions 
the old way. The titles adding to our knowledge since Ziegler’s ascertainment confirm 
his view in a more credible way.ll The sew cosceptios of leptotes hod to fight its way 
through. Its edvocates hod numerous adversaries with whom they hod to compete. 
Some hove suggested thot the ideas more vigorously propounded by Call, were older 
then him, e.g. P. J. Persons, 3OCD, 277 "(Coll.’s) 'sew' aesthetic ... might seem less 
novel if we had the poetry of the 4th cent.", ond Gow I, Kxii s. 3 and Poponghelis 241 
n. 48 thought of Ph. as e possible forerunner. The notions of erudition (vv. 3-4) and 
probably of moderate scale (underlying K?^r^)8o'ir0 and high-finish poetry (os composted 
to the crude rustic of vv. 1-2) moke this case look almost certain. The emphasis os the 
rcovog of the good poet prompts another consideration. Heimesion. CA 7.35-6 
Mipveppog SC, tov gSuv 6/ eupero noXXov dvaiXag / gKXv Kai paXaKOP Tcebp’ otco 
TceTaperpou applies to archaic Mires. the Hellenistic prescription of educative toil, in 
his extant fragment paralleled only by vv. 77-8 (Ph.) repi pavia .. / pgpaia Kai 
pacav rpD6ocvxv XaXrgv. Mimn. wos highly-esteemed by the Hellenistic learned 
poets ond his name keeps os coming up, cf. Posid. HE 3, Alex. Aet. HE 13, Call. fr. 
1.11-2, Frust. Adesp. Auct. SH 1060 = Antim. Dub. fp. 197 = lEG 192 (Lyde) and see 
Szadczky-Koidoss 157-9, id. RE Suppl. XI (1968), 949-950. Is Coll. fr. 1.10 with 
Schol. ad loc. Mimn. ond Ph. ore placed side by side os elegists keeping os the same 
poetic track. As Hermesion.’s reference is oerteinIp eerliei than Call.’s second Aetia- 
prologue the approximation of Ph. ond Mims. seems to be older than Call, and, since it
16 See also Gow II, nii and Ll-J Acad. Pap. II, 236. Papanghelis 17-8 expressed reservations due to 
lack of evidence and Cameron (1995), 263f. (eh. X) tried to refute the opinio communis. M. J. Edwards, 
Latomus 53 (1994), 806-812 argued for an "unusual and by no means authoritative position of 
Callimachus in Greek poetry".
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would not seem to be a novel coupling by Hermesian. himself, it might go back to 
praise of Mimn. by Ph. himself.
Suda <j» 332 says that Ph. eypayev emiypappara Kai eXEyeiaq Kai aXXa and 
Stob. ascribes two distichs to Epigrams (frr. 25.3-4, 26) and frr. 25.1-2 and 27 to 
Paegnia. The two successive distichs of fr. 25 are apparently onn unit as an epigram 
but fr. 26 could hardly bn part of another epigram. Most probably we have to do with 
one epigram and fr. 27 characterised as paegnion. It is certain that Ph. wrote epigrams 
and from fr. 25 one may deduce that hn contributed to the novel turn that this genre 
experienced in his days. 55 The epigram might, nevertheless, have not been the field of 
specialisation of thn Coan; in this Asclnp., called by Schol. Thnoc. 7.40 (89.7-8 
Wnndnl) an emlypappaTO7POT6;, seems to have particularly distinguished himself. Ph. 
is disregarded by Meleag., who spent the last years of his life on Cos. Reitzenstein 
EuS, 180 justified thn blatant omission by assuming that Ph. did not publish a separate 
collection of epigrams, Bouchnr 209 for exactly the opposite reason. Wil. HD II, 115­
6 asserted that the epigrams were not collected yet and there would be a danger of two 
collections with the same content. But the absence of such a conspicuous poet is 
probably dun to thn fact that his epigrams were already lost by Melnag.’s days.17 8 The 
only surviving pangnion is fr. 27 which most probably prefaced a poem or a collection 
of poems. Its intriguing meaning justifies this ascription, but onn cannot really know if 
it was ever published in a book of Paegnia. From the ascriptions of fr. 25 to Paegnia 
and Epigrams some have concluded that the one may be an alternative title for the 
other. 19 But in view of their distinction in Stob. this looks unlikely; the division of fr. 
25 might be due to an excision of a previous Paegnia-fragment. Perhaps Ph. named 
some of his more spirited or inscrutable epigrams Paegnia and published them 
together with the Epigrams. Arat. SH 101 wrote Epigrams and is said by Suda (= SH
17 See H. Beckby, Anthologia Palatina I, Munich 21965, 20-1, G-P, HE II, 476, Fraser II, 859 n. 405, 
Bulloch in Easterling-Knox 616, Cameron (1993), 3. Paradoxically Hutchinson 21 n. 46 opined that "the 
epigrams attributed to Ph. may weU be spurious (and late) and he may not have written any epigrams 
despite Suda 3 332"; contra H. White, AC 60 (1991), 214.
18 A.R. is said by the notation of Ant. Lib. 23 to have written epigrams. A.R.? FGE 1 is apocryphal, see 
Vian I, XXIV, Hunter (1989), 9, Cameron (1995), 227-8 ("a product of a much later age"). These were 
ignored by Meleag. and might have had the same fate. Meleag. also ignored Theoc.’s epigrams, see 
Cameron (1993), 141-4,
19 First Bergk entitling the collection r^atyvia ii ’ETnt^pcxaipc^T^ta, cf. also Barber 3OCD, 814 (after the 1st 
ed. (1949), 678), Webster 41, Trypanis 267, F. Wiliams, 3OCD, 1164.
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111) to have written Paegnia as well. Suda provides the same information for Homer 
Sellius, a grammarian of probably the 2nd c. who wrote et5ri 7cZeioTa. There is hardly 
anything to be said about the content of Ph.’s Paegnia. They may have been short 
poems of witty, even cryptic, nature. The term itself applies to a very wide range of 
poems such as ones about lascivious loves, whole comedies, prose-works of exquisite 
form like the Encomium of Helen by Gorgias, the Carmina Figurata and even the 
bucolic poems of Theoc.20
20 The inventor of the genre is naturally "Homer" with Margites and Batrachomyomachia. On rcatyviov 
"play-thing" see G-P on Anyte HE 20.4 and on rcai^G) of lusus amatorius see idd. on Asclep. HE 4.1. 
On the genre see von Blumenthal 2396-8, Lausberg 358f., M. Puelma, MH 53 (1996), 127 (classifying 
them among the "zwanglose Collectanea and Miscellanea") and on the technopaegnia see Hutchinson 
17, Weber 119, Cameron (1995), 33-7 (dating them in the late Hellenistic age). These were championed 
by Simias of Rhodes and since the genre originally evolved around tlie Dodecanese Christ-Schmid- 
Stahlin Griech. Lit. II.l, 125 followed by Kuchenmuller 21 and Hunter 19 ("an easy guess that tlie 
Paignia included some metrical 'games'") attributed its origination to Ph.; contra Pfeiffer (1968), 90. 
Nowacki 20, 53-4 following W. E. Weber, Die eleg. Dichter der Hellenen, Frankfurt 1826, 661 was 
inclined to accept an amatory content. E. Martini in Epitytnbion .. H. Schwoboda, Reichensberg 1927, 
190-2 thought that Ph. wrote subjective erotic elegies in his Paegnia.
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INCERTAE SEDIS
Fr. 28 (SH 675A)
’ApyavOcovtov
Etym. Gen. AB {apud C. Wendel, Schol. in Apol. Rhod. Vetera, Berlin 1935, 107.16 n.) 
’ApyavOcoveiov opog Kiou, oiov "dp<|)’ ’ApyavOcoveiov opog rcpoxoag xe Kioto" [AR 1.1178] • xiveg 5e 
’ApyavOcovrjv auxo $aaiv. Eix^opiov 5e Kai <J>tA,irrag 'ApyavOtoviov Xeyowtv 5ia tout, oiov "XOi^ov 
pot kvcoooovxi 7tap’ ’ApyavQwviov aircog" [CA 75]. EipuXog 8e rcoxapov (Jrqaiv, oiov "Muaiov 
drcuovxa rcapa poov ’ApyavOwvrig" [SH 725]. Eadem fere EM 135.25f.
3 xiveg ... <j>aaiv om. B <$iXtag AB : <E>iXiixdg Kulenkamp 4 post aircog desinit B 5 (jyqaiv EM : 
4»aoiv A.
Arganthon is a mountain in Mysia identified with Samanliidagh, 957 m. high, see 
E. Delage, La geographie dans les Argonautiques d’Apollonios de Rhodes, Bordeaux 
1930, 115-6. Our information about its poetic occurrences relies almost entirely on the 
lemma in Etym. Gen. AB, which as already seen by Valckenaer ultimately draws on a 
lost Scholium on A.R. 1.1178, see Wendel (1932), 94-5 who postulated a mediation of 
Orus’ Ethnica for the Etym. Gen. It is dug up and introduced into poetry by Ph. and it 
soon became the mountain in Mysia. It appears in an Argonautic context (Hylas 
episode) in A.R., cf. Ant. Lib. 26.2 from Nic. Heter., Strabo 12.4.3 who reports of an 
opetPaata Otaaenovxcov Kal KaXouvxcov "YXav in Arganthon, Orph. Arg. 637-8, Prop. 
1.20.33, and most probably in Euph. and Simylus, a late Hellenistic poet of elegies, 
perhaps of the 1st c.1 Some would place Ph.’s reference in this context but there are 
other possibilities such as a story related to the huntress Arganthone, Rhesus’ wife, 
whose tragic death in the area when she heard of her husband’s fate gave the mountain 
its name. The story is transmitted in Parth. 36 trading under the name of Asclepiades 
of Myrlea FGH 617 F 2, a grammarian of the 1st c. who in his Bithyniaca showed an 
interest in the traditions of his motherland, cf. Steph. Byz. s.v. ’ApyavOcov (111.17-20 
Meineke) as well as the elegant Adesp. Pap. Hex. SH 939. A novel locality would 
invite an explanation for its name. Much fuss has been made as to whether the
1 For an Argonautic context see G. Tiirk, De Hyla, Breslau 1895, 39, R. Reitzenstein, Hermes 35 
(1900), 94 n. 2. Who first linked the Hylas episode with Arganthon is not clear. The mountain very 
probably did not appear in the first attestation of the myth in Hellanic. FGH 4 F 131b = Schol. A.R. 
1.1207 (109.17f. Wendel).
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quotation in Etym. Gen. is from Ph. or Euph. Earlier Bach 58, who found sympathy 
with Cessi, had printed it as a fragment of Ph. A long established opinio communis 
gives the line to Euph. and it seems to be correct. But Kuchenmuller 86 may also be 
right in asserting that Euph. might have taken up from Ph. the expression 
’ApyavStoviov autos, which would easily account for the omission of the Philetan 
quotation in favour of the better-known poet. If this is so Theoc. 7.148 napvdoiov 
dTcog is relevant here. Autog occurs first in tragedy, see Fraenkel on Aesch. Ag. 285 
’AOroov dittos, who suspects occurences in post-Homeric epic, which in similar 
formations found a place as clausulae in Hellenistic poetry, cf. A.R. 2.505 Mupxcooiov 
autos/, Euph. I.e., see on Parth. SH 652 Tu^pfioxiov autos (correct "Adesp. 1075" 
into "Adesp. 1175"). Cessi (1914), 286 n. 1, who thought that the quotation in Etym. 
Gen. is Philetan, also thought of Telephus wandering in Mysia to find his mother.
The delight of the learned poet in mentioning names of exotic places is well 
known. Cf. Theoc. 7.76-7 paxpov ixj)’ Aipov / ri ”A0<o fj 'PoSdttav ij KauKaaov 
eaxaxocovxa, a conspicous example imitated by Virg. Georg. 1.332, a reference to the 
Thracian mountain Ttyiloopos in Call. Hec. fr. 71.1 or Lyc. 417-20 Tov pev yap ’Hicov 
Xxpupovos BiaaXxia, / ’AyuvOicov ay%oupos f)5e Biaxovcov, / Koupoxpodcov 
ttdyoopov ’HScovwv neXaq / Kp^-yei, Tpiv q Tupdpraxov auyaaai Xeiuiq. In Ph. cf. fr. 
30 and the notable accumulation of geographic names in the overture of Parth. 2 = fr. 
1. The juxtaposition of names of places, sites of worship, springs, rivers, mountains 
etc. is a technique affected by the Hellenistic poets, cf. e.g. Call. HyDel. 19-22, 
HyDian. 187-8 and in Homer Il. 13.4-6, as these names cany their full weight in the 
poesie verbale, see Papanghelis 63-5 and cf. from Modern Greek poetry Od. Elytis 
"A^iov ’Ecxl (1961), Feveais, p. 16 q "log f Hikivos f MfXoq / "Ka0e Xegr ki q7to 
’va xeXiSovi / yia va oou (>epvei xqv "Avoi^ti peoa axo 0epos" elite (sc. the Creator) 
and the symmetrical use of stanzas consisted only of proper names of winds, islands, 
flowers etc. in that poem.
Fr. 29 (CA 18)
xd 01 tox£ Kdttpis eXobaa 
p^Aa Aicovuoou Scoxev dixo Kpoxafv
Schol. Theoc. 2.120b (290.1-6 Wendel) paXa pev ev Kotatoioi <Ai<ovi)aoio> • xa epaopia kqi 
epooxog TOUTmcd, Ka0o <xa> (add. Ahrens) mo ’A(>po5(TTig 5i5opeva xm 'iTCopeeei pfjXa ex xmv
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(Wendel : too eodd.) Aiovuaov, xanxa 5e eig epcoxa xfiv ’AxaXdvxnv eKtvTjoev, «g (nioav 6 (DArnag (K
: 9iXiixCig (carr. iii OiXixdg UE) UEA)' xa oi pin etc.
1 TAowa K : exiaa cett. 2 Aitovwoio K : AlSTu<aoT cett. : cott. Casaubon.
xa ot ico'ce Kurcpt/ elovoa I p'S^a Cf. Nic. fr. 50.1-2 ZrSScvKO/ fje nAeioxou arco 
kffcov I pfljlCe xao•cbv /voaovxa, Colluth. 60-1 evOev "^fUi/... eXovaa I ofiXoV; 'EAoiaa 
of most MSS is o Doiism due to Theoc. Alov^)<cxro in K appears foi the some reason.
p'S^a A^ydo^).. anb Kpo'cMKav An ambiguous wording; apples were said to have 
been invented by Dionysus who, os the god of the "juice of life", see E. R. Dodds, 
Euripides, Bacchae, Oxford 21960, xi-xii, Blech 181-5, is the patron of all fruits, cf 
Athen. 3.82d oxi oe kci xav pfXwv eapexfi/ ecxt Aiovuaag oapxuocl ©eoKpixo/ o 
SipaKOGio/ ouTDoo, rm/ TCp^cov [2.120-1]. Nco7tx6X£loo/ S’ o ^aotavS/ Cv xfj 
AiovuaiaSi [CA 1] Koi duxo/ i.aKO0Cl co/ utco Aiovucou eupeOevTcov xOv priacov, 
KcOaFeo xal x«>v aXXtov dKOo5oUcxv, Diod. Sic. 3;63.2 (Dionysus teught humanity the 
gathering of fruits) ond see Blech 183 n. 13. The notion seems to occui first is Ph. ond 
it may be derived from a regional cult of Dionysus. It is reflected is Theoc. and 
Neoptolemus of Poros. Cell. fr. 412 asserted thot Dionysus’ crown consists of apples, 
see ff.
arco KpOK:a<KK-v/ A common Hellenistic pentameter clausule-form, cf. fr. 17.2 anb 
TpcariScov/, Antip. Thess. GPh 100.4 anb Kpoxa<)cov/, Simios HE 1.2 = Coll. HyPal. 
12 = Ale. Mess. HE 14.6 = Rhian. HE 7.4 arco apopapxov/, Posid. HE 8.4 anb 
TpoOupmv/, 11.6 anb opaSicov/, Antip. Sid. HE 15.8 anb opoUlScov/, 45.4 anb 
nXoKa\icavl, GVI 1039.4 (2nd c.) arco pAe^apwv/, 1627.10 (1st c.) Atco opayovtov/, 
SEG 30.483.4 (Fhespiai, undated) anb rcpoooSpov/, then Nicorch. HE 4.4 an 
axK0KUtrovI, Theodor. HE 17.4 an ’IEX-vpicbvl, GES 56.4 (co 300) an' iliOecov/, GVI 
1150.14 arc’ aOavappov. There ore only rare occurrences in orc-HcIlenistic (Mimn. lEG 
12.8 ab’ ’Eo7pepi5pov/) or Imperial pentameters.
Kpo'ca^cov KoSxa<t)Ol, l lx in Homer, is a term of medical colouring which, although it 
does not occur in Coll., hos e regular distribution is Hellenistic poetry; AscIep; HE 
46.1, Theoc. 7x (11.9, 14.68, 15.85, [20J.23, 22.124, 125, 30.13 - the lemma in 
Rumpel’s Lexicon is misleading), A.R. 2x (1.219, 1261), Arat. 2x (56, 69), Euph. CA 
84.5 aod poePapo SH 428.8, Phaniae HIE 2.2, Nic. 2x (TTiee. 732, Alex. 22X AAiip. Sid. 
HE 51.2 (the only occuiTesce is singular), Meleag; HE 46.5, Asos. FGE 97.7, 
Batrachom. 131, most likely Epica Adesp. CA 9iii.9 and in contemooral•p inscriptions.
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GVI 653.6 (2nd/3rd c.), 1916.8 (Rhodes, 2nd c.), 1991.9 (1st c.), GVICyr 5.18 (2nd 
c.), GES 73B.4 (m. 2nd c.), cf. also Homeric ToOxoKpooa^ov in Antip. Sid. HE 28.4, 
GVI 1821.3 (2nd c.) and the absolute hapax 8oXi%KPpKTd()KO in CEG 779.3 (Attica, 
4th c.?).
Schol. Theoc. 2.120 quote this fragment to illustrate the function of the erotic 
apples. Philinus approaches the house of his beloved Simaetha paXa pev ev pKXootat 
Aicovnaoio 8uXdaatov, / xpaxi 6' e%mv Xeupav, 'Hpcox^eoc; lepov epvoq (vv. 120-1). 
Theoc.’s second poem (Pharmakeutria) involves love and magic as a desperate woman 
deserted by her lover employs magic spells to regain his affection. Its locale is usually 
placed in Cos, see Dover 95-6. The story of Hippomenes and Atalante itself appears in 
Theoc. 3.40-2 where an enamoured goatherd offers Amaryllis ten apples (3.10) and 
then adduces an appropriate parallel: 'iTTcopevij;, dxa St} xdv TapOevov T0eX ydpai, / 
pdX' ev xepcnv eXwv 8popov dvuev d 8’ ’AxcAavxa / ©q ’l8ev mq epdvri, wq eq paKuv 
OXcrt ep©xa. As Wil. Kl. Schr. V.2, 96-7 saw, this passage is directly indebted to Ph. 
The best-known version of the myth occurs in [Hes.] Heoiai frr. 72-6 where 
Hippomenes running naked beats Atalante in a footrace by throwing at her three 
golden apples provided to him by Aphrodite, which the maiden pauses to pick up, see 
Gow on Theoc. 3.40. But these apples which from Ph. pass over to Theoc. are not the 
usual tokens of love; nor in this version is Atalante beaten in the footrace because of 
her delays, and therefore forced to marry Hippomenes. These apples rather possess the 
magic power to provoke uncontrollable erotic desire in their recipient, cf. the magic 
apples of Suppl. Mag. 72i.l0f. t\ <8’> qv 8m pjXcp xe pdXo pTjXcp xe rcaxd^co / rcavxa 
wcopOepevq paivoix’ ct ’ ep'q (nXbxiyx. / .... / ... <pal> pf\ Tauqatxo (nX©v pe. / 
<7oxvra> K^i^ftpoye^e^e’a xeXEi xekeav eTaot8fiv and Long. 2.4.4 (Philetas of Eros) 
Gxaq 8e Tkijalov eyeXa odvu dnaX8v pa! epaXXe pe xoiq pupxoiq pal ouk ot8’ oTGoq 
e0eXye pppexi 0upouG0at. That Aphrodite’s gifts can have such a power is already 
known from her peax8q used by Hera to lure Zeus in Il. 14.214f.2 -
2 See C. Faraone, "Aphrodite’s Keoxdq and the apples for Atalante", Phoenix 14 (1990), 219-243, esp. 
230-238 examining magic texts. Magic was commonly employed on erotic purposes, cf. also Eur. Hipp. 
478, 509f., Xen. Mem. 2.6.10, Philox. PMG 818, Virg. Aen. 4.483f. On the apples in the Atalante myth 
see J. Trumpf, Hermes 88 (1960), 20-1, M. Lagauer, Untersuchungen zur Symbolik des Apfels in der 
Antike, Diss. Erlangen-Niimberg 1967, 90-6, M. K, Brazda, Zur Bedeutung des Apfels in der antiken 
Kultur, Diss. Bonn 1977, 69f. and in general A. R. Littlewood, "The Symbolism of Apple in Greek and 
Roman Literature", HSCP 72 (1968), 147-181, D. Fasciano, "La pomme dans la mythologie greco- 
romaine" in Melanges M. Lebel, Quebec 1980,45-55. On apple as a love token see Gow on Theoc. 5.88, 
Livrea on Colluth. 59. On the relation of the Philetan and Theocritean passages see also Schweizer 51,
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The provenance of the apples which Aphrodite handed over to Hippomenes 
varies. They are said to come from the garden of the Hesperids in Schol. Theoc. 3.40- 
2b (127.11 Wendel), ibid. c (128.2-3 Wendel), Mythogr. Vat. 139 and Virg. Eel. 6.61 
or from Aphrodite’s grove in Tamassos in Cyprus in Ov. Met. 10.644f. with Bomer ad 
loc. An Attic red-figure calyx crater of ca 420 depicts Atalanta and Hippomenes nude 
before the footrace while Aphrodite receives the apples from a winged Eros, see J. M. 
Barringer, ClA 15 (1996), 71-4. Here they come from Dionysus’ wreath all the more 
surprisingly since this usually consists of ivy, cf. HH 26.1, Eur. Bac. 80, Cyel. 620, 
al., and apples are closely associated with Aphrodite, cf. Schol. Ar. Clouds 997c 
(193.11-2 Holwerda), Pans. 2.10.5 and see Lembach 134-7, Pirenne-Delforge 410-2. 
Garlands or apples are common love-tokens and their combination would constitute a 
passionate, grotesque reinforcement. A wreath of apples is not unparalleled, cf. 
Hippon. lEG 60, Meleag. HE 1.27. Schol. Theoc. 2.120a (289.20-4 Wendel) say that 
Call. fr. 412 ev xco Hepi AoyaScov ^coRedon of diverse rare stories?) xov Aiov'ccon 
axedvov ex pijXmv etvai (Know, e£, (Sv xal xov 'Ircrcopevqv Xapetv ASpoSixiis 
avs^Ga^.evnS( cog Aio^copos o Tovnxxls ev KopivOiaKotg [SH 381]. Aphrodite and 
Dionysus work together for erotic purposes in Anacr. PMG 346.56 (?), 357, cf. 
Anacreont. 43.12f., 49, 52.5f., al. Ph. seems to be the first to report this version which 
then occurs in Call, and Diodorus plausibly identified by Schneider with the Elaite 
known from Parth. 15 = SH 380 (rcapa Xro5c6p(p xcp ’EXatxij ev ’EXeyelais). 
Hippomenes’ apples come close to Dionysus also in Nonn. D. 48.180-2 where the god 
wins over Pallene as his bride after a wrestling fight and his gain is compared with that 
of Hippomenes casting to Atalante xpuoodai] rccorcapptOe yc^p^'qX.a Sccpa. 
Significantly Aphrodite’s granting of the apples, unlike D. 12.88-9, is suppressed here. 
This is a peculiar version enhancing the role of Dionysus, the origins of which may 
tentatively be traced to the region around Corinth. Ph. would know it from the 
Sicyoman vocable taK%a which he glossed as axeXdvoola en^Ses, a term which may 
be related with Dionysus/Iacch^, broadly worshipped in this wine-producing area. 
This Corirthiar/Sicyoniar tale would serve to counterbalance the Boeotian and 
Arcadian ones.
As Ataktoi frr. 40, 41, 42 K. evidence, Ph. had an interest in garlands and their 
composition. In fact the wording of the Theocritean Scholium might harbour some 
Philetan vestiges. Tanxa Se els epcoxa xqv ’axc^^^c^^'^txv eidvriaev wittily hints at the 
foot-race and is more than what is expected from a Scholiast. Theoc.’s spirited mg es 
paOnv aXar’ epcoxa might have found a precedent in Ph.
U. Ott, Die Kunst des Gegensatzes in Theokrits Hirtengedichte, Hildesheim 1969, 182, M, Fantuzzi, 
PCPS 41 (1995), 22-3. There is no reason to agree witli Wendel (1920), 99 who asserted that the source 
of Theoc. is Call. fr. 412, Ph. being only introduced in the Schol. by Theon.
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The fragment cannot be attributed to any knows work of the Coos with ceriaintp. 
The relative clause prompts the impression that the reference to the myth of Atalcste is 
e passing one; the word seems to have bees of apples: xa ot roxe etc. If Ph. treated 
Polyphemus, see Dem.-Disc. on Theoc. 7.15 If., this kind of apples would suitably be 
mentioned in a context similar to Fheoc. The transmission ond the erotic traits of this 
fragment favour this possibility. Less likely, apples ore related to Demetei asd may 
hove figured is Demeter, see Dsm.-Disc. os FaeoC; 7.134 ond for Dionysus is that 
poem cf. fi. 10. Others, os Rohde 79, saw the desired evidence for an erotic elegy. 
Earlier efforts to argue for a PaiIetan influence os PpxO; 1.1.15f., who follows the 
Boeotian version involving a footrace and golden apples, were abandoned, but F. 
Cairns, "The Milamon - Atclanto exemplum in Prop. 1.1: videre feras (12) and Greek 
models" in Hommages a J. Veremas, Brussels 1986, 33-8, esp. 37-8 thought he hod 
reached a fitting compromise by suggesting that Prop, contaminated his sources osd 
geve Ph. a "secondary" role. But his involvement is that poem is unnecessary.
From a technical point of view the intricate woid-oider of this fragment with the 
relative pronoun preceding its antecedent is noteworthy. This indicates os affinity with 
CclIrmoohcas practices, see Hollis os Hec. fr. 51.
Fr. 30 (SH 675D)
’7vyv(Ci
Steph. Byz. (342.17-9 Meineke) ’Tovat• rcoA.ig MaKESovvag. 'Hpoovxvg epSon [7.123]. 
’EpaxoaGevng 8e “Axvag aurnv (jj-qat. 4>tXrirag o’ cXXpv 5ia xvu a.
2 CiXIxag V : OiXr’rag cett., v. fr. 10 aXXrv codd. : "Axvqv Xylander ^Tjat oia codd. : (»Ta <Tgv> 
5ia Meineke. -
A true rarity. Ichnci is mentioned in HdE 7.123 os a tows is Mace dos which Erat. 
called Achnot Steph. Byz. s.v. "Axvos (156.16-8 Meineke) refers first to a Thessalian 
osd then to a Boeotian town of that ncme. But Strabo 9;5;14 colls the Thessalian tows 
^101 and refers to the noted local cult of Themis, see J.Cl, Decourt, La vallee de 
VEnipeus en Thessalie, Athens-Pcris 1990, 154-5. The cetios for its some provided by 
Steph. Byz. s.v. ’F%vat (342.19-21 Meiseke) suits the ancient Thessolion town: 
(Fhemis) StavKoeviT.. vnb xo'C Atog KaxeXBo&n ev xvtg 1Cv ’I%vaIevv 1S7lVig, xa'i ano 
xoU SlKc1Caal Kax’ t%vo/ avo|oaaOp|; Erat hod a staunch isieresi is geography - the
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term yeo^'pct^ia might be a coinage of his - and is the author of Tecoypa^iKd in three 
books, see Pfeiffer (1968), 164f. He very probably was aware of this tradition and thus 
called the Macedonian town (commonly called Ichnai) Achnai to distinguish it from 
the Thessalian Ichnai. Strabo l.c. would draw on his vein. Since Ph.’s Achnai is not 
related to the town in Macedon, it might have to do with the Thessalian one. His 
reference would then survive in a polemical passage of Erat. supporting his inversion 
of the traditional names. There is no indication as to the work of Ph. in which Erat. 
would find a reference to the Thessalian (?) Achnai; centaur Cheiron though, possibly 
treated by Ph., see Dem.-Disc. on Theoc. 7.148F, lived in Thessaly. Kuchenmuller 85 
thought that he first transposed the reference to the poetical fragments "quod non 
verisimile est Coum in grammaticis de eiusmodi rebus egisse", but it was first 
classified as such by Kayser 70 (his fr. XXVI).
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ALLEGED ASCRIPTIONS
As Knox 68 put it "the name of Philetas will always be an attractive peg on which 
to hang a lost work" (but see Perp. Adscr. 14 ad fin.). No doubt the following list will 
soon be outdated with new alleged ascriptions. Dubium 1 could possibly come from 
Ph. and Dubium 2 most probably harbours a work of the Coan. I believe no other of 
the passages quoted here to have come from his pen. The material concerning 
influence on the Romans is accumulating and has the potential to grow even more, but 
is fatally subjected to the question of survival and therefore inconclusive. None of the 
iambic fragments linked to Ph. bears the slightest resemblance to what we actually 
have from him. Two short phrases (fr. 2 from Hermes and fr. 7 from Demeter) which 
reproduce Philetan diction with a very high degree of probability have been 
incorporated in the main body of the genuine fragments.
a) DUBIA.
1. [Adesp. Pap. Ef^ii^i'. SH 983 = TAion. FGE 155.]
1 oaxpeiov
[MeJuvoyog X,l9lOKf|OS o%99 %vxov fjpiov eaxiv
........... ].......[.M44MHL
[.......]rs S’ aSdpayjx^s e]?i amllXd8e<cai xi0f]vei,
5 ’AypoxepTig epaxdls Xaxcdm. xepTop.evov
0[ovv]% S’ [el]pi ppoxotcxtv ce^ejaXos, fiviKa Amao'Cs
[vu|i.(>ilQs [d]v8t%d<yo pivoxopoig (Mx^aiv.
F. Lassere, QUCC 19 (1975), 145-176 published PLouvre inv. 7733 verso dated 
from the 2nd c. which contains this riddle along with a commentary on it of at least 69 
lines and strongly argued for Philetan authorship, esp. pp. 167-174, on the grounds of 
Homeric knowledge, absorption of science with regard to oysters (Hellespontine 
Abydos was famous for its oysters and in v. 4 the oysters grow fatter as the moon 
waxes), the oracular nature of the epigram which could link it to Ph.’s Paegnia and a 
misreading of v. 2 where Lassere had read in the papyrus. s]lrxo?^93:(?y - his text is very 
different from that printed in SH (after P. Parsons, ZPE 24 (1977), 1-12). Lassere 
convinced E. Calderon, EClas 30 (1988), 27-8 and lured others such as Lausberg 358 
("vielleicht") or F. Montanan La philologie grecque, 86, 132 ("probabilmente"), but
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the ascription remains only a "foist possibility" for Hollis (1996), 57 n. 6. The epigram 
is exquisite ond erudite and a "big" neme might have written it, but none of these 
fectors points compcIlrngly to a certain authorship. Its date is the 3rd c. ("eaily 
Hellenistic" Hollis 264) os the commentator seems to hove written in the 3rd or early 
2nd c., i.e. after Theodor, quoted in vv. 47-53 discussing Amoco (SH 743 = FGE p. 95) 
osd before the 2nd c. hand which copied it. Theodor, is doted with confidesce is the 
second half of the 3rd c. The leoised osd Hellenistic traits are unmistakable. Foi the 
'Aethiopion Memnon' cf Coll. fr. 110.52 M<ovovo/ A^lono/A 'PrvxxXpx/ is a 
Homeric hapcx of Aies in II. 21.391-2 lecumng is Hes. Theog. 933-4, ,Ayoox£prl of 
Artemis in Homer only H. 21.476, see Mcehler os Bocch. 11;33, LSJ Suppl. s.v., 
Thpeatte II, 305 (esp. Attica); ckICycXos, for which cf. Hesych. o 8625 a()£8|(daou- 
av8u GrcvC:Oipos a<eomp<xv, osd Amoco (= Aphrodite) ore pcritics; Xu-tov 1jorov emulates 
Homeric %utT yaio "(sepulchral) mound of eolta" by using the much affected since 
eaily Hellenistic times Homeric hopcx (II. 23.126) fjorov, Asclep. HE 31.1, Anon. 
FGE 136.1 (4th/3pd c.), Alex. Aet. CA 3.3, Coll. fr. 43.4, SH 254.7, Hec. fr. 79, 
Theoc. 2.13, 14.75, A.R. 1.1165, Euph. SH 453, Lyc. 444, 1208, Nicoeset. HE 2.1, 
Leon. Tai. HE 11.1, "Ion" FGE 2.5, Nic. fr. 108.1, IMEG 66.7 (2nd^lst c.). ZmCag is 
Homeric osd Hellenistic, A.R. 7x, Coll. HyDel. 243, Theoc. HE 20.6, Euph. CA 3, 
Ncc. Alex. 289, Lyc. 1081, Amyntos SH 42.2, Adesp. Pop. Epigr. SH 97£;11, Adesp. 
heo. Hex. SH 923.14, trivialised in 0pp. HaL (13K); FiOjvCm is unHomeric (xrOljvll 
is), HHD 142, Taeogn. 1231, cl. osd substantive dSdoo/ is unHomerio too (occurring 
only as e proper name) but crops up 4x in Hes. (+ 3x is Scut.). Amaov/ vuo1r]os 
"Aies" = "knife" glances ot os ancient inieioreioiion of olu/ "Apiis as "sword" is II. 
7.330, see G-P on Antip; Thess. GPh 23.3. The riddle is carefully articulated in ialee 
distichs each one disclosing more information towards the solution than the previous 
esd may come from e book conioinrng enigmatic epigrams. It is noteworthy thot the 
solution is prefixed, a practice which wos not the definite norm, see Page, FGE, 469­
470. In this respect it differs from Ph.’s only surviving poegnios (fp. 27, tpossmiticd, 
however, by Stob.) which most probobly prefaced a book. But its obscure meonisg ond 
refined learning renders it a comparable specimen of o riddle-epigram.
2. Hottls (19788) 402-6 supplemenied the lacuna in CaCl. fi 1.10 wiih ©EmO and made 
"the relatively less demanding assumption that Ph. (or conceivably another poet) wrote 
e long work bearing, like the Demeter, the ncme of a goddess for its title" (0; 403). 
This Collimacheos passage is very likely to comcis o reference to another poem by 
Ph., see on less likely proposals Perp. Adscr. 14. Possibly Hensesias. T. 2 harbours 
Philetes traces too.
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3. A. S. Hollis raised the possibility that dactylic Kav]<ouaav seaye^ in T. lla might 
come from a work of Ph. about the death of his mother. The formula is common in 
funerary epigrams and there is something like it in Hermesian. CA 7.43 Savouaav mo
2rD^ifv eexo ycXav of Antim.’s Lyde. But any conclusion is precarious.
b) PERPERAM ADSCCRPTA.
1. [Ph. Inc. Sed. CA 17 = Heemeneia fr. 4 Diehl = Ataktoi Gloosai fr. 53 K. = Hermes 
fr. 3 Nowacki]
XeuyaXeog Se %ixav T£env©|peVOg, opuji. 8’ apanj 
i^ug elAetxat Koppa jieAayKpavivov
Strabo 3.5.1 (incolae insulamm Balearidum) a^cooxoi em xoug dycOvag e^eaav ... a<eeV6vag 5e 
Kept xQ KejcAfi xpeig peXaaKppvivag {peXayKpavtvag- o%oivou el5og, e% ou TiXKexat xa a%oivta- 
Kai. 0XT|xag ye (Coraes ; xe codd.) ev 'Epp-veto' Xeuu'aaeog etc. cbg axo’vv<p e^cocaLevo-u}.
2 IX&xai Aco' ("pro glossemate haberi potest" Lassere, vix recte) : eiketxai cett. : eiXxixai vel etXuxat 
Meineke Koppa codd. : appa Salmasius : "jpossis etiam pdppa [accepit Powell]. Sed nibil mutandum" 
Meineke pekayKpaivag codd. ambo locis : peXoyKpaviag perperam Salmasius : corr, Coraes, Meineke 
: "cave ne Philetae glossema commpas" Lassere.
As Tyrwitt already noticed the lemma propounding cpXapppavivoq is a marginal 
note that crept into the text of Strabo. In the Vatican Strabo-palimpsest of the late 5th 
c. A.D. (Id) that part of Strabo’s work does not survive. This is a gloss discussed by Ph. 
in Hermeneia where he quoted an anonymous distichon to illustrate his interpretation 
as he did in Ataktoi Glossai fr. 40 K. with the gloss idxxa. It is considered as incerti 
poetae by Wil. HD I, 115 n. 1, Barber, 2OCD, 814, Pfeiffer (1968), 91, R. Tossi La 
philologie grecque, 147, Rengakos 108-9 n. 480 (who noted that a link between this 
distich and A.R. 1.1218-9 7p6<(ct<jw mo^pou ... / ^TuyaAiriv postulated by R. Merkel, 
Ein Kapitel Prolegomena zu Apollonius Rhodius, Progr. Schleusingen 1850, 149 is 
fantastic), but earlier it was commonly ascribed to Ph., cf. Brunck 234, Kayser 52-3, 
Jacobs 123, Bach 34-5, Meineke 348-350, Diehl, and since Powell printed it as such, it 
is sometimes still discussed as a genuine fragment. This possibility would only be true 
if Ph. inserted portions of his poetry in his philological works, as Parth. did in his Erot. 
Path., but it is unlikely that Ph. would have adduced passages of himself to enhance
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his own interpretations.1 Tyrwhitt had tried contra metrum to ascribe it to Hermes 
and was followed by Nowacki on the false premise that Hermes consisted of both 
hexameters and pentameters. Cessi (1914), 287-8 deemed that the unknown character 
described in a sony plight should be Telephus who was notoriously represented 
wearing rags in Eur.’s play. The MSS’ ’Epi.TX£Sa would be con-upt. He convinced E. 
Calderon, EClas 30 (1988), 24. Webster 41 concluded from this quotation that features 
of the low and humble already occurred in Ph. (which may well be coiTect) winning 
approval from E. J. Kenney, Moretum. A Poem Ascribed to Virgil, Bristol 1984, xxxi 
and Zanker 56, and thought of a fisherman as those in [Theoc.] 21 and in Hellenistic 
Art. Bowie 75 (and A. S. Hollis) saw in it a point of limited resemblance with Lycidas 
in Theoc. 7. The distich itself is of high quality, vividly descriptive and apparently of a 
date not long before Ph.’s days. Xe'UYaXeog is extended to apply to material objects, 
the prosaic form memivcDiievos (cf. mvos in tragedy, A.R. 2.200, Call. fr. 122.5, mvoev 
in A.R. 2.301, Tcvvooaa in Antip. Sid. HE 7.3) is juxtaposed to traditionally epic 
vocabulary, cf. of the cynic philosopher Diogenes Antip. Thess. GPh 97.3 p'omoevxi 
^<9 T07joCxYfrevov eoOos, Soph. OC 1259. reflects its Homeric usage in Od. 
5.231 = 10.544 Tcpl Se icn/Tv paXex’ i^m of the waist of Calypso and Circe 
respectively, cf. Long. 1.4.2 (statues of Nymphs with) ^wpa tcp! tqv l^uv, Dion. Per. 
840-1 (women celebrants of Dionysus) xpuooio kcx' i^nos aiia palobaai / 
opxeuv^^i. It is employed 2x by Arat. 310 (man), 683 (144) whence Diophil. SH 
391.8, [Theoc.] 25.246 (lion), and Archias GPh 21.3 (cicada), Androm. GDRK 62.53 
(man), 0pp. Cyn. 2.6 (Centaurs). On eiXeixai see LSJ s.v. ei Xco c.II "bind fast", and 
cf. Call. SH 253b.la-1 dcxj)- xe Kfpegj/ LeiXeVVLXjai, [Mosch.] Megara 104 Tepi S’ 
anxov .. elXeixo (XoS/, Arat. 53 (the coil of the Dragon) Kax’ anxsv / eiXeixai 
KetjaXffv whence Anon. GDRK S4.1-2, Dion. Per. 161-2 emi. Sioc-Sv / elXeixai 
axpo$aXltyYa, A.R. 2.571 vija ... TcpiJ; eitei poos. The form is common in Hellenistic 
verse, Theoc. 1.31, A.R. 4.1271 cf. 4.1067, Arct. 46,224, 445, al. MeAccyiKpavivos is a 
gloss which takes into consideration the substantive peXaYKpavis "black bog-rush 
(schoenus nigracus)" in Theophr. HP 4.12.1, cf. Pliny NH 21.113 and see A-H-S on 
HHHerm. 460.
1 Zenodotus has been unjustifiably accused of inserting verses of his own to complete the sense in 
certain Homeric passages, see Pfeiffer (1968), 114.
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2. [Phylloch. SH 694A = Phyhe-ch. (?) FGH 81 F 84 = Ph. Dub. CA 25 (= 28 KJ
tooupiTj pouvot pev £a£ti0epor 'Ieoxeoyxr,
^t^v^fx^iai t'x;po<asalaoxrerv eae'6<9e>oov Coco CKOVKCC- 
SoUAcv S’ ouxig TtioFcev EcCpKexar obo’ Tpaiov.
Athen. 14.639d (de SatuTnalibus et festis similibus) K<po 5e oobvavx^oo Sp<SalT, Cog laxopei 
MaKapeug ev xpIxeo KClaK<&T [FGH 456 F Ib] • oxav yap xg "Hpgc Gjcvciv, oowIvi ob Tiapayiyvovxai 
end xfiv ebeoxiav. O6 koi 4>uAaaxov (codd. : Ebjoplova Meineke : OllOv1dv tentavit Kaibel) 
elpp|KKvav Zoupiri etc., cf. Athen. 6.262c sine loco poetiev.
1 ooupipi codd. : Niabpivi Dalechamps : "Iunonis sive nvmen, sive cognomen" Kaibel, inde Onpavij 
Herzog, Kuchenmiiller 2 rcpocKKivoun codd. ; npog (nap Meineke) KCouxiv VUlebrun : npog 
^etvoiaiv proposai eXeuiov codd. : corr. Musurus apap codd. : neap man. sec. A.
Apparently e poop poet’s work. The fragment wos quoted in local historios 
Macereus’ Coaca book 3. Kaibel, Bergk, Powell, Kuchenmiiller end L. Sbardello. 
QUCC 52 (1996), 107-113 (os part of as alleged ktisis-poem on Cos by Ph.) were 
tempted to ascribe it to Ph., Meineke eves to Euoh; "The fragment is coiFuoi asd the 
nature of the poem is obscure"; the poet’s neme "hozcpdous to amend", Ll-J Acad. Pap. 
I, 26. First R. Herzog, Phil. 65 (1906), 633 orinied O^)pcvtK1] is v. 1 which was then 
independently proposed by Kucaenmuller 87, a title attested twice in Coas inscriptions 
(nowhere else in the Dodecanese), see Craik 219. NtxUorxr, if accepted, might mean 
thot among foreigners only the Nisyriens, enjoying special privileges in Cos, see os fp. 
26, were legitimised to participate is the ritual of Hero, access to which wos othetmdse 
prohibited to foreigners and slaves. The cultic exclusion of foreigners is widely 
attested, see Wachter 118-123, cf. of Hero’s cult HdL 6;81; On her worship is Cos see 
Sh-W 296L, Craik 187. If NloUoiOi is to be read in the first line, rccds leivoiai^v 
would suggest itself, es e Coen poet might teke pride in the generosity with which his 
country treated the Nisyrions. 'IepoeppXs is the person is charge of a religious 
ceremony, a general term applying to ritual, banquets osd sacrifices, but v. 3 shows 
that here it means "attendcst of a sacred rite". Coll. fr. 517 (is an utterance of Apollo) 
shows its noble effect. Here it moy be as effort to provide os elevated alternative to the 
usual iepoFOwg.l ’EleuOepov fioap is HomeliC; "Exovxeg is intolerably feeble;
2 'Ieovnoivg is the term occurring in the sacred documents, see the Index in LSCG p. 343, and in Cos, 
cf. HG 1.38, 39, 51 (4th c.), IdC ED 71B.15 (4th c.), HG 8.33 (3rd e.), IdC ED 93.5 (3rd c.), 89.7 (1st 
c.). 'Ieovuiyog is rare, see LSJ s.v. with Suppl. (add LSCG 144A.5, B.4 (Lebena, 2nd c.)), Svkvlvwski 
on LSCG 3.8 (leoouoye©), F. Bader, Les composes grecs du type de Demiourgos, Paris 1965,136-8.
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Kuchenmuller was forced to propose dyovxeg (dpouGt already Meineke). V. 3 is 
modelled on Il. 13.701-2 A’iag 6’ oukeh rd|crac] ... / toxcex' ... ou8’ f(|3ai8v/, cf. also 
Od. 9.462 eAGovrEq 8' T(Cat8v. On ou8' r(Cai8v see S. West on Od. 4.793-4, Kirk on Il, 
2.2. The exclusion of slaves from rellgious festtvaas is not uncommon, see Wachter 
123-5 and in general F. Bdmer, Untersuchungen uber die Religion der Sklaven in 
Griech. und Rom, Stuttgart 21990. Wil. GdH I, 283 n. 3 thought that the cult of Hera 
Argeia is involved which would originally be confined to the Greek settlers of Cos. 
Craik 165 thought that in Hera’s cult this might have to do with the refuge offered to 
Heracles, Hera’s foe, when he was cornered in a battle with the Coans by a Thracian 
(i.e. slave?) woman, Plut, quaest. gr. 58, p. 304 c-d. The provincial poet Phylarch. is 
not known from any other source.
3a. [Philitas Samius HE 1]
TevwiKKovae'xLg Kai. m tcAeov fj OiXepaoxog 
NiKtag eig vpdv KumpiOog EKpefiaaev
aav6aXa kai. %avrtg dveXtypaxa, xov xe 5iaayf 
4 xalxov aKpipeiiig ouk aTooAtitoopvov,
Kai. Ccovrv %o^'UTi.pov, d x’ ou (jxovrtd %pdg av6po<* 
ctXX eaopgg rcdcrrg KurcpiSog OTC-caavirv.
’AvaGriia xj aUxr) [sc. ’A^ppSixn] rcapa NixtaSoq' 0tX.lxd Zaptou. 1 rcevxnKovvaexrig P : corr. 
Reiske 3 xov xe Ap. B : xov 5e P 5 ^xoviyrd C :-vQ xa P 6 eg 6pQ P : corr. Jacobs.
3b. [Philitas Samius HE 2]
a axdXa PapuGouaa Xeyet xaSe’ "lav pivumpov 
xav piKKav ’AiSag dprcaae Geiv6Vxav■" -
%a piKKa xaSe Tcazpp a^yer "KaXiv la%ev Xunaq,
©ei66oxe’ 0vaxoi. Sna'xueeg."
OiXiTa Zapiou eig pixpKv xiva Ovyarepa ©eoSoxou Kai, auxiv ©eoO^c^iniv oaXvvl|l£VT|v. 1
pivuoipov C : -piov P 3 xa piKKa apogr. ; x’ appiKa P 4 noXKa P : corr. Reiske.
The corrector added the ethnie in the first epigram and both name and ethnic in 
the second. The epigrams belong in a Meleagrean context but no Ph. is mentioned in 
his preface. Meleag. himself does not seem to have added ethnics to the names of 
poets. This became a necessity because of later accretions but again there is only one
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Ph. in AP, see the balanced discussion in HE II, 476. Since vv. 3-4 xov xe Siau^yfj / 
%cXkOv recurs in HyPal. 21, Bulloch 130 n. 4 was inclined to believe that they belong 
to the Coan, but appeared more sceptical in Easterling-Knox 546. They were first 
printed as such by Jacobs 121. But if the author was he, Meleag. would not have failed 
to notice him in his preface. The Coan is never linked with Samos as the island of his 
origin and the corrector might have added the ethnic to distinguish the lesser known 
poet from his famous namesake in a broader context. The name Nixidg in v. 2 of the 
first epigram stands on a solid Samian tradition too: a Samian hetaira Nikco is attested 
in Athen. 5.220f and the name occurs in context 3x in Asclep., see G-P on Asclep. HE 
10.2. No othee source pi^c^\^ii^£^5j any inrormacton about the Samian Phiilias.
4. [Anon. FGE 134.2]
vukxOv $povxl5eg ecmepioi
Quoted in Athen. T. 20. Page, FGE, 443 deemed that the weird phrase is a direct 
quotation from Ph.: "the main point of the epigram may be that this is parody of the 
style of Philitas, if not an actual example of a KaAoopevog xcov Xoycov \|/eu8oA6yog 
taken from his writings". The epigram from which this quotation is taken is a fictitious 
epitaph written not long after Ph.’s death (opc xou pvtile^lou auxoU eTriyyapica in 
Athen.) by someone familiar with the mockery of Middle comedy about the Coan. 
This particular reference might be chosen to allude to a notorious scene in Demeter, 
see Dem.-Disc, on Call. HyDem. 7-9. The inscrutable juxtaposition of vukxov and 
eaoepcoi may well be an on the spot specimen of a yeeSopevog xoyog but in view of 
the comic character of the epigram it does not seem to reproduce a Philetan 
conjunction. This would become clear if Eubulides’ logical riddle of KX£S)86xl£vog 
Xayoq would be employed in comedy in relation to litterati or indeed to Ph.
5. [Atakt. Glos. fr. 50 K.]
OCmo® 08 xijg GKU^tig
Hesych. s.v. aKugng' oapCt OiMxqr ftauato oe xfjg aKugrig' avxi xou xfjg Katipag
From this quotation in Hesych. and from id. s.v. fmO ai)vs|v oap’ 'Ek(pxpTco 
OtlXfXKag (Musurus : oapeKaxeco OiXlKag cod.; = Hecataeus FGH 1 F 365 = Ataktoi 
fr. 51 K.), Kayser 68 and Bach 6If., esp. 67 concluded that Ph. wrote iambics.
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Meineke wanted to ascribe this fragment to Philemon, M. Schmidt regarded it an 
anonymous quotation in Ph.’s Ataktoi. It might be derived from comedy (but not 
recorded among the comic Adespota in PCG VIII) or, more likely, to ivnictive iambic 
poetry in the style of Hipponax. ZKU^aco "be in heat" is according to Arist. HA 572a, b 
a vox propria for dogs and the substantive occurs in comedy as an abusive term of 
women, see Chantraine DE s.v. cxu^a. The second fragment is hopelessly corrupt, see 
R. Tossi La philologie grecque, 147 n. 5. "Von Iamben sind nur unsichere Spuren 
vorhanden", Wil. HD II, 116. It is likely that Ph. quoted these iambic remnants when 
discussing the glosses they contain in Ataktoi. Their only significance is that they 
evidence the Coan’s spectrum in detecting or interpreting rare terms to overstep the 
realm of hexameters or pentameters.
The iambic fragments in Stob. 4.33.19 (V.804 Hense) = Philemon fr. 92 Kock 
(<FiZt|toi) SMA) = Comp. Men. et Philist. 2.59-67,4.22.48 (IV.518 Hense) = Philemon 
fr. 239 Kock (<X>iXt|t S : <X>iXiTa MA : Philemoni attr. Meineke : "sed nihil mutandum. 
immo intercidit Philetae dictum una cum nomine OiXripovoq aliusve poetae comici" 
Hense ad loc.) = Men. Sent. 118, 2.1.5a, b, c (II.4 Wachsmuth) = Comp. Men. et 
Philist. 2.77-80 = Philemon fr. 118 Kock FP : MiXtjt L), 2.4.3 (11.27
Wachsmuth) = Philemon fr. 112 Kock (<J>iXr|povo<; T : OiXiyu S : (<X>)iXr|Ta A) = Comp. 
Men. et Philist. 2.189-191 and 2.46.11 (11.261 Wachsmuth, <E>iXtit L : OiA/qiiovo^ 
Meineke : <FiXtitoi) Gaisford) = Comp. Men. et Philist. 2.12-5 (attributing it to Men. 
under the title Mevav8po<;. nepi T6%ri<;) have nothing to do with Ph. of Cos. They 
were printed by Kayser 71-3 among his Fragmenta Incerta et Suspecta and dubitanter 
by Bach 61-7. They are not printed among Philemon’s genuine fragments in PCG, see 
vol. VII, 317. Kayser 68-9 and Bach 66-7 also misread tFiAnycdt; for ’Q^eXicov in 
Athen. 2.43f = Ophelion PCG 4 which after quoting Eubul. PCG 133 runs Ta avra 6’ 
iap.peia Kai ’Q^eXicov tjiriat.
6. [Euph. SH 429.46-9]
46 r|vuaa.[
Auyavri<?[
48 Trj<; oi)$’ [aiOuiai oi)Se Kpuepoi KavriKe<;]
5u7CTai.[
46 "ad fin. fort. x[." SH 48 Euph. CA 130 suppl. Barigazzi
Scheibner published the fifty-four lines long, badly mutilated hexameter fragment 
printed as Euph. SH 429 (?) and attributed it to Ph. inserting in v. 46 fr. 4 from
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Hermes. Despite the objections of R. Pfeiffer and Ll-J per litt. he abode by his 
ascription in Phil. Ill (1967), 129-132. His proposal was almost universally rejected, 
cf. Fraser II, 792 n. 21 ad fin. ("lacks any positive foundation", cf. Cairns 25 n. Ill), 
Trypanis 267, and A. Barigazzi convincingly fitted Euph. CA 130 in v. 48, see also R. 
J. D. Carden, BICS 16 (1969), 34-5, SH ad loc. Bowie 74-5 with n. 40 rightly asserted 
that "in any case mythological material seems to predominate and we are very far from 
bucolic" correcting Fraser 11. ("a bucolic hexameter poem"), but insisted that "Philetas 
could still be the author" because vv. 6-7 ’Qpop£§ov[xo]g / le^v ("suspectum, contra 
metri normam" SH) xaupaTciSos "Hp-pig "would be easier to explain". This carries very 
little weight. Oromedon is most probably not the Coan mountain, but the giant 
Eurymedon, an aspiring lover of Hera, cf. Euph. CA 99, mentioned with features of 
her beauty in the next verse. As the editors of SH noted "et alii aliorum versus ab 
Tjuusa incipient" and Odysseus’ egocentric and cunning naiTation in one of Hermes' 
episodes would not stray to such a mythological width to serve his pressing immediate 
interests.
7. [Philteas Naxiaca FGH 4*98]. From EM 795.12 ^6iAiTcc<g rcaaa to <J)iX© <(i.i^xc><g 
pOpaoiKOv ovopa, ofi 7taca>vu|cov OrXxeag, ©g opporog OccoTtCag, apraxog ’Aciaxcag. 
OiXxeag 5C Caxiv foKaiKaXapatog iaxopjKev, o xa Na^ra auvOeig Kayser 30-2, 51­
2 attributed et least three books of ^2x0^ to Ph. and suo arbitrio declared them to 
be composed in verse. Bach 82 rejected the unfounded speculation on the form but 
discussed Naxiaca as e genuine work of the Coen. Two pieces of information have 
survived from this work, Schol. Lyc. 633 ap4)tKXXaKor>g %oicd8pg ^apvT^<aCpcg] ... 
Tljiaiog {FGH 566 F 66) 6C Stioiv elg xaUxag xag v-soong eXOerv xrvag x©v Bouax©v, 
daxivag vfjooug xoipaSag eioiev [sc. Lyc.], OiXxeag 5e Cv xpt^i:q NagiaK©v 
BaXiapiSag 0o<o-v auxag Uoxecov ovopaaOfjvai and Eustath. Comm,. Od. 1885.50 Kat 
o xd Na^iaKd ypayag t^rXfrT'crag eixe KaXXtvog whence Eudocia added among Ph.’s 
works Kat xa KaXoupeva Na^taRa in Suda T. 1. R. Stiehle, Phil. 9 (1854), 505 
wanted to establish the Coan’s name in the first passage as Ph. allegedly spoke of the 
Balearia islands in Perp. Adscr. 1, overlooking the fact that the lexicographic insertion 
does not relate to Strabo’s subject matter. He had also ignored Meineke 351-3 who had 
corrected the arbitrary emendations end had given the work back to its author winning 
the approval of Powell 96. On this shadowy historian Philteas see Jacoby ad loc.
8. [Ph. Aliena CA. 22 = fr. 40 KJ
"Ecxtik’ dpOt Kopag euwSeag dyKO0c oaxpog 
KaXov laK%aiov OrKapevri oxe^avov
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Athen. 15.678a dXXd |xnv Kai iaK%av (dett. : TaK%a A) xiva KaXox»|xevov 018a axe^avov wto 
EiKutovicov wg <(>riai Tigaxi5a^ ev xau; rXtoaaaig. <hiMxa<; 5’ ouxcoc; ypa^ei- tdK%a ev xfi Zikvcoviq 
Gxe<J>avG)|j.a exxSSe^' eaxnK’ etc.
1 d|i<i>iKOjia A: corr. Schweighauser
First Brunck 524 and Jacobs 122 followed by Bach 57-8 printed this elegiac 
distichon as a genuine Philetan fragment, but it is plain that it is a quotation from 
another poet employing the term iaK%aiov in the relevant lemma in Ataktoi Glossai. 
Anacr. PMG 397.2 UKO0upi8a<; Kepi. aTqOeat Xonivat; eOevxo used another gloss for 
"garland". The Sicyonian gloss iaK%aro<; suggests a link with Dionysus/Iacchus, 
broadly worshipped in Sicyon of the famous vineyards, cf. for the Sicyonian wine 
Pind. Nem. 10.43, Athen. 1.33b, Pliny NH 14.74 and for the cult of Dionysus Paus. 
2.7.5 (processions and rituals) and a dedicatory inscription in phalaecians SEG 
29.1334 (230-220) on which see A. Kerkhecker, ZPE 86 (1991), 27-34, L. Lehnus, 
CQ 46 (1996), 295-7 suggesting Mnasalc. as a possible author. "Eottike and 
OqKapevri implies a careful, ceremonial placing, cf. Eur. Med. 1160 (Glauce) xpuoouv 
xe Oeioa axe^avov ap<j)l p6aTpu%a<;, perhaps a coronation signalling initiation of a 
rite, cf. in a ritual of Aphrodite Cypria EGF 5.2-3 (Nymphs and Charites) KXe^djievai 
axe^avoug exxoSeac;, avOea yairiq, / dv KE^aXaraiv eOevxo and see Blech 302-7. The 
quotation then seems to relate to a celebration of Dionysus, who as a god of vegetation 
is intimately related with wreaths, see Blech 202f., 210f. EucoSti^ is a common attribute 
to wine. Here the Kop.a<; are euco8ecc<; because of the garland, cf. Eur. Med. 841 
EKipaXXogevav xaixororv eoco&n poSecov kXokov avOecov, Nonn. D. 2.89 KaXuKcov 
exxoSea %aiTr|v, 12.318. The adj. often applies to flora, cf. HH 19.26, Ibyc. (?) PMGF 
S 257i.9 crce<j)av]Qv exxo&n, [Hes.] fr. 26.21, Pind. Nem. 11.41 av0o<; ei)(55e<;, Theoc. 
4.25, 22.42, al.
9. [Frust. Adesp. Auct. SH 1048 = Ph. Dub. CA 26 = Antim. Dub. fr. 203]
0ot] S’ UKeSe^axo yctia
Transmitted by EM 453.6 and Epim. Homerici 0 25 (369.37 Dyck) in discussing 
the various meanings of 0oo<;, see SH ad loc. Maass (1895a), IX n. 5 was induced by 
Ov. Met. 5.423 (Pluto with Persephone on his chariot) icta viam tellus in Tartara 
reddit to ascribe this hemistich to Demeter. Oof| may mean geXarva, see on Antim. 
SH 62.2. Matthews on Dub. fr. 203 argued for Antimachean authorship, cf. id. 291.
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10. [Erat. CA 11]
KpFvTg ^opce)iFT<
EM 135.32 ’AiYcK>Tig’ oiov "viyd|.iEvai Kpiiviig eSpaaov ’AoYa^KT’-fg" [[Call,] Fr. Inc. Auct. 
740]•... to Se evxeXeg ev x<S 'Eofx'fl' Kofivpg rao7aKvp<g
Hunger attributed this fragment to Ph.’s Hermes, Hemsterhuis to Eiot.’s Hermes. 
Powell on Ph. (his) fr. 17 considered ev ,EooTi<'Ca>. Th. Bergk, Analecta Alexandrina 
11, Marburg 1846, 19 supported the asopipiixs to Eret. "cum illud carmen longe 
sobilius magisque gremmaticorum studiis fuerit explicatum" asd Ed. Hiller, 
Eratosthenis Carminum reliquiae, Lipsiae 1872, 27-31 secured the ascription by 
drawing ettcnirxn to the fact thot Hermes walked through Boeotio with the stolen cattle 
of Apollo, HHHerm. 881, Ant. Lib. 23. rapyoujAr is a well et the foot of Ciihocion 
known in historical times os the source of weter for the Greek army ot Plotoiei. Its 
identification with Apya)>T] is uncertain.
11. [Euph. CA 75]
%0l£ov pot KviC^ocoovpi pap’ ’Aoyav0mvtov aiirog
Bach 58 osd Cessi (1914), 286 n. 1 iniuria stripped Euph. of his veise to escribe 
it to Ph., see on fr. 28. Keyser 71 hod earlier placed it among his Fragmenta Incerta et 
Suspecta. Kayser 67 had olso by mistake eitrrbuied to Ph. Nic. Ther. 33 oaoa0ou oe 
vfiKUxo^ So7C'n1 quoted next to Ph. fr. 12 in EM. For the same reason 0. Dilthcp, De 
Callimachi Cydippa, Leipzig 1863, 38 tried to ascribe [Coll.] Fr. Isc. Auct. 739 tcoAu 
-p^og -jAaoev elco to Ph., see Pf. od loc., osd P. E. Sonnesburg apud Nowackr 32 n. 5 
mistook e hcKemeirrc formation is Perth. xm 6’ ctp<o xal auxch f\v f) oovq fISxo£vco for 
hhileten.
12. [Coll. HyAp. 110-2]
At|Ot §’ vi)K ano tiav'tog uo«o <^opeouat oeAtaoai, 
aXX -nig Ka0aor| xe koi axodccvxog avepCEE 
TtSaKog e% teoqg oAIy^ri Itpag doovv C^^vv.
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Muller 40-1, cf. id. (1990), 28, claimed that the famous Callimachean lines 
"scheinen geradezu ein Philitas-Zitat zu sein". The verses constitute an overt reference 
to Ph. but a three-verse direct loan is unparalleled in Call. As elsewhere, the Cyrenean 
has more subtle ways of incorporating Philetan material than direct quotation.
13. From Theoc. 11.1-3 OuSev tcottov epcoxa Tce^uKer (JjappaKOv aXXo, / NiKta, out’ 
eyxpiGTOv, epiv 5ok81, out’ e7ci7caaxov, I p xai riiepiSeg and Long. 2.7 ’'Epcoxo<; ydp 
ou5ev ((jappaKOv, ou Tirvopevov, ouk eaOtopevov, ouk ev co8ai<; Xeyopevov, oxi pp 
({nAppa Kai rcepipoXp Kai auyKaxaKXtOpvat yupvoi<; ocopaai Cairns 26-7 inferred 
that "Theocritus’ line may .. be an echo of Philetas". He also traced the pan-pipes in 
Long. 2.34 back to Ph., cf. id. WS 97 (1984), 107, and from Long. 2.35 fin. and Call, 
fr. 1.37 (?!) he postulated a poetic encounter of Eros and Ph., cf. also Bowie 78. All 
this in "Philetan bucolic poetry of erotodidactic character". Hunter (1983), 78 
expressed reservations about this reasoning but himself drew a line linking Long, with 
Theoc. and ultimately Ph. to whom he tentatively ascribed numerous expressions or 
motifs, p. 79f. Long. 2.37 expressly echoes Theoc., see C. M. Mittelstadt, RhM 113 
(1970), 217. To the immediate relation of the two the poetry of a third is irrelevant; no 
conclusions about Ph.’s poetry can be substantiated this way. The Coan has also been 
credited with a broader impact on Theoc. 1 by P-H 357 n. 1 where the death of Thyrsis 
allegedly alludes to Ph.’s death on the very slender ground that Theoc. was a "pupil" of 
Ph. and Hermes appears in v. 77 to console Daphnis. F. Cairns, WS 97 (1984), 105-6 
also maintained that the poetic symbolisms in Theoc. 1 go back to Ph., who allegedly 
treated a bucolic character Daphnis in his poems. These "would have made Theocritus’ 
readers see Idyll I as extending and supporting the literary manifesto of Philetas". In 
ibid., 97-8 from Prop. T. 22e Cairns inferred that "wax and corymbi ... were a Philetan 
symbolic complex" so that Theoc. 1.27-31 "may derive from Philetas" convincing A. 
Sharrock, Seduction and Repetition in Ovid’s Ars Amatoria 2, Oxford 1994, 145 who 
elaborates further on Ovidian grounds. From Hennesian. T. 2 and Ov. Tt. 23c, d an 
amatory elegy Bittis has often been posited.
14. The vexed lines in Call. fr. 1.9-12 have given rise to further speculation about 
alleged works of Ph. G. Vitteli, PSI 11 (1935), 141 n. 2 supplemented Kcov] in Call. fr. 
1.10 ("brevius spatio" Pfeiffer, but cf. P. J. Parsons apud Hollis (1978), 402 n. 1) 
postulating a tow-poem by Ph. This found sympathy with R. Pretagostini, Ricerche 
sulla poesia alessandrina, Rome 1984, 128-9 and L. Sbardella, QUCC 52 (1996), 93- 
119. The latter adduced Call. Tt. 5, 6a, b, Theoc. 7.1-11, Herodas 2.95-8 and
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Hermesian. T. 2 as references to a Cos by Ph. in the line of the anonymous Meropis 
SH 903A. Phylarchus SH 694A would be lines from that poem. He also saw room for 
a shorter poem Demeter restrictively dealing with the institution of the goddess’ cult 
in this island. The popular supplement ypcruv would allude to Ph.’s alleged Bittis: 
"waiving any doubts over the space in the papyrus (will it take five letters?) ... a 
description of Bittis as 'the old woman' would surely be grotesque", Hollis (1978), 403. 
Knox 67-8 found it "a bit inappropriate", but still regarded Bittis as "the best 
canditate". M. Puelma, Phil. 101 (1957), 95 n. 2 condemned Rostagni’s at Kaxa 
Xenxov [pT|aie<; in Call. fr. 1.12 on the ground that it implies a collection of poems 
entitled Kaxa Xercxov as Arat. SH 108-9, cf. Cameron (1995), 325 n. 117. He 
conjectured Kcpat ascribing to Ph. "eine Reihe von mittelgroBer elegischer 
Einzelgedichte in einer Buchsammlung vereinigt", id., MH 39 (1982), 226 n. 18. C. 
Gallavotti, Aegyptus 22 (1942), 115f. thought that Call. fr. 1.13-6 allusively refers to 
Ph.’s longer and shorter poems and by supplementing a[t Kcpai in v. 16 postulated a 
lost Philetan Catalogue of Women. L. Alfonsi, "La poesi& amorosa di Filita", Aegyptus 
23 (1943), 161 even thought that Ph. might have treated in Demeter or "a similar 
work" the myth of Massagetai against a paxpov av5pa. W. Wimmel, Hermes 86 
(1958), 346-353 favoured 5puv] referring to an unknown work of the Coan. K. Mckay, 
Antichthon 12 (1978), 36-44 accepted this supplement and postulated a poem K%T|0pTi 
on the ground of fr. 27.2, see ad loc.
15. Res Romanae. Maass (1895b), 280f. conjectured that Virg.’s whole treatment of 
bugony is indebted to Ph. He found support with Cessi 135-6, L. Malten, Kyrene, 
Berlin 1911, 29f. and Christ-Schmid-Stahlin Griech. Lit. II. 1,122. Maass, op.c., 295-6 
also held that Ph. in fr. 20 addresses Aristaeus, the inventor of apiculture. Of his 
treatment Virg. Georg. 4.315f. would be a "faithful summary". This was tentatively 
accepted by Kuchenmuller 79 n. 6 ("Fortasse ... breviter"); contra Rohde Kl. Schr. II, 
310-1, Nowacki 78 and see on fr. 20. Maass (1895a), XI-XIV also thought that he could 
deduce from Prop. 3.34.35-6 the content of a Philetan poem dealing with the myth of 
Heracles and Omphale; contra already R. Reitzenstein, Hermes 31 (1896), 198f. L. 
Richmond in his Cambridge 1928 ed. p. 221 opined that Prop. 2.12 is a literary 
translation ("Philetam expressit"!) of a Philetan poem; contra Boucher 223 n. 2 and 
common sense. W. Kroll, Studien zum Verstandnis der romischen Literatur, Stuttgart 
1924, 29 deduced from Prop. T. 22c that Ph. in his poems referred to Hippocrene and 
Aganippe, two springs sacred to the Muses. J. Hubaux, BAB 39 (1953), 263 from 
Long. 3.5.4 and Prop. 3.16.13-4 attributed the motif of the lover’s immunity to Ph.; 
contra Hunter (1983), 82-3. G. Luck, MH 105 (1962), 347 read in the vexed Prop. 
2.34b.31 tu satius Meropen Musis imitere Philitae postulating a Meropis by Ph., see
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Dcm.-DisC;, Reoosstr; LM.LeM. DuQuesncy, PLLS 3 (1981), 29-182 ot 38-51 eso; 39­
40 from the cxlpespondesces in Virg; Eel. 2;28-39 osd Long. 2;32.3 postulated Pa; os 
their common model, cf. also Hunter (1983), 81-2, Bowie 81-3, Thomas 40. Bowie 81 
deduced osother PhilCcs motif from Virg; Eel. 1.5 formosam resonare doces 
Amaryllida silvas and Long. 2;3 erifvouv inv ’Hxcb x6 ’AoaoullXISxq XvxJoa pex’ epe 
KaXoTvaav. From Virg. Eel. 7.4 ambo florentes aetatibus, Arcades ambo and its 
apparent imitatios by the roughly contemporary Eryc. GPh 11-2 FXauxmv xal 
Kop^wv, 01 ev x6ocx^ OouKoXeovxc / ’AoKaScg cpLjOTepoi Bowie 82-3 identified the 
common source that Reitzesstein EuS, 131-2 s. 2 had postulated with a bucolic poem 
by Ph. supplying "the seme Corydon osd perhaps even the Arcodies setting"; Thomas 
58-9 assented osd tried to refute the objections meanwhile reised by R. Jeskyss, JRS 
79 (1989), 34 n. 33. According to Bowie the ncme Lpcisno is combination with 
Long.’s Auxolviov, cf. also Theoc/s Auxloe^q, would also hoik bock to Ph. Asd from 
Prop. 3.3 four motifs would be of Philccs origin: a divine encounter (ocraaps with 
Apollo), the message "small is beautiful", the spelunca in Piop. 3;3.27 and the love 
themes in a rural context. Muller 42, cf. id. (1990), 28-9, from T. 22b osd the coda of 
Call. HyAp. concluded that Ph. is his poetry presented himself os the aieropaani of 
Apollo’s concept of poetry osd the Collimacaeos/Romas KaOxg is a term with 
religious/mystic connotations. Thomas 35-70 suggested thot if Ph. in Long. 2.3 reflects 
a character in a postorol poem of the Coos Ph. and since he bears "an uscosny 
resemblance" to the Cxrpcion old-mas in Virg. Georg. 4.116-148, the latter too should 
hark beck to him. So he proposed in p. 54 a stemma seniim starting from Ph. osd 
spreading to Fheoc., Virg. Eel. 1, Georg. 4 osd Long. Knox 75 deemed that Prop. 
3.1.If., 3.3.51f„ 4;6;3 osd 2.34.31-2 ore possoges "so specific that we moy suppose thot 
they reflect specific possoges in the poetry of Philetos". Hollis (1996), 57 n. 8 in the 
first two cases "tends towards scepticism" but deemed thot Prop. 2.34;31 "certainly 
looks os though it may contain a more definite ollusios to something is Philetas’ ows 
poetry ... but it is hard to have much confidesce in this text or osy particular 
emendation thereof". After A. La Pesno, RFIC 116 (1988), 318-320 he argued mainly 
os Romos grounds that "haiIcics himself, is his ows oxeirp, may hove eKoressed the 
hope that he would receive honours from his Coan compatriots" (p. 56).
